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One-Drive System:
$399. (40-track) & $675. (77-track)

Two-Drive System:
$795. (40-track drives) & $1350. (77-track drives)

Three-Drive System:
$1195. (40-track drives) & $2025. (77-track drives)

Requires Expansion Interface, Level II BASIC & 16K RAM.

Whether you need a single, 40-
track TFD-100™ add-onora three-drive
add-on With 77-tracKTFD-200™s, you
,get more data storage for less money
from Peroom.

OUfTFO-100™ drive, for example,
lets you store 102.4K bytes of data on
one side of a disk - compared to 80K
bytes on a TRS-80* mini-disk drive -
and 102AK byteson the other side, too.
Something you can't do with a TRS-80*
drive. That's almost 205K bytes per
mini-disk.

And the TFO-200™ drives provide
1.97K bytes of on-line storage per drive

-197K, 394K an,d591K bytes for one-,
two and three~&iv~,system~:"""""" ,,:

PATCH PAK¥f1 TM,our upgrade'
program for your TRSDOS*, not only
extendsTRSDOS* to accommodate40~
and 77-track drives, it enhances
TRSDOS*in other ways aswell. PATCH
PAK #1 ™ is supplIed with eaoh drive
system at no additional charge.

The reason you get more for less
from Percom is simple. Peripherals are
not a sideline at Percom. Selling disk
systems and other peripherals is our
main business - the reason you get
more engineering, more reliability and
more back up support for less money.

Low Cost Add·On Storage for Your TRS·80* •
In the Size You Want.

When you're ready for add-on disk storage, we're ready for you.
Ready'with six"mirii:-diskstoragesystems'~102K-bytesto:591 Koytes 6f' "

additional on-line storage for your TRS~80*.
- Choose either 40-track TFD·100™ drives
or 77-track TFD-200TMdrives.

• One-, two- and three-drive systems im-
mediately available.

- Systems include Percom PATCH PAK
#FM, on disk, at no extra charge. PATCH
PAK #1™ de-glitches, and upgrades
TRSDOS* for 40- and 77-track operation.

- TFD-100TM drivesaccom modale "flippy
disks." Store 205K bytes per mini-disk.

-loW prices. A Single-drive TFD-100TM
costs just $399. Price includes PATCH
PAK#1™ disk.

, Enclosures are finIshed in system-
compatible "Tandy-silver" enamel.

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC.
211 N. KIRBY • GARLAND, TX .• 75042

In the Product Development Queue ... a printer interface for using your TRS-80' with any
serial printer, and ... theElectric Crayon ™ to map your computer memory onto your color TV
screen - for games, animated shows, business displays, graphs, etc. Coming PDQ!

To order add-on mini-disk storage for your TRS-80* ,
or request additional literature, call Percom's toll-free
number: 1-800-527-1592. For detailed Technical infor-
mation call (214) 272-3421.

Orders may be paid by check or money order, or
charged to Visa or Master Charge credit accounts. Texas
residents must add 5% sales tax.

iPercom 'peripherals for personal computing'
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The Hono, Graduate
There's been a lot of talk lately

a bout intelligent terminals with
small systems capability. And, it's
always the same. The systems
which make the grade in perfor-
mance usually flunk the test in
price. At least that was the case
until the SuperBrain graduated with
the hi g h est PPR (Price/ Perfor-
mance Ratio) in the history of the
industry.

For less than $3,000*, SuperBrain
users get exceptional performance
for just a fraction of what they'd
expect to pay. Standard features in-
clude: two dual-density mini-flop-
pies with 320K bytes of disk storage,
up to 64K of RAM to handle even
the most sophisticated programs,
a C P / M Disk Operating System
with a high-powered text editor, as-
*Quantity one, Dealer inquiries invited.

sembler and debugger. And, with
SuperBrain's S-100 bus adapter, you
can even add a 10 megabyte disk!

More than an intelligent terminal,
the SuperBrain outperforms many
other systems costing three to five
times as much. Endowed with a
hefty amount of available software
(BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL), the
SuperBrain is ready to take on your
toughest assignment. You name it!
General Ledger, Accounts Receiv-
able, Payroll, Inventory or Word Pro-
cessing ... the SuperBrain handles
all of them with ease.

Your operators will pra ise the
SuperBrain's good looks. A full
ASCII keyboard with a numeric key-
pad and function keys. A non-glare,
dynamically focused, twe Ive inch
screen. All in an attractive desktop
unit weighing less than a standard

office typewriter. Sophisticated
users will acclaim SuperBrain's twin
Z-80 processors which transfer data
to the screen at 38 kilobaud! Inter-
facing a printer or modem is no
problem using S u pe rB ra i n' s RS-
232C communications port. But best
of all, you won't need a PhD in com-
puter repair to maintain the Super-
Brain. Its single board design makes
servicing a snap!

So don't be fooled by a II the fresh-
man students in the small systems
business. Insist on this year's honor
graduate ... the SuperBrain.

2300 Broad River Road, Columbia, SC 29210
(803) 798-9100 TWX: 810-666-2115
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micro info
T This symbol next to a title in
~ the table of contents indicates
that the article is a bu sine ss-
application article.

Manuscripts
Contributions in the form of manu-
scripts with drawings andlor photo-
graphs are welcome and will be con-
sidered for possible publication. We
can assume no responsibility for loss
or damage to any material. Please
enclose a sett-adoressed, stamped
envelope with each submission. Pay-
ment for the use of any unsolicited
material will be made upon accep-
tance. All contributions should be dt-
rected to the Microcomputing
editorial offices. "How to Write for
Microcomputing" guidelines are
available upon request.

Editorial Offices:
Pine Street

Peterborough NH 03458
Phone: 603·924·3873, 924·3874

Advertising Offices:
Pine Street

Peterborough NH 03458
Phone: 603·924·7138, 924·7139

Circulation Offices:
Pine Street

Peterborough NH 03458
Phone: 603·924·7296

To subscribe, renew
or change an address:
Write to Microcomputing, Subscrip-
tion Department, PO Box 997, Farm-
ingdale NY 11737. For renewals and
changes of address, include the ad-
dress label from your most recent
issue of Microcomputing. For gift
subscriptions, include your name and
address as well as those of gift reclp-
ients. Postmaster: Send' form #3579
to Microcomputing, Subscription Ser-
vices, PO Box 997, Farmingdale NY
11737.

Subscription
problem or question:

Write to Microcomputing, Subscrlp-
tion Department, PO Box 997, Farm-
ingdale NY 11737. Please include an
address label.

Kilobaud Microcomputing (ISSN
0192·4575) is published monthly by
1001001, lnc., Pine St., Peterborough
NH 03458. Subscription rates in U.S.
are $18 for one year and $45 for three
years. In Canada: $20 for one year and
$51 for three years. In Europe, send
89,-DM in Eurocheque or send credit
card information to: Monika Nedela,
Markstr. 3, D·7778 Markdorf, W. Ger-
many. South African Distributor: KB
Microcomputing, PO Box 782815,
Sandton, South Africa 2146. Austra-
lia: For subscriptions write-
Katherine Thirkell, Sontron lnstru-
ments, 17Arawatta St., Carnegie, Vic.
3163 Australia. All other foreign sub-
scriptions are $23 - one year only
(surface mail). Second-class postage
paid at Peterborough NH 03458 and at
additional mailing offices. Phone:
603·924·3873. Entire contents copy-
right 1979 by 1001001, Inc. No part of
this publication may be reprinted or
otherwise reproduced without written
permission from the publisher.
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26 Dial-up Directory Start of a series on computer bulletin board services. Frank J. Derfler, Jr.

28 Tiny Dual-Trace Oscilloscope Non-Linear Systems' Model MS215. Nat Wadsworth

32 Chinese Character Generation Use the Sorcerer's graphics keys. Timothy Huang

36 Using Five·LevelTeleprinters with a TRS·80 These printers abound. Brian Bateman
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. 52 Route 66 Modem Exchange information with this economical design. Frank J. Derfler, Jr.
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150 Software Clock for the 6800 Instant access to correct date and time-in ASCII. Richard R. Parry

160 Converting a Barqaln TV to a Video Monitor Use the Lancaster method. Stephen E. Bach

164 Load Your SWTP at 4800+ Baud With JPC Products' cassette interface. Jerry L. Hunt

172 Hex and ASCII Do it with an ASCII keyboard. D. E. Price

180 Interrupting BASIC You'll need a source listing and this article. Willits, Wiser
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It takes an 18 by 22 dot matrix to
print these Chinese characters. It
takes a lot of time to put the
characters together and a long
time to print them. That the
Chinese have been able to cope
with their incredible written
language with computers is a
testimony to man's ability to
adapt to almost anything.

this trip in 1980; for now, mark
off the first three weeks of Oc-
tober and plan to do some fan-
tastic traveling during this time.

China Has a Big Problem

My recent visit to both Taiwan
(Republic of China) and Hong
Kong (essentially an adjunct to
mainland China) put me in touch
with the latest Chinese micro-
computer technology. The
Chinese have a problem. Their
language is incompatible with
computers.

I watched two different
Chinese character-generator ter-
minals at work. One had hun-
dreds of keys, each with up to five
different characters on it, and
many characters required the use
of two or more keys. This system
could generate '10,000 different
characters ... a sort of
minimum for writing in the
language. Another had a system
that built up the characters with
as many as seven parts before dis-
playing the complete character
. .. again with a 10,000-char-
acter library.
The basic problem is that each

Chinese character is like one of
our words, and the Chinese have
no phonetic spelling system. The
1apanese do have a phonetic sys-
tem, called Kana, so they are able
to cope with computers. I under-
stand that Singapore, which is 98
percent Chinese, has decreed that
the official language of the coun-

try will be English within 20
years. It is a little late to invent a
Chinese phonetic language, so
perhaps the writing of thousands
of years should be set aside and
English selected for China for the
future. This would not be easy.
As China falls behind the rest

of the world in computer use, I
think the pressure will be on for
some solution to the problem.
Microcomputers will quickly ag-
gravate this problem by making
even small businesses and educa-
tion dependent on computers.
The Chinese are good business-
men, so I think they will see the
poster on the wall and realize that
something is going to have to
give. As deeply as they are rooted
in tradition, tradition will have to
give way to technology if China is
going to be competitive in the
future.

Few people are yet aware of the
incredible changes that micro-
computers are going to make in
the world. Those who see what is
happening realize that the world
will never be the same. In high-
technology countries, computers
will make it possible for people to
be freed from repetitive tasks
such as secretarial work, filing
and record keeping. Emerging
nations will depend on micro-
computers for business and
education asmuch as high-tech-
nology countries.
Where does this leave a country

with no phonetic language? A
simple and computer-compatible
language is required to cope with
.the coming changes. Thus I think

Next Year: Asia!

Well, you missed out on a big
one. The IEEE sponsored a trip
to Asia in October. It was a hum-
dinger. Over 100 people went to
consumer electronics shows in
Seoul, Osaka, Teipei and Hong
Kong. Some went to look for
products to sell. Some went with
products to be sold in these rapid-
ly growing markets. Some went
for the fun of it. No one was dis-
appointed.
The trip, which at well under

$2000 for three weeks in several
countries was one of the modern-
day bargains, included all
transportation, hotels and more
meals than you might want.
If you sell anything, the cornu-

copia of products on display at
these consumer electronics shows
will fire your imagination. And if
they don't already have what you
want, you can bet that they will
be happy to gear up and produce
what you need in a few days.
Korea and Taiwan, in particu-

lar, are almost desperate for trade
and are ready to buy your prod-
ucts or make them for you ...
with government assistance. If
you have anything that might sell
in China, go to Hong Kong, the
great entryway to China.
Sherry and I are planning to

take this tour again next year, and
I hope that some of you will join
us in the fun. We'll set up visits to
computer stores and manufactur-
ers and talk with computer clubs.
I'll have more information on

Many of the keys have up to five different characters or character com-
ponents, which can be put together with others to make the finished
Chinese characters. The 10,000 characters that can be generated with
this system constitute a minimum language, since most Chinese use
four to eight times that number of characters when writing.

This Chinese character generator has over 200 keys used to build up a
library of over LO,000 different characters.
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that China will have to grit its col-
lective teeth and opt for English
as a way to accommodate com-
puters.

Recognizing this situation, In-
stant Software is shipping pro-
grams in English to both Taiwan
and Hong Kong. The programs
being sent to Japan are in both
English and Kana. Those going to
Korea are largely being translated
into Korean.

Practice the Preaching

Can a magazine have too much
circulation? I think so, and I'll

tell you why. The main problem
when circulation increases is that
advertising costs also have to go
up by the same percentage. When
the ad rates go up, smaller firms
no longer can afford to run ads.
This not only discourages new
small firms, it also makes a maga-
zine less interesting. These new
firms often have the most pro-
gressive products and the best
bargains.

With Kilobaud Microcomput-
ing's circulation reaching
100,000, I faced a serious situa-
tion. Ad rates, which are based
on so many dollars per thousand
readers, would have to be in-
creased. One look at the adver-
tising barrenness of high-circula-

tion magazines convinced me that
I didn't want to go that route.

The increase in sales and inter-
est in the TRS-80 system made it
obvious that TRS-80 information
would eventually push out the
coverage of other systems in Mi-
crocomputing, It was also obvi-
ous that this would quickly in-
crease the circulation of the mag-
azine to where it would start to
freeze out smaller firms. When I
started Byte my overall plan was
for us to build magazines up to a
maximum circulation of around
100,000 and then split them ac-
cording to separate interests to
keep down further growth. The
easiest split for Microcomputing
was to start 80 Microcomputing.

OUTPUT FROM ISI Sherry Smythe

ISI Sales Reps

You'll be reading more about
the developing Asian distribution
of Instant Software elsewhere,
but the nub of it is that software is
now being exported to Japan and
will eventually be available in
about 100 computer stores there
in both English and Japanese ver-
sions.

Meanwhile, distribution in the
U.S. has been stepped up. More
computer stores are joining the
Instant Software team; we are
projecting over 500 stores asso-
ciated with ISI by the end of
1979. Dozens of enthusiastic peo-
ple have been applying for the
sales rep jobs, and a network of
reps is being established.

Because the key to the success
of any publisher lies primarily in
marketing, ISI has set up the first
rep organization in the micro-
computer field. These sales reps
go into every computer outlet and
make sure that the 'outlets are
aware of the benefits Instant
Software will bring.

ISI is also going into every
country in the world where
microcomputers are sold and
making sure that ISI program
packages are on hand to help
these sales. This brings Instant
Software to a world market of
well over 600 million people. We
have translators setting up our
programs in more languages and
supporting more systems.

We need more associate editors
to help convert our program
packages for the Apple and

Heath systems. Some of the pro-
grams call for extensive graphics
conversions, which will be com-
pensated by increased royalties
for this work. If you have both a
TRS-80 and an Apple, this might
be a way to make a nice addition-
al income, one that will come in
every month in royalties. Write to
me about this.

As I look over the competition,
I believe that both our quantity
and quality are now tops in the
field. As a programmer, your
royalties are going to be a direct
function of the ability of your
publisher to sell, so the bigger the
firm you go with, the more sales
you can expect. The problem here
is that the competition for publi-
cation of a specific type of pro-
gram will be tougher with a large
publisher such as ISI, and you
could find yourself coming in sec-
ond to some other programmer.
There is much to be said for get-
ting busy-now-and not wait-
ing.

Smaller firms that have tried to
market program packages have
contacted us to simplify their
sales and distribution problems.
They have had difficulties with
credit, advertising, dupiication,
packaging, printing documenta-
tion and unwillingness of many
dealers to try to do business with
a hundred small firms instead of
one large one. By letting ISI do
the marketing, smaller firms can
concentrate on writing and de-
veloping program packages rath-
er than involving themselves with
the endless miseries of marketing
and financing.

kilobaud
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Warning

If you are a TRS-80 user and
have a CTR-80 cassette recorder,
be sure to have Radio Shack do a
free fix on your recorder so it will
not zap your program tapes. We
get back a few tapes each month
that have been zapped this way,
and we replace them for a $1 ser-
vice charge. But this is a big pain
.for any computerist, and the re-
corder should be modified so it
will not accidentally erase parts
of the program.

One hint: If you do manage to
ruin part of a program, check to
see if there is a second recording
of the program further on down
the tape. Most ISI program cas-
settes have two dumps of the pro-
gram . . . just in case one gets
botched in some way.

Questions and Answers

Some phone callers have
wondered why Instant Software
doesn't answer questions that
have been written in. We do an-
swer, but many programmers in-
clude questions with submitted
programs. That's a sure way to
not get answers. If there are ques-
tions, use a separate sheet of
paper and envelope so the ques-
tions won't go into the program
files. Better, address questions to
Editor-in-Chief Paul Weiner, In-
stant Software, Peterborough
NH 03458.
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BCDK REVIEWS
Payroll with Cost
Accounting in CBASIC
Osborne/McGraw-Hili
Berkeley CA
Looseleaf with binding
364 pages, $15(?)

I indicated the price of the
book as "$15(?)" because I wrote
the review using an advance copy,
prior to publication of the book;
hence, I did not know what the
exact retail price would be.
The Osborne series of business-

program books forms an inte-
grated accounting system com-
posed of three parts: payroll with
cost accounting, accounts pay-
able/receivable and general led-
ger. Each part can be used inde-
pendently or in conjunction with
the others. In this respect the
Osborne system is similar to sev-
eral competing systems. It is dis-
similar in another respect: price.
The retail prices of comparable
products are typically in the $700
range, while the end-user cost for
one part of the Osborne system is
$15 for the book and another
$\00 or so for a disk containing
the programs.
The first versions of the busi-

ness-program books used Wang
BASIC. The new versions-of
which Payroll is the first-use
CBASIC-2, which is widely avail-
able for 8080- and Z-80-based mi-

. crocomputers. The CBASIC-2
versions are functionally identi-
cal to the Wang BASIC versions.
To run the programs under the
CP /M operating system and the
CBASIC-2 compiler, the micro-
computer system should have
40K memory, a. video terminal
with programmable cursor con-
trol and a 132-column printer
with form-feed (or "top-of-
page") control. Substantial disk
capacity should be available.

Simplicity is a key feature of
the books at the end-user level.
Functions are selected from a
menu that the programs display
on the video terminal. Payroll in-
cludes 34 primary functions,
ranging from file maintenance to
report generation. Eight of the
functions support the job cost ac-
counting subsystem. Each of the
34 functions is actually a separate
program or a separate set of pro-
grams. A controlling program-
the "menu" program-allows

the user to select a function from
the menu display; the program
for the selected function is then
loaded automatically from disk.
Payroll with Cost Accounting

-CBASIC (i.e., the book) is di-
vided into eight chapters. The
first provides an overview of the
system, followed by a list of avail-
able functions. Chapter two,
"Data Files," explains the file-
accessing techniques used. It lists
and describes the data files the
payroll system maintains. This
chapter also includes two useful
tables: a cross-reference of which
programs use which files and a
detailed layout plan of the files.

Chapter three is the" Manage-
ment Guide." It describes the
procedures normally required for
successful use of the system.
Some procedures are usually per-
formed daily, others monthly,
others quarterly and so on. Also
described in this chapter are tech-
niques to prevent and recover op-
erator errors.

Chapter four, the "User's
Manual," is a 150-page book-
within-a-book. Its half-dozen
pages of introductory material
are followed by detailed instruc-
tions for the 34 functions. Each
function receives several pages of
consideration, including textual
discussion, sample program dis-
plays and/or printouts and a user
flowchart. As with the other sec-
tions of the volume, the text of
the User's Manual is consistently
lucid. General readability is im-
proved by a boldface/lightface
format that appears in many
other Osborne publications.
Chapter five describes the

hardware and software needed
for direct use of the CBASIC-2
versions. For those who plan to
convert the programs to another
dialect of BASIC-or even an-
other language-the chapter next
covers the elements of CBASIC-2
that are substantially different
from more conventional, inter-
preted BASICs. Chapter six,
"Changing This Payroll," pro-
vides useful instructions on how
to customize the system.
Chapter seven covers miscel-

laneous information relating to
setup and maintenance of the
payroll system: details on com-
mon subroutines, disk space
mapping, data file creation and
CRT mask manipulation. The
latter represents a feature of the
Osborne systems: display masks

are defined centrally and may be
modified using a program called
CRTFM. The section on CRT
mask files is a bit cursory.
The final chapter contains the

source listings of the 39 programs
and ten common subroutines that
form Payroll. The listings are
large enough to read. They are
also amply commented with re-
mark statements. Another docu-
mentation aid is the frequent use
of descriptive variable names,
such as DEDUCTION. AMOUNT
and ANNUAL.PAY.

A small question arises: how
do you transfer 300K+ of listings
from the printed page to a com-
puter? You could key them in,
perhaps, but that wouldn't be
practical. The solution is to make
the programs available on disk,
which Osborne has done.
The company sells 8-inch, sin-

gle-density disks containing
source listings (.BAS suffix) of
. the programs. The disks cost $250
per part; payroll, accounts
payable/receivable and general
ledger are three separate parts.
Purchasers of the disks may mod-
ify and copy them for resale with-
out royalty. That is, Osborne has
defined their copyright to pro-
hibit only human-readable (i.e.,
printed) reproductions of the
programs. (Presumably, you are
permitted to generate hard-copy
listings for local use, however.)

Other companies have con-
verted the programs to run on
other microcomputers and mini-
computers. Osborne maintains a
referral list for customers who
want to obtain conversions for
their systems. At this writing,
nearly 20 computers are sup-
ported by recognized converters.
Each converter determines his
own price.
The Osborne business-program

books seem ideal for the emerg-
ing micro-based business system
market. Even in comparison to
the few competent software pack-
ages available today, the Osborne
programs are good. And while
the books are intended for the im-
plementor who wants to use the
published programs, they also
form worthwhile models and ref-
erences for the programmer who
wants to develop his own business
software. In either case, the
Osborne series should prove in-
valuable.

BASIC with Style
Wagin and Ledgard
Hayden Book Co., Inc.
Rochelle Park NJ
1978, $5.95

BASIC with Style is one of a
series of "programming prov-
erbs" books. Other volumes have
been published for FORTRAN,
COBOL and ALGOLlPLII. The
aim of all of the books in the
series is the same: to present and
explain a small set of nineteen
rules for writing well-structured
programs.
BASIC with Style assumes that

the reader knows the rules for
writing syntactically correct BA-
SIC programs. The point of the
book is to teach you how to go
from programs that follow the
rules of BASIC grammar to pro-
grams that are good from the
point of view of BASIC style.
Style does not mean attractive;
it means well thought out and
easy to read, check and modify
... top-down structured pro-
gramming.

Structured programming is
often presented as complicated
and executable only in special
languages (such as PASCAL or
ALGOL) that are not usually
available-especially on home
computers. True, it is easier to
write structured programs in
PASCAL, but it can be done in
BASIC almost as well. This book
shows how. The basic rules pre-
sented here are simple: think be-
fore you write, write in manage-
able chunks, comment as you go
and check your work. All this is
common sense; the book shows
how to apply it.
Only on two points do the au-

thors give advice that may not be
applicable to personal comput-
ing. The first is their heavy stress
on desk-checking syntax. This
may be important in a batch envi-
ronment where you wait half a
day between the time you submit
a program and the time you get it
back; in an interactive context, it
is much faster to run the program
and let your BASIC tell you when
you have mistyped something.
Computers are much better at
routine work than are people!
The second area where the

book departs from a personal-
computing context is in discuss-
ing the establishment of pro-
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gramming standards. This is
something a programming group
does; an individual can set and
modify his or her own practices as
experience dictates.

In conclusion, BASIC with
Style is a useful book for some-
one who has already learned BA-
SIC and who wants to learn how
to write programs according to
modern ideas of effective pro-
gramming. Programs written fol-
lowing the recommendations in
this book will be easier to write,
more likely to work and easier to
modify. They will also take up
more memory, but that is often a
small price to pay for a working
program.

John A. Lehman
Ann Arbor MI

The Elements of
Programming Style
Kernighan and PIauger
McGraw-Hili, New York, 1974
141 pages, softcover

If you intend to write programs
to be used by other people, then
you should read this book. If you
expect to become a professional
programmer, this book is manda-
tory reading.

The Elements oj Programming
Style is definitely not an ordinary
"how to program" book. In my
opinion, there are three distinct
differences between this and most
programming books.
The first is Kernighan and

Plauger's primary concern with
the "human factors" of pro-
gramming: how to write pro-
grams that are easier for people to
read, understand and use. The
authors make the point that if
enough attention is devoted to the
human requirements in pro-
grams, the machine requirements
will take care of themselves. To
paraphrase the conclusion of
chapter I: The problem with pro-
grams people have trouble under-
standing is not that computers
have similar trouble, but that the
programs often don't do what
they are meant to do.
Addressing the problem of

having a program do what it is in-
tended to do, Kernighan and
PIauger present 63 "points of
style." These range from the gen-
erally familiar-"parenthesize to
avoid ambiguity," "make sure
comments and code agree,"
"choose a data representation
which makes the program sim-
ple," "watch out for off-by-one
errors"-to the more esoteric-

"10.0 times 0.1 is hardly ever
1.0." If any of these rules does
not seem obvious, don't worry.
As you read the book, every rule
is derived from examples that
clearly show its application.
The second difference between

Elements of Programming Style
and other programming books is
the examples. Every example in
this book is a program (or pro-
gram segment) taken from a pub-
lished programming textbook.
Kernighan and Plauger then im-
prove these programs using the
points of style they wish to illus-
trate.

The authors mention two rea-
sons why they use published pro-
grams for their examples: (I) to
show the application of the
"points of style" to already exist-
ing programs rather than present
the reader with contrived exam-
ples and (2) to learn to write bet-
ter programs by improving old
programs.
This means learning to read

critically and to rewrite programs
carefully. These examples will
.convince good-to-average pro-
grammers that this book is not
just a rehash of known informa-
tion. I can think of no better
book to teach the underlying
principles of program develop-
ment to beginning programmers.

The third difference about this
book is a different method of
publication. In their examples,
Kernighan and Plauger uncover
numerous errors, not just in style,
but obvious programming errors
such as typographical mistakes,
misspelled identifiers and trans-
posed statements that would have
made it impossible to run the pro-
gram as given. They also uncover
plenty of not-so-obvious errors
that should have been caught dur-
ing testing. In order not to have
the same kind of mistakes show
up in their book, the authors
typeset the book themselves, us-
ing a computer-driven typesetting
program that allowed them to test
the examples directly from the
text. While Kernighan and
Plauger make no claim that their
versions of the programs are
"best" in any sense, there is some
assurance that they will work as
presented.
Elements oj Programming Style

provides convincing proof that
writing programs that are easy to
debug, work properly with no
hidden failure modes and are easy
to use does not have to be a black
art. Instead it is possible for any-
one who will learn and apply a
few basic principles of program-
ming style. The authors also prove
that it is possible to make these

"better" programs available to a
wide audience, with some assur-
ance that the programs are usable
as presented. I can testify that a
conscientious application of even
a few of the principles outlined in
this book will make you a better
programmer. It is my belief that
when a majority of practicing
programmers have read this
book, the software industry will
have taken a long step toward
maturity.

Jack W. Reeves
League City TX

Z-80 & 8080 Assembly
Language Programming
Kathe Spracklen
Hayden Book Co., Inc.
Rochelle Park NJ
Softbound, 165 pp., $7.95

Assembly-language program-
ming is an exciting pastime.
Therefore, I always keep my eye
out for new books on the subject.
I am especially interested in Z-80
programming since I recently
swapped my Sol for a Cromemco
Z-2. I sent for a copy of Sprack-
len's book hoping to capitalize on
my 8080 experience and move
painlessly up to the Z-80.

I've accomplished my goal, but
not without learning a few things
that might be of interest to pro-
spective purchasers of this text.
The introduction to Z-80 &

8080 Assembly Language Pro-
gramming states that it is in-
tended for people who have some
experience in a high-level lan-
guage such as BASIC or FOR-
TRAN and want to tackle assem-
bly-language programming. It
also says it will provide just about
everything the applications pro-
grammer needs to know to get the
most out of his machine. Let's see
how close to those designs the
book comes.

Starting with simple decimal-
binary-hex mathematics and.then
moving into a discussion of bits
and bytes and CPU flags, the
author is beginning at the begin-
ning. To strengthen the learning
process, each chapter ends with a
series of exercises whose answers
can be found in the appendices.
Next come variables, and we're

deeply involved in our subject, es-
pecially novices with no previous
assembly-language programming
experience. Unfortunately, at
this point, we're only 14pages in-
to the book. I started feeling early
that we were rushing things. Even
with my background I'd have

liked a little more explanation.
Much of the book discusses the

various 8080/Z-80 instructions
yet minimizes how to put them to
use or even why you'd want to use
them. Most of the "how" in-
volves exercises that present pro-
gramming problems and then use
commented source listings as the
answer. The information is all
there, but I feel that the beginner
will have trouble relating the text
and the listings to the actual pro-
gramming task.

In all examples where it is ap-
propriate, 8080, Zilog Z-80 and
TDL Z-80 mnemonics are given.
In many cases, 8080 program-
ming equivalents to the more
powerful Z-80 instructions are
listed.
The operation of all the in-

structions discussed is displayed
diagrammatically using symbols I
am sure are well known to profes-
sional programmers. These sym-
bols are not as well known to
computer hobbyists because they
do not appear on most keyboards.
Symbols such as *, ~ and ;;.
would have been more familiar to
most of us if presented as <>,
<= and > =. Several others,
which I still don't know the
meaning of, are used.

The final chapter concerns sav-
ing the programmer's time and
saving processor time. Both are
laudable goals. Structured pro-
gramming is presented as the so-
lution to the first problem, and
reducing the number of processor
cycles required to complete a task
is advocated for the second. I
agree in both cases but would
have liked more discussion. As
with the rest of the book, I felt
that we were skimming along.
Am I being too critical? I tried

to take the author's word that this
text was intended for the person
without any previous assembly-
language programming experi-
ence. However, I don't think it is
possible to teach a subject as
complex as Z-80 programming
from scratch in 102pages. A<;Id21
pages to list the 8080/Z-80 in-
struction sets and 43 pages of ex-
ercise answers, and you get 165
pages.
Z-80 & 8080 Assembly Lan-

guage Programming claims to be
ideal for self-study and for
schools. I agree that everything
necessary to program a Z-80
microprocessor in assembly
language is provided, and the
book was worthwhile. I just think
the material is covered too quick-
ly and without enough practical
application.

Rod Hallen
Tombstone AZ
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Introduction

In this month's issue we will be concluding the multi-part series on Ohio Scientific's
information management system, OS-DMS. Our objective in this issue is to give the
reader a brief description of the final three information management systems: Inven-
tory, Quotation/Estimation, and TestingfTutoring which have not been shown in our
previous articles. Like the past articles, this issue also contains several reports which
were generated by these systems so that the reader might better understand the pur-
pose of the system.

OS-DMS QUOTA TIONIESTIMA TION SYSTEM
The OS-DMSQuotation/Estimation Package, like the other OS-DMSmodules, utilizes

OS-DMS compatible master files and is specifically designed for a non-computer-
oriented user. The system is designed to aid the businessman whose activities involve
providing estimates or quotations as a part of his normal business proceedings. It pro-
vides a quick and easy method of making these calculations with the ability to generate
hard copies for further reference and customer presentation. The package also acts as
a prompter by displaying each factor that was previously defined, reminding the user to
consider each factor every time the program is run.

Because the user establishes each file and record, he can perform either general or
specific estimates. In the case of general estimates, the user would create a file con-
taining all of his inventory and other items, tangible or intangible, needing to be con-
sidered. Then, anytime a calculation would be needed, the user would be prompted by
each item that was previously entered. That is, each item would appear on the screen
before him for confirmation of use in that particular operation.

For specific estimates, the user would create a file containing only the items
necessary to perform that particular task. For example, a construction company would
create files for building, landscaping, or demolition estimates. Or, the files may be
broken down into even more specific functions such as building houses, building
garages or building barns. These files may contain such things as materials,
carpenter's wages, bricklayer's wages, operating expenses, transportation expenses,
fees for permits and overhead expenses.

Below is a copy of the Estimation System Menu.
, OS-DMS ESTIMATION

Functions
(1) CREATE NEW ESTIMATION FILE
(2) EDIT ESTIMATION FILE
(3) PERFORM ESTIMATION
(4) ESTIMATION CHANGE AND/OR REPORT
(98) OS-DMS FILE DIRECTORY
(99) EXIT

OS-DMS ESTIMATION SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The following is a short key to the programs on the menu.

CREATE NEW ESTIMATION FILE
This program allows the user to create new estimation files. The user specifies file

names, passwords, and the number of records per file. All other specifications, such
. as the number of fields, the name bf each field, and the maximum length of each
field, are predefined. The system then creates and initializes the estimation file
automatically.
EDIT ESTIMATION FILE

The Edit Estimation File program provides a means of modifying estimation files.
The user may specify a record number, an exact entry, or a search 'string' to access a
particular record.
PERFORM ESTIMATION

The Perform Estimation program permits the user to run estimates based on the
items chosen for the estimate and the usage. Also, while performing an estimate,
the user may update the estimate file with relevant changes. In addition, the user has
the option of generating the estimate totals, an internal report, or a customer report.
ESTIMATION CHANGE AND/OR REPORT

This is a utility program which is capable of performing two basic functions. First,
it allows the user to rnodity or correct a previously defined estimate. Then, after cor-
recting the estimate, the user may run the corrected estimate without haVing to re-
enter the specifications.
OS-DMS FILE DIRECTORY

The OS-DMS File Directory selectively lists OS-65U files. The user specifies the
type of file(s) to display; the program scans through the OS-65U directory and prints
out the specified file names.

THE ESTIMA T10N SYSTEM CAPABILITIES
Because of its ability to perform several special functions, the Quotation/Estimation

package can be cost justified by a businessman who performs frequent estimates for
projects or products. These functions include the generation of hard copy reports, built-
in edit features, reusable estimates, user specified options, and OS-DMS file com-
patibility. However, a businessman who performs only two or three estimates a year
would be better off performing the estimates manually and having his secretary type it.

The following is a brief discussion on each of the functions mentioned above.
1.The OS·DMS Estimation System has the ability to generate two types of hard copy

reports: an internal report and a customer report. Generating hard copies of the two
reports eliminates having to dictate the estimate form and figures to a secretary and
having her manually type the report.

2. There are three methods of editing the estimation files:
a. During the initialization of each estimate (while running "Per-

form Estimate") any given item or the prices representing that
item may be modified. What this means is that instead of having to
manually edit the estimation file, the user can update each entry while run-
ning the estimate.

b . After running an estimate, if for some reason the user decides that the
estimate needs to be changed, updates can be made by running the
"ESTIMATION CHANGE AND/OR REPORT" program. This program lets
the user make the necessary changes and run the estimate again.

c . The third type of editor is the OS-OMS Editor which allows manual edit
functions at any time. The OS-DMS Editor is also the program that is used
for the initial entry of data in the files.

3. When running an estimate the user has two options that may be selected:
a . The user may add a variance to the totals for each heading. If a variance is

desired, the user also has the option of specifying the variance as an
amount or as a percentage of the totals per heading.

b . Secondly, the user must specify whether or not to display the profit margin
on the customer report and, if so, whether to calculate it on the retail or
the wholesale price.

4. The OS-DMS Estimation System is compatible with the other OS-OMSmodules.
This common bond permits the user to link files, e.g., the estimation files to the inven-
tory files. This compatibility enhances the estimation module considerably because it
means that the OS-OMS Nucleus utilities can be used with the estimation programs.

THE ESTIMA T10N SYSTEM REPORTS
This system produces three types of reports shown below:
The Initial Entry Listing. This report indicates all of the inputs which were used to per-

form a given calculation.

••• QUOTATION ESTIMATION••• - IINITlAI ENIRY liSTING)

MASONRY MAIlRIALS lUMBER

IIlM WHOlfSAlI RIIAII UNIT
IIlM WHOlESALE RIIAII UNITCEMENT 6.15 8.00 PER 50 lB. BAG

1 xl .01 .05 PERFI.
5 lxl .03 .08 PER Fl.SAND 1.50 5.00 AlOII

lxl .Ol .11 PERFI.1
100GRAVEl lOO 15.00 A TON lx6 .05 .15 PER Fl.

ANCHOR BOm .60 1.50 EACH 8

8' lxl .05 .15 PER Fl.

WIRI RlINFOliCING .95 1.00 PER SO. Fl . lx3 .06 .18 PER Fl.
lx4 .08 .10 PER Fl.

58
341VARIANCE IY OR N) Y lx6 .09 .15 PER Fl.

ij III VARIANCE GOING TO BE 66

I) AN AMOUNT
lx8 .10 .30 PER Fl.
lxl0 .11 .15 PERFI.

11 A PERCENTAGE z xu .14 .40 PER Fl.
lxl .10 .30 PER Fl.

AMOUNT 01 VARIANCE lx6 .14 .40 PER Fl.
3 VARIAItCIIY 011N) N



PlYWOOD

WHOlElALE RETAIL UNIT
1.40 9.20 A SHEET 4 x8
8.15 10.00 A SHEET 4 x8

9.40 11.20 A SHEET 4 x8

111M
118 INCH
114 INCH
~8INCH
8
1IliNCH 10.55 12.00 A SHEET 4 x 8
~8INCH IUS 1l.20 A SIIEE14 x8

3
~4INCH 12.10 14.00 A SIIEE14 x8

118 INCH 13.85 15.20 A SHEET 4 x8

The second report is the Internal Report. The Internal Report is a company-oriented
report which contains the amount of usage for each item selected, the item, the
wholesale and retail prices, how the unit is sold, the totals per item, and the final totals
per heading. At the end of the report are the grand totals and the profit margin. The In-
ternal Report is primarily for managerial personnel so that they can analyze it and
decide whether or not the estimate is accurate and perhaps whether they should make
a bid on the project.

SACXER COHlRACflNG INC.
2241l S. GROVE STREET

TONKLl NEW JERSEy 51221
185-6641

INIIRHAL REP{)I!T

OAT!: ~2liJ9
NAM~ BOB LINDEN
PROJECT: TOOl SIlEO
IIISCRIPTlOM: 6 FT. WIll!, 8 FT. LONG & 1 FT. HIGH (BUlD OUT 01 WOOD)
MISC.
ElTiMAIID TIME Of COMPlfTION: 2·3 DAYS

MASONRY MAIIRIAlS
USAGE 111M

CEMoo

SAND
GRAVR
ANCHOR BOlTS
WIRE REiNfORCING58

VARIANCE

LUMBER
USAGE
100
8

342
66

ITEM
lx4
lx6
2x4
2x6

PlYWOOD
USAGE

8
111M

~ INCH
~ INCH

LA80R
USAGE 111M

12 CARPOOIR
4 MANUAL LABORER

MISC. MAlIRlAll
USAGE ITEM

TAR PAPER
S11INGlEl
NAill

•• RETAIL PRICE ~ S804.lQ.-
--WHOUElAlI PRICE ~ S480.25 ••

•• PROfIT MARGIN IS \324.0\--

WHOUElALE
6.15
2.50

8.00
.60
.95

3.00

WHOlESALE
.04
.05
.118
.09

WHOUElALE
9.40

IUS

WHOlESALE
10.40
8.60

WHOlESAlf

Il11MAII VALID UN1I~ ~2liJ9

RETAIL UNIT
8.00 PER 50 LB. BAG
5.00 A TON

15.00 A TON
1.50 EACH

2.00 PER SO. FT.
3.00

RETAR UNIT
.12 PER FT.
.15 PER FT.
.20 PER FT.
.25 PER FT.

RETAIL UNIT
11.20 A SIIEE14x8

1J10ASIIEE14x8
TOTAL

RETAR UNIT
20.00 AN HOUR
15.00 AN HOUR

TOTAL

RETAIL UNIT
6.65 8.40 A ROU

18.10 21.20 A BUNDlE
3.25 4.50 A LB.

TOTAL

WHllTOTAL
JO.J5

5.00
8.00
4.80

55.10
3.00

106.65

PAGEl

RETAIL TOTAL
40.00

10.00
15.00
12.00

116.00
3.00

196.00

RETAIL TOTAL
12.00
1.20

68.40
16.50
98.10

RETAIL TOTAL
89.60
39.60

129.20

RETAIL TOTAL
240.00
60.00

300.00

RETAIL TOTAL
6.65 8.40

54.30 63.60

6.50 9.00
61.45 81.00

Finally, the Customer Report is similar to the Internal Report, except that it does not
display any of the wholesale numbers and the user must specify whether or not to
display the profit margin on the report. If the profit margin is on the report, the user must
also specify whether the profit margin should be calculated on the wholesale or retail
cost and, unlike the Internal Report, the profit margin is displayed as a percentage.

SACKER CONlRAcnNG INe.
2241l S. GROVE STREET

TONKlf, NEW JERSEY 51llJ
185-6641

CUSTOMER REPORT

ElTiMAII VALID UNTIL: 6/lliJ9DAII: N2liJ9
NAME: BOB LINDEN

PROJECT: TOOl SHED
DIlCRIPTlON: 6 FT. WIll!, 8 FT. LONG & 1 FT. HIGH (BUILD OUT Of WOOD)

MISC.
ElTiMAIID TIME OF COMPlETION: 2·3 DAYS

MASONRY MATERIAll
USAGE

LUMBER

PlYWOOD

LABOR

MISC. MAIIRIALS
USAGE

•• ESTIMATED PRICE IS 1804.30 ••

•• PROfIT MARGIN IS 40.28% ••

58

ITEM
CEMENT
SAND
GRAVEl
ANCHOR BOlTS
WIRE REiNfORCING

VARIANCE

COST UNIT
8.00 PER 50 LB. BAG
5.00 A TON

15.00 A TON
1.50 EACH

2.00 PER 10. FT.
3.00

COST UNIT
.12 PER FT.
.15 PER FT.
.20 PER FT.
.25 PER FT.

COST UNIT
11.20 A SHEET 4 x8
13.20 A SHEET 4 x8

COST UNIT
20.00 AN HOUR

15.00 AN HOUR

COST UNIT
8.40 A ROlL

21.20 A BUNDlE

4.50 A LB.

OS-DMS TESTING/TUTORING SYSTEM

USAGE
100
8

342
66

111M
lx4
lx6
2x4
2x6

PAGE 1

TOTAL
40.00
10.00
15.00
12.00

116.00
3.00

FINAL TOTAL 196.00

USAGE

8
111M

~8INCH
518 INCH

TOTAL
12.00
1.20

68.40
16.50

FINAL TOTAL 98.10

TOTAl

WHllTOTAL
4.00
.40

21.36
5.94
31.10

USAGE
12

111M
CARPENIIR

MANUAL LABORER

TOTAL
89.60
39.60

FINAL TOTAL 129.20

111M
TAR PAPER
S11INGlEl
NAill

TOTAL
240.00
60.00

FINAL TOTAL 300.00

WHllTOTAL
15.20

34.05
10915

WHllTOTAL
124.80

34.40
15910

WHllTOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL
8.40

63.60

9.00
FINAL TOTAL 81.00

Today, the educational challenge is great! That is why instructors are constantly
searching for learning aids and better methods of teaching. Instructors have found that
if some types of audio-visual aids are used, students tend to learn more quickly and
easily. Examples of such aids are slides, films, field trips and, the newest and latest
audio-visual aid, the computer.

With our ever-growing technology, scientists are constantly discovering new tasks
the computer can perform. The computer promises to turn the day to day operations in-
to a lifetime learning process.

To aid the teacher in the classroom, Ohio Scientific has developed the OS-DMSEduca-
tional System. It is designed to allow a teacher who is not trained in the use of a com-
puter to quickly and efficiently set up a quiz or tutorial session, have the students do the
required work on the computer, and then give the student a grade and record the grade
automatically. Additionally, it allows the teacher to define practically any type of test or
lesson desired, depending on the program specifications defined .



The OS·DMS Educational System is obviously not a business package, but it could
possibly be tied in with our business applications. For example, a school could pur-
chase the Educational System to be used by all the instructors as an aid in tutoring and
giving quizzes. If the Educational System seemed to be a success with the students

and the instructors, the school could then purchase the Account Payable/Receivable,
Personnel, General Ledger, and possibly the Inventory system. By setting up model ac-
counts and companies on these systems, the students in the business courses such as
general business, bookkeeping, accounting, etc., can get first-hand experience in real
life situations. Because the OS·DMS modules are systems that are written for real life
applications, the school could additionally use these systems for their own purposes.

The following is a copy of the Instructor's Menu:

OS·DMS EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

Functions

(1) CREATE A GRADE FILE
(2) CREATE A QUIZ OR TUTOR FILE

(3) REVISE A QUIZ OR TUTOR FILE
(4) REVIEW A GRADE FILE
(5) SCORE CONFIRMATION

(6) OMS FILE DIRECTORY
(98) RETURN TO THE STUDENT MENU
(99) EXIT

OS-DMS EDUCATIONAL OVERVIEW
The following is a short key to the programs on the Instructor's Menu.

CREATE A GRADE FILE
This allows the instructor to create Grade Files. The Grade File contains the name of

each student, student number, the total number of possible points for each quiz, the
number correct and the number incorrect. The instructor specifies the device the file is
to be stored on, the file name, the password, and the number of students to be included
in the file.
CREATE A QUIZ OR TUTOR FILE

Before a quiz or tutor can be written, the instructor must create Quiz or Tutor files.
The Quiz and Tutor files are similar except that the first letter of a quiz must begin with a
"Q" and the first letter of a tutor must begin with a "T". Both contain the questions, the
answer to each question, two miscellaneous fields and the points that each question is
worth. The instructor specifies the device the file is to be stored on, the file name, the
password, whether this is a Quiz or Tutor file, the number of questions, and the rnax-
imum number of lines to reserve for each question.
REVISE A QUIZ OR TUTOR FILE

This program provides a means of editing Quiz and Tutor files. It also has other built-
in features such as the ability to generate a hard copy of a quiz or tutor, allowing the in-
structor to erase an entire Quiz or Tutor file and permitting him or her to set certain
specifications for a Quiz or Tutor file.
REVIEW GRADE FILE

This program provides editing features, permits easy retrieval of student scores, has
the ability to append and delete students, and can generate a printed listing of all the

students and their scores.

SCORE CONFIRMATION
After the deadline for taking a quiz has passed, the instructor is required to run this

program. This program looks in the Grade File to see what students have not taken the
quiz. Whenever a student does not have a score recorded for the lalest quiz, the pro-
gram gives that student a zero for the quiz score, and displays a list of the students who
did not take the quiz.

THE EDUCA TIONAL SYSTEM CAPABILITIES
The OS·DMS Educational System was designed to assist instructors in two primary

areas of teaching: tutoring and testing. Both have several special built-in features
which make the Educational System quite unique. Since all instructors do not give
tutors and quizzes in the same fashion, these features are essential because they allow
the teachers to individualize their lessons and quizzes.

The following is a brief discussion on each of the features for a tutor and a quiz.
TUTOR

Tutors can be used for a wide variety of applications. Some instructors might use the
tutoring program to assist those students that are having difficulty in their classes,
others might use it to test one's knowledge and others as a review for finals.

The operational decisions to be made by the instructor when setting up a tutorial ses·
sion are as follows:

1. Specify whether or not Structured Learning should be used.
Structured Learning is a tutoring program specifically designed to use multiple

choice and/or matching questions. Structured Learning reviews any particular topic:

i.e., the capital of each state or the presidents of the United States. The pro!lram begins
by displaying the first question with four possible choices. If an incorrect answer is

chosen, the program will tell the student why the answer he chose was wrong and will
ask the same question again. This process will continue until the question is answered
correctly.

Note:
A Tutor file established for Structured Learning must pertain to one particular topic

throughout the file; the program randomly selects three answers from any question in
the file. If the file does not pertain to a particular topic, the three answers selected may
not relate with the question.

2. Select the Input/Output (t/O) device.
If a line printer is available, the instructor has the option of generating a hard copy of

the questions, the student's answers and the student's score. The purpose tor
generating a hard copy of the tutor is to supply the student with a study sheet as a
review for finals or to give the instructor written results of how much his students have

remembered from a past quiz or lesson.
3. Specify whether or not the student should have a second chance to answer each

question correctly.
4. Specify whether or not the student should be told the correct answer after the

question has been answered incorrectly.

5. Specify whether the student should be shown the score.
6. If a Level III machine is available, the instructor may specify a time limit for the

tutor.

QUIZ
Like tutors, quizzes also can be written and used in a variety of ways. Because of this,

the quiz program also has several built-In features. Unlike the tutor, however, when a

quiz is being run, the program automatically checks if the student taking the quiz has
taken it before. It also checks to see if the student number exists. If the student has
taken the same quiz before or the student number does not exist, the program will ln-
form the student that he cannot take the quiz and will exit the system. Also, after a quiz
has been taken, the program automatically writes the student's score in the student
grade file.

The operational decisions to be made by the instructor when setting up a test are as
follows:

1. Select the Input/Output (I/O) device.
Since the student's answers to individual questions are not recorded anywhere, the

instructor might want to generate a hard copy of each student's quiz. Later, after the
quiz, the instructor could distribute the quiz papers and go over the questions with the
students.

2. Specify whether to display the questions randomly or sequentially.
This feature helps eliminate possible cheating by students. If the questions are

scrambled for each student, the passing of answers would be useless unless the stu-
dent wrote down each question and the answer to it.

3. Specify whether the student should be shown his score.
4. If a Level III machine is available, the instructor may specify a time limit for the

quiz.

THE OS-DMS INVENTOR Y CONTROL SYSTEM
The OS·DMS Inventory Control System is an automated computer system designed

to provide the end user with specific information concerning the current status of the
inventory. This system is menu oriented so only minimal computer knowledge is need·
ed.

There are three sub-systems which make up the Inventory Control System: the lnven-
tory System, the Purchasing System, and the Bills of Material System. These sub-
systems were designed to run independently or in an integrated mode. If a particular

end user is using all three systems, data may be passes from one to the other. This
allows the end user to slowly integrate computerized operations into the business
without sacrificing the benefits of integrated business software.
INVENTORY SYSTEM

The Inventory System enables the inventory control clerk to accurately keep track of
the current inventory levels and value. This is accomplished by providing the functions
shown on the following menu:

O~DMS INVENTORY MlHU

III CURRENT OUANTITY IN STOCK REPORT
(I) IHV£TUORY USAGE STATUS REPORT
(~ REORDER REPORT
(~ CURRENT IHVOOORY VALUE REPORT
(~ ARCHM IHVOOORY REPORT
(6) GENERALCONDmONAI IHVlNlORY REPORT

m ORDIRENTRY
(~ srOCK CHICK
~) RRIEY! OR SlRP IIIMS FROM INVENTORY

(I~ REClIVE ITIMS INTO IHVOOORY
(11) UPDATE CURRIN! OUANnTY IN !TOCK VAWB
(II) GlHERAIIHVIHTORY EDIT

(I~ SET A REORDER IIVR
(14) SET AN AVERAGE USAGE
(I~ ALPHABrnZE IHVlHTORY RECORDS
(16) COPY OR BACKUP DllKETTIS
(99) EXIT



These functions can be divided into three areas: the report writers, the day to day
operations, and the maintenance functions.

The report writers are used to inform management of the status of the inventory. The
Inventory Usage Status Report provides detailed information such as average weekly
usage, weeks on hand and weeks on order for each inventory item. The Inventory Value
Report calculates the current value of the inventory using the average unit costs. A
general report writer is included to handle the occasional reports that are requested.

The day to day operations such as stock checks, entry of received goods and inven-
tory adjustments have been optimized for maximum speed and accuracy. A record is
made of all input transactions to aid in the correction of input errors. The order entry
program will mark items ordered and generate an invoice.

The maintenance functions allow the end user to make copies of the inventory data
in case an error- occurs, and to keep the inventory master file in alphabetical sequence.
Again, the programs prompt the user with simple, easy to understand instructions.

Throughout the OS-DMS business systems, the amount of computer knowledge the
operator needs has been kept to a minimum. This means that any person capable of
performing the same business task manually will be able to use this software with
minimal instruction.

There are several features that help make this Inventory System useful to the small
businessman.

The system maintains an average weekly usage for all items in the inventory. When a
stock check is performed, the computer provides a detailed description of the item's
current status. The average weekly usage is used along with the quantity in stock and
quantity on order values to obtain weeks on hand and weeks on order figures. The cur-
rent average unit cost is used to determine the value of the inventory. With this data, the
inventory clerk has a more informative picture of the state of inventory than a simple
quantity in stock report or a reorder report.

PURCHASING SYSTEM
The Purchasing System keeps track of the open purchase orders for inventory items.

The purchasing clerk can quickly determine if a particular part is on order and, if so,
with which vendors. The Overdue Order Age Analysis will list the purchase orders that
are overdue. The Outstanding Order Age Analysis will list all currently outstanding pur-
chase orders.

If a particular end user has the Inventory System and the Purchasing System, they
may be integrated. Each system will remain independent in that minor changes to the
operation of the Purchasing System will not interfere with the Inventory System. The
Purchaoing System is capable of posting the quantity on order for each item into the In-
ventory System. With these figures, the Inventory System can generate an inventory
value report with the dollar value on order for each parI. When a part is received by the
receiving clerk and entered into the Inventory System, the Inventory System increments
the quantity in stock field and decrements the quantity on order figures.

INVENTORYSYITIM

OS-DMS PURCHASEl MENU BILL OF MATER~L AND EXPLOSION FUNCTIONS.................................

11) PURCHASES MAS1!R UPDAlI
12) PRINTIDISPLAY PURCHASEl JOURNAL
13) COMPLm PURCHASEl MASTIR DUMP
14) CONDITIONALPURCHASEl MASTIR DUMP
III PURCHASEl MASTIR EDIT
16) PRINT AGI ANALYSIS-OVERDUE ORDERS
In PRINT AGI ANALYSIS-ALL OUlllANDING ORDERS
18) CREAlI NEW PURCHASEl MASTIR FILE
19) PRINT PART NUMBER LIST

(10) BACKUP PURCHASEl MASTIR FILE

Ill) EXIT PURCHASES SYITIM

i1I INTRODUCTION.

12) EXPlOSION INPUT FUNCTIONS.
13) EXPlODE 11IMS ALREADY ENlIRlD.
14) EXPlOSION OUTPUT FUNCTIONS.

III LIST ALL SUBASSEMBLIESTHAT CAN BE EXPlODED.
16) lIST A BILL OF MATERIALFOR A SUBASSEMBLY.

In CREAlI A BILL Of MATERIALFILE.
I~ EDITA BILL OF MAlIRIAL FILE.
191 eam A Bill OF MAlIRIALFILE.

(10) CREAlI A COPY OR BACK UP A DlSKE11I.

BILLS OF MA TERIAL SYSTEM
The Bills of Material System allows forthe creation, modification and deletion of bills

of material for inventory subassemblies as well as the automatic breakdown of sub-
assemblies into their component parts. The functions are selected through a menu
system.

Before a part breakdown or explosion can be run, the end user must enter a bill of
material for every item that can be broken down. Once these bills have been entered,
the end user can have the computer break down finished goods and subassemblies in-
to their component parts. The maximum number of levels of breakdown or explosion for
a particular item depends on the number of levels in the bills of material for that item.
For example, a particular business manufacturer's television set has twenty sub-
assemblies itemized on its bill of material. If each of the twenty sub-assemblies has a
bill of material, the system can do a two-level breakdown. II is common to have another
bill of material for most or all of the items on each of the sub-assemblies' bills of
material. This would permit the system to perform a three-level breakdown or explo-
sion. This can be expanded to whatever depth the end user desires. The following is a
multi-level breakdown.

When a part breakdown is finished, the end user can direct the computer to either in-
crement or decrement an inventory file with the resulls of the breakdown or print the
results in alphabetical order on the terminal or printer. This system provides ameans of
tracking inventory items that cannot be easily counted manually. The weekly shipping
list can be broken down or exploded into raw inventory components. These figures
could be used to adjust the quantity in stock figures for those items.

The Bills of Material System can be integrated into the Inventory Control System.
When a bill of material is being printed, the end user has the option of having the com-
puter look at the inventory file for the description and the latest average unit cost for
each component on the bill. This means that the bill of material will have the latest and
most accurate description and price. This eliminates the need for the double entry of
data when the cost or description changes.

EXPLOSION FILE DUMP PAG< I
..•..•..•...................................... _ ....

PART NUMBER, CA·m
DlSCRIPTlON, GlNERAL PURPOSE VO-MEMORY BOARD

PART NUMBER QUANTITY DlSCRIPTlON TOTAl COST

PC·61 I ACCESSORY BOARD t6.42
SC·12MM 2 12 PIN MA MOLEXPlUG 09·64-1121 .21
SC-16FI 10 16 PIN INlIGRAlID CIRCUIT SOCKET 110
SC-18F1 48 18 PIN INlIGRAlID CIRCUIT SOCKET 6.96
SC·24FI t 24 PIN INlIGRAlID CIRCUIT SOCKET .18
SC·40FI 3 40 PIN INlIGRAlID CIRCUIT SOCKET .89
C-ISI 2 ISOPf. .10
C·I02 2 .001 MF. .t4
C·S{)6 2 50 MF. .16
C~t04tO 19 .1 MF. BYPASS 10 VOLT 1.70
RI·I02 4 IK OHMS 1/4 WAIT S% .04
R1-221 12 220 OHMS 1/4 WAIT 5% .12
RI-391 12 390 OHMS 1/4 WAIT 5% .12
RI-41I 8 410 OHMS 1/4 WAIT 5% .08
RI-472 2 4.7K OHMS 1/4 WAIT 5% .02
Rp·103 4 10K OHMS TRIMMERPOl. 1.64
IC·14lSOO I rn .21
IC·14lS04 2 ITl .J3
IC·14lS02 I rn .16
1~141.S10 t rn .t4
IC·I417 4 rn .76
IC·141.S20 I ITl .23
IC·141.S93 I rn .26
IC·14m 2 rn .64
IC·141.S1J8 4 rn 1.40
IC·14LS390 3 rn 2.1l
IC-81l8 2 BU~ER 1.62
IC·8195 3 BUFFER 1.89
IC·68B50 t PIA 4.00
IC-68B21 I PIA 4.00
IC·1211~550 32 RAM 116.80
HW-SP.75 4 PLAS. SPAC. ~4l. SMITH 4161 .12
HW-WAN 8' NYlON WASllfR HH SMITH 2673 .09
HW-S6321.2S 4 SCREW 1·1/4 X ~32 .04
W·406J 1 40 COND 6" l. Fl CA JUMP AP PROD 4.52
W·IS118 I,FT. 1 CONDUCTOR SlRANllfD 18 GA. .03
SC·3FC 1 3 PIN FE MOlEX CON 0~09·1032 .05
SC·1F1M 2 FEM. 1!RI>lIMOl. 02-09·1118 .02
SC·1MTM 2 MALE lIRM. MOl. 02·09·2118 .02

............................................ -....-... ..•...................................•
SUMMATION Of TOTALcom USING CURRENlINVENlORY AVERAGEUNIT com = 169.50

SUMMARY
The OS-DMS Inventory Control System is comprised of three independent sub-

systems: the Inventory System, the Purchasing System, and the Bills of Material
System. These systems may be run in an independent or integrated mode depending on
the degree of sophistication the end user desires. The overall system is flexible enough
that it can be implemented in stages to allow the end user time to adjust to computer-
ized business methods. These three systems, when combined with the other OS-DMS
business packages, represent a major step in the development of efficient, easy to use
mlcroproces sor-baaed business software.



PET-POURRI Robert W. Baker

This is my first issue as author
of the PET-pourri column; I
hope to continue providing inter-
esting and useful information on
the PET. With only a week to as-
semble this first installment, I
didn't have enough time to gather
much information on new prod-
ucts. By the next issue, I hope to
find more products to review, or
at least be able to provide more
information.

I've been requested to review
more programs and hardware ac-
cessories for the PET whenever I
can acquire them for evaluation.
Since most PET owners still buy
via mail order, I'll try to provide
as much information as possible
on each product I learn of or try
on my own system. This should
make it easier to choose the items
of greatest interest for your par-
ticular system. It has been sug-
gested, however, that I avoid re-
viewing game programs unless
they are extraordinary.

I'll also try to include program-
ming tips and ideas that I feel
may be of value. If you'd like to
share any of your own program-
ming tricks or newfound secrets
of the PET operating systems, I'd
be happy to hear from you. I have
one request: Please enclose an
SASE if you expect a reply. All
mail should be addressed directly
to me and not through the maga-
zine to avoid forwarding delays.

New Products
and Publications

A new printer manufactured
by Shinshu Seiki is available for
the PET, and it appears similar to
the Commodore printer. The
Model TX-SO dot-matrix impact
printer operates at 150 characters
per second. It is available with
friction feed or tractor feed and
uses standard paper, four to ten
inches in width. With SO charac-
ters per line, double-size charac-
ters and PET graphics, it ap-
peared to be a nice unit when dis-
played at PCC '79 in Philadel-
phia last fall. The printer has
been advertised under several
names and at varying prices, but
lists for about $900 with tractor
feed and all interface cables for
the PET.

If you have an SK PET and still
haven't replaced your small key-

board, I suggest you check the ar-
ticle in the October 1979 issue
(page S2) on the keyboard from
Century Research & Marketing.
Having used one for several
months, I've discovered I like the
keyboard with the molded-in
graphics and expanded numeric
pad.

The PET Gazette has become a
full-size, bimonthly magazine
called Compute, the Journal for
Progressive Computing. The
magazine is divided into four sec-
tions:
.6502 section with articles of in-
terest to everyone with a 6502-
based machine.
• Business and industrial appli-
cations.
• Educational guide to teachers.
• Gazettes for each "special"
machine, including the PET, Ap-
ple, Atariand single-board com-
puters (SBCs).
Mail-order subscriptions are $9
per year, and the magazine is
published by Small Systems Ser-
vices, Inc., 900 Spring Garden
St., Greensboro NC 27403. The
sample issue distribued at PCC
'79 was impressive; hope they
keep up the good work.

Both Instant Software, Peter-
borough NH, and New England
Electronics (NEECO), 679 High-
land Avenue, Needham MA
02194, have been distributing
new catalogs. If you haven't re-
ceived one yet, I suggest you write
for one soon. NEECO's General
Ledger program is available; I
hope to have details on it in time
for the next issue.

What About
the Ax40m Printers?

Although the Axiom electro-
static printers for the PET have
been available for over a year,
there has been very little mention
of these printers in most PET
publications or columns. Two
models of interest to PET owners
offer uppercase and lowercase al-
phanumerics as well as all PET
graphics. The EX:SOI PET mod-
el is a general-purpose printer,
while the EX-S20 PET model
provides true reproduction of the
PET graphics by eliminating ex-
tra spacing between printed lines,
as occurs on the EX-SOl. The
small, quiet printers have a print

speed of 120 lines per minute.
They were designed to require a
minimum of maintenance, and
the printhead should last for one
to two million lines of printing.
This is roughly equivalent to
about 140 rolls of paper; a re-
placement printhead is available
for $45.

The printers provide functions
that are selected using various
control characters as follows:
LIST MODE, CHR$(9)-

All cursor controls are printed
as shown on a normal screen list-
ing. This is the mode selected au-
tomatically at power-on or on-
line and is used for printing BA-
SIC program listings.
PRINT MODE, CHR$(S)-

All output is printed as it would
be displayed on the screen during
program execution. Cursor right
and SPC commands produce
printed spaces, while other cursor
controls are ignored. TABs and
number formatting using the
comma may not produce correct
results.
40 COLUMN, CHR$(l2)-

Selects 40-column printout,
which is normally selected auto-

matically at power-on.
SO COLUMN, CHR$(ll)

Selects 80-column printout un-
til 40-column printout is re-se-
lected. Character sizes may be in-
termixed in any combination on a
line however desired by switching
back and forth between the two
sizes.
GRAPHICS, CHR$(15)-

Prints PET graphics and up-
percase letters providing printout
compatible with the POKE
59468,12 mode on the PET.
LOWERCASE, CHR$(l4)-

Prints lowercase alphabetic in
place of graphics the same as a
POKE 5946S,14 on the PET.
Character types may be inter-
mixed on a line by switching
modes back and forth if graphics
are desired along with uppercase
and lowercase letters.
BELL, CHR$(7)-

Sounds the internal buzzer for
114 second when the line is
printed containing this control
mode.

Two other control characters
are listed in the manual to turn
the loudspeaker on and off for di-
rect program control of sound ef-

10 REM TAPE HEX DUMP PROGRAM
20 REM BY: ROBERT t-l_BAKER
30 RHl
40 REM DISPLAYS A HEX DUMP OF
50 REM TAPE DATA FILES.
60
70 HS="0123456789ABCDEF"
80 PRIt-n"~TAPE HEX DU~lP"
90 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"HIT ANY KEY TO"
100 PRINT"HOLD/CONTINUE THE DISPLAY."
110 PRINT:PRINT"HIT 'D' WHEN DONE TO"
120 PRINT"STOP BEFORE END OF FILE."
130 PRINT:PRINT
140 OPEN I
150 S$="
160 PRINT"~TRPE HEX DU~lP":PRINT: PRINT
170 8=0:GOTO 250
180 GETlIl.CS
190 IF ST <> 0 THEN 320
200 A=ASC(CS):AI=INTCA/16)
210 PRINT MID$(HS.Al+l.l);
220 PRINT MID$(HS.A-CAl*16)+I.I);" ";
230 B=8+1
240 IF INTC8/10) <) B/10 THEN 270
250 PRINT
260 PRINT RIGHT$CSS+STRS(8).5)": ";
270 GET CS:IF CS="" THEN 180
280 IF C$="D" THEN 320
290 GET C$:IF C$="" THEN 290
300 IF C$="D" THEN PRINT:END
310 GOTO 180
320 PRINT:PRINT:PRIHT"ST =";ST

Listing 1. Tape hex dump program.
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listings compared to other low-
cost printers that do not print all
PET graphics. If you do decide to
get an Axiom printer, make sure
you get a model designed for the
PET with the IEEE interface.
Axiom markets a complete line of
printers, and the PET models
have a special internal ROM in
addition to the IEEE interface to
provide all the particular features
for the PET.

$A9 = hex $E8 (232 decimal) .... lOP address = hex $83E8
$AA=hex $83 (131 decimal) (33768 decimal)

fects.
I've not been able to make this

work, and no information is pro-
vided on how to use the controls.
The printers do provide automat-
ic printing on the reception of the
81st, 41st or equivalent character,
depending on the line characteris-
tics.

The IEEE interface board
mounts on the back ofthe PET at
the IEEE bus connector with a
ribbon cable connected to the
printer. The interface board pro-
vides a true IEEE bus connector
in addition to reproducing the
IEEE edge connector of the PET
for other Commodore products.
The printer is connected via the
IEEE interface but will recognize
any device address on the IEEE
bus. This was probably done to
eliminate the costly circuitry to
recognize a specific device ad-
dress on the IEEE bus and keep
the printer cost at a minimum.
However, a switch on the front
panel of the printer does allow the
user to put the printer on or off
line to avoid this problem of
recognizing all bus addresses.

Two other switches on the
printer provide manual paper
feed and a built-in self-test mode.
When the printer runs out of pa-
per, the bell will sound continu-
ously and all printing will stop.

Having used an EX-80l for
over six months now on my own
system, I've been impressed by
the print quality and the printer
reliability. Having the capability
of producing true listings of BA-
SIC programs with all cursor con-
trois shown has saved many
hours of work on several occa-
sions. My only dislike is the 5 112
inch wide electrostatic paper that
costs about $6 per roll and can be
hard to find on occasion. . .
probably the major drawback of
this type of printer. However, a
300-foot roll of paper usually
lasts for well over a month on my
system, even with very heavy use.

If the impact printers are too
expensive for your current bud-
get, but you definitely need a
printer, you should consider the
$495 EX-801 Axiom printer, with
the ability to get true program

$AE=hex $00
$AF= hex $80 (128 decimal)

$A7=hex $00

$A8 = hex $20 (32 decimal)

. bouom address = hex $8000
(32768 decimal)

.. new top address = hex $2000
(8192 decimal)

. $83E8 (33768 decimal)
= top of area to be saved + I

1000 byte
display RAM
to be saved ...

. .. $8000 (32768 decimal)
= bottom of area to be saved

Programming
Ideas and Tips

. .. $2000 (8192 decimal)
= top of new area + 1

If you are experimenting with
tape data files, this simple pro-
gram (Listing 1) can help display
the exact contents of any data
file. It reads the file byte-by-byte
and displays the hexadecimal
value of each byte in the file, in-
cluding all separator and control
characters. The display will list
ten bytes per line with a byte
count indicated in the left col-
umn, which makes it extremely
easy to determine the exact for-
mat of any data file.

Machine-language programmers
might be interested in the follow-
ing two routines that are con-
tained in the older 8K PET oper-
ating system. I plan to check
where these routines are located
in the new operating system in the
near future. I should be getting
my new ROM set any day.
Block Move: This routine will
move the contents of a contigu-
ous block of memory locations
from one area of memory to a
new area of memory. The routine
starts at hex location $C2E 1
(49889 decimal) and uses the fol-
lowing pointers in low memory,
which must be set prior to calling
this subroutine.

1000 byte area

to save display
RAM

. bottom of new area, new area same
length as the old area

Example 1.

calling the block move subroutine
you would set the pointers as
shown in Example 1.
Search for a BASIC Line Number:
This routine will search through
all the lines of a BASIC program
in memory looking for a specific
line number. The line number to
be found must be placed in loca-
tions 8 and 9 prior to calling this
subroutine at hex location $C522
(50466 decimal). The line number
is stored in standard address for-
mat, low byte first. On return
from the subroutine, the proces-
sor carry bit will indicate whether
the line number was found or not.
The carry bit will be clear (0) if
the line was not found. If the line
was found the carry bit will be set
(I) and hex locations $AE and
$AF (174 and 175 decimal) will

Hex locations $A9 and $AA
(169 and 170 decimal) contain the
address, plus one, of the last byte
to be moved, the upper limit of
the old area. Hex locations $AE
and $AF (174 and 175 decimal)
contain the address of the first
byte to be moved, the lower limit"
of the old area. Hex locations
$A7 and $A8 (167 and 168 deci-
mal) contain the address, plus
one, of the last byte to be moved
to, the upper limit of the new
area. All address pointers are in
the standard format of the low
byte of the address first then the
high byte of the address.

As an example, suppose you
wanted to move the 1000 bytes of
the display RAM into the top of
your 8K program RAM to save
the data for some reason. Before

User Port User
Connector Pin Port

Connection

Orange (9' (button)

Brown (2 ) C (right) PAO

Green (3 ) D (left) PAl

Blue (4) E (bottom) PA2
White (5 ) . F (top) PA3

Joystick Control #1

Black (7)=r-
I, II, 12, A or N

(7)

System ground
Wire color Joystick function (switch)Connector pin

···no connection.•.••
Brown
Green
Blue
While

"·no ccnnecnonw "
Black (switch common)

Joystick Control #2 . Black
Right
Left Brown (2:>- H (right)

Green (3) J (left)

Blue (4)i K (bottom)
WhIle (5) T L (top)

Orange (9)_~ __ •.•l (button)

PA4
PA5
PA6
PA7

Bottom
Top

4

5
6
7

8 ··*00 connecticn=v"
Orange Butlan

Joystick connector wiring and interface to PET user port.
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contain the address of where the
line is located in memory.
This routine can then be used

to create self-modifying pro-
grams, store data within a pro-
gram DATA line or delete pro-
gram instructions. I hope to cover
some of these fancy program
tricks in future columns. They're
quite easy once you've tried them.

Simple Joystick Interface
for the PET

Cursor magazine is providing
some of the best software for the
PET, with some very fancy games
currently available. Now that
they are providing more pro-
grams that use joysticks, you may
want to add a pair to your system
to take full advantage of these
new programs. Cursor's pro-
grams are designed to work with
all three of the dual Atari joystick
adapters currently available from
Coyote Electronics, Box 10I,
Coyote CA 95013; Creative Soft-
ware, Box 4030, Mountain View
CA 94040; Chuck Johnson, 17104
Via Alamitos, San Lorenzo CA
94580.

If you'd rather construct your
own interface, the joysticks can
be ordered directly from Atari.
Sears Roebuck and Co. lists them
on page 651 of their Christmas
Catalog at $9.95 each (catalog
#6C99835). The accompanying
diagram shows a simple interface
to connect two joysticks to the
PET user port. The joysticks
come with a 9-pin subminiature-D
connector at the end of the con-
necting cable. Mating connectors
are rather expensive and may be
hard to find. You may want to
cut these connectors off and wire
the joysticks directly to your user
port connector. The diagram
shows both the connector pin
number and the internal wire col-
or for whichever scheme you
choose to use.
The interface simply connects

each switch to a separate input
line of the user port. The joystick
button is then connected to the
TOP and BOTTOM switches, us-
ing two diodes to isolate the three
switches. This combination pro-
vides a unique 4-bit code at the
user port for each joystick posi-
tion. I haven't been able to com-
pare this interface with those
commercially available, but it
does work well with the Cursor
programs.

Please address any correspon-
dence to: Robert W. Baker, 15
Windsor Drive, Atco NJ 08004.

COMPUTER CLINIC
The Craig County Virginia

Public Schools have recently
placed Level II TRS-80s in pilot
programs in both elementary and
secondary schools. These ma-
chines are being used with com-
puter-assisted instruction (CAI)
and educational programs. Be-
cause of an apparent scarcity of
CAI programs, K-12, school per-
sonnel and advanced secondary
students are developing such pro-
grams. This process is slow, how-
ever, when the ultimate objective
is to offer CAI in a variety of sub-
jects at all grade levels. We would
be glad to contact schools and/or
individuals interested in exchang-
ing programs they have devel-
oped.

Earl R. Savage
Craig County Public Schools

PO Box 245
New Castle VA 24127

I have a terminal of unknown
origin (CRT, power supply,
boards and keyboard). The only
identification I can find is a label:
BA Sanders Associates, Inc.,
Data Systems Division, Model
722-1 FI, Serial #EDOI70, NFPA
Type II. Does anyone out there

know where I can get schematics,
documentation, etc? I will reim-
burse postage for all replies.

Kendall Stambaugh
5009 Guide Meridan

Bellingham WA 98225

houses that supplied cassettes for
someone to convert our tapes to
cassettes. Can anyone suggest
where we can get a list of compa-
nies or people to try, if the idea is
feasible, or, if it is not, suggest a
technique that will work.

Mitch Nadler
4283 Bedford Ave.
Brooklyn NY 11229

I am trying to find a battery
backup for the S-100 bus. I need
one already built; however, a set
of plans will work as well.

Byron E. Parrish
Clipper Trading Co.
1718 Santa Fe Trail

Grand Prairie TX 75051

A friend and I are each buying
PETs with factory auxiliary cas-
sette tape storage. Over the years,
we have written BASIC programs
to run with our machines. The
problem is that we cannot figure
out how to efficiently convert our
OS Partitioned Data Sets into
cassette tapes to load into our
PETs. Typing these programs
manually from listings would be
too error prone and would take
forever. A friend suggested we
dump the program libraries on
seven- or nine-track IBM tapes.
We could then shop in software

CLUB NOTES

I have an E & L Instruments
MMD-I microcomputer with an
MMDII1 memory board. As an
exercise in digital design, I am
planning to add eight 2114s and
four 2708s, which I will interface
with the abovementioned units.
My problem is, I don't know how
to go about designing the neces-
sary decoding circuits to drive the
memory ICs. Two areas on the
boards are labeled "decoding."
How do the people who designed
the circuits come up with the par-
ticular memory decoding that is
used. Is there an E & L or other
publication dealing with this par-
ticular subject. If so, what do I
look for?

Gerald F. Gronson
28185 Alden

Madison Heights MI 48071

Washington DC

The Washington Amateur
Computer Society is an organiza-
tion dedicated to personal com-
puting. WACS meets at 7:30 PM
on the last Friday of each month
in the first-floor lecture hall of
Keane Hall, Catholic University
of America. Contact WACS c/o
4201 Massachusetts Ave. #168,
Washington DC 20016.

Danvers MA

HUG Northshore, a computer
club for Heathkit computer
users, meets the second Wednes-
day of each month (7 PM) at Hill
Tech Building, 88 Holten St.
(third floor), Danvers MA. The

club publishes a monthly news-
letter; for a free copy, write to
HUG Northshore, PO Box 112,
Danvers MA 01923.

Toronto Ontario

The Canadian Compucolor
User's Group invites you to join
the group and utilize its growing
program library. For more infor-
mation, contact House of Com-
puters, Inc., 368 Eglinton Ave.
West, Toronto Ontario, Canada
M5N lA2. 482-4336.

Washington DC

Washington Area KIM En-
thusiasts (WAKE) meet the third

Wednesday of each month, 7:30
PM, at the McGraw-Hill Con-
tinuing Education Center in DC.
For a copy of the current WAKE
newsletter, send an SASE to
WAKE, c/o Ted Beach, 5112
Williamsburg Blvd., Arlington
VA 22207. 538-2303.
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Portland OR

Any Sorcerer user living in the
southwest Washington and great-
er Portland area is welcomed to
join the Portland Area Sorcerers
Users Group, which plans to pub-
lish a regular newsletter and hold
meetings. For further informa-
tion, contact either Timothy
Huang at 9529 N .E. Gertz Circle,
Portland OR 97211, 289-9135
(Mondays and nights); or Gary
Emmerson at 631 S.E. 41st, Apt.



43, Portland OR, 233-9684
(nights).

Akron OH

The Akron Digital Group pro-
vides tips on hardware and soft-
ware applications, and plans to
offer classes. The group meets the
fourth Wednesday of each
month, 7 PM, at the Kenmore
Public Library, 2200 14th St.

SW, Akron OH. For informa-
tion, contact Lon Laurich, 107
7th St. NW, Barberton OH
44203.745-7819.

Hamilton Ontario, Canada L8S
4KI. OSMIE's goal is to promote
the use of microcomputers in all
aspects of education.

at 8 PM, Rm. 209, DeVry Insti-
tute, 4702 N. 24th St., Phoenix.

Hamilton Ontario

Inquiries concerning member-
ship in the Ontario Society for
Microcomputers in Education
(OSMIE) should be addressed to
N. Solntseff, Unit for Computer
Science, McMaster University,

Phoenix AZ

For $4 dues per year, you can
join the Arizona Computer
Society, PO Box 15623, Phoenix
AZ 85060. The society meets on
the first Tuesday of each month

Fairfield CA

The Solano TRS-80 User's
Club (STUC) meets informally
every third Thursday at Owens-
Illinois, 2500 Huntington Drive,
Fairfield CA. Anyone interested
in getting STUC should contact
Dave or Steve Irwin at 422-3347.

LElTERSTO THE EDITOR
on-on

For October's article winner I
vote for "Hurricane," page 84.
This well-written article reflects a
thorough job of programming.
In fact, it is the first such article
written for the TRS-80 Level II
that actually ran in my machine
without modification ... time-
ly, too, although Mr. Segar could
hardly have foreseen "Fred" at
the time he wrote and submitted
the article for publication.

I have one suggestion, which
you might like to pass on to your
authors. Some of us who have
been around for seventy, eighty
or more years don't see fine de-
tails as we once did (I noticed it
particularly at the beach this sum-
mer), and that fine print you use
for the program listings is diffi-
cult for us at best. It's like this.
The letter 0 and the figure 0

have been in use for quite a spell,
but even though I had three years
of schooling, until I started play-
ing around with computers I
never realized that a zero was
really nothing but a hungry O.
So, can you suggest that your

contributors avoid the use of the
letter 0 for variables? Maybe a D
or a Q? These latter could still
provide debugging experience,
but it wouldn't be as boring.

A. R. Taylor
Gravette AR

I have received numerous let-
ters regarding my "Hurricane"
article and have been pleased re-
garding the "worked the first
time" comments. The "Hurri-
cane", program listing you pub-
lished is correct; however, I did
learn one valuable secret, which I

suggest you pass on to your fu-
ture authors. Never use the letter
o as a variable, especially when
using BASIC shorthand in a pro-
gram. When printed without the
slash, it is difficult, unless you
look closely, to tell the difference
between the letter 0 and zero.
One reader misinterpreted the
zeros in lines 200 and 201 for vari-
able Os. In doing so he complete-
ly changed the statement. I also
left out the THEN portion of the
IF/THEN statement. This is al-
lowable in Radio Shack Level II
BASIC shorthand and probably
also led to his confusion. Lines
200 and 201 are easier to under-
stand if written as follows:
200 IF L>OTHEN R~ 1
201 IF L<OTHEN R~O
Without these lines, the program
definitely won't work in all quad-
rants of the globe.

I discovered one other interest-
ing "quirk," which I will pass on.
Although they look much alike,
the constant 1.5708 used in lines
310, 350 and 410 is not the same
as the constant 1.15708 used in
line 470. 1.5708 is used in the ra-
dian/ degree conversion, while
1.15708 is used to convert nauti-
cal miles to statute miles.

Bryce D. Segar
Ft. Douglas UT

Scientific Applications

We hear more and more about
the business revolution caused by
the microcomputer. Magazines
such as Microcomputing are full
of articles on business applica-
tions and advertisements for
business-oriented systems. In-
deed, if we lightly read these pub-

Iications we may get the impres-
sion that there are only three
types of microcomputer users: I.
the hobbyist (a dying breed), who
sits in the garage and plays with
integrated circuits, but never real-
ly does anything with his
machine; 2. the "home computer
user," who uses his computer as a
glorified video game, but has dif-
ficulty justifying it to his wife or
the neighbors; 3. the business
user, who uses the machine in his
business, but who has trouble get-
ting support from the manufac-
turers.

It sometimes seems that manu-
facturers and publishers are look-
ing forward to that great day in
the future when every mom-and-
pop-type drugstore will have a
computer in the back taking care
of sales, billing, inventory, pay-
roll and taxes. Since there are so
many small businesses in the
country, let's make all the com-
puters to satisfy them, and just ig-
nore all the other users. They're
only hobbyists or educators
(neither of whom have any
money), so they don't matter.

I believe that the microcomput-
er manufacturers are overlooking
scientific applications. Scientists
and engineers are already among
the larger users of mainframes in
the U.S. today. A look at the
equipment manufacturers' ads in
Physics Today will show that
about a third of the equipment
manufactured is something that
contains a dedicated micropro-
cessor. And scientists have
money to spend on equipment,
too.

Scientific computers ordinarily
perform three functions (two of
them not dissimilar to functions
performed by "business" com-
puters): analysis of data and stor-

age of information. We can use
text editing, too. The only real
point of difference between "sci-
entific" computers and "busi-
ness" computers is that scientists
like to use the machine for direct
data acquisition.
To my knowledge, the only

mainframe manufacturer seri-
ously addressing the problem of
the scientific user is Digital
Equipment Corporation. My own
microcomputer is an SWTP 6800
with 24K of memory, dot matrix
printer, Kansas City Standard
cassette interface and drive, 5
114" disk driver with DOS, plot-
ter, 256 x 256 graphics and an
8-channel, 8-bit ADC with a 50
microsecond conversion time. I
have half again the memory and
can load programs from cassette
three times as fast.
All this is the result of a cash

outlay of about $3000. If I were
to include the cost of my time for
construction of the graphics in-
terface and all of the program-
ming I had to do, it would prob-
ably raise that to about $7000.
But most of what I had to do was
reinvent several wheels.

Dr. Gordon W. Wolfe
Asst. Prof., Physics/Astronomy

University of Mississippi

Epistolary Correspondence
on Polysyllabification

Well, I just read Mits Hadeishi's
letter (November 1979), and I was
moved to write.

He's right! What kind of a title
is "Microcomputing"? A lot of
people can't even pronounce itl
What's so bad about 1000bits per
second? People didn't understand
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it? So why change to something
more egregious?

73has a good name. It's related
to ham radio; it's short and easy
to remember. Now we can do the
same thing here without changing
the name much-just call the
magazine "Kilo." Remember:
Ease of recognition of a name
varies inversely with the number
of syllables.

I don't care for the business-
boxy cover photos. They look
like U.S. Army tech manuals.
How about pictures of kids with
color graphics displays? Comput-
er graphics displays? Something
eye-catching? I think it looks bet-
ter not to have the table of con-
tents on the front; you have too
many articles for something that
important. However, the cover
picture could be related to one of
the articles inside. I think it's a
good idea to have a thematic issue
now and then, but not very often.

Please bring back Kilobaud.
It's hard to advertise your mag
(which is still the best) by word of
mouth when the title is mike-ko-
to-te-pring, or something like
that.

Richard A. Rodman
Vienna VA

Still More

Try the circuit in Fig. 1 with
David Morr's TTY program (Au-
gust 1979 issue, p. 38).

John C. Rogers, Jr.
New Bedford MA

Ink Up and Start Typing

The article on the Centronics
779 Printer in the October 1979
issue was interesting and well
written. I have had a Centronics
780 printer for a little more than
one year now, and I have a tip I
would like to pass along. My 780
has the same ribbon assembly as
the Model 779. The only problem
I have ever had with the ribbon is
the short lifetime of the ink with-
in it. Ribbons are too expensive to

0.45 - D.85V
FROM rss-so
NORMALLY
PLUGGED INTO
AUX INPUT
TAPE RECORDER

Editor, KILOBAUDMicrocomDuting
Pine Street
'Pet.erborough , NH 03458

Dear Sir:

I like

ilobaud
You do a gr-eat job between the covers.

I also t.hought that having the comnlete table of contents
on the front cover w;! s a f'Lne idea.

Microcomputing

~CerelY' ~_~_

~ster, Jr.
tnstructor
Electronics Engineer,ng Technology

replace very often, so I came up
with a better solution.
For less than one dollar I

bought a bottle of ink for re-ink-
ing pads. Now when my ribbon
runs low on ink I simply apply
some more ink to the top edge of
the ribbon. I'm careful not to
soak the ribbon too much.

I continue printing until the
ribbon has made a complete pass
through the ribbon cartridge, and
then apply a little more ink to the
top of the ribbon since what was
on bottom is now on top. The
pinch rollers help distribute the
ink along the length of the ribbon
so that by the third pass, it is like
a new ribbon.

I have been using this method
on the same ribbon for about ten
months, and it currently shows
no sign of wear, though I do not
expect it to last forever.
By the way, does anyone else

out there have an F-8 micropro-
cessor system? Mine is called a
Termdisk (it contains an eight
inch floppy disk) and is manu-
factured by International Com-
puter Products in Dallas. It is a

+12V<>-..._----_
TO 60mA TTY

Fig. 1.

capable system even though it
runs on an F-8. Anyone inter-
ested in F-8s, let me know. I
doubt Microcomputing will ever
print any articles on them.

Gary Fancher
204 Dee Lane
Arlington TX

Before we can print any F-8 arti-
cles, someone must write them.
How about you, Gary?-Editors.

Gobble, Gobble, Gobble

Murphy was an optimist.
Else, why would a typo creep

into Bill Harvey's October 1979
article, page 99, second column,
third paragraph, where he is talk-
ing about his system. The typeset-
ter, not believing his eyes, in-
serted an n, erroneously produc-
ing the word "turnkey." This is
obviously an error since the next
word is "home-built."

Surely, everyone except the
typesetter knows that a turnkey
system is one bought complete
with all software and hardware,
in one package, usually for one
price, and most often for one par-
ticular application, ready to plug
in and start processing data. The
term probably stems from an
analogy to an automobile pur-
chase where you pay your money,
turn the key and drive away.

If the application is BASIC
programming, then some turnkey

systems are the PET, the TRS-80,
the Sorcerer and TI 99/4. But
there's no way a "home-built"
system can be a turnkey system.
Obviously Mr. Harvey intended
it to read as follows: "turkey
home-built system."
Now, don't you understand?

Murphy was an optimist!
D. A. Bishop

Austin TX

Both the editor who worked on
the article, and the typesetter who
set it, are former prison guards
(who often had to restrain com-
pulsive crank-letter writers from
going berserk in the exercise yard
and trying to hoe messages to the
warden in the turf). Consequent-
ly, our editor and typesetter are
still imbued with prison parlance
and undoubtedly had their previ-
ous jobs in mind when they edited
and set the article.-Editors.

Port Alright

As you know, one of the great-
est obstacles to using a micro-
computer in a business applica-
tion is the lack of qualified hard-
ware repair specialists and soft-
ware consultants. I own a Sol
with a Helios IV disk drive and
have tried to obtain satisfactory
service in the Houston area for
several months-all to no avail.
The local PTC dealer (at least un-
til PTC's recent demise) proved
to be totally incompetent and un-
professional.
A few weeks ago I noticed in

your magazine an advertisement
for Computer Port in Arlington
TX offering software for the Sol.
On a lark, I called 'them to find
out more, and as with all good
stories, there was a happy ending.

I was invited to their offices to
have my system repaired (it had
been down for 16weeks at the lo-
cal dealer) and to consult with
them on my specific software
problems. In two days my entire
system was not only repaired, but
upgraded as well. Their service
department was remarkable in
that they were able to perform re-
pairs on both drives, which, ac-
cording to all information avail-
able in Houston, required service
in California,

I just though you might like to
know that there are some good
people around who support the
efforts and standards of your
magazine, and who can perform
the same.

Kenneth J. Edwards III
Houston TX
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The Product. Only high quality, prime, burned-in and
tested 4116 16K dynamic RAM s. Don't be caught
unaware! All TRS-80 memory expansion kits are not the
same. UHF Associates' memory expansion gives you high
quality coupled wit I::!outstandinq performance. And with
their fast 200 NS minimum access time (less CPU wait
states) UHF's 4116 16K dynamic RAMs provide both
storage and speed that won't disappoint you later down the
road.

The Price. 16K Memory Expansion Kit for either
computer (pre-programmed DIP shunts included) or
expansion interface, $95. More? 32K Kit for expansion
interface, $180. Most? 48K Kit for computer and expansion
interface, $265.

The Promise. "Thou shalt not wait, worry or fret."
You'll get immediate post-paid delivery from in-stock
inventory. You'll get a full 12 month warranty. That's about
four times the warranty others offer. And for installation
you'll get UHF's "goof-proof" instructions. All you'll nee'd is
a screwdriver and about 10 minutes.
TRS-80 is a registered trade mark of Tandy Corporation.

Dealer Inquiries Invitedr------------------------o 16K Kit with shunts (for computer) $ 95 ,o 16K Kit (for expansion interface) $ 95o 32K Kit (for expansion interface) $180o 48K Kit (for computer and expansion interface) $265
California residents please add appropriate sales tax

Name (print)
Street
City State _ Zip _
o Fve enclosed a check or money order for $

payable to UHF Associates.
We honor: 0 Master Charge 0 'ISA/BankAmericard

Account #
Expiration Date ---------i
SignatureL (required for charge card purchases)------------------------~

"...U14 fiVflfiit UHF -:
ASSOCIATES

90 Transport Avenue, #4
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
Call 707/584·7844



NEW PRODUCTS Edited by Dennis Brisson

Video Display Terminal

The Inter Tube II Video Dis-
play Terminal has recently been
upgraded with the addition of a
new version of software-version
1.7-which enables several new
user-oriented editing features
such as erase-to-end-of-line and
page. Standard features of the In-
terTube include an upper and
lowercase character set on an
8 x 10dot matrix, a full 24 line by
80 character screen; a status line
that displays the operating mode
of the terminal and a complete
ASCII typewriter-style keyboard
with an 18 key numeric pad. The
terminal includes a hooded dis-
play to cut down on glare and
give extra privacy. A wide band-
width monitor provides sharp im-
ages everywhere on the screen
with below-the-line character de-
scenders to make reading easier.
Price is $995.
Intertec Data Systems Corpo-

ration, 2300 Broad River Road,
Columbia SC 29210. Reader Ser-
vice number 121.

Smart CRT Terminal

The ADM-31 smart terminal
offers two full 1920 character
pages of display with indepen-
dent page characteristics of Pro-
tect, Write/protect, Program
mode and cursor retention. If the
operator changes to another
page, the attributes are automati-
cally stored in memory and are re-

called exactly as they were orig-
inally when the page is read-
dressed. The microprocessor-
based ADM-31 is completely self-
contained and comes equipped
with keyboard, control logic,
character generator, refresh
memory and interface. The ter-
minal's keyboard is integrated
with main logic and can generate
a full 128 ASCII character set. A
numeric keypad is also included.
Full editing capabilities allow

the user to clear the screen, use a
destructive cursor for character
change, skip protected fields,
backspace, move up, down, re-
turn, home and new line. The
ADM-31 features a high-resolu-
tion, 12-inch diagonal display
screen with 24 lines of 80 charac-
ters in a 7 x 9 dot matrix. Price is
$1450.

Lear Siegler, Inc.lData Prod-
ucts Division, 714 N. Brook-
hurst, Anaheim CA 92803. Read-
er Service number S127. there is no snow or visible inter-

ference. When not used for
graphics, the board serves as an
8K byte expansion memory,
doubling the 8K PET capacity.
K-1008-3C graphic software
($20) is also offered.
The display board puts up a

high-resolution matrix of 64,000
dots (320 wide x 200 high) and al-
lows control of the on/ off state
of each dot individually and inde-
pendently. The board interfaces
to the PET with the K-l007A-1
bus adapter ($99) with easily de-
tached ribbon cable intercon-
nects. Without bus adapter, the
K-1008A-P can be used with
AIM-65, KIM-I and SYM-I com-
puters. The K-l005A-P expan-

TheADM-31.

ory addressing controlled by DIP
switch and transparent refresh.
Price is $479, assembled, tested
and burned-in.

D-O Electronic Developments
Co., PO Box 1124, Denison TX
75020. Reader Service number
070.

32K RAM for the H8

The DO-32D is a 32K RAM
board for Heath H8 computers.
Designed to operate either with or
without the present static mem-
ory in the computer, the DO-32D
is ready to plug into the H8 and
use without additional wiring. It
consumes less than 6 Watts pow-
er. Features include: full compat-
ibility with current Heath periph-
erals, circuit protection to pre-
vent damage to memory output
buffers if two blocks are assigned
to the same address space, mem-

PET Graphic
Display Board

The K-1008A-P Visible Mem-
ory is a high-resolution graphic
display board that upgrades the
Commodore PET computer sys-
tem to permit high-resolution
graphics. During image update

"
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The InterTube II.
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sion card file ($80) is optional.
Price is $243.

Micro Technology Unlimited,
PO Box 4596, Manchester NH
03108. Reader Service number
M44.

Apple II Joystick

The PAlAI Apple II Joystick
Controller features plug-in com-
patibility with Apple II's game
110 connectors, precision-girn-
baled self-centering action and
case style and color consistent
with the Apple II. Other features
include front-panel trimmers for
x- and y-axis outputs and a capac-
itively activated closure to the
Apple II's SWOinput which oper-
ates with a finger's touch of the
controller's metal shaft. Closure
to Apple II's SWI input is acti-
vated with a standard push but-
ton. Price is $65.

PAlA Electronics, Inc., 1020
Wilshire Blvd., Oklahoma City
OK 73116. Reader Service num-
ber P9.

Double-Density
Floppy Disk Interface

The Tarbell Double-Density
Floppy Disk Interface enhances
existing disk storage capacities
with only minimum reconfigura-
tion of existing microcomputer
systems. The interface board is
supplied with the new BASIC In-
put/Output System (BIOS) soft-
ware for CP1M on single-density
diskette, permitting the user to in-
termix single- and double-density
diskettes. The Tarbell system
automatically determines whether

JJJ.2 maj

i
I

single or double density is in use.
As many as four drives, using
either single or double density,
can be selected.
The 8 inch Shugart-compatible

disk interface contains phase-lock
loop and write precompensation,
providing more reliable data
storage and recovery. The on-
board phantom bootstrap
PROM is disabled on completion
of the bootstrap operation, free-
ing all 64K of memory address
space for other use. Multi-user
operation is now possible. Ex-
tended addressing capability pro-
vides eight additional address
bits, allowing direct transfers to
and from any location within a 16
megabyte address range. Price is
$425.
Tarbell Electronics, 950

Dovlen Place, Suite B, Carson
CA 90746. Reader Service num-
ber Tll.

S-100 6809 CPU Card

The MD-690b CPU card brings
the 6809 processor to the S-Ioo
bus. This single-board computer
integrates 110, RAM, PROM
cassette interface and other fea-
tures in a complete package for
instant use. With the MD-690b
you have your choice of two dif-
ferent monitor PROMs. MON-
BUG II provides the firmware
you need to interface to memory-
mapped video cards such as the
VBI-B and MicroDaSys' full-
color, 80 x 24 ColorMaster video
card. RSBUG II enables the user
to interface directly to an RS-232
terminal using the board's own
hardware.
Features include an on-card

2400 baud (Manchester encoded)1
300 baud (KC Standard) cassette
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unit, provided an adapter unit
called Expandamem has been in-
stalled in it. The board has provi-
sions for extended board area and
dual heavy-duty power buses be-
tween the DIP IC leads for easy,
short bus connections. The 4609
is designed for construction of
special control, communications,
peripheral or memory interface
circuits using support devices by
major semiconductor manufac-
turers, as well as for breadboard-
ing experimental circuits.

Three connectors, in addition
to the standard 25/50 system bus,
are available for input/output. A
20/40-contact card-edge connec-
tor, fabricated on the rear of the
board, mates with a 3-M-type rib-
bon connector. Alternatively, a
right-angle solder-tail header
may be positioned in this same lo-
cation. The Model 4609 also ac-

The MD-690b CPU card.

interface, IK static RAM, 10K
PROM space, RS-232 level shift-
ers, an interrupt-driven keyboard
input, 20 I/O lines, power-on re-
set, DMA capability, interrupt
handling and real-time clock.
Prices are $239 (kit) and $299 (as-
sembled and tested).

MicroDaSys, PO Box 36051,
Los Angeles CA 90036. Reader
Service number MIlO.

Interface Board for
Apple and PET

The Model 4609 is a new pe-
ripheral interface board that is
compatible with Apple II and Su-
perkim microcomputers without
any special adapter unit, as well
as with the PET Commodore
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commodates the miniature SIP-
type connectors, which may be
placed on the periphery or in mid-
board. Price is $21.50.

Vector Electronic Co., Inc.,
12460 Gladstone Ave., Sylmar
CA 91342. Reader Service num-
ber V8.

Serial Interface

Now you can interface your
computer to standard RS-232
printers, terminals, modems and
other computers with the TNW-
2000 Serial Interface, which adds
a bidirectional RS-232 port to the
Commodore PET and other
IEEE-488 computers.
You can set the baud rate from

110 to 9600 bits per second and
switch-select the IEEE bus ad-
dress, data word length/parity
(8-bit words without parity or
7-bit words with even or odd
parity) and operation with either
115 V or 230 V 50/60 Hz power
sources (power supplies are built
in). Enabling automatic conver-
sion between the (old style) PET
and ASCII character sets for both
input and output is also possible.
Other devices can be used on

the IEEE bus with the TNW-2000.
A 1 meter IEEE bus cable pro-
vides a daisy-chaining capability

The TNW-2000.

with both the PET-style edge-
board connector and the
IEEE-488 standard ribbon con-
nector. Price is $229.
TNW Corporation, 3351 Han-

cock Street, San Diego CA 92110.
Reader Service number T56.

TRS-80Power Supply

Mayday is an uninterruptible
power supply that keeps your
computer on-and thus saves
your program and data from be-
ing lost-when the power fails. It
provides instant power switch-
over when a power outage occurs
and protects from any ac line
surges due to neighboring large
current changes. Especially de-
signed for the TRS-80, Mayday
can handle the complete business
system of video, expansion inter-
face, CPU and four disk drives
for about one-half hour of power
outage; non business systems will
hold for about one hour. It will
also handle other microcomput-
ers that have about 140 Watts
power consumption; 250 Watt
capability is also available.

Mayday maintains charge on
the standby battery during nor-
mal usage and is always ready for
use, no matter when the line
voltage fails. Accessories include

The AI-02.

a battery and line surge protector.
Sun-Technology, Inc., Box

210, New Durham NH 03855.
Reader Service number S126.

with 8-bit resolution. Channels
are individually addressable, and
conversion time is 70 microsec-
onds. The system can be operated
from BASIC and also provides
interrupt capability for more effi-
cient software implementation.
The AI-02 is suited to such appli-
cations as temperature sensing
and process control.

Interactive Structures, Inc.,
Suite 204, 3401 Science Center,
Philadelphia PA 19104. Reader
Service number 149.

Mayday.

Apple Analog Input Card

The AI-02 Analog Input Card
provides a single-card data acqui-
sition system for Apple II com-
puters. Sixteen analog channels
may be monitored by the system

Also, see pages 188 and 189 for new software releases.

CONTEST!
Winner of the "best article of the month" for October is Allan J.

Domuret, author of "Expanded TRS·80 Operations."
Winner of a lifetime subscription to Microcomputing is C. A.

Lopez of EI Paso, Texas. Choice of a book from the Book Nook
goes to Saul G. Levy of Tucson, Arizona.

Congratulations to everyone.

One of your responsibilites, as a reader of Kilobaud MICRO·
COMPUTING, is to aid and abet the increasing of circulation
and advertising, both of which will bring you the same benefit: a
larger and even better magazine. You can help by encouraging
your friends to subscribe. to Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING. Re-
member: Subscriptions are guaranteed-money back if not de-
lighted, so no one can lose. You can also help by tearing out
one of the cards just inside the back cover and circling replies
you'd like to see: catalogs, spec sheets, etc. Advertisers put a
lot of trust in reader requests for information. To make it more
worth your while to send in the card, a drawing will be held each
month and the winner will get a lifetime subscription to
Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTlNG!

,.
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'.'
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6809 PROCESSING POWER!
The Percom SaC/9N

• Only $199.95.'
\,

Make the SBC/9Nthe heart of your/computer and put to work
the mostoutstandlnq microprocessor available, the 6809.

the Mighty 6809 utilities, what really sets PSYMON ~
Featuring more addressing modes apart is its easy hardware adaptability

than any other eight-bit processor, and command extensibility,
position-independent coding, special For hardware interfacing, you
16-bit instructions, efficient argu- merely use simple, specific device
ment-passing calls, autoincrement/ driver routines that reference a table of
autodecrement and more, it's no won- parameters called a Device Control
der the 6809 has been called the "pro- Block (DCB), Using this technique, in-
grammers dream machine," terfacing routines are independent of

Moreover, with the 6809 you get a the operating system,
microprocessor whose programs typ- The basic PSYMON'· command
ically use only one-half to two-thirds as repertoire may be readily enhanced or
much RAM space as required for 6800 modified. When PSYMON ~ first re-
systems, and run faster besides. ceives system control, it initializes its

And to complement the extraordi- RAM area, configures its console and
nary 6809, the Percom design team then 'looks ahead' for an optional sec-
has developed PSYMON~, an extraor- ond ROM which you install in a socket
dinary 6809 operating system for the provided on the SBCJ9~ card, This
SBC/9'· ROM contains your own routines that
PSYMON" - Percom SYstem MONitor may alter PSYMON" poi nters and

Although PSYMON~ includes a full either subtly or radically modify the
complement of operating system PSYMON~'command set. If a second
commands and 15 externally callable ROM is not installed, control returns

immediately to PSYMON~"trademark of Percom Data C<?,!!lpany,Inc_.:.., _

[~EJU]()MI ~.~

• Provision for multi-address, 8-bit bidirec-
tional parallel I/O data lines for interfac-
ing to devices such as an encoded
keyboard.

• A serial interface Reader Control output
for a cassette, tape punch/reader or simi-
lar device,

• An intelligent data bus: multi-level data
bus decoding that allows multiprocess-
ing and bus multiplexing of other bus
masters.

• Extended address line capability - ac-
commodating up to 16 megabytes of
memory - that does not disable the on-
board baud rate clock or require addi-
tional hardwarein I/O slots.

• On-board devices which are fully de-
coded so that off-card devices may use
adjoining memory space.

• Fully buffered address, control and data
lines.

The SSC/g", complete with PSYMON'"in
ROM, 1K of RAM and a comprehensive
users manual" costs iust $199.95.

To place an order Or request additional literature
call toll-free 1-800-527-1592. For technical infor-
mation call (214) 272-3421, Orders may be paid by
check, money order, COD or charged to a VISA or
Master Charge account. Texas residents must add
5% sales tax.

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC,
211 N, KIRBY GARLAND, TEXAS 75042

(214) 272-3421

Percom !peripherals for personal computing' PRICES AN~ SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE,





Symbolic Assembler - Specify assembly options
at time of assembly with this symbolic assembler. Source
listing on diskette $29.95

per BASIC -a 12K extended random access disk BASIC
for the 6800 and 6809. Supports 44 commands and 31 func-
tions. Interprets programs written in both SWTP 8K BASIC
(versions 20, 2.2 & 2.3) and Super BASIC. Features: 9-digit
BCD arithmetic, Print Using and Linput commands, and much
more. Price $49.95
vUCJnur- - Modifies TSC's Text Editor and Text Pro-

cessor for Percom mini-disk drive operation. Supplied on
diskette complete with source listing $17.95
Operating Systems
INDEX@> - This easy-to-use disk-operating and file man-
agement system for 6800 microcomputers is fast. I/O devices
are serviced by interrupt request. INDEXlB>accesses peripherals
the same as disk files - new devices may be added without

the operating system. Other features: unlimited
of DOS commands may be added· over 60 system

points' display only those files at or above user-specified
activity level- versions available for SWTP MF-68, Smoke's

BFD-68 and Motorola's EXORciser'. Price $99.95
MINIDOS-PLUSX@> - An extension of the original

DOS1"l for LFD-40[J® mini-disk systems, MINIDOS-
manipulates files by six-character names. Supports

to 31 files. Resident commands include Initialize, Save,
lIocate, Load, Files (directory list), Rename and Delete.

Supplied on 2708 ROM with a minidiskette that includes
transient utilities such as Copy, Backup, Create, Packand Print

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $34.95.
nC"'" ••"',,;OM> _ Percom SYstem MONitor for the Percom
slnrlle-I)Oard/~~-bU-bIJS-(:omIDatlble 6809 computer accom-

application programs with any mix of peripher-
modifying programs. PSYMON®> also features

to devices other than the communicating
isti register and memory dump routines and

2716 ROM) $69.95.
""LICA~ - Described in detail elsewhere on this page.

ness Programs
era I Ledger - For 6800/6809 computers using Per-
LFD mini-disk storage systems. Requires little or no

of bookkeeping because the operator is prompted
non_,ornnll'OI Questions during data entry. General Ledger

balances immediately - in real time, and will
statements immediately after journal entries. User

assigns own account numbers; tailors financial
statements tc firm's particular needs. Provides audit trail. Runs

Percom Super BASIC. Requires 24K bytes of RAM.
ied on minidiskette with a comprehensive users manual.

........ $199.95.
- This general purpose data base manager is

in Percom Super BASIC. Works wth 6800/6809 com-
puters using Percom LFD-40[J® mini-disk drive storage sys-
tems. FINDER®>allows user to define and access records using
his own terminology - customize file structures to specific
needs. Basic commands are New, Change, Delete, Find and
Pack. Add up to three user-defined commands. FINDER plus

BASIC require 24K bytes of RAM. Supplied on minidisk-
a users manual. Price $99.95

iling List Processor - Powerful search, sort, create
update capability plus ability to store 700 addresses per

minidiskette make this list processor efficient and easy to use.
Runs under Percom Super BASIC. Requires 24K bytes of RAM.

ied on minidiskette with a users manual. Price $99.95.
the Software Works

ueveiooment and debugging programs for 6800 I!CS on disk-



Dial-up Directory

Computer bulletin board services are everywhere. To join the fun of instant information ex-
change, you'll need a terminal, a telephone and a modem (like the one described on p. 52).

Frank J. Derjler, Jr.
PO Box 17283
Montgomery AL 36117

The hallways of companies in the
computer industry ring with

phrases such as "distributed process-
ing" and "smart terminals." Mega-
dollar corporations are modifying
their management structures to take
advantage of the synergistic relation-
ship between computers and commu-
nications. Flashy executives and con-
gressmen too consider it a "perk"
(nontaxable) to be able to dial into
their mailboxes from a portable ter-
minal and sort through their old and
new messages. Military communica-
tions planners talk about many net-
work terminals sharing a "data base
in the sky." There is no reason why
those of us with our own microcom-
puters can't participate in the exciting
world of digital information transfer
just like the megabuck boys.

Introduction
This is the start of a newMicrocom-

puting feature called the Dial-up
Directory. The Dial-up Directory will
have two purposes: to provide (1) an
annotated directory of those comput-
er bulletin board services (CBBS)that
exist around the country and of those
individuals interested and capable of
exchanging data by phone and (2) in-
formation on software and systems
that can give you a dial-up capability.
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We all have different interests and
ways of utilizing our computers.
Often our interests and requirements
are not shared by local individuals or
clubs. It is extremely helpful to be
able to share programs and sugges-
tions via data phone calls from
around the country.

We would like to publish
the name and phone
number of anyone

presently interested in
receiving data calls.

==============~~
Whether your interests are graphics

on the Apple, games on the PET,
number crunching on the North Star
or computer-assisted instruction on
the TRS-80, there are others out there
similarly inclined. We will try to hook
you up.

We will have a lot of work to do
together. We will have to work out
and spread the word not only on elec-
tronic protocols, but also on those
human protocols that exist whenever
people interact with one another. We
will describe ideal ways of doing
things, the cheap way of doing things
and the road down the middle. First,
though, let's describe the world we

will be looking at for those who may
not be familiar with it.

Getting Started
Almost all of the computers we own

have a practical communications ca-
pability of one sort or another. The
cassette recorder port on most ma-
chines is one example.
The main 110 capability we are in-

terested in is the RS-232 ASCII port
available either stock or as an ac-
cessory on almost every microcom-
puter. Cassette and disk formats may
differ between brands of computers
and, indeed, even between models of
the same brand, but the RS-232
ASCII port brings everything out in a
common electrical medium of ex-
change. My OSI can talk to your
TRS-80 at a useful speed, and we can
exchange programs and information
over a communications link.
Probably the best (but certainly not

the only) communications medium
we have between us is the telephone
line. The U.S. still has the best overall
phone system in the world (Japan and
some sections of the Middle East are
coming up fast), and the telephone
represents an economical way of
sending our minds out around the
country.
In order to convert and send the

digital plus and minus voltages of the
RS-232signal over the phone lines, we
need a device called a modem, which
converts these de voltages into audio



From: EDST ESTI CSTI MSTI PST HST
CDST MSDT PDST AST

To GMT
Add: +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +10
Hours

Table 1. Conversion from local to Coordinated Universal Time (GMT).

tones. The tones are received by a
modem at the distant end and con-
verted back into de. The Bell system
set the standards for low-speed (to 300
baud) modems; their Bell 103Astan-
dard is typically used. Under this
standard, each party (one called the
"originate" and one called the
"answer") usesa different set of tones.

This means that if I wanted to call
you to send you the nifty program
that I just wrote to water my vegeta-
ble garden, we would first have to
verbally agree on the speed (110 and
300 baud are the most common) and
on which one of us would use the
originate signaling tones and which
one would use the answer tones. Then
we would connect our modems to our
phones and send data.
Obviously, one of us would have to

have a modem capable of operating in
the answer mode. This is important,
because as you read modem ads you
should look for the capability you
need. Many modems are originate on-
ly. Many others advertise themselves
as originate/answer but don't make it
clear that the option requires exten-
sive rewiring. "Switchable originate/
answer" is the keyphrase for complete
flexibility.

Potential Difficulties
Establishing contact by phone

probably only means you are over the
hardware hurdle. Another favorite
buzz phrase in large system procure-
ment today is that hardware is easy
... it's software that's difficult.
Once you receive my data on your sys-
tem, what can you do with it? With
the right software, your system can
save it on disk or tape to recall and use
again at your convenience. We will
talk about software to do that in
future articles.

Without the right software, you
can only print out the data you re-
ceive. But at least you have a hard
copy to refer to. If your computer acts
only as a "dumb terminal," then you
can probably have a nice chat, but
you may have only a few scribbled
notes to remember it by.

Other difficulties may be thrown
into our exchange of data if I am not
free to get on the phone at the same
time you are. There are two ways
around this: an auto answer capabili-
ty to allow access with the terminal
-unmanned (after all, what good is
automation if you can't put yourself
out of a job?) and a store and forward
service.

These services exist in many places
around the country. They are typical-
ly known under the generic name of
computer bulletin board services
(CBBS). I can dial into this service
(actually, anybody's system with an
automatic answer modem, the right
program, sufficient memory and a
large electric bill), select the bulletins
I want to read and leave a copy of my
rutabaga-watering program.
In that way, you and everybody

else on the system can review mypro-
gram at your convenience. This is
practically the ideal information ex-
change. Would you like to take part?
That is the goal of this series.

The Directory
We would like to publish the name

(use a pseudonym if you like, but no
CBcall signs, please) and phone num-
ber of anyone presently capable of
and interested in receiving data calls.
We will need any specifics or limita-
tions, such as baud rate, answer only,
special control codes or carriage re-
turns. We need to know when and on
what days you will be interested in re-
ceiving calls. We will also have room
for information on interests-stock
market analysis, for example.

One of our biggest services can be
getting people with similar interests in
touch with each other-digitally. Be-
cause of the various time zones in-

volved, I suggest we use Coordinated
Universal Time (alsoknown as GMT,
Zulu or WWV time). A quick-refer-
ence GMT-to-Iocal-time conversion
chart is included in Table 1.

Remember: You may be getting
calls from around the country, so it is
only common courtesy to keep your
5-year-old from answering the phone
during the times you specified, and it
might be nice to not answer at all if
you are not interested or able to trans-
fer data on a specific day. A firm
promise to return the call at another
time is probably the least you owe
someone who called you in good
faith. An automatic audio answering
device such as a Code-a-phone will
allow recording up to 30 secondsof re-
ceived data. We'll also discuss trans-
ferring data from the Code-a-phone
to the computer in a later article.
In this introductory article, let me

acquaint you with three excellent
computer bulletin board services (see
Directory). They represent a good
starting point because they each con-
tain extensive prompts and guides to
make your telecommunications trials
less terrifying. They are all available
24 hours a day, workeither 110or 300
baud and operate in the answer
mode. They are free of any financial
charge and don't need any passwords
or codes, but that can all change if
they are abused. The rules are just like
those for a campground: keep it
clean, don't leave any garbage behind
and don't overstay your welcome,
because others are waiting to use the
facilities.
You can enter any of these systems

by dialing the phone number, con-
necting your modem as soon as you
hear the answering tones begin and
sending at least three carriage
returns. The host computer will read
the carriage returns and reply at the
proper speed. It is then that the fun
begins.
Let me hear from you if you want to

receive data calls or if you operate a
CBBS. Send mail to PO Box 17283,.
Montgomery AL 36117, or leave a
message on the Atlanta CBBS (404)
939-1520.•

PhoneLocation Operated by

Dallas Ric Martin and Bill Kennedy
Atlanta Les Freed
Oregon Jim Willing and Bill Marx

(214) 641-8759
(404) 939-1520
(503) 646-5510

Dial-up Directory.
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Tiny Dual·Trace Oscilloscope

The micro-sized NLS MS215 scope is for microcomputer troubleshooting.

Nat Wadsworth
PO Box 3153
Milford CT 06460

Ipurchased my NLS MS215
dual trace oscilloscope at a

local electronics distributor. It
was in its original factory car-
ton, which I opened at the
distributor's counter to make
sure that it came with probes. (It
did, but with simple alligator
clips at the working end!) I was
unsure whether probes were in-
cluded with the basic unit
because some of the advertise-
ments by mail-order suppliers
indicated that scope probes
were extra. The extra probes
referred to in some ads, it turns
out, are the fancy 10:1 probes
many people like to use.

I also gave the unit
over glance while
tributor's counter. H
did not attempt to
unit at the point of pu

Inspection

When I got the unit
gave it a thorough visual

tion. The only physical defect I
could find was a tiny chip on one
of the corners of a front panel
slide switch. The flaw was big
enough to notice but not suffi-
cient to upset me. I don't think I
would have passed the unit with
such a defect if I were the qual-
lty-control man at the factory.
On the other hand, I could under-
stand a weary inspector missing
the flaw if he or she had to ex-
amine hundreds of units per day
as they came down the produc-
tion line. After all, I had not
noticed the imperfection during
my once-over glance when I pur-
chased the unit.

I was pleased with what I
found in the manual. It is well
written and sufficiently compre-
hensive. The 36-page booklet
does a creditable job covering
the basic aspects of how to use-
the instrument, discusses the
theory of operation of the cir-
cuits used in the scope and
describes calibration and main-
tenance procedures. This is all
done on a much more thorough
level than in the manuals for
other pieces of gear that I have
had the occasion to examine
lately. The manual even in-
cludes a full schematic, printed

circuit board pictorials that in-
clude call-outs of active com-
ponents and troubleshooting
hints for each major section of
the instrument's circuitry!

Power up

Time to turn the unit on and
try it out. The instruction
manual said to be sure the
batteries were charged up first
or else to run the scope off its ac
adapter. I plugged in the adapter
and gave it a few minutes to get
some initial juice into its bat-
teries per the manual's recom-
mendations. Finally, it was time
to turn the unit on.

After powering it up, I noticed
an extremely high-pitched
whistling noise. It was faint but
clearly discernible. My first
thoughts were that it might drive
some people, particularly those
sensitive to high-frequency
sounds, slightly berserk. For-
tunately, the sound is indeed
very faint. I was alone in a com-
pletely quiet room when I first
turned on the unit. Subsequent
use has shown that just a slight
amount of ambient noise, such
as a softly playing radio, drowns
out the high-pitched sound that
emanates from the scope. The
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5 shows that al/ the essential controls are right up front where needed.

noise apparently comes from
the unit's power supply that
utilizes digital switching tech-
niques operating at frequencies
that are barely detectable by
people. (It may be interesting to
see how a dog reacts to the unit.
They apparently can hear higher
frequencies than people, much
more clearly.)

I also noticed that the scope
trace was tilted. When viewed
against the etched reference
grid on the unit, the trace was
about one-quarter of an inch
higher at the left side of the dis-
play than at the right side. To
me, there are few things more
annoying when trying to read a
scope than having the display
run downhill (or any way but
straight) across the display
tube! It is disorienting, to say
the least, and it makes it tough
to do any kind of serious voltage
measurements.

I can assure you I was not
pleased with what I initially saw.
I don't know if the particular unit
I purchased left the factory in
that condition. I certainly hope
not. Perhaps jarring the unit dur-
ing shipping caused the cath-
ode ray tube to rotate slightly. In
either case, the company might
want to keep an eye on the prob-
lem. I don't think mine was an
isolated case. I recently noted
the same firm's model 15 scope
on display at an electronics
show. The Signal being dis-
played was tilted in a notice-
able manner. I wonder how
many prospective customers
were turned off.

It turns out that it is fairly sim-
ple to correct such a situation.
The problem comes about from
the cathode ray tube not being
positioned correctly. Undoing a
screw on the instrument's case
permits the cabinet to be slid



off. DOing so reveals the com-
pact and neatly laid-out cir-
cuitry.

The miniature cathode ray
tube is held at its base by a
socket, which is mounted in a
clamping arrangement. A single
screw on the socket clamp ap-
plies pressure to the clamping
mechanism that holds the
socket. Backing off the screw
allows the tube socket to be
rotated, and the display can
thus be adjusted so that a
straight raster line runs hori-
zontally.

After adjustment, retighten
the clamping screw. The adjust-
ment takes just a few minutes;
however, it is annoying to have
to do it. After all, the display is
the essenceof an oscilloscope. I
think the factory would want to
pay close attention to see that it
was OK when shipped and that
it stayed properly oriented dur-
ing shipment. In all other
respects the unit is fine. In fact,
the little scope is ideal for my
applications.

Specifications

While I did not make tests
with precision equipment, it
appeared that the equipment
was within specifications. How-
ever, some qf the specifications
stated seemed to be merely an
exercise in "specmanship."

For instance, the vertical
calibration is stated to bewithin
three percent of full scale. Full
scale on this little scope is all of
one inch. That means that if you
are trying to measure a voltage
that is one volt peak-to-peak,on
a full-scale setting, the vertical
distance might vary by three
one-hundredths of an inch. Not
many people can readily discern
that difference on an oscil-
loscope of this size ... nor
should they try to!

Most of my work is with dig-
ital logic in microcomputer
systems. Occasionally I need to
check analog signals, such as
when checking power supplies,
AIDor DIA converters; and, once
in a while, Iwill check out a radio
or audio system. Being a dual
trace oscilloscope, the MS215,
is a real boon to me. I can put a
system clock signal on one
trace. I can then use the other
trace to follow a signal path

through a logic network and
check it directly against the
system clock. Misbehaving
counters, shift registers and just
plain logic gates can't escape
detection using this method.

The vertical sensitivity on
each channel can be selected to
be anywhere from 10 millivolts
per division to 50 volts per divi-
sion. This sensitivity selection is
independent on each channel. It
is set through a pair of switches.
A four-position slide switch
selects a sensitivity of 0.01,0.1,
1.0 and 10 volts per division. A
three-position toggle switch
multiplies the slide switch
selection by a factor of 1,2 or 5.
Additionally, a vernier knob
allows the sensitivity to be con-
tinuously varied between set-
tings of the switches if desired.
When the vernier knob is placed
in the CAL position, the sen-
sitivity is specified to be within
three percent of the switch set-
tings.

If you are making critical volt-
age measurements, it is gen-
erally necessary to re-zero the
scope trace each time the sen-
sitivity setting on a channel is
changed. This is readily ac-
complished by placing the chan-
nel's mode select switch into its
center GND position and then
tweaking the vertical position
knob to set the trace at the
desired zero-reference level on
the display graticule.

The horizontal sweep rate can
- beselected to beanywhere from
0.5 second per division to 0.1
microsecond per division.
Again, a vernier knob allows
calibrated operation or any
speed between the switch set-
tings in an uncalibrated fashion.
The horizontal sweep can be

initiated by an external signal, by
a signal beingdisplayed,at a rate
synchronous with the 60 cycle
line frequency if the unit is being
run from an ac line source, or the
sweep can be placed in a free-
running mode. The free-running
mode gives a continuous dis-
play regardless of what a Signal
is doing, and is thus useful for
viewing the voltage levels of
essentially steady-state signals.
This is a feature that is conve-
nient to havewhen tracing logic
levels through a series of static
gates.

A top view of the MS215 circuit board. CRT tube and batteries have
been removed for this photo. Arrow points to rear mounting bracket
for the CRT tube. Loosening a single screw on this bracket allows
the CRT tube to be rotated slightly to correct a tilted display if
necessary.

Mode of Operation

The scope can display a
signal on channel one by itself,
on channel two by itself, or it
can display two signals simul-
taneously in either the so-called
"chop" or "alternate" modes.

In the alternate mode, the
scope shows one sweep of the
signal on channel one, the next
sweep on channel two and so
forth. That is, it continuously
alternates between displaying
the two signals. The rate at
which it alternates essentially
depends on the horizontal
sweep rate that has beenselect-
ed by the operator. Of course,
when the sweep rate is rapid
enough, the two channels ap-
pear to be constantly displayed
due to the latent image
mechanism of the human eye.

In the chop mode, the oscil-
loscope also alternately dis-
plays the signals, only now the
alternating is done at a fixed
rate regardless of the settings of
the horizontal sweep switches.
This mode is fine for viewing
signals that are relatively low in
frequency, i.e., Signals that are
below approximately 20,000
cycles per second. Above that
rate you are likely to observe
gaps in the signals being dis-
played as the scope alternates
between the two signals. (Of

course, that doesn't present any
problem. It means you just
switch over to the alternate
mode of operation because
signals requiring that rate of
speed on the horizontal sweep
will be fast enough to give a
solid appearance in the alter-
nate mode!)

You can adjust the triggering
point of a signal being displayed
so that the sweep starts on a
negative or positive portion. You
can even select the signal level
at which triggering is to occur. I
found the internal triggering
capability of the scope to be
quite good as long as the signal
varied over about two vertical
divisions or more. The manual
says that at least one division of
deflection is required to get
reliable internal triggering. My
scope will indeed trigger on
Signals at that level, but it is dif-
ficult to select a particular point
on a signal when the deflection
is that low. At two or more ver-
tical divisions I find I can get
good triggering control at points
that I desire onmost waveforms.

Other Features

You also have the option of
using the XYmode. In this mode
the horizontal sweep is con-
trolled by an external signal of
your chooslnq, instead of an
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The NLS model MS215 weighs three pounds and is easily carried in
one hand. (Photos courtesy of Non-Linear Systems, tnc., Del Mar CA
92014)

internal time base. This feature scope itself hasn't gone on the
is necessary to satisfy all those
people who want to look at
Lissajous patterns or do TV vec-
tor analysis and so forth.

Would you believe this little
scope even has a built-in one
volt peak-to-peak square wave
calibrating signal? This feature
is convenient, especially when a
signal you are tracing suddenly
disappears and you want to
quickly make sure that the

blink! (Isn't it amazing how we
always question the perfor-
mance of the test equipment we
are using even though we know
that the piece of gear we are us-
ing it on is not working in the
correct tashlonv)

This small, compact scope is
also able to operate from its
own internal batteries. It is
simply fantastic! I can't count
the number of times, prior to ob-

~ "MAEiSAMTM
KEYED FILE

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Sophisticated applications made simple.
Put data at your fingertips ... easily accessed. displayed. and
updated by key. MAGSAM'" allows your CBASIC programs to
create and access sophisticated 'keyed file structures through
simple CBASIC statements.
Powerful, affordable, and easy to use.
MAGSAM'" is now available in three versions offering an array of
features and capabilities. Standard MAGSAM'" features include
random by key. sequential by key. generic by key. randomly by
record number. and physical sequential access techniques. Each
MAGSAM'" Package incudes the MAGSAM'" file manager. tutorial
program. file dump utility. User Guide. Reference Card. and one
year update service.
• MAGSAM'" - Most advanced version. Secondary Indexing with
any number of keys, and Record and Key Deletion with automatic
reuse of freed space. . $145t
• MAGSAM "'" - Single Key support with full Record and Key
Delete capability. . . $99t
• MAGSAM I'" - Entry level version. Single Key support without
Delete functions. . $75t
• MAGSAM'" User Guide only - comprehensive tutorial and
reference manual. ... $15

Available for 8" soft sector, Micropolis, and TRS-80 disk formats.
Requires CP/M' or derivative and CBASIC. Distributed as CBASIC
subroutines in source form.
Visa and Masterchagre welcome. Dealer and OEM inquiries
invited.

[MAG] MICRO ApPLICATIONS GROUP

7300 CALDUS AVENUE
VAN NUYS, CA 91406

• Trademark of Digital Research. t Single site license
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taining this scope, that I have
wanted to check something out
in an electronic gadget, only to
be stopped by the inconve-
nience of not having a portable
scope, Who wants to lug a 30
pound oscilloscope out to the
garage, connect two or three
extension cords in series and
then try to work on a car radio in
the front seat while trying to
peer into the back seat to ob-
serve a scope trace?

Have you ever been working
on a piece of digital circuitry on
your bench and come to the con-
clusion that your logic probe
alone wasn't going to solve the
problem? Then, have you noted
that every ac receptacle on your
bench was in use (out of neces-
sity, of course) and yet your
oscilloscope was not plugged
in? In order to be able to plug in
your scope, you have to unplug
your soldering iron. And then, as
soon as you have done that, just
after the soldering iron has
cooled down, you find that you
have to solder or unsolder a con-
nection in order to make further

tests! Frustrating, isn't it?
You won't have those prob-

lems if you have an MS215! You
can pick this little three pound
beauty up in one hand, forget all
the extension cords, run out to
the garage and place it right on
the front seat beside the radio
you are working on-so you can
probe circuits and view the
results without straining your
neck! You have three hours of
scope operating time available
when in the battery mode of
operation. Since the scope is
solid-state and has essentially
"instant-on" capability, you can
turn the scope off when not ac-
tually taking measurements.
Thus, you can work practically
all day in an isolated environ-
ment without needing any ac
power.

All in all, I am favorably im-
pressed by the NLS MS215 dual
trace scope. I have not seen
anything to match it in its price
class (about $430 at the time of
this writing). The closest com-
petition I have seen or heard of
is well over twice its price .•

_ ..

-- -
:~~.
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We have a FREE program just for you. IDEA SEEDS~ a new concept

in software from CECDAT. Each month you can receive a FREE program
for your TRS-80, ready for use and/or customization, for just a self
add res sed -s tamped enve lope.

ACT AT ONCE... Send your self addressed-stamped envelope NOW----
before it 51 ips your mind! It could be the best thing you have done
for your TRS-80 Library .

FREE IDEA SEEDS·' ONLY FROM CECDAT' •••.•C128

CECDAT, Inc. P.O. 80x 8963. Moscow. Idaho 83843

TRS-80 OWNERS'



Is it Dungeons and Dragons
or Dragons and Dungeons? *

Did you read about the fellow who
became so enchanted playing D & D,
he disappeared for a month?
Chances are, when you play the

Duejonquesf'" version, the greatest
of all the role-playing fantasies, you'll
be able to hold on to reality just a
little better.

You're the hero. Enter into the Dunjonquest
"Temple of Apshai" and into the greatest
fantasy adventure you've ever experienced.
The Temple has over 200 rooms and cata-
combs in which lurk more than 30 kinds of
monsters and beasts ready to do you in - in
real time - before you can reach any of the
70 or so treasures waiting for the hero. You
may spend days, weeks, months ... the rest
of your life ... striking at the forces of evil, or
running from them, or calling on powers you
can never completely understand. Always,
always demonstrating in varying degrees
your strength, constitution, dexterity, intel-
ligence, intuition, the force of your ego.

Unlike chess or bridge or monopoly, this
role-playing game -like other good role-
playing games-is an experience rather
than a game: It is not played so much as it's
lived or experienced. Your alter ego goes

*Usually called "Dungeons
and Dragons." But among
knowledgeable people and
Dungeonmasters, it's
called "Dunjonquest."

forth into the world of demons and darkness,
dragons and dwarves. Your character will do
whatever you want him (or her or it) to do.

Dunjonquest's "The Temple of Apshai" is
guaranteed to be the best version of Dun-
geons and Dragons/Dragons and Dungeons.
It's a product of the two guys who are Auto-
mated Simulations: Jim Connelley and Jon
Freeman. Jim is a Dungeon Master, running
continuous D & D campaigns. He's been a
data processing professional with Westing-
house, GTE Sylvania, Logisticon ... an expert
in computer-based math-modeling and in
simulation of complex phenomena. Jon is a
game player, designer and author. He's a fre-
quent contributor to Games magazine;
his book: "The Playboy Winner's Guide to
Board Games" is a paperback best-seller.

'The Temple ... " comes complete with a
superbly illustrated 56-page rule book and
cassette program, designed to operate with
the Level II 16K TRS 80, the PET 32K or the
Apple II 48K (Microsoft) computer. Only
$24.95 complete, including shipping and
handling on orders placed within the next
30 days.

And, as we said, guaranteed: Guaranteed to
be the best version; guaranteed that you'll be
happy with it. Order now, use it for two
weeks. If you don't enjoy completely this
fantasy adventure experience that goes
beyond all others, send it back to us. We'll
refund your money in full; no questions
asked.

Master Charge or Visa card holders:
charge "The Temple of Apshai" to
your credit card. Just call our toll
free number: (800) 824·7888, oper·
ator 861 (In California, call operator
861 (800) 852·7777. In Hawaii and
Alaska, operator 861 (800) 824·7919)
and you can begin enjoying your D &
D game in days. Or send your check
for $24.95* to

Automated
Simulations
Oept. K1
P.O. Box 4232
Mountain View, Ca. 94040

'California residents, please add 6.5% tax.



Here's another way to employ the Sorcerer's user-defined graphics keys.

Timothy Huang
9529 NE Gertz Circle
Portland OR 97233

able to come close to this ad-
vantage. For example, with the
Apple or the Radio Shack
TRS-80, once the language firm-
ware is installed, you are stuck
with it, like it or not. It is almost,
but not quite, impossible to
change them. However, we (the
users of Sorcerer) should re-
mind Exidy that if they cannot
provide other languages sooner,
there will be a lot of complaints.

Are you listening, Exidy?
The second reason I chose

the Sorcerer was its user-de-
fined graphics keys, which are
not shown in other systems. If
you are thinking of getting into
graphics, and your system does
not provide this feature, then
you will have to spend more
money to buy disks and pro-
grams (as with the Apple II).

Once, when I was in a down-

There are two major reasons
why I chose the Sorcerer mi-

crocomputer rather than others.
First, it has the interchangeable
ROM Ia:nguage pack, which I
can plug, unplug or exchange to
another language in seconds.
No other systems have yet been

Photo 1. Chinese characters on the Sorcerer.
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town Portland computer-
camera store (I am a shutterbug,
too), the salesman tried to sell
me an Apple computer. He said
that his store conducted a six
month's market research before
deciding to sell the Apple. He
put a disk into the machine and
showed me all the magic
graphics on the screen. He al-
most believed that I was sold.
But after he learned that I al-
ready had a 32K Sorcerer, his at-
titude changed 180 degrees. He
scoffed, "You spent more than a
thousand bucks for that?" He
then offered to trade an Apple
for my system.

I was surprised, not only at
his bad sales approach, but also
his ignorance. Despite the six
month's study, he missed the
great features of the Sorcerer.
By the way, I an not criticizing
the Apple, but rather that sales-
man and the store owner.

The Sorcerer as a Ping-Pong
Diplomat

The instruction manuals that
come with the Sorcerer tell you
how to use the user-defined
graphics. If you happen to be
Japanese, you can put the entire



Japanese alphabet into it, and
then type (or print out) a letter
to your loved ones. The Sorcerer
also accommodates. all other
alphabetical languages.

But I am neither Japanese nor
a Yankee; I am Chinese. "Oh,
well," as you Yankees would
say, "the Chinese don't use the
alphabet. Besides, they read
and write backwards." True, we
do not use the alphabet, but in-
stead we use two-dimensional
(square) graphical characters.
According to scientists, the hu-
man eye can accept a pictorial
message easier than a linear
one. Besides, a quarter of the
world's population is doing it.

However, we all paid a higher
price fo,r this precious cultural
gem: We spent considerable
time just learning and practicing
to write the characters. For each
character, each stroke, se-
quence and even every dot
should be placed exactly right.
No mistakes are allowed; other-
wise you may end up expressing
just the opposite of what you
meant. Because of its unique
features, we also don't have
portable typewriters for our lan-
guage. Let me tell you about the
typewriter used in Taiwan, my
homeland.

Typing a letter requires using
a box about 2 feet by 2 feet con-
taining about 2000 types, each
with an imprinted character. The
operator has to move a drum to
the desired character position
and press at the bottom to trig-
ger the pick-up-and-hit-the-paper

mechanism. Just think how
heavy 2000 lead-antimony-tin
alloy types are. Maybe this is
why there are no portable type-
writers for the Chinese lan-
guage; they would sacrifice the
beautiful calligraphy.

My parents always said my
handwriting was so terrible that
they could not read my letters.
So I made up my mind to give my
parents, and the Chinese peo-
ple, a good solution: a portable
Chinese typewriter!

Sorcerer helped me to bring
that dream one step closer to
my long-desired goal. After
tinkering with the machine for a
while, I discovered (if the people
at Exidy have not already ac-
complished this) a way to define
the graphics keys without using
the monitor program. With the
BASIC language, you can define
the desired graphics and save
them with your main program
without first loading the
graphics through the monitor
and doing your program through
the BASIC. Plus, you can
change the graphics within your
BASIC language. This really
simplifies the process.

Changing the Graphics

1. You still have to use the
section paper to draw your
graphics symbols.

2. Add up the numbers by
decimal, not hex. The rightmost
column is 1. Each subsequent
column to the left is doubled.
The leftmost column is 128.See
Fig. 1.

128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1 HEX DECIMAL

00 0

38 56

44 68

82 130

82 130

44 68

28 40

EE 238

Fig. 1. 8 x 8 dot matrix and data for Q.

100 READ A
200 FOR J : 1 TO 8

250 READ 8
300 POKE (li+J),B
400 NEXT J
500 POKE A,N
600 DATA 3888,0,56,68,130,130,68,40,238
700 END

Program 1. BASIC program to define graphic symbol Q.

3.See Program 1to put Q onto
the screen: In line 300, W + J
values should be equal to the
memory addresses (eight bytes).
If you want to put Q into key 192
(!key), then let W = - 513. For
the 193key ("key), let W = - 505,

placed on the screen; N is the
key number. (Try key 192; you
will see the omega sign.) If you
do not use POKE you can use
the PRINT statement(s) to print
it out. If so, you should omit the
first number (3888) in line 600.

etc. In line 500, A is the position Also, scratch line 100.
that you want this graphic to be 4. Make sure all the numbers

Program 2. Chinese character output demonstration.

150 FOR x : 1 TO 30 : PRINT: NEXT
16l! N : 0
17l! RESTORE
180 W = ll!25 : 0 = 128 : P : 129 : Q : 130 R: 131
200 1F N : 32 GOTO 160
250 GOTO 500
260 N = N + 1
270 W : W - 32 : 0 = 0 + 4 P = P + 4 Q: Q + 4 R: R + 4
280 GOTO 200
500 READ A
510 FOR J : 1 TO 32
520 READ B
530 POKE ( J - W ), B
540 NEXT J
550 POKE-A,O:POKE(I-A) ,P:POKE(64-A) ,Q:POKE(65-A) ,R
560 GOTO 260
1080 OATA3888, 0,1 ,1 , 1 ,1 ,31 ,17, 17,0,0,0,0,240,16,16,17, 17,31
1082 DATA1,1,1,1,0,16,16,240,0,0,0,0,0
1100 DATA3884,2,1,0,0,127,16,16,8,0,0,128,0,252,16,16,32,8,4,2
1102 DATA1,2,4,24,0,32,64,128,0,128,64,48,0
1120 DATA3880,0,32,32,249,34,248,169,170,32,80,136,4,250,0,196
1122 DATA84,251 ,170,170,251,34,250,32,0,212,84,84,212,68,68 ,76,0
1140 DATA3870 ,0, 1 ,1 ,17,17,17,31 ,1 ,0,0,0, 16,16,16,240,0,1 ,33,33,33
1142 DATA63,0,0,0,0,8,8,8,248,0,0,0
1160 DATA3872.0,0,0,7,0,0,31,0,0,0,0,192,0,0,240,0,I,5,9,17,33
1162 DATA5, 7 ,0,0,64,32,16,8,0,0,0 .
1180 DATA3868,32,121,137,0,16,255,16,255,128,240,64,64,0,0,124,68
1182 DATA146,255,146,255,16,255,16,0,68,68,72,80,65,65,126,0
1810 DATA3614, 8,8,63,8,15,0,127,0,32,32,248,32,224,0,252,0,63,33
1812 DATA63, 33 ,63,4,56,0,248,8,248,8,248,64,56.,0
1830 DATA3610,0,1,1,1,1,63,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,248,0,0,2,4,8,16,32,64,0
1832 DATA0,128,64,32,16,8,4,0,0
1850 OATA3606, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,127,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,252,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
1852 DATAl!, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0
1870 DATA3602,I,2,4,9,23,36,71,132,0,130,66,34,202,74.202,74,7,4,4
1872 DATAll,10,18,35,0.202,10,2,226,34,42,228,0
1880 OATA3600,8.8,16,49.82,148, 16,16,64,64,128,0,254,64,64, 120,16,16
1882 DATA16,16,16,16,16,16,64,64,124,64,64,64,64,0
2140 DATA3484,0,0,31,16,16,31,16A31/0,0,248,8,8,248,128,252,32,32
2142 DATA32,34,36,40,48,0, 128,120,6.,32,16, 10,4,0
2150 DATA3482,255,128,129,191,129,9,189,165,254,2,2,250,2,2,18,18
2152 DATA164,189,128,188,129,128,255,0,146,162,66, 170, 18,2,254,0
2160 DATA3480, 0 ,0, 8,7,0,0,63,0,0,0,0,224,0,0,248,0,2,4,8,16,32,64
2162 DATA0,0,128,64,32,16,8,4,0,0
2170 DATA3478,0,I,I,I,I,I,I,I,63,0,0,0,0,0;0,0,248,I,I,I,I,1,1,1,0
2172 DATAl!,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
2180 DATA3476, 0 ,0,0, 3 ,0,0,2,2,0,0,0,192,64,64,64,64,4,8,16,32
2182 DATA64·,0,0,0,32,16,8,4,2,0,0,0
2190 DATA3474,8,16,47,65,129,31,17,17,0,0,224,0,0,240,0,0,127,1
2192 DATA1,I,I,I,I,0,248,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
2200 DATA3472, 0 ,0,8,7,0,0,63,0,0,0,0,224,0,0,248,0,2,4,8,16,32,64
2202 DATA0,0,128,64,32,16,8,4,0,0
2210 DATA 3470,7,4,4,4,7,4,4,4,224,32,32,32,224,32,32,32,7,4,4,4
2212 DATA8,8,16,0,224,32,32,32,32,32,96,0
2220 DATA3468,0,1, 1,1,1,1,1,63,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,248,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0
2222 DATA0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
2230 DATA3466,0,0,7,8,8,8,8, 11,0,0,240,16,16,16,16,208,8,8,8,8,7
2232 DATA0,0,0,16, 16,16,16,240,0,0,0
2650 DATA3254, 17,37,69.151,32,64,175,32,0,70,68,200,30,34,212,8
2652 DATA39,36,36,36,36,40,32,0,136, 148,148,162, 162,128,96,0
2660 DATA3252, 31,1,127,65,85,85,65,0,240,0,252,4,84,84,4,0,63,33
2662 DATA63,33,63,1, 1 ,0,248,8,248,2,254,0
2670 DATA3250, 0 ,57,74,73,72,120,72,72,146,36,72,36,146,0,64,128
2672 DATA73,123,73,73, 137,137, 1,0,254,2,74,82,34,90,254,0
2680 DATA3248,16,16,32,64,129,124,68,68,32,32,64,128,0,254,2,2,68
2682 DATA76,84, 100,68,68, 124,0,66,34,34, 18,4, 100,24,0
2690 DATA3246,0,0,0,0,0,127,8,8,0, 16,16,16,254,18,18,18,8,8,8,255
2692 DATA0,0,1 ,0,34,34,34,162,68,84, 136,0
2700 DATA3244, 31 , 17,17,17,31 , 17, 17,17,240,16,16,16,240,16,16,16
2702 DATA31, 17, 17,33,33,65,0,0,240, 16, 16, 16, 16,48,0,0
2710 DATA3242,17,33,69, 137, 17,49,81,145,254,2,2,254,2,2,254,4,17
2712 DATAI7, 17, 17, 17,17,17,0,68,36, 16,36,68, 130,0,0
2720 DATA3240,2,5,8,20,34,65,2,4,0,0,128.64,128,0,32,80,8,49,66
2722 DATAl!,0,0,7,0,136,68,40,16,32,192,0,0
2730 DATA3238,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 ,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,7,15,15,7 ,0,16,15,0
2732 DATAI92, 160, 144, 16,32,64, 12B,0
2740 DATA3236 ,4 ,4, 31,4,4,7,4,4,32,32,248,32,32,224,32,32
2742 DATA7, 4 ,4,127,2,4,24,0,224,32,32,254,64,32,24,0
2750 DATA3234 ,0,1 ,1 , 1 , 1 ,31 ,17,17, II, II, II, II, 11,240, 16, 16,17,17,31
2752 DATA1,1,1,1 ,0, 16,16,240,0,0,0,0,0
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Remex RFD 4000/8"
Floppy Disc Drive
Double the storage!
Double sided ...
Double density!!
Offers quality and features found in drives costing
much morel. Single or Double Density. Double-Sided Drive. Door
Lock INCLUDED. Write-Protect INCLUDED .180 DayWarranty
• Compatible with Shugart 850/851 • Low Power Operation ensures
LONGERLlFEII • Model RFD4001 offers Dataand Sector Separator
AVAILABLE OPTIONS/ACCESSORIESo Dual Drive Power Supply 0 Single Drive Power Supply and Cabinet. $119.95
and Cabinet. $139.95 0 Interface Manual. $2.95o RFD 4000 Manual. $5.95 0 Drive Cabinet. $29.95

---------- IIIIIiI. __

SIRIUS SYSTEMS, po. 60x9748. Knoxville.TN. 37920
Phoneordersaccepted9 AM-7 PM(E.S.T): 615/577-1072. pleasesendthe following
o RFD4000. $525 0 RFD4001. $539/0 Check 0 MoneyOrder 0 COD 0 MC 0 VISA DAE

NAME CARD #

ADDRESS EXPIRATIONDATE

CITY STATE ZIP CARDHOLDERSSIGNATURE
Add $7.00 per Drive for Shipping/Handling. Tennessee residents add 6% sales tax. Foreign orders

Ladd 10% (payment in WS. currency only) .J---------------------

If you've been looking
for a less expensive floppy
disc drive, but not wanting to
sacrifice quality· your search is over!
You get both in the Remex RFD1000BI For
only $395 look at what you get: • 8" Floppy
Drive. Single or Double Density. Hard or
Soft Sectoring. Media Protection Feature.
Single Density Data Separator. 90 Day Fac-
tory Warranty
AVAILABLE OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES VOLUME DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

o Door Lack. $19.95 D Dual Drive Power Supply. $91.95 D Interface Manual. $2.95
D Write-Protect. $19.95 D Single Drive Power Supply. $69.95 D Interface Adapter. $12.95
D Connectors. $9.95 D Drive Cabinet. $24.95 (Remex to Shugart)

REMEX RFD1000B

$395
-----------------------SIRIUS SYSTEMS, po Box 9748. Knoxville. TN.. 37920

Phone Orders accepted 9AM-7PM (E.S.T.): 615/577-1072
D Check D Money Order D COD D MC D VISA D AE
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CITY STATE ZIP CARDHOLDERSSIGNATURE II Add $7.00 per Drive for Shipping/Handling. Tennessee residents add 6% sales tax. Foreign orders I
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NAME CARD #

ADDRESS EXPIRATIONDATE

[IJ
[IJ

DECIMAL DECIMAL

8 nil I If 32

8 I III I I I II II I 32

63 i<'i' ~ 248

8 1 II I I r 32
15 224
0 I I I I I-I 0

127 252

0 I I I I I I I n

63 248
f- I- ( I I I J I I ID

j- t-f-
833 f-t-

63 ~ .. 248
f- l- I I I I J I I ~ I I~ 833
f- l- f- t-f-

63 -'. 248~ .=,
4 I I I I I I 64

56 I I I I I 56

0 I I I I I I 0

Fig. 2. Chinese character in a 16 x 16 dot matrix.

I
I
I used in this program are

I
I
I
I
I

decimal, not hex.

Chinese Character Generation
and Output

First, enter the program,
Chinese Character Output
Demonstration (CSAVE name:
CHI32). Make sure there are no
mistakes when you enter the
long data statements, such as
using "." instead of "," between
two numbers. Then type RUN
(and RETURN). See Photo 1 for
comparison. It's obvious that
cramping a Chinese character
into an 8 x 8 dot matrix is not
reasonable, so I used a 16 x 16
dot matrix for each Chinese
character (Fig. 2). Each quarter
of this 16 x 16 matrix is num-
bered 1,2,3 and 4, starting at the

upper left-hand corner. Each
quarter is further divided into an
8 x 8 dot matrix as the Sorcerer
will do.

If you can understand Pro-
gram 1 (for the omega sign), you
should not have too much

but have not had any success
yet. The problem is that 32
characters will use up 128 (16 x
8) user-definable graphics keys. I
wonder if the people at Exidy
know a way (in BASIC, please) to
change the data for each key
without wiping out the earlier
graphics data. I tried several ap-
proaches, but if I try to change
the data, then all the characters
on the screen will also change
to identical characters. I end up
with a screen full of the same
characters.

Conclusions

By the way, the translation of
the characters in Photo 1 is:
Chinese Character Output Demonstration
By Timothy Huang
June 10 of the year 68 of the Republic of
China.
The usages of Microcomputers are many.
one of which ...

Before I try another program
that can handle more char-
acters, I wonder if anyone has
ever encountered the error
message: ? MO ERROR IN XX-
XX. After consulting the list of
Appendix 0: Error Messages of
the Sorcerer of "A Short Tour of
BASIC" from Exidy, I cannot
find out what it means .

Well, if anyone who can use
this program would like to share
his or her discoveries about the
special graphics powers of the
Sorcerer, I would appreciate
hearing from you .•

trouble understanding this one.
I put line 150 into the program to
clear the screen first, since I
have not discovered the "screen
clearing" statement for the
Sorcerer yet. (Does anyone
know?) Line 200 is used to limit
the output numbers of the char-
acters to less than 32 for this
demonstration. I tried to 'put
more characters on the screen,
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Using Five-Level Teleprinters
with a TRS·80

Why spend a kilobuck on a fancy printer when surplus 15sand 28s abound. Baudot lives on!

Brian Bateman
PO Box 399
Sharpes FL 32959

Unless you are one of the
lucky ones, you don't have

a lot of money to spend on a
personal computer system.
Yet, in spite of the groans from
your bank account, and maybe
your wife, you invested in the
Radio Shack "bare essentials"
TRS-80 Level II 16K machine.
After all, who really needs
those extra goodies such as a
line printer, which can cost
more than the computer itself?
Within a couple of months,

you are operating your system
with a fair degree of con-
fidence. It is not until you have
to debug one of your "biggie"
programs or print a biorhythm
chart that you start to ap-
preciate the real worth of hard
copy. Still, it might be difficult
to justify upwards of $1600for a
printer. But all is not lost, since
I am going to show you how you
can have hard copy for your
machine at a very reasonable
price.

The Radio Shack TRS-80has
the printer Interface in its ex-
pansion interface. It also has
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sockets for 32K more memory,
an extra cassette interface, a
real-time clock and a single
chip disk controller. So just to
get the printer interface you
have to buy a box costing $300,
which is definitely a bit much
for the guy who just wants hard
copy. Even without this ex-
pense, the printers themselves
are not inexpensive. Radio
Shack sells one for close to

FIGIJRES

$1300, which represents a
single expense of more than
the total you have so far in-
vested in the system.

level Teletype Models 15 and
28.
The Model 15was last manu-

factured in 1957, and about a
quarter million were produced.
It is a slow machine, typically
60 wpm. This speed, as with all
five-level Teletypes, is the max-
imum speed, i.e., if no shifted
characters are printed, since
the Teletype must waste one
character time in order to per-

Teletype for Your TRS·80

Fortunately, some of the
older Teletypes are becoming
surplus items and are being
sold at very reasonable prices.
Probably the most abundant of
these Teletypes are the five-

LETTERS

11011 10010 10011 ooou 00111 10111 01111 IIIII 11011100101001100011 0011110.11101111 IIII1

Communications (alternate chor)
Standard NOTE: "fig" - indicates a shift to "upcer cc se"

"tet" - indicates a shift to "lowercase"
"blk" • is interpreted like a null

"see" -ts the space
"bel" - is the bell
"CR" -ts the carraige return
~ LF" -te the line feed

Bell System (TWX)

Stock Market l
iP'clOImodified
choracter
if ony)

LEGEND FOR EACH OF THE ABOVE 64 BLOCKS

Fig. 1. Diagram of the Mode/28 type box (viewed from character side).

Weather Code

Baudot 5-Bit c eee



form the shift. Although slow, it
gets the job done, producing a
readable hard copy.

The Model 28 (Photo 1) is the
most desirable of the five-level
machines, since it is faster
(typically, 75 or 100 wpm),
reasonably quiet and still being
produced, making service and
spare parts plentiful. The only
difference between the 75
wpm and 100wpm Model 28 is
two gears, which can be ob-
tained from Teletype service
centers.

All of these Teletypes can be
purchased for between $50and
$200, depending on your re-
sourcefulness and the condi-
tion of the machine. This is a
bargain, since the original price
of these machines was from
$2000 to $3500. The Models 15
and 28 are both heavy-duty ma-
chines capable of 24-hours-a-
day operation.

The primary disadvantage of
the five-level machines is that
they do not have the full ASCII
character set; in fact, they have
only about 54 characters. With
some careful manipulation,
however, you can substitute
these characters for some of
the ASCII characters that it
does not have; after a little
practice you will be able to read
a five-level listing almost as
well as an ASCII listing.

Fig. 1 shows the five-level
character set and how the bits
are arranged for each charac-
ter. Notice that each bit pattern
has two key-codes assigned to
it. This demonstrates that a
particular code is interpreted

"R"

differently depending on
whether or not the Teletype is
currently in a shifted or un-
shifted condition. In order to
change this condition, you
must send 'either a "letters"
(unshift) key-code or a
"figures" (shift) key-code.

Now you can see why that
quoted speed was a maximum
speed. For example, if the Tele-
type is in an unshifted condi-
tion and typing letters, then no
shift would need to be sent, but
if you had to type a number,
then you would have to first
shift then type the number. The
machine would then remain in
the shifted condition until
either the letters code or a
space code was sent.

On most of the five-level
Teletypes, every time a space is
sent the Teletype automatically
unshifts, no matter what its
previous condition was. This Is
a waste of time when you have
to type several numbers with
spaces in between them. The
Teletypes are set up to operate
with or without this feature, but
I suggest that you keep it in
since this puts the machine in a
periodic known unshifted con-
dition. This allows the machine
to synchronize itself with the
computer without the need for
extra wiring and hardware that
would be necessary to allow
the computer to check the sta-
tus of the carriage or type box.

How Five-Level Works

Most of the five-level
machines operate on a current
loop, that is, a closed circuit be-

"y"

WORDS PER DATA RATE CHAR 15EC
MINUTE (BAUD)

60
75

100

45
57

75

START AND DATA STOP BIT
BIT TIMES TIME

6.0
7.5

10.0

22.0ms
18.0 ms

13.5 ms

31ms
2Sms

19ms

TYPICAL PROGRAM DELAY COUNTS FOR THE TRS-BO:

60 words /mlnute . DELI 10 HEX
DEL 2 88 HEX
DEL3 02 HEX
DEL 4 33 HEX

IOOwords/mlnute: OEl I OA HEX
DEL 2 B8 HEX
DEL J OZ HEX
eEL 4 22 HEX

Fig. 2. Timing sequence for the letters Rand Y.

Photo 1. Teletype KSR Model 28.

tween the power supply and the
selector magnet. Data is trans-
mitted to the Teletype by break-
ing and closing this loop at
carefully timed intervals. Just
about all of these machines
operate with a current of ap-
proximately 60 mA in the loop,
although some of the Model
28s operate with a 20 mA loop.

Fig. 2 shows a typical timing
sequence for the letters Rand
Y. Also included is a chart
showing the length of these
times for the different Teletype
speeds. Notice that the start bit
is a break in the current loop,
and after one bit time, the first
bit of the transmitted character
arrives. After precisely five bit
times (six total), the current
loop is forced closed for one
stop bit time. This allows the
machine enough time to set up

115VDC

for the next character. The
times listed for the stop bit
length are minimums.
Actually, the stop bit length

is unimportant as long as it is
greater than or equal to the
minimum; however, to avoid
slowing the Teletype down too
much, this time should be kept
as close to the minimum time
as possible. The transmission
of alternating Rs and Ys is a
good worst-case test of the
five-level machine, paralleling
the transmission of the As and
5s in an ASCII machine.

When you first get your ma-
chine it will be wise to play with
it a little bit before hooking it up
to your computer. If your Tele-
type has a keyboard, which
most of them have,' then you
should hook the keyboard in
series with the printing

e21+ C20+
e21* C20*

132fi 132n

e22* C9* LINE
e22+ CIS+ eI2?* RELAY

L-~~ ~~

areon

GI2S*
ell+ looon

Fig. 3. Simplified wiring diagram for the Model 28 five-level
Teletype.
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Photo 2. Screw terminal strip (visible behind paper rol/ with cover
lifted).

mechanism in the current loop
so you can type directly on the
keyboard" to the printing
mechanism. In the event that
you have a nonworking key-
board or no keyboard at all,
then you should connect a
switch wired with insulated
alligator clips in series with the
current loop.

Close the switch and turn on
the Teletype, which should
come on and be relatively quiet
with only the hum of the motor.
If, instead, it rattles like crazy,
then the current loop is not
closed. Even though the cur-
rent is small in the loop, the
voltage is 115 volts, so care
should be taken when connec-
ting and using the switch.

Fig. 3 shows the typical cir-
cuits for the Model 15 and 28
five-level Teletype." I have in-
dicated some good points for
completing the 60 mA current
loop. The numbers preceded by
C represent terminal connector
numbers on the screw-type ter-
minal strip (Photo 2) inside the
Teletype. This number when
suffixed with + indicates an
ROor KSRModel 28, and when
suffixed by * indicates an ASR

Model 28.
Keyboard contacts for all

standard Model 28 Teletypes
are terminals C9and C10.So to
put the keyboard in series with
the typing unit requires only
that the jumper between C20
and C21 be disconnected and
then two jumpers (C9 to C20
and C10 to C21) be installed.
Terminal C10 is not shown in
Fig. 3 since it is in the keyboard
signal generator loop.

Typically, the keyboard and
typing unit are not connected
together in their normal con-
figuration as they would be in-
stalled by Teletype. However,
even though C9 and C10would
appear to be in different places,
they are actually adjacent ter-
minal connections on the ter-
minal strip.
To make this a working sys-

tem, the Teletype interface
should be connected to ter-
minals C17+ (C128*), which is
the ••+" voltage, and
C18+ (C127*),which is the" - "
voltage. If your loop current is
much lower then 60 mA and the
Teletype does not print reliably,
you can connect to terminal
C22 + (C22*) instead of
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Fig. 4. Teletype interface.

3 5 7

IZ: Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z z::: ~I

II 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39

4 6 B 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

Pin
No. Signal Description

RAS' Row address strobe output for 16 pin dynamic RAMs
SYSRES' System reset

3 CAS' Column address strobe output for 16 pin dynamic RAMs
4 A10 Address line
5 A12 Address line
6 A13 Address line
7 A15 Address line
8 GND Signal ground
9 A11 Address line
10 A14 Address line
11 A8 Address line
12 OUT' Address line
13 WW Address line
14 INTAK' Interrupt acknowledge output
15 RD' Memory read strobe output
16 MUX Multiplexer control output for 16 pin dynamic RAMs
17 A9 Address line
18 D4 Data line
19 IN' I/O input strobe
20 D7 Data line
21 INT' Maskable interrupt
22 D1 Data line
23 TEST' Tri-states the processor
24 D6 Data line
25 AO Address line
26 D3 Data line
27 A1 Address line
28 D5 Data line
29 GN"D Signal ground
30 DO Data line
31 A4 Address line
32 D2 Data line
33 WAIT' Processor wait for slow memory
34 A3 Address line
35 A5 Address line
36 A7 Address line
37 GND Signal ground
38 A6 Address line
39 GND Signal ground
40 A2 Address line

Fig. 5. Expansion port edge card (viewed from rear of TRS-80)and
pin-out deSignations.

and the power supply should all
be connected in series with
each other to form the working
system.

Once you have finally closed
the loop, type on the keyboard
if you have hooked it up, or"
open and close the switch rap-
idly and the Teletype should re-
spond by typing some charac-
ters. At this point, it doesn't
matter what it types, just so it
types. If it passes this test, you
can feel reasonably confident
that the computer will be able
to "talk" to it.

Basically, the computer has
to "make and break" the circuit
in precise patterns to instruct
the Teletype as to what char-
acter to print. To do this we
need some kind of switch.
Since I don't like any more
mechanical things in the sys-
tem than I have to have, I chose
a high voltage transistor. It

C18+ (C127*), which bypasses
a resistor, thus increasing
the loop current. There is a
jumper between Cg* and C127*
as shown, so C9* can be used
instead of C127* if it is more
convenient.

The Model 15 is extremely
simple with respect to its wir-
ing. It has a two conductor wire,
which is connected to the
selector magnets on one end
and a one-quarter inch phone
plug on the other end. The
keyboard is connected to
another one-quarter inch phone
plug the same way. If the
Teletype does not come with a
power supply, then you must
build a 120 mA, 115 volt dc
power supply with about a 6000"
Ohm, 25Watt resistor in line to
control the loop current, which
should be adjusted to 60 mA.
The selector magnets, the key-
board, the Teletype interface



I
A + t, I

7805

I
1

R I +
6.3V 50PIV rGI

C2 5V300mA
2A REGULA

C

Parts list:

74LSIO } 14-VCC (5VI
74LS04 7 -GNO

74l$175 16 -VCC (5V)
8 -GND

T:-11:J TED

A5

TI -Transformer, Radio Shock 273-1384
RI -Bridge Rectifier, Radio Shock 276-1151
cr -IOOO,...F, 16V Capacitor, Radio Shock 272-1008
C2 -IOOI'F 16V Capacitor, Radio Shock 272:-1005
RGI -1805 Voltage Regulator, Radio Shock 276-1770

Fig. 7. 5 volt power supply circuit.

is, shifted or unshifted. This
brings us to the entry point of
the code, relative byte 61 (hex),
which is labeled ENTRY. The
code basically stores the ASCII
character within the index in-
struction located at the label
CHAR and then checks to see if
the character is a legal charac-
ter (i.e., less than or equal to 5F
(hex)).This check is done by add-
ing AD (hex) to the ASCII
character and checking for
overflow. At label CHAR, the
five-level equivalent for the
ASCII character to be printed is
loaded into the accumulator.
The labels SPCK, LFCK and
CRCK check for special cases
(i.e., space, line feed and car-
riage return), since a carriage
condition check is not neces-
sary for these characters. In
fact, the space, as I mentioned
before, also unshifts the car-
riage regardless of its previous
state.

The label PRTCHR checks bit
7 of the five-level character to
see if the character requires
that the carriage be in the
shifted or unshifted condition
prior to printing the character.
It then dispatches it ap-
propriately to be set up for out-
put to the Teletype.
. In the location SHIFT, the
shift status is stored in bit 0,
and bit 7 being set signifies
that two characters need to be
output before returning to the

Software

Listing 1 shows the five-level
driver routine. In some places it
is seemingly clumsy, but I
wanted to make the code posi-
tionally independent. In other
words, without the use of an
assembler, you can move this
code around in memory,
change two bytes (7F66 and
7F67) to the beginning address
of the lookup table, and it will
run. This was an extremely
useful feature in the early days
when I didn't have an assembler
and even after I did finally get
one. The entire driver subroutine
is composed of less than 256
bytes of code.

The first 5F (hex) bytes of
code are the ASCII-to-five-Ievel
lookup table. The relative loca-
tion in the lookup table, with
zero as the beqinnlnq, repre-
sents the ASCII character that
it is equivalent to. For example,
relative location 41 (hex) has
the five-level equivalent for the
letter A stored there. There are
different types of information
about the letter stored at that
location, and each of the eight
bits has its specific meaning
(see Fig. 8).

Now that the lookup table has
been established, we have
to break this information down
and send it to the Teletype.
Relative byte 60 (hex) is the
location I reserved to store the
condition of the carriage, that

THIS WIRE CAN BE A LONG
TWO-CONDUCTOR WIRE

TO. FIG. 4

Fig. 6. Computer interface.

cuit, which should be located
near the computer, just con-
nect a pair of wires between the
two interfaces. Also connect a
40-conductor ribbon cable with
connector appropriately to the
computer interface as shown.
One note of caution here could
save your having to rewire the
ribbon cable! It seems that
Radio Shack has labeled their
40-pin bus upside down. In
other words, pin 1 is really pin 2
and pin 2 is really pin 1 on a
standard connector and so on.
Once you have triple-checked
your wiring, you are ready to
hook it all together.

One preliminary check you
can make on the interface is to
turn on the Teletype and type in
the BASIC command "OUT
58,15." This should cause the
Teletype to go quiet, except for
the motor hum (i.e., close the
loop). If it does not, then you
have a problem somewhere. If
this works OK, then issue the
command "OUT 58,0." This
should cause the Teletype to
rattle. Again, issue the com-
mand "OUT 58,15." If the
Teletype again goes quiet, then
you have a working system.

doesn't have to handle much
current, but it should have a
voltage rating of at least 150
volts. Fig. 4 shows this inter-
face. It should be located rela-
tively close to the Teletype.
This interface actually does the
switching of the 60 mA current
loop.

Now, we need to have some-
thing to switch the transistor
on and off.

The Computer Interface

On the back of the TRS-80
keyboard unit and the screen
printer port on the expansion
interface, there is a 40-pln bus
with 20 tabs on each side of the
printed circuit board. The pin-
out designations are shown in
Fig. 5.

The Z-80 microprocessor
allows for 256 non-memory-
mapped 1/0 devices to be con-
nected to it. To "talk" to a
device the Z-80 must place its
"device address" (port ad-
dress) on the lower eight ad-
dress lines (AO-A7) and at the
same time pulse the 1/0 sync
line (OUT').

Fig. 6 shows the schematic
for the computer interface. If
you follow the logic of the
diagram you will see that it is
configured for device address
3A (hex) or 58 (decimal). You
can see that the diagram is ex-
tremely simple and only re-
quires three chips. I used LS
low-power Schottky chips for
low power; however, regular
TIL chips would work just as
well. This circuit requires a
minimal 5 volt power supply
(see Fig. 7).

Once you have built this cir-

Listing 1. Five-level TTY Driver routine.

!lUll! ••••• LISTINb 1 •••••
.111 U
9111211 ••••• BAUDOT TTV DRIVER •••••
111t3l; IT EXPECTS CHAilACTER TO BE IN REGISTER "A"
111IU;
1115. PORT
.116. DELl
.1171 DEL2
1118. DEL3
11119i OEL4
'111(1 ;
II 11111
1111211 ORIGIN
11113.

11113A
1/1 !lA
USS
111112
11822

7f 119
7fll. H
7flll Iii

EQU 3AH
EQU UH
EQU .S 8H
EQU 2
EQU 22H

ORG 7f I!lH
DUB UH
DUB 4IIH
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7f Ii2 U 01141 utfB UH 7fH 05 1121311 ~USH DE
If I~ 4& 11151 OHS UH 7f 75 E 5 122111 PUSH HL
7f 14 H .1161 OEfS HH 7f 76 00 7E III 112211 CHAR LD A ,.(1 X+ II)
tt 15 41 Ii 1171 OHB UH 7f 79 llfU 6 122211 LO OE,ilf6fEH
7fH H .11811 DUB UH 7f 7C IIEJA 1122~j LD C,PORI
7f 17 CA 11119. DEfS IICAH 7f 7E fE" 8' 022U gp CK CP 'ISH
7fllS'III 812111 OHB 4tH 7fSil 21186 112250 JR HZ ,LfCK
7fl9 'II 11211 OHS UH 7f82 DOCB611ij6 12261 RES 1,(1 X+SHlfT-OR IG I H)
7fU H 112211 OHB HH 7f 86 lSU 11227i JR o UI CHR
7flS H 112~1I OHB 411H 7f88 fEH 112281 LfCK CP HH
7flC U '12'111 OHB ~IIH 7f8A 2826 02298 JR Z ,0 UI CHR
7F 110 511 12511 OHB 51H rr ec fE511 12~811 CR eK CP 5IIH
7flE 'III 1261 OHS UH 7f 8£2111 7 112~1I JR' HZ ,PR I CHR
7F If 'III 12711 DHS 4tH 7F91 ~EH 112~21 LO A ,""H
7F 11 'III 128. OHB UH 7f 92 f5 123311 PUSH Af
7f11 'III 1291 OHB HH 7f93 3E5 I 12341 LO A,51H
7F12411 1311 OHB "'H 7f95 1811 12351 JR 00 UCHR
7f 1J H 1311 DHB "'H 7f97 CB 7f 12361 PR I CriR BIT 7,A
7f 14 411 13211 OEfB UH 7f99 2115" 112371 JR NZ ,SS II
7f15411 1331 OHB 4tH 7f9B OaCB6H6 112380 BII 1,(lX+SHlfT-ORIGIN)
7f 16 'II 13"11 o EfB UH 7f sr 2811 '2391 JR Z,OUTCHR
7f 17 'II 13511 OUS ".H 7rA 1 00 CS 61186 il2" 110 UNSHf RES 11,(1 X+SHI fT -OR IG IN)
tt 18 III 13611 DHB UH 7FA5 F 5 1124111 PUSH Af
7f19 U 1371 OEfS UH 7F A 6 7S 1242. LO A ,E .
7f.1A 'III US. OHB IIIH 7fA700Cll6i1fE 12431 00 UCHR SET 7, (I X+SHlfT-OR IG I N)
u 18 411 1391 OUS HH 7f AB 1815 124411 JR OUT CHR
7f lC ••• HII o EfB Uti 7fAO 00 CB618E 124511 NEllT RES 7, (I X+SH I fT -OR IG I N)
7f 10 41 11411 .OHB 4tH 7FS 1 f 1 '2"61 POP Af
7F lE 411 IIH211 o EfS UH 7F82 2E17 112471 0 ur CHR LO L.7
7f IF ••• 11431 OHS 4tH 7rS 4 If 12481 LOOP RR CA
7f 21 48 1I1HI o EfS "8H 7FB5 31111 1124911 JR NC,SPACE
7F 21 0 A '1'151 DHB 10AH 7fB 7 26ff 1125110 MARK LO H,0FFH
7f22 E2 I H6. DHS .E 2H 7fB9 £061 1125111 our (e) ,H
7f23 E 2 .11471 OHB IE 2H 7fBS 161A 125211 LO B ,0 EL 1
7fH 02 '1481 OHS .D2H 7fBO C5 12531 _TIM 1 PUSH IIC
7f25 'Ii .14911 DUB HH 7faE 868 8 125411 LO S ,0 EL 2
7f26 f_ .1511 o EfS tFljH 7fCil llifE 1125511 OL 1 OJ Nl OL 1
7f 27 06 11511 OHB 1D6H 7f C2 C 1 1125611 POP 8 C
7F 28 0 E 115211 OHS 10EH 7f C3 lIIf 8 112578 OJ NZ I 11111
7f 29 E 4 11531 OH8 IE4H 7fC5 181E 12581 JR t N6 IT
u 2A 06 '1541 OHB 10 6H 7f C7 2611 125911 SPA CE LO H,I
7f 2B f 4 11551 DUB 1f4H 7f C9 ED 61 126il11 our (O,H
7f 2 C 08 111561 OHB 808H 7f C6 116U 126111 LO B ,0 EL 1
7F20 C6 11571 OHa IC6H 7f CO C5 112628 T 11012 PUSH SC
7f 2E f S '15~1 OHS If 8H 7f CE 168 8 126311 LO 5 ,0 EL 2
7fH fA 815911 OHS IIf AH 7fO 9 UfE 12641 UL2 OJHZ OL 2
7f 311 E C 1161111 o Era IECH 7fO 2 C 1 82651 POP SC
7f31 £E 1116111 DUB IEEH 7FD 3 lif 8 126611 OJ NZ I IN 2
7f 32 E 6 .16211 otrs IE6H 7fO 5 20 12678 ENII I I OEC L
7f 33 C2 116311 OEFB IC2H 7FO 6 2110 C 126811 JR NZ,LOOP
7f 34 0" - 8 1641 OHS 104H 7f08 11612 12691 LO S ,DEL3
7f 35 £I Ii 16511 OHB IElH 7fO A C5 11271111 I 11013 PUSH B C
7f 3 6 EA 11661 OEfS .EAH 7fOS 1622 127111 LO B ,0 EL ~
7f 37 CE 116711 OHB IICEH 7FOO lifE 127Z1 OU OJ NZ OL 3
71' 38 CC 1168. OHB teCH 7fO f C 1 12731 POP BC
7f 39 f I 1 16911 DUB If IIH 7fU lliF 8 82HII OJ NZ I 1111J
7f 3A 0 C 1117 •• OHo 10 CH 7fE2 OOCB687E 112759 NCHAR SIT 7, (I X+SHlfT -DR IG I H)
7f 3B f C 117111 OEfS IfCH 7fE 6 21C5 1127611 JR NZ,NEXI
n 3C 0 E 111721 DUB .O£H 7fE 8 E 1 112779 PO P HL
7na DC .1731 o EfS 10 CH 7f E 9 D 1 1127811 PO P DE
7f 3E £ Ij 81741 o HS IE4H 7fEA C 1 1127911 POP dC
7f 3f F 2 .175. OEfB If 2H 7fES f 1 1128111 POP Af
7f'" III • 1761 DUB 4tH 7fEC DDEl H811 POP I X
tt 41 46 81771 o EfB 46H 7f EE C9 112821 RET
7f42 72 111781 OEfS 72H 7FU DDC861146 128311 se I r S I I II, (I X+SHI fT -OR IG I N)
7F43 5 C 81791 OHB 5CH tu s 211BO II28~ II JR NZ ,0 UI CHR
7f"" 52 1811 DUB 5 2H 7ff5 00 ca 61C6 S2858 SET SET I , (I X+ SoHI fT -OR I GIN)
7f 1i5 ~ 2 1811 OHS 42H 7ff 9 f~ 128611 PUSH At
7f'16 5A 18211 OUS 5AH 7HA 7A 11287i LO A,O
7f 47 74 18311 DHS '74H 7ffS 10AA 12881 JR 00 UCHR
7f48 68 1841 OHB 68H 7f 61 12891 E NO E NIR Y
7f 49 4C 18511 DEfB 4CH IIUIi rOI AL ERRORS
7f 4A 56 l861 DHS 56H
7F4S 5E 1871 OlfB 5EH SET 7ff;
7f 4C 64 1881 OUS 64H NCHAR 7fE2
tt 40 78 1891 OHB 78H OLJ 7FUD
7fH 58 19l1li OHS 58H I 11013 rro A
7F4F H 19111 OHS 71H UL 2 7fG 1
7f511 6C 1921 o £F.B HH I Iii 2 7F co
7f 51 6E 19311 o rrs 6EH ENS IT 7f" ,
7f52 ,4 11941 OHS 54H OL 1 7rel
7f53 4A .1951 DEfB 4AH I 1M1 7FBO
7f 5 4 61 11961 OEfB 61H MARK 7fS 7
7f55 IjE 11971 OEfS liE H SPA CE 7f C7
7F56 7C 11981 DHB 7CH LOOP 7fS 4
7f5 7, 66 119911 OHB 66H Nt xr 7f AD
7f 5 8 7A 121118 OUS 7AH UNSHf 7F A 1
7f59 6A 1211111 OEfd 6AH sa IT 7FEr
7F5A 62 8211211 OHS 62H OOUCHR 7f A 7
7F5B 0 A 1211311 OUS IIOAH PRT CHR 7f97
7f5 C 48 121411 OHB 48H (;R CK 7F sc
7f50 ~8 121151 OUS 48H OUI CHk 7fS 2
7f5E 48 128611 OEfS 48H LfCK 7f 88
7f5f 48 12171 o EfB 48H SP CK 7f 7£
7F68 iii 121181 SH I fT OHB II SI ARI 7f 73
7f61 DOE5 12191 E NIR Y PUSH I X CHAR 7f 76
7f 63 f 5 1121111 PUSH Af ENI R Y 7f 61
7f6" 002111117f 12111 LO I X ,OR IG I N SH I fT 7f 60
7F68 007778 821211 LO (I X+CHAR+2-DR IG I H) ,A OR IG I N 7fSi
7f 6B C6A1 821311 ADO A ,IA IH DEL4 11122
n 60 JU~ .2Hil JR Ne,SI ARI O£L ~ 1182
7f 6f F 1 821511 POP Af DEL 2 liS 8
7F71 ODE 1 1216. POP IX uEL 1 II iliA
7F 72 C9 12171 R ET PORT 1113A
7f 73 C5 1121S11 SI ARI PUSH B C
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~,MALL ~S51 TR5 - 8 0 cC,MALL
o~~fJPRODUCTS o~rfi:~
MACHINE LANGUAGE GAMES
AIR RAID, BARRICADEor RSL-1: - $10.00. each, all 3 for $25.00

Three popular machine language games now at new lower prices!
All run on both Level-1 and Level-2 and require only 4K of
memory. All may be converted for disk using DCV-1.

AIR RAID: Shoot down high speed aircraft with a steerable
ground based missile Launcher! Aircraft explode dramatically
when hit, sometimes destroying other nea-rby planes! Score is
tallied' for each hit or miss, and the highest score is saved to
be challenged by other players. Provides hours of fun for you,
and ~ super program for entertaining friends!

BARRICADE: "BREAKOUT" for the TRS-80! Break through 5-wall
Barricade with high-speed ball and keyboard controlled paddle!
Trap the ball among the walls and watch it destroy the 100
blocks! Select 96 different options to challenge expert or
beginner. 3 scores with the best of each saved to be challenged
by other players.

RSL-1: Enter graphic patterns with repeating keyboard! Save
patterns on tape (4 furnished). Play LIFE, a game of birth,
growth and death of a colony of cells. FAST - about 1 second
per gene~ation! Hours of fascinating patterns!

ADVENTURE! $14.95 each, (3 or more, $12.50 each)

Level-II 16K machine language versions of Adventure, the current
rage of the big time-share computers! 6 versions:
1-Adventureland, 2-Pirate's Adventure, 3-Mission Impossible,
4-Voodoo Castle, 5-The Count, and 6-St range Odyssey. Ea chi s a
challenge that can take weeks to solve! Furnished on tape;
convert to di sk wi t h DCV-1.

UTILI TIE S
RSII-2:
RSII-2D:

AN ADVANCEDTAPE I'IONITORFOR 16K TRS-80'S - $26.95
THREE IIONITORS FOR TRS-80 DISK SYSTEMS - 29.95

MODEL-II TRS -80

22 commands to control your TRS-80 Z-80 processor! Examine
ROM's, test RAM, program in machine language, read/write machine
language tapes, and much more! SYMBOLICDUMPwill disassemble
memory into Z-80 mnemonics! HEX and two ASCII memory dumps;
EDIT, MOVE, EXCHANGE, VERIFY, FILL, ZERO, TEST, or SEARCH
memory, read/write SYSTEMtapes, enter BREAKPOINTS, PRINT with
TRS232 or Centronics, and read/write disk sectors di?ectly!
Radio Shack uses RSM; see page 4-17 of your disk manual! RSM-2
tape loads at top of 16K LEVEL I or II; RSM-2D disk includes 3
versions for 16K, 32K and 48K.

RSII-2 RELOCATOR: PUT RSII-212D ANYWHEREIN MEIIORY- 9.95

Th i s new program loads wi th the RSM-2/2D "L" tape command, then
asks you where you want RSM-2 Located. Your answer causes a new
version to be created and executed! Instructions included for
saving your new versions.

DCV-1: CONVERTSYSTEMPROGRAMSTO DISK FILES -$9.95

EDTASM, The Electric Pencil, Air Raid, RSL-1, ESP-1, T-BUG, or
nearly any SYSTEMtape can be executed from disk, even if it
interferes with TRSDOS! DCV-1 loads system tapes into high
memory and adds a block-move routine. ·TAPEDISK is then used to
create a disk file. When accessed from disk, the program loads
into high memory, moves itseLf to its correct address, then
jumps there and executes! New version works with TRSDOS 2.2.

BASIC-1P: LEVEL-1 BASIC WITH PRINTING! - $19.95

Loads into the top 4K of 16K TRS-80's and uses any LEVEL-I BASIC
program or DATAtape (up to 12K in length) without conversion!
NEW commands, LPRINT and LLIST to print with either our TRS232
or the Radio Shack printer! Loads from tape or disk (furnished
on tape). All LEVEL-I abbreviations and functions' supported!

CALIFORNIA Residents please add 6X <tate sales tax.

SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE P. O.

Small System Software is currently developing several programs
for the Model II TRS-80. An enhanced RSMmonitor with many new
features will be available about January. We are adapting CP/M
Ct m Digital Reaserch, Inc.) in conjunction with Lifeboat
Associates. CP/M for the Model II will be a "standard" version
and will run all existing CP/M software, including Cobol,
Fortran, C-Basic, M-Basic, business and accounting packages,
etc. Write for details!

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
MICROSOFTSOFllIARE PACKAGES- $80.00 each, S150.00 for both

ASSEllBLER PACKAGE: Macro Assembler uses Zilog mnemonics and
produces relocatabLe code! Includes Linking Loader, Editor and
Cross Reference Utilities. Requires 32K and 1 disk drive.

FORTRANPACKAGE: A true Fortran Compiler (faster than Basic).
Linking Loader combines Fortran, Assembly and Library modules
into one program! Editor and extensive Library are incLuded.
Requires 32K and at least 1 disk drive.

THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR TRS-80 DISK SYSTEMS
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR TRS-80 TAPE SYSTEIIS

- S150.OO
99.95

Write text, deLete, insert, or move words, lines or paragraphs,
save text on tape (or disk), then print formatted copy with our
TRS232 or Centronics printer (RS-232-C with disk version).
Right justification, page titling and numbering, transparent
cursor and repeating keyboard. Upper case only, or LowercDse
with modification. Level-1 or 2 16K (tape version).

CP/M OPERATINGSYSTEII WITH TRS232 SOFTWARE- S145.00

SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE/LIFEBOAT ASSOCIATES version of CP/M.
Includes TRS232 and RS-232-C software, lower-case support,
debounce, DCV-2 and other unique utilities. CP/M Editor creates
and modifies all files. Assemble from disk, placing HEX and
PRINT files back onto disk! Includes DOT (Dynamic Debugging
TooL>, PIP (PeripheraL Interchange Program), and more! CP/M is
a trademark of Digital Reasearch, Inc.

PRINTER SUPPORT
TRS232 PRINTER INTERFACE - $49.95 (+$2.00 shipping)

Assembled and tested output port for TRS-80 printing. Use
Diablo, Teletype, TI Silent or any RS-232 or 20-mil current loop
ASCII printer. Expansion interface not required. Use with
LEVEL-II BASIC, CP/M, BASIC-1P, ELECTRIC PENCIL, RSM-2/2D or
your own programs! Standard cassette software included, or
order new "FORMATTER" <below} for enhanced printer control.

TRS232 "FORIIATTER" SOFllIARE PACKAGE- $14.95

Enhanced software for with Level-2 Basic and our TRS232. Page
and line Length controL, form feed function, printer pause,
"smart" line termination, indented continuation lines, keyboard
debounce, echo screen to printer, etc. Includes BASIC cassette
and BASIC and machine language source listings.

PRINTER CONVERSIONPACKAGES- $9.95 EACH

Many programs do not include provisions for printing with either
our TRS232 or the Radio Shack RS-232-C. We currently offer the
following tapes for adding printing functions:

RSII Rs-232-C: Adds RS-232-C capabi l ity to RSM-2/2D
PENCIL RS-232-C: For cassette version of Electric Pencil
EDTASII PRINT: TRS232 and RS-232-C for di sk/tape EDTASM

OTHERTRS-80 PRODUCTS

ESP-1: $29.95 Assembler, Editor & Monitor (8080 mnemoni cs i
LST-1: 8.00 Listing of Level-1 BASIC with some comments

BOX 366 NEWBURY PARK, CA 91320
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••••• LISTING 2·····

; ••••• BAUDOT HANDLER ROUTINE •••••
;TI1IS IS A HANDLER ROUTINE FOR TilE BAUDOT TTY
;AND IST08E USED IN COHJUNCTIOHWlTH THE
;BAUDOT DRIVER ROUTINE

IT WILL fUNCT ION WITH THE TRS-8.
LEVEL II BASIC
IF MEMORY IS CHANGED AS FOLLOWS:

H26H (16422> TO .CAH (212)
H27H (16H3) TO • 7EH(126)

ORG 7ECAH
EQ U 7F61H
LO A, C
OR A
CP .SH
JR Z ,L 2
CP .CH
JR HZ ,L 3
XOR A
OR (IX+13H)
JR Z ,L 3
LO A', (I X+13H)
SUB (I X+HH)
LO B ,A
LO A,UH
CALL BAUDOT
OJNZ u
JR L5
CALL BAUDOT
CP IOH
REf HZ
I HC (I X+'4H)
LO A, (I X+'~H)
CP (I X+i3H)
LO A ,C
REf NZ
LO (IX+HH),j
RET
ENO

111.
1111
1I2i1
183.
U4I
1115.
1161
117.
118.
1191
11 It

7ECA 1111
7F61 112. BAUDOT
7ECA n 113. BEGIN
7EGS 87 llH
7ECC Hill 115.
7ECE 281A 116.
7£0. rt ac 1171
7E02 2.16 11811
7E04 AF 119.
7E05 0086113 12U
7EO8 2811 1211
7EOA DO7E13 1221 L2
7EOO 0096811 123.
7E£. 47 124i
7££ 1 3E11A 1251 L4
7EU CO 617F 126.
7E£6 HF9 1271
7££8 1811 128.
7£EA e0617F 129. L3
7EEO FUO 13111
7EU ell 13111
7EF10034111 1321
7EF3 00'7£14 n331
7Ef600BE83 .1341
7£F9 79 11351,
7EFA C' .1361
7EF8 DOJ611HII 8137i1 L5
7EFf C9 .138.
7ECA 11391
UUII TOTAL ERRORS

B£G I N

L 5 7£FB
L 4 7££ 1
U 7EEA
L 2 7£0 A
8£GIN 7£CA
BAUDOT 7F61

Listing 2. Five-level handler routine.

calling program. This situation
occurs when the carriage must
be shifted or unshifted before
the character can be printed, or
whenever a carriage return is
output, since a line feed must
be issued with the carriage
return. This is necessary since
the TRS-80 does not output a
line feed after printing a car-
riage return. It expects the
printer to automatically ex-
ecute a line feed whenever it
sends out a carriage return.
Any jump to DOUCHR in-

dicates that a double character
transmission is about to occur.
The label OUTCHRactually per-

forms the transmission of the
character to the Teletype, in-
cluding the bit timing for the
start, data and stop bits. The
label MARK closes the current
loop for one data bit time, and
the label SPACEbreaks the cur-
rent loop for one start or data
bit time.
The label ENBIT checks to

see if the stop bit has been
transmitted. If it has then it will
time the stop bit correctly. The
label NCHAR then checks to
see if another character is yet
to be transmitted. The label UN-
SHF issues an unshift (letters)
character, and the label SET

SHIFT BITl(REOUIRED)
O· NO SHIFT
I = SHIFT

.---,.---,--,.---,-- BAUDOT DATA
BITS

BIT NUMBER-7 6

STOP BI~J
(ALWAYS ONE)

2 I 0

START BITJ
(ALWAYS ZERO)

Fig. 8. Eight-bit configuration.
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issues a shift (figures)
character to the Teletype.

Now that the driver routine is
finished, you are ready to start
talking to the Teletype. At this
point, however, you can only
talk to it -through your own
machine-language programs.
To do that you need only load
the accumulator (register A)
with the ASCII character that
you wish to print and then call
this driver routine as a sub-
routine to your program. This is
done with the instruction CALL
7F61H, or CALL ENTRY if you
assemble this driver with your
program.
While this is' nice, most

TRS-80users will probably find
little immediate benefit for this
routine if it can only be used
with their machine-language
programs. Somehow, this driver
needs to be linked to Level II
BASIC and to the TRS-80Edi-
torlAssembler 1.1 to be a real
benefit.

powered up, it automatically in-
itializes itself to communicate
with the TRS-80 line printer
through the expansion inter-
face. Now we need to reinitial-
ize the Level II pointers to our
routine rather than its own.
This pointer is located in the
Lineprinter Control Block at
decimal address locations
16422 and 16423. We cannot
just put the entry address of the
driver routine here, since there
are certain things we have to
handle other than just print out
the character itself. TheTRS'80
line-printer routine takes care
of functions such as counting
the number of lines printed, and
if it receives the result of the
command LPRINT CHR$(12),it
can even skip to the top of a
new page. Since I was going to
the trouble of writing the driver,
it seemed only reasonable that
I should also include these fea-
tures.

Listing 2 shows the software
interface between Level II
BASICand the driver routine. In
actuality, this routine will be
combined with Listing 1 and
assembled together. In this
situation, Listing 1 appends to
Listing 2 to form what we might
call the print routine. When an
LPRINT command is encoun-
tered by Level II BASIC, it
breaks up what it is supposed
to print into individual
characters and then sends
them to the print routine in
Register-C one character at a
time.

Basically, this routine's total
purpose in life is to copy the
character from Register-C to
the accumulator Register-A
and then increment the line
counter each time it sees a car-
riage return until the count
equals the lines per page
count. When this occurs, the
line counter is then zeroed out
for the start of the next page.
Both the lines per page count
and the line counter are also
stored in the Lineprinter Con-
trol Block, respectively,' at
decimal locations 16424 and
16425.
The only thing left to do now

is modify the pointer address in
decimal locations 16422 and

Let's take the case of Level II 16423. This pointer requires
BASICfirst. When the TRS·80is two words of memory since it is



a full 16-bit address and each
word in memory is only eight
bits. The order in which these
locations are loaded is very im-
portant. The Z-80 expects to
see the least significant eight
bits of the address in the first
location and the most signifi-
cant eight bits in the second
location. To find out what we
need to put in these locations
requires some relatively simple
calculations.

Since the entry point to the
handler routine shown in
Listing 2 is address 7ECA(hex),
the first thing to do is break it
up into two parts (most signifi-
cant and least significant). The
most significant eight bits is 7E
(hex) and the least significant
eight bits is CA (hex). Now
unless you are using disk
BASIC,you won't beable to use
this information directly; you
will have to convert it to
decimal. Converting any two-
digit hex number to decimal re-
quires that you multiply the left-
most digit by 16 (assigning
A = 10,B = 11,C = 12,0 = 13,
E= 14 and F= 15)and add it to
the right-most digit.

Following this, you will see
that 7E (hex) is equal to 126
(decimal) and CA (hex) is equal
to 202 (decimal). At this point,
changing the pointers consists
of issuing two Level II BASIC
commands: "POKE(16422),
202" and "POKE(16423),
126." Now the LPRINT and
LLiST commands will write
directly to your Teletype as if it
were the TRS-80line printer.

For those of you who also
want your assembler to list its
output to the Teletype, the solu-
tion is not quite as simple.
Although, with the program
shown in Listing 3, you should
have no problems at all.
This code to modify the

assembler is divided into three
sections. The first section
beginning at the label SETUP
simply takes the other two sec-
tions and overlays them on top
of the assembler in the proper
places. The second section,
beginning at the label START,
should look familiar since it is a
copy of the software interface
between Level II BASICand the
driver routine. This routine is
also neededwith the assembler

to make it perform its printer
functions properly.

The third section, consisting
of the code associated with
labels MEM1 and SETMEM, is
mainly a nondestructive memo-
ry size routine. It will go
through memory looking for the

last location of RAM. Once it
finds that, it will subtract the
amount of memory taken up by
the print routine and then pass
that result to the assembler at
its memory size. This is
necessary since the assembler
goes all the way to the end of

memory to store its symbol
table.
To make the patch to the as-.

sembler and then run it, reset
the machine and answer the
memory size query with a num-
ber that will protect your print
routine when you load it. In a

1118011
IIU 11
(l1i2i
111113II
I11iH
111iI511
i1ll68

10 711
111811
11911
l1U
11111
11211
11311
11'111
11511 PROGRAM NAME -- "ASWMOD"
116(1
11711
1181 SAUDOT
1190 SIl[
12l1li SET UP
12111
12211
1231
12.U
12511
12611
121'
12811
1290 ST ART
ll1i II
13ti
1321
1338
13'111
1358
136.

11371
113811 L2
1113911
11'1111
111411 1'I
11421
111'1311
1I1HI
11'1511 L3
81461
111471
111'181
11'191
1115ill
111518
.152.
.1538 L5
.15U
1115511 ;
.15611 M£M1
111571
1581
15911
16l1li
1611
16211
16311
16'111
16511
166. SUWEN
16711
168.
169.

117111
11711

ERROR S .

7E 19
fF55
11131
7E ae 2119 7E
7E113 11AA45
7£16 111'11111
7£ 119 EDS II
7EII8215A7E
7E1E 119546
7E 11 0111A lIB
7£ 14 EDB II
7£ 16 C38H6
7E 19 79
7E lA S 7
7£ 18 fEI8
7EW 2811A
7E 1F FE lie
7E21 21116
7E2 J Af
7EH DOS68J
7E27 28111
7£29 007£ 113
7E2C 0096114
7EH ••7
7UB 3EIIA
7U2 CD55Ff
7£35 111F9
7U7 1811
7£39 C055H
7ue FE 110
7UE CII
7EJF 00341 ••
7E42 DO 7£84
7£45 DOS£ 113
7E4 S 79
7£H CII
7EH 0036114111
7E4E C9

7EH 23
7£58 7E
7£51 47
1E52 2f
7E5 J 77
7t54 8E
7E55 H
7E56 28F7
7£58 AF
7E59 C9
7E5A COEl ••5
7£50 C5
7E5E 11131111
7E61 £042
7E 63 C 1
7EU
I18UII TOTAL

WEMl 7EH
L5 7EH
L.. 7E38
U 7EJ9
L2 7E 29
SElWEM 7E5A
START . 7E 19
SET Uf 7E U
SIZE 111311
8AUOOT ff55

.•..•.•••. LIST I NG 3 .•..•..•.••

THIS PROGRAM WILL MODIfY THE TRS-811 ASSEWBLER
SO THAT AN ALTERNATE PRINT ROUTINE
CAN Bl uSED. THE ENTRY POINT Of THE
PRIM ROuT INE. SHOULD BE EQUATED TO "SAuDOT".
"SIZE" SHOULD BE EQUATED TO THE SIZE Of THE
PHINT ROuTINE IN aYrES PLUS 211 EXTRA SYrES.
THIS ASSUMES THAT THE PRINT ROUTINE IS LOCATED
AT THE END OF MEMORY.

YOU NUST LOAD BuT NOT EXECUTE SOTH THE ASSEMBLER
ANil THE PR I NT RO ur I NE 8 EfORE LO AD i NG AND EXE cut I NG
THIS PROGRAM•

ORG
EQU
EQU
LO
LD
LO
LOIR
LD
LIJ
LD
LOIR
JP
LD
OR
CP
JR
CP
JR

. XOR
OR
JR
LO
SUB
LO
LD
CALL
OJNZ
JR
CALL
CP
REf
INC
LO
CP
LO
REI
LO
REI

INC
LD
LD
CPL
LO
CP
LO
JR
XOR
REI
CALL
PUSH
LO
SB C
POP
ENO

1E IIIIH
IIFF55H
139H
HL,START
OE,"5AAH
B C,SEINEII-ST ART

HL ,SETMEM
DE,4695H
BC,8AH

~68AH
A,C
A
.8 H
Z ,L 2
IICH
NZ ,L 3
A
(IX+j3H)
Z,L 3
A, (I X+jJH)
(lX+84H)
B ,A
A ,IAH
SAUDOT
L4
L5
SA~OT
.DH
NZ
(lX+1I4H)
A, (I X+ 114H)
(I X+ IIJH)
A,C
NZ
(lX+1I4H),1I

HL
A, (HL)
B,A

(HL) ,A
(HL>
(HL) ,8
Z ,MEN 1
A

45AAH+MElll-ST ART
6C
8C,SIZE
HL,6 C
i1C
SE T UP

Listing 3. Assembler modification.
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t
:!:
0'a
oo
:3
"tl
c:g.
CQ

c...
III
::.
c:
III-<
~:~

fEBE
fE8 E 79
fEB f B 7
FE C' FE 16
fEe2 28U
fE ell fEilC
fE C6 21116
fECS Af
fE C9 OOB 6113
fECC 281.
fE CE 00 7Ell 3
fED 1 009611"
fED It It 7
fED5 3EU
fEO 7 CO, 5ff
fED A lIIf 9
fED C 1811
fEOE C055ff
fEE 1 fE 10
fEU ell
fEEl! D031!14
fEU OD7E111t
fEEA D06E 13
fEED 79
fE~E CI
fEEf 003611'1111
fEf 3 C9

ili3A
.UA
UB 8
l1li112
l1li22

fEfIt 1t8
FE f5 I! 8
fEf 6 48
fE f 7 48

Listing 4. Special handler routine.

118111
1118 10
II 11211
1111138
11HII
1111511
1111168
111171
11181
111911
.1188
.1111
11121
111111
'11'111
.115.
.1161
.117.
111811
1119 •
.12111
11211 I
1122. IPROGRAII NAIIE -- "BAOIIOO"
112311
.12111
.125i 6£G I N
.126.
.12711
• 1281
.12911
.1ll11
11311
.1321
1113311
I113U L2
.135.
11136.
81371 Lit
IIll81
IIll911
11"1'111'
.111111 U
8 l'I2'
'1'Illl
II 11tH
111451
11'+611
1'+71
1'+88
1'+9' L'
151111
15111
15211
15111
15H ;
1558 PORT
15611 DEL 1
15711 DEL2
1581 OEU
1591 OEL 4

816811 ;
111611 ; BEGINNING Of THE ASCII TO BAUDOT LOOKUP TABLE
1116211
1116311
.16H
11165.
1116611

••••• LIST I NG 4

I ••••• oAUDOT HANDLER ROuT I NE •••••
;THIS IS A HANDLER ROuTINE fOR THE BAUDOT TTY
;ANO IS TO 8E USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
;BAUDOT OR IVER ROUT I NE

IT WILL fUNCTION WITH THE TRS-8'
LEVtL II BASI C
If IIEIIORY IS CHAt«iED AS fOLLOWSI

4126H(16'122> TO ISEH(l91)
41127H (1642l) TO 'FEH (254)

T HIS I S A S PE C I AL ROUT I NE TOUT III ZE THE BAUDO T
TYPE BOX TO ITS fUlLEST POTENTIAL. IT WILL ALLOW
THE AOOITION Of uP TO 6 IIORE CHARACTERS TO THE
TYPEaox.

ALSO THIS IS SPEClfl CALLY WRITTEN fOR THE BAUDOT
IIODEL 28 WITH THE 1811 IIPII GEAR SET INSTALLEO.
HOW£VER, THE SPEEO CAN BE 1100 I f I EO BY CHANG I NG
OEL 1, DEL 2, OELl, ANO OELI!.

ORG
LD
OR
CP
JR
CP
JR
XOR
OR
JR
LO
SUB
LD
LO
CALL
OJ NZ
JR
CALL
CP
R ET
INC
LO
CP
LD
RET
LO
RET

IIHBEH
A,C
A
IIBIl
Z ,L 2
ICH .
NZ ,L l
A
(I X+1I3H)
Z ,L l
A,(lX+'3H)
(I X+ HH)
B ,A
A ,IAH
tNTR Y
L4
L5
ENTR Y
IIOH
NZ
(I X+'hH)
A, (I X+ 14H)
ClX+'lH)
A,C
NZ
(I X+. 4H) "

CHAR IN C-REG'

TOP Of fORM

,OUTPUT CHAR

;0 UTP ur CHAR
I CHECK CR

IINC LINE COUNT

I CHE CKENO 0 f P AGE

, ZERO LI NE CO uNT

••••• BAUDOT TTY OR IVER
IT EXPECTS CHARACTER TO BE I N REG ISTER "A"

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

I
ORIGIN DEfB

DErB
OE fB
OErB

3AH
IAH
8B 8H
2
22H

; OUT P UT PORT

1t8H
48H
48H
118H

NUL
SOH
ST X
ElX

fEf 8 '18
fEr 9 48
FEF A It 8
fE f8 '18
fE f C 48
fE fD 4 b
fEfE H
fEff 4a
ffU 48
ff'l 511
ff 112 118
ff III 48
ff Ii'I 48
ft'5 48
ff.6 H
ff II 7 '18
ff 118 '18
ff,9 48
HilA 118
HIS '18
ffliC '18
HIID 118
ff ilE 48
ff If 48
H 11 '18
ffl1 '18
H 12 48
ff II ~ 8
ff H '18
H 15 OA
ff 16 E2
ff 17 t 8
ff 18 02
H 19 C8
ff lA fit
ff18D6
ff rc Ut
H10 E'I
ff lE 7£
ff lf 411
Ff211 il8
H21 C6
H22 r s
H23 fA
H24 EC
ff25 £E
ff26 E6
ff 27 C2
H28 04
fF29 E8
H2A EA
ff28 CE
ff2C CC
H20 f.
H2E DC
Ff2f f C
Hlil f6
ff 31 CA
ffl2 ell
Ffll f2
ffl4 48
ffl5 '16
ff36 72
ff37 5C
t08 52
ffJ9 42
ff lA 'A
ff l8 74
ff lC 68
ff 3D ItC
HlE 56
ff If 5£
ffu 64
ff41 78
H4258

1116711
1116811
1116911
1117111
'17111
111729
.17311
• 1749
11175.
111769
.1771
1111811
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e 18U
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II 183i!
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119 e II
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DUi!
DHB
OErB
DEr8
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DHB
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U £f8
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NEW APPLE II®SOFTWARE

FUNCTION PLOT $24.95

TRIVIA BOX $19.95

MOTO·CROSS $9.95

FRUSTRATION $9.95

GUIDED MISSILE $15.95

LASER BLAST $9.95

THE PLANETS $15.95

APPLE INVADERS GAME

CASSETTE $15.95

I·CHING $15.95

Lill
~

(QJ
@J.:
~

~

~

~

m
a
-It

"~m,
m
tJ,
am,
m
3
tJ,
aD.
en
"III

DISKETTE $19.95

AND MORE ...
ACTIVE FI LTERS .........•....•..•.... $24.95

ALIEN INVASION. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . .. 9.95

AMPERSORT II ...................•.... 15.95

APPLE ALLEY. . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.95

BASEBALL. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . .. 15.95

BATTLEFIELD. . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . .. 9.95

BREAKTHRU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. 9.95

CHECK BOOK ••......••.•.•..••....•.• 34.95

DATABASE MAILER ....•.•...•...•..... 29.95

DEATH RACE .....•.......••....••.•.. 15.95

EARTH OUEST. • . ... • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . .. 19.95

HOME BUDGET. • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . .. 24.95

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE 24.95

MINI GENERAL LEDGER ..............•.. 59.95

MOUSE HOLE. . . . . . . . . . •• . . . • . • • . . . . .. 6.95

PEG JUMP. . . • . . . . . . . • . . •• . . • . . . . . • • .. 9.95

RICOCHETTE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. 9.95

STAR VOYAGER ......••.....•.....•... 15.95

STUNT CYCLE 15.95

All orders must include 3% postage and handling. California
residents add 6% sales tax. VISA and MASTERCHARGE
accepted.

Apple II is a trademark of Apple Compute", Inc.

PROGRAMMA
INTERNATIONAL, Inc.
3400 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010
(213) 384·0579

384·1116
384- 111 7 v P48

Dealer lnquir ies Invited

SHAPE BUILDER $19.95

dS Ch

BLOCKADE $9.95

BOXING $9.95

ALGEBRA I $15.95

SPACE WAR $9.95

tANISnAJOR
ORION'S DOC

4? ORION
THE HUNTER

SIRIUS IS THE BRIGHTEST 5TM!: IN THE SI(Y.
VlElIlOOKINCSOUTH iNM/lRCH
DONE? PRESS ANV KEY TO RESHIRT.

SIRIUS $15.95
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HH 6C
fH5 6E
ff46 5\
H47 4A
ff 4 8 60
ff 4 9 'IE
fHA 7C
H 4B 66
H 4C 7A
H4D 6A
ff 4E 62
FF'IF OA
H5 II 48
ff51 "8
fF52 H
fF53 48
ff54 iii
H55 f5
ff56 326Aff
ff5 ~ C6A1
ff5B 3182
fF5a F 1
ff5E C9
ff5f C5
fF 611 a 5
ff 61 £5
H62 IJDE5
ff64 DD21fHE
rr s a DO 7£89
H 68 l1FH 6
ff 6E IDA
ff7i fEC8
ff 72 2l1i:/
ff74 CoHff
Ff77 DOCB6186
H 7B 186"
ff 70 FEH
H7f 2850
ff81 fE58
Ff83 2817
H85 3EH
ff a 7 f5
rr ae 3E58
ff 8A 184E
Ff8C H41
ff 8E ZillA
H9fl COA4ff
Ff93 3E48
fF95 COA4ff
rr ss 1847
ff9A fOE
fF9C 28f2
ff9E fH6
HAS 28E[
ffA2 18f1
H A4 C87f
ffA621 ••
HAS DDCB61'16
ffAC 2819
HAE 003561
HB 1 f5
HB 2 7S
ffB3 COB7ff
ffS 6 f 1
ffB72EII7
ffB9 If
fFBA ;) 1119
HBC 26ff
HBE £061
ffC. COf5H
fFC3 1817
ffC5 26l1li
HC7 £061
ffC9 COf5H

.2421
12431
124'"
112451
124611
124711
12481
12"91
125111
'25H
12521
.253.
'25411
112551
125611
12571
125811
.25911 SHIfT
126811 ENTRY
12619
112621
'2631
1126411
'26511
02661 sr ART
126711
12681
112691
127110
i27H ChAR
1127211
112738
02741 PR CENT
12758
1276 e
'2778
12781
112798 L f C K
028l1li
82811 CRCK
112828
II 283fl
fl2848
82851
12868
12871 PL us
028811
82898 SPACIT
.29118
1129111 T YPCHR
112921
1129311 ASTER
11294fl
'2951 LT HAN
112961
129711
1129811 PRT CHR
82998
131118
131111
831211
1131131
11311'1fl
.3.5fl DOUCHR
.31161
11311711 OUT CHR
131181 LOOP
13898
13111 MAR K
13111
13121
13131
13141 SPACE
113151
1131611

DHB
aHS
D£fB
DEfS
DUB
DH8
aUB
DH8
DHB
DEfS
DHB
DUS
DHS
DHB
DHS
DHa
DUB
DEfB
PUSH
LD
ADO
JR
POP
REI
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
LD
LD
LD
LD
CP
JR
CALL
RES
JR
CP
JR
CP
JR
LD
PUSH
LD
JR
CP
JR
CALL
LO
CALL
JR
CP
JR
CP
JR
JR
BIT
JR
BIT
JR
DEC
PUSH
LD
CALL
POP
LO
RR CA
JR
LD
OUT
CALL
JR
LD
OUT
CALL

7tH
6CH
6EH
54H
'lAH
6.H
~[H
7CH
66H
7AH
6AH
62H
aD AH
'ISH
~8H
'I8H
48H
t
Af
(CHAR+ 2) ,A
A, lASH
NC,ST ART
Af

o
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
x
y
Z
UP-ARROW
DOIVN-ARROIV
LEfT -ARROW
RIGHT -ARROIV
UNDERL I NE
CARR I AGE PO S

; STORE ASC CHAR
; LEGAL CHAR?

B C
DE
HL
IX
IX,OR IG I N I LOOKUP TABLE
A, (lX+II) .
DE,H6f[H ; SHIfT / UljSHIFT
C,PORT
tC8H ;CHECK fOR SPEC CHAR
NZ ,LfCK
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E NOALL
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Z ,0 ur
5IH
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PRTCHR ISPACE AfTER CHAR
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[NO ALL
7EH
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Z ,SPACIT
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7,A ;PRINT CHAR/NEED SHIFT?
NZ ,S6 IT
II, (I X+SHI fT -OR IG I N)
Z ,0 ur CHR
(I X+SHlfT -OR IG IN)
Af
A,E
OUT CHR I TWO CHAR 0 UT PUT
Af
L,7 I OUTPUT ONE CHAR

NC,SPACE
H,lIffH
(C) ,H
Bill 1M
ENB IT
H,I
(C) ,H
B III 1M

OUT PuT "0 NE"

DATA BIT DELAY

o ur PUT "ZERO"
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characters that I wanted.
I started with the easiest

ones first. The bell was the first
to go. On one of my Model 28s,
the bell code was tied to the
spacing mechanism, which
meant that after the character
was decoded the carriage would
also advance one space. That
meant that no extra care would
be needed here: however, my
other Model 28 did not space
after this code, which meant
that after I printed my character
in this slot I would have to im-
mediately print a space also
just to advance the carriage.

Typically, none of these
special cases, excepting, of
course, the space itself, will
automatically advance the car-
riage after printing the charac-
ter. You will have to check your
individual machine to see if it
spaces or not and adjust the
program accordingly. If you
really know the Model 28, there
is a way you can tie these char-
acter decodes to the spacing
mechanism, but this is certain-
ly not a necessity, since it can
easily be programmed around
as I will show you.

I also used both upper and

lowercase blanks and perhaps
the little more obscure upper-
case space. Even though the
uppercase space did, in fact,
space after printing, it had the
other. side effect of auto-
matically unshifting the car-
riage after printing, which also
had to be programmed around.
The only really clever one

was the use of the letters and
figures codes themselves. If
the carriage is in an unshifted
position and the letters code is
issued, it is essentially a NOP.
This is also true if the figures
code is issued and if the car-
riage is already in a shifted con-
dition.

This would be a necessity if
an operator had to type on the
Teletype keyboard, since one
slip-up would print an un-
wanted character. However, I
considered my TRS-80 to be a
nearly perfect typist and would
know the condition of the car-
riage at all times. So I decided
that if the carriage was current-
ly unshifted and a letter code
was issued, this would mean a
character should be printed. If
the carriage was in the un-
shifted condition and a figures
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en
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Photo 5. Rear view of type box with cover removed.

code was issued, then I would
take that to mean that indeed a
shift was intended and as such,
only a shift would be done.

A similar discussion would
follow in the case of the car-
riage being in the shifted condi-
tion. Of course these, like the
other special codes, did not
come with an automatic space,
so a space must be output after
the use of one of these codes to
print a character.

After all this work, which was
easier than it appeared on the

surface, I was able to add six
more characters to the basic
set. In fact, if you werewilling to
modify the Teletype mechani-
cally, you could disconnect the
function levers from the upper-
case carriage return and line
feed. This would add two more
characters to the character set
and bring you up to the theoreti-
cal maximum character set for
the five-level machine. This
would then allow you to print the
complete Level II BASIC useful
character set.

Photo 6. View of pallet and its return spring.
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MAKE YOUR T R5 '.80 A 3·SPEED

This simple addition allows either normal operation, a 50% increase, or a 50%
decrease in CPU speed. Unlike other speed mods, this one may be changed AT ANY
TIME without interrupting program execution. This is critical in machine language '-
programs where there's no software access. Shortens calculations, sorts, and
CLOAD and CSAVE times. The low speed simplifies de-bugging, slows a Level II
LIST, and ELIMINATES KEY-BOUNCE without software overhead. Fits inside the
keyboard unit with only 4 easily accessible connections, and is easily removed if the
computer ever needs service. The Mumford Micro 3-speed kit has been field proven
by its many users and complete satisfaction is guaranteed. Kit includes all parts and
clearly illustrated instructions for $24.95. Fully assembled and tested ..... $29.95

DUPLICATE SYSTEM TAPES WITH "CLONE"
This machine language program makes duplicate copies of ANY tape written for
Level II. They may be SYSTEM tapes (continuous or not) or data lists. It is not
necessary to know the file name or where it loads in memory, and there is no chance
of system co-residency. The file name, entry point, and every byte (in ASCII format)
are displayed on the video screen. Data may be modified before copy is produced.
CLONE ..... $16.95

RAM TEST FOR LEVEL II
This machine language program tests memory chips for open or shorted address or
data lines as well as intermittents. It tests each BIT forvaJidity and each BYTE in the
execution of an actual instruction as in real program execution, Bad addresses are
displayed along with the bad data and proper data. One complete test of 48K takes
just 14 seconds. Also includes a test for errors induced by power line glitches from
external equipment. RAMTEST .... , $9.95

PROGRAM INDEX FOR DISK BASIC
Assemble an alphabetized index of your entire program library from disk
directories. Program names and free space are read automatically (need not be
typed in) and may be alphabetized by disk or program. The list may also be searched
for any disk, program, or extension; disks or programs added or deleted; and the
whole list or any part sent to the printer. Finally, the list itself may be stored on disk
for future access and update. One drive and 32K required. INDEX ..... $19.95

EDIT BASIC PROGRAMS WITH ELECTRIC PENCIL
This program allows disk users to load Basic programs into the disk version of
Electric Pencil for editing. Now you can edit line numbers, move program segments,
and search for the occurance of any group of characters. PENPATCH ..... $9.95
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MUMFORD MICRO SYSTEMS
vMS7

BOX 435-C SUMMERLAND, CALtFORNIA 93067
(805) 969-4557

I have not modified my Tele-
type yet, so I can only choose six
characters (out of my desired
eight) to add to my character
set: Of the eight characters that
I previously mentioned were
missing, I chose to leave out the
@ and t. In place of the @, I de-
cided to just output a space, and
in place of the t, I used l, If you
wanted to be a bit tricky, you
could have the driver routine
print the letters AT each time it
was supposed to print an @'

These extra type keys (called
pallets-see Photo 6) can be ob-
tained from the Teletype service
center for about 50 cents
apiece.

The modification of the type
box is very easy, The type box is
held in place by a clip to the
right-hand side of the type box
as shown in Photo 3. Once the
type box has been removed
from the Teletype, remove the
two bolts on either side of the
type box (Photo 4) and remove
the back cover (Photo 5). In
Photo 6, you will see the hooked
end of the spring that is nor-
mally inserted into the slot on
the pallet as is pointed out in
Photo 5. To install a new pallet,
insert the pallet with no spring
attached into the appropriate
hole as shown in Photo 4, then
slide the spring over the pallet
and push the hooked part of the
spring through the hole in the
pallet as shown in Photos 5 and
6. Reassemble the type box to
complete the modification.

Now that you have seen how
I modified the Model 28 type
box and how it will work, let's
take a brief look at Listing 4 to
see how the software has to
handle it. Again, the first part of
the program should be familiar
since it is another copy of the
handler routine. The label
ORIGIN again defines the be-
ginning of the lookup table,
which has been a little better
documented in order to help
you change the character
translation easily. In the first
routine, I used blanks (40 hex)
as the translation for illegal
characters. However, in this
routine, I cannot do that since I
have made the blank a printable
character. So for the illegal
characters, I just output a lower-
case space, which now is the

only character that for sure will
not print any character on the
paper.

For the most part, the labels
in this routine have similar
meanings to the labels in the
first driver routine. The label
PRCENT signifies the begin-
ning of special character
checking. Ajump to the SPACIT
label will print the character
and then output a space. This is
used after a character that
does not automatically ad-
vance the carriage is printed.
The label ASTER is the check
for an asterisk. It is a good ex-
ample of this need since it is
the unshifted letters code,
which does not automatically
advance the carriage after
printing. You can see that as
soon as the asterisk is detected
a jump is made to the SPACIT
label,
This example gives you the

tools you need to use any char-
acter decode that does not au-
tomatically advance the car-
riage by adding a similarcheck
for that character into the code.
A good place to add any addi-
tional checks that you might
need would be immediately be-
fore the ASTER label. For in-
stance, on my Model 28, the up-
percase blank (now a » and the
bell both advanced the carriage
automatically so I didn't need to
do any checking for them. How-
ever, it is possible that your
Teletype may not advance the
carriage automatically. In that
case, you would need to add two
checks for these decodes im-
mediately before the ASTER.
label,

Although the first driver
routine was relocatable any-
where in memory, this one is
not. In order to move this one
around, you must assemble it
at the desired location.

After you understand how the
program works, you can
logically extend this knowledge
to develop an even simpler pro-
gram to communicate with
other Teletype machines (e.g.,
the ASR-33 Teletype), Most of
the other Teletypes are ASCII,
which means that no lookup
table is required, and which
additionally means that no shift-
ing is required to print any of the
characters .•

COMING SOON:

The Com.plete
Information
Management

System
For B'usiness

Another Business Solution From:

[flJlAEi] MICRO APPLICATIONS GROUP
7300 CALOUS AVENUE
VAN NUYS, CA 91406
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Great News from HMeT

TRS-80* MODEL I AND MODEL II IN STOCK
Before you purchase your TRS-80*Model I and
Model IIfrom your local Radio Shack, or consider
Mail order for a discount, let me offer you an alter-
nate' choice. Houston Micro Computer Technolo-
gies, Inc. has been providing TRS-80Software and
Hardware to hundreds of users for almost 2 years.
We ·are not a mass merchandiser nor are we a dis-
count house, but a group of professionals dedicated
to helping businesses implement microcomputers to
their greatest advantage. Here are just a few of the
advantages we offer over Radio Shack.

DELIVERY Less than 30 days **
RELIABILITY Each unit 100%tested

prior to delivery
SATISFACTION Sold by computer profes-

sionals who understand
what you need your com-
puter to do

VALUE Trade in value on Model I
systems dependent upon
condition and
configuration

SERVICE National service on all
products we sell includ-
ing TRS-80s*

CONFIGURATION As a distributor for many
lines of computer
peripherals we can tailor
your system to your exact
hardware requirements

SOFTWARE We are an already estab-
lished Modei I Systems
House with an extensive
software library

Maybe you believe a mass merchandising organi-
zation or a discount operation is who you should
. trust your computer hardware selection to. Person-
ally we like to think you would prefer to deal with
specialists and professionals who will spend the
time with you personally or on the phone to assist
you in your choice of equipment based on your
needs and specifications.
All equipment purchased from Houston Micro Com-
puter Technologies, Inc. is fully warranted and
backed by national service organizations including
Radio Shack.
For further information call collect, 713/661-2005 or
write.

•• Delivery of Model II subject to availability.
·TRS·SO Is a registered trademark of the Tandy Corporation.

Texas residents add 6%sales tax' MasterCharge •Visa

HOUSTON MICRO-COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Home and Business Computer Specialists

5313BISSONNETiBELLAlRE•TEXAS•7740r~ 713/661-2005



A Video Boa'rd
from Ithaca Intersystems

Good luck with Ithaca's memory kits prompted this author to choose an II memory board.

Ernie Braoner
Box 236
Lakeside MT 59922

When putting together my
first micro, I was greatly

confused by the available I/O
choices, I rememberwondering,
for example, why some termi-
nals were self-contained, while
others used separate key-
boards and video boards and
why some were serial and
others parallel.

Being familiar with Teletype
practices, I finally chose what
is commonly referred to as a
"glass Teletype," or, more im-
politely, a "dumb terminal." In-
terfacing this device required
plugging a separate liD board
into the 5-100 bus. I soon
learned that computer liD can
be frightening in any form,
largely because I chose the Im-
sai MID with its now infamous
documentation. In retrospect,
however, I have to admit that it
has good hardware.

Although serving well for
business use, such an arrange-
ment does not fully exploit the
available technology for such
uses as graphics and text-pro-
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cessing; hence,sooner or later, I
felt it necessary to go the route
of completely separate video
processing, via a board internal
to the micro itself and some
slightly sophisticated software
to permit on-screen editing,
among other features. I had long
wanted lowercase characters,
too, and the 8 x 10 matrix of
Ithaca's product even permitted
descenders on those letters
needing tails.

Choosing a Video Board

We hobbyists are sometimes
accused of being frugal. Hav-
ing had good results with
Ithaca Intersystems' low-priced
memory kits, I chose their video
board largely on the basis of
price.

One of Ithaca Intersystems'
greatest selling points is their
Willingness to sell the bare
board and documentation for a
reasonable cost, so that the
builder may use his own surplus
parts to populate the kit or buy
them wherever he feels the deal
is best. This can result in rea-
sonably priced hardware if you
have access to free or inexpen-
sive spare parts. (Ithaca's video
boards and memory board go
for $25 each, with full documen-
tation.) If you wish, you can also

purchase the fully assembled
video board for $145.

One look at this board indi-
cates that Ithaca Intersystems
is a company whose already
good products have improved
with time. A few years ago their
boards could be described as
good enough for the price; now
the engineering and the board
itself appear to be of the high·
est quality. And after $3000
worth of 5-100 components,
with their usually inadequate
and/or erroneous documenta-
tion, this one was a pleasant
surprise.

In addition to clear descrip-
tions of the circuitry and easy-
to-read diagrams, there was a
request for comments and sug-
gestions from the user. Unfor-
tunately., I did have to be a little
bit critical. There were a few er-
rors, such as disparities be-
tween the diagram and parts
lists. Most builders could make
an intelligent guess on these.

Missing was any description
of actually using the board.
And the otherwise outstanding
software furnished used some
labels and some absolute ad-
dresses, posing a slight reas-
sembly problem for anyone not
proficient at such chores.

Evaluating computer com-

ponents is subjective and often
depends on what the buyer is
already using. For example,
some video boards provide a
parallel keyboard port on the
board itself; this one does not.
This is of little importance to
me, since I havea separate key-
board/terminal and I/Oboard al-
ready incorporated in my sys-
tem, but it could influence the
decision of someone starting
from scratch to assemble a sys-
tem. The point is that any such
system requires data to be in-
put and data to be output.
These are really separate func-
tions, even though they are
often combined for hardware
purposes.
As purchased from Ithaca

Intersystems for $25, the kit
consists of the blank, etched
and labeled board, the assem-
bly instructions, a few debug-
ging suggestions and the nec-
essary software. If you care-
lessly buy good-quality parts,
you might spend another $100
to complete the project. More
realistically, the total cost for
the project, over and above the
initial $25, is $75, which was my
total cost for the board and
.everything else I had to pur-
chase.

The kit instructions advise



the builder to omit heat sinks
on the two 7805 voltage regula-
tors. I used them anyway, but,
with low-power chips, they are
not really necessary. Total
drain from the user's supply is
between 1/2 and 1 Amp.

Another hardware subject to
note (not just for this, but for
any S-100 project) is the bus
signals actually used or gener-
ated by the new item. Most of
us have run into this sort of
compatibility problem at some
time. This one should be com-
patible with almost anything,
but it does require the read and
write signals, In, Out, Obin,
clock phase 2 and Sync. It also
must access all address lines,
the data in and data out lines,
both the ± 16 volt supplies and
the 8 volt supply.

The board gets its input from
the bus; the output to your TV
or monitor is via a small coax
cable. This output consists of
the characters plus the horizon-
tal and vertical sync signals. A
worthwhile mod the user can
make is to put a miniature con-
nector at one corner of the
board to facilitate this connec-
tion.

Use of the Board
and Software Driver

For those not familiar with
such projects, the arrangement
consists of 1K of memory on
the board, which is addressed
somewhere above the "real"
memory. Ithaca Intersystems in-
dicates this can be located
almost anywhere. Actually,
some software, such as most
versions of Electric Pencil, reo
quire the video display.to be at
CCOOH,and the driver also as-
sumes this. Such references
must, of course, be changed if
addressed anywhere else.

Software ts really the key to
what can be accomplished with. .
a device like this. Features in-
clude the ability to back up the
cursor and thus erase a mis-
take and control the speed of
the scrolling action. The CPU
and main memory are also com-
municated with so that actions
by either the board system or
the rest of the system will
agree.

This particular board, like
many others, also lets the user

select a white-on-black or
black-on-white display. It also
enables you to use more exotic
software that requires memory-
mapped video. Electric Pencil
is one of the best known of
these.

When first fired up, this
board wants to see a form-feed
(control L) as the first charac-
ter. This is. necessary to clear
the screen of the pretty, ran-
dorn display of any printable or,
for that matter, unprintable
characters that are in memory.
Unprintables are not X-rated-
they are the ASCII representa-
tion of spaces and carriage re-
turns, for example. Your driver
must supply this initialization
routine.

As is often the case, it also
wants this character, and all
succeeding ones, in the A regis-
ter. Most operating systems
pass this from some other reg-
ister just prior to printing. North
Star likes B, and CP/M likes C. I
am not familiar with any other
specific systems.

In addition to clearing the
screen, the initialization sets
the bounds of the top and bot-
tom line and sets up the scroll-
ing arrangement. After this,
output can be more or less nor-
mally handled, and the video
and CPU will remain on good
terms.

How It Works

Characters are placed in the
appropriate memory cell repre-
senting the particular spot on
the screen where the character
will appear. The cursor can also
be caused to appear anywhere
and occupies the entire rectan-
gle representing that space;
however, there is no conflict be-
tween cursor and character.

If you have selected black let-
ters on a white background, the
cursor block will also be black;
however, the letter that may
happen to be hiding beneath
the cursor is, at that time, re-
versed and appears as a white
letter outlined against the
black cursor. Hence, no display
is ever obliterated by the cur-
sor, even though it is a solid
block.

It happens like this: The char-
acter generator chip is simply a
ROM with the ASCII code for

each character programmed in-
to it; calling any address within
it returns the necessary dot pat-
tern to paint the desired char-
acter on the screen. The ASCII
pattern uses only the lower
bits, and bit seven is reserved
for the cursor; hence, any
screen location can contain, at
the same time, both the cursor
and a character. Needless to
say, the timing among the dot
generator, screen sweep sig-
nals and character is critical.
For this reason, all timing is
derived from an on-board
crystal oscillator.

Most of the needed parts can
be found in computer stores or
radio parts houses. There are a
few exceptions. Two or three of
the chips, such as the charac-
ter generator, are more or less
uncommon. If you cannot lo-
cate one readily, Ithaca Inter-
systems sells them, as well as
the dot generator crystal and
the single resistor pack. (You
can as easily use half a dozen reo
sistors as the pack, but it looks
nicer.) Two other not-so-corn-
mon items are the trimpots
used to adjust the centering of
the video display on the moni-
tor.

The hardware is fairly simple
in view of the construction
notes provided with the kit.
Checkout is feasible with
nothing more than a VOM and a
logic probe, unless there are se-
rious timing problems, in which
case you send it back to Ithaca
for help. My recommendation is
to add it to the existing system,
if there is one, without attempt-
ing to actually use it.

It should be possible, if it is
all there, to use your FILL or
POKE commands, depending
on your version of BASIC (or
even panel switches) to place
ASCII characters in the mem-
ory cells within the bounds of
the video board (i.e., 52 to 53K,
if that is where you put it). They
should then display. on the
screen. If not, some trouble-
shooting is in ·order.

If this can be accomplished,
there is nothing left to do but
write the software. Not mean-
ing to frighten anyone, this is
best done with the help of
someone who has an assem-
bler and/or is familiar with as-

sembly-Ianguage programming.
It will actually work right if en-
tered exactly as it is, provided
you are using all the same ad-
dresses.

The software driver furnished
with the kit runs to over 200
bytes. Squeezing it into your
own system might pose a prob-
lem, as there must still be room
for your input and initialization
procedures. North Star, for ex-
ample, allows the user 250
bytes for this purpose. CP/M
has twice that, and other sys-
tems, no doubt, vary.

I chose to relocate my printer
driver as a separate file for use
with North Star. This is not nee-
essary with a larger user area
such as that provided by CP/M.
Some pruning could be done to
save space, but each portion re-
moved could disable some de-
sirable feature.

The attractive thing about
such a system, when installed
intact, is that It permits the con-
tinuous checking for various
control characters that enable
the additional user control and
flexibility.

Summary

This board represents an ex-
cellent buy for people wanting
to include a video display in
their repertoire. Neither the
hardware nor associated soft-
ware is especially difficult, al-
though a beginner would be
well advised to have some ini-
tial help with them. It also helps
to have some other operating
system already in existence, as
an aid to the debugging that
may be needed.

Ithaca Intersystems is ready
to help, as witnessed by their re-
quest for comments and their
offer, in the documentation, to
fix any board that is beyond the
test-equipment capability of
the builder. All video boards are
limited in their display to some
fixed number of lines on the
screen and number of charac-
ters per line (24 by 80 is con-
sidered a nice size). The Ithaca
Intersystems board, along with
many on the market, has 161ines
by 64 columns.· It's simply a
case of getting what you can af-
ford to pay for. If a 16-line dis-
play is all you really need, by all
means try this orie .•
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Route 66 Modem

A modem links your microcomputer to anyplace that has a telephone. Get on the road to
high adventure with this economical design.

Frank J. Derfler, Jr.
PO Box 17283
Montgomery AL 36117

Back in the innocent(?) early
60s, almost every high-

school-age male in the Middle
West had the "Route 66" fan-
tasy. We dreamed of rolling off
down Route 66 in a fast Cor-
vette in search of romance,
adventure and knowledge.

Well, today we aren't even
taking any long trips, let alone
fast ones. But we can still ex-
tend ourselves into the world in
search of knowledge, adven-
ture and maybe even romance.
We can extend our computer
selves through the use of a
modem and the regular tele-

phone lines. The price of the
modem I will describe adds up
to $66 if you pay full retail.
Therefore, I call it the Route 66
modem.

Commercial modems are ex-
pensive. When you consider
what they do and the price of
the parts, the typical $200 +
price tag is pretty steep.
Perhaps the gravy in the simple
modems is paying for the R&D
of the exotic high-speed error
detection and correction units,
but I don't want to pay the tariff
for a simple audio-to-dc con-
verter.

My answer is to send an
order off to a company called
Electronic Systems, which
usually has an ad in the back of
Microcomputing, for a $27.50
modem kit. The modem has a
TTL output, but they also have

The layout of the modem is not critical. The operating controls are
simple. The switch on the panel selects either the answer or
originate modem board;
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an inexpensive TTLlRS-232
board, so it will interface to
most terminals or computers. A
power supply and enclosure
are needed to complete the
package. Access to a frequen-
cy counter and audio oscillator
is almost a must for alignment.

I chose to get the cabinet and
power supply parts from Radio
Shack because they were
handy. If you order from some
of the parts houses advertising
in the back of the magazine,
you may be able to put the
originate-only modem together
for under $50.

Theory

A modem is a communica-
tions device. It takes the output
from your computer or terminal
(usually a ± 12 volt signaling
scheme called RS-232) and con-
verts it into audio tones that
can be passed over the phone
lines. Another modem is at the
other end of the phone line.

The second modem converts
the tones back into dc, which it
feeds into its computer or ter-
minal. This means that you can
(theoretically) talk to and ex-
change programs with people
with. other brands of systems
than the one you own.

For example, an OSI Chal-
lenger and a TRS-80 may both
be using simliar Microsoft BA-
SIC, but that doesn't mean they
can swap programs on cas-
settes. The cassette systems
are different. But if they both
use a common RS-232 ASCII
format, they can exchange in-

formation over a telephone or
wireline. It is more complex
than that because they should
have some way to save what
they receive, but there are soft-
ware routines available to do
this already.

Originate and Answer

If the modems at either end
of the line are both pumping out
tones at the same time, then it
becomes obvious that they
can't both use the same tones,
or they will hear only them-
selves. Four tones are needed
so that the high and low dc
pulses can be converted into
separate high and low tones at
each end:

Several standards exist for
what tones will be used, but the
most common is the Bell 103.
This standard says that the
modem that is on the terminal
end (in a time-sharing system,
for instance) will use 2225 and
2025 Hz for transmit. This is
called the "originate" modem.
The modem on the computer
end of a time-sharing system
(the "answer" modem) trans-
mits at 1270 and 1070 Hz.

Many hobby computer users
have been unpleasantly sur-
prised when they have bought or
built low-priced modems that
were originate only. Two .orig-
inate modems cannot talk to
each other. Most kits that adver-
tise "originate or answer"
(including the Electronic Sys-
tems kit used here) must be
hard-wired in either configura-
tion. It is hardly a convenient



way to do it, but by using two of
the kits with a common power
supply and other parts, we can
have both capabilities at a low
price.

The Kits

Electronic Systems will take
credit-card orders when the
phone rates are low. My order
was shipped the next day. Both
kits (shown in the parts list)
were complete with sockets for
the ICs. Construction required
just stuffing the parts into the
holes and soldering.
The 2N2222 transistor sup-

plied with the TILlRS-232 kit
had a round case without a tab,
so I had to use a YOM to find
out which leads were the emit-
terlbase junction. I felt that this
assumed a sophistication on
the part of the builder which
might not be present. The mo-
dem kit had a properly marked
2N2222. The markings on the
little Mylar capacitors rub off
quickly, so don't touch their flat
sides or you will have a pretty
puzzle to work out.
The modem kit came with ex-

cellent documentation that de-
scribed the operation of both
the transmit and receive sides.
Select the proper components
for either originate or answer.
Stuffing and soldering the kit
boards is about a two hour job,
if you take time out to read the
directions.

Phone Line Connection

The modem kit calls for a
high-impedance input such as
a crystal mike and a low-imped-
ance output such as a speaker.
This could beprovided in several
ways. First, you could spend a
few dollars for a crystal mike

The modem board is lower right with the TTLlRS-232 board above it. The power-supply components
are mounted on the board on the left. The two positive voltage regulators are on the chassis wall. The
negative regulator must be insulated from the chassis. The two modem boards are stacked on top of
each other. The modems are grounded through their mounting screws.

and a speaker and build them
into a stand that would hold a
telephone handset.

Second, you could buy an au-
dio pick-up such as the one ad-
vertised by the Rondure Com-
pany for $17.50. Third, you
could, as I did, find an old ama-
teur-radio phone patch and use
it to couple into the phone line.
Finally, you could buy two 99
cent transformers and couple
into the phone line that way (as
shown in Fig. 1).

A word of note: If you direct-
couple into the phone line with
a phone patch or the transform-
er system, you will be required
to get the phone company to in-
stall something called a direct
access arrangement (OAA),

Modem kit: Electronic Systems Part No. 109A
TTURS-232 Converter: Electronic Systems RS·232
DB25P Plug: Available from Jameco Electronics or with an 8 conductor cable from Elec-
tronic Systems. PO Box 21638, San Jose CA 95151.

Item

Neon panel light
Aluminum cabinet (3.5 x 9 x 6)
VRI + 5 volt regulator (7805)
VR2 + 12 volt regulator (7812)
VR3 -12 volt regulator (7912)
01 4 AMP 50 V bridge
Cl, C2 2200 uFd capacitor .
SI SPST switch
Ac power cord
Tl transformer 25.2CT 2 Amp

Radio Shack Part No.

272·705
272·261
276·1770
276·1771
NOT LISTED
276·1146
272-1020
!75·011
278·1255
273·1512

Parts List.

which stops unwanted tones
from going down the phone
lines and fouling up the tele-
phone company's switching
systems.

Interfacing

The output of the modem
board is transistor-transistor
logic (TIL), which is a system of
signaling using + 5and 0 volts.
Some terminals can use TIL
levels. If you have one of these,
then you don't need the TIll
RS-232board. (See"Parallel Port
to RS-232,"April 1979Microcom-
puting.)

Electronic Systems also has
a TTU20 mA current loop board,
so if you are using a terminal
such as a Model 33 you can use
this interface. The majority of
terminals and computers use
an RS-232interface.

When you make up the con-

TO MODEM BOARD

necting cable, you must decide
if you are going to plug into a
computer or a terminal. This is
important for several reasons.
First, a computer has a female
RS-232 jack mounted on its
chassis; a terminal has a male.
Second, the standard is set up
so that a computer expects to
receive data (from terminal 5 of
the RS-232 board) on its pin 2
and to transmit data (to termi-
nal 2 on the board) on its pin 3.
A terminal outputs on 2 and re-
ceives on 3 so that it mates with
a computer.

As the modem builder, you
have to decide which device
you need to mate to. If you want
flexibility, then simply prepare
two different cables that plug
into a jack on the modem. In
either case, pins 4 and 5 of the
OB25 plug should be wired to-
gether so the device provides its

Fig. 1. This circuit can be used to connect the modem board to the
phone line. T3 and T4 are two identical Radio Shack audio output
transformers (stock no. 273-1380) with their secondaries hooked
together. The capacitors keep any stray dc voltages out of the
transformer.
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Themodem tucks in neatly under the monitor. The old phone patch
used to couple into the phone line is on the left.

own clear-to-send signal.

Power Supply

The power supply I've shown
(Fig. 2)provides all the voltages
needed with an absolute mini-
mum of parts. The bridge recti-
fier isn't working as a bridge; it
is working as two separate full-
wave rectifiers in one conve-
nient package-one for + 12
and one for -12 volts. The + 5
volts is tapped from the + 12
volt source. The -12 volt regu-
lator isn't a standard item in the
Radio Shack catalog, but many
stores now carry them.
The photographs show the

general layout I used. I just
mounted everything on a piece
of perforated board and used
point-to-point wiring under-
neath. The components run
cool and can handle two
modem boards with no prob-
lem.

Double Talk

If you only use one modem
board, then you will have either
an answer or originate capablll-

TI,- __ -,

~II

ty. If you know exactly who you
are going to talk to, this may be
enough. But to betruly versatile,
you need both capabilities. Al-
though Electronic Systems
gives you the right parts for
either format, there are too
many connections and align-
ments involved for easy switch-
ing.
The best way is to buy two

modem boards, set one up for
answer and one for originate,
connect the audio and power-
supply lines to both in parallel
and switch the TTL input and
output lines between the two
modem boards with a simple
DPDTswitch. Doing it is easier
than writing about it, and the
diagram for the switching is
Fig. 3.

Alignment

If you have a friend with a
modem and a lot of patience, it
is possible to align this system
by slowly turning the trimpots
until you are sending and re-
ceiving good copy. The only ad-
justment consists of one pot

TO "+5" ON
MODEM BOARD

TO TERMINAL 4
ON RS-232
BOARD

VR 3

TO TERMINAL 6
ON RS-232
BOARD

Fig. 2. This power supply is simple and effective. The bridge is be-
ing used as two full-wave rectifiers. Note that the pins are different
on the negative regulator and that it must be insulated from the
chassis.
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Tone Logic TIL Level RS·232 TIV State

2225 Hz One +5 -12 Mark
2025 Hz Zero 0 +12 Space
1270 Hz One +5 -12 Mark
1070 Hz Zero 0 +12 Space
(1270 and 1070 are received by an originate modem)
(2225 and 2025 are received by an answer modem)

Table 1. Tone/level table.

statements that will keep BA- computer-to-computer infor-
SIC from issuing error mes- mation .•
sages. You can then save the
text and programs you received
in your normal way. That is
probably good enough to con-
verse with your friends, but
don't expect a time-sharing
system to talk to you in REM
statements. You could write a
BASIC program to allow free-
flow discussion, but you would
need a files capability to save
what you got. This is not avail-
able on most cassette systems.

Radio Shack is advertising a
communications software pack-
age for the TRS-80under cata-

each for the transmit and re-
ceive frequencies. The toler-
ance is about 10 percent or 100
to 200 Hz, so you have to be
close. A frequency counter real-
ly helps. I used a shortwave re-
ceiver with a beat note on the
crystal calibrator for a signal
generator.

These modems are not crys-
tal controlled, so try to set the
unit up under fairly standard
temperature conditions. Some
drifting with age may take
place. The only problems I have
are with some other 300 baud
modems on the end of some
phone lines on some days. It
isn't consistent. Usually,
switching down to 110baud im-
proves the reliability of com-
munications.

What Do You Say After Hello?

Now that you can get infor-
mation into your machine, what
can you do with it? If you are us-
ing a terminal, you might print it
out on an attached printer. But
many of us want to use our
computers to communicate and
then to manipulate what we re-
ceived.

In the easiest form, you can
stay in BASICwhile someone at
the other end talks to you in the
form of line numbers and REM

log number 26-1146.Jim Dvorak
(see "Who Sells Software?"
April 1979 Microcomputing, p.
48) has recently. been advertis-
ing a useful program for North
Star users. With a program that
will allow you to talk in plain
text "terminal mode" to a larger
computer and then to save
whatever you receive, you can
literally suck the larger sys-
tems dry of interesting pro-
grams that they will let you list.

One minor operating point:
When your modem is not re-
ceiving a signal, it will sit at rest
in either the logic zero (space)
or the logic one (mark) state
(seeTable 1). If it comes to rest
on a logic zero, it will drive your
computer frantic. If you are op-
erating with a time-share sys-
tem as an originate modem,
don't turn your modem on until
you hear the other system first.
Then act promptly or you might
time out.

If you are serving as an an-
swer modem for someone who
has a commercial originate mo-
dem, you may have to give him
a tone first so that it opens his
transmit line. In this case you
might get some garble until
your modem is in synch. That is
a small price to pay for the ca-
pability to send and receive

TO TERMINAL 3
ON RS'232 CARD

TO E8 ON ORIGINATE
MODEM CARD

/ TO E8 ON ANSWER
: MODEM CARD

I

I
I TO E4 ON ORIGI NATE
I MODEM CARD

Y TO E4 ON ANSWER
MODEM CARO

TO TERMINAL 9
ON RS-232 CARD

Fig. 3. If the you need both an
answer and originate modem, a
simple DPDT switch will allow
you to switch the TTL inputs
and outputs from either modem
board into the TTLlRS-232
board. The power and audio
leads are hooked to both
boards in parallel.
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Thoughts on the
SWTP Computer System

Installment number 8 of this series looks at the new 6809 microprocessor.

Peter A. Stark
PO Box 209
Mt. Kisco NY 10549

The king is dead; long live
the king!" So goes an old

saying that may be apropos
right now. "The 6800 is dead;
long live the 6809!"

Motorola's 6800 isn't dead,
of course, but SWTP's 6800 is.
SWTP has apparently discon-
tinued all manufacture and sale
of their 6800 computer, and is
concentrating completely on
their new 6809-based system. I
say "apparently" because it is

not entirely certain just how
complete this move is. Will
SWTPcontinue to support 6800
systems? Will they continue to
sell bare boards or board kits?
Will their disk systems con-
tinue in their present form, or
will they, too, be revamped for
the 6809?Only time will tell.
The only thing certain right

now is that complete SWTP
6800 computers are no longer
available. 6809 systems are
available, but without - as yet
- much supporting software.
As has been evident for some

time, SWTPmarketing strategy
has changed over the past year
or two. A 6809 kit will be

The SBCI9 board for the 6809-based computer system. (Photo
courtesy of Percomj
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available (for $495 with 8K of
memory), but the initial push
is for assembled systems,
mostly with a lot of memory.
SWTP (along with many other
manufacturers) is aiming for
the "business" market.

In a way, this may be a boon
to SWTP competitors. Espe-
cially in the industrial market,
6800demand will probably con-
tinue, and now that main-
frames, cards, disk systems
and all the other equipment are
available from other manufac-
turers, that will be all that's
sold. Unfortunately, none of
these can offer the price/perfor-
mance ratio that SWTP always
has offered.

The Motorola 6809
Microprocessor
The 6809 is like a wolf in

sheep's clothing. Internally, it
is like a 16-bit processor; exter-
nally, it resembles an 8-bit pro-
cessor such as the 6800. For
this reason, it is hardware-
compatible with older 6800
systems - so that with the ad-
dition of a new CPU board,
older SWTP systems can use
the 6809 - yet it can do soft-
ware tricks not possible before.

It is a vast improvement over
the 6800 in many ways, though
not as compatible with it as
generally thought. (It's not like
the Z-80 being able to run 8080

programs. 6800 programs must
be modified for new instruc-
tions; a few 6800 instructions
that do not exist in the 6809
must be programmed around.)
The 6809 has two accumula-

tors, but they can be used
together as a 16-bit accumula-
tor. It has two index registers
and two stack pointers. It can
perform 16-bit addition and
subtraction and 8-bit multipli-
cation. It can push and pull
other registers, besides the ac-
cumulators, and has a variety
of addressing modes that can
greatly speed up and shorten
programs. Some of the 6800's
addressing modes are more
versatile with the 6809 - direct
addressing can be done
throughout memory, not just in
lower memory. Conditional
branches can go anywhere, not
just 128bytes (more or less) for-
ward or back.

Other addressing modes are
new. For instance, there are in-
direct modes that allow han-
dling data without loading the
index register with a base ad-
dress first. PC-relative address-
ing adds an offset or displace-
ment to the address in the pro-
gram counter, in much the
same way as indexed address-
ing adds an offset to the con-
tents of the index register. This
allows writing completely relo-
eatable programs without



some of the tricks needed to do 00
the same on the 6800.

In terms of hardware, the
6809 is available in two ver-
sions: the MC6809 with a built- The new SWTP 6809 computer
in clock oscillator, which re-
quires only an external clock
to set clock speed, and the
MC6809E with external clock
inputs. The MC6809 with the
built-in clock and a 4 MHz
crystal operates at a 1 MHz
clock speed to match older sys-
tems. An 8 MHz crystal (with the
MC68B09 version of the proces-
sor) operates at the higher 2
MHz clock speed; but this is not
compatible with SWTP 16K and
32K memory boards and may
not work with smaller boards
either unless the memory chips
are also replaced. (16K and 32K
memory boards can apparently
not be upgraded to work at the
higher speed, due to the way
the dynamic memory re-
freshing is done.)

SWTP also states in their
6809 CPU board instructions
that the 6800 and 6809 main-
frames may not work reliably
above 1 MHz.

6809 pin signals are a bit dif-
ferent from those of the 6800.
Bus control signals, designed
for allowing other devices to
share the bus with the pro-
cessor, are different. Since the
6809 has a built-in clock oscilla-
tor, there is a clock output
rather than clock inputs. The
clock output is now called the
E, or Enable, signal, instead of
0:2_This better matches the E in-
puts that the PIA and ACIA
chips have had for years. There
is even a second clock output,
now called the a output. On the
other hand, VMA (valid memory
address) is now gone.

A third interrupt input, FIRo
(fast interrupt), has been added
for really fast response. And an
M.RDY (memory ready) input
makes the processor wait for
slow memory. (Shades of S-100
systems!)

When a program is rewritten
to take advantage of the 6809's
features, it can run a lot faster
than on a 6800. But when it is
just doctored up a little - by
reassembling, for instance -
then it runs somewhat faster,
but not by much ... not enough
to justify the effort, anyway.

has a completely redesigned
cabinet, and so looks like
a completely new unit.

Inside, though, there are some
marked similarities.

========================~
SWTP 6809 System

The new SWTP 6809 com-
puter has a completely re-
designed cabinet, and so looks
like a completely new unit. In-
side, though, there are some
marked similarities. There's
still a motherboard with
separate 50-pin connectors for
CPU and memory and 30-pin
connectors for 110. There's still
address decoding on the
motherboard and a beefed-up
power supply.

But there are some changes
too. Some, such as the new 110
addressing on the mother-
board, are minor. Others, such
as the design of the CPU board
and the monitor, are major. In
fact, the CPU board - called
the MP-09 (available for $175 as
a modification to present sys-
tems) - tells the whole story of
the system.

In addition to the 6809, the
MP-09 board has sockets for
memory. But unlike the 6800
CPU boards, the MP-09 does
not use an MC-6830 mask-
programmed ROM monitor and
does not have the 6810 128-byte
scratchpad RAM of the earlier
CPU boards. Instead, it has four
sockets that are for single-
supply 2716-compatible
EPROM, ROM or RAM (like the
MP-A2 CPU board). The new
SWTP 6809 monitor is called
SBUG-E and takes up 2K, or one
socket. That leaves three more.

Those sockets can be used
for 2716 2K x 8 EPROMs; they
can also be used for other pin-
compatible devices. SBUG-E
comes on a mask-programmed
ROM that fits those sockets;

other ROMs may be available
later, or large users may be able
to supply their own. Several
manufacturers have also an-
nounced 2716-compatible
RAMs, which are not yet
available. Thus, the CPU board
has room for up to 8K of
memory in any combination of
ROM, EPROM and RAM.

The four memory sockets are
addressed as follows:
IC1- EOOO-E7FF
IC2-E800-EFFF
IC3- FOOO-F7FF
IC4-F800-FFFF (used for
SBUG-E)

IC4, which is normally used
for the monitor, is always
enabled; the other three
sockets have DIP switches that
allow them to be either enabled
or disabled and determine
whether they are used for ROM
or RAM (by controlling one of
the pin connections).

But here's the rub. IC1
through IC3 are not usable with
the SBUG-E monitor in a full-
fledged 6809 system, because
I/O in an expanded system will
be moved up into the same
memory region as these
sockets occupy. The extra
three sockets are intended for
dedicated applications (in-
dustrial control, for instance),
where a custom monitor -
other than SBUG-E and one
that would use other addresses
for I/O - would be used. So
these sockets (unlike the 2716
sockets on an MP-A2 6800
board) can generally not be used
for extra software.

The addressing for these
memory sockets is more

thorough than monitor ad-
dreSSing in older 6800 systems.
Monitor and high memory ad-
dresses are fully decoded, so
that extra addresses are not
used up in vain. This was a big
problem with the 6800 system,
which dated back to days when
memory was so expensive that
nobody ever thought a hobbyist
or small user could afford more
than 32K.
The MP-09 board also has a

14411 baud rate generator; but
whereas 6800 systems only
generated baud rate signals for
110 through 9600 baud, the
MP-09 can generate signals for
as much as 38,400 baud. Since
there are only five baud rate
lines on the motherboard, a DIP
switch and several jumpers are
used on the CPU board to deter-
mine the exact baud rate sig-
nals that exit the CPU board to
the bus. (Read on. In some
cases, this baud rate generator
may have to be disabled.)

Now to the differences. First
of all, the MP-09 has improved
facilities for releasing all buses
during DMA transfers or in
multiprocessor systems. This
is in line with some of the 6809
features, which are designed
for such advanced applica-
tions. This includes the familiar
BA (bus available) line and
some new signals. BS (bus
status) replaces the old 01
signal, and BUS REO (bus re-
quest) can be strapped on the
110-baud line instead of the
baud rate signal. These two
signals are used to tell other
boards (not yet developed)
what the 6809 is doing.

Since existing boards need a
VMA signal, but the 6809
doesn't provide it, the MP-09
manufactures a VMA whenever
the 6809 indicates that the bus
is being used and is not
available for other use.

The MP-09 also connects
some of the other new 6809
signals such as BS, clock (0
and E), M.R Y, BUS REO and
FIRO to the 50-pin bus on the
motherboarci.

However, the SS-50 bus only
started out with two extra un-
used lines, called UD (user
defined) 1 and 2. Where did all
the new Signals go? Back in
1978, there were several
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Pin no. (Irom Old 55·50 signal
left to right)

1 1200baud
2 600 baud
3 300 baud
4 150baud
5 110baud
6 HALT'
7 01
8 BA
9 RE5ET'
10 RfW'
11 VMA'

New 55·50C signal

1200bJUd orSO
600/48dobaud or S1
300 baud or S2
15019600 or S3
110baud or BUSREO'
HALT'
BS
BA
RESET'
RfW'
VMA'

12 02 E
13 UD1 0'
14 UD2 FIRO'
15 IRO' IRO'
16 NMI' BUSY'
17 M.RST' M.RDY
18
19 +12 VOLTS +16VOLTS
20 -12 VOLTS -16 VOLTS
21·23 +8VOLTS +8 VOLTS
24·26 GROUND GROUND
27·42 AOthrough A15 AOthrough A15
43·50 07' through DO' 07' through DO'

Table 1. Old and new so-otn buses.

Pin no. (Irom Old 55·30 signal New SS·30Csignal
Iront to back)

1 I/O PORTSELECT' I/O PORTSELECT'
2 RESET' RESET'
3 110baud 110baud
4 150baud 150or 9600 baud
5 300 baud 300 baud
6 600 baud 600or 4800 baud
7 1200baud

+8 VOLTS
R/W'
02
07 through DO
RS1
RS2
IRQ'
NMI'

8·9
10
11
12·19
20
21
22
23
24
25·26 GROUND

+ 12VOLTS
-12 VOLTS
UD4
UD3

27
28
29
30

1200baud
+8 VOLTS
R/W'
E'
07 through DO
RS1
RS2
IRQ'
FIRQ'

GROUND
+ 16VOLTS
-16 VOLTS
RS3
RS2

Table 2. Old and new 30-pin buses.

meetings of 6800manufacturers
to hammer out what the stan-
dard SS-50 bus should be and
what, if any, rncdlflcations
should be made to it in the
future. At that time, there was a
consensus on three possible
versions of the bus: SS-50A,SS-
50B and SS-50C.SWTP is now
using a slightly modified SS-
50C bus in their 6809 system.
Table 1 shows exactly what
lines are used on the old and
new bus. In the same way,
Table 2 shows the changes to
the 30-pin 110 bus.

We've already described
some of the SS-50C changes.
Let's now look at the others.

On the 50-pin bus, pins 16
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and 17 were NMI' and M.RST'
on the old bus. What happened
to them? They are still on the
MP-09CPU board, but they are
brought to connectors at the
top of the board. M.RST(master
reset) now must be wired
through a short cable to the
RESET switch on the front
panel. Likewise, NMI' must now
be wired through a separate
cable. In noisy environments,
shielded cable may be needed.

The 12-volt supplies have
been replaced with 16-volt sup-
plies. As was described in the
first installment of this series
("Some Thoughts on the SWTP
Computer System," March 1979,
p. 58), these supplies have

D7~~D7

DATA . ~ : DATA BUS

DO~================~=+~t=====::DO-=}::::"c- J:): .. (DATA OUT
r- r---- 74LSI89

f---- RAM 5l
AI5 }~~~mosR 1 hll L AI5

AI41=±±±i=J A INPUTS ADDRESS IN I II ~ AI4
AI3 AI3
AI2 AI2

always been marginal, and
changing from 12 volts to 16
should improve things. But
watch out! Some add-on
boards requiring 12 volts have,
in the past, been designed
without on-board regulators,
relying on the 12-volt supplies'
proximity to the required
values. To use them in a new
system, you will have to install
the missing regulators, or risk
serious damage to them.

The 50-pin bus also shows
another change in pins 1
through 4; four of the baud rate
signals can be replaced with
signals SO through S4, four
additional address lines that
allow the system to be ex-
panded up to an advertised
384K of memory ... and per-
haps more.

used for extended addressing.

Dynamic Address Translator

The address translator is of
immediate interest. It is basi-
cally a 16 x 4 RAM,which is ad-
dressed as locations FFFO
through FFFF. You may note
that this overlaps the monitor,
which is FCOO-FFFF. But the
difference is that the monitor is
a read-only memory, whereas
the RAM is write-only memory.
The two do not conflict, even
though they share the same ad-
dress, since a read and a write
can never occur at the same
time. When a load is executed
from FFFF, for instance, only
the ROM is affected. When a
store is executed to FFFF, only
the RAM is affected. Since this
RAM only stores four bits, only
the rightmost four bits of the
number being stored into
FFFO-FFFF actually get stored
in the OATRAM.

Fig. 1 shows a simplified
diagram of the OAT. The ad-
dress inputs into the RAM are
connected to the address bus
through a 74157selector, IC10.
IC10 acts as a two-position
switch, connecting either its
four A inputs or its four B inputs
to the RAM.

When the RAM is being writ-
ten into, the selector is switched
to the B inputs. The rightmost
four bits of the address-shown
as A3 through AOat the bottom
of the diagram-are fed through
the selector to the RAM. Since

ADDRESS ADDRESS
BUS

A31--+4-+-'------------- A3
~ u
AI AI
AD AO

Fig. 1. Dynamic address translator.

MP-09Addressing Circuitry

The big change, which af-
fects the whole system and
may make it impossible to
switch back and forth between
the 6800 CPU board and a new
6809 CPU board, is in address-
ing. The MP-09 CPU board,
combined with the SBUG
monitor, has an interesting
combination of hardware and
software for memory and 1/0
addressing.

The MP-09board has sockets
for two 74LS189 16 x 8 TTL
RAMs: One of these (IC11),
called the OAT (dynamic ad-
dress translator), is required;
the other (IC8) is optional, to be

6809



The $1 billion opportunity.
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the four bits represent the right-
most hex digit in the address
(FFFO through FFFF for the
RAM), they determine where in
that RAM data will be written.
The data input itself comes from
the lower four bits of the data
bus.
Writing into the RAM in a

simple 6809 system actually
takes place fairly seldom -
SBUG-E writes into the RAM
once, just after it is started up.
The rest of the time, the ad-
dress selector is switched to
the A inputs, and the RAM is
more or less permanently
placed into a read-only mode.
But note that the data read
(coming from the RAM's data
out pins) doesn't go to the data
bus; it goes to the address bus!

As you can see from Fig. 1,
the top four bits of the 6809's
address outputs, A15 through
A12, don't go directly out to the
address bus; instead, they go
to the selector, and through it
to the address inputs of the
RAM. The top four bits of the
address bus come out of the
RAM's data outputs. So the top
four bits of the address bus on
the right need not necessarily
be the same as the top four bits
of what the 6809 is putting out.

There are two new words ap-
plied to addresses here. The ad-
dress coming out of the 6809-
the address the program
"thinks" is being called - is
the logical address. The ad-
dress that actually appears on
the address bus and goes to
memory and 1/0 is called the
physical address. In 6800
systems, which have no OAT,
the logical and physical ad-
dresses are always the same.
Here they may be the same, but
not necessarily. For instance,
if every location of the IC11
RAM is programmed to hold a
binary 0000, then regardless of
what logical address the 6809
is outputting, the physical ad-
dress will always start with a
binary 0000.

On the other hand, if location
0000 of IC11 is programmed to
0000, location 0001 holds 0001,
and so on, up to location 1111
holding 1111. Then the phys-
ical and the logical address
will always be the same, be-
cause the data coming out of
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the RAM will always be the
same as the address going into
it.

Since the OAT circuit works
on the high-order four bits, it
changes the leftmost hex digit
of a 16-bit address into some
other digit. For instance, it can
change a logical 2 into a
physical 3, so that every
reference to locations 2000-
2FFF will actually involve mem-
ory at 3000-3FFF instead. Since
each 4K block of memory has a
different first hex digit, the OAT
circuit can move 4K blocks of
memory around.
When a 6809 system using

SBUG-E is first brought up, the
monitor initializes the OAT
RAM into a known memory pat-
tern and then goes through
memory, one 4K block at a time,
testing each block to see if it
actually has RAM there. In this
way, it determines which
physical addresses correspond
to real RAM memory. Then,
regardless of whether this RAM
is in adjacent 4K blocks or not,
the monitor readdresses these
blocks, via the OAT RAM, to
make them adjacent. Hence,
regardless of how the RAM
boards in a system are ad-
dressed, the OAT will readdress
them where it wants them, as
long as two boards don't have
the same address.

But this is not the main pur-
pose; the word "dynamic" in
OAT is important too. This read-
dressing can take place dynam-
ically, that is, as the system is
running: SBUG-E doesn't seem
involved here, but other system
programs can change the OAT
addressing too. This would oc-
cur, for instance, in time-
sharing.

When two or more users are
being time-shared on a com-
puter, they each get a chunk of
time, called a slice, during
which their program runs.
When the time is up for one
user, his program is stopped
and another's starts. This "con-
text switch" can be done in
several ways. The OAT can
simply be reprogrammed so
that the memory blocks as-
signed to user 1 are simply de-
leted from the OAT RAM, and
the memory assigned to user 2
is relocated, via the OAT RAM,

to the same logical memory ad-
dresses previously held by user
1. If this is done at regular inter-
vals - every 60th of a second,
for instance - each user will
get fSst enough response that
he will be unaware he is sharing
time on the machine with some-
one else.

The context switching could,
of course, be done in some
other way too. For instance, all
the memory assigned to user 1
could be written out to disk,
and another user's program
and data could be read in from
the disk. This procedure would
take much longer than leaving
the material in memory but
simply readdressing it some-
where out of the way.

Oynamic address translation
such as this is of limited use
if you're limited to somewhere
between 32K and 64K of memo-
ry. The MP-09 CPU board has
facilities for adding much more
memory than that.

The Extended Address Bus

As mentioned earlier, there is
room for another 74LS189
RAM; this one is optional. This
RAM is IC8, which is wired up in
a similar way tothe OATRAM in
Fig. 1. The only differences are
that the data into the RAM
comes from the other four bits
of the data bus (05 through 07)
and that the data outputs
(SO-S3), instead of being part of
the 16-bit address bus, become
an extension of it. Counting
these four bits, the extended
address bus becomes 20 bits
wide. With 20 bits, we could ad-
dress 1,048,576 different
memory locations for a total of
1024K, instead of just 64K.

Essentially, the lower 16 ad-
dress lines address a 64K block
of memory, while the four new
address lines, SO through S3,
provide for 16 such blocks.
Let's call each of these 64K
blocks a page.

A change from one 641Spage
to another can be done simply
by storing a new 4-bit page
number into that optional RAM.
But a program obviously can't
flit back and forth between
pages, since this would greatly
slow everything down. Hence,
going from one page to another
is reserved for special occa-

sions, such as during complete
context switches.

Actually, the system can't
really be expanded to the full
1024K of memory. Some memo-
ry addresses are still needed
for 110,a monitor and perhaps
other important programs such
as a disk operating system, as
well as their required RAMs.
Hence, a certain amount of
RAM, ROM and 110will have to
exist on every page and should
ideally have the same ad-
dresses on every page. This
eliminates a large area of each
page from being used for nor-
mal processing, so that the
total amount of memory is
quite a bit less. SWTP expects
the limitation to be 384K total,
and their reasons are not yet
entirely clear.

Note that making proper use
of both the dynamic address
translator as well as extended
addressing up to 384K of
memory requires two things:
sophisticated software to keep
track of what's going on and
where and a need to do all this.
There are a great many applica-
tions where the need for all this
complexity in hardware and
software is simply not there.

One hardware change must
be made if the address bus is to
be extended. As shown in Table
1, the four new address bits, SO
through S3, are sent along four
lines on the 50-pin bus, which
are normally used for baud
rates. On the CPU board, this is
accomplished simply by un-
plugging the MC14411 baud
rate generator when the op-
tional memory extension RAM is
plugged in.

But since serial interface
cards still need baud rates,
these now have to come from
somewhere else. SWTP is
therefore offering a baud rate
generator card, which plugs in-
to the 30-pin 110bus and pro-
vides those Signals. A few cuts
on the motherboard are re-
quired to isolate the baud rate
lines on the 50-pin bus from
those on the 30-pin bus.

The SBUG·E Monitor

SBUG-E is the new SWTP
monitor ROM. It is a
2716-compatible 2K by 8 ROM,
which resides on the MP-09



CPU board, addressed at
F800-FFFF.

SBUG·E has two possible
operating modes. As supplied,
it permits up to 56K of memory
to be installed on the main
memory page. But this requires
that 1/0 addresses be moved
from the 8000 region, which
they occupy in a standard 6800
system, up to EOOO.(It's not en·
tirely obvious why this should
be needed, considering that the
OAT circuit should be able to
move 1/0 at will. But one reason
is that the monitor has no easy
way of detecting, via proqrarn-
ming, where the 1/0 is.) Hence a
system will have to bemodified
to work with a standard SBUG·
E; then it will not work with a
6800 CPU board.

However, by changing one
byte in SBUG·E, you can retain
1/0 at address 8000, but then
the memory is limited to just
40K total (32Kand 8K, combined
by the OATcircuit). This requires
that SBUG·Ebe read into memo

change to the motherboard.
2. At least 4K of RAM

memory, physically addressed
anywhere below OFFF.

Wherever that RAM is, SBUG·
Ewill find it and relocate it, us-
ing the OAT, to logical address
OOOO-OFFF.The region from
0800 up to OFFF will then be
used as the monitor scratch-
pad. (A disk system will need at
least 8K just to boot the disk,
and most applications would
obviously need much more.)

SBUG·Ecan be thought of as
divided into four areas: the user
command processor, a set of
user-callable subroutines, an
i nterru pt and brsakpo i nt
handler and an initializer
routine concerned with, among
others, initializing the OATand
the various ports.

The user command pro-
cessor is a greatly expanded
version of what MIKBUG or
SWTBUG had. Table 3 lists the
commands from the keyboard
that SBUG·Ewill respond to.

Control-A -
Control-B -
Control-C -
Control-D -
Control·P -
comroi-u -
controt-x -
Control-Y -
B hhhh-
D-

Alter the A accumulator
Alter the B accumulator
Alter the condition codes register
Alter direct page register
Alter program counter
Alter user stack pointer
Alter X index register
Alter Y index register
Set breakpoint at location hhhh
Boot an SWTP a-Inch floppy system
Boot an SWTP 5-inch floppy systemu-

E ssss-eeee - Examine memory from starting address
ssss to ending address eeee

G - Continue from a breakpoint
L - Load tape
M hhhh - Alter contents of memory location hhhh
P ssss·eeee - Punch tape using specified addresses
Q ssss-eeee - Test memory locations ssss through eeee
R - Display register contents'
S - Display contents of stack
X - Remove any existing breakpoints

Table 3. SBUG·E commands.

ory, that one byte be modified
and a new monitor be burned in-
to a 2716 EPROM.(Instructions
are in the SBUG·Emanual.) Even
then, though, there are enough
other small changes that the
modified system will still not
work with an old 6800 CPU
board.

The standard SBUG·E reo
quires a system configured like
this:

1. An MP·S serial interface
plugged into port 1 and 1/0 ad-
dressed at EOOO.This requires a

,..,..ReaderService-see page 227

User-ca llable subroutines
now use an address table at the
very start of the monitor, toea-
tions F800 and up, to point to
each subroutine. This allows
monitors to be easily updated
without having to go through
contortions to keep all starting
addresses the same as in
previous versions. Standard
subroutines such as INEEE,
OUTEEEor POATAexist (some
with new names), as well as a
few new ones: INCHECK
checks if a character is waiting

asca
DIGITAL MARKETING announcesCP/M* compatible Pascal.
Pascal/M brings the language power of Pascal together with
the extensive file handling capabilities of CP/M.

• Pascal/M allows the user to have full access to CP/M
data files written in other languages (such as BASIC)
and stored under CP/M.

• All CP/M utilities are available for managing Pascal
Programs.

• All I/O is fully compatible with CP/M file structure.
• Built-in procedures provide for terminal·independent

cursor controls.

• Standard Pascal/M is available for the 8080/85 or
Z80 CPUs.

• A special Z80 version takes advantage of the Z80's
extended instruction set.

This package includes diskette with P Code Compiler, Interpreter, and
Runtime Library; Pascal User Manual and Report by Jensen and Wirth
and Pascal/M User's Reference Manual. Pascal is available on 5)(," or
8" diskettes. The cost is $350. For manuals only· $35. • Visa/MC.

*CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research.

Digital·
Marketing vD63

2670 CHERRY LANE
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596

(415) 938·2880

catalol
for Apple®Owners

WE'RE SAVING ONE FOR YOU!
Here are a few highlights from our new catalog:

FILEMASTER 2 Programs: FORMAT & RETRIEVAL comprise a
powerful Data File Manager. Great for everything from phone lists to
legal abstracts. Design your own data structure. Up to 500 Char. per sec.
Up to 15 searchable fields in any combo. Needs 32K.Disk .... $34.95

SPACE Multi-faceted simulation of life in interstellar society. You and
opponents must make life & death decisions. Keeps track of your pro-
gress from one game to next. Six games in all. Needs 48K and Apple-
soft ROM On Disk $29.95

POT 0' GOLD Our all new collection of 49 programs for 16K Apple.
Everything from logic to action games. Only a buck a game.
On Tape $49 On Disk $54

ADVENTURE Fight off pirates and vicious dwarfs. 700 travel options,
140 locations, 64 objects. Needs Applesoft & 48K ..... Disk $29.95

APPLE MONITOR PEELED Everything you wanted to know about the
Apple Monitor but couldn't figure out. User-written manual in plain
English clears your confusion .... _ ... . _ ..... _ . $9.95
To order software, add $2 shipping. Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. Or
write today for your free cataloq. VISA/Mastercharge welcome!
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at the control interface; PCRLF
prints a carriage-return and
line-feed; LRA finds out what
physical address a logical ad-
dress corresponds to.

Finally, the interrupt and
breakpoint handlers are written
In a way that the interrupt
system can more easily be
used for user programs. There
are three SWI instructions in
the 6809,and each is provided a
different interrupt vector ad-
dress in RAM.

Modifications to Use
MP-09/SBUG-E

In order to plug an MP-09CPU
board into an existing 6800
computer, you have to make a
number of modifications. Let's
describe them very briefly; they
are covered more thoroughly in
the MP-09manual.

If 40K of memory is enough
(32K in addresses 0OOO-7FFF
and 8K somewhere else, but the
OAT will make it appear con-
tinuous), then the 110 address
decoding on the motherboard
need not be changed, but
SBUG-E will have to be modi-
fied and reprogrammed into a
2716. (This will obviously have
to be done before the 6800CPU
board is unplugged.) The MF-68
mini-floppy is supported in this
case, but the OMAF full-size
floppy will not work like this.

To expand above 40K or to
use the OMAF floppy, all 110
must bemoved from 8000 up to
EOOO.This requires that the
motherboard have several
traces cut and several new
wires added. (This modification
is much more complicated on
the older MP-B board than the
newer MP-B2motherboard.)

In either case, the RESET
switch from the front panel will
have to be rewired from the
motherboard; it connects
directly to a connector at the
top of the CPU board. Another
motherboard change will in-
volve the NMI and FIRQ con-
nections, which are now dif-
ferent.

If a OMAF1 disk controller
board is used, its addressing
circuits will need to be changed
so the disk can be addressed at
FOOO-F3FF, instead of the
9000-93FF used in 6800 sys-
tems. But note: Once this is
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The circuit could be built
from the article or from a $69.95
kit available from Percom.
Either way, though, you need a
6809-based monitor. Percom is
also offering their PSYMONon
either a 2716 ($69.95) or on a
Percom diskette ($29.95) for
burning your own EPROM. Us-
ing it with an MP-A2 board is
easy since the monitor can plug
right into it. For use with an MP-
A board, you'd need another
EPROM board, plus a few cuts
on the MP-A board to discon-

======================:.W· nect its own ROM socket.
Use of this adapter board

still doesn't make it easy to
switch back and forth between
a 6800and a 6809,but at least it
does not require modifying the
motherboard or memory
boards. I suppose the best ap-
proach would be to wire up a
separate MP-A2 board just for
use with the 6809 adapter and
then switch entire CPU boards.
(Notice: You can't do that with
the SWTP 6809 board because
the motherboard and bus must
be changed and are therefore
no longer compatible.)
The other Percom board is a

completely new 6809 CPU
board. Percom's major aim was
to have aCPU board that was
completely compatible with ex-
isting hardware, yet had some
new features of its own. It has
enough jumpers so it can be
configured either to useexactly
the same bus as a 6800system
or to use a bus very much like
the modified SS-50C bus used
by SWTP.

PSYMON, Percom's monitor,
lies at addresses FCOO-FFFF.
Right on the CPU board are a
parallel port at F7FC-F7FF and
a serial port whose ACIA is at
F7FA-F7FB. Two 2114 RAMs
on the CPUboard provide 1K of
RAM at FOOO-F3FF.All these
addresses are fully decoded, so
that other parts of this address
range can be used for other pur-
poses without interference.

Percom also is introducing a
video board they call the Elec-
tric Window (EW). Their CPU
board and monitor are set up to
use the EW in the following
way. When first powered up,
PSYMON checks the video
board's addresses to see if it is
there. If the EW is connected,

Many think that SWTP has
gone too far. Their system is
versatile, but by taking such a
gigantic step, they are placing a

burden on those who want
to convert exlstlnq systems.

done, you cannot plug your
6800CPUboard back in. It's not
exactly an irreversible change
- you can go back - but it's
just as much work to go back as
it is to switch to the MP-09 in
the first place. Hence, before
switching to the 6809, it would
be a good idea to make sure
that you have all your software
ready: BASIC,assembler, editor,
processor, disk operating sys-
tem, disassembler, utilities.
That's a tall order.

Alternative 6809Approaches

Private conversations with
many people involved in 6800
hardware and software in-
dicate that many think SWTP
has gone too far. Their sys-
tem is versatile, but by tak-
Ing such a gigantic Stl3P,they
are placing a tremendous
burden on those people who
want to convert existing
systems.

As an example of what I'm
talking about, consider my
own system. Since I have some
nonstandard 110 equipment,
such as a Selectric typewriter, I
have a number of 110 subrou-
tines in 2716 EPROMs on my
MP-A2 CPU board. They are
presently addressed from COOO
through CFFF.
There are extra EPROM

sockets on the MP-09 board,
but as mentioned above, they
cannot be used because their
addresses conflict with system
addresses. That's easy, you
say. Either modify the CPU
board to change the addresses
or else install a separate
EPROMboard.
That raises some questions,

though. What will SBUG-E do
with that EPROM? Will the
dynamic address translator
move its addresses to some
other place in memory? Will
that address be the same every
time I power up the system?
Will it be moved dynamically
around with time? Or, worse
yet, will the OAT simply ignore
my EPROM and assign no ad-
dresses to it at all?

These questions apply equal-
Iy to non-SWTP hardware. If
you have an SSB or Percom
disk, wherewill the EPROMbe?
If you have a parallel inter-
face for a paper tape reader,
or whatever, where will the
OATput it? It sure makes it dif-
ficult for SWTP competitors
to offer any kind of hardware
or software. Every customer's
OAT might assign different ad-
dresses to it! For this rea-
son, there are some other ap-
proaches.

The Percom 6809 Boards

Percom Data Company has
two 6809 boards in the works:
One is a. simple adapter for
plugging a 6809 into an existing
6800 CPU board; the other is a
completely new 6809 board.

The 6809/6800 adapter board
was described in the August
1979 issue of 68 Micro Journal
in an article by Byron Seas-
trunk. It contains a 6809, two
ICs containing a few gates and
inverters, a crystal and two
resistors. The circuit, which
was published in the 68 Micro
article, mounts on an MP-A2
CPU board and plugs Into the
socket that originally held the
6800.



then it configures itself to use
the EW for output and the paral-
lel port on the CPU board for
keyboard Input. The CPU board
has 1K of RAM, so that the
CPU/EW combinations can run
programs all by ltselt.

If the EW is not connected,
then PSYMON configures itself
to use the serial port on the
CPU board for 1/0_ There is a
connector at .the top of the
board exactly like the one at the
top of an MP-S serial interface
card, so the terminal is just
unplugged from the MP-S into
the CPU board, The CPU board
has baud rate generators, so,
again, this one board can run
programs.

Percom's CPU board does
not have the dynamic address
translator, since Gimix, SSB,
Percom and other manufac-
turers offer devices, such as
disk controllers, that need to
know what addresses they are
at. Since the SWTP monitor and
OAT circuit put them where
they want to, the OAT circuit on
an SWTP CPU board would
have to be disabled anyway to
bring up the system. So Percom
omits the OAT.

But there is provision for ex-
tended addressing. Normally,
the CPU board's baud rate
generator feeds its own ACIA
as well as the baud rate lines on
the bus. If no external serial in-
terfaces are needed, then the
baud rate lines and the buffer
on the CPU board used to drive
them will be used for extended
addressing.

With just 32K of memory
from 0000-7FFF, all the regular
1/0 can be left at 8000 (except
for the terminal, which is now
plugged into the CPU board).
Otherwise, by modifying the
motherboard, you can plug in
up to 60K of memory if the 1/0 is
moved up to the FOOOregion.

PSYMON comes in a 2708
EPROM and fits into one of two
2708 sockets on the CPU board;
the other socket can be used
for extended routines. But the
two 2708 sockets can be
jumpered to use either the Intel
5-volt 2716 or the TI TMS-2716,
for a total of 4K of ROM. Nor-
mally, though, these sockets
are addressed at F800-FFFF
for 2708s, and the onboard 1K

V' Reader Service-see page 227

RAM is at FOOO-F3FF.The Elec-
tric Window would be at E800.

PSYMON is quite a bit
simpler than SWTP's SBUG-E.
It occupies 1K at the very top of
memory, but as soon as it ini-
tializes, it checks whether there
is another ROM plugged into
the other ROM socket. If so,
it jumps to that ROM. Hence,
PYSMON can be easily ex-
tended for more commands just
by plugging in another IC.

PSYMON's Basic Command
Functions

Memory examine is similar to
MIKBUG's, but it saves the last
address you looked at. It
checks for bad memory, but on-
ly prints a question mark when
it finds a location that won't
write properly. This is done so
that it is easier to change con-
tents of 1/0 port registers.

Load and Save are also
similar to MIKBUG, except that
the load prompts for beginning
and ending address instead of
having to use addresses A002
through A005.

Up to ten breakpoints can be
set into a program. They can be
set and unset selectively or all
at once. A command exists to
print out the addresses of all
outstanding breakpoints.
When a breakpoint is en-
countered in a program, it is
deleted.

Register dump and GOTO are
similar to those of 6800
monitors.

Percom has a different
philosophy on monitors and
1/0. Their thought is that
monitors should be simple, so
they don't try to anticipate all
the possible 1/0 and memory
combinations users might
hook up to the system. They
did, however, try to make their
1/0 somewhat device-indepen-
dent by having a small area of
memory in RAM, called a DCB,
or device control block,
devoted to each 1/0 device. This
DCB specifies the type of each
serial or parallel device and
where it is addressed. To
change an 1/0 device, it's only
necessary to change the DCB
pointer in the scratch pad RAM.
This allows echoing and I/O-to-
1/0 transfer by manipulating
the DCBs.

GIVE YOUR TRS-SO WHAT IT DESERVES

All tapes $10.00 each, on cassette.

C.O.D. orders accepted
Choose Levell or II.

A television station in Florida chose our Biolorecast program (catalog 1/
eS·l) to use in a special news broadcast during the November 1978 state-
wide political elections. Many think ours is the best biorhythm program ever
written. And it loads and executes in less ~,

One customer is using our~programs (catalog 1/eS·2) to help him in
the weather satellite work he does for the Air Force.

Recreation centers, schools, businesses, doctors, and housewives are
using our Lend Out program. Lend Out (catalog 1/eS·7) keeps track of things
loaned o~ple. Its hig~ together with its many features and
ease of use, have made it a best seiler.

And speaking of best sellers.
Our Turkey Buzzard game (catalog 1/ GT·4) has made an even bigger

splash than we expected. It is a game that has everything: a detailed
scenario, character animation, and a general arcade style. It's chocked full
of dangers and comic pitfalls. No wonder there are those who say it may be
the most successful work ever to combine a continually changing plot with
all TRS·80 graphics capabilities. Already it is becoming a classic among
classics.

All of the above programs will execute in less than 4K RAM' You can't get
those programs from any other company. We invented them and only we
own the rights to them. Sure you can buy one of those cheap "software
library" deals, but most of the programs they feature can be found in books.
Books you can check out from your public library for nothing.

So for something truly ~ for your computer, look to the ~
software company.

Send SASE to receive the product list faster.

6 Mill St. COill5Olrex ¢
_ PO Box 536 Inman SC 29349 ••••.

LET YOUR TRS·80 HELP YOU FIGHT
THE HIGH COST OF LIVING!!

Inflation is robbing every consumer of the purchasing power of his dollar.
There is no known way to completely stop this invisible bandit; but now, using
your computer, you can minimize some of the bad effects on your house-hold
budget with the Computrex HOMEBREW PRODUCTS PROGRAMI With the in-
formation this cassette software package provides, the average consumer can
save as much as 50 to 90 percent on the price of common domestic products
(from antiperspirant to window cleaner). This is because your microcomputer
can tell you simple, easy ways to make these products from scratch in your
home. Most products have low-cost ingredients which you can obtain at your
local grocer, drugstore, or building supplier. The operation of this program Is so
obvious and straightforward, the documentation so complete and ctear, that
anyone can use this program effectively almost as soon as they receive itJ No
knowledge of computers Is required.

Features:
1) Finds a product's formula or recipe by either the product's name or category

use.
2) It's fastl No long waits for information.
3) When asked,the program gives a complete listing of ali products for which it

has formulas, and also displays their categories.
4) Special test feature which can check to see if the entir.e program loaded

properly.
5) Morel
The HOMEBREW PRODUCTS PROGRAM Is a Computrex exclusive, You

can't get it from any other company. So show everyone that that computer of
yours is more than just a game-playing toy. Order your copy of this unique soft-
ware package todayl Price: $16.95 (requires 16K LEV·II)
See "NEW PRODUCTS" section of the November Issue of this magazine.

Also check back Issues for ads describing some of our other fine products.

Note: We do not sell sottwere through dealers and stores because our anti-
plagiarism system will only work effectively with an exclusively mail-
order market.

C.O.D. orders accepted. Phone 1/In our Oct ad is Incorrect. Please
Phone: 1-803-472-2083 use # In this ad to contact Computrex

Send S,A.S,E. to receive our product list faster,

6MiIISt,~lrex

PO Box 536 Inman SC 29349 _-.I
...-CBS
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Percom is trying to make
their CPU board versatile
enough so that most SWTPand
TSC software is likely to run on
it. On the other hand, they also
have to support their own disk
systems, which require dif-
ferent disk drivers.

Their past approach in this
respect has been to offer their
own software (they have an ex-
cellent assembler and random
BASIC, for instance), adapt
other companies' software to
run on their systems (Ed
Smith's software is a good ex-
ample), and as a last resort,
simply provide at either low
cost or no cost at all patches to
other people's software to
make it work on their disks (for
instance, they have patches to
Microware's cassette AlBASIC,
Smoke Signal Broadcasting's
Source Generator and TSC's
Text Editor and Processor). It's
a fairly safe bet that they will do
the same for their 6809 CPU
board.

The Gimix CPU Board
Another contender in the 6809

CPU board race is Gimix (1337
West 37th Place, Chicago IL
60609):

About a year ago, Gimix in-
troduced their new 6800 main-
frame. Compared with the
cabinets SWTP users have got-
ten used to, this one is built like
a tank. (Even the screw holes
line up.)The power supply itself
probably weighs more than the
complete computer of "the
other brand." Needless to say,
the price is several times
higher, but for industrial users
this may not be Significant.

About the middle of 1979,
Gimix started to ship this main-
frame with their new 6800/6809
motherboard. This board has
some of the features that will
be needed in 6809 systems of
the future.

Aside from a variety of
jumpers to give all sorts of op-
tions, Gimix puts the baud rate
generator on the motherboard.
This releases the five baud rate
lines on the 50-pin bus, yet pro-
vides the required signals to 1/0
boards.

If you've noticed the RS2and
RS3 lines in Table 2, you may
have wondered what they were.
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6800systems had a pair of lines
called RSOandRS1,which were
actually two buffered lines
from the address bus and were
used by the 1/0 interfaces to
give each 1/0 slot up to four ad-
dresses. For instance, you may
remember that an MP-Ccontrol
interface in port 1 had four ad-
dresses, 8004 through 8007,
which were selected via the RS
lines.

But there were some cases
where four addresses per port
were not enough. For instance,
the SWTPMF-68disk controller
required a jumper in port 5, so
that some of the addresses of
port 5were available to the disk

ones as well) can be used.
Now, to go with their new

cabinet and motherboard,
Gimix has designed a CPU
board. Details are a bit sketchy
at the time of writing, but it is
obvious that Gimix is going
another route. Instead of
writing their own software to fit
the board, they are designing
the board to fit a major soft-
ware undertaking that Mo-
torola and Microware Systems
Corp. are working on.

What About Software?
TSC has already announced

their initial 6899 programs. At
first glance, they appear to be

Everyone must make his own
decisions on conversion to the

6809, but my own thought is that
this is the time to sit back and

wait for the dust to settle. Per-
haps you shouldn't switch at all.

======================~
interface in port 6.
The new 6809 systems an-

ticipate those problems by pro-
viding two more address lines
to the 1/0 ports, so that each 1/0
port can have up to 16 ad-
dresses. The Gimix mother-
board also has those lines; its
1/0 block is therefore 32 bytes
long if only four addresses are
used per port (four addresses
times eight ports), 64 bytes if
eight addresses are used or
128 bytes if 16 addresses are
used. The decoding is thorough
enough that these are all the ad-
dresses that 1/0 requires.

The Gimix motherboard also
has an optional circuit that pro-
vides the appropriate Memory
Ready (M.RDY) signal to slow
down the CPU whenever an 1/0
operation is being done. The
idea here is to give 1/0 a bit of
extra time if a fast 2 MHz clock
rate is used, so that older 1/0
boards (and probably slower

simply reassembled versions of
their 6800 programs, with some
updating to adjust such factors
as timing loops. Their 6809pro-
grams include:

6809 FLEX with Editor and
Assembler. This requires mem-
ory at COOOand costs $90.
The Text Editor ($35)and the

Assembler ($40) are available
separately in cassette form.

TSC BASIC at $65 should
turn in a stunning performance
in the speed department. Unfor-
tunately, with. just six-digit
math, it's a little limited for any
kind of business application.

The 6809 Debug Package
($75)for tracing and debugging
programs.
TSC's advertising doesn't

answer some important ques-
tions, such as whether their
new FLEX will read text and
binary files from disks written
on a 6800system. That's crucial
if you're going to convert some

of your old 6800 software to
the 6809.

Another 6809 product is a
6809simulator that will run on a
6800; it's available from Micro
Works.

Two products that I think will
be essential are a 6809
assembler that will run on a
6800 and a 6800 disassembler
that will run on a 6809. Nobody
seems to be offering them, but
for anyone who wants to con-
vert his 6800 programs to a
6809,they would be very useful.

Perhaps the most ambitious
6809 software project is the
one being developed jointly by
Microware and Motorola. It is to
be a fast and versatile BASIC,
which Motorola intends to sell
in ROMat a low price. (Gimix is
waiting for it to appear before
finalizing their CPU board.
Wonder whether it will be com-
patible with the SWTP ap-
proach.)
The BASIC, which is called

BASIC-09, is an incremental
compiler; that is, each line is
partially translated as it is
entered. This also means that
syntax errors are caught right
away.

It is meant to be an expanded
BASIC, which has all of the
"standard" BASIC features, as
well as some versatile exten-
sions to make it more like
PASCAL. In fact, Motorola
hopes that it will become more
popular than PASCAL. Much
like PASCAL, it will have
IF ... THEN ... ELSE;
WHILE ... DO; REPEAT ...
UNTIL-type statements. It's
supposed to be procedure-
oriented; that is, a program is
divided up into more-or-less in-
dependent procedures, each of
which handles a specific job.
Each procedure can have vari-
ables that are strictly local and
whose names can be reused
elsewhere without conflict.
Procedures are called by a
name, along with some argu-
ments for input or output from
the procedure. Variable names
can be any length.

It is also supposed to have
user-defined data structures;
for instance, a data structure
can be thought of as a special-
purpose array whose entries
have different characteristics.



BASIC-09 has many other fea-
tures, but the final language will
be determined by how much Mo-
torola can squeeze into one
ROM.

The operating system, OS-09,
is also being worked on but
may not be available until later.
It's designed for multitasking
- running several different
programs (tasks) at the same
time, while they share pro-
grams, memory and 1/0 devices
to some extent. That is quite
an interesting, and advanced,
concept. The question is, will
it work with the XYZ CPU
board?

Standards and Compatibility

The problem with all this is
that different manufacturers
are seemingly headed in dif-
ferent directions. Once you
pick a particular hardware ap-
proach, you are committing
yourself to a whole system. It's
like buying a Kimura camera
. . . only Kimura lenses will fit,
and only Kimura makes the
right size film. Unfortunately,
this will bring you down to the
level of all our S-100 friends,
who have that problem all the
time. It kills the one feature of
our 6800 systems: Every 6800
system is like any other one in
terms of addresses, and so if
you buy a new piece of hard-
ware or software, you need only
plug it in, and it will work.

Everyone must make his own

decisions on conversion. to the
6809, but my own thought is that
this is the time to sit back and
wait for the dust to settle. And
perhaps you shouldn't switch at
all.

For me, switching to the 6809
processor would obsolete all
my software investment, which
at this point is several hundred
dollars' worth. Although the
6809 is supposedly compatible
with the 6800 in software, its
machine language is different.
Hence all my software would
have to be reassembled to
work. For those programs for
which I have the source code,
this is feasible. But for the rest
it would be very difficult.

Even so, much of this
reassembly would have to be
done before switching CPUs,
so that the instant the new 6809
CPU was up, I would have all of
the software I needed-a mon-
itor, disk operating system,
editor. Since it is likely that
simple reassembly might not
be enough, I then visualize long
periods of switching back and
forth between new and old
CPUs before everything
works ... not to mention that I
would need a cross-assembler
- an assembler that translates
6809 code but runs on the 6800.

I am sufficiently happy with
my present system that I'm not
sure I'd want to go through this
hassle. Just talk to any com-
mercial data processing man-

ager who went through the job
of converting from the IBM 1401
to an IBM 360 back in the 60s.
There are some harrowing tales
there.

I also have a hunch that the
days of reasonably priced soft-
ware are over. One of the big
pluses that often swung a sale
toward the SWTP system was
the price of BASIC and Cores.
What other system could boast
an excellent-if slow-BASIC
for $10 or an editor and assem-
bler for $15? Robert Uiterwik
wrote our SWTP BASIC more
out of love than for any interest
in the cold, hard stuff. And
SWTP was in the hardware
business; software was an add-
ed incentive, not a business for
them. Considering copying
costs and all that, they proba-
bly lost money on every
cassette they sold.

But look at the software
market now. SWTP is, I think,
leaving the software market
altogether. The latest TSC
BASIC is $50 or so; Microsoft's
quoted price for their 6800
BASIC is $50,000.
To some extent, the 'nature of

the customer has changed. Pre-
viously, you bought BASIC for
$10, and if it had bugs, then a
few months later you bought
the next version. In the mean-
time, you changed your pro-
gram so it wouldn't be bothered
by the bugs.

But now, with the small-

business user in the act, that
won't happen. If there is a bug,
he will expect to be able to call
up the software house and get
a fix. When a patch comes up,
he wants it sent to him auto-
matically. Naturally, that
changes the price the software
house can charge.

So, assuming the higher soft-
ware prices that seem to be .
coming, I suspect that the price
for switching to a 6809 system
will break down as shown in
Table 4.

Maybe I'm being overly
pessimistic, but the question
remains: Is it going to be worth
it? To paraphrase a popular
song, "What'li we have that we
ain't got now?"

Next month, we will discuss
some techniques for single-
drive disk systems, converting
the SWTP 2716 EPROM pro-
grammer to work on 2708
EPROMs and other EPROM
boards and programs .•

Hardware (CPU Board) $175
Software: BASIC $ 65

Editor 50
Assembler 30
Text Processor 50
Disassembler 50
Debug pack 75
DOS 50
Disk utilities 75
Software total $445

Total $620

Table 4. Estimated cost of
switching to a 6809 system.

Complete Terminal
and Monitor

$439_00

,/ Reader Service-see page 227
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Allan S. Joffe W3KBM
1005 Twining Rd.
Dresher PA 19025

Outer Llmlts Addition
This handle on programming lets you smash some of the limits onprogramming.

10 REM LARGE NUMBERADD PROGRAMBY JAY JOFFE
20 REMMODIFIED BY W3KBM
25 CLEAR
30 CLS
40 CLEAR 2000:REM ADDITION OF LARGE INTEGERS
50 DIM A(100)
60 DIM B(lDO)
70 DIM N$(100)
100 DIM T(100)
110 PRINT :PRINT
130 PRINT "THIS IS AN INTEGER PROGRAM•••NO DECIMAL POINTS PLEASE"
140 PRINT "INSERT NUMBERSWHENPROMPTEDBY?": GOTO 160
150 GOTO 140
160 GOSUB 340
170 GOSUB 400
180 PRINT "----------"
190 PRINT "A+B=";
200 GOSUB 560
210 GOSUB 630
220 FOR W = 2 TO 100: A(W)=0: B(W)=0 NEXT W: GOTO 25
230 GOTO 140
240 GOSUB 400
250 GOSUB 630
260 FOR X= (101-LEN(N$»' TO 100
270 T(X)- ASC(MID$(N$,Y, 1»-48
280 IF T(X» 9 OR T(X)", ~ THEN GOTO 310
290 YzY+1
300 NEXT X:GOTO 330
310 PRINT "NON NUMERICDATA"
320 FOR X = 1 to 440:NEXT X: RUN
330 RETURN
340 Y=l: N$=''''
350 INPUT "A=";N$
360 SIZE=LEN(N$)
370 GOSUB 260
380 GOSUB 780
390 RETURN
400 Y=l: N$=""
410 INPUT "B=";N$
420 SIZE - SIZE-LEN(N$)
430 FOR J=l TO SIZE
440 J$-J$+"0" :NEXT
450 N$=J$+N$
460 GOSUB 260
470 GOSUB 770
480 RETURN
490 FOR P= 100 TO 2 STEP -1
500 IF A(P)< 10 THEN GOTO 540
510 C= INT (A(P) /10)
520 A(P-1) =A(P-1)+c
530 A(P)-A(P)-(10 *C)
540 NEXT P
550 RETURN
560 FOR R = 2 TO 100
570 A(R)=A(R) + B(R)
580 NEXT
590 GOSUB 490
600 RETURN
610 GOSUB 720
620 N$=""
630 GOSUB 790
640 GOSUB 720
650 N$="II
660 FOR X= T(l) TO 100
670 N$=N$+CHR$(A (X)+48)
680 NEXT X
700 PRINT N$: INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE" ;D$
710 RETURN
720 FOR X= 2 TO 100
730 IF T(X)=0 G.OTO750
740 T(l)=X: GOTO 760
750 NEXT X
760 RETURN
770"FOR X =1 TO 100:B(X)=T(X):NEXT:RETURN
780 FOR X =1 TO 100:A(X)=T(X):NEXT:RETURN
790 FOR X =1 TO 100:T(X)=A(X):NEXT:RETURN
800 END

Program listing.
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Once you get past certain
items, such as breathing,

eating and sleeping, it becomes
a bit sticky to define what else
may beof Universal importance.
For instance, as the owner of a
brand new TRS-80Level II, you
may not care that you cannot
get last-digit accuracy with the
following addition problem: 99-
9999999888888888+ 2. 1E+ 18
is what will be displayed on
yciurmonitor. You can tell by in-
spection that the accuracy to
the last digit will show the real-
life answer to be999999999888-
888890. Certainly, you will not
let "hitting a limit" cause you to
send your TRS-80 back to its
mother with a note asking,
"What gives?" It is all too true
that for practical folk the differ-
ence in the two answers is not
going to mean much.

However, for you fans of the
infinite, you folk of all persua-
sions that aspire to be pro-
grammers, limits are annoying.
They represent a chance to ex-
tend the capabilities of your
machine into the outer limits
and at the same time exercise
your skills at what it is really all
about, in other words, pro-
gramming.

The Program

By now you must be fairly
sure that there is a way to turn
your TRS-80 into a nitpicking,
last ditch, last digit, adding
fool. The Program listing here
provides one answer to the
problem.
The largest portion of this'

program was produced by my
son, Jay, in response to my ini-
tial frustration with the basic
premise of it all: "Why can't I
get this machine to do what I
think it should do rather than
what I think I told it to do?"

Examining the listing, be

aware that it is an integer pn»

gram only. If you try to slip in a
decimal point, one of the.nicely
nested subroutines will print
the message listed in line 310,
"Non Numeric Data," and send
you back to the start. It will do
the same thing if your wander-
ing fingers should strike a letter
on your keyboard, The program,
fundamentally, puts the two
numbers to be added into
aligned arrays and then pro-
ceeds to add them and print out
an answer.

If you examine the listing
closely, you will see a variable
called SIZE,which first appears
in line 360. This line with its
companlon lines inserts lead-
ing zeros into the "appropriate
array cells that mayor may not
be filled with pertinent numeri-
cal information. If you calcu-
late a sum with pencil and
paper, you do the same thing by
carefully aligning the numbers
one under the other so you can
properly add them. You do not
write in the leading zeros; but
your method is the same. You
can mentally ignore these
gaps, but if the computer is to
function properly it must fill in
those gaps, since it has no
imagination to help it while it
adds.

Consider line 340 in the pro-
gram-Y = 1: N$= "". The ""
may possibly be unfamiliar and
lead to problems when you key
the program into your machine.
This symbol is composed of
two quote marks with no sepa-
ration as typed, and essentially
it provides a NULL, which re-
sets the value of N$ back to
zero.

Jay tends to lean toward a
type of structured program-
ming that may initially be hard
to follow due to the liberal use
of nested subroutines. Youmay
knock this approach, but it

doeswork we//'.

I
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Ohpand Your KIM! ' , , Part 4: a TTY substitute
OFaster Erase Times ... build a quicker EPROM eraser
0110 Programming for the Altair Disks
OThe Axiom EX-800
OTiger Trouble! . , , TI programmable-calculator safari
OTemperature Sensing
OA Different Approach to HI-LO

April 1978
OKilobaud's Mystery Program
OMake Your Own PC Boards
OCP/M Primer
OSpace-S av er System ... the TI 59 and PC-1OOA
DHow to Make Your SWTP System Happy
OThe Coming Tragedy: Poorly Designed Small-Business
Systems

o Useful Programs for Your 6800
oMemory Debugging
03-0 Tic-Tac-Toe
o Programmed Instruction Made Easy: Tiny PILOT, Part 2
o Blue Is the Color ... Solid State Music is the company
OCash Register: A Practical Math Simulation
oParsing Techniques for the 6800
U Incredizing ... amazing, incredible game for 8080 sys-

tems!
OAvoid Program Loading and Reloading
DTime-sharing for the Home System
UDisplaying Hexadecimal
LJ Build a Touch-Response Display
oPower-Down Mod for the TRS-80
OFinally: 8080 Meets the Fairchild Video Game
OGet a Watchdog. , , to monitor those real-time operations

May 1978*

June 1978
OTaming the I/O Selectric ... Part 1: hardware interface
o Home-Brew Z-80 System, . , Part 1: front-panel construc-

tion
OA Strategy for Healthy Living", computerized exer-

cise/fitness program
DA Tour of the Faire, Part 1
OTiny BASIC Shortcuts
OBaudot ... er __. Murray, Meet the H8
08080, Z-80 or 8085
DOne Keyboard: Hex and ASCII
D Is the Malibu Model 160 the Printer for Your Business Sys-
tem?

DThe Great Computer Conspiracy

*issues not available.

OPersonal Computer Shows
DC ross-Country Balloon Trip
DTransfer Vectors vs Absolute Addressing
DError Correcting Codes
OASCII to Baudot, , , er , .. Murray (the Hard Wayj
D Bowling Scores for Dollars
OMachine Language for the TRS-80 ... Radio Shack's

T-8Ue
DTwo Systems Sharing the Same Bus
OComputers in Classrooms: Teaching the Teachers

July 1978*

August 1978
DDOCUFORM: A Word-Processing System for Everyone!
Ukttobaud Klassroom .. , No. 11: Data and Address Buses
o Software Debugging for Beginners
UMits vs North Star
L'Kansas City Standard ... at 1200 baud
Llswords and Sorcery!
UTwo Hobbies: Model Railroading and Computing, Part 2
U Update: Lunar Lander
LlThe Do-It-Yourself System ... Heath's H8 is a winner!
uKIM + Chess r= Microchess
U Is There Intelligent Life in Your Computer Room?
UFrom Base to Base with your HP 25
UFiNANC: A Home/Small-Business Financial Package
LJComputer-Generated Signs
DCopying Computer Cassettes
OSomething Extra With Radio Shack's BASIC
DThe Amazing 1802
DWho Needs a UARTl
DCan't Find II! ... an index for your SWTP BASIC manual

September 1978
Utconjtext Editor
OAt Last: A Client Timekeeping System
OTroubleshooters' Guide
OMetric-American Conversion Program
DThe Heath/DEC Connection ... Part 1: overview
oHome System Demo Program
ODo-It-AIi Expansion Board for KIM
OTaily Ho! ... fox and hounds game
o Baudot Interface CookbookoError-Correcting Techniques
DKIM Organ
DKilobaud Klassroom ... No. 12: ROM and RAM mem-

ories
DMotorola's Latest: The MC6802
DTRS-80 Update: Level II BASIC
o Super Cheap 2708 Programmer
OSomething Extra in Mass Storage ... Meca's Alpha-1
D From Big BASIC to Tiny BASIC

October 1978
o Budget System .. KIM, keyboard, TV, TVT-6L and AKIM
DThe Heath/DEC Connection ... Part 2: H11 system pe~iph-

era/s
ODepreciation Calculations
oLooping in Tiny BASIC
OKilobaud Klessrcom . .. No, 13: 110 Circuitry
D Let Your Computer Wear a Watch
ORandomness is Wonderful
D Dazzler and BASIC
OThe Latest in Operating Systems for the 6800: FLEX
OAction on the Enterprise
OWill DEC and IBM Be the Final Winners?
o Little Bits
DView from the Far East
DUse That Parity Line!
DThe Software Patchcord
DA Useful Address List Program
DReady for the Nuthouse!

November 1978*

December 1978*

January 1979
o An Editor for 6800 BASIC Programs
D u-Panel for KIM
o Rolling Dice
o Pseudo Graphics
D The BCS and Its President
o Address List Editor
D Display Your PET!
o TRS-80Tape Controller
o SHHH - People Are Sleeping
D Say It with a Banner
o Open House
D Cassette Interfacing
o PETTechniques Explained
o A Service Bureau for Hobbyists
o Little Bits
o Keeping Ma Bell Happy
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kioboLd microcomputing
ARTICLES YOU MAY HAVE MISSED

February 1979
o Block-Structured Language for Microcomputers
o Kilobaud Klassroom, No. 16: I/O IV
o Computerized Climate Control
o Music, Maestro!
o Madam Dupre's House of the Zodiac
o Disk Power!
o Inventory Control with the TR5-80
o Onward with the COSMAC Elf!
o Build a $50 TVT!
o Percom's LFD-400 Floppy Disk System
o DOTS
o The Apple Speaks- Softly
o Super Mastermind
o TRS-80 level /I Reference Manual Index
o Care and Feeding of Cassette Tapes (Part 2)
o Text/Document Preparation Made Easy
o Simpler Interest
o Learn BASIC-with BASIC
o Use Flowcharts to Communicate
o Joystick Interface for Your Altair
o Attack on the Pack!

o Thoughts on the SWTP Computer System (2)
o New life for Our Altair '
o TVBUG
o Creative Tabulation
o A Handle on Programming
o Keepbook
o Vector Graphing Techniques
o Putting the 1802 on the S-100Bus
o A Personal Finance System (Part 1)
o Building a New Horizon
o Microcomputers and TVI
o Translating Between TTL and R5-232 Levels
o Data Files for ProcessorTech SK BASIC
U LittieBits
o What's so Magic about the Sorcerer?
o A Telephone Data Coupler for the TR5-BO
o The Cromemco Z-2D
o Personal Computing, Meet Photography
o Peripheral Interfacing

March 1979
July 1979
o IC Logic Tester and Parallel I/O Expander
o Whip file Wipeouts in the TRS-80
o HUH Electronics' Model 8100 Motherboard
o Data File Creation Program
o Computer Careers in Carol ina
o Personal Finance System (Part 2)
o Sargon Meets TRS-80o Safe I/O Ports with a Bidirectional Buffer
o Projecting Future Profits
o Randomness Is More Than It Seems
o OSl's Superboard "
o Teach an old PET New Tricks
o A Circular Handle on Graphics
o 1802 PILOT
o Red-Handed Credit Grabber
o Troubleshooting Tips and Techniques
o Super Starter Kit from Technico
o Thoughts on the SWTP Computer System
o CONOPS: an H8 Monitor
o Getting the Most out of Your TRS-80
o Reading Computer Jargono An Introduction to Microfilming
o The 6502 and Its Little Brothers
o Another Hexadecimal Keyboard

o Cheap Video for Your Heathkit H8o Analog and Digital Interfaces
o The "EI Cheapo" EPROM Programmer
o Is Your Video Monitor Dangerous?
o Thoughts on the SWTP Computer System
o PET User Port Cookbooko Chess Pawno Home Computer Exterior Ballistics
o Heath H9 Page Erase
o The SKIP II Microcomputer
o Ultra Banner
o Teletype's KSR-43
o The One Percent Forecasting Method
o Too Many Variables?
o Kilobaud Klassroom No. 17: I/O V
o The Electric Pencil
o How to Talk to Your BOBO
o Programming the 1802
o Keyboard Interrupt for the TR5-BO
o The OSI Model 500
o Sleep Better with a Microcomputer
o Telpar Thermal Printer

April 1979 August 1979
o Cover Up: PET Home-Decorating Program
o Teleprinter Output for TRS-80
o Murphy's laws and Other Observationso Thoughts on the SWTP Computer System
o MUSKBD: Music Program for the 6800
o Ex-t-e-n-d Your Micro with the Mullen Extender Board
o The BASIC BASIC Renumberer for H8
o Shavasan Meditation Program
o Personal Finance System (Part 3)
o Percom C1-812Mod
o Report: Financial Reports Program
o Haiku Composer: Poetry on the TRS-80
o The Sorcerer Connection: Sorcerer to Teletype
o Apple Ciphers: An Apple" Billing System
o The PAIA 8700
o Don't Throw Away That Monitor- Yet!
o Nerves: A Fast Game
o Taking AIM with Rockwell International's AIM 65
o How to Silence a Noisy Computer
o PET Wrap-up
o Machine-language Monitors for TRS-80
o Visit to OSI

o A Look at TR5-BOPeripherals
o Heath H8 Disk System
o DOTS (Part 2)
o Truly Random Numbers
o SWTP CT-1024Mod
o Who Sells Software?
o How Important Is Proper Termination?
o How to Talk to Your BOBO(Part 2)
o Parallel Port to RS-232-lnexpensively
o Free Speech Lessonsfor the TR5-BO
o Let's Go Flying
o Floppy Disk System from Tarbell
o The Wait State Explained
o Depreciation Analysis
o Twin Cassettes for Your rss-eo
o Bar-Graph Generatoro let's Have Some Order
o Quicksort!
o Put Something Super in Your life
o Starship Attack
o Terminate Your Troubles
o Testing PET Search Algorithms
o Two Diamondso How about a Printer?
o A Look inside the TR5-BO September 1979

o A look at Terminalso Inventory: Nine-operation Inventory Program
o Metric, English Equivalents Program
o A look at Core Memory in Micros
o The MM57109 Number Cruncher
o Gas-Monitoring Program
o The Fourth Faire
o Output for the SWTP Editor-Assembler
o Interfacing SOL with a Vista Disko The Failure of a Micro in Business
o Thoughts on the SWTP System
o 2708 EPROM for the S-100o Review of lear Siegler's ADM-3A
o Off-the-Shelf Word-Processing System
o Catching Bugs with lights
o Make PET Hard Copy Easy
DApple" High-Resolution Graphicso Beat the Computer: Blackjack Strategy
o Put Your PET on the Betsi Buso Build Your Own TTl Diagnostic Aid
o Using and Expanding the Heath ET-3400
o Another KIM-1 Expansion
o Adult Caloric Requirements
o TRS-80 Speed-up

May 1979
o A Text Formatter in BASIC
o KIMCTR
o High-Speed Cassette Interface
o How to Talk to Your BOBO(Part 3)
o Data Base Management
o Analog and Digital Interfaces (Part 2)
o COSMAC Double Play
o COSMAC Double Play (cont.)
o From Microcomputer to Micro-Piano
o A Game of Darts
o Prettyprinting with Microsoft BASIC
o Kilobaud Klassroom No. 18
o MOOS
o A TR5-BOCross-Index
o Graphing with the TR5-BOo An AII-in-One Interface

June1979
o "Monitor"
o TRs-.BOlSelectricWord Processor

October 1979
o Thoughts on the SWTP Computer System
o PAIA 8700 Revisited
o Inexpensive TRS-BO Printer Interface
o Eyes for the AC-30
o Expanded TRS-80 Disk Operationso Anatomy of a Scam
o Business Software Made Easy
o KIMCTR Measures Capacitance
o More TRS-80 Horsepower
o Probos V: An Inexpensive logic Probe
o PET's Keyboard Grows Up
o Hurricane! Track Hurricanes with This Program
o Video DMA Interface for SWTP Systems
o Ultimate Consumer Computer
o The Exatron Stringy Floppy
o Calendar Program
o Four More Commands for SSB DOS
o Arena: Go into Battle with Your Computer
o File Directory Analysis for North Star DOS
o Report on the Centronics 779 Printer
o Beefing Up PET
o AMI's EVK Serieso Ulysses in ComputerJand
o The Apple II Programmer's Aid ROM
o Caps lock, Not Shift lock
o Hardware Random Number Generator
o Bit Rate Clocks for Your Serial Interface
o Exploring the Inequality of Bus Buffers
o Speed Up Your Elf's Input-Output
o Load Programs the SIMPL Way
o Pig Latin
o Touch: This Icebreaker Could be a Jawbreaker
o Program Debugging
o Build an Inexpensive logic Analyzero Increasing the Bytesaver's Usefulness

November 1979
o Lowercase for Your Apple" (Part 1)
o What's New in Memory?
o Stringy Floppy Encore
o The Electronic librarian
o Text Editing for the TRS-80
o The Apple Goes to Market
o Let's Look at NEWDOS+ from Apparat
o AMI's EVK Series
o Thoughts on the SWTP Computer Systemo Payroll Program for Business Systems
o Thinker Toys' Discus I Disk System
o Expanded TRS-80 Disk Operations
o An SSM/lade Video Board for Less Than $120
o Wave the Flag
o Real Property Profit Guide
o The TRS-80 Dial-a-Phone
o Wari: A Challenging Game
o A-Mazing: Maze-Generating Algorithm
o Sound for the Elf"
o Sherlock Holmes and the Computero ASCll-to-Selectric Software Driver
o Introduction to Tl's TMS-9900
o Have a Ball with Bally
o The Output Buffer/Driver
o Micropolis Disk Drives
o Weight-Watching Specialo $10 PET-ta-Centronics Interface
o A BASIC Dollar Edit Subroutine
o How to Build a Word Processor
o Wire-Wrap Pin locating

December 1979
Dtthaca Intersystems' DPS-,
Df.lectnc Bill Watchdog
Olowercase for Your Apple II (Part 2)
If Sirnple Tracer for the 8060
If Chess I for Apple"
O"Sample" the Intersil/Harris 6100
DAn Inexpensive and Easy EPROM BoardoEschew Obfuscation
oMessage Display in Assembly Language
Olmplementing an Algorithm
0$56800 Tape System
oAMI's EVK Series
DHow to Choose a Small-Business Computer
oBuild a SISTER for Your 6800
OReview of the S.D. Sales Expandoram
Gr'eak Your TRS-80 Display
oTiny Text Editor for the 1802
El'The BASIC's of Computer Art
OReverse Video from 051's 540 Board
Dv+ree" Computer libraries
OPEl's Machine Language Monitor
oA Big Switch for the H17
DConverting SelectriC Keyboards to Correspondence

Code
DExtending the Altair Bus
oH8 Alarm Clock Program
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TM990/189 University Board

Is Texas Instruments' TM9901189 a microprocessor's microprocessor?
John Caulfield KOFUZ
2211 W. 119th Terrace
Leawood KS 66209

Texas Instruments' TM990/189 University novice mind and budget could imagine into
Board comes closest to fitting my scenario. its University Board.
Time will tell if it emerges as a micro- Let's look at the features of this 8 3/16 x

don't know how many other hobbyists
wait as long as I do to really get into

something, but my major contact with the
microcomputer world has been to read
about it and just be satisfied, in a vicarious
sort of way; with the fascination of the
microprocessor. I've always thought that
one of th9se days there'll emerge a micro-
processor's microprocessor that I'll really
learn on, become a veritable genius at and
live happily ever after.

processor's microprocessor, but you pay
your money, you take your chances. TI has
provided an approach that, for me, does it
all: alphanumeric keyboard, display,
monitor, assembler, audio cassette capa-
bility, EIA and TTY interface options, pro-
grammable I/O controller, addressable
LEDs, a squeaker speaker (piezoelectric
disk), matching power supply and a ver-
satile 16 bit CPU,the TMS 9980.

One of its biggest drawing cards is 570
pages of a self-paced tutorial text. My pre-
vious reading about this sport has mademe
conscious of a checklist of features ... TI
seems to have packaged about all my

TM9901189University Board. (Photos courtesy of Texas Instruments)
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11 inch (20.8cm x 27.9 ern) printed circuit
board, which is three-hole punched so you
can slip it into a three-ring binder.
The brains of the board is aTMS9980,the

microprocessor. This is a software-
compatible member of TI's 9900 family of
microprocessors. It is a single chip CPU
that has an 8 bit data bus, on-chip clock and
is a 40-pin device.Wait a minute, I can hear
you saying, I thought this was a 16bit CPU.
Well, it is.

The TMS9980 has an external 8 bit data
bus, but internally it has a 16 bit data bus.
There's an 8 bit latch right inside the 9980.
Each 8 bit data chunk that enters the 9980
via the external eight data bus pins is im-
mediately paired up with the preceding
eight bits. The combined 8 bit values form
the 16 bit internal word.

Monitor Program

The EPROM resident monitor, called
UNIBUG,enables you to communicate with
the TMS9980. The monitor program pro-
vides fifteen commands and seven
subroutines. The UNIBUG commands are
shown in Table 1.

In addition to the monitor commands,
there are seven utility subroutines that per-
form I/O functions. These subroutines are
called through. the XOP (extended opera-
tion) assembly-language instruction. Table
2 shows these user-accessible utilities.

The monitor program has a roommate in-
side the 4K PROM, a two character sym-
bolic assembler. After entry of the A com-
mand from the keyboard, the monitor
passes program control to the resident
symbolic assembler. The assembler pro-
gram interprets assembly-language source
statements into object code.This savesyou
the laborious, and often error-prone, task of
looking up hexadecimal op codes for any



Input Results

A Assembler Execute
B Assembler Executewith current symbol table
C CRU Inspect/Change
D Dump memory to cassette
E Execute to breakpoint
F Status Register Inspect/Change

Jump to EPROM
L Load memory from cassette
M Memory Inspect/Change
P ProgramCounter Inspect/Change
R Workspace register Inspect/Change
S Single Step
T "Typewriter" program
W Workspace pointer Inspect/Change
Ret New Line request

Table 1. UNIBUG commands.

one of the 69 instructions of the TMS9980,
plus formatting them for various address-
ing modes. The resident assembler will
save those of us in the microcomputer
novitiate anywhere from two to three light-
years of time and a like amount of de-
bugging frustration.

Just like the "big ole computers," the
University Board assembler has several ver-
satile assembler directives (seeTable 3).

Also, labels and comments can be used.
Labels may consist of one or two
characters-the first character must be
alphabetic; the second character may be
alphanumeric. Comments can be part of the
source statement and may include any
printable character.

Keyboard

So how do I, the lowly human, talk to this
fantastic monitor, symbolic assembler and
CPU? Simple, through the integral key-
board. Any breathing electronics jock
knows that TI is in the calculator business.
Well, they very niftily took one of their
45-keykeyboards and a ten digit seven-seg-
ment display and interfaced it to the Univer-
slty Board. The 45 keys operate in both a
shifted and unshifted mode. The keys are
shifted when you depress the SHIFT key; in
this mode, a shift LED is illuminated.

The keyboard display consists of ten
seven-segment LEOs. All of the letters of
the alphabet, numbers 0-9 and punctua-
tions _"#.;:,?!+ -O@I>%A*'$=< are
available. How can all this be done with
seven segments?

TI uses a stylized font-which means
that some of the letters and punctuations
will look rather strange at first (seeExample
1, which demonstrates a v, K and M). You
may grow to prefer some of the stylized let-
ters and adapt them to your everyday Iife. In
fact, it will help keep your hobby just
esoteric enough so you can still "amaze
your friends."

Although the display is ten digits, it is
capable of displaying any nine contiguous

TM9901519power supply.

characters of a maximum 64 character line. v SHOWS UP AS u

The "shift display left" and "shift display
right" keys rotate the display six characters K SHOWS UP AS f-I
at a time in a ring buffer to enable viewing
the 64 character line. M SHOWS UP AS n

If you are an advanced enthusiast and
have an EIA or TIY terminal, you can Example 1.
populate the EIA or TIY options on the
TM990/189. The printed circuit board is
predrilled and etched for the few needed Memory

parts, and the User's Guide details their in- Every microcomputer system, by defini-
stallations. tion, has memory. The TM990/189 comes

TMS 9980A MICROPROCESSOR PIEZOELECTRIC DISCPROM

TMS 9901
PARALLEL
lID CONTROLLER LOAD SWITCH SHIFT KEY LED

Schematic depiction of power supply.
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TM9901189User's Guide.

with 1K bytes of RAM expandable on-board
to 2K, and 4K bytes of PROM expandable
on-board to 6K. The 4K PROM contains the
UNIBUG Monitor and Symbolic Assembler.
The user can add either a 1K x 8 or 2K x 8
EPROM in the expansion EPROM socket
provided.

For memory expansion beyond what is
on the board, all key address and data lines
are brought to a 40-pin connector where ad-
ditional memory may be interfaced, TI pro-
vides a bus expansion interface on the
printed circuit board, which you populate to
interface to off-board memory. This option
will enable you to utilize the total memory
address capability of the TM9980 CPU, 16K
bytes.

The University Board may be interfaced
to an audio cassette for mass program
storage. The User's Guide gives the connec-
tion details and parts required. To accom-
plish this, again, the printed circuit board
has the etches, but the user supplies the
parts-a relay and a transient protection
diode.

Ever since I first started reading about
microprocessors, I've wondered about 110,
or, how can I get this circuit to actually do
something? The University Board has two
main vehicles to the outside workaday
world. First, there is memory-mapped 1/0
that treats 1/0 as a memory location.
Almost all microcomputer systems have

XOP#

8

Function

Write one hexadecimal character to the
terminal

9
10
11
12
13
14

Read hexadecimal word from the terminal
Write four hex characters to the terminal
Echo character
Write one character to the terminal
ReM one cnaracter from tne terminal
Write a message to the terminal

Table 2. Utility subroutines.
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this capability;. the TMS9980 CPU is no
exception.

CRU Interface

The second 1/0 vehicle is the com-
munications register unit, or CRU,The CRU
is a definite distinguishing factor of Tl's
TMS9900 family. It provides for a serial
transfer of one or more bits in or out of the
CPU via two dedicated pins on the
9980-CRUIN and CRUOUT. A clock,
CRUCLK, is used as a time strobe to coor-
dinate data transfers. Use of the CRU does
not subtract from any available memory
locations, and it is separate from the data
bus.

The major advantage of the CRU is "bit
diddling." A single bit (or multiple bits up to
16) may be changed in the CRU output
scheme. A single bit is all that is necessary
to monitor or change the status of a motor,
relay, switch, etc., i.e., the outside world.

There are five instructions that program
the CRU interface:
LDCR-Enables the user to load from
memory a pattern of 1 to 16bits and serially
transmit this pattern through the CRUOUT
pin.
STCR-Enables the' user to store into
memory a pattern of 1 to 16 bits obtained
serially at the CRUIN pin.
SBO-Sends a "logical one" through the
CRUOUT pin.
SBZ-Sends a "logical zero" through the
CRUOUT pin.
TB- Tests the value at the CRUIN pin and
reflects the test results in the equal bit of
the Status Register.

The last three instructions, SBO, SBZ and
TB, are the real aids to the control applica-
tions. They enable you to turn on and off
loads as well as check their status. The
CRU becomes a fascinating concept
beyond the typical memory-mapped 1/0 sys-
tems.

Power Requirements

The nominal power requirement with the
on-board memory options fully populated is
+5V@700mA, +12V@100mAand -12
V @16 mA. Luckily for me, TI supplies a
matching fossil-fuel-fired power plant, the
TM990/519, to supply the required "juice." If
you start adding off-board options, you'll

Inputs

AORG
BSS

Functions

Absolute origin of the statement
Block of memory reserved with starting
symbol
Sixteen bits of immediate value
End of program, exit to monitor, load
program counter
Symbol equated to value In operand
String of ASCII coded characters

soon run out of power supply. So keep your
power budget in mind with respect to the
TM990/519's capabilities.

Documentation

A major ingredient of the TM990/189
University Board package is the tutorial
text, entitled Introduction to Micropro-
cessors-Hardware and Software. This 500
plus page document stepped me through
every inch of the system. It makes liberal
use of illustrations, understandable and
practical examples, and it is directly keyed
to the TM990/189 for immediate hands-on
reinforcement. (I especially enjoyed the il-
lustration that built up to a Morse code
translator. With a little bit of tweaking I'll be
able to use it with my ham radio!)

The text is simple enough for the relative
novice to use, but the book's authors
(George Goode and Associates, Dallas,
Texas) point out that the book can also be
used as the central text in an introductory
three-hour college course on microcom-
puter systems. The chapter titles are:
1.Overview of Computers, Microprocessors
and Microcomputers
2. Arithmetic, Logic and the ALU
3. Introduction to Computer Addressing
and Program Development
4. Assembly Language
5. Memory Systems
6. InputlOutput Concepts
7. Input/Output Design
8. Modular Programming
9. Software Engineering
10. Product Development

In addition to the tutorial text, TI supplies
a well-written 150 page user's guide. The
documentation is of professional quality
and highly readable.

The assembled board (no kits), tutorial
text and User's Guide is $299. The tutorial
text alone is $19.95; User's Guide, $5.95;
TM990/519 power supply, $65.•

TM9901189tutorial text.

DATA
END

EQU
TEXT

Table 3. Symbolic assembler.



With these disks, I can turn your
TRS-80 into a serious computer.
I'm Irwin Taranto, and I've put the first com-
puter into more than 300 different businesses.

It's taught me that the TRS-80 is an
elegant piece of hardware despite its low
price. Given the right programs, it can jump
through hoops.

Put simply, I have the right programs. Four
of them are the genuine Osborne & Associates
systems, originally designed for the $30,000
Wang computer. I've made a few minor modifi-

THE OSBORNE PROGRAMS
Accounts Payable: invoice-Hnked, it reports,
does checks and links to general ledger.
Accounts Receivable: invoice-linked, it tracks
invoices and aging, prints statement and links
to general ledger.
General Ledger: handles 1750 transactions each
on 200 different accounts. Cash journal option
available.
Payroll: figures the pay, does the checks and all
the bookkeeping.

AND MY OWN PROGRAMS
Inventory Control: gives immediate readout on
any inquiry. It has many existing versions or can
be individually tailored.
NEWI Invoicing: linked to accounts receivable.
Prints invoices and feeds data into receivables.

cations, and they now work on a $4000 TRS-80.
The other two programs I added myself.

These programs are fully-documented,
and you can buy the books locally or from me.
I made them work on the TRS-80, and if you buy
them from me, I'll make them work for you.

If you're not sure about that, call the
number below and get the names of some of
the people who've bought all over the world.
Then ask them.

These programs cost $99.95 each. (The
Cash Journal option on the General Ledger
adds another $50.) That gets you the disk, all
the instructions you need and my phone num-
ber. If you call, we answer all your questions.
If your question's tough enough, I'll talk to
you personally.

Because I plan to turn that TRS-80 of yours
into a serious computer.

.....T57 Taranto
& ASSOCIATES

ao. Box 6073, 4136 Redwood Highway, San Rafael CA
94903' (415) 472-1415. Add $3 per order for handling,
6% sales tax in California only. If you don't already
have the books, add $15 each (invoicing book, $10).
Mastercharge, Visa OK.

Are you getting
this service on

your check format?
Send us a copy of

the check your system
uses, and we will be

happy to consider adding
it to our stock line.

~Checks
~To·Go

••..•C172

P.O. Box 148, Spring Valley, California 92077 (714) 460-4975

V ReaderService-see page 227

If coupon is missing, write.
Heath Co., Dept. 351-612,
Benton Harbor, MI 49022

••..•H49

-----------
Send to: Heath Co., Oept. 351-612,
Benton Harbor, MI 49022.
Send my free Heathkit Catalog now.
I am not currently receiving your
catalog.

Name _

Address _

City State _

CL-728 Zip _
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A Not-50-Fast Renumberer
for 051 BASIC

Written in BASIC, this utility makes your listings neat and tidy.

John W. Aughey
27384 Lamplighter Lane
Elkhart IN 46514

This article describes a
routine that will renumber

BASIC programs for the Ohio
Scientific BASIC-in-ROM com-
puters. The program itself is
.written in BASIC and was
designed. on and for my per-
sonal machine, a Challenger
C2-4P.However, it has also been
tested and found to work with-
out modification on the Chal-
lenger C1-P and C2-8P ma-
chines. Hence, any OSI com-
puter with BASIC-in-ROM can
make use of this renumbering
routine. Iwould like to thank Phil
Thornton of Elkhart Computer
for providing a Challenger C1-P
on which to test the program.

I decided to design this pro-
gram and write this article for
three major reasons. First, I
have been the proud owner of
my C2-4P for a number of
months now and, as a result,
have written a sizable library of
BASIC programs that I would
like to tidy up and expand.
Second, I hope to make a_ few
bucks from publishing this arti-
cle so I can buy more hardware
to write more programs that will
need to be renumbered. And
finally, in a February 1979letter
to the editor (p. 20), E. Morris of
Midland, Michigan, said he
would not renew his subscrip-
tion unless there was an article
oreinted toward us Ohio Scien-
tific users in the next eleven
months. I'm always glad to keep
a fellow OSI user happy.

After having used their
machines for a reasonable
period of time, most OSI users
would agree that one si"gnificant
feature absent from the OSI ver-
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sion of Microsoft BASIC-in-ROM
is the ability to renumber an ex-
isting program. This is a short-
coming that, until recently, I had
managed to circumvent manual-
ly bywriting programs with large
gaps in the statement numbers
and renumbering manually from
printed listings when the source'
got too shabby to share with
fellow programmers. However,
my professionalism (I program
operating system software for
an Amdahl 4701V5to support my
hobby and family) got to me
recently, and I finally decided
that if I can renumber by hand,
then I should certainly beable to
tell the 6502 how to do it by
itself.

In the process of collecting
ideas for an OSI renumber
routine, I read a number of ar-
ticles by others who have writ-
ten renumber routines for other
systems-some in machine
code and others in BASIC,some
for 6502 machines and some
not. The common foundation for
all of these routines is a
knowledge of how the BASIC in-
terpreter stores the user's pro-
gram in memory for execution,
and I knew this was the key to
designing a renumber routine
for OSI's version of BASIC.

OSI's BASIC-in-ROMstores a
user's source program starting
at decimal location 769 in RAM.
Each statement is composed of
a four-byte header, followed by
the compressed statement and
terminated with a single byte of
zeros. The four-byte header
contains two 2-bytedata words.
The first word is the address of
the next sequential statement,
or zeros if this is the last state-
ment in the program. The
second word contains the state-
ment number in binary format.

Routine DeSign

My first attempt at writing a
renumber program was de-
signed to renumber only the
statements themselves, with no
consideration of renumbering
GOTOs, GOSUBs, THENs or
RUNs embedded in the text of
the statements. This was a
relatively simple task that in-
volved chaining from one state-
ment to the next and inserting
the new binary statement
number into the second data
word in the header I mentioned
before.

The crux of this simple-
minded renumberer is con-
tained in lines 32000-32010 of
the final version (seethe listing).
This first attempt at renum-
bering proved quite useful, but it
was still a nuisance to have to
go back and manually renumber
the GOTOs,etc.

The tricky part comes when
you go back and attempt to
renumber the lnternals of the
statements. As others who have
written renumber routines have
found, there is an inconsistency
in the way statement numbers
are stored. The numbers on the
statements themselves are in
binary form, but the statement
number references in GOTOs,
etc., are in ASCII.

Fortunately, the OSI BASIC
has the very useful STR$ and
ASC functions to aid in the con-
version process from binary to
ASCII. Luckily, the conversion in
the other direction-from ASCII

memory. The tokens are simply
single-byte flags with values in
the range of decimal 128-255,
beyond the range of valid ASCII
codes, which are used to take
the place of the BASIC com-
mand verbs.
Whenever the BASICscanner

finds a string of characters it
recognizes as a keyword, such
as GOTO, it replaces that
character string with the single-
byte token that corresponds to
that keyword. The renumber
routine must thus scan for the
tokens requiring renumbering
and alter the statement num-
bers that follow them. In the OSI
version of Microsoft BASIC, the
tokens we need to look for are
decimal 136 (GOTO),137 (RUN),
140 (GOSUB)and 160(THEN).
The renumber routine is

organized into two parts. The
first part is the "simpleminded"
renumberer I described earlier,
with one additional function.
While it is inserting the new
statement numbers, it also must
save the old statement numbers
in a chunk of RAMso the second
pass will know how to renumber
the internals of the statements.
In OSI systems with video
boards, one of the most conve-
nient chunks of RAM is the
video display memory, which
begins at 53248 decimal. Each
statement number saved uses
two bytes, and two bytes are reo
quired for an end-of-table flag.
Hence in the C1-P machines
with 1024 bytes of video RAM,
you can renumber a program

to binary-is not too difficult to with as many as 511statements.
perform in BASIC without sup- In the C2-4P you can handle
port functions. 1023 statements with its 2K of
The OSI BASIC, as do most' video RAM.

others, uses "tokens" to allow
the compression of the BASIC
source into a smaller package in

The second part of the
renumberer goes back and
looks at the text in the state-
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TRS·80 MODEL II FORMAT NOWAVAILABLE

~f~ir:!}~r~~s~U~~i~~ 2~~J!~~~P~t~~~h
~~~t?e:S~iu~b~~~it~=~o~ia~~~~~~Njg:~:~~,~ar;;:,~~
figured for most popular computer/disk systems includ-
ing: Nonh Star Single, Double or Quad density, Altair 8~
disks, Hellos II, Exidy Sorcerer, Vector MZ. Heath H17t
or H89t. TRS-BOt"iCOM3712 and iCOM Micro Disk
plus many other configurations available off the shelf.
..................................... $1451$25
CP/M version 2 (not all formats available immediately)
........................................ $1701$25

o MAC - 6060 Macro Asssmbler. Full Intel macro denni-

~1~E,P:~dd~~~CI~~~~8g1~:r;rYli~~Ud~~:~r:~~;;s
Intel absolute hex output plus symbols file for use by SID
(see below) $100/$15

D SID - 8080 symbolic debugger. Full trace. pass count
and break-point program testing system with back-trace
and histogram utilities. When used with MAC, provides
full symbolic display of memory labels and equated val-
ues ., .$851$15

D TEX - Text formatter to create paginated, page-num-
bered and justified copy from source text files, directable
to disk or printer $85/$15

D OESPOOL- Program to permit simultaneous printing

~~~a:~ef~~rgs~l~k ~il~ .~s.~r. ~~~u.t~~. ~~~t~e~ .~~$~

MICROSOFT
o BASI~O - Disk Extended BASIC, ANSI compatible

~ :~tl~ 11~~t~~~l:~~~~crse~,. W~~~~~~~.~,. c~~~~~/$;r~

o BASIC I COMPILER' - Language compatible with
C9 BASIC-80 and '3-10 times faster execution. Produces
® standard Microsoft relocatable binary output. Includes

Macro-BO. Also linkable to FORTRAN-BO or COBOL-BO
code modules ...$350/$25

o FORTRAN-30 -' ANSI '66 (except for COMPLEX)
<9 plus many extensions. Includes relocatable object com-
® plier, linking loader, library with manager. Also includes

MACRO-60 (see below) ... $400/$25
o COBOL-30 - ANSI '74 Relocatable object output.
<9 Format same as FORTRAN-BO and MACRO-BO mod-

® ~8~y~~~f~~eD I~~~, .i~~er.~ct~v.~. ~~~~~:~~~~~\

D MACRo-aO - 8OS0/ZBO Macro Assembler. Intel and
<9 Zilog mnemonics supported. Relocatable linkable output.
® Loader, Library Manager and Cross Reference List

utilities included .... $149/$15
DEDIT -80 - Very fast random access text editor for text
<D with or without line numbers. Global and intra-line com-

mands supported. File compare utitity included $89/$15

MICRO FOCUS
o STANDARD CIS COBOL - ANSI '74 COBOL

@ ~t~s1f~~ef~~E~~~~~~ ';:~~~~~~u~~s Yo~~v~f~n~I~~i~g
dynamic loading of COBOL modules and a full ISAM file
facility. Also, program segmentation, interactive debug
and powerful interactive extensions to support protected
and unprotected CRT screen formatting from COBOL
programs used with any dumb terminal .. $850/$50

D FORMS2 - CRT screen editor. Automatically creates

(9 ~r~re~7Jn~nd:;rg~~r~m s~r~nednexf~~~~~. U~'1p~Ri~
COBOL data descriptions for copying into CIS COBOL
programs. No programming experience needed. Output

~r.o.~r~.~. ~~re.c.".~ .~~:jJ~ .~~.~~~.~~~~~.•~~s~b
EIDOS SYSTEMS

D KISS - Keyed Index Sequential Search. Offers com-
<9 plete M.llti-Keyed Index Sequential and Direct Access file

management. Includes built-in utility functions for 16 or
32 bit arithmetic, string/integer conversion and string
compare. Delivered as a relocatable linkable module in
Microsoft format for use with FORTRAN-BO or COBOL-
60, etc. . .... $535/$23

D KBASIC - Microsoft Disk Extended BASIC with all
@ KISS facilities, integrated by implementation of nine

additional commands in language. Package includes
KISS.REL as described above, and a sample mail list
program $995/$45

MICROPRO
D SUPER-SORT1- Sort, merge, extract utility as abso-
© lute executable program or linkable module in Microsoft

format. Sorts fixed or variable records with data in binary,
BCD, Packed Decimal, EBCDIC, ASCII, floating, fixed
point, exponential, field justified, etc. etc. Even variable
number of fields per record! $225/$25

8 ~r~~~~;S?R!.II~. ~bo~e .a~ailabl.e as abi~I~~$~~

o SUPER-SORT 111- As II without SELECT/EXCLUDE
© ... $125/$25

Softw.r./
with "'nu.!

"'nu •• .fJontIo WORD-STAR- Menu driven visual word processing
C9 system for use with standard terminals. Text formatting

performed on screen. Facilities for text paginate, page
number, justify, center and underscore. User can print
one document while simultaneously editing a second.
Edit facilities include global search and replace, read/
write to other text files, block move, etc. Requires CRT
terminal with addressable cursor positioning $445/$25

o WORD-MASTER Text Editor - In one mode has

© ~~~~~~i~~ ~~d~:~~~n~,~0~;:.T;~ddga~~~~1~~9n ~i:~b~
video mode, provides full screen editor for users with
serial addressable-cursor terminal 1 ••• $1251$25

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
o CBASIC-2 Disk Extended BASIC - Non-interactive
@ BASIC with pseudo-code compiler and runtime interpre-

ter. Supports full file control, chaining, integer and ex-
tended precision variables, etc. . .$109/$15

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS GROUP
o GENERAL LEDGER- Interactive and flexible sys-

tem providing proof and report outputs. Customization of
COA created interactively. Multiple branch accounting
centers. Extensive checking performed at data entry for
Croof, COA correctness, etc. Journal entries may be

b:~ck~~:r~~U~Ofi~eo:.ti~·r;~~~~~~ob~~i~~r:dt~~~~:I~~
sary. Requires CBASIC $899/$25

o ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - Open item system
with output for internal aged reports and customer-ori-
ented statement and billing purposes. On-Line Enquiry
permits information for Customer Service and Credit de-
partments. Interface to General Ledger provided if both
systems used. Requires CBASIC $699/$25

o ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - Provides aged state-
ments of accounts by vendor with check writing for
selected invoices. Can be used alone or with General
Ledger and/or with NAD. Requires CBASIC .$699/$25

o LETTERIGHT- Program to create, edit and type let-
ters or other documents. Has facilities to enter, display,
delete and move text, with good video screen presenta-
tion. Designed to integrate with NAD for form letter mail-
ings. Requires CBASIC $179/$25

o NAD Name and Address selection system - interactive
mail list creation and maintenance program with output
as full reports with reference data or restricted informa-
tion for mail labels. Transfer system for extraction and
transfer of selected records to create new files. Requires
CBASIC .$79/$20

D ~~d~:n9th:~:~:g~~:I~~e~~~~~~~~~~~f~en~ ~~~~i~~~
ascending or descending keys. Full back-up of input files
created. .$951$20

~ fu~~~~~u~e~~~Jo~~ithho~d~~n~~~rs F~ci;o~:de~f:~d
® State taxes. Prints payroll register, checks, quarterly re-

ports and W-2 forms. Can generate ad hoc reports and

c~Rk~t~~uf~~I~lf~t:~~rc~i~d~a~l. ~~~~I~:$~~/~::
o APARTMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - Fi-
<D nancial management system for receipts and security
® deposits of apartment projects. Captures data on vacan-

cies, revenues, etc. lor annual trend analysis. Daily report
shows late rents, vacancy notices, vacancies, income

:~s~~~~~~~~d:.ca~~i.~~, ~tc .. ~~~~~r~s ~~~~1~5~8~~

o INVENTORY SYSTEM - Captures stock levels,
<9 costs, sources, sales, ages, turnover, markup, etc.
@ Transaction information may be entered for reporting by

salesman, type of sale, date of sale, etc. Reports avail-
able both for accounting and decision making. Requires
CBASIC. Supplied in source code $590/$35

D CASH REGISTER- Maintains files on daily sales.
@ Files data by sales person and item. Tracks sales, over-

@ ~Er:srt~Us~;Plf;rf~~s~rr: ~~~ n~t. ~~~~~~t:S:~~~:

D ~t~!ct;edP:~~~~~~~gi~!ctf~i~t~v:s.s~~~:lf~cI~da;~~z~
source listings $751$40

o BDS C COMPILER - Supports most major features
@ of language, including Structures, Arrays, Pointers,

~~;~~~i~~:~~t~ti~;c:~a~~~~~gitl~i~~~il~n7iJ~~~~~~~t~~~~
and static & register class specifiers. Documentation in-
cludes "C" Programming Language book by Kernighan &
Ritchie $1101$15

o WHITESMITHS' C COMPILER - The ultimat~ in
(9 systems software tools. Produces faster code than Pas-

cal with more extensive tacilhtes. Conforms to the full
UNIX·~· Version 7 C languaQe, described by Kernighan
and Ritchie, and makes available over 75 functions for
performing 1/0, string manipulation and storage. alloca-
tion. Compiler output in A-Natural source. Supplied with
A-Natural (see below) requires 60K CP/M .. $630/$30

D A-NATURAL- Narrative assembler with linking load-
<9 er, librarian, extensive 80BO subroutine library in A-

Natural relocatable format and translators from A-Natural
source to Microsoft MACRO-BO source and from A-
Natural reI to source $3301$15

List No.

Sottw~~/ •••.•nu'l
M.nu.1 A.lon.

D POLYVUE/80- Full screen editor for any CRT with
@ XY cursor positioning. Includes vertical and horizontal

scrolling, interactive search and replace, automatic text
wrap around for word processing, operations for manipu-

la~i~g. bl~C~s. ~~~~~t.' ~.n.~~~~~~~~~~~i.v.e :~.~~i~3:'Su1a~

~ :~!J"~!~fi;s !~dt~~~rn~~:~ ~~u~~r?e~rWe~~Wt~
generate form letters with, custom fields and conditional
processing. Support for Daisey Wheel printers includes
variable pitch justification and motion optimization.

.......... $85/$15

o ALGOL-60 - Powerful block-structured language
® compiler featuring economical run time dynamic alloca-

tion of memory. Very compact (24K total RAM) system

~f~~~~~I~r:fuI~~~~i~~S~~~?~d?nOg ~~~~~ h:~J~~~s dPr~c~
disk address 1/0etc. Requires Z80 CPU .... $199/$20

o zao DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE - Conelsts of:
@ (1) djsk file line editor. with global inter and intra-line facili-

ties; (2) zao relocating assembler, ZlIoglMostek mne-
monics, conditional assembly and cross reference table
capabthtles: (3) linking loader producing absolute Intel
hex disk file. . ..... $95/$20

D ZDT- zao Debugger to trace. break and examine reg-
@) isters with standard Zilog/Mostek mnemonic disassem-

~I~c~:~~a~~ .. ~.~ .~~~~. o~d~r~~ .~~t~. ~.B.~~~~$~,rS1~

D DISTEL - Disk based disassembler to Intel 8080 or
TDUXitan ZBO source code, listing and cross reference
files. Intel or TDUXitan pseudo ops optional. Runs on
6060. .$651$10

D DISILOG - As DISTEL to Zilog Mostek mnemonic
@ files. Runs on zao only $651$10
o TEXTWRITER III - Text formatter to justily and pagi-
@ nate letters and other documents. Special features in-

clude insertion of text during execution from other disk
files or console, permiHing recipe documents to be
created from linked fragments on other files. Has facilities
for sorted index, table of contents and footnote insertions.
Ideal for contracts, manuals, etc. . $1251$20

D POSTMASTER- A comprehensive package for mail
@ list maintenance. Features include keyed record extrac-

tion and label production. A form letter program is in-
cluded which provides neat letters on single sheet or con-
tinuous forms. Requires CBASIC $1501$25

D WHATSlT?- Interactive data-base system using
associative tags to retrieve information by subject. Hash-

~g:S?Ca.n.~o~. a~c~s~. ~~~ .f~~ .f~~~ r~~~~~.s.S1Ri~~;;

D XYBASIC Interactive Process Control BASIC - Full
disk BASIC features plus unique commands to handle
bytes, rotate and shift, and to test and set bits. Available
in Integer, Extended and ROMabie versions.
Integer Disk or Integer ROMabie ... . .$295/$25
Extended Disk or Extended ROMabie $395/$25

D SMAU80 Structured Macro Assembled Language -
Package of powerful general purpose text macro proc-

:~s~s~~~J~rATa~~~~~~edJ~n~~~f~~~t~~E,S~t6~~
REPEAT-WHILE, DO-END, BEGIN-END constructs

...... $75/$15
o SELECTOR III-C2 - Data Base Processor to create
® and maintain multi Key data bases. Prints formatted,

sorted reports with numerical summaries or mailing
labels. Comes with sample applications including Sales
Activity, Inventory, Payables, Receivables, Check Regis-
ter, and Client/Patient Appointments, etc. Requires
CBASIC Version 2. Supplied in source code. $345/$20

D CPM/374X- Has full range of functions to create or
re-name an IBM 3741 volume, display directory infor-
mation and edit the data set contents. Provides full file
transfer facilities between 3741 volume data sets and
CP/M files ... $195/$10

o BASIC UTILITY DISK - Consists of: (t) CRUNCH-
® 14 - Compacting utility to reduce the size and increase

~:Si~~(~ g~~~a~~Zb~cr~:~~i~~S!~;'~~tj~~;-~O~
computing nineteen transceniental functions induding
square root, natural log, log base 10, sin, ar.c sin, hyper-
bolic sin, hyperbolic arc sin, etc. Furnished 10 source on
diskette and documentation .. $501$35

Q ntE STRING BIT - Fortran character string han-
'0' dling. Routines to lind, fill, pack, move, separate, con-

catenate and compare character strings. This package
completely eliminates the problems associated with
character string handling in FORTRAN. Supplied with
source. . 5451$15

D BSTAM - Utility to link one computer to another also
@ equipped with BSTAM. Allows file transfers at full data

speed (no conversion to hex), with CRC block control
check for very reliable error detection and automatic re-
try. We use it! It's great! Full wildcard expansions to
send ~ASM, etc. 9600 baud with wire, 300 baud with
phone connection. Both ends need one. Standard and M
versions can talk to one another $150/$5

o Fllppy DIsk KII- Template and instructions to modify
single sided 5Y4" diskettes for use of second side in sin-
gled sided drives. .$12.50

'CP/M IS a trademark of Digital Research
"ZOO IS a trademark of Zltog. tnc.
"'UNIX IS a trademark of Belt t.aboratones
.... WHATStT? IS a trademark of Computer Heeowere.

tCPIM for Heath, TRS-80 Model I and PolyMorphiC 8813 ere
modified and must use soecanv compiled versions of system
and aooucenons software.

@ Modified version available for use With CP/M as Implemented
on Heath and lRS-80 Model I computors

C9User license agreement for this product must be Signed and
returned to Lifeboat ASSOCiates before shipment may be made.

Orders must specify disk
systems and formats
e.g. North Star Single.
oouole or quad oensttv.
IBM Single or 20/256.
Altair. Hellos II.
Mrcropchs Mod lor II.
5%· soft sector (Micro
ICOM/So Systems
Dvnabyte). ere

Pnces F.O.B. New York.
Shipping, handling and
C.O.D. charges extra.

Manual cost applicable
eoamst price ot
subsequent software
purchase

rne sale 01 each
propriety software
package conveys a
license for use on one
system only.

Ufeboat Associates, 2248 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10024

(212' 580·0082 Telex: 668585

Software for most popular BOBO/ZBOcomputer disk systems including

s M ,AL AIR, ec R MZ, MECCA, 8" I
HEATH H17 & H89. HEUOS, IMSAI VDP42 & 44, REX,
INTERTEC, VIS ':J V2 ODEL I dn(1 MODEL II,
OHIO SCIENT/f and formats.

T"'The Software Supermarket is a trademark of Ufeboat Associates



ments, looking for the four
tokens noted earlier. When it
finds one of them, it looks
behind it to see if there is a
statement number. If the routine
finds a statement number 1, it
converts it from ASCII to binary
and then compares it against
the statement numbers that the
first pass saved in the video
RAM.

At this point one of two things
can happen to the renumber pro-
gram. The first is that it finds the
old statement number in the
table. If this occurs all is OK,
and we proceed normally. The
alternative is that the routine
can't find the old statement
number, in which case there
was an error in your original
source program, such as a
GOTO with a missing destina-
tion.

Improvisations

But at this point your old pro-
gram is partially renumbered,
and we can't just stop renum-
bering. So to recover, I chose to
insert percent signs (%) where
the missing statement number
was, to indicate in the renum-
bered listing that something
went wrong during renum-
bering. It would have been nice
to print an error message at this
point, but doing so would have
disturbed the video RAM where
the old statement numbers were
stored. I discovered this the
hard way after much head
scratching!

If the program successfully
found the old statement number
in the video RAM, it must now in-
sert the corresponding new
statement number in the BASIC
text in place of the old number.
Here is where the STR$and ASC
functions of BASIC come in to
play. One minor quirk that must
be addressed here is that the
STR$ function returns a leading
blank in the character string,
probably where a sign would
go, and this blank should be
skipped over when POKEing
back the ASCII characters.

At this point we run into
another possible error condi-
tion. What happens if the new
statement number has more
digits than the original state-
ment number and, hence, won't
fit over top of it? Again, I chose
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to overlay the old statement
number with a special charac-
ter, in this case the ampersand
(&), to flag the error and distin-
guish this type of error from the
"old statement not found" con-
dition noted before.

A few other minor changes

leaves them alone. Since the
renumberer starts at statement
.31999, it will remain intact.

this program will not have state-
ment numbers greater than
31998.

After loading is complete, key
in RUN 32000 to begin renum-
bering. You will be prompted for
the desired beginning new
statement number and incre-
ment value. After this, the only
visible evidence that renumber-
ing is in process is that some ap-
parently meaningless charac-
ters will appear at the top por-
tion of your video monitor during
the first renumbering pass:
These are the old statement
numbers being saved in the
video RAM. These may not be
visible if you are renumbering a
short program on a C1-Psystem,
due to video overscan.

After this there will be a
relatively long pause, possibly
several minutes, depending on
the size of the proqrarn being
renumbered. Be patient; do not
press control-C or BREAK
during this period or the pro-
gram being renumbered will be
left only partially renumbered,
since the video RAM will be
disturbed. When renumbering is
completed, BASIC will prompt
you with an OK, and you can pro-
ceed to list and save your
renumbered program. To save or
list just your renumbered pro-
gram and, not the renumbering
code, key in LIST 1-31998, and
any statements in your program
will be listed.

The renumberer can be a
valuable tool during program
development by allowing dyna-
mic renumbering while you are
in the process of coding and
testing a new program. It gives
the added benefit of checking
for missing destinations on
GOTOs and GOSUBs that might
otherwise go undetected until
an unusual condition arose in
program execution.
The renumberer does not af-

fect the execution of the user
program while coexisting with it
in the machine, other than byoc-
cupying memory that would
otherwise be available for vari-
ables. The program statements
for the renumberer occupy just
under 1K bytes, and the require-
ment for variables during execu-
tion will bring the storage re-
quirement up somewhat beyond
that..

Operation

The procedure to use the
renumber program is relatively
simple. First, load in the

3199':;'END
32000 CLEAR:PRINT"S:TART AND INC":INPUTNF.IN
32001 AD=769:S:S:=53248:S:N=NF
32002 SL=PEEK(AD+2):S:H=PEEK(AD+3)
32003 POKESs:.SL:POKES:S+l.SH:SS:=SS+2
::::2004OS=S:L+256+S:H
32005 IFOS(31999THEN32007
32006 POKES:S.255:POKESS:+1.255:60T032011
32007 BT=INT(SN/256):POKEAD+3.BT
32008 BT=S:N-256+BT:POKEAD+2.BT
:3;::009AD=PEEK (AIl)+256+PEEI< (AD+1) :SN=SN+ IN
32010 IFAD()OTHEN32002
32011 AD=769:MN=S:N:S:N=NF
:32012 BP=AD+4
32013 BT=PEEK(BP)
32014 IFBT=OTHEN32020
32015 IFBT=136THEN32023
32016 IFBT=137THEN32023
32017 IFBT=140THEN32023
32018 IFBT=160THEN32023
32019 BP=BP+l:60T032013
32020 AD=PEEK (AD)+256+PEEK (AD+ 1):SN=S:N+IN
32021 IFSN(MNTHE~3~012
32022 EtiD
32023 BP=BP+l:BT=PEEK(BP)
32024 IFBT=OTHEN32020
32025 IFBT=32THEN32023
32026 IFBT=44THEN32023
32027 IFBT(48THEN32014
32028 IFBT)57THEN32014
32029 FC=BP:LC=BP:0S:=BT-48
32030 BP=BP+l:BT=PEEK(BP)
32031 IFBT(48THEN32034
32032 IFBT)57THEN32034
32033 OS=OS+10+BT-48:LC=BP:60T032030
32034 S:S=53248:JS=NF
32035 I=PEEI<(SS)+25E.+PEEI((S:S:+1)
32036 IFJS)=MNTHEN32039
32037 IFI=0S:THEN32042
32038 SS=SS:+2:JS=JS:+IN:60T032035
:320:39 ..JS=37
32040 FORI=FCTOLC:POKEI.JS::NEXTI
32041 '::;OT032024
32042 A$=STRS(JS):I=LEN(AS)
32043 IFI)LC-FC+2THENJS:=38:60T032040
32044 FORI=FCTOLC:POKEI.32:NEXTI
32045 LC=FC+LEN(A$)-2
32046 FORI=FCTOLC
32047 JS:=AS:C(MIDS(AS.I-FC+2.1»
32048 POKEI.Js::NEXTI
32049 60T032024

Program listing.

are required to make this renum-
bering technique work. Most im-
portant is to make sure that the
program doing the renumbering
does not try to renumber itself.
Strange and undesirable things
can happen if a program at-
tempts to dynamically re-
number itself. To prevent this
from occurring, the renumber
program checks for statement
numbers greater than 31998and

renumber program, which starts
at statement 31999. Actually,
the first executable statement is
at 32000; the END at 31999 is in-
serted to stop a user program
that terminates by falling
through to the end of the pro-
gram without an explicit END
statement. After loading in the
renumbering program, load or
key in the program you wish to
renumber. It is assumed that



Outpost " has OEM
written all0". it. Get it
into your systell__I.__

's Outpost 11
is a highly flexible, easily adaptable

microcomputer capable of handling virtually any control,
communications, or stand-alone small business computing application.

Two points make it the outstanding choice for incorporation into OEM systems:
Cost. TANO's high-volume production means Outpost 11 is available at

a most attractive price, with multi-unit discounts.
Reliability. Modular design using

military/industrial grade components yields 6060~hour MTBF.performance.
Add to that the finest software tools and a variety of interface options

(serial line, parallel, digital acquisition or analog acquisition) and you have
the most versatile microcomputer in its price range.

If you're an OEM, Outpost 11 has your name written all over it.
See your nearest TANO representative and get it into your system.

TANO Corporation, 4301 Poche Court West, New Orleans, La. 70129, (504) 254~3500 .

••••.T34



Visions of
Sacks of Silver Dollars

Teach 'em a thing or two at the casinos with this Blackjack-strategy tutor.

us to polish our skills prior to
our try at the real thing, and the
ideal practice method came
clearly into focus. The idea for
a computerized Blackjack tutor
was born when my friend Ted

A h ... Vegas and the glitter- strolled into my classroom one
ing casinos filled with row morning with that gambler's

after row of green-felt tables glint in his eyes. In his hands
manned by the ever-efficient was a copy of the Rules of
dealers of Twenty-one gently Blackjack and an airline ticket
riffling card decks as they pre- to sunny Nevada some four
pare the "shoe." Does there ex- weeks hence.
ist a would-be gambler who has Now, Ted is a sly fellow in his
not dreamed of making a killing own way. He knows of my near
at one of these tables and de- fanatical interest in microcom-
parting Las Vegas with a bag of puters and has a good appre-
some casino's loot? ciation of their capabilities. So

I had such dreams prior to my· he had come with a not-so-inno-
first trip to Vegas last year. To cent question in mind: "How
enhance my chances for sue- difficult would it be to create a
cess I looked for ways to sharp- Blackjack teacher that would
en my skills before the big test, deal random hands and then
as I'm sure others do. I visited check my ability to make the
the local bookstore and found correct choice?"
several books and pamphlets Some ideas rather easily

Thomas W. Glaser
RR 1
Rochester MN 55901

describing various methods of
successfully playing these
mystical games of chance for
profit.

I purchased one of these
sources of winning strategy for
the game of Blackjack and, for
the following several evenings,
practiced as best I could mak-
ing the correct strategic
choices from many sample
hands. Though the way I prac-
ticed didn't seem very efficient,
I at least managed to leave
Vegas with slightly more green-
backs than I had arrived with
(though nothing resembling a
bag was needed to carry away
my loot).

Recently Iwas reminded once
again of this need for each of
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DEALER'S UP CARD

Al.I!'lli
DRAW TO HARD
8 DR LESS
STANDON HARD
17 OR MORE

DOUBLE DOWN
ON HARD II

ALWAYS

STANO ON
SOFT 19 OR
MORE

ALWAYS

SPLIT ACES
SPUT 8s

~
SPLIT 5.

arouse my interest, and I had
the distinct feeling that Ted
knew this idea would fit that
category. I had played different
versions of Blackjack on sever-
al systems, but never one that
had provided feedback on cor-
rect strategy. If I had only had
such a tireless gambling tutor
before my venture to Vegas ...
mmm ... visions of sacks of
silver dollars.

Bouyed by the idea that
others (especially Microcom-
puting readers) might also ben-
efit from such a teacher, I told
Ted his tutor would be ready for
some serious practice ses-
sions before his scheduled
flight to the Strip.

Blackjack Strategy

There are countless books
that describe the rules and ba-
sic stategy of the game of
Blackjack, or Twenty-one. The
object of the game is, of course,
for the player to hold a hand
that has a count not greater
than 21, but greater than the
count held by the dealer. It is
perhaps the only casino game
in which the player exercises
judgement and discretion in
the play of the cards. Thus, the
player's chances of success
can be' improved considerably
by increased knowledge of
probabilities and correct strat-
egy.

There are several techniques
the player can learn to enhance
his playing ability. Some, like

m!! DOUBLE DOWN counting, are too complicated
liliiiiSPLIT PAIR and require too much practice

and concentration for the casu-
Fig. 1.Basjc Blackjack strategy. al player. The strategy taught

by the tutor is condensed from
several sources and consists of
these simple rules:

1. When the dealer has a
small card (2-3-4-5-6),stand on
hands of 13-14-15-16.Draw to
12 if the dealer has 2 or 3.

2. When the dealer has a
large card (7-8-9-10-ace),draw
until a count of 17or greater is
reached.

3. Double down when you
have:
Hard 10except when dealer has
10 or ace
Hard 9 except when dealer has
7 through ace
Hard 11, always
Ace-2 through ace-5 when deal-
er has 4-5-6
Ace-6 when dealer has 2
through 6
Ace-7 when dealer has 3
through 6

4. Split pairs when you have:
2s when dealer has 3 through 7
3s when dealer has 4 through 7
6s when dealer has 2 through 6
7s when dealer has 2 through 7
9s when dealer has anything
but ace-7-10
Always split aces, eights

5. For ace-2 through ace-6,
draw a card if not able to dou-
ble down.
6. When holding ace-7:

Stand if dealer has ace-2-7-8
Double down if dealer has 3-4-5-
6
Draw if dealer has 9 or 10

7. Always stand on ace-8,
ace-9
These rules are summarized

in Fig. 1, which diagrams the
correct selections for the possi-
ble combinations of two cards
held by the player and the visi-

~ STANO

o DRAW



Program listing. SWTP Blackjack tutor. 0512 IF 01>10 THEN 01=10
0514 IF Pl<>P2 GOTO 570
0520 REM PLAYER HAS A PAIR OF LIKE CARDS
0545 REM GET THE CORRECT ACTION FROM THE PAIRS TABLE
0550 Q-P(Vl,Ol)
0560 GOTO 740
0565 REM CHECK EITHER PLAYER CARO AN ACE
0570 IF Pl<>l THEN IF P2<>1 THEN 670
0575 REM ONE CARD AN ACE, CHECK FOR BLACKJACK
0580 IF Pl<10 THEN IF P2<10 THEN 630
0590 REM PLAYER HAS A BLACKJACKI
0600 Q=5
0610 GOTO 740
0620 REM PLAYER HAS A SOFT COUNT (ONE CARD AN ACE)
0625 REM CORRECT TABLE INDEX
0630 R=R-2
0635 REM GET CORRECT RESPONSE FROM SOFT TABLE
0640 Q=S (R, Dll
0650 GOTO 740
0660' REM PLAYER HAS A HARD COUNT (NEITHER CARD AN ACE)
0665 REM IF COUNT>17 OR COUNT<9 THEN OBVIOUS STAND OR DRAW
0670 Q=l
0680 IF R>16 THEN ON Z GOTO 740,460
0690 Q=4
0700 IF R<9 THEN ON Z GOTO 7'0,460
0705 REM OTHERWISE CORRECT TABLE INDEX
0710 R=R-8 .
0715 REM AND GET CORRECT RESPONSE FROM HARD TABLE
0720 Q-H(R,Dl)
0730 REM PUT THE HAND OUT TO THE TERMINAL
0740 PRINT
0750 PRINT "HERE WE GO SAYS THE DEALER ... "
0755 PRINT
0756 PRINT
0760 PRINT "THE DEALERS UP CARD IS ";C$(D)
0770 PRINT
07BO PRINT "YOU HAVE ";C$(Pll;" - ";C$(P2)
0790 PRfNT
0800 PRINT
0810 IF Q<>5 GOTO 870
0820 PRINT "YOU HAVE A BLACKJACK II NO SELECTION IS NEEDED."
0825 B=B+l
0830 PRINT "PRESS RETURN FOR NEXT HAND .•"
OB35 A=A+l
0840 INPUT 1$
0850 IF IS="END" GOTO 1140
0860 GOTO 460
0870 PRINT "IT'S UP TO YOU ... "
0880 PRINT "YOUR CHOICE? SAYS THE DEALER .•• "
0890 INPUT 1$
0895 REM GET INDEX OF PLAYERS RESPONSE
0900 R$=LEFT$(I$,2)
0905 IF R$="EN" GOTO 1140
0910 FOR 1=1 TO 4
0920 IF R$=LEFH(T$(I),2) GO TO 970
09}0 NEXT I
0940 PRINT 1$;" IS AN INVALID RESPONSE"
0950 PRINT "HERE'S THE HAND AGAI N"
0960 GOTO 755
0970 IF I<>Q GOTO 1060
0374 C-C+l
0975 REM THE PLAYER HAS CHOSEN CORRECTLY
0980 X=INT(3*RND+l)
0990 ON X GOTO 1000,1020,1040
1000 PRINT "VERY GOOD •.• CORRECT RESPONSE .."
1010 GOTO 830
1020 PRINT "EXCELLENT. CORRECT CHOICE ... "
1030 GOTO 830
1040 PRINT "THE DEALER SMILES KNOWINGLY AT YOUR WISDOM ... "
1050 GOTO 830
1055 REM THE PLAYER HAS CHOSEN INCORRECTLY
1060 X=INT(3*RND+l)
1070 ON X GOTO 1080,1100,1120
1080 PRINT "NO, THE CORRECT ACTION IS ";T$(Q)
1090 GOTO 830
1100 PRINT "BREAK TIME ...";1$(Q);" IS THE CORRECT CHOICE ••"
1110 GO TO 830
1120 PR INT "THE 0 EALER FROWNS ••• HE EX PECTED YOU TO ";T$ (Q)
1130 GOTO 830
1135 REM END SELECTED, PRINT ATTEMPTS,CORRECT COUNTS
1140 PRINT
1144 PRINT "YOU HAVE PLAYEU ";A;IIHANDS. YOU HAVE CHOSEN THEil
1150 PRINT "CORRECT PLAY ";C;"TIMES AND HAD ";B;"BLACKJACKS."
1160 PRINT "TRY AGAIN SOON ... "
1170 END

0005 PRINT
0010 PRINT "BLACKJACK STRATEGY TUTOR"
0020 PRINT "VERSION 2-8-79"
0030 LlNE= 80
0035 REM CREATE MATR ICES
0036 REM P - FOR WHEN PLAYER HAS A PAIR
0037 REM S - FOR WHEN PLAYER HAS A SOFT COUNT (ONE CARD AN ACE)
0038 REM H - FOR WHEN PLAYER HAS A HARD COUNT
0039 REM C$, T$ - FOR DESCRI PTIVE WORDS DURING PLAY
0040 DIM P(10,10),S(8,10),H(8,10),C$(13),T$(4)
0050 PRINT "WOULD YOU LIKE INSTRUCTIONS?"
0060 INPUT 1$
0070 IF LEFT$(I$,ll="N" THEN 180
OOBO PRINT "YOU AS THE PLAYER WILL BE DEALT BLACKJACK HANDS AND"
0090 PRINT "SHOWN THE DEALER'S UP CARD; JUST AS AT THE TABLE, YOU"
0100 PRINT "WILL THEN HAVE FOUR OPTIONS:"
0110 PRINT" STAND PAT (STANO OR sr iv
0120 PRINT" SPLIT PAIRS (SPLIT OR SP)"
0130 PRINT" DOUBLE DOWN (DOUBLE OR DO)"
0140 PRINT" DRAW A CARD (DRAW OR DR)"
0150 PRINT "THE TUTOR WILL THEN ADVISE YOU IF YOUR ACTION IS"
0160 PRI NT "CORRECT BASED UPON BAS IC BLACKJACK STRATEGY. YOU"
0170 PRINT "MAY ENTER END AT ANY TIME TO HALT THE EXERCISE."
0180 PRINT "GOOD LUCK ..• ENTER ANY NUMBER TO BEGIN .."
0190 INPUT I .
0192 PRINT
0195 REM SEED THE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
0200 X-RND( I)
0201 REM SET FOR ALLOWING 'OBVIOUS' HANDS
0202 Z=l
0203 PRINT "DO YOU WISH TO BE DEALT HANDS WITH HARD"
0204 PRINT "COUNTS OF 8 OR LESS AND 17 OR MORE?"
0205 INPUT 1$
0206 IF LEFT$(I$,l)="Y" GOTO 210
0207 REM SET TO IGNORE OBVIOUS HANDS
0208 Z-2
0209 REM ASSIGN VALUES TO THE MATRICES
0210 FOR J'l TO 10
0220 FOR I-I TO 10
OBO READ P(I,J)
0240 IF 1<9 READ S(I,J),H(I,J)
0250 NEXT I
0260 NEXT J
0265 REM CORRECT SELECTION TABLES
0266 REM I-STAND
0267 REM 2-SPLIT
0268 REM 3-DOUBLE
0269 REM 4-DRAW
0270 DATA 2,4,4,11.,4,4,4,4,3,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,1,4,4,1,4,2,1,4,1,1
0280 DATA 2,4,3,2,4,3,2,4,},4,4,4,3,3,1,2,1,1,2,1,1,2,1,1,2,1
0290 DATA 2,4,3,2,4,3,2, /jo, 3,4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2,1, 1, 2, 1
0300 DATA 2,3,3,2,3,3,2,3,3,4,3,1,3,3,1,2,3,1,2,1,1,2,1,1,2,1
031 0 DATA 2 •.3, 3, 2, 3•.3 I 2•.3, 3, 2 , 3, 1, 3•.3, 1, 2 •.3•.1, 2, 1•.1•.2•.1, 1•.2 r 1
0320 DATA 2,}, 3, 2, 3,}, 2, 3, 3, 4, 3, 1, 3,}, 1,2, 3, 1, 2, 1, 1,2, 1, 1, 2, 1
0330 DATA 2, 4, 4, 2, 4, 3, 2, 4, 3,4, 4, 4, 3,4, 4, 2, 1, 4, 2, 1,4, 2, 1, 4, 1, 1
0340 DATA 2,4,4,4,4,-3,4,4,3,4,4,4,3,4,4,4,1,4,2,1,4,2,1,4,2,1
0350 DATA 2,4,4,4,4,3,4,4,3,4,4,4,3,4,4,4,4,4,4,1,4,2,1,4,2,1
0}60 DATA 2,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,3,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,1,4,2,1,4,1,1
0370 FOR I-I TO 13
0380 READ C$(I)
0390 IF 1<5 READ T$(I)
0400 NEXT I0410 DATA "ACE","STANO","OUECEII,"SPLIT THE PAIR","TREY"
0420 DATA "DOUBLE DOWN","FOURII,IIDRAW A CARD","FIVE",IlSIX"
0430 DATA "SEVEN","EIGHTII,"NINEII,"TENII,"JACK","QUEENI1,"KING"
0435 REM INITIALIZE HAND (A), CORRECT (C) AND BLACKJACK (B) COUNTERS
0440 A=O
0445 B=O
0450 CaD
0455 REM DEAL THE PLAYERS HANO (PI AND P2) AND THE DEALERS
0456 REM UP CARD (D)
0460 Pl-INT(13*RND+l)
0470 P2=INT(13*RND+l)
0480 0-INT(13*RND+l)
0490 REM DETERMINE THE CORRECT RESPONS'E FOR THESE CARDS
0495 REM TREAT ALL FACE CARDS AS 10 COUNT
0500 VI-PI
0502 V2-P2
0504 IF Vl>10 THEN Vl=10
0506 IF V2>10 THEN V2=10
0508 R=Vl+V2
0510 01=0

success. This, then, is the strat-
egy upon which the tutor will re-
ly in its determination of the
correct choice for each hand
dealt to the player.

ble card held by the dealer. Use
of this strategy will allow the
player to give the casino a
good, stiff battle in Blackjack.
In fact, use of this strategy will
cut the house percentage to
less than one percent, an al-
most even money bet.
You must believe, though,

that the actions indicated by
these rules are absolutely cor-
rect. Selections other than
those shown in Fig. 1 will only
lessen the player's probable

dom cards-two for the play-
er and a third for the dealer.
Based upon the values of these
cards, the tutor determines the
correct action from a table
based on the strategy outlined
above.

If the player has a Blackjack
(an ace and a ten-count card),
the hand is over. The tutor as-
sumes that any WOUld-beplayer
of Blackjack will know what
one is and know not to draw to
it! For player hands other than

Blackjack, the tutor will ask for
the player to select an action.
The player has four choices:
1. Draw a card (enter draw or
dr)
2. Stand pat (enter stand or st)
3. Split pair (enter split or sp)
4. Double down (enter double
or do)

The player's choice is corn-
pared to the correct action the
tutor expects, and an appropri-
ate congratulations or condol-
ence message is printed. If the

How the Tutor Works

The Blackjack tutor is set up
to generate random practice
hands of Blackjack and test the
player's ability to make the cor-
rect strategic choice for the
hand. In the play of a given hand,
the tutor generates three ran-
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player chooses incorrectly, the
tutor will also advise the player
what the correct action is for
the hand. This allows the player
to immediately correct his
thinking for the conditions dls-
played and is the one item that
sets the Blackjack tutor apart
from other computer Blackjack
games.

The Tutor Program

The Blackjack tutor is written
in SWTP 8K BASIC Version 2.0,
but is written to be easily adapt-
able to other versions of BASIC.
I used only single statements
per line and also avoided
unusual statement types as
much as possible.

The program is well com-
mented and thus self-explana-
tory. To conserve memory or
avoid keying, all line references
are structured such that all
REM (remark) statements can
be removed without affecting
the operation of the program.
However, this alone will not al-
low the program to run on a 12K
system; 16K is the minimum
system required. If operation
on a 12K system is required,
elimination of lines 980-1030,
1070-1110 and possibly the in-
structions will be necessary.

In addition to the basic pro-
gram operation described
above, there are a couple of ad-
ditional significant features. As
a player uses the tutor and be-
comes more practiced, some

hands become old hat. Among
these are hands with hard
counts of 8 or less or 17 or
more. The correct action for
these hands is pretty obvious,
even for the beginner. At this
point, the player might wish to
concentrate his practice on
hands that are not quite so ob-
vious. The tutor allows the play-
er to select this option before
Nle play begins.

The tutor will also keep a run-
ning total of the number of
hands played, the number of
correct choices made by the
player and the number of Black-
jacks dealt to the player. When
END is entered by the player to
end the session, a summary of
these counts will be printed.

Final Comments

After completing the BASIC
version of the Blackjack tutor, I
also wrote a version in 6502 as-
sembler for the KIM-1. This pro-
gram occupies about 700 bytes
of RAM and uses the KIM's key-
pad and display for input/out-
put. The entries and displays
are not nearly so elegant as in
the BASIC version, but the
strategy taught is identical.
Thus, its usefulness as a learn-
ing tool for the game of Black-
jack is no less than that of its
bigger brother.

I will provide an object code
listing and description of oper-
ation to interested persons for
the cost of mailing and repro-

duction. My friend Ted, in fact,
has used the KIM version as
one of his prime practice tools.
And as for Ted, well, he's yet to

hit the felt tables, but after all
of his tutor-guided practice, he
has visions of sacks of silver
dollars .•

REAL GRAPHICS FOR PET

SHOWNWITH:
K-1007-1INTERFACE
K-1008-P VISIBLE MEMORY
K1005-P 5 SLOTCARDFILE
K-1008-3C DRIVERSOFTWARE

BLACKJACK STRATEGY TUTOR
VERSION 2-8-79
WOULD YOU LIKE INSTRUCTIONS?
? NO
GOOD LUCK ••. ENTER ANY NUMBER TO BEGIN ..
t 1

DO YOU WISH TO BE DEALT HANDS WITH HARD
COUNTS OF 8 OR LESS AND 17 OR MORE?
? NO
HERE WE GO SAYS THE DEALER .•.
THE DEALERS UP CARD IS JACK
YOU HAVE KING - DUECE
IT'S UP TO YOU ...
YOUR CHOICE? SAYS THE DEALER •..
? DRAW
EXCELLENT. CORRECT CHOICE ...
PRESS RETURN FOR NEXT HAND ..
?

HERE WE GO SAYS THE DEALER .•.
THE DEALERS UP CARO IS FIVE
YOU HAVE NINE - SIX
IT'S UP TO YOU •••
YOUR CHOICE? SAYS THE DEALER .•.
? STANO
VERY GOOD ••. CORRECT RESPONSE ..
PRESS RETURN FOR NEXT HAND ••
?

HERE WE GO SAYS THE DEALER •..
THE DEALERS UP CARD IS FOUR
YOU HAVE SEVEN - TREY
IT'S UP TO YOU •••
YOUR CHOICE? SAYS THE DEALER ••.
? DRAW
THE DEALER FROWNS ••. HE EXPECTED YOU TO DOUBLE DOWN
PRESS RETURN FOR NEXT HANO •.
? ENO

YOU HAVE PLAYED 3 HANDS. YOU HAVE CHOSEN THE
CORRECT PLAY 2 TIMES AND HAD 0 BLACKJACKS.
TRY AGAIN SOON •.• ·

Sample run.

• THE FLEXIBILITY YOU HAVE DREAMEDABOUT IS NOWAVAILABLE!
• 320 WIDE X 200 HIGH RESOLUTION
• EACH DOT INDIVIDUALLY ADDRESSABLE
• SOFTWARESUPPORT- LEVEL 1 GIVESGRAPHICS& TEXT CONTROLAT MACHINE
LANGUAGESPEEDBUT ACCESSABLEFROM BASIC BY GOSUBAND VARIABLE
STATEMENTS.

• DUAL PORT8K BYTE MEMORY ON BOARDALLOWS FULL USE OF MEMORY FOR
OTHERTASKS (SEE YOURPROGRAMSIN THEIR DIGITAL FORM IF YOU LIKE!)

• DOUBLESTHE MEMORY SIZE OF AN 8K PET
• COMPLETELYTRANSPARENTSCREENREFRESH- NO SNOWOR BLINKING EVER-
THE PROPERWAY TO DO IT!

$99.00
$243.00
$80.00
$20.00

MICRO TECHNOLOGY UNLIMITED
841 GALAXYWAY

PO BOX 4596
MANCHESTER, NH 03108

(603) 627-1464 •.....M44CALL ORWRITE FOROUR FULL LINE CATALOGOF PET
EXPANSIONPRODUCTS.
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Secretary, Fred Waters

ESF WORKSHOP

Dr. Lichen Wang is a physicist who learned programming simply to
make his job easier. Dr. Wanghas authored several highly significant
software systems for personal computers. His first popular and
famous program was the kaleidoscope program for the Cromemco
dazzler video board. Dr. Wang is the author of Palo Alto Tiny Basic
which appeared later in an expanded version as Cromemco Control
Basic and was also used as the basis for TRS-80 Level I Basic. Dr.
Wang wrote a robot control language called "WSFN" [Which
Stands For Nothing] that can drive x-y access devices and uses very
unique concepts to allow reiterative shorthand code to draw re-
petitive shapes. Most of the prolific output of Dr. Wang has been
given away and freely published for use and modification by
hobbyists.

The syntax for the Data I/O
Program provides first for OPEN-
ing anum bered file on a selected
drive unit. Up to eight Stringy
Floppys can be operated with
one TRS-80, and there can be up
to 99 files on one wafer. You
may open one file on each drive
unit in your system, if needed.
Next you use the command
"@PRINT", following by a list
of expressions· (constants, var-
iables and operators) to save on
tape the values of the selected
expressions. Finally you use the
"@CLOSE" command to close
the file. For multi-drive systems
there is provision for designating
the current drive, for closing all
open files at once, and for clear-
ing all variables and arrays.

When you want to retrieve
the data, you again use the
"@OPENn" command (n is the
file number), and then load the
data by using the "@INPUT"
command, followed by a list of
variables. These variables must
match in type the expressions
saved, and their values are loaded
into memory. Again you must
close the file, and you may select
another drive unit or clear all
variables and arrays as before.

An important point: all the
commands for data I/O can be
used as program statements, just
as the commands for loading
BASIC and assembly language

Along with the firmware built
in the ESF, you also get another
significant piece of software- the
Data I/O Program for the TRS-
80 version, on ESF wafer. The
ROM has the programs for certi-

You would have been amazed fying new wafers, and for saving
to see what went on at a recent and loading BASIC and assembly
Saturday morning ESFOA work- language programs. The subrou-
shop. Present was a wide range tines needed for data file hand-
of Exatron Stringy Floppy own- ling are also in the ROM, and
ers and enthusiasts: professional assembly language programmers
programmers, gifted amateurs, can use them. Those who prefer
beginners in microcomputing, BASICcan use the Data I/O Pro-
and some brand new ESF own- gram. It resides in RAM, and is
ers. Several encouraging wives delivered on ESF wafer with
were there. After exchanging in- your system.
formation on what each owner Well, what does it do? Those
was doing, and questions and of you who have fooled with
answers, there were several dem- larger computers or have used
onstrations of new programs and disks probably already know.
projects. One new owner showed Let's look at an example. Say
us "WORM", a fascinating little you have a household or small
graphics program with a worm business inventory program in
wiggling his way all around the your TRS-80. The program has
screen at random. Another had provision for entering items and
prepared his family and friends related data, for reporting quant-
for Halloween by writing an in- ities, for flagging recorder re-
teractive program with graphics order points, for processing cost
and story line-scary face, star- and price data, and so forth. So
tling displays, humorous dialog,. you take an inventory as of
and all! Others had intensively January 1. Now all the data you
exercised the new data I/O func- have in the file-the raw material
tions (see below) for the TRS-80 on which your program operates,
version of the ESF, and had and which changes periodically-
comments on the fine points of needs to be retained until the
using data files. Long after the next inventory. At that time the
normal end of the meeting, the present data is the starting point
plant office and conference area for the changes that have oc-
was still full, with guys who curred. So you need to save the
didn't know learning from guys data on your storage medium,
who did, with more detailed ex- ready to process the next time
changes on individual projects, you use the program. -----------
If you have any questions abou t these products, about Exatron, or I
about ESI'OA, call the Hot Line. Address letters to ESFOA, 3559 I
Ryder St., Santa Clara, CA 9505 L

and with discussion of what to
do next.

HOT LINE
I
IWITHIN CALIFORNIA------------------------------------------

THE EXATRON STRINGY
PLOPPY

ESFOA CHAPTERS ALL OVER

programs can. This means that
you can write your BASIC pro-
gram to include the functions
both of creating and processing
the data you are interested in,
and of storing it on a data me
wafer until needed .again. You
can probably think of-or already
have thought of-many applica-
tions around the home or in a
small business where you need
data files.

In passing: probably the most
important single conceptual fea-
ture of the Exatron Stringy
Floppy is its total adaptability
to any software capability you
can imagine. If you need a par-
ticular microcompu ter applica-
tion, and if a program can be
written to carry it out, the ESF
can handle it for you.

For new readers, the ESF is
a mass storage subsystem for
microcomputers. Because of its
speed and reliability, it does
away with all the objections of
using audio tape, and audio re-
cording and playback techniques,
without going .to the expense of
acquiring disk subsystems. The
ESF is available for the TRS-80,
SWTP or other 6800 systems,
andS-IOO bus systems. The TRS-
80 version is a complete unit,
ready to plug in and go, and as
simple to use as the TRS-80
itself. It will load a 4K program
in 6 seconds without error, and
can save up to 40K on the
longer tapes. Use our toll-free
line below to ask for the infor-
mation packet on the ESF.

Well, you can do it too!
. We've had a number of inquiries
from ESF owners around the
US about other owners nearby.
As the nationwide density of
owners increases, clusters grow
in the more populated areas. So
we have a plan under way to
get you together, to inform
you of nearby colleagues. Then
you too will have the benefits
of meeting and exchanging in-
formation on techniques, pro-
grams, new applications and hard-
ware augmentations.

HANDLING DATA FILES

Stringy Floppy is a trademark of Exatron Corporation ,;E48

INFORMATION & ORDERS

The ESF is assembled and
tested at the factory, with a 30-
day money back guarantee and
a one-year full warranty. Base
price for the TRS-80 ESF:
$249.50. For the S-100 ESF:
$289.50. For SWTP: $250.00.
Place credit card or COD orders
using the toll-free line below for
fastest delivery.

User's Manuals and a com-
plete information packet is avail-
able for all versions of the ESF
at no charge.

800-538-8559

408-737-7111



TRS-80BOwners •.• ACSmakes it easy for you
to add-on disk storage with mlnl-dlsk storage

systems... 102k bytes of additional on-line storage•
• COMPARE AND SAVE
The FD-20d"drive from ACS lets you store 102.4k bytes of
data on one side of the disk compared to only BOkbytes
on a TRS-BO"'mini-disk drive and 102.4k bytes on the
other side, as well. That's almost 205k bytes per mini-disk,
something you can't do with a TRS-BO@drive.
Completely compatable with your TRS-BO? Can be used
as No. 0, 1, 2 or 3-drive.

• AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
Ready when you are ...one-, two-, three-, and four-drive
systems from ACS.

• NEW LOWER PRICE
Good news from ACS ...a single-drive
FD-200'''cost you only $375.

Add $20.00 for DOS 3.0 disk
after September 1,1979.

$375.
4-DRIVE CABLE $35.00

Orders received by 6:00 p.m. shipped
within 3 days on Master Charge, Visa,
Certified Check or Money Order.
Personal Checks require 14 days to
clear. No C.O.D. Collect calls not

accepted. All Hardware warrented for 90 days.
Software guaranteed for replacement only.
Prices subject to change without notice.

AUTOMATED
COMPUTER

SOFTWARE SERVICE
(615) 244-2798

Division of

~ [)(]rnlllJSf UJ(]flrJ INC.

625 Main Street. Nashville, TN 37206

------------------------------------------------------~
ORDER NOW AND SAVE!
Send Check or Money Order payable to -

ACS. 625 Main Street. Nashville, TN 37206
Ouan. Description Unit Price Total

HANDLING CHARGE $1.50 TOTALTENN. RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX

OCheck
OMoney Order
DMasterCharge
OVisa

Card No. _

Exp. Date _
Name _

Address



If you're still looking

• Client Billing
• AIR. Np
• Gen. Ledger
• Inventory
• Payroll
• Mailing List
• File Handling

for

TRS-80 APPLE
&

OTHERS

for software for your micro-

Business
&

Application
Software
Available

I've found that

Mad Hatter Software

Call or Write for Details

:;',.

TRS-80 fi);!>~ ..., ...,, e- ~ ...,

GPROGRAM DESCRIPTION •... •... ..., ~~
GALACTIC BLOCKADE RUNNER • AN EXCITING SPACE WAR GAME WITH GRAPHICS • • • $ 9.95

SCI-FI GAME SAMPLER • 3 GAMES- LUNAR LANDER-STAR MONSTER-SPACE BATTLE • • • $ 7.95

R/T LUNAR LANDER • A REAL TIME LUNAR LANDER WITH GRAPHICS • s 7.95

~MICRO-TEXT EDITOR • FORMAT TEXT -SAVE & LOAD TO TAPE-OUTPUT TO PRINTER • s 9.95

OTHELLO III • ASTRA TEGY BOARD GAME-PLA Y AGAINST COMPUTER OR OTHERS • • • $ 7.95

AIR RAID • A REAL TIME, ARCADE TYPE SHOOTING GAME IN MACH. LANG. • $ 14.95

~
MICRO-CHESS • PLAY CHESS WITH YOUR COMPUTER-VARIOUS LEVELS OF D1FF. • • • $ 19.95

BRIDGE CHALLENGER • DON'T WAIT FOR OTHERS TO PLAY-YOUR COMPUTER'S READY • • • s 14.95

APPLE 21 • BLACKJACK WITH HIRES GRAPHICS • s 9.95

STAR WARS/SPACE MAZE • SCI-FI GAMES FOR THE APPLE • $ 12.95 BRENUMBER • RENUMBER YOUR BASIC PROGRAMS-RENUMBERS EVERYTHING • • $ 14.95

DISK RENUMBER • SAME ~S ABOVE, BUT ON DISK • s 19.95

PILOT 2.0 • THE E lJCATIONAL LANGUAGE, IN MACH. LANG.-INC. EDITOR • 'I; 14.95

PILOT 3.0 • THE DISK VERSION OF THE ABOVE • s 24.95 £)APPLE TALKER • YOUR APPLE SPEAKS! NO NEW HARDWARE REQUIRED • s 15.95

APPLE LIS'NER • SPEECH RECOGNITION THE EASY WAY-GREAT WITH THE TALKER • $ 19.95

TIC-TAC-TALKER • T1C-TAC-TOE USING SPEECH SYNTHESIS AND RECOGNITION • $ 19.95

EJSYSCOP • MAKE BACKUP TRS-80 SYSTEM TAPES THE EASY WAY • s 9.95
ANDROID NIM-2 • GAME OF NIM WITH ANIMATElJ ROBOTS AND SOUND • s 14.95
SNAKE EGG • A BETTING GAME WITH ANIMATED SNAKES AND SOUND • s 14.95
LIFE 2 • 100 GEN. PER.MIN. LIFE & BATT I F OF LIFE W/ANIMATION & SOUND • $ 14.95 lJlJDCV-I • PUT SYSTEM TAPES ON DISK EVEN IF IN SAME MEM AS DOS • $ 9.95
MUSIC MASTER • ENTER SHEET MUSIC-THE TRS-80 THEN CUMPILES & PLAYS IT • s 14.95
DISK MUSIC MASTER • SAME AS ABOVE BUT ON DISK W /MANY SELECTIONS • $ 24.95
TRS-80 CP/M • OPENS UP THE WHOLE WORLD OF CP/M SOFTWARE TO THE TRS-80 • $150.00

1007. OFF IF YOU ORDER 3 SOFlWARE PACKAGES OR MORE SEND FOR .·REE CATALOG-GIVE TYPE OF COMPUTER

TO ORDER BY PHONE OR fOR DEALER INfO-CALL-(617) 682-8131 .~-~2··!ADD 75c SHIPPING & HANDLING· MASS. RESIDENTS ADD 5a,70 SALES TAX vM77

MAD HATTER SOFTWARE· 900K SALEM RD. DRACUT, MA 01826 I_!
AVAILABLE FROM THESE FINE MICRO COMPUTER DEALERS

CAPITOL COMPUTEk SYSTEMS
JJ96 EL CAMINO AVE
SACRAMEJ'lITQ CA 9~821

HOBBY WORLD ELECTRONICS
19355 BUSINESS CENTER DR. '6
NORTHRJOCiE CA 91324 .

JAJ ELECTRONICS LTO
2fI COLLINGTON AVE
BEXHILl-ON-SEA, E. SUSSEX. ENfJ.

COMPUTER CARLE VISION, INC.
261142NO ST. NW'2
WASHINGTON OC 2(0)7

TRS-80 SOfTWARE EXCHANGE
17 BRIARCLIFF DR.
MILFORD NH OlOH

OP AMP TECH BOOKS
1033 N. SYCAMO;(E AVE.
LOS ANGLES CA 90038

AUGUST AUTOMATION
2JlMILK ST.
WESTBORO MA 01581

COMPUTER VILLAGE
931 SW 17TH AVE.
MIAMI FL 3311••

KENNH,Y SYSH.MS
1••BROAD ST.
LYNDONVILLE VT 05851

ADVANCED COMPUTER PRODU<.TS
1310B ~ E'),,,,,-:JF.R
SANTA ..••.t."" CA 9210.3

THE CPU SHOP
39 PLEASANT ST.
CHARLESTOWN MA 02129

L C. SALES
100 HINCHEY AVE. I10S

OTTAWA. ONT .• CAN. KIY"L9
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An Operator-Oriented
Data Base

Management System

This three-part article on managing data begins with a description of the system.

Joel Shapiro
491 Kenilworth Court
Des Plaines IL 60016

Itall started when I decided I
needed another program that

could generate some new files
for storing catalog data. Going
back through the rnanyappllca-
tions programs I had written in
the past, I was amazed at the
number of different file formats I
had generated for my programs.
As anythlnqless than standard-
ization is unforgivable in my pro-
fession (manufacturing), I de-
cided to do something about it.

Introduction

The computer at home is used
for a part-time computer service
run by mywife and as a tool with
which I can develop business
software. A data base manage-
ment system would be helpful
for both uses. Considering my
wife's background in office pro-
cedure (former secretary and
word-processing department su-
pervisor), I could make the pro-
gram compatible with the man-
ual systems used in many small
businesses.

The problem I've run into in
the past is that many existing

programs support a long learn-
ing curve from the operator
training viewpoint. The unfortu-
nate thing about this is that
most small businesses will not
use a computer if it won't fit into
their existing procedures with a
minimum of effort and change.
Anticipating this and the fact
that many readers would like
this type of program, I decided
to incorporate many prompts
and error-trapping routines in
the program.

As a businessman with some
years of experience as a manu-
facturing executive, I am famil-
iar with data base systems from
the user's viewpoint. This has
helped in developing this pro-
gram in that many of the fea-
tures of some existing commer-
cial programs are not used and
other features are desired.

I have selfishly written the
program with my own preju-
dices in mind, and I believe an
operator, with very little training,
can make use of the system. No
attempt has been made to con-
servememory or increase speed
at the expense of operator con-
venience, operator assistance
or system flexibility. The com-
promise in speed is not limiting
for personal computer use and
is within the requirements of a
small business that will use the
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computer to supplement a small
staff.

The program was written to
run in my system, which has48K
of memory. Although much of
the memory is used by the inter-
preter and approximately 2K is
used for the display at the top
end, it has proved to be enough
for the program. The system
also has dual disk drives, each
capable of 315Kof storage, and
a printer capable of 132charac-
ters per line. I feel that this may
represent the system a small
business would use.
The programs can be changed

to suit individual systems by use
of the chain feature of Micropo-
lis BASIC for smaller program
segments. The elimination of
many of the prompts, error
traps, messages and remarks
can also save memory, but this
may compromise operator con-
venience and promote error. Ad-
ditionally, a few of the subrou-
tines will have to be changed to
suit the user's terminal. Those
written in the program support a
Merlin video board, which is not
too common.

Part 1 of this three-part article
will describe the features and
operations of the program, leav-
ing the description of the code
itself for parts 2 and 3. I will
cover explanations of features

used in Micropolis BASIC and
possible changes the reader
may desire.

Program Features

1. Full prompting, with many
error traps, error messages and
subroutines, which make it easy
to learn.

2. Up to 30 fields for data,
each of any length as long as
the total of all fields does not ex-
ceed 248 characters.

3. Field titles up to 18charac-
ters.

4. Complete edit function for
all data.

5. Data can be deleted from
one file and added to another
automatically.
6.. Automatic formatting of

dates.
7. Automatic search for any

entry in any field.
8. Automatic formatting of

dollar fields.
9. Data recovery utility pro-

gram for use in case of program
crashes.

10. File parameters remain
on disk and can be changed by
the user.

11. Report format is selected
by the user, including all ele-
ments of the heading.

12. Report format can be re-
tained on disk for future use as
well.



13. Column spacing is auto-
matic, and program will wrap
around any lines that are too
long for the printer in use.

14. As an option, program
will reverse first and last names.

15. Reports can be made any
length.

16. Reports can be made with
data between an upper and low-
er limit as determined by the
user.

17. Numerical and dollar
fields can be totaled at the end
of the report.

18. Multiple level sorting that
can sort up to ten levels is avail-
able. Index files that allow the
same file to be sorted in many
ways are used.

Description

The data base management
system consists of three major
programs or functions: one cre-
ates a file; another allows the

management of data; and the
third provides a printed report
derived from the data. Other pro-
grams in the system provide util-
ity functions such as sorting,
and still others provide for the
access of data from many files
in order to obtain information
for a single report. Application
programs can gather data from
one or several files, manipulate
the data and generate reports or
even more files. The possibili-
ties are endless when the appli-
cation calls for the storage and
manipulation of data.

The reason the data base
management system can have
such unique possibilities is that
all files are accessed and read in
the same manner, so programs
can be written with this stan-
dardization in mind.

The system presented here
covers the three major functions
and provides for sorting and file

recovery in case of a program
crash.

First of all, line 80 is the effec-
tive entry point in each program.
This means that typing GOT080
in the case of a program crash
will allow reentry into the pro-
gram and restart without loss of
data in most cases. If the com-
puter flashes a FILEOPEN error,
just type CLOSE 1 and then GO-
T080. A CONTROL C will inter-
rupt processing. The program
disk must be placed in drive
number 0 for proper chaining op-
erations.

Creating A File

The disk used for this file
must have been previously for-
matted by the Micropolis for-
matting routines before a file
can be created.

Operation is initiated by load-
ing the DATABASE program.
When started, the program will

request the date and transfer
control to PROGRAMS. All pro-
grams have a subroutine that
will format the date, and all will
accept input in the following
manner.

When a date is requested, it
must be entered month, day and
year. It can be entered using sin-
gle digits for month and day and
any nonnumeric character be-
tween the groups. This means
that 7 3 75 will be formatted as
07/03/75. If you type 7r3z75, it
will be formatted properly as
well. It is important that all
dates be in the same format for
proper handling in these pro-
grams.

PROGRAMS will display a
menu from which the operator
can choose the desired function
or program, and once chosen,
control will be passed to that
program. Since data is passed
between programs, it is impor-

FILE FACTORY PAYROLL FILf CODE 1
FILE CREATED 07/05/79 FILE Uf"'ATED 07/29/79 14 ENTRIES

CL • NAME STREET CITY ST ZIP IIEPT POSITION
LG HR/PAY SOC SEC • EXMT DATE HIRE DATE DEPT STATUS EMER PH EMP PH VAC NAME EHERGENCY

12111 ABBOTT. GEORGE 345 LENDER AVE MATOON IL 62332 123 INSPECTOR
12 S 7.54 888-77-6666 04/31/76 04/31/76 132-1321 132-';'1321 1 ABBOTT. DORIS

02111 BROioIN• GEORGE 99 DENVER AVE ALBION IL 67766 245 INSPECTOR
11 S 6.93 131-31-3113 6 06/03/74 07/07/78 2 343-3232 343-3232 4 BROWN. ESTHER J.

10222 BROWN. MARYANN E. 678 N. MARINE DR. CHICAGO IL 60606 300 CLERICAL
11 S 6.50 303-03-3030 06/07/78 06/07/78 123-9876 123-9876 0 BROWN. ESTHER

22021 BROWNE. KAREN J. 19 WOODDALE AVE CANOGA IL 66600 123 SUPERVISOR
12 S 7.75 535-53-3535 2 01/21/72 01/21/79 333-3333 333-3333 1 BROWNE. JOHN

32113 HUDSON. DANIEL J. 55 NORTH AVE CHICAGO IL 60789 123 BOSS
23 • 25.00 444-66-8888 2 04/04/69 06/07/78 355-6879 355-6879 4 HUDSON. JANE

00122 JOHNSON. JAMES C. 8954 WOODVILLE AVE DEMPSEY IL 61123 105 MACH. OPERATOR
9 S 5.50 222-33-4444 3 06/15/76 06/15/76 444-5555 444-5555 1 WOODS. DORIS

00101 JONES. KEITH 999 WEST DRIVE SAMPSON IA 23999 111 SALESMAN
23 • 13.50 999-99-9999 05/12/66 05/05/78 222-1122 222-1122 4 JONES. BETTy

54321 METZ. GLADYS G. 54 WINDSON LANE CRETE IL 61134 112 OFFICE CLERICAL
10 • 5.80 866-54-9002 05/13/76 12/12/78 662-4578 566-1221 2 METZ. JOHN

00121 PASTERNACK. LAWRENCE 23 PANSY LANE ODESSA IL 60111 105 JR. OPERATOR
8 • 5.25 444-56-1234 07/07177 08/01178 NONE 234-2345 0 NONE

11056 PETERSON. GERALD 886 FORMOST DR. WINNEBAGO IN 47768 116 OFFICE CLERICAL
10 • 5.80 234-76-9456 09/21178 08/21/78 555-3456 555-3456 0 PETERSON, HAROLD

00123 SMITH. ROGER 345 WOOD AVE ASPEN IL 60894 103 MACHINIST
13 • 8.45 111-22-3333 5 05/06/73 06/22175 234-5678 234-5678 2 SMITH. BETTY

00111 VALDEZ. JUAN 134 E. 54TH ST AKRON IL 60923 103 MACHINIST
12 • 7.93 102-23-5678 2 05/12/75 08/19/77 335-6789 335-6789 2 VALDEZ. GLORIA

10987 WYNN. EDWARD G. 244 LAMPSON DR. CLARK IL 61138 124 MANAGER
41 • 50.00 111-55-7777 4 04/31/67 03/31/78 666-9944 666-9944 5 WYNN. BERTHA

TOTAL HR/PAY - • 155.95

Listing 1. Entire file-alphabetical sort.
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FILE fACTORY PAYROLL FILE CODE 1
FILE CREATED 07/05/79 FILE UPDATED 07/29179 14 ENTRIES
NAHE STREET CITY 8T ZIP
GEORGE ABBOTT 345 LENDER AVE HATOON IL 62332
GEORGE BROWN 99 DENVER AVE ALBION IL 67766
HARYANN E. BROWN 678 N. HARINE DR. CHICAGO IL 60606
KAREN J. BROWNE 19 WOODDALE AVE CANOGA IL 66600
DANI EL J. HUDSON 55 NORTH AVE CHICAGO IL 60789
JAHES C. JOHNSON 8954 WOODVILLE AVE DEHPSEY IL 61123
KEITH JONES 999 WEST DRIVE SAHPSON IA 23999
GLADYS G. HETZ 54 WINDSON LANE CRETE IL 61134
LAWRENCE PASTERNACK 23 PANSY LANE ODESSA IL 60111
GERALD PETERSON 886 FORHOST DR. WINNEBAGO IN 47768
ROGER SHITH 345 WOOD AVE ASPEN IL 60894
JUAN VALDEZ 134 E. 54TH ST AKRON IL 60923
EDWARD G. WYNN 244 LAHPSON DR. CLARK IL 61138

Listing 2. Address list name sort.

tant that DATABASEbe the first
program used.
The CREATE program pro-

vides all of the functions re-
quired for creating the file itself,
the parameters of which are
written into the first five records
of the file. Information written
into the file by this program is as
follows:
File code-I use a numerical
code (0-99)to control file access
by application programs. It can
be alphanumeric and up to 30
characters long if desired.
Special filename/purpose-A
string of up to 30 characters-
used on reports if· actual file-
name is to be guarded or if pur-
pose such as Payroll, Mail List,
etc., is to be printed on the re-
port.
Number of fields-Added by
program when file is created.
File create date-Date entered
when program was initialized
and CREATE program used to
create a file.

All of this data is written into
record 1of the file. Additional in-
formation such as print options,
records to be deleted, file up-
dates, etc., which are used else-
where in the system, will also be
retained in record 1. This saves
time in reentering a lot of data
and also provides continuity to
the system.

The title, size, type code and
operator access key for each
field is written into records 2-4.
Fields-A field is where a sin-
gle element of data is stored.
The data is accessed from the
file by accessing the field. If
you picture a printed report
with several columns, each
column will represent a sepa-
rate field.

Each field must havea title; a
maximum of 18characters is al-
lowed for each title. Certain fea-
tures, which are described later,
are keyed into a portion of the ti-
tle, so the title for the field must
be decided carefully.

When data is entered into a
field, blanks are added to fill out
the data string to the selected
field length. This is done so the
field data can be accessed cor-
rectly in all routines. The field
codes (N, Sand D, meaning nu-
merical, string and dollar, re-
spectively) determine how this
is done. All S fields are padded
from the right so all string data
is left justified when printed. All
N fields are padded from the left
and are right justified. D fields
are padded from the right, but
are formatted in the REPORT
program.

It is extremely important that
the size of a D field allow for the
the decimal point and 1I100s
(cents) in addition to the space
required for whole dollars. No
space need be allotted for a dol-
lar sign or commas, as these will
be added in the REPORT pro-
gram.

If a decimal point is used in N
fields, don't expect them to line
up in printed reports. Because
the number of digits to the right
of the decimal point is not al-
ways known, the field cannot be
readily formatted. However,
data consisting of a whole num-
ber will be right justified.
Certain features are keyed

from the first four characters of
a field title. When read as name,
the field is designated as S, and
subsequent programs will allow
reversal of the first and last
names. Names should be en-
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tered as follows for correct pro-
cessing: enter the last name,
comma, space and first name.
The program will search the
string for the comma and re-
verse the string from that point.
When read as date, all pro-

grams will provide for correct
formatting of the date string. All
dates must be in a date field for·
proper handling of the data.

When the first four characters
are read as AMT., the field is set
as a D field. If you don't want to
use AMT. in the title, it is still
possible to designate the field
as a D field. Correct formatting
will not occur if the field is not
coded D.

File Maintenance

The file maintenance pro-
gram, MAlNT, is responsible for
controlling data entry, editing
and removal with regard to the
file. When MAINT is called by
DATABASE,a menu to allow se-
lection of one of its many func-
tions will be displayed.

After a filename is given, the
program causes the computer
to search for the file. In a multi-
ple drive system such as mine,
drive 0 is checked first, and if the
file has not beenfound, drive 1 is
checked. If the file is not found
on either drive, then an error
message is displayed. When the
file is found, the first five rec-
ords are read and some of the in-
formation is displayed on the
screen. The operator can then
add data, delete, modify (edit),
search and review the file en-
tries as desired. The file is up-
dated as each record is modi-
fied or added.

An auto delete function will
allow deletion coding of all rec-

ords in which the entries within
a selected field are between up-
per and lower limits as selected
by the operator. This does save
considerable time whenever a
group of entries are to be de-
leted.

Note at this time that the rec-
ords are only coded for deletion.
When so coded, they will not be
displayed, printed or used in
other programs except SORT-
FILE. Records coded for dele-
tion, however, can havethe cod-
ing removed within the modify
function of the MAINT program.
The program was written this
way because restacking the file
(which removes the coded data)
does take considerable time.
This is something you maywish
to do when you have it, or when
you need the file space.

The DELETEprogram has the
responsibility for this function.
DELETEis chained from MAINT
and is considered part of the
MAINT program. When the data
has been deleted and the file re-
stacked, any unused tracks are
reallocated as open tracks.
Options available in the pro-

gram include transferring coded
data to another file or just delet-
ing the data.

In the case of deleting to an:
other file, the file parameters
must be the same in both files;
the only difference can be in the
filename. For this reason, the
utility routine in the CREATE
program, which duplicates the
file parameters, should be used.
Coded records .transferred to
the file before deletion will be
added in sequential order and in
the order in which they are
transferred. The main reason for
transferring to another file is to
allow deletion of data from ac-
tive files and storage of this
data for historical reference.

Sorting

The SORTFILEprogram is ca-
pable of multiple-level sorting.
This means that it has the capa-
bility of sorting into major cate-
gories and minor categories,
each within the other. For in-
stance, with a mailing list file
you can first sort by state, then
zip code within a state, town
within a zip code and street
within a town.

When the program is called, it



will request the primary sort
field (which should be a major
category) and the subsequent
minor fields. Up to ten levels can
be sorted in this fashion. Take
care in choosing the primary
field. If name is a primary field in
a sort of many levels, there will
be no apparent sort unless
many John Smiths are in the file.

Sorting takes time! The more
levels selected, the more fields
in the file, the more data to sort
and the longer it takes. In my
tests, 100 entries in a four field,
two level sort took 71/2 minutes.
Nine hundred entries in the
same file took 1 112 hours.

As sorting takes place the
screen will show a descending
progression of numbers. This is
only to show the operation of
the program and the progress of
the sorting task. The closer to
zero, the closer it is to compte-
tion.

When the file has been
sorted, the locations of the
sorted entries in the master file
are located in an index file. The
index file stores data in a dif-
ferent format than do the data
files. Index information for 1200
file records can be stored in only
three tracks of index file. In
most cases, this will permit you
to store a master file and one or
several index files on a single
disk.

Up to 1160 data entries and
one index file can be placed on a
disk. The maximum number of
data records allowable, using a
full disk, can only be 1211,so the
sacrifice of 51 data entries may
bewarranted in keeping the files
together. Don't worry about it!

After sorting, if the program
determines there is not enough
space on the disk for the index
file, it will advise the operator. A
new index file can then be cre-
ated within the program without
the loss of the stored data. It is
best to create (name) the index
file before starting the sort, but
it can be done the other way
around. The index file can be lo-
cated on another drive without
hampering system operation.

No data is changed in the
sorting process, and the master
file is not changed. Many index
files can be made for the same
master file depending upon the
sorting requirements.

Remember: All file data is
considered in the sort. If data is
added or deleted to or from the
master file, the file will have to
be resorted. If the data is rnodl-
fied in one of the fields used in
the sort, the file must be re-
sorted. It is therefore best to
make any changes before sort-
ing.

The Report Generator

The REPORT and PRINTER
programs produce the printed
report in one of several different
formats selected by the opera-
tor. I used a kind of "salad bar"
approach in that the report pa-
rameters and features are all op-
erator selected, mainly by an-
swering yes- and no-type ques-
tions.

One of the pet peeves of a
business executive is that he
can't get the report he wants
without waiting several weeks
for priority in a data processing
department. That has been ex-
pressed to me upon several oc-
casions at various trade meet-
ings and seminars. A good case
for the micro!

It is unfortunate because in
some large businesses that
have large computers, large
sums of money can be lost if the
file information isn't available.
The impact of the same problem
on a small business can some-
times be disastrous.

Have no fear! I believe this ap-
proach to getting the informa-
tion from the files requires very
little training and can be used by
the person requiring the report
without a problem and, I hope,
without a loss.

When REPORT is called, the
file accessed and the parame-
ters displayed, the operator is
requested to enter the fields (by
number) wanted in the report
and in the desired sequence.
Only the fields requested by the
operator will be printed. If all
fields are to be printed, just en-
ter ALL, and the fields will be
printed in file sequence. If the
letter T is entered directly after
the field number, when the field
is an N or D field, the total
amount for all entries with that
field will be printed at the end of
the report.

The operator is then re-
quested to select other options,

mainly about the report head-
ing. The field selection, options
selected and fields selected for
totals are normally retained in
the file. After the report is
printed, the operator can have
this done by selecting the op-
tion. This way, the information
need not be entered again un·
less there are changes. It is also
possible to generate a report
with a different setup without
destroying the options already
recorded in the file.

After field and option selec-
tion, the operator is asked to in-
sert a new line width if different
from the 132 character default
asslqnrnent. This permits the
use of different width paper
without difficulty.

If a name field is to be printed,
the operator is asked if the first
and last names are to be re-
versed. Remember, they are last
name first in the file.

The final feature for selection
is the determination of upper
and lower limits for data in the
report. The default of this option
is to print all entries. Use of the
limit feature permits the opera-

tor to select a field to use for the
control and to set the limits
within that field.

It is therefore a simple matter,
for instance, to select a date
billed field and print out only the
entries with billing between 90
and 120 days old, printing out
the outstanding balance as
well! This feature works along
with the sort so the information
is printed in sorted fashion and
within the selected limits.

The sorting and the limit rou-
tines will work even though the
fields used for either or both of
them are not used in the report.
As you can see, the flexibility of-
fered to the operator is trernen-
dous in that a report may be
printed in a manner tailored for
his needs. The versatility of the
system is further demonstrated
in the sample runs. To assist in
demonstrating the system, I cre-
ated a short file that resembles
what might be considered the
payroll data file for a small busi-
ness.

In Listing 1, the file is printed
in its entirety alphabetically.
Note that when the number of

14 ENTRIES
NAME

FILE FACTORY PAYROLL FILE CODE 1
FILE CREATED 07/05/79 FILE UPDATED 07/29/79

DATE HIRE

Listing 3. Seniority list.

KEITH JONES
EDWARD G. WYNN
DANIEL J. HUDSON
KAREN J. BROWNE
ROGER SMITH
GEORGE BROWN
JUAN VALDEZ
GEORGE ABBOTT
GLADYS G. METZ
JAMES C. JOHNSON
LAWRENCE PASTERNACK
MARYANN E. BROWN
GERALD PETERSON

05/12/66
04/31/67
04/04/69
01/21/72
05/06/73
06/03/74
05/12/75
04/31/76
05/13/76
06/15/76
07/07/77
06/07/78
09/21/78

FILE FACTORY PAYROLL FILE CODE 1
FILE CREATED 07/05/79 FILE UPDATED 07/29/79 14 ENTRIES
DEPT HR/PAY LIl [lATEHIRE EMER PH
103 • 7.93 12 05/12/75 335-6789
103 • 8.45 13 05/06/73 234-5678
105 • 5.25 8 07/07/77 NONE
105 • 5.50 9 06/15/76 444-5555
111 • 13.50 23 05/12/66 222-1122
112 • 5.80 10 05/13/76 662-4578
116 • ~.80 10 09/21/78 555-3456
123 • 7.54 12 04/31/76 132-1321
123 • 7.75 12 01/21/72 333-3333
123 • 25.00 23 04/04/69 355-6879
124 • 50.00 41 04/31/67 666-9944
245 • 6.93 11 06/03/74 343-3232
300 • 6.50 11 06/07/78 123-9876

TOTAL HR/PAY = • 155.95

Listing 4. Sort by department.
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FILE FACTORY PAYROLL FILE CODE 1
FILE CREATED 07105/79 FILE UPDATED 07/29179

FILE FACTORY PAYROLL FILE CODE 1
FILE CREATED 07105/79 FILE UPDATED 07/29/79 14 ENTRIES14 ENTRIES
NAME DEPT EMER PH

ABBOTT. GEORGE 123· 132-1321
BROWN. GEORGE 245 343-3232
BROWN. MARYANN E. 300 123-9876
BROWNE. KAREN J. 123 '333-3333
HUDSON. DANIEL J. 123 355-6879
JOHNSON. JAMES C. 105 444-5555
JONES. KE ITH 111 222-1122
METZ. GLADYS G. 112 662-4578
PASTERNACK. LAWRENCE 105 NONE
PETERSON. GERALD 116 555-3456
SMITH. ROGER 103 234-5678
VALDEZ. JUAN 103 335-6789
WYNN. EDWARD G. 124 666-9944

NAME EMER PH DEPT

GEORGE ABBOTT 132-1321 123
.!lEORGE BROWN 343-3232 245
MARYANN E. BROWN 123-9876 300
KAREN J. BROWNE 333-3333 123
DANIEL J. HUDSON 355-6879 123
JAMES C. JOHNSON 444-5555 105
KEITH JONES 222-1122 111
GLADYS G. HETZ 662-4578 112
LAWRENCE PASTERNACK NONE 105
GERALD PETERSON 555-3456 116
ROGER SMITH 234-5678 103
JUAN VALDEZ 335-6789 103
EDWARD G. WYNN 666-9944 124

Listing 6. Sequence of fields has been changed from Listing 5.Listing 5. Emergency phone number list.

The RECOVERY program per-
mits the operator to move (or
step) the end of file marker to
the first incorrect (garbage or
empty) record and reset the
marker. When reading the data
displayed by this program, keep
in mind that the data isn't bro-
ken down into fields. However, it
is clear enough for the operator
to recognize good data and
make the end of file determina-
tion.

It is a good idea to make a
backup copy of the file before
working with it. It is always pos-
sible to wipe out your data base
due to a hardware or software
fluke in the system.

This completes the descrip-
tion of the features and opera-
tion of the data base manage-
ment system. Next month, in
part 2, we will begin examining
the actual BASIC programs that
comprise the system .•

is really limited only to what you
desire, providing it is within the
capabilities of the system.

Listing 2 is an address list
sorted alphabetically by name;
the first and last names have
been reversed by the program.

Listing 3 is a seniority list
sorted by hire date.

Listing 4 shows a sort by de-
partment, LG (labor grade) and
hourly pay. Note that the hire
date and emergency phone are
also printed. The hourly pay field
is totaled.

Listing 5 is an emergency
phone number list for all em-
ployees. The same alphabetical
sort by name, as used in Listing
2', is used here.

Listing 6 is the same as List-
ing 5, except the sequence of
the fields is changed.

The sample runs shown here
are indicative of the type of re-
port preferred by the business
user, with the flexibility required
by the home computer owner.
However, the report you request

columns exceeds the page
length margin, the line is broken
at the beginning of the next field
and a new line is started with an
offset oHive characters. The off-
set is provided to allow the read-
er to align the column with the ti-
tle when the report is read. This
report was set for double spac-
ing, which occurs after the line
has been completed. Note also
that the data is aligned with the
first character of the title. This
approach, rather than centering
the title, seems to make it easier
to read.

Note that the total for the
hourly pay (HR/PAY) field is
printed at the bottom of the re-
port.

Column width is determined
by a subroutine that determines
the largest field size, title length
or dollars as formatted. To this,
two spaces that determine the
spacing are added.

The Recovery Program

The axiom regarding necessi-
ty and invention applies fully to
my development of the RECOV-
ERY program. One stormy day,
while I was entering data into
my music catalog file, we experi-
enced a power failure in the
area. Although the power failure
was momentary, it was of long
enough duration to drop the
data in RAM. I had started the
day with about 100entries in the
file and had added about 600
more.

The MAINT program adds the
data to the file as each entry is
complete, but the end of file
marker used by the disk system
was never reset. In other words,
only 100 records of the file could
be accessed by the computer.

80- <LEVEL II
and Disk Gfi-ograms

MULTIPLEREGRESSION2.0-A disk based package of
chained programs (hat permits model estimation using

thousands of observations. user specified transforma-
tions (write them in BASIC during execution), X-V
plots. formatted for screen or printer + all features of
Multiple Regression 1.0. . ..... $45.00
LEVELII 16K PROGRAMS
Multiple Regression1.0.. $29.95
Linear Programming. . ..... 529.95
0- I Programming.. 529.95
Transportation Algorithm. 529.95
Heuristic Line Balancing. . .... 529.95
Stat. Pack-median, mode. mean (evg .. harmonic.
geometric;). variance, histograms. Tests (T,XJ,F). one
variable regression. one and two-way ANOVA. 59.95
Differential equations-6 methods $29.95
Oueutng Statistics. . . $ 14:95
EigenValue/Eigen Vector. . . $45.00

LOWERCASEMOD-Includes excellent documentation
+ all parts (nothing else to buy), compatible with Elec-
tric Pencil.. . $(4.95
Documentation available at $5.00 per copy.

PET PERIPHERALS
(FOR OTHER IEEE 488 BUS COMPUTERS. TOO)

NEW - RS-232 INTERFACE: $229
The TNW-2000 Bidirectional Serial Interface allows
keyboard input as well as printer output. The unit
provides selectable automatic PET IASCII character
conversion. "throttled" output. baud rate aoiustabte
from 110 10 9600 bits per second. $229 price includes
power supply. cabinet. PET IIEEE cable, built-in female
EIA connector, full documentation. (For software con-
trollable RS-232 control lines. and multiple RS-232
devices. TNW offers the TNW488/232 Serial Interface.
Price is $335. includes power supply, cabinet. PET
cable. full documentation.)

MODEM
The TNW4881 103 Low Speed Modem is Bell 103
compatible, provides auto originate Ianswer Idial capa-
bilities. 75 to 600 bits per second. Interfaces to phone
system via DAA. Price of $385 includes power supply.
cabinet, cables to PET and DAA, tull documentation and
software.

The Original Cassette Magazine for the

ATARI®
• IRIDIS is a cassette magazine of programs

for the ATARI 400 and 800 personal com-
puters.

• Four excellent programs on a high quality
C-30 cassette, ready to load and run.

• Each issue has an animated "Front Cover"
that will delight your eyes!

• With each cassette you get IRIDIS Notes,
, a lively newsletter of information about

the ATARI computer.
• IRIDIS brings you fun and games, educa-

tion, business programs and "software
tools" that will help you enjoy your ATARI.

o 4 issues for $14.95 in US & Canada
o Sample copy $4.95

Calif. residents add 6% tax.
v 146 We Accept VISA and Mastercharge

IRIDIS, Box 550, Goleta, CA 93017
Programs for your ATAR/®

(The Net Works is now)

TNW vT56
Corporation

Ask your dealer or contact -

ASTRONICS • (714) 278·5441
335 t Hancock St .• San Diego CA 921 10
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WITH YOUR LEVEL II TRS-80*
TRcopy is a cassette tape copying system that lets
you SEE what your computer is reading.

COPY ANY CASSETTE TAPE"
With the TRcopy system you can copy any TRS-

80 Level II caaaette tape whether it is coded in
Basic or in machine language. You can also copy
data created by programs and you can copy assem-
bler listings.

YOU CAN SEE THE OATA
As the tape is being loaded, you can SEE the

actual data byte-for-byte from the beginning to the
end of the program. Up to 320 bytes are displayed
at one time. AScn characters are displayed on the
first line and hexadecimal code is displayed on the
following two lines. Data is displayed exactly as it
is input including memory locations and check sums,

IOENTIFY PROGRAMS
With TRcopy you can identify programs on cas-

sette tapes without written documentation because
you can SEE the filename. If you forget to label a
tape, you can use TRcopy to display the tape contents
and identify the cassette.

VERIFY CASSETTE TAPES
with TRcopy you can verify both the original tape

and the tape copies. You can make certain that your
machine reads the original tape correctly and that it
makes byte-far-byte copies. TRcopy also counts as
it reads giving you the exact length of the data.

MAKE BACKUPS FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
Now you can make backup copies of your valuable

programs. Many times a cassette that you make will
load better than one that is mass produced. The
original can then be kept as a backup in case the
copy is damaged.

MAKE COPIES OF YOUR SOFTWARE
If you are in the software business you can use

TRcopy to make tested copies of your programs for
sales distribution. TRcopy produces machine lan-
guage tapes that are more -efficient than those pro-
duced by the assembler itself.

RECOVER FAULTY DATA
With TRcopy you can experiment with the volume

and level controls and you can SEE what the computer
is reading--even if your computer will not read the
data through normal read instructions! In this way it
is possible to read and copy faulty tapes by adjusting
the volume control until you SEE that the data is
input properly.

SIMPLE - FASCINATING - FUN
TRcopy is not only a practical utility program. It

is also a fascinating graphics program that lets you
SEE. for the first time, cassette data as your com-
puter is reading it. And it's as Simple as 1-2-3.
Just load, verify and copy. You will now be able to
use cassette tapes with confidence knowing that
TRcopy is there when you need it.

The TRcopy system is a machine language program
with documentation explaining tape leaders, sync
bytes, check sums and other formatting conventions.
With the TRcopy system, you can SEE what you are
doing! '

f/ Reader Service-see page 227
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Lance E. Rose
COMLABS, Inc.
PO Box 1082
Kalispell MT 59901

A Relocator
for North Star BASIC

See how many uses for this application you can locate in this article.

Having had about a year's
experience working with

the North Star minidisk system,

I think I can safely say that it is a
convenient little unit. Both the
hardware and software (DOS

and BASIC) provided seem to be
reasonably well thought out and
work together satisfactorily.
Even though I've since acquired
a second drive and some more
sophisticated software, I still
find myself reaching for the
North Star BASICIDOS combi-
nation when I want to write a
quick and dirty program, be-
cause I can start writing in just
about nothing flat.

The system has a certain sim-
plicity that I find attractive, even
though the file-managing capa-
bilities aren't quite as conve-
nient as, say, the version of
CPIM for minifloppy systems.
Still, I think most owners will
agree that they now have their
hands on quite a nice, cost-
effective system, especially
when they stop to consider that
most of us who bought such a
system were able to retire older,
less convenient cassette or
paper tape systems.

Lest I be accused of writing
an ad for North Star, I think it's
only fair to say that I think they
did miss the point on a couple of
matters when they designed
their software. One of my naq-
ging questions has always
been: "Why on earth did they
start the standard DOS at 2000H
instead of something more logi-
cal (OOOOH)?"

I'm sure I'm not alone in say-
ing that it can cause some in-
convenience, especially if
you're running a different sys-
tem part of the time and want

your memoryto start at OOOOH,
whereas with North Star BASIC
you gain the most space for pro-
grams if your memory is ad-
dressed starting at 2000H.

Although I've lived quite nice-
ly with this for a year or so, the
idea struck me recently that it
might be nice to be able to relo-
cate the system to take better
advantage of the avai lable mem-
ory and not have to be constant-
ly readdressing memory boards.
Of course, you can purchase a
custom version of either DOS or
BASIC from North Star for your
own special configuration, but
this requires a minor capital
outlay. Besides, with a relocator .
of your own you could create as
many different versions as you
had a use for at no expense or
inconvenience ... and perhaps
have some fun doing it.

Relocation

To digress for a moment into
the prlnclples involved in mov-
ing a language such as BASIC
from one part of memory to an-
other: The primary obstacle when
dealing with any software writ-
ten for the 8080 is the lack of any

. indexed or relative addressing
scheme. This means that a pro-
gram must reside in apartlcular
part of memory to run correctly.
If it is moved without changes to
somewhere else and then exe-
cuted, all bets are off. And if you
have a memory-mapped video
as I do, you'll probably see all
sorts of funny patterns sudden-

Relocator program.

10 REM RELOCATOR FOR NORTH STAR BASIC, REL. 4
20 REM WRITTEN BY LANCE E. ROSE, 4/79
30 REM
40 REM FIND OUT IF 8 OR 14 DIGIT VERSION
50 PRINT
60 INPUT "8-DIGIT OR 14-DIGIT? ••,Q$
70 IF Q$= ••••THEN B=8
80 IF Q$="8" THENB=8
90 IF Q$="14" THEN B=14
100 IF·B=0 THEN 60
110 REM GET DRIVE NUMBER TO GET STANDARD BASIC FROM
120 PRINT
130 INPUT "DRIVE NUMBER FOR STANDARD BASIC: ••,Q$
140 IF Q$= ••••THEN D1=1
150 IF Q$="l" THEN D1=1
160 IF Q$="2" THEN D1=2
170 IF Q$="3" THEN D1=3
180 IF D1=0 THEN 130
190 REM GET DRIVE NUMBER TO PUT NEW BASIC ON
200 PRINT
210 INPUT "DRIVE NUMBER FOR RELOCATED BASIC: .••,Q$
220 IF Q$= ••••THEN D2=1
230 IF Q$="l" THEN D2=1
240 IF Q$=~2" THEN D2=2
250 IF Q$="3" THEN D2=3
260 IF D2=0 THEN 210
270 REM GET STARTING ADDRESS FOR NEW BASIC
280 PRINT
290 INPUT ••STARTING ADDRESS FOR RELOCATED BASIC (HEX): ",Q$
300 IFQ$= ••••THEN N1=10752 ELSE GOSUB 3700
310 IF N1>51712 THEN 290.
320 N=N1
330 O=N-10752
340 REM GET ADDRESS FOR DOS USED FOR BASIC'S I/O
350 PRINT
360 INPUT "STARTING ADDRESS FOR DOS TO BE USED(HEX): ••,Q$
370 IF Q$= ••••THEN N1=8192 ELSE GOSUB 3700
380 IF N1>60416 THEN 360
390 REM 9PEN THE STANDARD BASIC FILE
400 IF B=8 THEN T$="BASIC," ELSE T$="BASIC14,"
410 T$=T$+CHR$(48+D1)
420 OPEN #0%1,T$,L
430 REM GENERATE NAME BASED ON LOCATION OF NEW BASIC
440 T1=N
450 T$="
460 FOR 1=1 TO 4
470 T=INT(T1/16A(4-I))
480 Tl=T1-16A(4-I)*T
490 IF T<10 THEN T$(I,I)=CHR$(48+T) ELSE T$(I,I)=CHR$(55+T)
500 NEXT I
510 IF B=8 THEN T$="B08-"+T$ ELSE T$="B14-"+T$
520 T$=T$+" ,"+CHR$ (48+D2)
530 REM IF NEW BASIC FILE EXISTS, DESTROY AND MAKE NEW ONE
540 IF FILE(T$)<>-1 THEN DESTROY T$
550 CREATE T$,L,0
560 OPEN #1%0,T$
570 REM INITIALIZE MEMORY POINTER
580 M=10752
590 REM RELOCATION SECTION - CALLS APPROPRIATE SUBROUTINES
600 REM FOR DIFFERENT SECTIONS
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Iy appear on the screen, signify-
ing a software explosion.

The way around this, of
course, is to change all the in-
structions that reference a
memory location' so that they
reference a new location offset
by a fixed amount from the origi-
nal one. If you have a source pro-
gram and an assembler, this can
be done by simply changing the
ORG statement at the begin-
ning.

Unfortunately, with very few
exceptions, nobody these days
is interested in providing source
listings for anything as complex
as a BASIC or other high-level
language. The reasons for this
have been argued back and
forth for years without resolu-
tion, but that's what we're stuck
with for now.

.So, if no source listing is avail-
able, what do you do? The an-
swer is you create one. This is
easier said than done for a lan-
guage as long as BASIC where
the source can easily run
4000-5000 lines. Still, we have
to begin somewhere; since I
have a home-brew disassembler
that' provides cross-referenced
listings, that's just what I did.

Even though the above step
seems to be a tough one, the
most difficult part still remains:
the examination and identifica-
tion of each part of the program
to see whether it consists of in-
structions or data. If the pro-
gram consists of instructions,
you must identify those instruc-
tions that reference memory
locations that must be changed
and those that ought to be left
alone.

With program data there isa
similar problem in that many ta-
bles contain a sequence of
2-byte addresses referencing
the different locations where
your favorite commands and
functions' live (READ, GOTO,
SIN, etc.), whereas other data
areas are only ASCII strings of
error messages or floating point
representations such as pi. The
latter should be left alone,
whereas the former need to have
an offset applied to them so that
they will run properly.

With this last bit of informa-
tion, you Can generate a new
BASIC by simply applying the
proper offset to the parts of the

program that need it. One way to
do this is to somehow write the
source listing to a disk file and
then reassemble it.

However, knowing which
areas need .speclal treatment,
you can bypass the assembly
process and simply add the re-
quired offset where necessary.
This can be done in machine lan-
guage and would probably run
the fastest that way, but it can
also be done in BASIC using the
file-accessing commands avail-
able to take a copy of standard
BASIC located, on a disk" pro-
cess it a little at a time in memo-
ry and write the relocated BASIC
to a new disk file. When you are
finished, this new file can be run
as BASIC at. a new location in
memory and use either the
standard DOS or another, DOS
that can also be relocated using
a similar procedure.

The Program

The program to relocate BA-
SIC is really quite simple. It is al-
so quite long because each time
a break occurs in the type of
code being relocated, a new
value must be assigned to M1,
and a call to a subroutine must
be made. Loading and execut-
ing the program is direct and to
the point. When the program is
run, you will see that it asks for
some information with prompts.
Each time a prompt is printed
you can type a carriage return,
and the program will default to
certain values. For the number
of digits, the default is 8; for the
disk drives, it is drive #1; for the
starting address of, BASIC, it is
2AOOH; and for the DOS, it is
2000H.

I've tried to make it impossi-
ble (or at least difficult) to enter
parameters that WOUldn't make
sense, but it pays to,show a little
caution anyway. Once the pro-
gram begins running, you might
as well go get yourself a cup of
coffee-or an entire meal if de-
sired. It takes about 30 minutes
to churn through the file.

Certain prerequisites are nec-
essary before running. The stan-
dard BASIC must be in a Type 1
file called "BASIC" for the
B-digit version, or "BASIC14" for
the extended precision version.
Also, the BASIC must be Re-
lease 4 for the program to work.

610 M1=10766
620 GOSUB 3930
630 M1=10769
640 GOSUB 4290
650 GOSUB 4350
660 GOSUB 4290
670 GOSUB 3930
680 M1=10777
690 GOSUB 4290
700 M1=10988
710 GOSUB 3880
720 Ml=11256
730 GOSUB 3880
740 Ml=11421
750 GOSUB 3930
760 Ml=11707
770 GOSUB 4290
780 Ml=12040
790 GOSUB 3880
800 Ml=12118
810 GOSUB 3880
820 Ml=12153
830 GOSUB 3800
840 Ml=12199
850 GOSUB 3800
860 M1=12216
870 GOSUB 3800
880 Ml=12278
890 GOSUB 3880
900 Ml=12291
910 GOSUB 3800
920 Ml=123il
930 GOSUB 3880
940 Ml=12319
950 GOSUB 3800
960 Ml=12324
970 GOSUB 3800
9,80 Ml=12329
990 GOSUB 3800
1000 Ml=12350
1010 GOSUB 3800
1020 Ml=12390
1030 GOSUB 3800
1040 Ml=12402
1050 GOSUB 3800
1060 Ml=12437
1070 GOSUB 3800
1080 M1=12481
1090 GOSUB 3800
1100 Ml=12496
1110 GOSUB 3800
1120 GOSUB 3900
1130 Ml=12519
1140 GOSUB 3880
1150 Ml=12565
1160 GOSUB 3880
1170 Ml=12671
1180 GOSUB 3800
1190 Ml=12814
1200 GOSUB 3880

1210 Ml=13065,
1220 GOSUB 3880
1230 Ml=13098
1240 GOSUB 3880
1250 Ml=l:i134
1260 GOSUB'3880
1270 M1=13278
1280 GOSUB 3880
1290 Ml=13319
1300 GOSUB' 3880
1310 Ml=13387
1320 GOSUB 3880
1330 Ml=13406
1340 GOSUB 3880
1350 Ml=13434
1360 GOSUB 3880
1370 M1=13676
1380 GOSUB 3880
1390 Ml=13747
1400 GOSUB 3880
1410 Ml=13807
1420 GOSUB 3880
1430 M1=14027
1440 GOSUB 3880
1450 Ml=14040
1460 GOSUB 3880
1470 Ml=14103
1480 GOSUB 3880
1490 M1=14158
1500 GOSUB 3880
1510 Ml=14656
1520 GOSUB 3930
1530 M1=14677
1540 GOSUB 4290
1550 M1=14825
1560 GOSUB 3930
1570 0=-0
1580 GOSUB 3930
1590 0=-0
1600 M1=15056
1610 GOSUB 3930
1620 IF B=14 THEN M=M-3
1630 Ml=15109
1640 GOSUB 4290
1650 Ml=15131
1660 GOSUB 4350
1670 01=0
1680 0=Nl-8192

1690 GOSUB 4350
1700 0=01
1710 Ml=15205
1720 GOSUB 4350
1730 Ml=15620
1740 GOSUB 4290
1750 FOR 1=1 TO 8
1760 GOSUB 4290
1770 GOSUB 4350
1780 NEXT I
1790 Ml=15648
1800 GOSUB 4290
1810 GOSUB 4350
1820 FOR 1=1 TO 22
1830 GOSUB 4290
1840 GOSUB 4350
1850 NEXT I
1860 Ml=15792
1870 GOSUB 3880
1880 Ml=16061
1890 GOSUB 3880
1900 M1";16116
1910 GOSUB 3800
1920 Ml=16131
1930 GOSUB' 3880
1940 Ml=16155
1950 GOSUB 3880
1960 Ml=16178
1970 GOSUB 3930
1980 IF B=14 THEN M=M-12
1990 Ml=16198
2000 GOSUB 4290
2010 Ml=16300
2020 GOSUB 3930
2030 IF B=14 THEN M=M-6
2040 Ml=16310
2050 GOSUB 4290
2060 Ml=16446
2070 GOSUB 3880
2080 Ml=16507
2090 GOSUB 3880
2100 Ml=16514
2110 GOSUB 3930
2120 IF B=14 THEN M=M-3
2130 Ml=16519
2140 GOSUB 4290
2150 Ml=16538
2160 GOSUB 3880
2170 Ml=16561
2180 GOSUB 3880
2190 Ml=16672
2200 GOSUB 3880
2210 Ml=16683
2220 GOSUB 3880
2230 Ml=16696
2240 GOSUB 3800
2250 Ml=16763
2260 GOSUB 3880
2270 Ml=16795
2280 GOSUB 3880
2290 Ml=16819
2300 GOSUB 3880
2310 M1=16828
2320 GOSUB 3880
2330 Ml=16836
2340 GOSUB 3880
2350 Ml=16882
2360 GOSUB 3880
2370 Ml=16903
2380 GOSUB 3880
2390 Ml=16959
2400 GOSUB 3880
'2410 M1=16968
2420 GOSUB 3880
2430 Ml=17253
2440 GOSUB 3880
2450 M1=17307
2460 GOSUB 3880
2470 M1=17381
2480 GOSUB 3880
2490 M1=17395
2500 GOSUB 3880
2510 M1=17419
2520 GOSUB 3880
2530 Ml=17694
2540 GOSUB 3880
2550 Ml=17744
2560 GOSUB 3880
2570 Ml=17831
2580 GOSUB 3880
2590 M1=17855
2600 GOSUB 3880
2610 Ml=17920,
2620 GOSUB 3880
2630 M1=17933
2640 GOSUB 3880
2650 M1=18101
2660 GOSUB 3880
2670 M1=18105
2680 GOSUB 3880
2690 Ml=18219
270,O GOSUB 3880
2710 M1=18237
2720 GOSUB 3930
2730 IF B=14 THEN M=M-3
2740 M1=18242

, 2750 GOSUB 4290
2760 M1=18327
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2770 GOSUB 3880
2780 M1=18356
2790 GOSUB 3880
2800 M1=18422
2810 GOSUB 3880
2820 M1=18428
2830 GOSUB 3880
2840 M1=18434
2850 GOSUB 3880
2860 M1=18440
2870 GOSUB 3880
2880 M1=18446
2890 GOSUB 3880
2900 M1=18485
2910 GOSUB 3800
2920 M1=18838
2930 GOSUB 3800
2940 M1=18889
2950 GOSUB 3800
2960 M1=19157
2970 GOSUB 3880
2980 M1=19202
2990 GOSUB 3880
3000 M1=19528
3010 GOSUB 3880
3020 M1=19680
3030 GOSUB 3880
3040 M1=20183
3050 GOSUB 3880
3060 M1=20928
3070 GOSUB 3880
3080 M1=20972
3090 GOSUB 3880
3100 M1=21052
3110 GOSUB 3880
3120 M1=21115
3130 GOSUB 3880
3140 M1=21273
3150 GOSUB 3880
3160 M1=21311
3170 GOSUB 3800
3180 M1=21344
3190 GOSUB 3880
3200 M1=21412
3210 GOSUB 3880
3220 M1=21440
3230 GOSUB 3880
3240 M1=21472
3250 GOSUB 3880
3260 M1=21519
3270 GOSUB 3800
3280 M1=21560
3290 GOSUB 3880
3300 M1=21581
3310 GOSUB 3880
3320 M1=21604
3330 GOSUB 3880
3340 M1=21642
3350 GOSUB 3880
3360 M1=21657
3370 GOSUB 3880
3380 M1=21674
3390 GOSUB 3800
3400 M1=21680
3410 GOSUB 3800
3420 M1=21684
3430 GOSUB 3930
3440 IF B=14 THEN M=M-27
3450 M1=22450
3460 GOSUB 4290
3470 M1=22733
3480 GOSUB 3930
3490 IF B=14 THEN M=M-38
3500 M1=22783
3510 GOSUB 4290
3520 M1=22968
3530 GOSUB 3930
3540 IF B=14 THEN M=M-46
3550 M1=23018
3560 GOSUB 4290
3570 M1=23229
3580 GOSUB 3930
3590 IF B=14 THEN M=M-48

3600 M1=23269
3610 GOSUB 4290
3620 M1=23387
3630 GOSUB 3930
3640 IF B=14 THEN M=M-70
3650 M1=23552
3660 GOSUB 4290
3670 PRINT
3680 END
3690 REM SUBROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM HEX STRING TO DECIMAL
3700 N1=0
3710 FOR 1=1 TO LEN(Q$)
3720 Q=ASC(Q$(I,I))-48
3730 IF Q>=0 AND Q<=9 THEN 3760
3740 Q=Q-7
3750 IF Q<10 OR Q>15 THEN N1=10000
3760 N1=16*N l+Q
3770 NEXT I
3780 RETURN
3790 REM SUBROUTINE TO HANDLE DOS REFERENCES
3800 GOSUB 3930
3810 01=0
3820 0=Nl-8192
3830 GOSUB 3930
3840 0=01
3850 RETURN
3860 REM SUBROUTINE TO RELOCATE INSTRUCTIONS FOLLOWED BY A
3870 REM 3-BYTE FIXED INSTRUCTION
3880 GOSUB 3930
3890 REM SUBROUTINE TO HANDLE 3-BYTE FIXED INSTRUCTIONS
3900 Q$="H"
3910 GOTO 3940
3920 REM SUBROUTINE FOR NORMAL INSTRUCTIONS
3930 Q$="L"
3940 READ U,&X
3950 WRITE #l,&X,NOENDMARK
3960 M=M+1
3970 REM FIND 3-BYTE INSTRUCTIONS
3980 IF X=195 OR X=205 THEN 4200
3990 IF X=l OR X=17 OR X=33 OR X=49 THEN 4200
4000 IF X=34 OR X=42 OR X=50 OR X=58 THEN 4200
4010 IF X=194 OR X=196 OR X=202 OR X=204 THEN 4200
4020 IF X=210 OR X=212 OR X=218 OR X=220 THEN 4200
4030 IF X=226 OR X=228 OR X=234 OR X=236 THEN 4200
4040 IF X=242 OR X=244 OR X=250 OR X=252 THEN 4200
4050 REM FIND 2-BYTE INSTRUCTIONS
4060 IF X=211 OR X=219 THEN 4150
4070 IF X=6 OR X=14 OR X=22 OR X=30 THEN 4150
4080 IF X=38 OR X=46 OR X=54 OR X=62 THEN 4150
4090 IF X=198 OR X=206 OR X=214 OR X=222 THEN 4150
4100 IF X=230 OR X=238 OR X=246 OR X=254 THEN 4150
4110 REM ALL INSTRUCTIONS LEFT ARE 1 BYTE
4120 IF M<M1 THEN 3930
4130 RETURN
4140 REM 2-BYTE INSTRUCTIONS
4150 READ #0,&X
4160 WRITE #1,&X,NOENDMARK
4170 M=M+1
4180 GOTO 4120
4190 REM 3-BYTE INSTRUCTIONS
4200 READ ,0,&Y,&X
4210 IF Q$="H" THEN 4250
4220 Y=256*X+Y+0
4230 X=INT(Y/256)
4240 Y=Y-256*X
4250 WRITE #l,&Y,&X,NOENDMARK
4260 M=M+2
4270 GOTO 4120
4280 REM SUBROUTINE TO HANDLE BYTE DATA
4290 READ U,&X
4300 WRITE #l,&X,NOENDMARK
4310 M=M+1
4320 IF M<M1 THEN 4290
4330 RETURN
4340 REM SUBROUTINE TO HANDLE WORD DATA
4350 READ #0,&Y,&X
4360 Y=256*X+Y+0
4370 X=INT(Y/256)
4380 Y=Y-256*X
4390 WRITE i1,&Y,&X,NOENDMARK
4400 M=M+2
4410 IF M<M1 THEN 4350
4420 RETURN

The result of the program is a
file of the same length as the
standard version, and with a
name that includes the starting
address in it. The naming for-
mat is Bpp-xxxx, where pp is the
number of digits of precision (8
or 14) and xxxx is the hexa-
decimal starting address.

After completion, you must
assign the file a type of 1 and
give it a go-address (which will,
of course, be the same address
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as that included in the name)
from DOS; there just isn't any
convenient way to assign a go-
address from BASIC. Once this
is done you're ready to test it
by typing GO B08-3400 (for ex-
ample). BASIC should loadand
give its READY prompt. You can
then use MEMSET, if desired, to
allow more space for your pro-
grams commensurate with how
much memory you have avail-
able. Any programs written in

standard BASIC should be com-
patible with relocated versions
of same.

Many people don't realize
that programs written in the
8-digit version can be run in the
14-digit version and vice versa,
but with a loss of precision. This
does not hold true of data files,
however, so don't try it for those.

Uses

I can think of several uses off-

hand. One is to create a version
of BASIC that can be run at
3400H. The rationale behind this
is that if while you're program-
ming, you suddenly run out of
disk space but have room on the
lower disk tracks, you have to
run COMPACT to open up some
space on the disk. Unfortunate-
ly, when this happens it uses a
scratch area of ten blocks im-
mediately following the DOS to
move files around. So, unless
you have yet another disk with
space on it to save your BASIC
program while COMPACTwrites
all over the first part of BASIC,
you're out of luck.

By putting BASIC at 3400H
you can run COMPACT (or use
the IN or DT commands in DOS)
without disturbing BASIC or its
program. Then you can reenter
BASIC from DOS and save the
program you've been working so
hard on before it evaporates. Of
course, you have to give up
about 2.5K of memory in BASIC
to do this, but these days memo-
ry seems to be becoming more
plentiful and less expensive,
and it need not be all that much
of a problem.

Another application is to relo-
cate both the DOSand BASIC to
run at the beginning of memory,
say with the DOS at OOOOHand
BASIC immediately thereafter
(either with or without the ten-
block scratch area in between).
There are commercial programs
available for moving the DOS,so
I won't discuss it here-except
to say you might want to try it
yourself to keep you out of trou-
ble on those rainy or snowy
afternoons. With a setup like
this, there's no more fiddling
with DIP switches to change
those memory board addresses
when going from CPIM to North
Star and back.

If you're really handy at patch-
ing, you can write some short
routines to use the CPIM 110
drivers with North Star BASIC.
The file-accessing patches are
much harder, but possible. With
just the 1/0 though, you can call
BASIC as a CPIM COM file and
at least write and run programs
~ven if you can't save them. A
version of BASIC relocated to
0100H is the heart of this partic-
ular application .•



If you're serious about your TRS-80 computer, try these disk based
programs. When it comes to hardcore software, noboby does it like TBS.

BUSINESS MAIL SYSTEM by Dale Kuber is designed for large-
scale business users. Requiring 32K, two disks and printer, this
program will store up to 150,000 names in a single file spread
out over multiple disks. Each data disk holds 500 names. After data
entry, BMS automatically sorts the data by zip code and alphabetical
order within the zip code. The program tells you when and which data disk
to insert, expanding your files automatically until you've reached 300
disks. Data is input directly onto formatted screen display with the option
to use Company Name/Attention instead of Last Name/First Name. Three
numeric and one alpha code fields are provided to help you use the search
and printout mode. BUSINESS MAIL SYSTEM allows you to program
the number and spacing of your labels and then print out and read your
data disks concurrently using accelerated printing. (This mode works only
with Centronics printers.) With more features than can be described here,
this high-powered program sells for $125.00.

ANALYSIS PAD by Del Jones is the epitome of first-class programming
in business applications. Requiring 48K, and one disk with a printer
recommended, this columnar calculator gives the user tremendous flexibil-
ity in data entry enabling the user to create 30 or more columns and rows.
Enter your own column and row labels. Enter your data by row or column
or directly onto screen display via edit mode. Move, swap, delete, and add
rows or columns. Create new pads by stripping relevant data from old files.
You never have to key in data twice. But more important than the powerful
data manipulation provided, you can add, subtract, multiply and divide one
column by another and put results in another column. You can perform up
to six calculations on one column and even define one column to be a
constant. The calculation routine you create can be saved and reused.
Print out the entire pad in four column segments to line or serial printer.
ANAL YSIS PAD was originally advertised for 32K tape at $32.50. Since
then it has been totally rewritten and expanded to its present 48K disk
only form and sells for $49.50. It is easily worth twice as much. You have
to see it to bel ieve it.

DATA MANAGER by Dale Kubler starts out where INFORMATIO:'J
SYSTEM leaves off. Requiring 32K and one disk, it accepts up to ten
user-defined fields with up to forty characters per field and 255 characters
per record. As with all TBS software, data entry and editing is professional
and simple to use. What makes this program stand apart from "in-mem"
data managers is that it uses up to four disks on line as memory, oras
much as 320K of memory storage. Because disk sorts take more time than
in-mem sorts, DATA MANAGER enables the user to create and maintain

r/ Reader Service-see page 227

up to 5 "key" sort files for quick access of data. A utility program is pro-
vided to calculate the number of records possible since the amount of
records you can maintain is dependent on a number of variables. This pro-
gram also supports the upper/lower case modification, and printouts can
be programmed to almost any format and sent to line or serial printer. For
Centronic printers, accelerated printing is provided enabling the computer
to search and print at the same time. If you already have INFORMATION
SYSTEM, DATA MANGER will accept those files. (We are currently work-
ing on a program that will merge your data files with Electric Pencil files.)
A necessity for organized people, this program sells for $49.50.

CHECK REGISTER ACCOUNTING SYSTEM, adapted for the
TRS-80 by Dale Kubler and originally written by O.E. Dial, is the most
comprehensive check-balancing program written. Requiring 32K, two disks
and printer, this program does much more than just balance and reconcile
your checkbook. It enables you to define up to 50 account names and will
generate monthly summaries of all accounts with monthly and year-to-date
totals. Single-entry input allows the user to disperse one transaction over
several accounts and to make a 54-character note on each transaction.
Checks can be printed out after data has been entered. Aside from the
Statement of Accounts, CRAS also generates the following reports: Check
Register for any Month, Notes to Check Register, Income/Expense Distribu-
tion, Statement of Selected Accounts, Bank Reconcile Statement and
Suspense File. The Suspense file is an extra feature where you can make
notes to yourself for any month in the year. CRAS will make both you and
your accountant happy and it sells for $49.50.

TBS has other great software for your TRS-80. BASIC TOOLKIT,
SYSTEM DOCTOR & TERMINAL CONTROL are system utilities.
CHECKBOOK II, INFORMATION SYSTEM & EXERCISER are general
applications. Don't forget the LIBRARY 100; 100 programs for only
$49.50. TBS also has DISK HEAD CLEANERS for TRS-80 and APPLE
and GRAN MASTER DISKETTES, the best on the market.

TBS is YOUR COMPANY, and to you we pledge to produce quality
software at a price you can afford. The above products are avaiable NOW
at Computer Stores and Associate Radio Shack Stores nationwide or
directly through us. For direct mail please include $2.00 for postage and
handling.
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Bonaventura Paturzo
1929 Trudie Drive
San Pedro CA 90732

Synertek's SYM·1
Still Versatile

••

The 'nym's new, but the SYM's still the same good old VIM.

About 1Y2 years ago, Syner-
tek Systems Corp. (PO Box

552,Santa Clara CA 95052)intro-
duced their Versatile Interface
Module (VIM)_It's now called the

SYM-1, but the versatile is still
included. It uses a 6502 micro-
processor that makes the SYM-1
a cousin of the KIM-1. The
SYM-1 includes an excellent 4K

system monitor (in ROM), and
the on-board 28-key keypad
(along with a 6-digit hex format
display) will get you started right
away into machine-language

programming (see Fig. 1).

SYM-1 Features

Before going into more detail
on the features of the system

AUX APPLICATIONS CONNECTOR

6 DIGIT HEX·
DISPLAY

*SM100 O.E.M. MODEL CONTAINS KEYBOARD DISPLAY / TONE GENERATOR

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the SYM-1 board (reprinted courtesy of Synertek Systems Corp.).
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monitor, let me skim over some
of the SYM-1's features. The
board comes with 1K of 2114-
type RAM and is expandable
(on-board) to a healthy 4K worth
of RAM. In addition to this,
decoding is provided to add
another 4K of RAM (off-board).

As mentioned before, the sys-
tem monitor resides in ROM, but
three sockets are provided to
add up to 24K bytes of addition-
al ROM/PROM. Addressing
jumpers are provided so that
each socket can accommodate
any of four different types of
read only memory devices.

On-board interfaces include a
cassette interface complete
with remote control (on/off of
cassette recorder motor) that is
usable in two modes: KIM-1
compatible and high speed
(nearly 1500 baud). A Model 33
Teletype can be added through
the 20 mA teleprinter interface,
or if you'd rather use an RS-232
CRT terminal, an interface is
provided for this also.

All of the software needed to
support the cassette, Teletype
and CRT terminal interfaces is
included in the system monitor.
In addition to this, the SYM-1
automatically adjusts for baud
rates from 300-4800 baud (inclu-
sive) when the CRT terminal in-
terface is used. For users with-
out terminals, the SYM-1 pro-
vides an oscilloscope driver that
will allow you to use an ordinary
oscilloscope to display one line
of 32 characters; the software
for this scope driver is included
in the SYM-1 reference manual.

For input/output and timing
applications, the board comes
with two 6522 VIAs (versatile
interface adapter) and one 6532
device. These three devices are
worthy of a chapter by them-
selves; they are one of the big
reasons the SYM-1 is so ver-
satile. The 6532 has an on-chip
programmable interval timer; its
I/O ports are used to interface
the keypad/display or any other
user-supplied terminal to the
microprocessor.

The 6522 devices include two
on-chip timers-an interval
timer (that can double as a
"pulse counter") and a timer
that can operate either in a free-
running mode or in the
"interval" mode. The 6522s also

include two 8-bit bidirectional
I/O ports (with "handshake"
capability) that can be con-
figured in any I/O combination
through the 6522's Data Direc-
tion registers. In fact, some of
the features of the SYM-1 (such
as the scope driver, cassette
interface and the write pro-
tection of user RAM) use part of
these VIAs.

If this I/O capability is not
enough for you, a socket is pro-
vided so you can add one more
6522 to the SYM-1 to give you 16
additional I/O lines (with hand-
shaking lines), plus the timers
and other on-chip functions.
Four buffers are also provided
on-board (on four I/O pins of VIA
#3) that the user can configure
in any way he chooses.

And there's one nice thing
about the SYM-1 that I've saved
for now: It's already assembled
and fully tested; all you add is a
single + 5 V supply.

System Monitor

I left the discussion of the
system monitor for now be-
cause if you bought a micro-
computer to learn about it and
its microprocessor (as I did),
then you'll want an operating
system that's versatile and
thorough enough to allow you
debugging facilities and to give
you the ability to examine reg-
isters, move data around and so
on. It would take too much
space to describe each of the
system commands, so here is
just a list: Memory Ex-
amine/Modify, Memory Search,
Register Examine/Modify, Go (to
start the program at immediate
address or address given),
Verify (display eight bytes in
memory or any number of
bytes), Deposit To Memory,
Calculate (for hexadecimal
arithmetic), Move Memory Block
(to another location), Jump,
Store Double Byte, Fill Memory
Locations X-YWith Z,Write Pro-
tect (user RAM), Load Tape
(KIM-1 or high-speed), Load
Paper Tape, Save Paper Tape,
Save Tape (KIM-1 or high-speed)
and Execute.

In addition to these com-
mands, "+" advances eight
bytes (as when in Memory Ex-
amine), "-" retreats eight
bytes, " ...•." advances one byte

The SYM-1 package.

(or register) and "-" retreats
one byte. There are eight user-
defined keys to enable you to
add to the monitor's command
repertoire, and there is a system
reset key to allow you to sweep
your mistakes under the rug.
And, of course, there is the
DEBUG key/function.

Pressing DEBUG allows you
to single-step through each
instruction in your program.
Thus, after each instruction is
executed, you can examine all
of the registers and any memory
locations and then go on to the
next instruction in your program
by pressing GO and Carriage
Return (CR).

You can let the monitor step
through your program, but at a
rate that's closer to jogging
rather than mile-a-minute sprint-
ing. By changing the "Trace"
velocity, you can set up the
monitor to display the Program
Counter address and the con-
tents of the accumulator, pause
and then resume execution,
again one instruction at a time.
And there is even a set of error
messages to tell you when
something is wrong (I still like
the Bronx cheer method better).

The error codes are inter-
active; that is, the error message
flashed onto SYM-1's display
depends on the context in which
the error occurred. This simpli-
fies to a message of "Er XX,"
where XX is a two-digit repre-
sentation of the byte that
couldn't be digested. Finally, for
you programmers, the eight
user-defined keys should start

you on your way to controlling
the world.

Unfortunately, I've had to
restrict (and sometimes omit)
the descriptions of the SYM-1's
features and capabilities. For
more detail consult the compre-
hensive manuals that come with
the board.

Applications

With its I/O and timing capa-
bilities, the SYM-1 is an obvious
choice for intelligent-controller-
type applications. But the board
is an application in itself, teach-
ing you machine-language pro-
gramming and the merits of the
6502 microprocessor, including
the versatile combination of its
instruction set and addressing
capabilities. You can apply what
you learn to all microprocessor-
based computers, as all micro-
processors share common fea-
tures that will enable even a
novice to get his or her foot in
the door.

For those interested in pro-
gramming in a high-level lan-
guage, there is Synertek's
BASIC, which is packaged in
two ROMs that plug right into
sockets provided on the SYM·1.
This extended BASIC even has
string functions that should en-
able you to write a nice text
editor or two.

But it is the SYM-1's ability to
interface with the real world that
will please the utility-minded
user most. If he is a photog-
rapher, the SYM-1 can automate
his darkroom from enlarger tim-
ing to agitation of the chern-
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icals; if he is interested in an
audiovisual display, 'hecan
control lighting systems to the
tune of his favorite music,
creating effects that will make
ordinary color-organs pale in
comparison.

To an experimenter/hobbyist,
the SYM-1 could combine
several test instruments into
one, such as .a frequency
counter, digital voltmeter and a
programmable' pulse generator;
for the electronic music en-
thusiast, the SYM-1 could

become the heart of a
polyphonic synthesizer, gen-
erating envelopes for your VCAs
(voltage controlled amplifier)
and even making sure you're in
tune.

You can write programs that
will test ICs (with the addition of
some wire and a zero insertion
force socket or two), program
your EPROMs (and check for er-
rors), move "light" pieces on a
game board, secure your home;
in short, anything that can be
controlled electrically (directly

or indirectly) can most probably
be controlled and monitored by
SYM-1.That includes the coffee-
pot.

My own uses for SYM-1 have
included some of the above
(such as the EPROM program-
mer) plus such things as a geo-
metric art generator that uses
an ordinary oscilloscope, and a
music program that will play up
to 256 notes (any audible fre-
quency) and uses the on-board
timers (in the VIAs) for the notes'
pitch and duration. When I got

the Synertek BASIC, I wrote
some "recreational" programs
including a conversational pro-
gram, and even a program that
will balance.a checkbook.

So, if you like to program in
BASIC, or are interested in using
a microcomputer as the in-
telligent heart of any system
(from kitchens to multi-channel
data-acquisition systems), or if
you're just interested in learning
about microprocessors and
microcomputers, look into the
SYM-1.•

TRS·SO SOFTWARE TRS·SO

Aardvark games are now available for
the TRS-BO.Level II.

REAL TIME
Starflshter .•••••••.•••••••••...•.•.•••.•••.• $S.95

A real time space mission featuring 4 types of op-
ponents, worldng Instruments, 3 types of weapons,
and 10 levels of difficulty.
Sla.hball •••••••.••.••.•.••..•.•••.•••••.•.•. $5.95

Once a machine code favorite. It's now available in
BASIC. It takes fast reflexes and planning to score.
Breakthru •••••••••••••••••••••.••••.••••••.•$5.95
This fast action, pinball-like game features user

selectable bumpers.
fOR THINKERS
Battlelleet •.•••.•.••.•.•••..•.....•.•••••••• $5.95

This one is Battleship all grown up for adults. A tough
thlnkers game that you play against the computer.

All programs come on casselle wilh listings and
documentation.

Send $.25 or SASE
for descriptions.

AARDVARK
TECHNICAL

V"A90 SERVICES
• 1690 BOLTON, WALLED LAKE

., .' '~ __ M_I.48_0_88_3_'3_.6_24_-6_3'_6 __ rI

SBASIC
NEWrevision4.0 of SBASIC.All the features
of SBASIC(case structure. procedures.etc.)
plus LINK statement to copy external
sourcefiles at compile time. multiple state-
ments per line. and more. Compile time
performance hasbeen improved by 50 per-
cent. Available on CP/M" disk and TRS-80'
diskette for $50. listing $35. manual $10.

,/I~~rI'';'N'/~r#~~riJI,,/I~JNJ
iJ~wl;/JriJliJI

313 Meadow Lane
Hastings, Michigan 49058

(616) 945-5334
(Dealer inquiries invited)

-CP/M and TRS-BO are trademarks of
Digital Research and Tandy Corp. V" U12
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Lowest prices. WE WILL NOT
BE UNDERSOLDfI Buy any
quantity 1-1000. Visa,Mastercharge
accepted.Call free (800)235-4137
for prices and information. All
orders sent postage paid.

TRS·80
SPEEDUP MOD

REVERSE VIDEO

Install a Speedup Board
and run your Level II TRS·80 50% faster. Simple
"Out" statement changes between normal and
faster 2.66 mhz operation. No switch required -
no program crashes.

A swItch (nol suppll~} may be lIddffd for manual control.

MEMOREX
l10ppy Discs

ASSEMBLED $24.95 Kit $18.95

REVERSE VIDEO without switches
or software. It provides black characters and
graphics on a white screen for a crisper presen-
tation. Change between normal and reverse by
simultaneously pressing a combination of three
keys on the keyboard.

ASSEMBLED $14.95
California residents add 6% sales tax

For shipments outside of USA add 15%.

Bill Archbold Electronics
Dept KB, P.O. Box 7123, Sacramento, CA 95826

(916) 362·3627 V" A98

V"M67

CASSETIE
DUPLI€ATION Canadian

8K MEMORY KITS
M1-Fast Signetlcs 21L02-1 RAMs with 20
pages of Documentation-solder mask Low
power Schollky-S-100 Bus-Full Buffering

$179.95

M2-as above with DIP switch address select
and Robinson Nugent IC sockets only $199.95

MEM1-WAMECO bare board as used in
above kits $39.95

Write for Info on WAMECO CPU and other
S-100 bare boards.

ORTHON COMPUTER
IORTHON HOLDINGS LTO)

TRS-80 (I & 11).PET,APPLE. KIM. ATARI

Quality software duplication is more
than copying cassettes. Microsette du-
plication uses a proprietary high speed
duplicator designed specifically for
computer program duplication. The fin-
ished products are of consistent quality.
guaranteed to load. Minimum order is
100 with discounts for higher quanti-
ties. Call (408) 735-8832 for details.

r;:=:~,;:~~·=,1;-7~~fiJ
v08

12411 Stony Plain Rd
Edmonton, Alberta Canada T5N3N3

MICROSETTE CO.
777 Palomar Avenue
Sunnyvale. CA 94086



Computer Design Labs Z80*Disk Software
We have acquired the rights to all ToL software (& hardware). ToL software has long had the reputation of being the best in the

industry. Computer Design Labs will continue to maintain, evolve and add to this supertor line of quality software. .
- Carl Galletti and Roger Amidon, owners.

BASIC I
A powerful and fast Z80 Basic interpreter

with EDIT, RENUMBER, TRACE, PRINT
USING, . assembly language subroutine
CALL, LOADGO for "chaining", COPY to
move text, EXCHANGE, KILL, LINE INPUT,
error intercept, sequential file handling in
both ASCII and binary formats, and much,
much more. It runs in a little over 12 K and is
ROMable. An excellent choice for games
since the precision was limited to 7 digits in
order to make it one of the fastest around.
$69.95.

BASIC II
Basic I but with 12 digit precision to make

its power available to the business world
with only a slight sacrifice in speed. Still
runs faster than most other Basics (even
those with much less precision). $99.95

BUSINESS BASIC
The most powerful Basic for business

applications. It adds to Basic II with random
or sequential disk files in either fixed or
variable record lengths, simultaneous
access to multiple disk files, PRIVACY
command to prohibit user access to source - Many programmers give up on writing in
code, global editing, added math functions, assembly language even though they know
and disk file maintenance capability without their programs would be faster and more
leaving Basic (list, rename, or delete). powerful. To them assembly language
$159.95. seems difficult to understand and follow, as

well as being a nightmare to debug. Well,
not with proper tools like Debug I. With
Debug I you can easily follow the flow of any
Z80 or 8080 program. Trace the program
one step at a time or 10 steps or whatever
you like. At each step you will be able to see
the instruction executed and what it did. If
desired, modifications can then be made
before continuing. It's all under your
control. You can even skip displaying
a subroutine call and up to seven break-
points can be set during execution. Use of
Debug I can pay for itself many times over
by saving you valuable debugging time.
$69.95.

All of the software below is available on
any of the following media for operation
with a Z80 CPU using the CP/M* or similar
type disk operating system (such as our
own TPM*).

for TRS-80* CP/M (Model One)
for 8" CP/M (soft sectored single density)
for 5'1.' CP/M (soft sectored single density)
for 5'1.' North Star CP/M (single density)
for 5'1.' North Star CP/M (double density)

ZED IT
A character oriented text editor with 26

commands and "macro" capability for
stringing multiple commands together.
Included are bidirectional search with
optional replace and a complete array of
character move, add, delete, and display
functions. $49.95.

ZTEL
Z80 Text Editing Language - Not just a

text editor. Actually a language which allows
you to edit text and also write, save, and
recall programs which manipulate text.
Commands include conditional branching,
subroutine calls, iteration, block move,
expression evaluation, and much more.
Contains 36 value registers and 10 text
registers. Be creative! Manipulate text with
commands you write using Ztel. $68.95.

TOP
A Z80 Text Output Processor which will

do text formatting for manuals, documents,
and other word processing jobs. Works with
any text editor. Does justification, page
numbering and headings, spacing,
centering. and much more! $68.95

MACRO I
A macro assembler which will generate

relocateable or absolute code for the 8080
or Z80 using standard Intel mnemonics plus
TDL/Z80 extensions. Functions include 14
conditionals, 161isting controls, 54 pseudo-
ops, 11 arithmetic/logical operations, local
and global symbols, chaining files, linking
capab i Ii ty with opti on al Ii n ker., and
recursive / reiterative macros. This
assembler is so powerful you'll think it is
doing all the work for you. It actually makes
assembly language programming much
less of an effort and more creative. $49.95

MACRO II
Expands upon Macro ls linking

capability (which is useful but somewhat
limited) thereby being able to take full
advantage of the optional Linker. 'Also a
time and date function has been added and
the listing capability improved. $68.95

LINKER
How many times have you written the

same subroutine in each new program? Top
notch professional programmers compile a
library of these subroutines and use a
Linker to tie them together at assembly
time. Development time is thus drastically
reduced and becomes comparable to
writing in a high level language but with all
the speed of assembly lang uage. So,get the
new CDL Linker and start writing programs
in a fraction of the time it took before. Linker
is compatible with Macro I & II as well as
TDL/Xitan assemblers version 2.0 or later.
$68.95

DEBUG I

DEBUG II
This is an expanded debugger which has

all of the features of Debug I plus many
more. You can "trap" (i.e. trace a program
until a set of register, flag, and/or memory
conditions occur). Also, instructions may
be entered and executed immediately. This
makes it easy to learn new instructions by
examining registers/memory before and
after. And a RADIX function allows chang-
ing between ASCII, binary, decimal, hex,
octal, signed decimal, or split octal. All

these features and more add up to give you
a very powerful development tool. Both
Debug I and II must run on a Z80 but will
debug both Z80 and 8080 code. $88.95.

ZAPPLE
A Z80 executive and debug monitor.

Capable of search, ASCII put and display.
read and write to I/O ports, hex math. break-
point, execute, move, fill, display, read and
write in Intel or vinary format tape, and
more! Disk $19.95. Also available in 2Kx8
ROM with initialization for the 5MB I or II
(3 ACIA's and 1 PIA) $34.95.
5MB II bare board $49.95.
One PIA and four 74LS244's for 5MB II

$12.95
8080 version of Zapple - disk $19.95
on 2516 $49.95

TPM*
A NEW Z80 disk operation system I This

is not CP/M'. It's better! You can still run
any program which runs with CP/M' but
unlike CP/M' this operating system was
written specifically for the Z80' and takes
full advantage of its extra powerful instruc-
tion set. In other words its not warmed over
8080 codel Available for TRS-80', Tarbell,
ICOM, Xitan DDDC, SD Sales "VERSAc
FLOPPY", North Star (SD&DD), and Digital
(Micro) Systems. $49.95.

PAYROLL
The Osborne package. Requires C Basic 2
2 disks $74.95 Book $15.00

ACCTS REC/ACCTS PAY
By Osborne. Requires C Basic 2 $99.95
Book $15.00.

GENERAL LEDGER
By Osborne. Requires C Basic 2 $99.95
Bool< $15.00

C BASIC 2
Required for Osborene software $99.95
Manual included.

ORDERING INFORMATION
"Visa, Master Charge and C.O.D. O.K. To

order call or write with the following infor-
mation.

1. Name of Product (e.g. Macro I)
2. Media (e.g. 8" CP/M)
3. Price and method of payment (e.g.

C.O.D.) include credit card info. if
applicable.

4. Name, Address and Phone number.
5. For TPM orders only: Indicate if for

TRS 80, Tarbell, Xitan DDDC, SD Sales
(5'1.' or 8"), ICOM (5'1.' or 8"), North
Star (single or double density)or Di-
gital (Micro) Systems ..

6. N.J. residents add 5% sales tax.

For Phone orders only call toll free
1-800-327-9191 Ext. 676
(ExCI!pt Florida)
1-80Cl-432-7999 Ext. 676 (Florida)

COInputer Design labS
'Z80 is a trademark of Zilog
'TRS-80 is a trademark of Radio Shack

For tech calis:

342 Columbus Avenue
'TPM is a trademark of Com puler Design Labs. II is not Trenton, N.J. 08629
CP/M' 'CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Dealer inquiries invited.

Uniled Soflware Applications 609-599-2146 or Otto Electronics 609-448-9165

V Reader Service-see page 227
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Converting Selectric Keyboards
from BCD to Correspondence Code

Part 2 of this erticte plugs into the electrical aspects of converting BCD Selectrics.

Robert M. Weil
1700 Security Pacific Plaza
1200 3rd Ave.
San Diego CA 92101

The electrical part of the
modification consists of reo

wiring the contacts in the ma-
chine to bring out the addition-
al character selection informa-
tion made possible by use of
the Correspondence code.
There are three sets of trans-
mitting contacts. One set of
seven pairs is operated by the
selector bails to reproduce the
six-bit plus parity character se-
lection code. A second set con-
sists of five pairs operated by
the five machine control, or op-
erational, keys: Finally, a set of
shift transmit contacts senses
whether the mechanism is
being shifted, and whether to
uppercase or lowercase.
To generate codes for a full

character set, the shift informa-
tion must be stored and used
as a seventh character selec-
tion bit, doubling the number of
possible code combinations.
The use of the character se-

lection contacts is completely
straightforward. The code from
the. interposers is reproduced
as contact closures and may be
directly connected to logic out-
side the machine. Application
of the operational and shift con-

Operational and Shift Contacts

First, consider the operation-
al contacts. There is a contact
pair corresponding to each op-
erational function, which pro-
duces an inefficient t-out-ot-s
code. My original intention was
to convert this into binary form
and. to combine the encoded
operational information with
the character selection code so
that beth character and control
codes would appear on the
same output connections, as is
the case with ASCII-coded de-
vices. After considerable inves-
tigation, I concluded that a sim-
pler, more widely usable modifi·
catron would result if the ma-
chine were simply rewired to
IBM's standard for Correspon-
dence-coded Selectric 1/0's.

Their approach is to just
bring the individual operational
contacts out to the connector.
This has two advantages. First,
it is easy to do. Second, it al-
lows the user to choose either a
hardware or a software method
of code conversion. A parallel
input port could be used to
menitor the status of the opera-
tional contacts, with a brief
lookup table provided to trans-
late contact closures into ASCII
control codes. Hardware meth-
ods would be more elaborate.
An interface with hardware

tacts requires some explana- code conversion and hand-
tion, however. shaking is in the planning

Qty.

6
10
10

Part No.

2122258
4187243
1166039

Male pin (for 50-pin connector)
Taper terminal (also 0187243)
Slip terminal (wire-wrap clip)

.80

.02

.03
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Price

Parts list.

stages, and might be the sub-
ject of a future article.
The shift transmit contacts,

like the operational contacts,
would be combined in some
manner with the character se-
lection contacts if we intended
to put the complete code on a
limited number of output lines.
As in the case of the operation-
al contacts, I decided instead
to do it IBM's way and bring
them out individually to the
connector.

In BCD machines, because
there are fewer codes, IBM
found it cenvenient to take the
opposite approach, combining
operational codes with charac-
ter codes. This was done by re-
coding the operational and
shift contact closures into
binary form using diodes and
cennecting them to the charac-
ter selection contacts.
To complete modification to

Correspondence code, this in-
terconnecting wiring and the di-
odes must be removed. Modify-
ing the wiring is simplified
somewhat by IBM's use of
taper pins, replaceable connec-
tor pins and, on some models,
wire-wrap clips for makin!;)con-
nections. What follows is a de-
tailed description of the re-
wiring required.

Rewiring

Fig. 1 is the schematic of a
BCDmachine. Note the manner
in which the character selec-
tion and operational contacts
are interconnected. Fig. 2 is a
complete schematic of Corre-
s.pondence-coded 1/0 wiring.
Figs. 1 and 2 are all-inclusive;
IBM states that there are prob-
ably no machines that include
all the features shown. My ma-
chine did net include a shift
magnet or shift mode contacts,
though it had shift transmit
contacts and a set called C3,
which, like shift mode, is a
part of the printer handshake
for shifting.

In both the Correspondence
and BCDversions, the six code
bits and the parity bit are
brought out to pins r, s, t, u, v,w
and x of the 50-pin connector.
(If you have one of the few
34-pin units, an unofficial
schematic is available from the
author. Send a stamped, self-
addressed envelope.) The cir-
cles marked with a lowercase
letter and a number refer to ter-
minals on the taper pin blocks.

Fig. 3a shows the. layout of a
typical taper pin block; Fig. 3b
shows where the blocks are lo-
cated. Note that the operation-
al and shift mode contacts do

Connector Pin Remove From ConnectTo

r a3 a2
s a2 a4
t a6 a6 (no change)
u a4 a8
v b3 b2
w b5 b4
x b6 b7

Table 1.



not have their own outside con-
nections in the BCD machine.
They are connected to pins z,
AA, BB, CC, DO, EE and FF in
the Correspondence-coded ver-
sion. These pins are omitted
from the connector in the BCD
machine. These connector
pins, as well as taper pins and
wire-wrap clips, may be pur-
chased from any IBM parts out-
let. They are also sold by AMP,
Inc., but are dtttlcuttto pur-
chase in small quantities from
that source.

A list of the parts you will
need is. included in the article.
Tools required are a soldering
iron, needle-nose pliers" cut-
ters, wire-strippers, a small and
a medium screwdriver and a
solder wick or solder-sucker.
Take a good look at the under-
side of your Selectric, and lo-
cate the features shown in Fig.
3b. Now you are ready to begin.

Procedure

1. Locate the character se-
lection contact assembly. It is
halfway back on the left, under
a clear plastic cover.

2. Remove the plastic cover.
Replace the two screws. They
will serve as guides for dress-
ing wires to clear the cover. M

3. Examine the configura-
tion of the contacts. Notice
that they ~re arranged in seven
groups, each conslsttnq of four
single-pole, double-throw sets.
This modification involves only
those 'farthest from the frame.
Those closest to the frame are
wired to form a parity tree. You
will not use it, but it is unneces-
sary-to spend time removing
the wiring.

4. Unsolder all the wiring
from the, lower contacts. In-
cluded will beone jumper to the
right-hand upper set, which
should be unsoldered at both
ends., ,
,5. Usin!;ja n,eedle-nosepliers,

disconnect all :diodes from the
taper pin blocks.' Taper pins
can be disconnected by a sharp
pull straight out from the block.

6. After removal of the di-
odes, there will be seven taper
pins left with hookup wire at-
tached whjch was previously
unsoldereq during step 4. ,Re-
locate these in the foliowing
positions: a2, a4, a6, a8, b2,b4,

~'2

01 EVEN BIT

I ~ 01 000 BIT

NOT;~ TOP -dLEFT CK
b7

R2A
TI

RI
,3 -c:£Q--- I- J R5

R2

l
,4
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,5 --o:=J- r-r- ,6
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1 a BIT

SHIFT MODE if. 2
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I
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~.
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I
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~ END OF

~
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I HI K M 4 BIT~;
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I
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l
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"'" B.L. TI 06 A BIT
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~~I- C3
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'-- L l-

I
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b7.Move the two pins already in
b7 to b8. If there was already a
pin in a2, remove it and tie it
back.

7. Refer to Fig. 4. Install a

,I

v

piece of bus wire, tying together
all the center contacts of the
lower set, and connect it to the
right hand upper set.as shown.
Loop the wire so that it clears

0GG0GGJGJGJOGJO~
0000G000080§)~
GQG[2J0G0GOG8~

G0GJ0GJ0GJGJGJGJGJt£JB

o
c
o

50 POSITION AMP CONNECTOR NOTE OJ

115VAC ~~

GREEN/VEL HH

FR -GNO 'b>

______ ~( WHT/WHT ~

@

1
~

MOTOR

Fig. 1. Schematic, BCD machine.

the cover screws by 1/8 inch or
more.
8. Connect the seven jump-

ers referred to in step>6 as
shown in Fig. 4.

W

NOTES:

ITJSOUARED LETTERS ARE PIN
CONNECTIONS AS SEEN FROM
OUTSIDE OF CONNECTOR

(gJMAGNET ARC SUPPRESSION
DIODE POLARITY AS SHOWN IS
STANDARD_ REVERSED POLARITY
IS OPTIONAL. CHECK MACHINE
WIRING TO DETERMINE
ACTUAL POLARITY.
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9. Relocate the wires that
run from the connector to the
taper pin blocks as shown in

Table 1.
10. Any taper pins not dis-

posed of in steps 6 and 9 are

part of the interconnect from
the operational and shift con-
tacts. Disconnect them. If you

01 EVEN BIT

01 ODD BIT

02
03

h6
h7 EOL

RIBBON MODE
FRT

cl

K.B. MODE
,6

L.C.
,7 U.C.SHIFT MODE

C 1

d7

d6

M d5

0GG0GGGJGJ0GGJ§J
0000G~00GGJ01§E1
00G00GQJElG0El~

00GJGG0GCDGG[!]§]8

o
o
o

50 POSITION AMP CONNECTOR NOTE QJ

______ ~N~~ BLK

@

I h

115 VAC
GREEN/YEL HH

MOTOR

NOTES:

CD SQUARED LETTERS ARE PIN
CONNECTIONS AS SEEN FROM
OUTSIDE OF CONNECTOR

m ~1~~~E~O~~~I~~PisR~~~I~~ARD.
REVERSED POLARITY IS
OPTIONAL. CHECK MACHINE
WIRING TO DETERMINE
ACTUAL POLARITY.

Fig. 2. Schematic, Correspondence machine.
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are accustomed to working
with either lacing cord or cable
ties, the main harness may be
unlaced between blocks A and
Band the operational contacts,
and the unnecessary wires re-
moved. If this seems too diffi-
cult, they may be tied back to
the harness. In either case,
double-check that you haven't
removed a necessary wire. This
completes the rewiring of the
character selection contacts.

11. Looking at the bottom of
the machine, locate the opera-
tional contact assembly at the
lower right. The earliest models
had leaf-type contacts with
soldered connections. The vast
majority had a molded contact
housing with wire-wrap pins
protruding from the bottom.

12. Strip all wiring from the
operational contacts. Locate
and mark the wire that comes
from the normally open contact
of the C5 set. The C5 and C6
contacts are above the frame at
the rear of the mechanism, with
the C5set closest to the motor.
Double-check that C5's normal-
ly open contact is connected to
pin b of the connector.

13. Make a "daisy chain" of
wire-wrap clips with about 1
inch of hookup wire between.
them. Slip the clips over pin J of
each set of contacts. Refer to
Fig. 5.

14. Connect the previously
identified wire from pin b onto
any of the "J" pins.

15. Measure the length of
wire required to reach from the
operational contact assembly,
pin L, to the,connector,

16. Prepare five jumpers of
the appropriate length, each
with a male connector pin on
one end and a wire-wrap clip on
the other end.

17. Snap a connector pin
into position z of the connector.
Slip the wire-wrap clip over pin
L of the tab contacts. In the
same manner, connect pin AA
to space, pin BB to back space,
CC to return and DOto index.

18. Locate the shift transmit
contacts. Do this by switching
on your machine and looking at
its right side. Shift to upper-
case, then back to lowercase.
Note that on the end of a shaft
there is a round assembly that
rotates during a shift but is sta-



tionary otherwise. This is called
the shift clutch. Below and to
the rear of the shift clutch are
some contacts. Note that they
move during a shift. The rear-
ward group consists of three
sets of single-pole, double-
throw contacts. These are the
shift transmit contacts. Note

0000
0000
0000

0000
0000
0000

Fig. 3a. A typical taper pin
block. The three connections
under each number are con-
nected together internally.

that there is a common connec-
tion to the swinging contacts of
all three pairs.

19. Disconnect and tie back
or remove all the wires con-
nected to the shift transmit
contacts.

20. Measure the length re-
quired to reach from the shift
transmit common to one of the
"J" pins on the operational
contact assembly. Prepare a
jumper with a wire-wrap Clip at
one end. Solder it to the shift
transmit swinging contact
common, and connect the
other end to one of the" J" pins.

21. Measure the length re-
quired to reach from the shift
transmit stationary contacts to
the 50-pin connector. Prepare

CHARACTER
SELECTION
CONTACTS

CHARACTER
SELECTION
SOLENOI DS

OPERATIONAL
SOlENOIOS

OPERATIONAL
CONTACTS

Fig.3b. Locations of contact assemblies and taper pin blocks on
bottom of machine.

SUPER MAP TO IHE .ESCUE!

NEED HELPWITH rss-ao MACHINE LANGUAGE?

SUPERMAP contains hundreds and hundreds of
comments and explanations arranged 1n a long
detailed memory map. Documents keyboard. video,
tape, LEVEL II commands and functions. SUPERMAP
even reveals the mysterious reserved RAMareas.
An essential tool for the expert and a valuable
guide for the beginner.

NEVER BE LOST AGAIN WITH SUPERMAP ••• only $18.95

FULLER SOPl'WARE
6)0 E. SPRINGDALE
GRAND PRAIRIE, TEXAS 75051 0/ F20

Note: Texas residents add 954 for sales tax.

V Reader Service-see page 227

T2 CK TI R2A RI R2 R5

~ l=ill=I==I==II==I~~~F~
CLEAR SCREW

Fig 4. Character selection contacts.

two jumpers, each with a con-
nector pin at one end.

22. Connect one jumper to
an inboard (toward the frame)
stationary contact. Snap the
connector pin into position EE
of the connector. Connect the
other jumper to an outboard
stationary contact. Snap its
connector pin into position FF
of the connector.

Modification Complete

This completes the modifica-
tion. You are now the owner of a
Correspondence-coded Selec-
tric 1/0 typewriter. It will serve
as a top-quality typewriter
using any Correspondence
typeball, and the electrical out-
put of the keyboard is now Cor-
respondence coded. You may
take either of two approaches
to interfacing the machine with
your computer. It can be done
entirely by using software, by

IBM No. 241-5737-0
241-5990-0
241-5188-9

TAB SP BS CA INO

o 0 000

DOOc:JD

Fig. 5. Wire-wrap pins on oper-
ational contact assembly.

providing code conversion
lookup tables in memory. If a
hardware approach appeals to
you, there is a code conversion
IC, from ASCII to Selectric and
from Selectric to ASCII, avail-
able at a reasonable price
(MCM6561, available from Tri-
Tek, Inc.). Whichever method
you use, this modification will
transform your Selectric 1/0
from a printer with a useless
keyboard into a fully functional
hard-copy terminal..

Service Manual
Adjustment Parts Manual
Part NumberlPrice List

$7.85
4.10
.45

Recommended reading.

TRS·80disk
TRS·80,Level II tape
North Star disk (slog Iedensity)

$35
$32
$45

TRS·80Level II, 16K tape
North Star disk (single density)

$25
$30
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UNDER DOS

THE
SMART TERMINAL
SOFTWARE PACKAGE FOR THE

TRS-80
e TRUE BREAK KEY
e AUTO REPEAT KEYS

e PROGRAMMABLE 'SOFT' KEYS
eMULTIPAGE SCROLLING DISPLAY
e FULLY CONFIGURED FROM KEYBOARD
e TWO SELECTABLE LINE DIAGNOSTIC MODES DISPLAY
CONTROL CHARACTERS

eMULTI PROTOCOL CAPABILITY
eGRAPHIC CHARACTERS GENERATED FROM KEY-

BOAR!?
e TRANSMIT SCREEN, PRINT SCREEN
e TRANSMIT FILE, RECEIVEII. CREATE DISK FILE

• FLEXIBLE 1/0 LINKAGE CAPABILITY

e DISPLAY AND KEYBOARD DRIVERS CAN BE USED

MICRON,INC.
10045 Waterford Dr.
Ellicott City, MD 21043
(301) 461·2721
MCIVISA accepted vM115

• $79.95

Now Available: SPOOL-80 '
Print your listings while'
running other programs
(disk systems only) 39.95

I Advanced Scientific Software for

TRS-80 and NORTH STAR
MATH Libra!'Y_1
22 quality proqrams (req. 16K) including loot of

equations, integration, differentiation, simulta-
neous equations, matrix operations, interpola-
tions, reqressicn analysis (linear, polynomial,
multiple), ordinary differential equations, partial
differential equations, stalistics and plotting;
with manual.

ODE Master
Solves single and simultaneous ordinary differ-

ential equations; can handle even ·stiff' prob-
lems; error control and formatted output to CRT
or printer; with manual.

Custom Software for education or professional
use is available.

It.·. I~ee v L3

L 5819 Thomas Ave., Philadeiphia PA 19143,(215) 748-4558



Plucking Programs
from Thin Air

Amateur radioteletype transmissions are an unusual source of new programs. Eavesdrop-
ping can be easy with a properly programmed 6800.

John J. Glidewell
3623 Charlene Dr.
Dayton OH 45432

Programs from thin air? Yes.
By radioteletype. Radio-

teletype (RTTY)is used bymany
amateur radio operators (hams)
to exchange messages and
other types of data. Such trans-
missions are usually printed on
a regular Teletype machine or
on a video display. Many hams
are also computer hobbyists,
and program exchange by Rny
has become quite common.

Although you must be a li-
censed ham to transmit pro-
grams, anyone can receive
them. Long-range transmis-
sions use high-frequency (HF)
radio, but two-meter FM radio
(144.5-148 MHz) is being used
more frequently for exchange
of programs within the local
area. Reception of these trans-
missions is the subject of this
article.

Radioteletype

or 2975 Hz (wide shift). Narrow
shift is normally used on the
long-range HF bands, while
wide shift is more common on
the VHF bands. However, nar-
row shift is used locally on two-
meter FM; therefore, the listed
program will operate with
either.

The various means by which
transmission is accomplished
are not germane to the immedi-
ate problem; however, a brief
description of how RTTYrecep-
tion and detection is accom-
plished is needed.

Output of a receiver tuned to
an Rny Signal is the pair of
audio tones. The tones are fed
into a device called a terminal
unit, or TU for short. The TU
may contain amplifiers and lim-
iters and a pair of narrow band-
width audio filters, one tuned to
each of the two audio tones.
The filters provide noise re-

jection and detection of the sig-
nal as either a mark or space.
The output of the filters actu-
ates a relay or some form of
SPOT switch, one position of
which represents the mark and
the other position the space.
The switch controls a standard

RTTY is accomplished by us-
ing two audio tones in exactly
the same manner as is done by
many computer tape systems. 60 or 20 mA current loop to
The common standard defines drive the printer directly. Thus,
a mark as 2125 Hz and a space the TU acts like a computer 1/0
as ei,her 2295 Hz (narrow shift) device and could replace a key-

J
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board or other input device to
enter data directly into the
computer.
On the noisy HF bands, a fair-

ly high-quality receiver and TU
are needed for good perfor-
mance. However, operation on
the two-meter FM band has a
couple of advantages. First, un-
like most HF operations, the
mark and space tones modu-
late the transmitter in such a
manner that they will be repro-
'duced correctly by the receiver
even though it may be slightly
off frequency, provided only
that the signal remains within
the passband of the receiver.
Therefore, the highly stable re-
ceiver required on the HF
bands is not mandatory with
FM; although, of course, the
better the receiver, the better
the performance.

Second, FM reception is
much more free of noise as
long as a reasonable signal is
received. These two items per-
mit the elimination of the ex-
pensive TU and permit decod-
ing of the mark-space tones to
be done in software. The 1/0 in-
terface device described here is
simple and inexpensive, so the
only item of any expense re-
quired for two-meter FM Rny
reception is a receiver, and you
may already have a suitable

one (more on that later).
At the time this is being writ-

ten, amateur RTTYis restricted
by the FCC to five-level Baudot
code. I hope that ASCII will be
approved soon since it is a far
more satisfactory code for
computer use. When ASCII is
approved, I have a similar pro-
gram all tested and ready to go.
In the meantime, Baudot is the
thing.

Evenwhen ASCII is approved,
I believe Baudot will still be ex-
tensively used because of the
tremendous investment in ter-
minal equipment. Even if the
switch is made to ASCII for pro-
gram transmission, there will
still be a lot of interesting
things going on in Baudot, one
of which is called RTTY art in
which pictures are transmitted.
Last season I copied many nice
Christmas pictures and posters
using the program described.

Baudot in Miniature

Baudot consists of a start
bit, five data bits and a stop bit.
The five data bits are used to
represent all 57 characters.
Each code can represent either
of two characters, a letter or a
figure. The printer is told which
of the two possible characters
to print by a special shift code
that is transmitted preceding



each string of characters of the
same type. Carriage return, line
feed and space, as well as the
two shift codes, are common to
both shift positions. If you are
interested in a more detailed
description of Baudot, as well
as a listing of the codes, I refer
you to the article by Haglund
and Reed ("Baudot Interface
Cookbook," Kilobaud, Septem-
ber 1978,p. 66).

How It Works

The program listing waswrit-
ten specifically for the SWTP
6800 computer but should run
on any 6800 machine provided
110 and monitor addresses are
compatible or changed as nee-
essary. The technique used,
however, should be applicable
to any computer, and I have in-
cluded a flowchart of the main
part of the program, as well as a
detailed description, to permit
a similar program to be written
for other computers (see Fig. 1).

I will describe the first part of
the program, Initialize Pointers,
only briefly since it is unique to
the 6800.Basically, this portion
reads the program start ad-
dress from memory and uses
this data to find the location in
memory of the various tables
and messages. This was done
solely to make the program re-
locatable and can bedispensed
with if you want to use a fixed
address. The program, as writ-
ten, can be loaded anywhere as
long as the LSB of the address
is 00.The next program section
merely programs the output
ACIA to operate the printer.

The third section, Set Operat-
ing Parameters, provides flex-
ibility by permitting the user to
choose between several op-
tions. As mentioned earlier, the
decode portion of the program
will operate with either wide or
narrow shift. This is accom-
plished by loading MODSPC
with the appropriate value in
accordance with the user's in-
put.

Most Baudot transmission is
at 60wpm, although 100wpm is
increasing. Seventy-five wpm is
more rare. The program permits
these three-speed options by
adjusting DELAY1and DELAY2,
which provide the appropriate
baud rate timing in the comput-

LOOK FOR
SIGNAL INPUT

DISCARD LOW
PART OF
SIGNAL

COUNT SIX
CYCL.ES OF
SIGNAL

IS SIGNAL
A SPACE?
(START BIT?)

START BIT
RECHECK

Fig. 1. Main program flowchart (continued on next page).

er. If your computer has baud
rate signals of the proper val-
ues accessible in software,
then you might want to make
use of these.
The flowchart commences

with the signal decode portion
of the program. RTTYtones, in
the form of square waves' from
the interface, are fed into a de-
vice on my computer called a
control interface. This device is
used to input serial data, al-
though it is actually a parallel
port-the serial-to-parallel con-
version is in software. Input is
fed to the high-order bit of the
parallel port. By a shift-left in-
struction, the data is shifted in-
to the carry register, which Is
queried to determine whether
the input is high or low. Other
machines can adopt their own
methods of obtaining the same
information.

With no signal input to the in-
terface, the computer data bit
will be high. The program re-
mains in the top loop until an
RTTYsignal is detected bythe in-
put bit going low. Upon detec-
tion of the low, the program
again loops in order to discard
the first cycle of tone data which
could be only a partial cycle.

Signal decoding actually
starts at the label HRPT.A time
counter, used to decode marks
and spaces, is cleared, and an
outer loop counter is set at six.
The high- and Iow-slqnal loops
operate as before, except now
a counter is incremented on
each cycle through the loop.
Six complete cycles of the RTTY
tone are counted to improve ac-
curacy. I selected six cycles as
a compromise between decode
accuracy and the need to de-
tect the beginning of a start bit
for baud timing.

The two RTTY audio tones
have different periods resulting
in different time counts for a
mark or space. Upon returning
to the main program, the time
count is compared with MOD-
SPC. If the count is less than
MODSPC,the signal is a space,
or start bit. If not, the program
loops back for another look.
Transition between marking
and a start bit can occur
anytime, even during the mid-
dle of the six cycles counted.
Therefore, DECODE is again
entered for a confirming look.

With start bit received, the
program clears a register to re-
ceive the incoming data and

sets a counter to keep track of
the five data bits. At 60 wpm
each bit is 22milliseconds long,
and sampling should be done
near the center. Therefore, the
program must mark time from
near the beginning of the start
bit to the center of the first data
bit. DELAY1 provides this. At
the label NEXT,DECODEis en-
tered five times. After each re-
turn, MODSPC is checked for
mark or space, or, as I have la-
beled them, a one or zero. The
appropriate bit is then shifted
into the data storage register.
After each bit a delay of sl ightly
less than 22msec is introduced
by DELAY2.

Subroutine OUTDAT trans-
lates from Baudot to ASCII,
prints the data and stores the
data in memory. OUTDAT
checks the data for a carriage
return, line feed or space and
generates the appropriate ASCII
form. If the code is none of
these, the program will look for
a figure or letters shift and store
the appropriate shift data. Shift
information is not stored in
memory, only ASCII data. Any
remaining characters are data.
The array TABLE contains

the ASCII codes arranged in the
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SHIFTS DATA
INTO FIVE
LEAST SIGNIF.
BITS

order of the corresponding
Baudot code set. The input
Baudot code itself then be-
comes the least significant half
of the array pointer. The first 20
hex positions in TABLE contain
ASCII letters, and the next 20
hex spaces contain the figures.

If the figures shift code has
been received, a 20 hex will be
stored in SHIFT and added to
the pointer. If TABLE started at
location XXOO, then nothing
more would be required. How-
ever, I loaded TABLE immedi-
ately following the program to
save space. The actual location
is found by adding an OFFSET
to the Baudot code in addition
to SHIFT.

The program uses the con-
vention that reception of a
space anywhere in the text will
cause an automatic shift to
Baudot letters mode, regard-
less of which shift was in use
before (downshift on space).
Upon receipt of a space, SHIFT
is cleared to set letters mode.

--;,
I
I
I
I
I

--1
I
I
I
I
I__ .l... __ CHECKS FOR

BAUDOT C/R,
LlF OR SPACE

AUTOMATIC
DOWNSHIFT
ON SPACE

CHECKS FOR
BAUDOT FIG. OR
LTRS. SHIFT CODE

ONLY DATA
REMAINS AT
TH IS POINT

INCREMENT
TIME COUNT

INCREMENT
TIME COUNT

external speaker jack to the in-
put of the interface. If your re-
ceiver connection mutes the in-
ternal speaker, you may want to
add some sort of monitor
across the line so you can hear
the input signal. It is helpful if
you can observe the output of
the interface on a scope while
adjusting radio volume and in-
put gain control of the inter-
face. You want to get an output
that looks as clean as possible
with little jitter. Don't mistake
mark-space shifts as jitter. I
have found best results with my
particular system with receiver
audio set near maximum and
interface gain reduced to about
the center of the control.

Before entering the program,
be sure to load A048-49 with
program start address, even if
your monitor does not require
it. On going to the program, you
will be asked to enter wide or
narrow shift, speed and save
data option.

One caution: If you elect to
save the data in memory, don't

Operation forget to enter memory storage
In operation, the receiver is address range into A002-A005

connected via its earphone or before going to the program;
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Fig. 1. (continued).

otherwise, you can wipe out
your program. I know! Remem-
ber Glidewell's law: The more
stupid the mistake, the longer it
takes to find.

Once the specified field is
filled, the program will halt, so
give it enough room. The printer
should now start printing.

I/O Interface

The interface circuit is
shown in Fig. 2. The circuit is
built around the same interface
used for the tape recording sys-
temin my article, "6800 Tape
System" (Kilobaud Microcom-
puting, December 1979, p. 78),

27K

except the 7400NAND gate has
been replaced with a 74132
Schmitt trigger. The original cir-
cuit worked fine with narrow
shift RTTY; however, when I
went to wide shift, problems de-
veloped. These were caused by
the limited audio bandwidth of
the communications receiver
that attenuated the high 2975
Hz tone. The 7900 op amp was
added to provide some gain
and limiting. Output of the 7900
is a chopped-off sine wave
that is further squared in the
74132.
With no input Signal, the out-

put of the op amp is low. Since
the RS-232 input on MP-C re-
quires a low for no signal if the
20 mA loop section is being
used, two sections of the 74132
are used to maintain the proper
conditions.

If you are using only the 20
mA loop portion of the control
interface, the circuit is con-
nected directly to MP-C as
shown in Fig. 2. Remove the
ground strap from terminal RI
and connect the interface di-
rectly in its place. Your system
should work normally with no
interaction between the two in-
puts on MPoCoIf you are already
using the RS-232 input (termi-
nal RI) for another terminal, an
SPDT switch, as indicated in
Fig. 2 by the dashed lines,
should be installed. After ini-
tializing the program, simply
switch to the RTTYposition.

The circuit is built on a two-
IC board from Radio Shack
(276-024).The cabinet is also
from Radio Shack. Other parts
came mostly from the junk box.
I built a power supply in one of
my duller moments. Current
drain is so low, the 5 volts re-
quired could just as easily have

VIDEO
TERMINAL

,,----,
I
I
I
I•~---l

I
I
I
I
I

l:>"---'--~RI

MP-C

+5V - PIN 14 BOTH ICs
GND - PIN 7 BOTH ICs

~GND

Fig. 2_ The input interface circuit. The dashed lines are for an alter-
nate connection if you already have another terminal connected to
terminal RI on MP-C.



DISK DRIVES
TARBELL DISK CONTROLLER BOARD(Kit! Single Density$179.00
PERTEC 5 Yo" disk drives for TRS-80 (Flippy Diskl $359.00

This drive gives you 40 tracks of storage versus the 35 track
Radio Shack drive. The Pertec drive also has the flippy
disk feature. When you have filled one side of the diskette,
flip it over and use the other side.

Cable. $ 29.50

NEW DOS PLUS - DISK OPERATING
SYSTEM FOR THE TRS-80

Some of the features include: Screen scrolling, print from screen, keyboard
debounce, line renumbering, run DOS from Basic, auto program execution, level I
in level II capability, "Superzap" that allows inspection and modification of disk
or main memory. compatible with TRSDOS, will drive 40 track drives.

LIST 5110.00 OUR PRICE $89.00
WITH DRIVE PURCHASE $65.00

DISKETIES - VERBATIM 5Yo" soft sector ITRS-801 Box of 10 $ 28.50
8" Soft sector - FD 1000 Box of 10 $ 38.50

COMPUTERS
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 99/4 HOME COMPUTER $1095.00

CPU - The powerful 9900 16 bit microprocessor with 256 byte
scratch pad RAM. MEMORY - Total72K bytes of ROM & RAM,
external ROM memory - (Solid state software command mo-
dulesl up to 30K bytes each, 16K user RAM. KEYBOARD - 40
key, full travel, overlay for second functions. MUSIC & SOUND -
5 octives, 3 simultaneous tones plus noice generator. DISPLAY·
13" color monitor. GRAPHICS - 16 colors high resolution

192 x 256, you can define your own characters, create
animated displays, charts, graphs and more.
Built-in software . 14K byte BASIC interpreter

13 digit, floating point, internal graphics language
. interpreter, equation calculator & internal 4.4K
byte monitor, recorder interface. PERIPHERALS - re-

mote controls, solid state speech synthesizer, RS-232 interface.

CROMEMCO
Z-2lAssml $ 845.00
Z-2D (Assm) For rack mounting, 4MZ Z-80, Floppy Disk Con-
troller, Mini-Floppy Disk Drive $1779.00
Z-3 (Assml 4MZ Z-80, Dual 8" Drives, 32K RAM, Printer
and RS-232 Interface. $4989.00
Cobol, Fortran, Assmb., DBM, & other Cromemco software. $ 86.00
TUART (Kit!. $176.00 TUART IAssm). $255.00

CALL US FOR OTHER CROMEMCO DISCOUNTS

SUPERBRAIN. $2845.00
Superbrain - The most cost effective machine on the market
today. Intertec has combined their excellent video terminal with
a sophisticated Z-BO computer and has come up with a totally
integrated package. This beauty includes a 4MZ Z-80 computer
system, 2 double density Mini-Floppies with 320K of disk storage,
64K of RAM memory, CP/M disk operating system with
utilities, and a complete 80 character X24 line video smart ter-
minal. This machine boasts two Z-80 processors to handle pro-tt-------- cessing & 1/0. A serial and parallel interface for the I/O is
included. A $-100 edge connector is provided, so upgrading to
10-300 MB hard disks is available. If you need more info, c~1I us.

EXIDY SORCERER W/16K.
W/32K.

GODBOUT UNKITS
16K - $249.00 32K - $498.00

$1035.00
$1135.00

I/O Board - $184.00

TERMINALS
INTERTUBE II BY INTERTEC . $ 777.00

ITerminal! Z-80 controlled, 80 Char. by 24 lines, 128 upper and
lower case, ASCII Char.. graphic symbols, reversible video, half
intensity video, special 25th display (status) line, 12" screen,
operating mode: conversational, message, page, Char. insert/
delete, line insert/delete, half or full duplex, keyboard with 18
key numeric pad, full cursor control, RS232 and 20/60 Ma loop
auxiliary printer port, 75-9600 baud and a lot more special
features all software controlled, no little mini-dip switches
to bother with.

s 138.00

Open up a whole new world of
data and program exchange over
the telephone. Allows one computer or
terminal to talk to another. Can communicate
with any Bell 103 compatible modem. RS232
interface and TRS-80 compatible.
NOVATION CAT ACOUSTICAL MODEL (300 baud). $185.00

Tarbell Double Density
Floppy Disk Interface

FOR 8" DISK DRIVES
Under Tarbell Double-Density CP/M, single and double density disks may
be intermixed. The system automatically determines whether single' or
double density is in place.
• Software select sinq!e or double density.
• Phase-locked-loop and write precompensation for reliable data rescovery and storage.
• On-board phamtom bootstrap PROM is disabled after bootstrap operation so all 64K

memory address soace is available to USfH

• DMA in single or double density permits multi-user operation.
• Extended addressing provides 8 extra address bits,' permitting direct transfer

anywhere in a 16 megabyte address range.
• Select up to 4 drives, single or double sided.
• New BIOS for CP/M included on single-density diskette.

Assembled and Tested $398

Tarbell VDS-II
Vertical Disk Subsystem

SYSTEM INCLUDES:
• 2 Siemens 8" Disk Drives
• 1 Cabinet with Fan and Power Suoolv.
• I Tarbell Flpv Dsk Interface. asbld [, tested
• 1 CP/M" Disk Operating System.
• 1 Tarbell BASIC.
• All Cables and Connectors.
• Complete User Documentation.
• Fully Factory Assembled and Tested.

VDS-II Single Density $ 699
VDS-IID Double Density $1799

PRINTERS
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS PRINTER #810 (Up. & low. easel $1689.00

The Paper Tiger is Here!

• Up to 198 characters per second
• 132 columns
• 6 or 8 lines per inch
• Eight software selectable character sizes

1.75' to 9.5' adjustable feed.
• Parallel (Centronics) and serial interface.

PAPER TIGER. _ ' _ $899
W / Graphics Option , •..•.................. $1078

Checks. money orders accepted
Add $2.50 freight charges on orders under 10 Ibs. Over 10 Ibs. F.O.B. Cleveland

QUASAR DATA PRODUCTS 1"09

25151 Mitchell Dr., No.Olmsted, Ohio 44070 (216)779-9387

Y"" Reader Service-see page 227
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come from the computer 1/0
board. I use this same circuit for
the tape system previously
referenced; hence I incorpo-
rated a switch and extra jacks
for this function, Also included
on my board is an Intertace for
transmission of RTTY using
computer-generated tones.

Modifications

The program listing contains
delay values to suit the original
SWTP 680.0..The 68/2 has a dif·
ferent clock circuit that runs
around one MHz, so certain tlrn-
ing changes are required. These
changes are listed in Table 1.
The 68/2 does not use a crystal
clock and may be subject to
some drift. Since timing is fairly
critical, particularly in DECODE,
you should make sure you stay
as close to one MHz as possible.

If you are writing a program
for another cornputer.iyou will
have to compute your own de-
lays. The required values for
MODSPC can either be com-
puted or found by experiment·
ing. In this latter case, it helps

to make a tape recording of
each of the two (or three) audio
tones. Play these tones into
your version of DECODE and
store the time count obtained
after each sequence of six cy·
cles. An examination of the reo
sults.should provide a value for
MODSPC. Select a point mid-
way between the mark and
space counts.

The program listing accepts
input from a PIA on 1/0 board
MP-C, but you can use a PIA in
any 1/0 slot. To do this, one of
the unused sections of the
74132 in Fig. 2 is added to the
circuit in accordance with Fig.
3. You will have to change line
430.in the program listing to the
address of the PIA. The extra
program steps listed in Fig. 4
should be added to program the
PIA as an input. Lines 1290.and
130.0.of the original program
can now be deleted as they are
only used with the MP·C.

Output of the program is
through a serial ACIA located in
1/0 slot three. Do not try to use
the MP·C for output; it will not

1/4
74132

12
TOPIN8~"
ON 74132 13.1f A7 OR B7

ON
~ MP-L PIA

Fig. 3. Alternate connection
for input to a PIA located in an
I/O slot other than the control
port.

work. Otherwise, either serial or
parallel output can be.used. For
an ACIA, change line 470.,PRT·
DAT, to the appropriate ad-
dress. If you plan to use a paral-
lel port, the 110 routines. in the
program will have to be changed
accordingly.

If your printer is connected to
an ACIA in the control port, 110
slot one, you have two choices.
You can use the 1/0 routine in
the program by changing line
470. to $80.0.4or you can use
your monitor 1/0 routines with
proper calls. One caution: us-
ing the monitor may cause trou-
ble for a 110baud printer when
receiving at,10.0.wpm, particu-
larly if your system has the
1.7971 MHz baud rate crystal.

Line No. Change

0910 LOA A #$AC

0980 LOA A #$C2

1000 LOX #$OO4F
1020 LOX #$094E

1110 LOX #$0715

1130 LOX #$0527

1160 LOX #$OA68

1180 LOX #$075A

Table 1. Program changes
necessary with a 1 MHz
clock. These are computed
values, but should work.

The baud rate generated is
slightly low, and your printer
may occasionally get behind
when copying a slightly fast
transmission. Programming the
ACIA for one stop bit avoids
this. For printers with faster
baud rates there will be no
problem.

Receivers

You will need a two-meter
(144.5-148 MHz) FM receiver.
The first choice is a regular
amateur receiver. Kits for five-
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cg.
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III:;,
c:
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~

~-o....•

0067.e1 6920 96 1'1'
00680 6922 97 EF
00690 '6924 CE 6BI4
0070('1,6927 OF FE
0071 fl 6929 96 F'F
'0f!720·692B 97 1'1
~073f! 69?D CE 6828
001.110 6930 OF FE
00750 6932 9,6 rr
0f!76'" 6934 97 1'3
00770 6936 CE 6A8A
01'1781'1,6939 OF FB
00790 693B 71' 001'0

0(8) fl

0fl83f1 693E CE 800C
00840 6941 86 "'3'
008 Sf! 6943 A7 00
00860 6945 86 AD
00870 6947 A7 01')

00891')

fl('l9 10 . 69 49 86 97
00920 6948 97 1'5
0093f! 6940 DE EC
00940 6941' BD EQl7E
0095fl 6952 BD EIAC
00960 6955 8 I 57
00970 6957 27 04
00980 6959 '16 AC
00990 695B 97 1'5
0100'" 6950 CE 0BF5
0101'" 6961') OF I' 6
01020 6962 CE 0664
01030 6965 OF 1'8
01fl4fl 6967 DE EE'
0105fl 6969 BD E07E
01060 '696C BD EIAC
fll070 6961' 81 37
0108fl 6971 27 10
01090 '6973 81 31
01100 6975 ?6 16
01110 6977 CE 0650
01120 697A OF 1'6
fll130 697C CE 04A2
011Afl 6971' OF 1'8
01 150 69fll 2fl 0A
0116fl 6983 CE 0950
0111"16986 OF F6
fll18fl 69'18 CE 069B
fll190 698B OF Ffl
01200 6980 DE F0
0121fl 6981' BD E07E
01220 6992 BD EIAC
01230 6995 7F 0"'FA
01 2 40 6998 8 I 59
01250 699A 27 03
"'1260 699C 7C 00FA
01270 699F DE 1"2
0128'" 69AI BD E"'7E
01290 ;"69AA 86 3C
"'13fl0 69A6 B7 80fl7

01320

01340 69A9 00
01350 69AA 79 8004
01360 69AD 25 FA
01370 69AF 00
01380 69B0 79 fl00A

LOA A
STA A
LOX
STX
LOA A
STA A
LOX
STX
LOA A
STA A
LOX
STX
CLR

TEMP3+1
MSG22+1
#MSG3
TEMP3
TEMP3+1
MSG33+1
NMSGA
TEMP3
TEMP3+ I
MSG44+1
NTABLE
ASCII+I
SH I FT

FIND ASCI I TABLE' OFFSO;:T
STORE IN OFFSET
SET SHIFT FOR LETTERS

• INITIALIZE ACIA IN SLOT 3

LOX #PRTDAT
LOA A #$03
STA A 0,X
LOA A #$40
STA A 0,X

* SET OPERATING PARAMETERS

LDA A #f97
STA A

S60

LOX
JSR
JSR
CMP A
BEQ
LOA A
STA A
LOX
STX
LOX
STX
LOX
JSR
JSR
CMP A
BEQ
CMP A
BNE
LOX
STX
LOX
STX

MODSPC
MSGII
OUT
IN
#$57
S60
#$AC
MODSPC
#$0BF5
DELI
# $0fl 64
DEL2
I"1SG22
OUT
IN
#$37
S75
#$31
SAV
#$0650
DEL I
#$04A2
DEL2

SET FOR WIDE SHIFT

WIDE OR NARROW SHIFT?
WIDE
NARROW
SET FOR NARROW SHIFT
SET DELAYS FOR 60 WPM

INPUT SPEED
75 WPM?
YES - BRA
100 WPM,?
NO - THEN IS 6('1

100 WPM

#$0950
DELI 75 WPM'
#$f169B
DEL2
MSG33
OUT
IN SAVE DATA?
SAVE
#$59 YES?
YEA THEN SKIP
SAVE NO - SET FLAG
MSGA4
OUT 'OUTPUT C/R .AND L/F
#$3C KILL ECHO ON CONTROL PORT
INPUT+3

* START OF RECEIVE PROGRAM

SIfl0

BRA SAV
S75 LOX

STX
LOX
STX
LOX
JSR
JSR
CLR
CMP A
BEQ
INC
LOX
JSR
LOA A
STA A

SAV

YEA

CH SEC
ROL
BCS
SEC
ROL

CL

INPUT
CH

INRUT

CLEAR ANY FRACTIONAL
CYCLES OF SIGNAL

DISCARD LOW PORTION

01391'1 69B3 24 FA
014V10 69B5 80 3B
01410 69B7 01 F5
(1)1421'1 69B9 23 04
V11430 69BB 80 41
01441'1 69BD 21'1 F8
01451'1 69BF flD 3D
1111460 69 C I 0 I F 5
01470 69C3 22 F6
01480 69C5 C6 0~
01490 69C7 37
1'11500 69C8 ill'
1'11510 69C9 36
0152V1 69CA 80 47
(1)1530 69CC 80 24
01540 69CE 01 F5
01550 6900 22 00
01560 6902 32
01570 6903 0C
01581'1 6904 46
0159(1) 6905 33
01600 6906 5A
01610 6907 27 13
(1)162(1) 6909 37
01630 69DA 36
01640 69DB su 3C
01650 6900 20 ED
0166V1 69DF 32
01670 69E(1) (1)0
01680 69EI 46
01691"1 69E? 33
01701'1 69E3 5A
01710 69E4 27 1'16
01720 69E6 37
('11730 69E7 36
01740 69E8 60 2F
01750 69EA 20 E0
0176(1) 69EC 80 31
01770 69EE 80 29
01780 69F0 2V1 C3
1111790 69F? ('10
(1)lil(1)0 691'3 79 8004
01610 69F6 25 FA
(1)182(1) 69F" 00
fll830 69F9 79 se04
1'11840 69FC 24 FA
(J 185(1) 69 I' E 51'
01860 69FF 86 1'l6
1"11870 6A01 00
0188(1) 6Afl2 79 "1'11'14
(1)189V1 6A05 5C
0191'10 6AI'l6 25 F9
0191 V1 6Al'lfl (1)0
01921'1 6AI'I9 79 81'l1'l4
01931'1 6A0C 5C
1'11941'1 6AI'ID 24 F9
1'l1950 6AI'IF 4A
01961'1 6A1I'1 26 EF
1'l1971'1 6AI2 39
1'11981'1 6AI3 OE F6
(1)19911 6AI5 09
fl21'1V11'16AI6 26 I'D
1'I?1'I10 6AI6 39
V121'120 6A 19 DE F8
021'131'1 6A I B 1'19
02040 6AIC 26 FD
02(1)50 6AI E 39

02070

(1)2fl9(1) 6AIF 44
021(1)111 6A20 44

BCC
START BSR
TEST CMP B

BLS
RPT BSR

BRA
STBIT BSR

CMP B
BHI
LOA B
PSH B
CLR A
PSH A
BSR

NEXT BSR
CMP B
BHI
PUL A

, CLC
ROR A
PUL B
DEC B'
BEQ
PSH B
PSH A
BSR
BRA

ONE PUL A
SEC
ROR A
PUL B
DEC B
BEQ
PSH B
PSH A
BSR
BRA

ASC BSR
BSR
BRA

DECODE SEC
ROL'
BCS

HL SEC
ROL
BCC

HRPT CLR B
LOA A

HH SEC
ROL
INC B
8CS

HLS SEC
ROL
INC A
RCC HL S
DEC A
RNE 'iH
RTS

DELAYI LOX DELI
01 DF:X

BNE 01
RTS

DELAY2 LOX
D? DEX

BNE
RTS

CL
DECODE
MODSPC
STBIT
HRPT
TEST
HRPT
MODSPC
RPT
#5

DELAYI
DECODE
MODSPC
ONE

ASC

DELAY2
NEXT

ASC

DELAY2
NEXT
OUTDAT
DELAY2
START

INPUT
DECOOE

INPUT
HL

#$(1)6

INPUT

H'i

INPUT

DEL2

02.

OF FIRST CYCLE
FETCH CYCLE TIME COUNT
I S IT A SPACE?
YES - GO MAKE SECOND COUNT
NO - CHECK AGAIN

MAKE SECOND TIME COUNT
SPACE?
NO - GO BACK AGAIN
YES - LOAD BIT COUNT
SAVE BI T COUNT
CLEAR DATA SPACE
SAVE DATA SPACE
DELAY FOR FIRST DATA BIT
FETCH CYCLE TIME, COUNT
SPACE?
NO - THEN IS A ZERO
RECOVER DATA
CLEAR CARRY, BI T
ROTATE ZERO INTO DATA
RECOVER BIT COUNT
FIVE DATA BITS IN?
YES - GO TRANSLATE DATA
NO - SAVE BIT COUNT
SAVE DATA
DELAY TO NEXT BI T
GET NEXT BIT
RECOVER DATA
SET CARRY AIT TO ONE
ROTATE ONE 'INTO DATA
RECOVER BII COUNT
FIVE DATA BITS IN?
YES - GO TRAN SLAT E -DATA
SAVE BI T COUNT
SAVE DATA
DELAY TO NEXT BIT
GET NEXT AIT
GO OUTPUT DATA
DELAY FOR STOP BIT
RETURN EOR NEXT CHR

CLEAR ANY FRACTIONAL
CYCLES

CLEAR LOWS

CLEAR TIME COUNT
SET CYCLE COUNT

FETCH INPUT
INC TIME COUNT
I NPIJT 'U GH? - THFN GO RAO<
1,\lPIIT LOW
FETC'i INPIIl
INC TIME COUNT
INPUT LOW? - THEN GO RACK
DEC CYCLE COUNT'
DONE? -NO- COUNT NEXT CYCLE
YES - RETURN

DELAY FOR EIRST DATA BIT

DELAY RETWEEN AITS

OUTDAT LSR A
LSR A

• DECODE BAUDOT TO ASCII

SHIFT DATA TO FIVE LEAST
SIGNIFICANT BITS
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or six-channel receivers are
available for about $60 to $70.
These are crystal controlled so
a crystal for each frequency
used will also be required. Con-
sult the various ham magazines
such as 73Magazine.

Another choice is one of the
many PSB Hi band VFH scan-
ners around. These are often
excellent receivers, and many
cover at least the important
portion of the two-meter band,
146-148 MHz. Even if their cov-
erage is listed only down to 148
MHz, most will operate at the
lower frequencies. Many hams
use these for monitors.

The last choice is one of the
tunable PSB receivers. Their

0430 INPUT EQU $(NEW ADDRESS)
0811 LOX #INPUT
0812 CLR O,X
0813 LOA A #4
0814 STA A 1,X

Fig. 4. Program additions
for Lise with a PIA, other
than the MP-C, for input.
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main advantage is you can tune
to find RTTYsignals, recogniz-
able by their chirping sound.
Their main disadvantage is lack
of sensitivity and poor selectiv-
ity. This means that in the pop-
ulated areas where there are
many stations, interference is
likely. Also their poor sensitiv-
ity, particularly in the lower-
priced receivers, requires a
stronger signal.

If you already have a good
communications-type short-
wave receiver with an FMdetec-
tor, another possibility is to add
a converter. Converter kits are
available for under $40. This
method has the advantage of
requiring no crystals, and you
can tune the entire two-meter
band.

Reliable range of two meters
depends largely on the antenna
height of both transmitter and
receiver. When two stations are
communicating directly to each
other, alternately using the
same frequency (Simplex),
range may vary from a few
miles to 10 or 20 miles, al-

though much longer ranges are
obtained. A repeater is a device
that receives a signal and re-
transmits it on a different fre-
quency, usually with higher
power and from a better anten-
na location. Through repeaters,
ranges of maybe 30 to over 100
miles are usual. Many localities
now have RTTYrepeaters oper-
ating.

How do you find the fre-
quency(s) used for RTTY?The
best way is to ask a ham. Our
local computer club has a dozen
or more ham members, so try
your club. If you don't know any
hams, maybe a friend does.
With a tunable receiver, you
can listen. If all you hear is
voice,· keep listening, particu-
larly in the early evening. Even
RTTY repeaters are used more
for voice than RTTY. If yours is
a crystal-controlled set, then
you must find the frequency in
order to obtai n the proper crys-
tals.

Some Possibilities

Amateurs are not permitted

to broadcast one-way signals,
so a ham buddy cannot legally
send to you, a non-ham. But
suppose a couple or more hams
in the computer club arrange a
schedule to transmit programs
back and forth to each other at
8 PM Tuesday. There is no
reason you shouldn't eaves-
drop, and if you cannot hear
one of them, possibly the other
is on your side of town.

Programs can be stored on
tape instead of being printed.
They can then be loaded into
the computer or printed from
the tapes. It makes no differ-
ence what your. tape baud rate
is; it will simply take much more
tape than usual because of the
low speed of incoming data.

If anyone would like to try
this program but doesn't want
to key it in by hand, I can fur-
nish an object tape for $4.
Please specify starting address
of 0100,2000 or 6900. Alternate-
ly, I could provide a tape copy
of the assembler program for
the SWTP Co-Res Assembler.
All tapes are 300 baud KC.•



_.-1 For Apple II 1111111I

The Game That Drove Japan CRAZY!

SUPER INVADER
• Features superb high resolution graphics, nail-biting tension and
hilarious antics by the moon creatures!

• Self-running "attract mode" of operation for easy learning and
demonstrating of the game.

• As good in every way as the famous Invaders arcade game.

• High speed action! • Sound effects!

• On cassette or 5" floppy disc.
eS-4006 CS-4503A

Only $19.95
Requires 24K Apple II with Integer Basic
(main program is in machine code).

Order Today
Send payment plus $1.00 shipping and handling in the U.S. ($2.00 foreign) to

Creative Computing Software, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, N.J. 07960. N.J. residents
add $1 .00 sales tax. Visa, Master Charge and American Express orders may be called in toll
free to 800-831-8112 (in N.J. 201-540-0445).

,.....C169

GPoutlV6
Gomputlnfj
softwupo

Creative Computing
Software

P.O. Box 789-M
Morristown, NJ 07960

s6RsatioRaI
softwap6

Produced under exclusive
license from Cosmos Software,
Astar International Co., Ltd.

Dealer inquiries invited.
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Leslie R. Schmeltz
3224 Magnolia Ct.
Bettendorf IA 52722

"Core" and More
for Your Apple

You've yawned through the games. For serious computing, you'll need accessories.

Apersonal computer is much
like a Barbie doll-once

you have purchased the bare
unit, the price of wardrobe and
accessories can easily equal or
surpass the original price tag!
Small wonder the new micro-
computer owner feels in-
timidated by the vast array of
hardware and accessories avail-
able for his system.

Like you, I studied specifi-
cation sheets for quite a while
before purchasing my Apple II.
The standard features included
are impressive, but by no
means complete. My applica-
tions are different than yours,
so our systems must be con-
figured differently. The stan-
dard 16KApple II can do a lot of
processing, but you must have
a TV monitor (or modulator) to
see what it's doing and a
cassette unit to store what it
has done. Perhaps your dealer
included the cassette recorder
and modulator in the price; if
not, you have already started
the process of accessory pur-
chasing.

Once you have played the
standard game a few times and
(I hope) studied the excellent
documentation supplied by Ap-
ple, you will probably be itching
to begin your own applica-
tions. If you purchased your Ap-
ple II with full 48K RAM, disk
drive(s), I/O cards, modem,
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(402)987-337124 hours
NO CC/M.O.-none/Cat-Free

ATV Research
13th & Broadway
Dakota City NE 68731

• "Pixie-Plexer" (PXP-4500)for advanced designers, experimenters and
builders desiring to work with color and/or audio as well as b/w video signals.
$24.50

• "Pixie-Verter" (PXV-2A)rf modulated oscillator $8.50
• Video monitors.

Advanced Computer Products (714)558-88138-7PST
1310 "B" E. Edinger All CC/M.0.-$10.00/Cat-Free
Santa Ana CA 92705 Items guaranteed.

.16K memory expansion kits with instructions and jumpers: NEe
UPD416-1(200ns)-$89.95, Toshiba 4116-4(250ns)-$89.95, Hitachi:
4716-4(200ns)-$89.95, Mostek MK4116-2(200ns)-$89.95

California Digital (213)679-90028:30-5PST
4738 156th Street MC, VISA/M.O.-none/Cat-Free
Lawndale CA 90250 90-day guarantee

• NECUPD416D16Kmemory chip set 8/$65
• Digicast AV/100 rf modulator $29.95

Candex Pacific, Inc. (415)364-84279-6PST
693 Veterans Blvd. No CC/M.O.-none/Cat-none
Redwood City CA 94063 (data free) 30-day guarantee

• Tape activator controls audio tape recorder from the game I/O connec-
tor. Can control other devices not exceeding % Amp current. Has connec-
tor for game controls or another activator. Each model addressed by a dif-
ferent POKEcommand, if multiple units are used each must be a different
model. Model numbers: 100-00;100-01;100-02;100-03.$39.95

Circuit Specialists (800)528-1417
1344North Scottsdale Rd. (Box 3047) MC, VISA/M.0.-$15 phone, mail-
Tempe AZ 85281 none/Cat-Free

• Pkg. of eight 4116 16Kmemory chips $159.95
• EPROMs, ICs, components.

Deltroniks
5151 Buford Hwy.
Atlanta CA 30340

(404)458-4690
MC,VISA/M.O.-none/Cat-Free
Memory chips 100 percent
guaranteed.

.16K memory expansion package $80., 32K $160.
• ICs, components.



printer, etc., this article may be
only of passing interest to you.
I suspect (from personal ex-
perience and an informal sur-
vey of owners in our local Apple
users group) that most com-
puter hobbyists start out with a
"plain Jane" system and the ln-
tention of adding hardware and
accessories as interests
develop and finances permit.
Many of us in the latter group
(you know-the ones unable or
unwilling to commit several
kllobucks to our initial pur-
chase) have now reached the
point of looking for ways to ex-
pand the capabilities of our
systems.

Many applications require
additional hardware (and soft-
ware) of a specialized nature.
Amateur radio, for instance,
could use audio-to-digital con-
verters, antenna rotor controls,

ASCII-to-five-level conversion,
logging systems, repeater con-
trol andac controllers, to men-
tion only a few of the countless
possibilities. Someone in the
diverse group of Apple owners
and accessory designers has
probably worked up items that
will be of direct use in your ap-
plication, but where do you find
out about them?

Sources of Information

Computer manufacturers
publish a great deal of informa-
tion about their products. Ap-
ple literature describes not only
the basic system, but also nu-
merous accessories available
from dealers. You probably
studied some of this literature
in reaching your decision to
purchase the Apple II and are
already aware of most items of-
fered by Apple. Unless your

The Heuristics Speech Lab is one of the many accessory items of-
fered for the Apple II. (Photo courtesy of Heuristics, Inc.)

literature is quite recent, you
may have missed some, since
new items are continually be-
ing added to the Apple line.

Your local computer em-
porium can be a great source of
information. Most manufac-
turers maintain a mailing list of
dealers and send literature on
new products as they become
available. I'm sure your dealer
would be happy to watch for
product announcements of
specific interest to you.

If you are fortunate enough
to live in an area that has an Ap-
ple users group, much valuable
information is available.
Chances are some of the other
members have interests similar
to yours and will be willing to
work together on applications.
A file of literature received by
various members of the group
would be a good source for in-
formation on hardware and ac-
cessory items.

Magazines, newsletters and
direct-mail advertising are all
directed toward disseminating
information about available
new products. Manufacturers
spend a great deal of money at-
tempting to inform you of the
items they have to offer, but ob-
viously cannot advertise each
product in every issue of every
publication. Many magazines
offer reader service cards,
which enable you to obtain
literature on specific products.
If you don't see the particular
company listed that interests
you, a letter request will usually
bring a catalog by return mail.
Some companies request an
SASE or small fee for their
literature; this is usually noted
In their advertisements.

Digital Dynamics, Inc.
310 C. Breesport
San Antonio TX 78216

(512)341-87829-5
MC,VISA/M.O.-none/Cat-Spec.
sheets free. Defective items
repaired or replaced.

• Computer canopy dust cover. Standard color walnut, other colors
available. $12.95

Digital Research Corporation (of Texas) (214)271-24618:30-5
PO Box 401247K MC, VISA, AE/M.0.-$10/Cat-Free
Garland TX 75040 90-day money-back guarantee

.16K dynamic RAM chips (250 ns) 8/$89.95
• EPROMs, ICs, components, etc.

Electronic Systems (408)226-406424 hours
PO Box 21638 MC, VISA/M.O.-none/Cat-Free
San Jose CA 95151 Lifetime guarantee

• National 4116 16K RAM chips (250 ns) $8
.21021K RAM chips (450 ns) $1.75
• Apple II serial I/O interface-adjustable 0-30,000 baud, plugs into any
peripheral connector. Includes operating software. Board only (#2) $15,
with parts (#2A) $42, assembled and tested (#2C) $62
• Many other boards and kits.

Elektrik Keyboard, Ltd. (312)751-155510-8 M-TH, 10-6 F, S
1920 N. Lincoln Ave. No CC/M.O.-check/Cat-avaiiable
Chicago IL 60614 soon

• Joy Stick-Applestix. Uses everything the game I/O can control. Has
four paddles, three switches, four LEOs. $180.
• Multiplexing card. Expands socket into five sockets for attaching extra
paddles, joystick, light pen.
• Travel case. Heavy duty, foam lined, metal reinforced flight case. Car-
ries computer and two disk drives. $199.

Godbout Electronics (415)562-063624 hours
Box 2355 MC,VISA/M.0.-$15/Cat-Free
Oakland Airport CA 94614 1 year against defects in

materials or workmanship
• Godbout 16K conversion (250 ns) $109
• EPROMs, ICs, components, etc.

D.C. Hayes & Associates, Inc.
PO Box 9884
Atlanta GA 30319

• Micromodem II provides capabilities of communications card and
acoustic coupler, plus programmable automatic dialing and answering.
Plugs into Apple expansion slot, direct coupled to phone line. Under$400.

Sold only through Apple dealers.
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Henwood Enterprises, Inc.
1833E. Crabtree Dr.
Arlington Heights IL 60004

(800)323·73609-5CST
MC,VISA,AElM.O.-none/Cat-none
1 year against material or labor
defects.

Survey

This survey was undertaken
with a primary motive in
mi"d-I was interested in some
accessory items for my Apple II
and wanted to see what was
available and from whom. It oc-
curred to me that other Apple
owners might be in the same
situation, thus this article.

I have attempted to provide a
reasonably compact and com-
plete list of hardware and ac-
cessory items most likely to be
added by the hobbyist with a
relatively bare Apple II. I made
no attempt to locate all items
compatible with RS-232, cur-
rent loops, parallel and serial
ports, etc.-the list could be
endless! I included only those
items advertised as being de-
signed specifically for the Ap-
ple II. Since information on pro-
ducts manufactured by Apple
Computers, Inc., should be
readily available to all owners, I
did not include these in this
listing .

It should be emphasized this
article is in no way intended to
duplicate the advertising ef-
forts of any supplier; it merely
provides a compact listing of
items and sources from which
you can obtain specific infor-
mation regarding them. I have
attempted to answer for you
the same kinds of questions we
all have when dealing with any
supplier.

• Wrapple dust cover for Apple II $8.95
•Wrapple II dust cover for Apple II plus 1 or 2 Disk lis on top $9.95

Heuristics, Inc. (415)948-25428-5PST
900 San Antonio Rd. CC accepted/M.O.-none/Cat-none
Los Altos CA 94022 1 year guarantee

• Model 20A 32 word SpeechLab for Apple includes ROM-based software,
extensive manual. Applications include voice control games, data entry,
research, etc., $189
• Microphone (noise cancelling) NC-2$85

Integrated Circuits Unlimited (800)854-2211(Cal. 800-542-6239)
7889Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 24 hours MC, VISA, AE/M.O.-none
San Diego CA 92111 Cat-Free "Unlimited guarantee"

.411616K RAM chips $11.50

.ICs, components, video monitors, etc.

Interactive Structures, Inc.
Suite 204, Science Center
3401 Market Street
Philadelphia PA 19104

• AI-02 analog data acquisition system. Approx. $210
• AO-03 digital to analog board. Available soon, price TBA
• VIP-4 video interface. Available soon, price TBA
• EC-07editing console. Available soon, price TBA
• SI-01 serial interface. Available soon, price TBA

,215)382-82969-5EST
?CC/M.O.-none/Cat-Free
1 year guarantee,

International Electronics Equipment Corp. (305)595-2386
PO Box 522542 MC, VISA/M.O.-none/Cat-none
Miami FL 33152 Guaranteed working

• Apple interface for Okidata CP110 printer (must be used in conjunction
with Apple's interface board). $100
• Okidata CP110$650

Ithaca Intersystems
PO Box 91
Ithaca NY 14850

(607)257-01909-5EST
MC, VISA (4 percent surcharge)
M.O.-none/Cat-Free 100 percent
lifetime guarantee for chips.

• Hitachi 16K memory expansion set $140 (also available through many
retail dealers).

Jameco Electronics (415)592-80978-5PST
1021 Howard Ave. No CC/M.O.-$10/Cat-41~ stamp
San Carlos CA 94070 90-day warranty

• UPD416(MK4116) 16K RAM chips $14.95
• EPROMs, ICs, components

Microproducts (213)374-16738-5PSTM-F
2107Artesia Blvd. No CC/M.O.-none/Cat-Free
Redondo Beach CA 90278 Guarantee offered

• Centronics 779/SWTPPR40printer interface (MP7101-2)$49.95
• General-purpose 8 bit parallel output port card (MP7101-3)$44.95
• EPROMprogrammer for 5 volt 2K EPROMs (MP8102-1)$99.95
• EPROMsocket adapter adapts 5 volt EPROMs to Apple ROM sockets.
(MP8105-1)$14.95
• Apple II to Superkim downloading card with cable and connector
(MP9102-2)$74.95

Mikos (415)592-18008:30-5PST
MC, VISA/M.O.-$10(CODs and
CC)/Cat-Write Items guaranteed

419 Portofino Drive
San Carlos CA 94070

• Hitachi 2114 (250 ns) $7.99
• National 2114 (450 ns) $7.25
.2102 AN-ZL (250 ns) $1.60
.2102 AN-4L (450 ns) $1.25
• Full line of SSM,Wameco and CCS boards and kits.

Dan Paymar
PO Box A-133C.S. 6800

No Phone Orders
?I?I?

Survey Procedure

A questionnaire was sent to
as many sources as I could lo-
cate from magazine ads, direct-
mail fliers and catalogs. As
mentioned earlier, I included
only those suppliers indicating
hardware or accessories for the
Apple II.,

Forty-five questionnaires
were mailed, and 27 were re-
turned within four weeks ...
a response rate of 60 percent.
Much supplementary informa-
tion in the form of literature
sheets, catalogs and product
information was received and
used to provide the information
contained in the listings.

Certainly there are suppliers
not mentioned in this article for
various reasons-question-
naires not returned, names and

Costa Mesa CA 92627 90-day replacement guarantee
• Lowercase adapter-hardware modification that allows a program to
display lowercase characters on the monitor, also adds some symbols to
make complete 96 character ASCII set. (Peripherals Unlimited text editorl
word processor can be ordered or converted for use with the LCA) $49.95
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ComputerCity Sampler
Disk Drives

When you're ready to add disk storage to your TRS-80*, we're here to help.
Our CCi-lOO 1M and -200 ™ drives offer more capacity than Radio Shack 35- Track(85K Bytes) drives. These drives
are fully assembled, tested and ready to plug-in the moment you receive them. They can be intermixed with each
other and Radio Shack drives on the same cable. 90 day warranty.
CCI-lOOTM 40 Track (102K Bytes) $399.00 CCI_200TM77 Track (197K Bytes) $675.00

Printers
Letter Quality High Speed Printer
NEC Spinwriter: In-
cludes TRS-80* inter-
face software, quick
change print fonts, 55
CPS, bidirectional,
high resolution plot- P--iiii.'::
ting, graphing, pro-
portional spacing and
tractor feed assembly. gO day warranty $2979.00
Also: Centronics, Paper Tiger, HI Plot Digital Plotter
16K Memory Up-grade Kits
Fast and ultrareliable $99.00

DISK OPERATING SYSTEMS
NEWD.OS by Apparat"
NEWDOS "PLUS" by Apparat"
DOS 3.0 by the original author of 2.1

", Reader Service-see page 227

DISKETTE TRS-80*
BOSINESS SOFTWARE BY SBSa
Free enhancements and upgrades to registered
owners for the cost of media and mailing. 30 day free
telephone support. User reference on request.
Fully Interactive Accounting Package: General Ledger,
Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable and Payroll.
Report generating.
Complete Package (requires 3 or 4 drives)
Individual Modules (requires 2 or 3 drives)

Inventory II:(requires 2 or 3 drives)
Mailing List Name & Address II
(requires 2 drives)

Intelligent Terminal System ST-80 III:
The Electric Pencil from Michael Shrayer
File Management System:
Budget Control Program IIby CSA
Cash Register System IIby CSA

$475.00
$125.00
$ 99.00

$129.00
$150.00
$150.00
$ 49.00
$ 49.95
$ 99.00
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addresses' not located in the ini-
tial .search, products recently
developed and marketed. If you
know of (or are) a supplier not
listed, please send me as much
information as you can so the
listings can be expanded and
updated at a later time.

Listing Format

The listings that follow are
set up alphabetically and con-
tain the following information:
Name. ':,\, Number and hours for

\'. phone orders
Address' ;.. ' Credit CardsAccepted/

Minimum Order/Catalog
City, State, Zip Guarantee (it ottered)

Terms
eltems offered (briefdescriptionand price).

Information in the listings has
been taken from questionnaire
responses andlor condensed
from catalog descriptions pro-
vided by each supplier. Ac-
duracy of the information is not
guaranteed, and you should in-
vestigate further prior to actual
purchase of any item described.
None in any category indicates
no information received regard-
ing that item ..

Summary

I have made no attempt to
judge the quality of either prod-
ucts or vendors in this article.
When conSidering the pur-
chase of any additional items
for your Apple II, you should:

1. Carefully read the descrlp-
tion so you know exactly what
you're buying.
" 2. Check with your local

(Products sold to dealers only)
Catalog on request

Peripherals Unlimited (213)595-68589-5 PST
2633 E. 28th St. Suite 622 ? CC/M.O.-none/Cat-SA~E
Signal Hill CA 90806 90days labor, 1 year parts.

e Universal parallel card-intelligent 1/0 control, configuration of 1/0 can
be'changed to meet.particular needs via user programmable driver with
battery back-up.'Software inc. $179.95
e Also carries the lowercase adapter.

Powersoft, Inc.
PO Box 157
Pitman NJ 08071

e Light pen (ZXX 0003)-plugs directly into game 1/0 connector. Supplied
with demonstration software. $34.95

(800)423-5633 (Cal. 213-894-8171)
8-6 PST MC, VISA/M.0.-$10/Cat-
Free with order. Chips meet or
exceed manufacturers specs

e16K memory expansion kit (200-250 ns) $69
The CPU Shop (617)242-33509·7 M-F, 9-6 Sat. EST
39 Pleasant Street MC, VISA/M.O.·none/Cat-Free
Charlestown MA 02129 90-day guarantee

e NEC UPD416D 16K (300 ns) 8/$85
e NEC UPD416-1 16K (250 ns) 8/$87
eNEC UPD416D-216K (200 ns) 8/$89
e Dealer for complete Apple line and related software.

Tri-Tek (602)995-93529-5:30 M-F
7808 N. 27th Avenue MC, VISA/M.0.-$10/Cat-Free
Phoenix AZ 85021

e NEC UPD416 16K (300 ns) $18, 8/$128
e NEC UPD416-2 16K (200 ns) $20, 8/$144
elC, components.

Priority 1 Electronics
16723 Roscoe Blvd.
Sepulveda CA 91343

dealer. Perhaps he has, or
would be willing to get, a unit
you could see prior to making
your decision.

3. Ask around. Other hob-
byists in the area may have
dealt with the supplier involved
and be able to tell you some-
thing about the quality of prod-
ucts available.

4. Look through your back
issues of this and other

every four years...
... the world's best athletes gather to com-
pete for the coveted gold medal. This year
you can more easily follow this competition
with Med System's Athletic Index.

This package will allow you to search
i events based on country, sport, score, time,
year, or the name of an athlete, or any com-
bination of these. Year searches can be given
any range. All the old records, plus trivia and
brief descriptions, are at your fingertips.

The Athletic Index is now being sent.
with the complete statistics for all the winter
competitions through the XXI Olympiad in
1976 at no extra charge. The summer statis-
tics will be available early in 1980.

TRS-80 III 16K cassette $9.95
N.C. residents please add 4?/o tax.

Mad Systems Software
P.O. Box 2674, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514

••••M119
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magazines. Someone may have
reviewed the particular item at
a time when you weren't in the
market and didn't pay much at-
tention. (If- you don't find a
review and decide to purchase
the item, how about writing
one? It's easier than you think
and could help defray the cost!)

5. Don't hesitate to request
more detailed information from
either your dealer or the manu-

facturer. Manuals are often
available separately for a
nominal cost and provide more
detailed inform-ation than a
spec sheet or catalog descrip-
tion can provide.

6. Carefully read the guaran-
tee (if one is offered) and ques-
tion any provisions you don't
understand.

7. Caveat emptor! (Let the
buyer beware!).

BEST
BUY ON

COMPUTERS
&

DISKETTES
10 - $37.50 + $1.00 Shipping
50 - $172.50 + $1,50 Shipping

100 - $299.50 + $2.00 Shipping,
8" BASF or Georgia Magnetics
5'''' Verbatim

OSt Challenger III 56K, 2-8" Drives,
Fortran, Cobal & '3 - Basics ... $3995.00
Cromemco SYS - 3 ONLY . . .. $4895.00

RS232 - DB25 Connectors
FE 2.95 MALE 1.95 HOOD .95

Call For Discounts on Additional Items

DISK OPERATING SYSTEMKMMM
INSIST ON THE ORIGINAL

(BECAME OPER~TlONAL MID '76)
VERSIONS AVAILABLE FOR:

PET KIM TIM
SYMAIM

INCLUDES DISK FILE PATCHES
FOR MICROSOFT BASIC

CALL OR WRITE FOR PRICES
AND NAMES

OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS



E!' PROGRAMS·

A GIANT BOOK OF 80 PROGRAMS FOR
THE TRS-80· AS A FREE GIFT WITH
YOUR CHARTER SUBSCRIPTION TO
80 MICROCOMPUTING, AN ALL NEW
MICROCOMPUTER MAGAZINE FOR
THE TR -80 OWNER AND USER
That's right. You can receive a giant book of programs for your TRS-80 and have the distinc-
tion of being a charter subscriber to the largest magazine published on the TRS-80.

80 MICROCOMPUTING contains a wealth of information on business, personal and educa-
tional software. New product reviews are featured each month, along with new applications
for everything from text editing to music.

Subscribe today and take advantage of this super charter subscription offer ... 12 months
of 80 MICROCOMPUTI NG for $12 ... (that's half the newsstand price)! Plus, if you
subscribe now, we will send you FREEOF CHARGE a giant book of 80 PROGRAMS for your
TRS-80. '(TRS·SO is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation.)

o 12 issues - $12 (save $12) 036 issues-$36 (save $36) Mail to:
80 MICROCOMPUTING
POB 981
Farmingdale NY 11737

YES! SIGN ME P AS A
CHARTER SUBSCRIBER TO
80 MICROCOMPUTING fOR
JUST 51.00 PER COPY. AND
SEND MY fREE COPY Of 80
PROGRAMSWHEN YOU
RECEIVE MY PAYMENT.

o Payment enclosed o Please bill me

o Master ChargeBill my 0 Visa

Card # Exp. date __

o American Express

Nacne Signature _

Street _

City State Zip __

301K33
Canada: $12 per year US funds. Add $2 per year for Canadian dollars. All other foreign subscriptions: $20 one year only, payable in US currency.



The Metamorphosis of
a "Custom" PET

This elt-ln-one design offers maximum portability in a disk-based PET.

Robert Freeman
Penn Park J-382
Morrisville PA 19067

Almost everyone is familiar
with the PET computer

from Commodore; it is one of
the most popular "appliance-
type" computers and features a
built-in video display and cas-
sette recorder. The PETuses the
6502microprocessor and Micro-
soft BASIC-the fastest combi-
nation around.

But like many computer own-
ers, I soon became impatient
with the slow cassette recorder.
Also, like many other computer

owners, I wanted to expand my
system to include more memo-
ry, more 1/0, etc. But I still
wanted a single compact unit
such as the original PET.That
started me thinking about a
"custom" PET, with a built-in
floppy disk system and extra
memory.

Considerations

1. I wanted to maintain the
portability of my PET.
2. I wanted the disk on the

front for easy access.
3. I would only use the cas-

sette recorder occasionally
once I had the disk installed.

4. I wouldn't need the PET
keyboard, as I had already built

an external keyboard.
5. I needed room to mount a

floppy disk drive (or drives),flop-
py disk controller, memory ex-
panslon, power supply for the
disk drive and control boards. I
neededmore physical space for
expansion.

I then had to consider other
limitations: lack of hard cash. I
could supply the effort and the
metal bending, but where could I
get an economical disk control-
ler and software to run my disk?
And how could I increasememo-
ry capacity for a reasonable
cost?

After looking around awhile, I
found there wasn't much
choice. The only company that

sold a separate disk controller
board for the PET was CGRS
Microtech, Inc., of Southampton
PA.This turned out to be an ex-
cellent choice since the CGRS
Microtech board (EXS100)is ac-
tually two boards in one: a disk
controller and PET-to-S-100
adapter (see Fig. 1).

The board is the size of the
standard S-100 card, with the
disk controller (and ROMspace)
using the upper half of the board
and the S-100adapter for memo-
ry expansion on the lower half of
the board. The cost of this card
assembled and tested was $299
for the disk controller and cas-
sette software. Their ROM ver-
sion of software (by Wilserv In-
dustries, PO Box 115, Haddon-
field NJ 08033), which I pur-
chased, was an additional $60
(see Photo 1).

With the CGRS Microtech
S-100memory expansion adap-
ter, I was able to buy inexpen-
sive memory as needed, add all
kinds of extra 1/0 and many so-
phisticated types of S-100cards
and have hardware and soft-
ware to support three disk
drives.
With most of the pertinent

facts in mind, I was now ready to
start my planning and design.

Decisions, Decisions

My initial design decisions in-
cluded using the CGRScontrol-
ler, beginning with one disk

Photo 1. The CGRS Microtech disk controller board showing the PET-to-S-100 adapter and disk con- drive, using a 5 slot (S-100)
troller section. motherboard, adding 16K extra
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Fig. 1. Power supply for both disk and S-100. (Parts purchased from
AB Computers, 115 East Stump Rd., Montgomeryville PA 18936.)

memory, using an external,
keyboard and eliminating the
tape cassette from the front and
plugging it in back when I need-
ed it.

The next big decision I made
was to eliminate the sloped
front and make a new top cover
for the PET,butleave the rest of
the sheet metal as it was. Now,
this may seem to you like a
rather strange way to treat a
PET,but I wanted to have the ex-
tra room.

Before making the final deci-
sion to start construction, I went
to CGRS Microtech to see their
complete disk system in opera-
tion. I was surprised to learn
their controller card would also,
with a few jumper changes,
operate eight inch disks (see
Photo 2) as well as the mini-
disks. The system they let me
use consisted of their standard
disk package with two eight
inch disks. I was pleased to find
it simple to use and foolproof in
its operation.

New Cover

I made the case out of a piece
of 1/16 inch thick aluminum (27
inches wide x 29 inches long)
that I cut out and bent in four
places so it would fit directly on-
to the original PET hinge' and
open the same way as the origi-
nal PET case opens.

Then, instead of leaving a
large hole in the top between the
PETand the CRT, I made a small
hole to run wires down from the

CRT and a hole for a fan to draw
the air through the CRT into the
bottom of the case. Proper venti-
lation is important in the original
PET. A fan is almost necessary
there.

I moved the power transform-
er from the base to the back wall
(back of PET, lower half). Then, I
replaced the part of the PETthat
held the tape deck and keyboard
with my square box. That made
my PETabout one inch taller.ln-
stead of sloping down at front
for the keyboard, it comes
straight across and is the same
size as the original PET box.

Between the main logic board
and the left-hand side of the
PET, there was room for a five
slot S-100 motherboard (where
the cassette used to be) as well
as the disk controller card,
memory cards and several other
S-100cards. The fan is mounted
horizontally between the CRT
housing and the new case to
provide ventilation to all the
electronics.

I already had replaced the
original keyboard with a full-size
keyboard, so there was no need
for the PET keyboard. This left
room to put three drives in the
new enclosure. Right now I only
have one disk drive, which is
mounted horizontally so it looks
better. I will mount future drives
vertically, so I will have space
for a total of three while still
keeping the PET in one com-
pact, portable, easy-to-move-
around package.

Photo 2. Original PET with CGRS PE disk system.

Power Supply

The power supply drives the
disk and the S-100 board. It re-
quires + 8 volts at 5 Amps, ± 16
volts at 3 Amps for the S-100
bus, + 5 volts at 2 Amps and
+ 12volts at 2 Amps for the disk.
I assembled the power supply
with parts that were on hand or
readily available for less than
$30. A complete power supply
kit is available from CGRS for
$55. The power supply is
mounted in the upper corner of
the new box behind the Shugart
drive.

well. The cables for the S-100ex-
pansion system (Photo 3) con-
nect to the PET memory expan-
sion port and run underneath
the PET main logic board, up
alongside of the S-100 mother-
board, and plug into the CGRS
EXS100. Another cable con-
nects the EXS100 to the Shugart
disk drive. Two more cables con-
nect the S-100motherboard and
the Shugart drive to the power
supply.

You may notice the small cir-
cuit board in the right-hand rear
corner of the PET. It has nothing
to do with the disk; it is a small
amplifier for sound. When soft-
ware has sound built in, I don't

Assembly

The assembly went together

Photo 3. Internal assembly of Bob's PET.
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Photo 4. Completed "custom" PET.

have to carry :3, separate ampli-
fier and speaker with me be-
cause it's also built right into my
PET.

ing point is that it will work with
a single disk drive or a multiple
disk-drive system. Its operation
follows along logically, so it will
not let you make any errors in
copying.

The disk directory may be
listed in short form (program
names only) or long form. The
long form lists the program
name, number of sectors used,
date the program was put on the
disk, the number of program up-
dates along with the date of the
latest update, whether the pro-
gram is BASIC or assembler and
the starting location of the pro-
gram in memory.

The disk software is IBM3740
standard and allows any IBM
standard diskette (such as
Radio Shack) to be read.

Conclusion

I now have a fantastic PET
system. It is unquestionably the
most versatile PET around. It
wasn't as much trouble as lorig-
inally anticipated, and I had fun
building it.

The real enjoyment comes
from using this disk system. I
have about 300 hours of use
with the new system and have
not had any problems. I have 12
diskettes full of programs or
files (approximately 960K of
storage) and have never lost a
bit. It is a pleasure to load a 16
or 24K program in less than
two seconds, or to see 20,830
bytes free after loading the disk
software .•

FOR THE VERY BEST IN
NORTH STAR COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE:

TEXT.PROCESSING: 'TFS' text processing system. The most powerlul word
processor/output lormatter available lor North Star! Justifies both left and
right margins. Paging, page numbering, block moves, file merges, global
search and change. You can save and load text files to or from disk. Plus
much, much more' 'TFS' has everything you want in a text formatter. Minimal
system: 24K RAM starting at OOOOH. Includes extensive user's
manual. - $75.00

ASSEMBLER AND OPERATING SYSTEM: 'Arian' is the assembler/operating
system you need for both the large and small jobs. Supports all wanted
features, plus those special extras: user defined commands, disk based corn-
mands, transient program area, memory management, and dynamic file crea-
tion/deletion. Also: You can save and load obj.isource files to and from disk.
Minimal system: 24K RAM starting at OOOOH. Extensive user's manual in-
cluded. - $50.00.Special utility package for 'Arian'. -$50.00
'TINY' PASCAL!!: The famous Chung/Yuen 'Tiny' Pascal. A great way to write

structured programs that execute up to 25 times faster than Basic. Includes
source to the compiler, written in Pascal' (You can even re-compile the corn-

piler.) Supports recursive procedures and functions as well as if . then
. else ... then, case, while, repeat/until, etc. (You need 24K RAM; 36 to corn-

pile the compiler). - $40.00
INSURANCE AGENTS: We have a great package just for you' The 'CRS' client
record system. A complete program system created to supply your agency
with all necessary and pertinent information about your clients and pros-
pects. This package is specifically designed with use as a marketing tool in
mind! Lets you search your records any way you want and has a powerful
'sieve' search to find correlations and exceptions (i.e., All the clients that have
homeowners with you and not auto, etc.). Much, much more. Minimal system:
40K RAM starting at 2000H, two disk drives. Holds up to 1400 names double
density, 700 single density. Comes with extensive user's manual-$250.00

Plus much more. Write for catalog or call 217·344-7596
Also, custom programming. consulting and on-siqht installation rs available
through Supersoft. Call or write us.
Specify Single or double density.

P.O. Box 1628. Champaign, IL 61
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Ease of Operation

The software from Wilserv In-
dustries is great! You may
operate it two ways: from BASIC
or from its own monitor. From
BASIC you can:
a. Save a program
b. Load a program
c. Run a program
d. Write a sequential data file
e. Read a sequential data file
f. List the disk directory
g. Update a program
h. Delete a program
i. Initialize a new diskette
j. Compress a diskette (physi-
cally recover space from a de-
leted program)

From the disk monitor, which
is invisible to the BASIC user,
you can:
a. Perform all of the above BA-
SIC commands
b. Save assembly-language
programs
c. Load assembly-language
programs
d. Alter the file load point
e. Move blocks of memory
f. Echo the console character
g. Go to any location in memory
h. Move programs from disk to
disk

Move Utility

Move is used to make backup
diskettes or to copy programs
from disk to disk. The interest-



Introducin

COMPUTER SHOPPER,
the first complete publication listing
business, commercial and personal computer equipment
is coming this fall with the type of information you can use
every month.

Just $5 brings you a full year of late breaking ads for available
equipment, software and accessories for mini, micro and big
system computers AND you can run YOUR FIRST CLASSIFIED
AD WITHOUT CHARGE under this Charter Subscription offer.

EACH ISSUE OF COMPUTER SHOPPER GIVES YOU:
• Ads from individuals, brokers and manufacturers, nationwide
• Categorized ads so you can find them instantly
• Large 11 by 14 easy-to-read format
• Low classified ad rates· 10¢ a word
• Short turn-around advertising time - your ad is in print in
10 days

• Free ad typesetting
• Nationwide circulation guaranteed

COMPUTER SHOPPER is YOUR place to buy or sell any computer
equipment because it has been designed after extensive research
into the needs and wants of America's computer buyers
and sellers.

To reach more than 20,000 cornputer-owninq firms each month,
COMPUTER SHOPPER has been launched on a $78,000 budget
by Patch Publications, a proven specialist in reader service

LIST OF CATEGORIES IN COMPUTER SHOPPER

Mini Computers
Burroughs Systems
DataGeneralSystems.For Sale
DataGeneralSystemsWanted
DataGeneral,Software, Parts,

Peripheral
DatapointSystems
DatapointSoftware, Parts, Peripheral
DECSystems For Sale
DECSystemsWanted
DECSoftware, Parts, Peripheral
IBM Systems For Sale
IBM SystemsWanted
NCRSystems
NCR,Software, Parts, Peripheral
Misc. Minicomputers (Hardware &

Software)

Micro Computers
Apple Computers For Sale
Apple ComputersWanted
Apple, Software, Peripheral
Northstar Computers

V Reader Service-see page 227

Northstar, Software, Peripheral
Ohio Scientific
OhioScientifc, Software Peripheral
PETComputers
PETSoftware, Peripheral
TRS-80 Computers For Sale
TRS-80 ComputersWanted
TRS-80, Software, Peripheral
Misc. Microcomputers
Misc. Microcomputer Software,

Peripheral

Peripheral & Misc. Equipment
Card Readers
Disc Drives
Line Printers
PunchedCard Equipment
Tape Drives
Crt's
Misc. Equipment
Misc. Large Systems
Misc. Software
Misc. Accessories & Supplies

advertising, including its flagship
photographic publication, Shutterbug Ads.

Using in-house computer facilities and professional type-
setting, Patch's experienced production team makes COMPUTER
SHOPPER easily affordable for firms and individuals by using
modern techniques and large-space advertising to offset
normal costs.

EVEN A LIMITED-TIME COMPUTER USER can get any buy, sell
or want-to-find message into this nationwide market for a most
reasonable cost. .. only 10¢ a word.

And to prove how successful this ad can be for you, this Charter
Subscription Offer includes your own complimentary classified ad.
Use it to sell your used equipment or to find components
you need.

Just select the correct category listed at left, include it, plus your
ad wording on a separate sheet ... then return it with your
subscription acceptance.

DON'T MISS a single timely issue of COMPUTER SHOPPER.
Send the coupon with your ad today, knowing you can cancel
anytime and receive a 100% refund for all unmailed issues.

~
. COmpUTeR SHoppeR

P.O. Box F ,Titusville, FL 32780
• 305-269-3211,8 a.m. - 5 p.m. ......C168r---------------------,SPECIAL Charter Subscription OFFER I

Save $5.00 I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Card # Exp. Date I
o I have enclosed my complimentary classified ad. I
o I'd like to run my ad later. Please send me a Certificate. I
Mail to: COMPUTER SHOPPER, P.O_ BOX F I

TITUSVILLE, FL 32780 or call 305-269-3211 I---------------------_.

o Yes, I want to become a charter subscriber of COMPUTER
SHOPPER, the nationwide computer marketplace. Enter my
Charter Subscription for the half price rate of $5.00 for 1 year
(12 issues). If I'm not totally satisfied with my first issue, I can
have a full refund and I keep the first issue FREE.

Name _

Address _

City State Zip _

o Payment Enclosed o Master Charge o VISA
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SOFTWARE FOR 1980- AND BEYOND
A new decade begins! It is a time to take inventory of one's past and

make resolutions for the future. Instant Software resolves to continue to
bring you new, exciting, and useful programs. The inventory of our past
accomplishments has now expanded to six pages. We have programs
for theTRS-80,Levels I and II; PET;Apple II; and Heath H-8.So ring in the
new with quality programs from

> TRS·80·
Levell and II

OIL TYCOON Avoid oil spills, blowouts and dry
wells as you battle to become the world's richest
oil tycoon. Two players become the owners of
competing oil companies as they search for oil
and control their companies. Requires a TRS-80
4K Level I or II. Order No. 0023R $7.95.

HAM PACKAGE I This versatile package lets you
solve many of the problems commonly encoun-
tered in electronics design. With your Level 14K
or Level II 16K TRS:80, you have a choice of:
oBasic Electronics with Voltage Divider - Solve
problems involving Ohm's Law, voltage dividers,
and RC time constants.
oDipole and Yagi Antennas-Design antennas
easily, without tedious calculations.
This is the perfect package for any ham or techni-
cian. Order No. 0007R $7.95.

ELECTRONICS I This package will not only
calculate the component values for you, but will
also draw a schematic diagram. You'll need a
TRS-80 Level 14K, Level II 16K to use:
oTuned Circuits and Coil Winding - Design
tuned circuits without resorting to cumbersome
tables and calculations.
0555 Timer Circuits-Quickly design astable or
monostable timing circuits using this popular IC.
oLM 381 Preamp Design - Design IC preamps
with this low-noise integrated circuit.
This package will reduce your designing time
and let you build those circuits fast. Order No.
0008R $7.95.

Instant Software"
Air Flight
Simulation

AIR FLIGHT SIMULATION Turn your TRS-80
into an airplane. You can practice takeoffs
and landings with the benefit of full in-
strumentation. This one-player simulation re-
quires a TRS-80 Level 14K, Level II 16K.Order
No. 0017R $7.95.

BUSINESS PACKAGE IV Business Package IV
gives you, the businessman, a superb tool to help
you make those important decisions. This pack-
age includes:
oBusiness Cycle Analysis- This program isn't a
crystal ball, but it can show you your business's
expansion and contraction cycles. You can plot
any aspect of your business on a graph and see,
in black and white, just what's happening. This
program will give you access to information you
couldn't get before.
oFinancial Analysis-Would you like a financial
assistant who could instantly give you the fig-
ures for almost any kind of investment? Finan-
cial Analysis can handle annuities, sinking
funds, and mortgages, and compute bond yield
and value. You'll have the facts you need at the
tips of your fingers with this program.

Included in the package is one specially
marked blank data cassette for use in storing
essential business data.

Business Package IV, with its combination of
analytic functions and convenience features, is
an invaluable asset for any businessman. All you
need is a TRS-80 Level I 4K or Level II 16K. Order
No. 0019R $9.95.

BEGINNER'S BACKGAMMON/KENO Why sit
alone when you can play these fascinating
games with your TRS-80?
oBackgammon - Play against the computer.
Your TRS-80 will give you a steady, challenging
game that's sure to sharpen your skills.
oKeno- Enjoy this popular Las Vegas gambling
game. Guess the right numbers and win big.
You'll need a TRS-80 Levell or II. Order No_0004R
$7_95.

BOWLING Let your TRS-80 set up the pins and
keep score. One player can pick up spares and
get strikes. For the TRS-80 Level 14K, Level II
16K. Order No. 0033R $7.95.

GOLF/CROSS-OUT Have fun with these exciting
one-player games. Included are:
oGolf- You won't need a mashie or putter-or a
caddie, for that matter-to enjoy a challenging
18 holes.
oCross-out - Remove all but the center peg in
this puzzle, and your neighbors will call you a
genius.
You'll need a TRS-80 Level 14K, Level II 16K.
Order No. 0009R $7.95.

BASIC AND INTERMEDIATE LUNAR LANDER
Bring your lander in under manual control. The
BASIC version is for beginners; the Intermediate
version is more difficult, with a choice of landing
areas and rugged terrain. For one player with a
TRS-80 Level 14K, Level II 16K. Order No. 0001R
$7.95.

SPACE TREK II Protect the·quadrant from the in-
vading Klingon warships. The Enterprise is
equipped with phasers, photon torpedoes, im-
pulse power, and warp drive. It's you alone and
your TRS-80 Level 14K, Level II 16K against the
enemy. Order No. 0OO2R$7.95.

Levell
CAVE EXPLORING/YACHT/MEMORY These
three programs are not only fun, but stimulating
as well:
oCave Exploring - Search for fabulous treasures
as you explore the magic cave. For one player.
-Yacht - A two-player game of strategy and
chance. The computer rolls the dice and keeps
score.
oMemory - Two players can pit their memories in
this program based on a popular television show.
You'll need a TRS-80 with Level I and 16K. Order
No. 0010R $7.95.

CAR RACE/RAT TRAP/ANTIAIRCRAFT Enjoy
these challenqinq, fun-filled programs:
oCar Race - You and a friend can race on a
choice of two tracks.
oRat Trap- Trap the rat in his maze with your two
cats. For one player.
oAntiaircraft-Aim and shoot down the enemy
airplane. Requires Level I 4K TRS-80. Order No.
0011R $7.95.

KNIGHT'S QUEST/ROBOT CHASE/HORSE RACE
This varied package of one-player games will
give you hours of fun.
oKnight's Quest - Battle demons to gain
treasure and become a full·fledged knight.
oRobot Chase - Destroy the deadly robots
without electrocuting yourself.
-Horse Race - Place your bet and cheer your
horse to the finish line.
These programs require a TRS-80 Level 14K.
Order No. 0003R $7.95.

DESTROY ALL SUBS/GUNBOATS/BOMBER This
package of three programs is fun for the whole
family. Included are:
oDestroy All Subs-Hunt down enemy subs
while avoiding mines and torpedoes. A one-
player game.
oGunboats - Try to blow the enemy's ship out of
the water. For one or two players.
oBomber-Carefully release your bomb to
destroy the moving submarine. A one-player
game.
To enjoy these programs, you'll need a TRS-80
Level 14K. Order No. 0021R $7.95.

STATUSOF HOMES/AUTO EXPENSESTwo long-
awaited programs that have got to save you
money at work or in the home:
oStatus of Homes- This program will allow you
to keep track of all the expenses involved in
building one house or an entire subdivision.
oAuto Expenses - Find out exactly what it costs
you to drive your car or truck.
These programs require a TRS-80 Level 14K.
Order No. 0012R $7.95.



Levell
BUSINESS PACKAGE I Keep the books for a
small business with your TRS-80Level 14K. The
six programs included are:
-General Information - The instructions for us-
ing the package.
-Fixed Asset Control- This will give you a list of
your fixed assets and term depreciation.
- Detail Input - This program lets you create and
record your general ledger on tape for fast ac-
cess.
-Month and Year to Date Merge- This program
will take your monthly ledger data and give you a
year to date ledger.
-Profit and Loss-With this program you can
quickly get trial balance and profit-and-Ioss
statements.
-Year-End Balance- This program will combine
all your data from the profit-and-Ioss statements
into a year-end balance sheet.
With this package, you can make your TRS-80a
working partner. Order No_0013R$29.95.

BUSINESS PACKAGE III This package can
change your TRS-80 into a full working partner
for any businessman:
-Inventory-Maintain a computer-based inven-
tory for a constant inventory system.
-Commissions and Percentages - Let your com-
puter figure out markup and discount calcula-
tions, sales tax and more. This is a perfect time-
saving package for any small business.
For the TRS-80Levell 4K. Order No_0061R$7_95.

DOODLESAND DISPLAYS I Here's a mixed bag
of programs that's sure to entertain:
-Doodle Pad- Draw pictures and save them on
cassette tapes.
-Symmetrics- Turn your TRS-80 into a kaleido-
scope.
-Video Display - Follow the bouncing cursor as
your TRS-80draws its own pictures.
-Mathcurves-Bring those geometry lessons to
life as the computer draws six different geomet-
rical curves.
-Rugpatterns-A never ending stream of sym-
metrical patterns that's sure to spark your imag-
ination.
All you'll need is a 16K Levell TRS-80.Order No.
0030R$7_95_

SPACETREK III Let yourself go to the far ends of
the solar system-and beyond. This package in-
cludes:
-Stellar Wars - Shoot down the Tie fighters and
destroy the Death Star.
=Planetary Lander- Land your spacecraft and
plant your flag across the solar system.
These one-player games require a TRS-80Levell
4K. Order No. 0031R$7_95_

FUN PACKAGE I Why call it "Fun Package"?
Judge for yourself! This entertaining package in-
cludes:
-Rocket Pilot - Flying it is easy - it's the landing
that's tough!
-Paper, Rock, Scissors -It's the time-honored
game just as you remember it, played against
your TRS-80.
-Hex 1- Just when you master this puzzle game,
the computer will increase the difficulty.
-Missile Attack-Use your missiles to protect
your city from jet attack.
Requires a Level I 16K TRS-80.Order No_0037R
$7.95.

TYPING TEACHER This complete seven-part
package takes you all the way from initial
familiarization with the keys, through typing
words and phrases, to complete mastery of the
keyboard. Your computer can even become a bot-
tomless page for typing practice. It only requires
a TRS-80Level I 4K. Order No. 0099R$7.95.
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EVERY FLIG HT IS A
SPECIAL DELIVERY

OK, Ace, you survived everything that von Richthofen and the
Flying Circus threw at you. Well, that was four long years ago - and
yesterday's medals don't pay the rent. But just a minute, here's an
ad:

-Sea Battle - You must find and destroy the
enemy fleet.
This package requires a TRS-80 Level I 16K.
Order No. 0041R$7.95.

DEMO I This package is just the thing to show
your friends what your TRS-80can do. Included
are:
-computer Composer - Compose and play
music using only a standard AM radio.
-Baseball- Play baseball with your computer
while it does the scorekeeping_
-Horse Race- Place your bet and cheer your
pony to the winner's circle.
-ESP - Test your powers of extrasensory percep-
tion.
-Hi·LofTic·tac·toe-Guess the secret number or
get three in a row.
-Petals Around the Rose- Canyou figure out the
secret behind the five dice?
-Slot Machine- Turn your computer into a one-
armed bandit. These programs require a TRS-80
Level I 4K_Order No. 0020R$7.95.

"Airmail Pilot wanted ... "

AIRMAIL PILOT
You can almost smell the gasoline as the ground crew fuels your J-4 Jenny

biplane to her 26-gallon limit. Precious mail is loaded into the cargo area, tagged
for Chicaqo. The weatherman reports severe icing above 6,000 feet, so you know
you have to keep the plane low, It will be a dangerous flight, but you knew that
when you took the [ob, The mail must go throuqh, So, in the tradition of Lindbergh
and a hundred unsung heroes, you bravely turn your plane into the wind. The
engine roars. Suddenly you're aloft on the first leg of your journey. Dayton's
socked in by toq. You change your course for Lucasville. Lightning zigzags the sky.
A massive, fast-moving thunderstorm forces you to land in a cornfield. As the
weather clears, your plane leaps once more into the sky, But even clear skies can
cause problems - violent air currents buffet your fragile wooden aircraft. Your fuel
is down to two gallons as Lucasville comes into sight. You make it! Refuel and
head for Cnicaqo. But you're not out of trouble yet. There's a wind shear at the
Chicago airport. You have to land in a shifting crosswind. Can you make it? AIR-
MAIL PILOT from INSTANT SOFTWARE_Unlike any other computer simulation
you've ever experienced. Challenging_ Difficult. But never lrnposslble. An event in a
cassette, Crash or fly, it's so realistic, you can almost feel the wind. Requires a
Level" 16K_Order No. 0106R$7.95.

PERSONAL FINANCE I Let your TRS-80handle
all the tedious details the next time you figure
your finances:
-Personal Finance 1- With this program you can
control your incoming and outgoing expenses.
-Checkbook - Your TRS-80 can balance your
checkbook and keep a detailed list of expenses
for tax tlme.
This handy financial control for the home re-
quires only a TRS·80Level 14K. Order No. 0027R
$7.95.

HEXPAWN/SHUTTLECRAFT DOCKING/SPACE
CHASE/SEA BATTLEThis tour-game package is
sure to provide hours of fun for the whole tamlly.
-Hexpawn - Turn your TRS-80into a model of ar-
tificial intelligence by playing a simple game_
-Shuttle Craft Docking - Land your shuttle craft
on the starship - even through varying gravity
fields!
-Space Chase - Seek out and destroy the enemy
delta that's hidden in the star field.



Level II

TRS·80 UTILITY I Ever wonder how some pro-
grammers give their programs that professional
look? Instant Software has the answer with the
TRS·SOUtility I package. Included are:
oRENUM - Now you can easily renumber any
Level II program to make room for modification
or to clean up the listing.
0DUPLIK- This program will let you duplicate
any BASIC, assembler, or maohlne-Ianquaqe pro-
gram, verify the data, and record the program on
tape. You can even do Level I programs on a
Level II machine. For the TRS·SOLevel II 16K.
Order No. 0081R $7.95.

VIDEO SPEED·READING TRAINER As your
eyes move along, reading this sentence, do
you see the words like t his? Most peo-
pie's reading speed is limited simply because
they read individual letters or words. Now you
can increase your reading speed and corn-
prehension, and soon be reading whole
words and phrases, with the Video Speed-
Reading Trainer package from Instant Soft-
ware.

Using the same scientific principle as the
tachistoscope, a mechanical device used to
flash characters or words on a screen, this
three-part program will train your mind to
quickly recognize numbers, words, letters,
and phrases.

The program will take you step by step
through a systematic training procedure.
You'll start at whatever level of competency
you feel is appropriate, and the computer will
automatically advance you as your reading
speed and comprehension increase. For the
Level II 16K TRS·SO Microcomputer. Order
No. 0100R $7.95.

DEMO II Now get more fun for the bucks with this
amazing package.
oTic.Tac.Toe - Play an old-time favorite with
three levels of difficulty.
oTime Trials- Try to beat the clock as you race
your car through curves, chutes, and chicanes.
oMaze-One or two players can search through
the maze for the secret square.
oHangman - One or two players can try to guess
the secret word.
oWheel of Fortune-Choose your number, place
your bet, and see if you can break the bank (for
one to eight players).
-Hurrlcane - Now you can track and monitor
hurricanes anywhere in the world.
oBugsy-Can you build your Z·SObug before the
computer does?
-Horss Race - Pick a sure winner and place your
bet (for 1 to 100 players).
All you'll need is a TRS·SOLevel II 16K. Order No.
0049R $7.95.

PERSONAL BILL PAYING

RAMROM PATROL/TIE FIGHTER/KLlNGON
CAPTURE Buck Rogers never had it so good.
Engage in extraterrestrial warfare with:
oRamrom Patrol - Destroy the Ramrom ships
before they capture you.
oTie Fighter - Destroy the enemy Tie fighters
and become a hero of the rebellion.
o Klingon Capture - You must capture the KIing·
on ship intact. It's you and your TRS·SOLevel II
16K battling across the galaxy. Order No. 0028R
$7.95.

DOODLES AND DISPLAYS II Wait until your
children get hold of this package:
-Doodle Pad - Draw pictures and save them on
cassette tapes.
oSymmetrics - An electric kaleidoscope that
changes from black to white and back again. It's
almost hypnotic!
oDrawing - Like Doodle Pad, but for the serious
artist. Over 40 user commands!
oRandom Pattern Display- The computer does
the drawing, but those with itchy fingers can
tamper.
oMathcurves-Bring those geometry lessons to
life. Six different geometrical curves on the
screen of your TRS·SO.
oRugpatterns - Yes, it does design rug patterns;
and with a choice of user or computer control, it
can do a whole lot more.
For the Level II 16K TRS·SO.Order No. 0042R
$7.95.

HOUSEHOLD ACCOUNTANT Let your TRS·SO
help you out with many of your daily household
calculations. Save time and money with these
fine programs:
oBudget and Expense Analysis - You can
change budgeting into.a more pleasant job with
this program. With nine sections for income and
expenses and the option for one- and three-
month review or year totals, you can see where
your money is going.
oLife Insurance Cost Comparison - Compare the
costs of various life insurance policies. Find out
the difference in price between term and whole
life. This program can store and display up to six
different results.
All you need is TRS·SO Level II 16K. Order No.
0069R $7.95.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANT Compute the figures for
a wide variety of business needs. Included are:
oDepreciation - This program lets you figure
depreciation on equipment in five different ways.
-Loan Amortization Schedule - Merely enter a
few essential factors, and your TRS·SO will
display a complete breakdown of all costs and
schedules of payment for any loan.
oFinancier- This program performs thirteen
common financial calculations. Easily handles
calculations on investments, depreciation, and
loans.
01% Forecasting - Use this simple program to
forecast sales, expenses, or any other historical
data series.
All you need is a TRS·SOLevel II 16K. Order No.
0072R $7.95.

MODEL ROCKET ANALYZER AND PRE·FLIGHT
CHECK Let your TRS·SOhelp you enjoy the tast-
growing hobby of model rocketry. The cornple-
mentary programs included are:
oModel Rocket Flight History Prediction - This
program will compute the flight characteristics
for almost any model rocket. Engine and body
tube data included covers Estes, Centuri, Flight
Systems, A.V.I. Astroport, C.M.A., and Kopter
products.
o Weather Forecaster- Before you launch your
rocket, get an up-to-the-minute weather forecast.
Just enter your location, elevation, average
temperatures for January and July, and barornet-
ric pressure. You'll be the short-ranee weather
forecaster for your area.
For a successful launch, you'll need TRS·SO
Level II 16K. Order No. 0024R $7.95.

CARDS This one-player package will let you play
cards with yourTRS·SO-talk about a poker face!
°Draw and Stud PQker- These two programs will
keep your game sharp.
-No-Trump Bridge - Play this popular game with
your computer and develop your strategy.
This package's name says it all. Requires a
TRS·SOLevel II 16K. Order No. 0063R $7.95.

After you load the program, it displays a menu
of 11 activities. They include:

Build and Maintain Files
List All Accounts
List Current Accounts
Make Payment(s) to Account
Enter New Bill to Account
Display Payment History of Individual Ac·

count (includes date paid, check number, and
tz-montn total)

Display Payment History of Selected Month
Delete Account
Delete Prior Month's Payment
Save File on Tape
Input File from Tape
After you have updated the records by entering

new bills, paying bills, or changing the accounts,
you can save all the information on data tape.
This data tape will then be input for the next time
you use the package. Maybe it can't make paying
bills all fun and games, but it should relieve some
of the agony. Level II 16K required. Order No.
0103R $7.95.

DEMO III This is the biggest package that Instant
Software has ever released. Just look at what's
included:
oRace 1-Careen around the race course as you
try to beat the clock.
oTarget UFO - Destroy all the invading UFOs to
rack up a big score.
oUfe - Experiment with this simulation of the
life cycle of a colony of bacteria.
oPhone Number Converter-Change those hard-
to-remember 7·digit phone numbers into easily
remembered words.
oBiorhythm - You or your friends can see your
biorhythm curves whenever you want.
oGraphics Program-This program will really
show you what your TRS·SO's graphics display
can do.
oRace 2-0ur racing game simulation for the
more experienced driver includes a choice of five
different tracks.
-Horse Race- Up to nine players can bet on and
enjoy our most entertaining horse race program.
oDrawing Board - Draw pictures or messages
and store them in memory or on cassette tape
with this easy-to-use program.
024·Hour CI.ock- Transform your computer into
an accurate digital clock.
To enjoy this tremendous value, you'll need a
TRS·SOLevel II 16K. Order No. 0055R $7.95.

NOTE: This package can take the head·
aches and/or penalties out of paying your
bills.

In a business office the accounts payable
(bills) are usually paid on or immediately before
their due date. That way, the payer gets the
fullest use of his money without incurring
penalties for being behind in paying his debts.
Now you can take advantage of this system for
your monthly bills, letting your TRS·SOdo all the
drudgery and record keeping.

This useful package provides a computerized
list of all your bills and payments. You can ac·
cess as many as 22 accounts, all of which can be
named - up to 15 characters per name. Each ac-
count is listed by number, amount owed, due
date, and present activity.

Don't confuse this system with a "checkbook"
program. The functions of this package are
threefold: (1) to monitor your bills; (2) to order
payments most effectively; and (3) to make
historical comparisons of individual accounts or
specific months.



Level II

SPACE TREK IV Trade or wage war on a
planetary scale. This package includes:
.Stellar Wars - Engage and deslroy Tie fighters
in your attack on the Death Star. For one player.
'Population Simulation - A two-player game
where you control the economy of two neighbor-
ing planets.
You decide, guns or butter, with your TRS-80
Level II 16K. Order No. 0034R $7.95.

TEACHER Now you can have the benefits of
·computer-assisted instruction right in your own
home. The programs allow you to input any
number of questions and answers. Using this
data, the computer will prepare several types of
tests, quiz students, provide up to three "hints"
per question - even offer graphic rewards for
younger Children, all at the user's discretion.
Perfect for parents, teachers, or anyone faced
with learning a lot of material in the shortest
possible time. Furnished with blank data
cassette.
Teacher requires a 16K Level II TRS-80.Order No.
0065R $9.95.

TRS-80 UTILITY II Let Instant Software change
the drudgery of editing your programs into a
quick, easy job. Included in this package are:
'CFETCH - Search through any Level II program
tape and get the file names for all the programs.
You can also merge BASIC programs with con-
secutive line numbers into one program.
'CWRITE-Combine subroutines that work in
different memory locations into one program.
This works with BASIC or machine-language pro-
grams and gives you a general checksum.
This package is just the thing for your TRS-80
Level II 16K. Order No. 0076R $7.95.

Santa Paravia
and Fiumaccio
Buon giorno, signore!

Welcome to the province of Santa
Paravia. As your steward, I hope
you will enjoy your reign here. I
feel sure that you will find it, shall
we say, profitable.

Perhaps I should acquaint you with our little domain. It is
not a wealthy area, signore, but riches and glory are possi-
ble for one who is aware of political realities. These realities
include your serfs. They constantly request more food from
your grain reserves, grain that could be sold instead for gold
florins. And should your justice become a trifle harsh, they
will flee to other lands.

Yet another concern is the weather. If it is good, so is the
harvest. But the rats may eat much of our surplus, and we
have had years of drought when famine threatened our
population.

Certainly, the administration of a growing city-state will
require tax revenues. And where better to gather such funds
than the local marketplaces and mills? You may find it
necessary to increase custom duties as well as tax the incomes of the mer-
chants and nobles. Whatever you do, there will be far-reaching conse-
quences ... and possibly an elevation of your noble title.

Your standing will surely be enhanced by building a new palace, or
perhaps a magnificent cattedrale. You will do well to increase your lan-
dholdings, if you also equip a few units of soldiers. There is, alas, no small
need for soldiery here, for the crafty Baron Peppone may invade you at any
time.

To measure your yearly progress, the official mapmaker will draw you a
mappa. From it you can see how much land you hold, how much of it is
under the plow, and how adequate your defenses are.We are unique in that
here, the map IS the territory.

I trust that I have been of help, signore. I look forward to the day when I
may address you as His Royal Hiyhness, King of Santa Paravia. Buon for-
tuna, or, as you say, "Good luck." For the TRS-80 Level II 16K. Order No.
0043R $7.95.

> PET·· MORTGAGE WITH PREPAYMENT OPTION/Fl·
NANCIER These two programs will more than
pay for themselves if you mortgage a home or
make investments:
'Mortgage with Prepayment Option-Calculate
mortgage payment schedules and save money
with prepayments.
'Financier- Calculate which investment will
pay you the most, figure annual depreciation,
and compute the cost of borrowing, easily and
quickly.
All you need to become a financial wizard with an
8K PET. Order No. 0006P $7.95.

CASINO II This craps program is so good, it's the
next best thing to being in Las Vegas or Atlantic
City. It will not only play the game with you, but
will also teach you how to play the odds and
make the best bets. A one-player game, it re-
quires a PET 8K. Order No. 0015P $7.95.

TREK·X Command the Enterprise as you scour
the quadrant for enemy warships. This package
not only has superb graphiCS, but also includes
programming for optional sound effects. A one-
player game for the PET BK. Order No. 0032P
$7.95.

CHECKERS/BACCARAT Play two old favorites
with your PET.
'Checkers - Let your PET be your ever-ready op-
ponent in this computer-based checkers pro-
gram.
'Baccarat - You have both Casino- and Black-
jack-style games in this realistic program.
Your PET with 8K will offer challenging play
anytime you want. Order No. 0022P $7.95.

DOW JONES Up to six players can enjoy this ex-
citing stock market game. You can buy and sell
stock in response to changing market condi-
tions. Get a taste of what playing the market is
all about. Requires a PET with 8K. Order No.
0026P $7.95.

TANGLE/SUPERTRAP These two programs re-
quire fast reflexes and a good eye for angles:
'Tangle - Make your opponent crash his line in-
to an obstacle.
'Supertrap- This program is an advanced ver-
sion of Tangle with many user control options.
Enjoy these exciting and graphically beautiful
programs. For one or two players with an 8K PET.
Order No. 0029P $7.95.

PERSONAL WEIGHT CONTROUBIORHYTHMS
Let your PET help take care of your personal
health and safety:
=Perscnal Weight Control- Your PETwill not on·
Iy calculate your ideal weight, but also offer a
detailed diet to help control your caloric intake.
oBiorhythms - Find out when your critical days
are for physical, emotional, and intellectual
cycles.
You'll neep only a PET with 8K memory. Order
No. 0OO5P$7.95.

CASINO I These two programs are so good, you
can use them to check out and debug your own
gambling system!
·Roulette - Pick your number and place your bet
with the computer version of this casino game.
For one player.
oBlackjack~ Tryout this version of the popular
card game before you go out and risk your money
on your own "surefire" system. For one player.
This package requires a PET with 8K. Order No.
0014P $7.95.



PET""
MIMIC Test your memory and reflexes with the
five different versions of this game. You must
match the sequence and location of signals
displayed by your PET. This one-player program
includes optional sound effects with the PETBK.
Order No. 0039P $7.95.

PENNY ARCADE Enjoy this fun-filled package
that's as much fun as a real penny arcade - at a
fraction of the cost!
oPoetry-Compose free verse poetry on your
computer.
oTrap-Control two moving lines at once and
test your coordination.
oPoker- Play five-card draw poker and let your
PET deal and keep score.
oSolitaire - Don't bother to deal, let your PET
handle the cards in this "old favorite" card game.
oEat·Em·Ups- Find out how many stars your
Gobbler can eat up before the game is over.
These six programs require the PET with BK.
Order No. 0044P $7.95.

ARCADE II One challenging memory game and
two fast-paced action games make this one
package the whole family will enjoy for some
time to come. Package includes:
oUFO-Catch the elusive UFO before it hits the
ground!
oHit - Better than a skeet shoot. The target reo
mains stationary, but you're moving all over the
place.
oBlockade-A two-player game that combines
strategy and fast reflexes.
Requires BK PET. Order No. 0045P $7.95.

BASEBALL MANAGER This pair of programs will
let you keep statistics on each of your players.
Obtain batting, on-base, and fielding averages at
the touch of a finger. Data can be easily stored
on cassette tape for later comparison. All you
need is a PET with BK. Order No_0062P $14.95.

< DECORATOR'S ASSISTANT This integrated set
of five programs will compute the amount of
materials needed to redecorate any room, and
their cost. All you do is enter the room dimen-
sions, the number of wi ndows and doors, and the
base cost of the materials. These programs can
handle wallpaper, paint, panelling, and carpet-
ing, letting you compare the cost of different
finishing materials. All you'll need is a PET BK.
Order No. 0104P $7.95.

DUNGEON OF DEATH Battle evil demons, cast
magic spells, and accumulate great wealth as
you search for the Holy Grail. You'll have to de-
scend into the Dungeon of Death and grope
through the suffocating darkness. If you survive,
glory and treasure are yours. For the PET BK.
Order No_0064P $7.95_

ARCADE I This package combines an exciting
outdoor sport with one of America's most pop-
ular indoor sports:
oKite Fight -It's a national sport in India. After
you and a friend have spent several hours
maneuvering your kites across the screen of your
PET, you'll know why!
oPinball- By far the finest use of the PET's ex-
ceptional graphics capabilities we've ever seen,
and a heck of a lot of fun to boot.
Requires an BK PET. Order No_0074P $7_95_

TURF AND TARGET Whether on the field or in the
air, you'll have fun with the Turf and Target
package. Included are:
oQuarterback - You're the quarterback as you try
to get the pigskin over the goal line. You can
pass, punt, hand off, and see the result of your
play with the PET's superb graphics.
-soecer 11- Play the fast-action game of soccer
with four playing options. The computer can play
itself or a single player; two can play with com-
puter assistance, or two can play without help.
oShoot - You're the hunter as you try to shoot the
bird out of the air. The PET will keep score.
oTarget-Use the numeric keypad to shoot your
puck into the home position as fast as you can.
To run and score, all you'll need is a PETwith BK.
Order No. 0097P $7_95_

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT This package will
help any businessman solve many of those
day-to-day financial problems. Included are:
-Loan Amortization Schedule - This program
will give you a complete breakdown of any
loan or investment. All you do is enter the
principal amount, interest rate, term of the
loan or investment, and the number of
payments per year. You see a month-by-
month list of the principal, interest, total
amount paid, and the remaining balance.
oDepreciation Schedule - You can get a de-
preciation schedule using anyone of the
following methods: straight line, sum of
years-digits, declining balance, units of pro-
duction, or machine hours. Your computer
will display a list of the item's lifespan, the
annual depreciation, the accumulated depre-
ciation, and the remaining book value. This
package requires the PET BK. Order No.
0048P $7.95_

Apple """
GOLF Without leaving the comfort of your chair,
you can enjoy a computerized lB holes of golf
With a complete choice of clubs and shooting
angles. You need never cancel this game be-
cause of rain. One or two players can enjoy this
game on the Apple with Applesoft II and 20K.
Order No. 0018A $7.95.

BOWLINGITRILOGY Enjoy two of America's
favorite games transformed into programs for
your Apple:
oBowling - Up to four players can bowl while the
Apple sets up the pins and keeps score. Requires
Applesoft II.
oTrilogy- This program can be anything from a
simple game of tic-tac-toe to an exercise in
deductive logic. For one player.
This fun-filled package requires an Apple with
20K. Order No. 0040A $7.95.

MATH TUTOR II Your Apple computer can go
beyond game playing and become a mathe-
matics tutor for your children. Using the tech-
nique of immediate positive reinforcement, you
can make math fun with:
-car Jump - Reinforce the concept of calculat-
ing area while having fun making your car jump
over the ramps.

DIGITAL CLOCK Don't let your PET sit idle when
you are not programming - put it to work with
these two unique and useful programs:
oDigital Clock- Turn you PET into an extremely
accurate timepiece that you can use to display
local time and time in distant zones, or as a split-
time clock for up to nine different sporting
events.
oMoving Sign - Let the world know what's on
your mind. This program turns your PET into a
flashing graphic display that will put your
message across. Order No. 0083P $7_95.

< MATH TUTOR I Parents, teachers, students, now
you can turn your Apple computer into a math-
ematics tutor. Your children or students can
begin to enjoy their math lessons with these pro-
grams:
oHanging - Perfect your skill with decimal
numbers while you try to cheat the hangman.
oSpelibinder- Cast spells against a competing
magician as you practice working with fractions.
oWhole Space - While you exercise your skill at
using whole numbers, your ship attacks the
enemy planet and destroys alien spacecraft.
All programs have varying levels of difficulty_ All
you need is Applesoft II with your Apple II 24K.
Order No. 0073A $7.95

MORTGAGE WITH PREPAYMENT OPTION/FIN·
ANCIER (see description for PET version 0006P)
This package requires the Apple 16K. Order No.
0094A $7.95..

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT (see the description
for the PET version 004BP)This package requires
the Apple 16K. Order No. 0088A $7.95.

oRobot Duel- Practice figuring VOlumes of
various containers while your robot fights
against the computer's mechanical man.
oSub Attack- Take the mystery out of working
With percentages as your submarine sneaks into
the harbor and destroys the enemy fleet.
All you need is Applesoft II with your Apple II and
20K. Qrder No. 0098A $7.95.

MIMIC (see description for the PET version
0039P) This package requires the Apple 24K.
Order No. 0025A $7.95.

>- HEATH ....<
MENTAL GYMNASTICS Pit your mind against
the challenge of these ancient games:
oReversi - As you and a friend or the computer
place your pieces on the board, you must each
try to capture your opponent's. pieces. The score
can fluctuate wildly, and nobody can tell who'll
win until the last move.
oWarl- You can playa friend or the computer in
this simple yet intriguing game. The two players
take turns removing pieces from one cup and
placlnq them in the other cups. As play con-
tinues, the number of pieces decreases. The last
player who has a piece to move wins the game.
To enjoy these ageless games, you'll need the
Heath H·B with SK. Order No. 0087H S7.15.

DATA TAPES Use these high-quality leaderless
data tapes to record business or personal data.
Four tapes per package. Order No. 0067 $7.95.

•A trademark of Tandy Corporation
••An trademark of Commodore Business Machines Inc
•••A trademark of Apple Computer Inc , .
••••A trademark of the HEATH Co';'pa~y



Ask for Instant Software at a computer store near you.
Alabama
Anderson Computers
3156 University Dr., Huntsville

The Computer Shack
913 Shadyview Lane, Adamsville
Computerland of Huntsville
3020 University Or.. Huntsville

Olensky Bros.
3163 Airport Blvd" Mobile

Arizona
Millets TV & Radio
621 East Broadway, Mesa
Resalem Electronics
16610 Meadow Park Dr., Sun City

California
Amco Elect. Supply
635 E. Arrow Hwy., Azusa

Byte Shop of Fairfield
87 Marina Center St., Suisun City

Byte Shop of Mt. View
1415 West EI Camino Real, Mt. View

Byte Shop of Sacramento
6041 Greenback Ln., Citrus Heights

Capital Computer Systems
3396 EI Camino Ave., Sacramento
Computer Components of South Bay
15818 Hawthorne Blvd., Lawndale

Computer World
6791 Westminster Ave., Westminster

Computerland
16720 S. Hawthorne, Lawndale
Computerland of San Francisco
117 Fremont St., San Francisco

Computerland of W. LA
6840 La Cienega Blvd., Englewood

Hobby World
19511 Business Gtr. Dr., Unit 6
Borthridge
I.C.E. House Inc.
398 North E. sr.. San Bernardino
Marfam Co.
6351 Almadin Rd .. San Jose
Microsun Computer Center
2989 North Main St., Walnut Creek
Opamp/Technical Books
1033 N. Sycamore Ave., Los Angeles

Radio Shack Dealer
8250 Mira Mesa Blvd., San Diego
Santa Rosa Computer Center
604 7th St., Santa Rosa
Silver Spur Elect. Comm.
13552 Central Ave., Chino
The Computer Store
820 Broadway, Santa Monica

Colorado
Byte Shop
3464 S. Acoma St., Englewood

Computerland of North Denver
8749 Wadsworth Blvd., Arvada
The Computer Store
2300 Welton St., Denver

Connecticut
American Business Computers
Rt. 184 & Rt. 117, Groton
Bridgeport Computers Inc.
3876 Main St., Bridgeport
Computerlab
130 Jefferson, New London
Customized Computer Systems
120 Sherman Ave., New Haven

The Computer Store
43 South Main St., Windsor Locks

D.C.
The Program Store
4200 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.,
Washington, D.C.

Florida
AMF Electronics
11146 N. 30th sr., Tampa
Boyd-Ebert Corporation
1328 West 15th sr., Panama City
Computer Center
6518 Central Ave., St. Petersburg
Computerland of Ft. Lauderdale
3963 N. Federal Hwy., Ft. Lauderdale

Curtis Waters Enterprises
236 Talbot Ave., Melbourne

Heath Kit Electronic
4705 W. 16th Ave. Center, Hialeah

Sound Ideas
2201·C N.W. 13th, Gainesville

Ukatan Computer Store
Airport Rd., Destin

Georgia
Atlanta Computer Mart
Atlanta
Computerland of Atlanta
2423 Cobb Parkway. Smyrna

Hawaii
Computerland of Hawaii
567 N. Federal Hwy.
Radio Shack Assoc. Store
1712 S. King St., Honolulu

Idaho
Electronic Specialists
8411 Fairview Ave., Boise

Illinois
Bloomington Normal Computer
Works
124 E. Beaufort, Normal
Computer Station
3659 Nameoki Rd., Granite City
Midwest Micro Computers, Inc.
708 S. Main St., Lombard

Indiana
Computer Center of South Bend
51591 US 31 North. South Bend

Iowa
Memory Bank
4128 Brady St., Davenport

Louisiana
Computer Shoppe Inc.
3225 Danny Park, Suite 222, Metairie

Maryland
Computers, Etc.
13 A. Allegheny Ave., Towson
Jack Fives Electronics
4608 Debilen Circle, Pikesville
The Comm Center
9624 Ft. Meade Rd., Laurel

Massachusetts
Computer Packages Unlimited
244 W. Boylston St., West Boylston
Lighthouse Computer Software
14 Fall River Ave., Rehobath
New England Electronics Co.
679 Highland Ave., Needham

The Computer Store
120 Cambridge St., Burlington
Tufts Radio & Electronics
206 Mystic Ave., Medford

Michigan
Computerland of Grand Rapids
2927 28th St. S.E., Kentwood

Computerland of Rochester
301 S. Livernois, Rochester

Home Computer Center
671 Monroe Ave., Rochester

Reb's Mail Order Electronics
5439 Doliver, Houston

Computer Mart
560 W. 14 Mile Rd., Clawson

Computerland of Southfield Key Electronics Virginia
29673 Northwestern Hwy., Southfield Schenectady Home Computer Center

Mr. Computer 2927 Virginia Beach Blvd.,
Imp. Plaza, Rte 9. Wappingers Falls Virginia Beach

Hobby House
1035 W. Territorial Rd., Battle Creek

Minnesota
·Zim Computers
5717 Xerxes Ave., N. Brooklin Center Ohio

Missouri
Computervan, tnc.
51 Florissant Oaks Shopping Center,
Florissant

Consolidated Software
16501 Greenwald Court, Belton

Montana
Intermountain Computer
529 So. 9th St., Livtnqston

The Computer Store
1216 161h St. W. #35, Billings

Nebraska
Computerland of Omaha
11031 Elm St .. Omaha
Omaha Computer Store
4540 S. 84th St., Omaha

Nevada

The Computer Tree Inc.
409 Hooper Rd., Endwell

North Carolina
Byte Shop of Raleigh.
1213 Hillsborough St., Raleigh

Astra Video Electronics
504 E. Main St., Lancaster

Computerland
1288 Som Rd., Mayfield Heights
Computer Store of Toledo
18 Hillwyck Dr" Toledo
Forbees Microsyslems Inc.
35 N. Broad, Fairborn

Heath Kit Co.
2500 Morsl Rd., Columbus
Micro-Mini Computer World
74 Robinwood, Columbus
21st Century Shop
16 Convention Way, Cincinnati

Oregon
Computerland of Portland
12020 S.W. Main St., Tigard

Pennsylvania
Arico Elect.

Century 23 302 Wyoming Ave., Kingston
4566 Spring Mountain Rd., Las Vegas Artco Elect.
Home Computers Back Mountain Shop. Ctr.,
1775 Trapicana #2, Las Vegas Shavertown

New Hampshire
Computerland of Nashua
419 Amherst St., Nashua
Radio Shack Assoc. Stores
31 Raynes Ave., 'Portsmouth

New Jersey
Computer Encounter
2 Nassau sr., Princeton
Radio Shack/J&J Electronic
Mansfield Shopping ctr.
Rt. 57 Allen Rd., Hackettstown
The Computer Emporium
Bldg. 103, Avenues of Commerce
2428 Route 38, Cherry Hill
The Bargain Brothers
Glen Roc Shopping Center
216 Scotch Road, Trenton

New Mexico
South West Computer Center
121 Wyatt Drive, Suite 7, Las Cruces

New York
Aristo Craft
314 Fifth Ave., NYC
Automatic Systems Developers
Industry St., Poughkeepsie

Computer Corner
200 Hamilton Ave .. While Plains
Computer Factory
485 Lexington Ave .. NYC
Computer House, Inc.
721 Atlantic Ave., Rochester
Comtek Electronics, Inc.
2666 Coney Island Ave.,
Brooklyn
Comtek Electronics, Inc.
Staten Island Mall
Store 220A, Staten Island

Computerland of Harrisburg
4644 Carlisle Pike, Mechanicsburg

Erie Computer Co.
1253 West 8th si.. Erie

Southside Radio Comm.
135 Pickwick Ave., Colonial Heights

Washington
American Mercantile Co. Inc.
24181st Ave. S., Seattle
Personal Computers
S 104 Freva, Spokane
Ye Old Computer Shop
1301 G. Washington, Richland

West Virginia
The Computer Corner Inc.
22 Beechurst Ave., Morgantown

Wisconsin
Byte Shop Of Milwaukee
6019 West Layton Ave., Greenfield

Wyoming
Computer Concepts
617 W. 16th St., Cheyenne

Guam
The Fun Factory
851 Marine Dr., Tamuming

Canada
Computerland of Winnipeg
715 Portage Ave., Winnipeg, Man.
Compumart
411 Roosevelt Ave., Ottawa, Ontario
Computer Mart. Ltd.
1055 Yonge St., Suite 208
Toronto, Ontario
Galactia Computers
103rd Ave., Edmonton, Alberta
Micro Shack of W. Canada
333 Park Street, Regina. Sask.

Personal Computer Corp.
24·26 West Lancaster Ave., Paoli

Personal Computer Corp.
Frazer Mall, Lancaster Ave., Frazer
The Computer Workshop of
Pittsburgh Tota] Computer Systems
4170 William Penn Hwy .. Murrysville Ajax, Ontario

Wes Fasnacht
8 York Town Ave., West Chester

South Carolina
Seely Communications
1084 Broad St., Sumter

South Dakota
CB Radio Shack
21st and Broadway, Yankton

Tennessee
Computerlab
671 S. Menden Hall Rd., Memphis

Texas
Computercratt Inc.
3211 Fondren, Houston
Computer Port
926 N. Collig, Arlington
Houston Microcomputer Tech.
5313 Btssonet. Bell Aire
Interactive Computers
7620 Dashwood Rd., Houston
K.A. Elect.
9090 Stemmons Frwy., Dallas
Pan American Elect. Inc.
1117 Conway, MiSSion
Ram Micro Systems
6353 Camp Bowie Blvd .. Ft. Worth

Orthon Holdings Ltd.
12411 Stony Plain Road
Edmonton, Alberta

West Germany
Electronic Hobby Shop
Kaiserstr. 20, Bonn

MicroShop Bodensee
Markstr. 3, 7778 Markdorf

Italy
HOMIC S.r.1.
Piazza De Angeli 1, Milano

France
Sideg
45 Rue de la Chapelle, Paris

Sivea s.a.
20, Rue de Leningrad, Paris

South Africa
Eddie Talberg
P.O. Box 745, Johannesburg

Australia
Computerware
62 Paisley st., Footscray VIC
Deforest Software
36 Glen Tower Drive
Glen Waverly, VIC.
Softronics Micro Systems
Lindfield
Sure- Load Software
P.O. Box 26, Weston, A.C.T.

Ask for Instant Software at a computer store near you, or use the order form below to order your
software direct, or call Toll-Free 1-800-258-5473.

Order
Your Instant
Software
today]

Quantity Order No. Unit Cost Total Cost

Handling $1.00

Prices Valid In USA Only Total order

Name _

Address _

City State Zip _

o Check o Money Order o VISA o Master Charge o AMEXI
I
I
I Instant
LISo f twar e InC. Peterborough, N.H 03458 USA 40AO-----------------

Car d No. Expiration date _

Signature Date _

I
I
I
I
I__ J



Unleash your PET in the darkroom.

Jeff Knapp
1823 7th Ave.
Charleston WV 25302

the process control routine for
film and print developing; and
the clock/timer routine, which is
called by the exposure and pro-
cess routines. All the routines

make extensive use of the PET
BASIC GET command and the
PET's real-tlrne clock.

The control routine contained
in lines 130-230 GETS the menu

choice and sends you to the ap-
propriate section of the pro-
gram. As in all sections, the GET
command is used for menu
choices so you do not have to

Many people who have com-
puters and electronics for

hobbies or vocations also enjoy
another technical field, pho-
tography. This program for the
PET allows you to combine the
two fields to give you a practical
application for the computer
and, in addition, bring cornput
er accuracy to the darkroom.

Darkroom Master will let you
automate many of the timing
functions in your black-and-
white or color darkroom. With it
you can control your enlarger
and safelight for exposure and
sequentially time the process-
ing of your film, prints or slides.

Darkroom Master.

The Software

There are four major sections
to the software: the control rou-
tine, containing a menu of avail-
able functions (each function
also has its own menu); the ex-
posure control routine for en-
larger and safelight operations;

10 REt'1()()()(}(>(>()(>(>()()<><><>(:>(><><><)()(><}()()()()()(>().(>(><><)()()(>

20 F:Ell
30 REM DAF:KF:om'l~lASTER
4(1 REt1
5(1 REM B',' JEFF Kt·jAPP
60 RE~l
70 REM
80 RE~l
90 REM()()<><><>()<><><><><><><><><><><><><><>(>(><><>()(><><>(>(>(>()()<><><)
1(10 POKE59459. 255: POKE59471. I):DH1P$(6:>
11(1 P$ ( 1:>=" ;:r~~m~I":P$ (2:>=" ;'{~~!OI~I~~I~":P$ (3) =" ;'{~~ool~moooo":P$ (4) =" ~~oo~moo~l~oo~"
120 P$ (5) =" ;:r1!OO».1~~~~~~I~I~IOO~U~":P$ (6) =" ;:r~~~I~I~OOI\I)fI~l\m~~~~U@I"
130 RE~I*********** TlTLE F'RGE
140 PRINT":,]
1513 PRIm" :1 IIARKROOM~IRSTER "
1613 PRItHP$(2).: TAB(4); "PRE:3S . FOR E~':POSUREcomROL"
170 PRINTP$(3); TRB(4); "PRESS - FOF: PF:OCESS COtHROL"
1913 GETC$: IFC$=" "THENGOTOI90
20£1 I Fe$:= " • It THEHGOSUB 250; GOTO 28121
210 IFC$="-"THEt~GOTO 640
230 GOT0140
240 ":E~I******* EXPOSURE CONTROLROUTmE~~~ ~~lr1i :7: TRB(8~: "E=X-:::"F:::'O-::-SlC::'R:::E~CI:::)N-:::T:::R=OL'---;;"-
270 RETURN
280 PRItHP$(1); TAB(4); "PRESS • TO FOCUS"
290 PRItHP$(2).:TAB(4); "PRESS - TO SET E:X:POSUF:ETHlE"
300 PRItHPt(3); TAB(4); "PRESS = TO START O"'EF:"
3113 GETA$: IFA$=" "THEHGOTO310
320 I FA$=" •"THEHGOTO360
3313 IFA$="-"THEHGOTO 46£1
340 GOT0140
350 REM****** FOCUS ROUT!HE
360 GOSUB 250
:<713POKE5947J..16
380 PRINTP$(1);TAB(4).:"
390 PRIHTP$(2); TAB(4).: "PRESS - TO :3ET EXPOSURE TI~lE"
4130 PRItHP:(3); TRB(4).: "PRESS TO STAF:T O•...•ER"
4HI GETA$: I FA$= '''' THENGOTO410
420 POKE59471 ..<3
430 IFA$="-"THEt<GOTO 460
440 GOT0140
4513 REM****** EXPOSURE ROUTmE
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press the return key to activate
the PET.

If you press the "start over"
key or any illegal key, the PET
will cancel the function and
send you back to the control
routine. All of the control keys
are located at the bottom of the
numeric keypad,with the excep-
tion of the space key (more
about that later), so that it is
easy to make entries without
hunting allover the keyboard in
the dark and possibly pressing
the wrong button.

The exposure control routine,
lines 240-630, consists of two
subroutines for focusing and
obtaining the actual exposure.
Each has its own menu of op-
tions. The focus subroutine only
turns on the enlarger; no timing
is performed here.But the expo-
sure subroutine, once it inputs
your exposure time, calls the
clock/timer and turns off the
safelight, turns on the enlarger
and starts counting until the
clock matches your entry. Then
it shuts down the enlarger and
turns the safelight back on.

You now have the option of
exposing another print (if you
want to make 100 prints from
the same negative), changing
your exposure time, refocusing
the enlarger or starting over
from control and going on to
process your print. -
The process control routine,

lines 640-1090, as written, is set
up for processing black-and-
white prints. I'll talk later about
setting it up for processing films
and color media. Upon going to
the routine from control, you will
be asked to enter times for
developing, stop-bath time, fix
time and the drain times in be-
tween steps. You can change
your times once they are en-
tered if you wish.

When you start the timing,
each step is printed on the
screen along with its own clock
in reverse video. At the end of
the timing sequence, you are
asked if you want to run the
same times again for proces-
sing the 100 prints you made
earlier.

The clock/timer routine, lines
1100-1270, is the heart of the
program. It compares your entry
against the current time and
takes appropriate action on the

460 GOSUB 250
470 PRItHP$( 1); TAB(2!);"
4813 PRIHTP$(1); :PRINTTAB(8);: IHPUT"EXPOSURE TI~lE" ;ET$
490 PRINTP$(3);TAB(4); "PRESS 0 TO START/REPEAT EXPOSURE"
5013 PRINTP$(4);TAB(4); "PRESS TO CHANGEEXPOSURE"
510 PRINTP$(5);TAB(4); "PRESS - TO FOCUS"
520 PRINTP$(6); TAB(4); "PRESS TO START OVER"
530 GETA$: I FA$="" THE~1(;OTO530
540 IFi'l$="0"GOTO 580
550 IFA$="."GOTO 470
560 I FA$=" -" THENPOKE59471..0: GOSUB 250 GOTO 370
5713 GOTOI40·
580 Tt1$=EH: P=1 :T=21: TI $= "13130000"
590 POKE5947L 16
600 (;OSUB 1100
610 POKE59471, 0
62121 GOlO 49t1
630 STOP
640 ~:E~l****** PROCESS COIHROL ROUT!tiE
650 DT$="0'f:DR$="0":ST$="0":FT$="0";WT$="0":POKE59471.0
66(' PRINT":,] ... _. __.. _..•......_ ..•_ ..._--"
670 PF:I NT" :l PROCESS CONTROL
680 PRItHP$(1);TAB(7): INPUT"IiEVELOP TH1E ".:IiH
690 PRItHP$(2).: TAB(G): HlPUT"STOPBATH TlI1E ".: SH
700 PRItHP$(3);TAB(II):mpUT"FIX TH1E ".:FH
710 PRINTP$(4);TAB(8): HlPUT"DRAIN TJIo1ES ";DF:$
720 PRItHP$(G); "PRESS 03 TO START THIING": PRINT
7313 PRItH"PRESS -. TO CHR~1GETH1H1GS" :PRIIH
7413 PRHlT"PRE% = TO START OilER"
7513 GETA$: I FA$=" "THENGOTO750
76£" IFA$="O"THE~~GOTO7913
770 IFA$="-"THENGOTO 66(1
7813 GOT01413
790 RH1****** DEVELOPI NG ROUTINE
800 PRIIH":J
810 PRINT" ~ PROCESS COIHROL
8213 PRINTP$( 1); TAB(4); "I1EVELOPHiG TUlE »: PRINTP$(2); TAB(9); "I1RAIH TIME
8313 PRINTP$(3); TRB(6); "STOPBATH TIME u : PRINTP:1'(4); TAB(9); "I1RAIN TIME "
840 PRINTF'$(5); TAB(11); "FIX TIME "
8513 TM$=I1U: P=1 :T=213:T1$="('131313130".
8613 GOSLIBi iee
870 POKE59471,4:FORX=ITOI0a0:NEXT
880 POKE59471, e
8913 TM$=DR$:P=2: T=2e: TI$= "f'0000a"
900 GOSUB 1100
910 POKE59471,4:FORX=ITOI0(l0:NEXT
920 POKE5947 L 13
930 TM$=ST$: P=3: T=20: TI$="0000a0"
9413 GOSUB 11013
9513 POKE59471, 4 :FORX=lT01000 :~~EXT
960 POKE59471 , e
970 TI1$=DR$:P=4: T=20: TI$="00a000"
980 GOSUB 11013
9913 POKE59471 ,4: FORX=lT01000: NEXT
11300 POKE59471,O
113113Hl$=FU: P=5: T=20: TI $= "130130130"
113213GOSUB 11013
113310POKE59471, 4: FORX=1TO113013:NEXT
1040 POKE59'!71, 0
11350 PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRltH"PRESS 13 TO REPEAT": PRHH
10613 PRINT"PRESS = TO START OilER"
113713GETA$: IFA$=" "THEN 11370
11380 IFA$="O"THENGOTO 790
11390 GOTO1413
1It)O RE~l****** CLOCK/TI HER ROUTINE
11113 ~lIN$=LEFT$(TI1$, 1): SEC$=RJC;HT$(T11$, 2)
11213 PRIIHP$(P); TAB(l); "~"
1130 PRINTP$(P);TAB(n;"~ ";mD$(TI$,3,2);":";RIGHU(TI$,2);" "
11413 GETA$: IFA$=""THENGOTO 1160
11513 GOSUB 1230
1160 IFRIGHT$(TI$, 2)=SEC$THE~~GOTO 1180
11713 GOTO 1130
11813 IFRIGHU(rHD$(TI$, 3, 2), 1)=I'lIt~$THENGOTO 1200
1190 GOTO 1130
1200 PRINTP$(P);TAB(T); u

1210 PRINTF'$(P);TAB(T);" ";Jo1JD$(TI$,3,2);": ";RIGHTHTI$,2);"
1220 RETURN
12313 H$=T1$: IFA$=" "THENPRINTPHP); TAB(28).:" HOLD": GOTO 12513
1240 GOT0140
1250 GETA$: I FA$=" "THENGOTCI125£'
1260 IFA$=" "THENPRINTP$(P); TAB(28);"
1270 GOTO 660
1280 END

USER
PORT
PIN E

GND] USER
SUPPLIED
POWER

.5V

IIOV AC

Fig. 1. Darkroom Master circuit diagram.
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Photo 1.

Photo 3.

Photo 5.

result. It prints the clock at the
correct place on the screen in re-
verse video while the clock is
running, and then in normal
video after the clock has
stopped, going on to the next
timing function. This allows you
to see at a glance where you are
in the timing sequence.

The Hardware

The hardware to make it work
is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
The upper half of the circuit is
the beeper for the time-out indi-
cator of the processing section.
The PET user port, pin E, is con-
nected through two buffers to
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Photo 2.

Photo 4.

an optoisolator. The opto-
isolator's output is sent through
two more buffers that gate the
power to a 555astable oscillator.

When the computer executes
a POKE 59471,4, a high-level
signal is present on pin E. This
activates the optoisolator and
the following buffers, which turn
on the power to the oscillator,
generating a tone. POKE
59471,0 turns off the tone.

The rest of the circuit is simi-
lar, but a relay is powered by the
buffers instead. The relay con-
tacts are connected to ac power
sockets for control of the enlarg-
er and safelight. The optoisola-

Photo 6.

tors are there to protect the PET
from the potentially dangerous
110 volts ac. Don't leave them
out. This is one place where you
can't skimp.

To carry this further, U1 and
the optoisolators are powered
by the PET through connections
on the PETcassette port-pin A
for the ground and pin B for + 5
volts. The remainder of the cir-
cuit (U2, the 555 and the relay)
are powered by a user-supplied
5 V supply. Any method of con-
struction can be used as long as
the 110 V connections are hefty
enough to carry 100 Watts with
no problem. Use twisted pairs

to carry the signals from the PET
to your enlargerlsafelight con-
trol box.

Making It Work

When the hardware is con-
structed and connected, plug
the enlarger and safelight into
the appropriate outlets and load
the program. As you probably
know, you must use a safelight
in the darkroom, that is, a lamp
with a special filter that emits
light that your photo materials
are not sensitive to. This en-
ables you to see what you are
doing without ruining the light-
sensitive materials.

But where do you find an af-
fordable 5% x 7% inch safe-
light filter for your PET? Go to
your local graphic arts or print-
er's supply shop and purchase a
sheet of Amberlith or Rubylith.
These are materials manufac-
tured by Ulano, Inc., that allow
your printer to mask off portions
of the artwork he is photograph-
ing to prevent the camera from
"seeing" them. They work by
blocking the light waves that the
film is sensitive to and passing
the ones the film is insensitive
to.

We can put this to work in our
darkroom by covering the PET
screen with Rubylith if we are
using orthochromatic materials
(such as litho film) and by using
Amberlith if we are using pan-
chromatic materials such as en-
larging papers. These products
come in sheets and rolls and are
intended to be stripped from the
clear backing sheet for use;
however, just cut out a section
large enough to cover the PET
screen and hold it in place with
masking tape along the edges.

To keep light from leaking
out, turn the brightness all the
way down and keep the PET at
least four feet away from any
light-sensitive materials. You
may have to use a double thick-
ness of Rubylith or Amberlith.
Of course, you cannot use any
safelight with panchromatic
sheet film or with color
materials, as they are sensitive
to almost all visible light wave-
lengths. So set up your expo-
sure and then cover the PET
with a dark cloth before bringing
out those materials.

To expose a print, enter ex-



HARDWARE FOR TRS-80e
OPertec Disk Drives FD-200 _ $375.00 ea.

These are 40-track Drives that are completely corn-
patible with the TRS·SO and Radio Shack Drives. 3.0
DOS $20.00 extra with disk drive. Will allow Turning
Diskette over and Write on other side.

o 4·Drive Cable for Pertec Drives $35.00
ODECwriter III, 132 Charocter $2500.00

110 to 9600 band EIA tractor feed keyboard printer. This
is truly the nicest printer available. (30 day delivery)

0701 Centronics TRACTOR FEED
Bidirectional Printer $1500.00
2Y, times as fast as the Radio Shack 779 Printer, has full
size 132 Char. Carriage Bell tone. Complete with Cable
plug in and use. Shipped Freight COO_

0200 n,16K Dynamic Memory Clips for Keyboard or Expan·
sion Interface, lifetime Guarantee, complete $110.00
lifetime Guarantee. Complete with Instructions and Jumper
Blocks.

010 Key Numerical Keypad Kit .....•............... $79.95
OTRS-80'" Level II - 16k .......•............... $750.00

o Expansion Interface $275.00
oRS-232-C Interface $ 89.00

OMonitor No.3 e $29.95
Complete Machine Language Monitor for TRS-80 features:
Find, EDIT, Relocate, Symbolic Dump to Tape, etc.

oMonitor No.4 $49.95
All of the commands that reside in Monitor No.3, pius:
RS-232 I/O, Disk Program I/O, Symbolic Dump to Disk for
Loading into Disk Editor/ASM., Track & See I/O for
modification.

OPCLEND $15.95
Will Patch ASCII files of Basic Programs or text or DATA
FILES so that they may be loaded into the Disk Version of
the Electric Pencil for Editing purposes comes on Cassette
that will automatically create a Disk file of PCLEND.

OMAKE TAPE AND MAKE DISK
for Cassette Dealers $69.95
These are two programs that will allow you to take any type
of Program from Disk and store it on tape for mailing
purposes. When the user receives the program in the mail
on cassette, it is loaded into the computer which will
automatically make a Disk file of the program.

oCP/M & C BASIC for the TRS·80 e
CP/M Includes: MOVCPM, STAT, PIP, Dump, DOT, ASM
(8080), ED, plus 6 user manuals.
CP/M ............•..................•... $150.00
C Basic-2 Includes: XREF2, CBAS2, and manuals.
C BASIC 2 6" $99.95

oG2 LEVEL III BASIC for TRS-80 ~ Special $39.95
OTELCOM - Telecommunications for the ~S-80<? .... $29.95.

Telecommunications for the TRS·8U-allows one TRS·80e
to communicate with another through the RS-232·C over
the line.

SOFTWARE BY ACS

ORDER NOW AND SAVE
Just list the items you want

and mail this convenient coupon.

r--~~---------~--------------------J
Send Check or..,Money Order payable to -

S{)F,TWARE • P.O. Sax 60097 .' Nashville, TN 37206
Orders.,ec;eI:ved by 6:00 p.m. s/llpped next
~y on MMt~ Ch.-.:ge. Visa, Certified
Check or Mooey.Ot:der.l'ersonal Chedis re-
ejuJre I'" days to deMo No (.O.D. 4::00ed

~lIs not ac:cepted. i\lIl1ar4ware w.-.:ranted thtough ACS
for • full ye...:. Software guar.nlteed lot iepJacelllent>on-
Iy. l'rlc:es _,eet to c:bange without notice.

Unit Price TotalQuan. Descrlptlon oCheck
j;.-..::...+----'---_--.:-----"I-------"I--------" 0Money OrderoMasterCharge
I---+------.",.-- ~--'----+__--____l 0Visa

Card No. _
AUTOMATED
COMPUTER

SOFTWARESERVrCE
(615) 244-2798

,\)jvision of

~ ..IllunlJlJifU: UJIlJlrJ

HAI'i\I{)LING CHARGE $1.50
TENN. RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX

~~e --~--- ~~~---------~--~-



posure control by pressing the
decimal key (Photo 1). You can
now focus by again pressing the
decimal key (Photo 2).When you
have focused, press the minus-
sign key (Photo 3). Type in the
exposure time (Photo 4). If it is
less than one minute, type a
leading zero. For example, for a
five-second exposure, type in
"05"; for a ten-second exposure,
type in "010."

For an exposure of one min-
ute or more, type in the number
without a leading zero and with-
out a colon. The computer adds
the colon for you, i.e., type in
"130" for one minute and thirty
seconds. You must press return
when entering your times for ex-
posure and processing; all other
entries are under GET command
control and do not require a
return.
You now have another menu

to choose from. You can start
the exposure, change your expo-
sure, recheck your focus or es-
cape back to control.

Start your exposure (Photo 5).
The running clock will show in
reverse video, properly for-
matted, at the point on the
screen where you entered the
exposure time. Remember that I
promised you I would explain
about the space bar? Here's
where it comes into use.

Suppose the print you are
making needs a certain area
"burned in," that is, given more
exposure than the rest of the
print. Just press the space bar
and the word "hold" will appear
next to the clock. This halts the
timing, freezes the clock and
leaves the enlarger on, allowing
you to burn in the chosen area.
When you are finished burning
in, press the space bar again.
The "hold" will disappear and
the clock will pick up from where
it left off.

When the clock has finished
its count, it reverts to normal
video, the enlarger turns off and
the safelight turns on. Your
menu is still on the screen for
choosing the next function. To
process the print, press the
"equal" sign to get back to con-
trol and the "minus" sign to go
to process control.

To process the print (Photo 6),
enter the times for developing,
stop bath, fixing and drain. A
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Photo 7.

timer is not included for wash-
ing the print because it would tie
up the computer for as much as
two hours, and washing a print
does not require to-the-second
accuracy. You can use a wall
clock or your wristwatch to time
the wash step (don't use an LCD
wristwatch with a tritium back-
light; it will fog most photo ma-
terials).

When entering times, the
leading zero rule applies. If you
do not wish a drain time be-
tween steps, just enter "00"
when asked for that time.

As with the exposure control,
the clock appears in reverse
video (Photo 7), formatted, and
reverts to normal video at the
end of the count. You can use
the hold control here also, as
you may want to use hot devel-
oper or ferricyanide bleach on
the print.

And in both exposure and pro-
cess controls, you can repeat
the timing sequence without re-
setting the clock (Photo 8). This
is helpful if you have to batch-
process some prints, such as
the 100 prints from one negative
I mentioned earlier. You could
first expose and then process all
of them.

Modifications

If you are more into color
prints than black and white, it's
just as easy to control the pro-
cess. You will have to change
the process step labels, lines
680-840. And while you are in
there, add the POKE commands
to turn your motorized agitator
on and off with the processing
steps! The same principles ap-

ply with any process (such as
films or litho materials); you may
have to add or delete some
steps and change the labels.

And to make the work easier,
add an external numeric keypad
for remote entry of exposure
and processing times while the
PET is safely away from the en-
larger and the sink. Get any 16
button keypad with SPST
switches and wire it as shown in
Table 1. I have not tried to make
a keypad remote yet, but accord-
ing to what I have read this
should work well.

To make the program even
more useful, add routines to
keep track of the number of
prints processed in a gallon of
developer, for converting expo-
sure times when using variable-
contrast filters and to add an
AJD converter for a densitometer
to let your computer calculate

Photo 8.

the exposure times.

Conclusion

There are a lot of things you
can do with the hardware and
the program when not running
Darkroom Master. You can
switch two ac devices and use
the clock routine in real-time
control applications. I'll soon be
moving to a new house and look
forward to putting my computer
to work in a practical applica-
tion. The program as written
runs in 3.8K of PET memory.

I'll be happy to answer any
questions you may have or to
hear about how you have used
Darkroom Master; just be sure
to include return postage if you
want a reply.

I want to thank my wife, Millie,
for typing the manuscript, and
Emory Wright for the use of his
PET printer. •

From Pet To One Side The Other Side
Keyboard Of Switch Of The Switch

ConnectorPin On Keypad To The Pet Key·

Board Connector
Pin

G DECIMAL POINT 10
G 0 9
G 1 7
G 2 8
H 3 7
G 4 5
G 5 6
H 6 5
G 3
G 8 4
H 9 3
H 9 3
H MINUS 9
H EQUALS 10
C SPACE 9
F ENTER 5

Table 1.



EPROM PROGRAMMERS

EP-2A SERIES
• PROGRAMS 2708 and .2716

EPROMS
• Price $59.95 Assembled and

Tested
• Kit price $49.95
• lncludes Connector

SERIES
• PROGRAMS 2708, 2716,

2758, TMS 2716 and TMS
2532 EPROMS

• TEXTOOl ZERO FORCE
SOCKET

• Price$79.95 Assembled and
Tested

• Includes Connecto'r

Software available for the Rockwell AIM-65, MOS' Technology
.KIM-1; Syhertek .5YMc1, Motorola D2, RCA VIP and many other
single board computers that use the 6502, 6800, 8080/a5, Z-80, 1802,
F-8 and 2?50 CPU's. Stock. Specify one set of software. .

Optimal Technology Inc.
.,...010 . Blue Wood 127
Earlysvi lie; VA 22936 U.S;A:

Phol'!e (804) 973-5482 .

on computers, peripherals, software and other RadioShack" products.

Offered Exclusively By

Pan Am"erican ltadl8/haeRElactmnlcs, Inc. A Authorized Sales Center

1117 CONWAY

East 212/283-0543
West 213/564-5463

MISSION,TEXAS 78572

North Central 312/666-6098
South Central 512158r2765

Imain telephone numberl.,...R34

Z :i:~~~~~~:~~:~~~;;::~:~~s~~~e~s .•

V' Reader Service-see page 227

MULLEN Computer Products

··:EXTEND·YOUR·MICRO
S-100 EXTENDER/LOGIC PROBE ----~

TB-2 ($49 kit)

"Everyone who builds kits or
original boards for the S-100 bus

needs an extender board and logic probe.
This is a fine combination. I only wish I

had mine two years ago. "
Robert L. Leffert
Kilobaud Microcomputing
August 1979

S-100 CONTROL BOARD; simple to use interface board
for all S-100 buss computers. Let your computer listen to the

outside world thru 8 opto-
isolated inputs, make
program decisions, and
issue open/close orders to
8 reed relays. Complete
programming and opera-

tion instructions included. If you have a higher power ap-
plication we offer a 500 watt AC POWER MODULE ($15
each).

CB-1 ($129 kit) ($179 assm/tested)

H8* EXTENDER BOARD lets H8 owners
troubleshoot their boards faster and easier.

Each board
can be ex-
tended above
the computer
for complete
access to all
circuits and
components.

HB* is a trademark

($39 kit)

of Heath Company

.,...M32

MULLENComputer Products ----_
BOX 6214, HAYWARD, CA 94544, OR PHONE (415) 783·2866.

VISA/MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED.

PLEASE ORDER KITS BY NAME (H8 OR S-100).

NO CHARGE FOR SHIPPING WHEN PAYMENT IS INCLUDED.

CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD TAX .

.•••• Order direct or contact your local computer 8tore. _
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RECYCLE(D)
COMPUTERS

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
BUY 1I SELL 1I SWAP
Hardware & Software

NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENTS
32 pagts or mort

Mailed 1st Class every 3 Weeks

Lyr. (18 issues) * $3.75

ON LINE ,(/t),.
recycle UMidcompvteu

<0
",,02

Jhbt Jjtttlt,.Jubhsbtr Qfstabltsbtb
24696 Santa Cruz Hwy .•Los Gatos, CA96030

THE BESTWAY TO DETERMINE IF ON _LINE CAN BE a: VALUE TO YOU IS TO TRY A .•.•

SUPERBRAINTM in stock!
This' is the most cost-effective computer system available. FREE
DISKETTES. With every order for a SUPERBRAIN received before
December 31.1979. we will include 20 free diskettes. And don't forget
- our price of $2895.00 includes U.S. shipping.

Or. if you prefer. send $100,00 deposit and we will ship COD. freight
collect.

SUPERBRAIN $2895.00 ppd.

BCD _CLOCK- Here's a novelty item that's also practical. It's an actual
clock that really tells time. Only this clock reads out in Binary Coded
Decimal (BCD). Features 24 hour. 6 "digit" display. Amaze your friends
- only you can read it!

BCD·1 Complete kit with instructions $24.95
BCD·2 Wood case and plastic bezel for above $ 5.95

PROTOBOARD,with over 1300
holes on 0.1 centers for designing
your own circuits.
APB·1 Protoboard $17.95

APPLETIME,a Real Time Clock
for the Apple II. Plugsdirectly into any
slot and keeps time even when
computer is off, Features 12/24
Hour. BCD/ASCII data format, and
AC/Crystal time base selection.
Includes software examples for
machine language and BASIC pro-
grams. Completely assembled and
tested.
APT·1 RealTime Clock $79.95

VERBATIM 5'/." DISKETTES
Soft-Sector Box of 10 ... $34.50

(plastic file case included)

west side electronics
P.o. Box 636, Chatsworth. CA 91311
We pay all shiPPing In Commentat US.A

Others add 10%, Cehtorrue residents add 6% lax •""W29
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The LIBRARY 100 from TBS is without doubt the greatest software
bargain ever. Released in November 1978, it has sold thousands in
44 countries. Written for the TRS-80, LIBRARY 100 contains 100
programs on five tapes. Most of the programs can be run on a 4K,
Level II computer. Designed to be a basic computer library, it provides
a series of programs over a broad range of topics. All programs but
one are written in BASIC and can easily be modified to suit your
own purposes.

"The program mix is eclectric, interesting, and curious ... If I had a
Level II TRS-80 and one or more grade-school children, or if I were a
hardcore software collector, or if I had little software and wanted to
get a lot of it with a minimum of bother, I'd buy the Library 100."
Stephen Gray, Creative Computing, April, 1979.

" ... a basic computer library for the hobbyist, parent or business-
man." Kilobaud Microcomputing, December 1978.

The programs are spread over five general categories; Finance,
Education, Graphics, Home and Games. As an added bonus, the
LIBRARY 100 contains Tiny PILOT, a condensed version of the high
level language primarily used in education. It is perfect for teachers,
parents, students and sales trainees. Using only six commands, even
a child could be programming in minutes. The other programs are
as follows:

FINANCE: Present Value of Future Sum, Simple Interest for Days,
Future Value of Present Sum, Amortization Schedule, Interest Rate-
Compound Interest, Interest Rate-Installment Loan, Days Between
Dates, Term of Installment Loan, Present Value of Series of Payments,
Real Estate Investment Analysis, Nominal-Effective Interest, Internal
Rate of Return, Future Value, of Regular Deposits, Regular Deposits
for Future Value, Depreciation (Amount, Rate, Salvage Value,
Schedule), Bond Present Value, Bond Yield to Maturity; Sale-
Cost-Margin-Day of Week, Moving ad.

EDUCATION: Multiplication & Division, Addition, Subtraction,
Fraction & Decimal, States & Capitals, States and Order of Entry,
States and Date of Entry, States and Abbreviations, Inventors and
Inventions, World Capitals & Countries, Urban Areas and Population,
Authors & Books, Presidents and Order, States and Largest City,
Base Numbers.

V ReaderService-see page 227

GRAPHICS: Front Cover, Wierd, Rat Race, Random Ad, Fireside,
Left-Right Ad, Blocks, Herring, Launch, Blinker, Snoopy, Snow, Step
Ad, Step Ad Two, Graphic Words, War Games.

HOME: Bartender, Nutrition, Conversion, Perpetual Calendar, Base
Conversion, Calculator, Vacation Check-off List, Telecode, Message
Board, Night Check-off List, Expense Account, Babysitter, Drunk-
ometer, Remember, Christmas List, Mileage.

GAMES: Jumble, Search, Memory Quiz Letters, Sting Ray, Russian
Roulette, Wheel of Fortune, Towers, Decision, Memory Quiz Numbers,
Doomsday, Star Trek,TMSketch, Flipper, Life, Fifteen, Speedy, Count,
Road Race, Stars, Odd One, Spy Ship, Horse Race, SCissors, Craps,
Star Blazer, Tiger Shark, Unjumble, Mind Reader, Roach Race,
Jumble 2, Gypsy.

The price for the LIBRARY 100 is only $49.50. That's less than
$.50 per program. Join the thousands of users who are already enjoy-
ing this exceptional software package. Only from TBS. (We are
currently working on a Library for the APPLE.)

TBS has other great software for your TRS-80. CHECKBOOK II,
INFO SYSTEM, & EXERCISER are general applications. BASIC
TOOLKIT, SYSTEM DOCTOR & TERMINAL CONTROL are systems
utilities. BUSINESS MAIL LIST, DATA MANAGER, CHECK
REGISTER ACCOUNTING SYSTEM & ANALYSIS PAD are strong
applications for business. TBS also has DISK HEAD CLEANERS
for TRS-80 and APPLE and GRAN MASTER DISKETIES, the
best on the market.

TBS is YOUR COMPANY, and to you we pledge to produce
quality software at a price you can afford. The above products are
available NOW at Computer Stores and Associate Radio Shack
Stores nationwide or directly through us. For more information
please contact us at the numbers below.

1M Paramount Pictures, Corporation.
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·TRS·80 Printer Interfaces:
Serial and Parallel Designs

Save $200 or more by constructing your own interface circuits.

TO
IRS-SO

O. oe TO
LINE

01 01 PRINTER
02 22 19 02 OR UART

03 21 20 03

04 IC5 04
74100

05 10 05

D. 15 I. D.

07 I. 17 07

FAULT

BUSY

5
8

Rod Hallen
Road Runner Ranch
PO Box 73
Tombstone AZ 85638

I have owned one or more
microcomputers for more than
two years. I use them for pro-
gram development and for
manuscript preparation and
printing. Since both of these
tasks require hard-copy facil-
ities, the first thing I did, after
buying my TRS-80,was to deter-
mine the easiest (and cheapest)
way to interface a printer.

You might ask, "Is a printer
really necessary to write pro-
grams?" Yes, because it is very
difficult to get a good idea of the

The TRS-80 is a great per-
sonal computer. I don't

think that it can be beat in its
price class. I've had mine for
several months and I really en-
joy using it. It is a simple
machine, yet it is capable of
quite sophisticated results.

_W~R~ ~3~8~~ ,

A5

A.

flow of your program without be-
ing able to see it all in one piece.
It is also easier to find errors and
make corrections. The screen is
just not large enough to hold all
of the information required.

The deSigners of the TRS-80
obviously understood the need
for hard-copy capability since
Level II BASIC contains the
statements LPRINT and LUST,
both of which output to the
printer port instead of to the
screen. The Expansion Interface
includes a parallel port to feed a

+5

printer.
However, therein lies a dilem-

ma. In order to implement hard
copy on the TRS-80 as envi-
sioned by Radio Shack, it is
necessary to purchase the Ex-
pansion Interface and a line
printer. This is an outlay of from
1300 to 1600 dollars, depending
where you buy the printer. What
about those of us who already
have a pri nter?

I have been using the Teletype
Model 43 KSR for almost a year,
and I like it. It prints either 10 or
30 cps, is very quiet, has an
RS'232 serial interface and has
been 100 percent reliable. In ad-
dition, it prints lowercase; the
Centronics 779 printer does not.
This is a definite plus! Why
couldn't I use it for hard copy in-
stead of the parallel line printer
that Radio Shack intended?

The Expansion Interface also
provides facilities for disk
drives, more memory and a sec-
ond cassette recorder. I don't
plan to add any of these to my
unit, so I decided to design an in-
terface to fit directly between
the expansion port on the back
of the TRS-80keyboard unit and
the Model 43.

IC +S GND

e 37E8 WRITE 2 STROBEIC6
74123

7400 14 7

7404 14 7

7430 14 7

74100 24 7

74123 16 8

74125 14 7

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the parallel interface for the TRS-80expansion port. This will drive a Centronics 779 or similar line printer
directly. Many IC substitutions are possible. IC6 could be a 74121, IC3 a 7402; IC5 could be replaced with two 74175s, and the 74125 with
an 8T97 or 74367. Most of these changes would require some circuit changes.
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My design was successful, as
you will see, and the total cost
for a serial RS·232 interface was
less than $50. If you would like
to plug a parallel line printer,
such as the Centronics 779,
directly into the keyboard ex-
pansion port, I'll show you how
to do that for less than $5!

The Interface

First let's look at some of the
requirements that our interface
must meet. I was unable to ob-
tain any information from Radio
Shack on this subject, so what
follows was learned by my
studying the Level II print driver
routine and the Expansion In·
terface schematic.

The printer port is addressed
as a memory location instead of
as an 110 port. This is called
"memory-mapped 1/0." The
memory location used is 37E8
hex (14312 decimal), which is
configured as both an input and
an output port.

The print driver routine first
reads the input port to see if the
printer is ready to receive the
next character. If it is, the char-
acter is sent to the output port,
and then input port status is
read continually until the printer
is ready for the next character.
We can't just dump text to the
printer at microprocessor speed
because the printer is not able
to handle characters that fast.

While it is reading the printer
input port the processor is also
checking to ·see that the printer
is not out of paper or hasn't
some other fault. If you attempt
to LPRINT or LUST to the printer
when it has a problem or is out
of paper, nothing will happen. In
this case it is up to you to deter·
mine what the fault is.

In order to implement a print-
er interface that will work with
the TRS·80, you must satisfy the
following requirements:

1. Decode memory address
37E8 hex.
2. Determine whether the pro-
cessor desires to read or to
write.
3. Gate status information onto
the data bus for a READ.
4. Latch ASCII character from
data bus for a WRITE.
5. Provide a WRITE strobe to
UART (serial) or printer (parallel).

Fig. 1 shows the basic inter-
face. This will drive a parallel
printer, such as the Centronics
779, directly, and it should cost
less than $5, not including the
cost of the two connectors re-
quired, to build. It can also be
used to drive a UART if you in-
tend to use a printer that has a
serla] RS·232 interface. I'll get to
that in a moment.

First let's look at Fig. 1 and
see how it satisfies the interface
requirements listed above. ICs 1
and 2 are SN7430 8·input NAND
gates. They are used to decode
the desired address-in this
case, 37E8H. I won't go into the
conversion of numbers from hex
format to binary format, so
you'll have to take my word
that 37E8H is equal to
00110111111010008. From left
to right, as shown in Table 1,
these 16 binary digits equate to
the microprocessor address
lines A15 to AO.

Since some of the address
lines will be high and some will
be low when the desired ad-
dress (37E8H) appears on the
address bus, we use inverters to
give each line the correct sense.
This means inverting A15, A14,
A11, A4, A2, A1 and AO. Note
that these correspond to the
zeros in Table 1. When all 16 ln-
puts to the 7430s are high
(binary 1), the output of IC3b at
pin 6 (address decode) will go
high. This happens when, and
only when, the address 37E8H is
on the address bus.

We can determine whether
the processor wants to read or
write by monitoring the RD and
WR leads from the keyboard ex·
pansion port. These are active
low signals. This means that the
processor will take RD low when
it wants to read and WR low
when it wants to write.

8y NAN Ding "address de-
code" from IC3b, pin 6, with
RD we can generate a "READ
strobe" at pin 11 of IC3d. NAND·

The complete TRS·80 to RS·232interface. The card on the left is
the address decoder and parallel port. On the right is the Eiec-
tronic Systems UART and Baud Rate Generator board with their
TTL to RS·232 converter mounted on top of it. Shown to the rear is
the interconnection assembly. The connector on the left plugs into
the expansion bus on the back of the TRS·80 keyboard unit, and
the two interface cards plug into the connectors on the right. The
transmit and ground leads to the printer connect to two pins on the
top riqht-hend connector.

ing "address decode" with WR
will give us a "WRITE strobe" at
pin 8 of IC3c. These two strobes
correspond to the 37E8 READ
and 37E8 WRITE leads found on
the TRS·80 Expansion Interface
schematic.

When 37E8 READ goes active
(low), the Tri-state buffer (IC4)
will gate status information on-
to the data bus for the processor
to read. This includes: "printer
busy," "out of paper," "unit
select" and "fault." The first two
are active low and the last two
are active high.

When 37E8 WRITE goes ac-
tive (low), the octal latch (IC5)
latches (stores) the ASCII
character that the processor
has put on the data bus. This is
necessary because the charac-
ter will only be on the data bus
for a few microseconds or

so-not long enough for the
printer to utilize it. The latch will
hold this character until the next
one is sent.

Finally, the one shot (IC6) will
provide a strobe to the printer
telling it that the next character
is ready to be printed. IC6
lengthens the 37E8 WRITE
pulse, and it isn't necessary if
you are going to use a UART.
Then the output of IC3c, pin 8
can go directly to the UART.

At this point, if you are going
to use the Centronics 779 or an
equivalent line printer, you can
jump down to the section on
construction. However, if you
are going the RS·232 route as I
did, read on.

Serial RS·232

A serial port handles data
(8·bit ASCII characters) one bit

Address bus ...> A15 A14 A13 A12 A11 A10 A9 A8 A7 A6 A5 A4 A3 A2 A1 AO
37E8 hex ...> 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

Table 7. The relationship between the address bus and a binary 16·bit address. Since the
NAND gates (/Cs 1 and 2) of Fig. 1 require a high level (binary 1), address lines that are low
(binary 0) are inverted before being used.
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GND
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-
Fig. 2a. The interconnection wiring between the TRS-80 expan-
sion port and the parallel interface of Fig. 1. The leads on the right
side go to the parallel printer of Fig. 3 or to the UART of Fig. 4a.

at a time as opposed to a par-
allel port, which passes all eight
bits at once. Loosely defined,
the RS-232 standard says that a
high (or binary 1) should be + 12
volts and that a low (or binary 0)
should be -12 volts. Up to this
point our Signals have all been
TTL levels in which a high is
represented by + 5 volts and a
low by ground.

In order to implement a serial
RS-232 port we must take the
eight bits presented to us on the
data bus in parallel and send
them to the printer one .blt at a
time. This includes providing the
proper timing for the particular
printer involved. We must also
change the TTL levels of + 5
volts (binary 1) and 0 volts
(binary 0) to the RS-232 levels of
+ 12 volts and -12 volts.
The first two parts of this task

are easily taken care of by an IC
called a universal asynchronous
receiverltransmitter, or UART.
There are many different ver-
sions of the UART available
from the IC manufacturers; the
one I used was the AY-5-1013A.
The UART is a full-duplex device
and, as its name implies, it will
receive as well as transmit. In
this application we will only be
using the transmitter.

Construction

You can build the circuit of
Fig. 1 in any way that is conve-
nient. Perfboard or Vectorbord
can be used, but I prefer to build
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all of my circuits on standard
44-contact prototype boards.
The Hobby Board from OK Ma-
chine and Tool is the one I use.

The + 5 volts required by Fig.
1 are available from the key-
board expansion port, but I don't
know how much current this will
supply. If the fuse blows or the
power supply gets too hot, then
you will have to provide a
separate source of + 5 volts. Us-
ing the "LS" versions of the 7400
series ICs involved will cut down
on the current requirements.

Fig. 2a shows the intercon-
nections between the TRS-80
keyboard expansion port and
the parallel interface (Fig. 1).
Fig. 2b is an explanatory draw-
ing of the manner in which the
contacts on the expansion port
are counted. Fig. 3 contains the
connections between the par-
allel interface and the Cen-
tronics 779 or similar line
printer.

Two connectors will be re-
quired. The one that plugs into
the keyboard expansion port is
identified in my TRS-80 manual
as AMP part number 88103-1.
Unfortunately, my local Radio
Shack store does not stock
them. Two different versions are
available from Applied Inven-
tion, RD2, RT21, Hillsdale NY
12529. One is the solder-tail
type; the other comes with 18
inches of ribbon cable attached.

You will also need a connec-
tor to match the one on your

I 3 5 7 9 II 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 391====================12 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

TRS - 80 EXPANSION PORT REAR VIEW

Fig.2b. Rear view of the TRS-80 expansion port from the keyboard
unit.

printer. This will depend on the
type of printer.

For those of you who want to
use a printer with an RS-232 in-
terface, such as the Teletype
Models 33 or 43, the circuitry be-
comes a little more compli-
cated, but it is still well worth
the trouble if it saves you the
cost of a new printer.

Rather than build my own
UART board I chose to use the
UART and Baud Rate Generator
board available from Electronic
Systems, PO Box 21638, San
Jose CA 95151, (408) 226-4064.
Write or call for a copy of their
catalog, which contains many
useful computer-related circuit
kits and etched boards.

You will find this UART board
described in my article "Parallel
Port to RS-232," Kilobaud
Microcomputing, April 1979,
p. 62. You can save quite a bit of
money by purchasing the bare
board if you already have a
UART on hand.

I chose to combine the UART
board, which is constructed on a
44-contact card, with a TTL to
RS-232 converter kit also avail-
able from Electronic Systems.
This mating and the modifica-
tions required are described in
the above article. I advise any-
one who is going to tackle this
project to read it. The parallel-to-
serial and TTL-to-RS-232 conver-

TO
PARALLEL
INTERFACE
(FIG.2A)

STROBE I

D. 3

DI 5

D2 7

D3 9

D4 " CENTRONICS

D5 13
779

OR SIMILAR
D6 15 LINE
D7 17 PRINTER

FAULT 28

UNIT SELECT 25

OUT PAPER 23

BUSY 21

NOTE STRAP THE FOLLOWING CONTACTS ON
THE PRINTER PLUG TO EACH OTHER AND
TO GND: 2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,
27,31,33,34.

Fig. 3. Connections to the Cen-
tronics 779 or similar line
printer. The pin numbers shown
are for the plug that mates to
the connector on the back of
the printer.

sion circuits can be built from
scratch, but it is much easier
and quicker when you have ac-
cess to a PC board with the cir-
cuit already etched on it.

Fig. 4a shows the intercon-
nections between the parallel in-
terface, the UART board and the
printer serial port. In this case,
Fig. 4b should be added to Fig.
2a to make the interface believe
that it is connected to the 779
printer. Put this on the same
board that Fig. 1 is built on.

Note that in addition to + 5
volts, we are also' calling for
+ 12 volt and -12 volt supplies.
This is to power the UART and to
provide the RS-232 levels. Do not

08 25

TO
PARALLEL
INTERFACE
(FIG.2A)

STROBE P M

CONNECTOR j
TRANS r.3

D. y 22 GND ' , RS-232, 7 PRINTER
DI X

L"

D2 W ELECTRONIC 9 liD

)
SYSTEMS

DO v BAUD RATE 10 I5D tJD' u GENERATOR

" 3DDAND UART
D5 T BOARD 12 600 BAUD RATE S
DG S WITH 13 1200 CLOCK INPUTS

D7 R
TTL TO X-CONN AS
RS - 232 14 2400 REQUIRED

BUSY 17 CONVERTER 15 T-ClK

GND I 16 R-ClK

21 NI AI 31

Fig. 4a. Connections in and out of the combined UART, baud rate
generator and TTL-to-RS-232 converter. See the reference in the
text for more information on this combination. The desired baud
rate should be connected to the transmit clock (T-CLK). The strap
shown between 4 and 5 on the RS-232 printer plug is to satisfy an
internal requirement.

+5 +12 GND -12



take the + 5 from the keyboard baud rate clocks should be ad-
to power Fig. 4a. Current re-
quirements are low, and a sim-
ple supply will suffice. It must,
of course, be regulated.

As mentioned, I built Fig. 1on
a 44-contact Hobby Board; the
UART circuitry is constructed
on a similar board. Then I
mounted two 44-contact edge
connectors above each other on
a chassis with corner brackets
as shown in Fig. 5. These con-
nectors are readily available and
come in solder-tail and wire-
wrap types. I prefer the wire-
wrap type since I am continually
changing things.

The cables to the TRS-80 and
the printer exit to the rear. Since
.there is no need to get at the
cards once everything is work-
ing OK, a cover could be built to
improve the appearance of the
unit. If a large enough chassis
were used, the power supply
could be built inside of it.

I'm using a minicomputer
power supply that I picked up at
an electronics surplus store.
They also had some surplus
card cages for the 44-contact
connectors that would have
made an ideal mounting as-
sembly. I'm sorry that I didn't
pick them up, but I'll be watch-
ing for some for my next project.

After everything is wired
together the options must be
determined. Note in Fig. 4a the
contacts identified as baud rate
and clocks. The baud rate re-
quired for your printer must be
connected to the Transmit
Clock. My Model 43 operates at
300 baud; therefore, contact 11
(300 baud) is connected to con-
tact 15 (Transmit Clock). See
Fig. 4c for a bottom view of the
44-contact edge connector that
the Baud Rate Generator and
UART board is plugged into. The

TO FIG 2A

EACH

{

FAULT 1.5k 1/4W

~.5

~

OUT PAPER

~

Fig. 4b. This little mod is used
with Fig. 1 when it is connected
to a UART. This will properly
condition fault lines that nor-
mally go to the line printer.

justed to the correct frequency
as explained in the above re-
ferenced article.

There is also a multiple DIP
(double in-line package) switch
on the UART board that must be
set. Table 2 gives the options
available. My requirements
were: S1-0N (input strobe
negative), S2-not used, S3
-OFF (even parity), S4-0N
and S5-0FF (seven bits per
character), S6-0FF (two stop
bits) and S7-ON (parity). The
only settings that you might
have to change relate to parity.
If in doubt, leave S7 off and ig-
nore S3.

Implementation

With the parallel interface in-
stalled between the keyboard
and a Centronics 779 or equiv-
alent, all that is required for hard
copy is to substitute LPRINT
and LLiST statements for PRINT
and LIST as necessary. Unfor-
tunately, at the last minute a
snag that apparently was going
to scuttle my intention to use
the Model 43 appeared.

For some reason the writers
of Level II BASIC apparently
decided not to output a line feed
after each carriage return. A line
feed is not required with print-
ers, such as the Selectric, that
automatically provide one each
time a carriage return is re-
ceived. I don't have access to a
Centronics 779, but I have to

BOTTOM VIEW
44 CONTACT
EDGE CONNECTOR

Table 2. Options available on the Electronic Systems Baud
Rate Generator and UART board. These are actually features of
the A Y-5-1013A and similar UARTs.

Switch Purpose

S1 Input strobe polarity
S2 Output strobe polarity
S3 Parity

S4&S5 Bits per Character

S6
S7

Stop bits
Parity

Condition

ON: NEG OFF: POS
ON: POS OFF: NEG
ON : ODD OFF: EVEN
S4 S5

ON
ON
OFF
OFF

BITS

10

"12
13

14

15

16

17

18

W 19

20

Y 21
Z 22

M

Fig. 4c. A bottom view of the
UART and baud rate generator
connector showing how the
contacts are identified. You
can assign your own contacts
on the interface board.

assume that it incorporates that
feature. However, neither the
Model 33 nor 43 does, and it is
awfully hard to read a program
listing that is all printed on one
line.

I thought I was done for until a
little study revealed that the ad-
dress of the print driver routine
is stored in RAM and not in
ROM. All that should be required
is to poke an address into this
storage location pointing to a
new print driver residing in high
memory. This may sound like ex-
tra work since the print driver
routine would have to be loaded
every time the TRS-80 was
turned on, but it still beats buy-
ing another printer.

There are many different
ways of loading the new print
driver routine. If you are running
T-BUG, you can create a "SYS-
TEM" program on tape and load
it each time you use the TRS-80.

Fig. 5. One way of mounting
the two circuit boards de-
scribed in this article. Many
other arrangements could be
worked out. However you do it,
keep the leads from the TRS-80
to the interface and from the
interface to the printer as short
as possible.

ON
OFF
ON
OFF

5
6
7
8

ON:1 OFF:2
ON:YES OFF:NO

There are also other assembly-
language monitors available,
such as the ESP-1 from Small
System Software.

I've written an assembly-
language monitor in Level II
BASIC that is described in
"Monitor," Kilobaud Micro-
computing, June, 1979, p. 26.
You can also write a straight
BASIC program to poke the
necessary information into
memory.

Program A is the listing of the
new print driver routine that I
have been referring to. It will
pass each character to the print-
er port whenever it is called, and
it will add a line feed (OAH)each
time that it detects a carriage
return (ODH).

The print driver starting ad-
dress is stored at locations
4026H and 4027H. These loca-
tions normally contain 058DH,
the address of the Level II print
driver in ROM. 4026H and 4027H
must be changed to point to the
address of the new print driver,
7FEOH.

Program B does the same
thing that Program A does, ex-
cept that an assembly-language
monitor is not needed. Each
time Program B is run it will
change 4026H and 4027H and
load the print driver into memory
starting at 7FEOH.

Now let's look at the software
steps necessary to make
everything operational. When
you turn the TRS-80 on it asks
you, "MEMORY SIZE?" You type
32734 to reserve some high
memory for the new print driver.

If you are not going to use an
assembly-language monitor,
you can skip this paragraph.
Load your monitor, enter Pro-
gram A at 7FEOH,EOHat 4026H,
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LABEL COMMENTSADDRESS MACHINE

CODE

7FE0 3A E8 37

7FE3 E6 F0

7FE5 FE 30

7FE7 . C2 £0 7F

7FEA 79

7FEB FE 0D

7FED C2 Fa 7F

7FF0 32 E8 37

7FF3 0E 0A

7FF5 C3 E0 7F

7FF8 32 £8 37

7FFB C9

LOOf'

OUT

MNEMON res

LOA F'ORT IlEAD STATUS

ANI F0H MASK LOWER HALF

cn 30H IS f'R INTER READY'

JNZ LOOF' IF NOT, TRY AGAIN

HOV A, C GET CHARACTER

CPI CR IS IT CARRIAGE RETURN'

JNZ OUT IF NOT, GOTO OUT

STA PORT ~RITE CHARACTER

HVIC LF LOAD L1NEFEED

JMP LOOP CHECI{ STATUS

STA PORT WRITE CHARACTER

RET RETUllN TO !IASIC

Program A. The print driver routine that is required if your
printer does not insert a line feed after each carriage return it
receives. This was written on an 8080 assembler, but the TRS-80
doesn't know any better and will run it anyhow. Although this is
for the Level II 16K TRS-80, it will work in the 4K machine by
changing all of the 7Fs to 4F. Your response to MEMORY SIZE?
would then be 20447.

7FH at 4027H, and make a tape
for later use.

Program B can be loaded
from the keyboard like any other
BASIC program, and a "CSAVE"
will give you a tape copy,

From now on, all you have to
do is load the print driver from
tape. If it is the Program. B ver-
sion, you will also have to run it;
then it can be deleted with a
NEW.

This is another of those cases
where it sounds more compli-

KeymElectronics

<W®0
Full ASCII Professional
Keyboard Kit, Model 758

Model 756 Keyboard Kit
Model 701 Plastic Enclosure
Model 702 Steel Enclosure
Model 710 Numeric Keypad
2376 Keyboard Encoder IC
15 pin Dual edge connector*
'(FREE with ALL keyboard orders)

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS:
SN76477N Complex Sound Generator
TL489C Analog Level Detector
LM317T Adj. Volt. Reg.1.5 amp
ICM7555 Low Pwr. CMOS Timer
LF351N High Speed J FET Op Amp
NE565 Phase Locked Loop

cated than it is. Try it and see.

Conclusion

Once I discovered that I was
going to have to write my own
print driver routine I was tempt-
ed to abandon the memory-
mapped 1/0 port and go to
straight 1/0 addressing. This
would have reduced the number
of ICs in the interface by two or
three since I'd only have to
decode eight bits instead of 16,
and I'd pick an 1/0 port, such as

10 REM 'PRINT DRIVER ROUTINE"

20 REM 'BY ROD HALLEN TOMBSTONE, AZ"

30 REM '16 JANUARY 1979*

40 POKE 16422,224

50 F'OKE 16423,127

6g FOR 1=1 TO 28

7~ READ D

80 POI(E 32735+1, D

90 NEXT I

100 MTA 58,232,55,230,24g,254,48

110 DATA 194,224,127,121,254,13,194

120 DATA 248,127,50,232,55,14,10

130 [lATA 195,224,127,5.0,232,55,2.01

140 END

Program B. This is Program A rewritten in Level II BASIC, Run-
ning it will POKE the start address of the new print driver rou-
tine at 4026H and 4027H, Note that the address is stored least
significant byte first, i.e., EOH in 4026H. It will then POKE the
new print driver starting at 7FEOH. Write this one for 4K by
changing 127 to 79 each time it appears in the data sta tements.

FDH, that would require mini-
mum address line inversion.
Since the interface was already
built by then, I decided to leave it
alone.

I could also have reduced the
number of inverters required by
using NOR gates instead of
NAND gates for IC3. Also, I
could have reduced the + 5 re-
quirements by using the 74LS
series of les. However, to ex-
pedite the project, I used the
chips I had on hand.

A while ago I interfaced an

RS-232-EBCD-codedSelectric to
my Sol using this same circuit.
I no longer have the Selectric,
but I'll bet it wouldn't take much
to get it working with the TRS-
80.

There is no good substitute
for hard copy. I hope the infor-
mation that I have provided
above and in the referenced arti-
cles will help you interface a
printer to your TRS-80. I'll be
glad to answer any questions
that are accornpanled by a self-
addressed stamped envelope .•

SURPLUS ELECTRONICS
C-lO SHORT 50 Ff.

CASSETIES

IBM SELECTRIC
BASED 1/0 TERMINAL

WITH ASCII CONVERSION
INSTALLED $645_00

• Tape Drives • Cable
• Cassette Drives • Wire
• Power Supplies 12V15A, 12V25A,
5V35A Others, • Displays
• Cabinets • XFMRS • Heat
Sinks • Printers • Components
Many other items. SEND $1.00 FOR
CATALOG. REFUNDABLE:FIRST ORDER
WORLDWIDE ELECT. INC ••.•••W16
130 Northeastern Blvd.
Nashua,NH 03060

Phone orders accepted using
VISA or Master Charge

call 603·889·7661

ASCII

$64.95
14.95'
29.95,
9.95
9.95
1.95

1

1 $1.00

10 $0.75

50 $0.65

Premium tape and cassettes acclaimed
by thousands of repeat order microcom-
puter users. Price includes labels, cas-
sette box and shipping in U.S.A. VISA
and M/C orders accepted. California
residents add sales tax. Phone (408)
735-8832.

$2.95 .
1.25
2.75 i
1.25 I
.75

1.10,

Qty. Price

FREE, CA3140 With orders of $5.00 or more
Please include $1.00 for postage and handling

N,Y,S. Residents Add 4% Sales Tax
Send to: Key Electronics

P.O. Box 3508
Schenectady, NY 12303

MICROSETTE CO.
777 Palomar Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
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PET s, CBM
SOFTWARE BREAKTHROUGH

MAIL LIST
Disk-bcsed, updates & sorts by all fields. Specify 16K or
32K .
...••••••••..•.••••.•..••••.•....•.....•..•.••..•.••••....•..•....•.....•.•S50.00

BOWLING LEAGUE SECRETARY
Disk-based, generates recap & individual overage record
sheet at command. For 32K.
..••••••••••...••••.•..•••••..•.•.....-.•....••••.•.•••••.•..•..•.•.......S 100.00

CBM WORD PROCESSOR
Disk and ROM·bosed full screen editing & scrolling. Written
in 6502 machine language. For 16K or 32K.
..•.•••••••••••.••:•.•..••••••.•.••••••.•.•••••••••••••••..•....•.•...•..S100.00

We also have a dtsk-bcsed GENERAL LEDGER. ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE, ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, PAYROLL & INVENTORY
for 32K PET or CBM.
Each module------------------------------------------------------· S120.00
Complete 7 Modules S600.00

Complete system with 32K computer, 2040 dual disk drive,
2022 tractor feed printer & GL, AlP, AIR, Payroll & INV. for
--••------.------.----.----.-------------------------------------------- S4250.00

'Write for our free catalog or ask your dealer to contact.

~()MPUTE~
~()NCEPTS

V'C167

alpllaaelias' V' AlII

TRS-80©TAPE DIGITIZER

ALSOA "'AILABLE WITHOUT
CASSETT RFMOT£
ONlon',\WITCII FON
S#.91

Used by the
U.S. Coast
Guard and
U.S. Navy

• MAKJ::STAPE PIIOGRA~I ~OADING
PRACT[CALLYI~Dt;'t:.'10[j\'TOF
VOLUMECONTROlSE'TTING!

• MAKES PERFECT COPlf-'i OF ANY TAPE
DIGITALLY WITHOUT USI1iG OO.\IPUTER.rnurnzenTO EXACT REPLICA or TR.aJ"
SrGN,l.L ••••H.ILE R£'IQ''I.'1G ItU~I. NOIS[
A.'W OTHER MINOR DROPOurs

• fEEl) 'YOUR CA$SI:.Tn: TO TIlE TAPE
DlGITlZ~R ANI) FEED YOUR COMPUTE.II
ntF. t:x..o.cr DIGITAl WAVffORM THE
TItS.tOCA\·E:rOTUETAPI::WHtLE
.\, •••Jo:INCA COP\' •••T TlIESAM[Tlt>U:!
·THF.TAPEDIGITI7.ERISCOMPLi:TF.L."
COMPATA8LEWITIt LEHLIANO II

" "GOOVVA TA"INDICATOR EASIL)' I
ENABI.F-S SETTfNG 1101.{lME CONTHOL
FOR GOOD f'ROCHAM AND fM T,L LOADS
EI'ERI'TfME!

"GET RID OF YOUR TAPE BUGS TOOt! Y
FOR ONl.I'S4f1.95 POSTt!GE l'AID
G(/ARA,VTEED TO FIX YOUR TAPE

PROBLEMS OR RF.TL'RN IN 1.0-0.'1 I'S FOR I
A FUI.I.HEFUNIJ! ~

(707)887·7137

ACU·{)A TA ALPHAN,.:TfCS P.O. IIOX 597.
FOR£STIlfLLE. CAt.IrOHNIA 9M36

CUDDLY SOFTWARE
Unbreakable Systems/Support Software

for any 1802 system.

CSOS Series (Operoting System) _ aids development and
mod ification of user progroms with software tools, 1ike
Add/Delete Byte, which also expand/contract the remainder
of the memory page. User Programs 01 so interface via Std.
CalliRet. for video routines, liD drivers, etc. 1861 alpha-
numeric output via Screen Driver{10 lines, eve, 17 char/line,
auto-scroll). User graphics also made eosy.

CSTP Series (Trace Program) _ 1802 CPU in software!
Displays internal status as it simulates user programs for
debugging, impr cvemenr , or learning 1802 operation. A must
for every programmer! Intervene to alter simulation dynami-
cally, by changing parameters, overriding program branch
decisions, etc. Memory protected! CSTP cannot be bombed
by the wars' test program or user key-in errors! Needs 2.5K
RAM, plus user program area.

COMING SOON: Assembler; Text Editor; Text Farmatter;
I/O for 1802 PILOT!

TAILORED to your system! Write for details and low prices.

CUDDLY SOFTWARE
Dept. K37

V'C123
98 THORNDALE TERRACE

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14611

V Reader Service-see page 227

Write and run programs-the
very first night -even if yqu've
never used a computer before!

You're up and running with video graphics for just $99.95-
then use low cost add-ons to create your own personal system
that rivals home computers sold for 5-times ELF II's low price!

Featuring

ReA ~~~MAC CPU
Own a powerful home computer system, starting for just price that

gets you up and running the very first night. . with your own TV for a video
display. $99.95 elF II includes RCA1802 8·bit microprocessor addressable to 64k
bytes with DMA, interrupt, 16 registers, AlU, 256 byte RAM, full hex keyboard,
two digit hex output display, stable crystal clock for timing purposes, RCA 1861
video Ie to display your programs on any video monitor or TV screen and 5·$/01
plug·in expansion bus (less connectors) to expand Elf 1/ into a giant!
ELF II Explodes Into A Giant!
Master ELF II's $99.95 capabilities. then expand with GIANT BOARO

KLUGEBOARO. .4k RAM BOAROS. . TINY BASIC... ASCII KEYBOARO.
LIGHTPEN.. ELf·BUG MONITOR .COLORGRAPHICS& MUSICSYSTEM.
TEXT EDITOR. .ASSEMBLER..DISASSEMBLER... VIDEO DISPLAYBOARD

pre-recorded tape cassettes.
ELF II Gives You The Power To Make Things Happen!
Expanded, ELF 11 can give you more power to make things happen in the real

world than heavily advertised home computers that sell for a lot more money.
Thanks to an ongoing committment to develop the RCA 1802for home computer
use, the elF II products-being introduced by Netronics-keep you right on the
outer fringe of todav's small computer technology. It's a perfect computer for
engineeril)g, business, industrial, scientific and personalapp licaticns.
Plug in the GIANT BOARD 10 record and play back programs, edit and

debug programs, communicate with remote devices and make things happen in
the outside world. Add Kluge Iprototyping) Board and you can use ELF II to
solve special problems such as operating a complex alarm system or controlling
a printing press. Add 4k RAM Boards to write longer programs, store more
information and solve more sophisticated problems.
ELFII add-ons already include the ELF II light Pen and the amazing ELF·BUG

Monitor-two extremely recent breakthroughs that have not yet been duplicated
by any other manufacturer.
The ELF·BUG Monitor lets you debug programs with lightening speed because

the key to debugging is to know what's inside the registers of the microprcces-
sot. And, with the ElF·BUG Monitor, instead of single stepping through your
programs. you can now display the entire contents of the registers on your TV
screen. You find out immediately what's going on and can make any necessary
changes.
The incredible ElF fllight Pen lets you write or draw anything you want on a

TV screen with just a wave of the "magic wand." Netronics has also introduced
the ElF II Color Graphics & Music System-more breakthroughs that ELF II
ownets wete the first to enjoy!
ELF II Tiny BASIC

. and, another great reason for getting your ElF now-

BREAKTHROUGH!
Netronics proudly announced the release of
the first 1802 FULL BASIC, writtel1 by L.
Sandlin, with a hardware floating poil'it RPN
math package (requires 8k RAM plus ASCII and
video display boards), $79.95 plus $2 p&h. Also
available for RCA VIP and other 1802 systems
(send fordetails)!

Ultimately, ELFII understands only machine language-the fundamental coding
MasterThis Computer In A Flash! required by all computers. But, to simplify your relationship with ELF II, we've
Regardless of how minimal your computer background is now, you can learn introduced an ElF II Tiny BASIC that makes communicating with ELF II a

to program an ElF II in almost no time at all. Our Short Course On Micropro· breeze.
cessor & Computer Programming-written in non-technical language-guides you Now Available! Text Editor, Assembler,
through each 01 the RCACOSMAC1802's capabilities, so you'lI understand Disassembler And A New Video Display Board!
everything ElF II can do. and how to get Elf 1110 do it! Don't worry if you've The Text Editor gives you word processing ability and the ability to edit
been stumped by computer books before. The Short Course represents a major programs or text while it is displayed on your video monitor. lines and charac.
advance in literary clarity in the computer field. You don't have to be a computer ters may be Quickly inserted. deleted er changed. Add a printer and Elf II can
engineer in order to understand it. Keyed to elF II, it's loaded with "hands on" type leiters lor you-error free-plus print names and addresses from your
illustrations. When you're finished with the Short Course, neither ElF II nor the mailing list!
RCA1802will hold any mysteries for you. ElF II's Assemb.ler translates assembly language programs into hexidecimal
In lact, not only will you now be able to use a personal computer creatively, machine code for ElF II use. The Assembler features mnemonic abbreviations

you'll also be able 10 read magazines such as BYTE. . INTERFACEAGE... POPU· rather than numerics so that the instructions on your programs are easier to
lAR elECTRONICS and PERSONAL COMPUTING and fully understand the read-this is a big help in catching errors.
articles. And. vcu'H understand how to expand elF II to give you the exact ELF II's Disassembler takes machine code programs and produces assembly
capabilities you need! language source listings. This helps you understand the programs you are
If you work with large computers. ElF II and the Snort Course will help you working with. . and improve them when required.

understand what they're doing. The new ElF II Video Display Board lets you generate a sharp, professional
Get Started For Just $99.95, Complete! 32or 64character by 16 line upper and lower case display on your TV screen or
199.95 ELFII includes all the hardware and software you need 10 start writing video monitur+dramaticallv improving your unexpended $99.95 ElF II. When you

and running programs at home. displaying video graphics on your TV screen and get into longer programs, the Video Display Board is a real blessing!
designing circuits using a microprocessor-the very first night-even if you've Now Available! --------------.
never used a computer before. 0 A-O/O-A Board Kit includes I channel (expandable to
ElF II conn~cts directly to the video input of your TV set, without any addi· 4) D-A, A-D conveners, 539.95 plus $2 postage & hand-

tiona I hardw re, Or, with an $8.95 RF modulator lsee coupon belowl. you can ling ..
connect ELFII to your TV's antenna terminals instead. 0 PILOT Language-A new text-erlented language that
Hf II has been designed to play all the video games you want, including a allows you to write educational programs on ELF II with

fascinating new larget/missile gun game that was developed specifically for ElF speed and ease! Write .programs for games ... unscram-
11.But games are only the iciTlg on the cake. The real value of ELF II is that it bling sentences ... spelling drills ... "fill in the missing
gives you a chance to write machine language programs-and machine language word" tests, etc.! PILOT is a must for any ELF II owner
is the fundamental language of all computers. Of course, machine language is with children. PILOT Language on cassette tape, only
only a starting point. You can also program ElF II with assembly language and 1/9.95 postpaid!
tiny BASIC. But Elf If's machine language capability gives you a chance to 0 Game Package on cassette tape (requires 4k RAM),
develop a working knowledge of computers that you can't get from running only 59.95 plus $2 postage & handling.

- - - - - - - - - Clip Here and Attach to Your Order Below!
Netronics R&D Ltd., Depl K-1 PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTEDI
333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776 Call (203) 354-9375 .
Yes! I want my own computer! Please rush me-

ORCA COSMACELF II language. II s a learnmg breakthrough tOI engineersand laymen
kll al $99 95 plus $3 postace and ahke $5 postpaid TotalEnclosed $ _

handling (requues63 to 8 von AC power 0 Deluxe Metal Catnnet With pleXiglasdust cover for ELF II. (Conn res, add tax)
$29 95plus$2 50p&h
o I amalsoenclcsmqpayment(tncludlng postage& Ilandhng) for
the Itemscheckedbelow'

o PowerSupply trequneot.S4 95 postpaid
ORCA 1802User s Manu;1I$5 postpaid

CHARGEIT! Exp. Dale _
o Visa 0 MasterCharge

(BankM )o TomPI1(m"n<; Short CourseOn Microprocessor& Computer 0 I want my ELF II wired and tested with power supply. ReA
Programmingleaches you JUSlabout everything there IS10know 1802 User's Manual and Short Course-all lor just $149.95 plus
snout ELF II or <myRCA1802computer writtenm non-tecnmcar$3 p&h. Account' _
ALSOAVAILABLEFORELF11-------· ---------- _

o GtANTBOAROTMku wnh cassette 110. RS 232· 26vanablesAI LET. IFITHEN. INPUT.PRINT.GOTO programsand producesassembly languagesourcenst-
C/TTY 1/0, 8·bll PliO decoders tor 14 separate I/O ~~OiU~EE~ET~~~ ~ND. R~~I' '~LEAR. ~I~T, ~UN. ~1gi.~~hoe~PJ~~e~I~~~r~~andandlmproveyourprograms
S~~&~ltlonsand a systemmorutor/ednor $39.95 plus duces atphanumeflc ~~~:ra~o/ re~~I~~n~o ~~SPII~y SAVES9.90-Text Editor. Assembler & Disassembler

o Kluge (Prototype)Board accepts up to J6 IC s ~h:;~I:~~~ ~~~~~!~~S~rrs~t~ra~;rl~~rtt:c~c~:np~l!h~ ~~r~~~~ ~f3:~~efme~~y$~9.95! (RequneVideo olS·
$17.00 plus $1 p&h draWinggametnat uses ELFII's hex ke~boar·das a JOY· 0 ELFII Light Pen.assembled& tested. $7.95 plus $1o 4k Static RAM kit. Addressable10any 4k page to Slick 4k memoryrequneo$14.95 postpaid p&h
64k $89.95 plus $3 p&h 0 TomPillman's ShortCourseon Tiny Basic for ELF IIo Goldptateo86-pin connectors(one requueotor each $5 postpaid ~9~~~ ~:u~~~rp2~aPhics& Music System Board kll
pluq.m bO;lfdl $5.70 ea postoa.c 0 ELF-BUGTMDeluxe System Monitor on cassette 0 ELF11connectsdirectly 10the VideoInput 01your tv
~ bpansi~n powesSU~PIYnecuuecwhen adding 4k tape Allows displaYing the contents 01all reorsters on set wnhout aodmonalhardware To connect ELF II 10

MI $34. 5 plus 2 P h your Ivai any pomtIn your program Also displays 24 your antenna terminals Instead. order RF Modulator.
~p~~II~~;~nC~s:~u 9~eXr~~i;~'ek~~a~~~~er~~~n~!~~ ~~~e~u~~~~~~~~v;:t~~~:II~~~~;S~~oub~I~~~~~a~~~~~ $8.95 postpaid.
legulator, parity. logiCselecuonand ctoce at 4 nand $t4.95 postpaid ;~~~~r:loon: A·D. D·AConverter.ControuerBoard
shakrng Signals 10 mate With almost any computer 0 Text Editor on cassette tape gives you the abunv10
S64.95plus $2 p&h .Inserl. deleteor edit hnesandwords trom your programs PTlnl
o Deluxemetal cabinet lor ASCII Keyboard. $19.95 whIle they are displayed on your VIdeomomtor (Add Name
plus $2 ~Op&h printer and you can use ELF.1110type error-tree tenets
o Video Iltsplay 80ard kit IPoISyou cenerare a sharp plus Insertnamesandaddressesfromyour mailtngItst.) Address
ororess.onat32 or 64 character by 16 line upper and S19.95poslpald
lowercasedisplay on your tv screenor vcec montlor- 0 Assembler on cassene tape transtates assembly
dr~m;lIlcallyImprovmgyour unexpanoec$99 95 Elf II languageprograms 1010hexroecnnarmachine code for City _

IFIIS osce ASCII Keyboard catnnet ) $8995 ELF U use Mnemonic abbrevatoos tor mstrucnons
us $2 p&h trainer than numencs} make programs easier to read Stale Z,p _
o ELFUTmyBASICon casseuetape Com and helppreventerrors $1995 oostcac CALL TOLL FREE: 800 243-7428 I
nlil~~S~L~:....! ~ ~~e~ ~s~t~k~a~ ~ __ DEAlERINOUIRIESINVITEO _ ~
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·The 051 Challenger 1P MF

Just starting microcomputing? You might try this minifloppy system from Ohio Scientific.

Charles Curley
6061 Lime Ave.
Long Beach CA 90805

The OSI Challenger 1P MF
(minifloppy) is an excellent

starter system for the beginner
home computerist who wishes
to get into computing with a
maximum of ease but a mini-
mum of expense. If the beginner
wishes to expand, he can do so
with no problems, but the unit is
almost stand-alone as it comes.
With one exception, the docu-
mentation is excellent, and OSI
promises to provide user sup-
port for years to come.

Ohio Scientific has been
advertising their new C1PM Fas
the first minifloppy system
available for under $1K_Strictly
speaking, it is. However, a user
will need one or two more items
in order to use the system: a TV
or monitor and perhaps a TV sig-
nal generator.

Due to FCC regulations, a
computer manufacturer cannot
sell a computer that you can just
hook up to your TV, so you have
three options: (1) buy a monitor
and take the intermediate fre-
quency Signal the computer pro-
duces and feed it to the monitor;
(2) modify your ~resent TV for
direct video signal injection (i.e.,
allow it to also function as a
monitor); or (3) buy a TV signal
generator to feed the com-
puter's signal into your TV.

In any case, the additional ex-
pense will run $20 to $130,
depending on which way you go
and how much quality you insist
on. Still, $1100 is impressive for
a minifloppy system.

This is definitely a bare-bones
system. Peripherals such as an
extensive monitor or color
graphics are available as extras
only. Considering that the prop-
er customer for the Challenger
1P MF is the newcomer to per-
sonal computing, this is not a
serious objection. Indeed, you
can say that it gives the
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The C1P MF disk-based computer.

customer something to look for-
ward to.

This machine is clearly aimed
at the beginner who wishes to
enter personal computing as
painlessly as possible. One
could spend much less and buy,
say, a KIM. Then you could pro-
gram in assembly language and
hand assemble. Or you could
spend an amount comparable to
the cost of the C1P MF and buy,
say, a PETor a TRS-80. In either
case, you would still have to use
a cassette for bulk storage, with
all the hassles that cassettes
imply. A minifloppy drive for the
PET or TRS-80 would cost $400
or so, an amount the C1P MF
owner could put to other uses.

Software

In the bare-bones configura-
tion of the C1P MF, the speed
and convenience of the mini-
floppy disk is the main selling
point of the system. The user is
provided with a small DOS (disk
operating system), the Pica
DOS. With no memory expan-
sion beyond the initial 12K RAM,
the DOS supports two com-
mands: LOAD X and SAVE X,
where X is a digit from one to
eight. X defines the storage area
on the disk from which data is to
be loaded or to which it is to be
saved.

The addition of 8K more RAM
(OSllist, $138)will allow the use
of a much more extensive DOS.
Ohio Scientific's OS-65D ($50).
This DOSsupports a much more
extensive set of commands. It
allows a file structure for pro-
grams. This means that a pro-

gram can input from or write to a
file on disk (e.g., a word pro-
cessor that would rapidly fill up
the available RAM can put its
output directly onto disk, where
it has a lot more room). The
enlarged DOSsupports six char-
acter names for files, rename
capabilities and other features.

The BASIC provided in the
bare-bones machine is a Micro-
soft BASIC occupying 8K of
ROM. It is 6% digits in precision,
has string functions, trig func-
tions and full scientific notation,
among other features. A number
of these features are not found
on other beginner's BASICs.

The OS-65D DOS supports a
9'/2 digit BASIC, which is slower
than the ROM BASIC but more
precise. This precision is
suitable for scientific or busi-
ness applications. This BASIC
occupies 12K of RAM, and the
user can software-select which
BASIC he wishes to use.

As I mentioned, OSI does not
have color graphics for the
Challenger series. They expect
to provide it as an option in the
future. The screen resolution is
256 by 256, which divides into 32
lines of 32 characters each.
However, the mechanics of tele-
visions may restrict you to 24
lines by 24 characters.

OSI software is geared to this
limitation. The characters them-
selves are eight dots by eight
and include all standard ASCII
characters. In addition, there
are 160 special characters in
ROM: gaming elements, graphic
elements and others. Any char-
acter can be invoked simply by



POKEing the appropriate
memory location with its
number. A full catalog of the
symbols available with their
numbers in decimal (for use with
BASIC) and hex (for use with
machine code) is included with
the manual.

The keyboard is totally soft-
ware controlled. This gives the
ambitious programmer much
greater flexibility than with a
hardware-controlled keyboard.
For one thing, it allows the
detection of up to eight
simultaneous key depressions.
One application of this facility
might be to program eight keys
into two pseudo-joystick
arrangements. The auto-repeat
feature of the keyboard soft-
ware is also useful.

This flexibility also allows
multiple applications of the
keys, which are not immediately
apparent. For example, in
BASIC mode, a ISHIFTI 0

deletes the last character, and a
ISHIFTI p deletes the current
line. These two functions great-
ly facilitate program and text
editing.

One function bodes well for
the use of the C1P MF as a ter-
minal. The ISHIFTI 0 function
appears on the display by insert-
ing a 1 (ASCII 2F), rather than
removing the offending
character. With the cost of
modems coming down, private
phone systems and micro-
oriented data networks in the

offing, many home computers
will be used as terminals as well
as stand-alone systems. OSI
designed the C1PMF.to be used
as a terminal as well as a stand-
alone, so adding this function
will be easy.

Documentation
Contrary to OSI's reputation

for bad or nonexistent docu-
mentation, I found the C1P MF
documentation to be quite
good. I quickly found whatever
information I needed to use the
machine. The beginning BASIC
programmer will need a good
book on the system, but this is
true of any starter system. Any-
one who wishes to program in
assembly language or machine
language is' similarly encour-
aged to have a good book on
6502 programming handy. The
manual does have a number of
BASIC demonstrator programs
that the user can enter and
modify for the learning ex-
perience he will gain.

A source listing of the BASIC
was noticeably missing from the
documentation. This is a result
of having Microsoft write the
BASIC; a standard part of their
contract is that no source listing
can be released by the manufac-
turer. Fortunately for the typical
user of the C1P MF, this is not a
serious objection.

The C1P, the cassette version of the C1P MF.

With only 4K of RAM and sans
cassette recorder, the unit is
otherwise identical to the C1P
MF and lists for $349. A mini-
floppy ($450), 8K of RAM ($138)
and some diskettes ($8 each)
complete the conversion.

About the only problem I had
reviewing the Challenger was
finding one! I called various
dealers in my area (southern
California) as well as Ohio
Scientific. I finally found one at
Anaheim Computer and Video,
who were most cooperative. If
you are in southern California
and wish to see a machine, give
them a call (714/995-0224).
Otherwise, call or write Ohio
Scientific (1333 S. Chillicothe
Rd, Aurora OH 44202;
216/562-3101) or OSI West
(15461 Chemical Lane, Hunt-
ington Beach CA 92649;
714/891-2457) .•

could include: 32K RAM, dual
minifloppies, a cassette
recorder, a printer, a modem and
a number of other peripheral
boards. The user can buy ready-
made peripherals or build his
own.

The user who has little or no
interest in programming for
himself can purchase ready-to-
run software from OSI. Several
game disks, personal or
business disks and education
disks are already available from
OSI, with each disk containing
up to eight programs. As far as I
know, there are no other
sources for software, but this
should change as more units are
sold.

The user who wants to buy a
cassette machine now and ex·
pand up to a disk system later
should consider the C1P, the
cassette version of the C1P MF.

Options

A fu lIy expanded system

TRS·80 NEEDS
FILLED

TRS-SO" TRS-SO"
SOFTWARE SOFTWARETM TRS.SO is a trademark of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corp.

"Disk drives-plug and run
Shugart 35 or MPI40 track@$319&'Mlcropolls77
track @ 5570 4-drlve cable @ $34 P.P.-5" (bx of 10)
disks @ $27.50 P.P.-In hrd. case $31 P.P.
•Printers-Harris Selectric typewriter (refurbished) &.
cables s, TRS232 @ $790-new Centronlcs-779
tractor @ $950 &.CENT.730 @ $820-cable for $34
P.P.

·Professlonal business software-mail list &.. Library
100 @ $75-letter secretary or job cost @ $240
ea.-Interact inventory control with B.O.M. @ $299
Osborne Interact NR, AlP, s, G/L @ $350-P/R @
$125-AII P.P.

•Power drops &. outages? System boot out? Lose data?
-Get Mayday UPS (un Interruptible power supply)
from $195-wrlte

Send ror Free Software Inr e Packet. Send ror Free Soft. ••arto Info Packet.
• O-Olsk System Only· TO-Tape or Disk Level 11 • • D-Dhk Syst.m Only· TO-Tape or Dhk Level II •

Math/Stat Pac.T.~ $39.95 Cornpress-Tr.? $24.95
2 Programs. Remove sceeee 6; R[M statements, Compresses
program into max lIIultiple statement lines, ReduCR RAm
needs up to 50",

1 Programs. Linear, multiple, polynomial, geometrical,
axponent fe I regression analyses,· Simultansous equations,
8argraph with auto ax Ls , Plot sny polynomii!ll over any
range (Reduce or Enlarge) with auto ax re •

Simplify -IT.~ $ 24.95
3 Progri!lmSI Lists in single statement lines, s ee ecees &:
Finds rlilQUllsted te)(t or key commands, Lists all va r i.ab Las
used in program.

DISK .~ $14.95
The HOWTO rudements of your Oisk Systsm, t ot eeact ive
with lots of dynamLc e)(emples, Helps i!I beginner use
the disk system.

TEXT.~ $49.95Hangman/ Hangfile .T.~., $19.95
2 Programs, Educational, Crsl!lle your ollln dynamic
word files, User option multiple clues 6; subjects
witl'l qr-epbLcs , Really FUN,

A Combination Te)(t Processor & [L[CTRIC FILING CA8INET.
WRITE EDIT fILE Reports, Information filas: auto Diractory,
DISK store witl'l auto Backup options, fila searches by
Title or Content on 1 to 4 DiSk Orives, formats & PrInts.
A SElf iNOEXINGaUERY SYST(m and Word Pr oc es s o r ,

Secret Words - Game T~ ..•......• $17.95 List 'n File: Names & Things ? $ 3 4. 95
Crellte and maintain NAIII[(customer) files, Sc r t using
any In'ormetlon category, Print lists or labels,

·MA. residents. add 5% tax·· P.P-.means postpaid
cont. U.S.A.. All else F.O.B. Tewksbury" MlC. VISA.
or check.

3 Progl'alAS' Educa t Ic na I & run & mind BogglIng. Guess
a 2,3,4,5 letter eo ec , Revie •••& Status options, 3
Versions I (asiest gives lots of c Icee , Hardest no

c Luas , All programs supplied on TAP( or DATAOISK£TTE
Indicate your preference and RA/IIe t ee ,

All programs auppl1ed on TAPt or DATADISK£TT(
Incllcate your preference and RAil!size,

OMNITEK SYSTEMS I V/S4·.1 14!1lug~!'!f.!ie,!c;"ve.•
East Lansing. Mi. 48823 •.....650

~I Bluebird'S Inc. fi•
[. ~ ·1 1441 Or-ee rrv+ew Ave. _

East Lansing. Mi. 48823

•..••.018
24 Marcia Jean Dr., Dept. M

Tewksbury MA 01876
.••••• ••Tel. 617-851-3156 -' 1I11cl'l1gllnrellidenlS adcl4"salell ta)(, l!licnlgtln l'elliclltntll add 4"8a111s t ax ,
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25 START-AT-HOME
COMPUTER BUSINESSES
In "Low Capital, Startup
Computer Businesses"

CONSULTING • PROGRAMMING • MICRO COMPUTER
OPPORTUNITIES. SOFTWARE PACKAGES. FREELANCE

WRITING. SEMINARS. TAPE/DISC CLEANING. FIELD
SERVICE. SYSTEMS HOUSES. LEASING. SUPPLIES •
PUBLISHING • HARDWARE DISTRIBUTORS • SALES
AGENCIES • USED COMPUTERS. FINDER'S FEES.
SCRAP COMPONENTS. AND MORE ...

Plus - ideas on moonlighting, going
full-time, image building, revenue
building, bidding, contracts, marketing,
professionalism, and more. No career
tool like it. Order now - if not completely
satisfied, return within 30 days for full
immediate refund.

• 8'/, x 11 ringbound • 156 pp .• $20.00

Phone Orders 901-761-9090

---------------------------------------DATASEARCH vD40
incorporated

4954 William Arnold Road, Dept. A, Memphis, TN 38117

Rush my copy of "Low Capital Startup Computer Businesses" at $20.

NAME/COMPANY
ADDRESS _
CITY/STATE/ZIP _

o Check Enclosed DVISA o Master Charge

_____________________ Exp. Date

10 MEGABYTE HARD DISK for the
by Lobo

* $4990 complete
• Includes S& H in Cont. U.S.A.
• Calif. res. add 6% sales tax

* $3390 Add on drive w I Power
Supply

• Includes S& H in ConI. U.S.A.
• Calif. res. add 6% sales tax

* Up to 16 drives per controller
* 3 ways to format the disk-

take your choice
• 1 -10 megabyte drive
• 24 - 8" floppy drives
• 91 - mini floppy drives

* Hardwarel Software compatible
* Disk Diagnostics included
* Dealer inquiries invited

* Fully hardware/software compatible. Our D.O.S. uses all of apples D.D.S.
commands in the same manner as apples, so a disk program that uses apples
disk commands will work on this hard disk.

* Winchester technology-IMI-7710 disk drive
* Lobo disk controller-Z-80 based.
* Disk diagnostics include:

• Reading & writing track & sensor
• Wild card search on catalogs which allows you to locate program titles by
using key characters of your choice.

* Up to 16 disk drivers per controller - others only allow 4
* System price $4990, includes disk drive, controller, power supply cables & disk
operating system - others cost $5350.

* Add-on disk $3390 includes additional power supply - others do not include the
power supply, they use one power supply for all drives, requiring shut down of
one drive, before power up of another.

* D.D.S. with choices. allows you to format the disk into 91 diskette sized
VOlumes, or 24 8" floppy sized volumes or 1 big 10 megabyte volume - others
allow you to format to 88 diskette sized volumes only. .

* Manufactured by Lobo, a progressive disk drive company that is always
looking for ways to make disk drive use easier & more versatile.

vClll
14052 EAST FIRESTONE BOULEVARD

SANTA FE SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA 90670 ~
(213) 921-2111 • (714) 739-0711 ••

UP TO 25% OFF
YOUR OWN TRS-80 SYSTEM AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS

OTRS-80 Complete System DISK DRIVES IN STOCKl

Memory KIt-(16K)rREE INSTALLATION $ 149.00
verbatim Diskettes ea. $ 595

3 $ 1789
10 $ 59.00

C-l0Cassettes 5 s 495
25 $ 24 75

-------SALE--------
Centronics 779

Includes: CPU/ Keyboard, Power Supply,
Video Monitor, Cassette Recorder, Manual,
and Game Cassette.

~ Line Printer
~Mini Disk SystemoC-1 0 Cassettes
@Verbatim DiskeHes

ITEM

Levelll-4k
Level II-16k
Expansion Interface
Mini Disk Drive
Centronics 730 Printer
Centronics 101 Printer
Anadex DP-8<X>OPrinter

Paper (91;, x 11 fanfold.
3500 sheets)

REG.
PRICE
$619.00
$849.00
$299.00
$ 49500
$ 995.00
$1595.00
$ 895.00

OUR
PRICE

$575.70
$789.60
$278.10
$ 38500
$ 850.00
$1400.00
$ 995.00
$ 98.00
$ 495
$ 1200
$ 3700

450
1875

MINI DISK DRIVES NOW $385
Over $100 less than Radio Shack's!

35.00 29.95

$995.00

There are new developments every day-
write or call for the latest information.

Same as Line Printer I (Tractor)

$3626.00

~'''.,
777 Henderson BoulePOrV N~
Folcroft Induatrial Parle
Folcroft PA 19032
(215) 461-5300

vV19

TRS--80 MODEL II
• 64K RAM
• V2 MEG DISK

ADDITIONAL DISK DRIVE (1ST) $106950
ADDITfONAL DISK DRIVE (2ND + 3RD) $ 558.00

TOLL FREE
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''THE''
TRS·aO Users Journal
THEse-u.s, JOURNAL

ANYTHING you can do on (or to) Level I,
Level II or TRSDOS is covered in detail by
THE JOURNAL. (We have been doing it with
regularity since September, 1978!)
Published bi-monthly; subscriptions are
$16.00/1 year, $31.00/2 years, $45.00/3 years
in the U.S.; $20.00/1 year, $39.00/2 years,
$55.00/3 years in Canada (First class mail)
$24.00/1 year, $47.00/2 years, $68.00/3 years
all other. (Foreign sent Airmail). MClVisa
O.K.-call (206) 475-2219 or send check or
money order to:

The 80·U.S. JOURNAL
PO Box 7112

Tacoma, Washington 98407
",. E37

If your local dealer doesn't have it, send $3.00 for a
current sample issue!)

TEXAS INSTRUMENT COMP
TI 99-4 COMPUTER
II 810 BASIC PRINTE~
TI 820 BASIC PRINTER
I I SOFTUARE

CENTRONICS PRINTERS
779-2 TRAC. F[o
779-1 FRIC.FD
730-1 NEU PRNTR
730-3
MICRO PI 1390. MICRO SI

COMMODORE BUSINESS MAC~INES
PET 2001-81<
PET 2001-16N,B
PET 2001-32N,&
PET 2040 DUAL FLOPPY
PET 2022 TRAC.FD PRINTER
PET 2023 FRIC.FD PRINTER

NORTH STAR COMPUTERS
BIG H SAVINGS

INTERTEC SUPERBRAIN
THE HONOR GRADUATE COMPUTER 12990

DISPLAY TERMINALS
INTERTUBE II $775
HAZELTINE 1400 .690.

1410 178~
1500 $950.
1510 .,149.

1 995.
11590 •
• ,990.
ISAVE

1949.
1890.
1799.
'849.
1475.

t67S_
'859.
$1090.
.,090
$849.
$749.

MULTI-BUSINESS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
28 MARLBOROUGH STREET =f'.,l. PORT(AND, CONN. 06480 VISA(203) 342 -27 47 ",.M33

P TO 25% OF
MORE DATAPERDOLLAR-only from V R Data Corporation

V' Reader Service-see page 227

V RData Corporation, Inn distributor of brand name hardware,
software and business systems is known worldwide for quality,
dependability, prompt, personal service and discount prices.

MINI DISK DRIVES NOW $385
Over $100 less than Radio Shack's!
WE ARE COMMITTED TO THE TRS-80 and THE TRS-80 USERS
Fully compatible with Radio Shack's operating system TRSDOSTM and
drives. Just plug in and run!

-One, two, three or four drive configurations, 102k to 408k bytes.
-All systems include a patch program to' upgrade your TRSDOSTM to
40 tracks.

-Cases are finished in gray to match your system.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY Why wait 5 months for mini disk drives from
other suppliers-get better drives-quicker-and at lower prices
now'
ORDER NOW TOLL FREE
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Chesney E. Twombly
15 Storer Street
Kennebunk ME 04043

A Heath H8 Disassembler

This article picks up where "CONOPS" (July 1979, page 108) left off.

Disassemble your Heath H8
software and learn from

the professionals. If you want
to educate yourself in the art of .
programming, this is one of the
most productive exercises you
can perform.

I have anticipated this need
of H8 owners and present this
disassembler, which will run on
your versatile Heath machine
without using up a lot of that
expensive memory. You are
already familiar with "CON-
OPS," the H8 console-oriented
operating system (July 1979
Microcomputing, p. 108). This
disassembler uses many CON-
OPS subroutines and has been
cunningly desiqned to occupy a
block of adjacent memory,
which makes permanent at-
tachment easy.

What Does It Do?

A disassembler looks at a
program stored in memory and
helpfully translates each in-
struction byte from binary code

CONOPS, including the disassembler and
string finder, is available from the author
for $5 (one per customer). It comes on cas-
sette in H8 memory image format, assern-
bled to start at any requested address be-
tween 2700 and B700.

DPCQDE INDEX
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into the mnemonic language
used by assemblers. Just tell
"Sammy" where to begin and
he will print the instruction ad-
dress, the hexadecimal instruc-
tion and the correspond ing
mnemonic.

Sammy will not give you
labels or remarks and can deal
only with instruction codes.
Data bytes (ASCII characters,
for example) are not recog-
nized. Sammy assumes every-
thing is an instruction and will
print garbage when data is
encountered. On a straight op .

code diet, he will make no er-
rors and, fortunately, will
recover in a couple of bytes
when meeting instruction bytes
again after being brought down
by data.

How to Use It

Load the program into your
H8, byte by byte. It will take
some time, but the listing is in
hexadecimal, so you can use
the efficient CONOPS program
loader referenced earlier. To
run the disassembler, hit G for
GO and enter 67DF, the starting
address. You will then see the
following display:

MNEM

BEGIN ADDR?

Now, enter the address of the
first byte of the program you
wish to disassemble. Take care
to start it on the first byte of an
instruction code. If you enter
6COO,the start of CONOPS, you
will be rewarded with a display
as follows:

6COO C3 C1 6E JMP

Push any key other than A or S
to decode the next instruction:

6C03 7E MOV A,M

If you want to save yourself
the trouble of pushing a key to
advance the disassembler, you
can press the A key, which will
change the mode to automatic.
The program will then do its
own stepping and can be
stopped only by a reset applied
from the H8 front panel keypad.

manics have a curious variety.
The character count of the main
word ranges from 2 to 4. Ap-
pended characters number 0 to
4. Many bytes of any disas-
sembler are used by the mne-
monic lookup tables. For each
of the 244 op codes, the program
must contain the following data:
the mnemonic, coded in ASCII;
formatting information; and in-
struction byte count.

A single lookup table holding
all this data would use about
1400 bytes of memory. Such a
table would contain many
repetitive words. For example,
MOV appears in 63 instructions;
the appended letter B appears in
45. Avoiding as much of this
wasteful duplication as possi-
ble was one of the main con-

The automatic mode is useful if siderations in the design of this
you have a printer. In the one-
step mode, entering an Swill
stop the program and exit to
**', the operating system
ready prompt.

How Does It Work?

Look at an 8080 op code table,
like the one on the large plastic
card that comes with your H8,
and you will see that the mne-

Fig. 2.

disassembler program.
Studying the op code table

reveals some useful facts.
1. Bits 6-7 of the op code iden-

tify certain subgroups. In split-
octal, these two bits are 0, 1,2 or
3.

2. All codes starting with 1 or
2 are single-byte instructions.

3. All codes in octal group
100-177, with one exception, are
MOV instructions.

4. Codes in octal 200-277 are
combinations of eight 3-char-
acter, basic mnemonic words
plus eight single-character
operands.

MNEM

Fig. 1.



START

In this program, the lookup
tables have a total byte count
of 606. The large, general table.
OPSOOOIOPS300, has the ar-
rangement shown in Fig. 1.

The index byte has a most
significant bit of 1, which makes
it identifiable as a non-mne-
monic. The table is scanned
starting at the hlqh-end address
-the location called STSCAN
in the Disassembler program
listing. When the index byte is
encountered, the next byte
down is an op code byte, which
is compared with the instruction
byte held in Reg A. When a
match is found, the table pointer
is advanced to decode the index
byte and then to read the rnne-
monic and place it in the output
buffer UN. The table contains

no spaces. Space information is
in the index byte.

The index byte is encoded as
shown in Fig. 2. MNEM CNT is
the total number of characters
in the mnemonic, excluding
spaces. It may be 2 to 7. SPACE
CNT is the number of spaces be-
tween the main mnemonic word

Fig. 3. Program flowchart.

and any appended operand. It
may be zero to 3. INST CNT is
the number of bytes in the in-
struction. It may be 1 to 3.

Two other tables are used.
OPS200 serves the octal group
200-277 and is used, in a limited
way, by groups 000 and 100. The
remaining table supplies rnne-
monies for the instructions INR,
OCR, MVI, MOV and HLT.
OPS200 is accessed by the
subroutines GET1, GET3 and
ADDONE.

The flowchart in Fig. 3 gives
an overall view of the program
structure, which is simple and
easy to follow. DECODE is a
subroutine, with a return at the
end of each branch. It is called
by the main program and comes
back with the status of the carry
flag controlling the next step.

I have found the disassembler
useful not only in the analysis of
unknown programs, but also in
checking for loading errors. You
can add another code to your
CONOPS jump table to select
the disassembler. I use S for
"Sammy." •

DECODE

CLEAR THE
CARRY FLAG

RETURN

SET THE
CARRY FLAG

RETURN

10
11
12
13
14
15 6F3E
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27 6F3E
28 6F3F
29 6F 40
30 6F 42

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

6F 44
6F 45
6F47
6F 48

671IF

67DF 31 B0 6F
67E2 21 B4 60
67E5 CD 03 6C
67E8 3E FF
67EA 32 3F 6F
67ED CD 4C 6C
67F0 EB
67Fl 22 42 6F
67F 4 E5
67F5 CD 8E 69
67F8 E 1
67F9 7E
67FA 32 44 6F
67FD 23
67FE 7E
67FF 32 45 6F
6802 23
6803 7E
6804 32 46 6F
6807 21 48 6F
680A 3A 43 6F

* DISASSEMFLER FOR HEATH H8 COMPUTER

* FOR USE ~ITH "CONOPS", THE H8 COrlSOLE
• ORIENTED OPERATING SYSTEM. SEE f:ILOFAUD.

PRESET STEP MODE
GET START ADIIR
H, L < [I, E
SAVE IT
STACK ( AD[lR

BY CHESNEY E. T~OMBLY
15 STORER ST.,

KENNEBUNK HE 04043

2/11/79

OPT MEM, NUM

ORG HF3E

6FF!l STACf: EOU 16FF!l
6DF4 HSI EOU 16[1F'
6C03 P[lATA ruu 16C;13
6C4C IN4H Eau HC4C
6Cll CRLF Eau 16Cll
6C1D INCHR EOU 16(10
6E[lB HONIT EQU HEDB
6C55 HEXL EDU $6C55
6C59 HEXR EDU 16C59

MCNT DS
HODE OS
A[I[lH [IS

ADDR OS

INST
OPER
NBR
UN

DS
DS
[IS
DS 27H

; SET OPR H3
;SAVE
; PNTR TO START OF FUFR
;GET AIIDR HI BYTE

55
56
57
58
59
60

ORG 1671lF

• MAIN PROGRAM

ENTER LXI SP, STACK
H, MSI
PDATA
A, IFF
MODE
IN4H
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LXI
CALL
HVI
STA
CALL
XCHG
SHLD

CONTIN PUSH
CALL
POP
MOV
STA
INX

ADDR
H
SPACES
H
A, M
INST
H

;H,L < AOIlR
;6ET OPR HI
; SAVE IT

MO,' A,M
STA OPER
INX H
MOV A, M
STA OPER+l
LXI H,L1N
LDA ADDR+l

;GET OPR #2
; SAVE



61
62
63
6~
65
66
67
68
69
79
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
se
81
82
83
84
B5
86
87
88
89
99
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

I e9
191
102
193
104
1as
1 e6
1e7
198
199
119
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
129
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
13e
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
149
141
I ~2
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
15?

158
159
169
161
162

6890 CD 71 69
6810 3A 42 6F
6813 CD 71 69
6816 CD 99 68
6819 DA 7~ 68

CALL CBH
LIlA ADDR
CALL OH
CALL DECODE
JC OUTUN

j COHVT BINARY TO HEX
j LO BYTE
j CONVT AND PUT IN 9LIFR
; PROCESS BYTE
jHAVE COMPLETE MNEHONIC

• ENTERED YHEN OPCODE REQUIRES USE OF
• TABLES OPS990 OR OPS3;;e TO GET MNEMONIC.

681C 21 CF 68
681F 3A 44 6F
6822 F5
6823 2B
6824 7E
6825 D6 89
6827 FA 23 68
682A F 1
682B 28
682C BE
682D CA 33 68
6830 C3 22 68

6833 23 FOUNII
6834 7E
6835 F5
6836 F5
6837 E6 97
6839 32 3E 6F
683C 47
6831' F1
683E H
683F BF
6846 BF
6841 E6 93
6843 47
6844 4F
6845 3E 95
6847 90
6848 47
6849 FI
684A C5
684B 07
684C 97
684[1 S?
684£ E6 93
685;; 32 47 6F

6853 II 62 OF
6856 23 CHAR
6857 7E
6858 12
6859 13
685A 95
685B C2 56 68
685E 13 SPAC
685F ;;D
6869 C2 5E 68
6863 3A 3E 6F
6866 C I
6867 99
6868 CA 74 68
686B 47
686C 23 APND
686D 7E
686E 12
686F 13
6879 95
6871 C2 6C 68

6874 3A 47 6F OUTUN
6877 47
6878 II 44 6F
6878 21 4£ 6F
687E I A ANOTH
687F CII 71 69
6882 95
6883 13
6884 23
6885 E5
6886 2A 42 6F
6889 23
688A 22 42 6F
688D E I
68BE C2 7E 68
6891 CD 11 6C
6894 21 48 6F
6897 CD 93 6C
689A 3A 3F 6F
6890 FE FF
6B9F C2 83 68

68A2 CD ID 6C
68A5 FE 53
68A7 CA DB 6E
68AA FE 41
68AC C2 ~3 68

XSCAN
SCAN

LXI
LDA
PUSH
DCX
nOV
SUI
JM
POP
DCX
CMP
JZ
JHP

H, STSCAN
INST
PSU
H
A,M
S80
SCAN
PSU

FOUNI'
XSCAN

INX
HOV
PUSH
PUSH
ANI
STA
MOV
POP
RRC
RRC
RRC
ANI
MOV
1i0V
MVI
SUb
HOV
POP
PUSH
RlC
RLC
RlC
ANI
STA

A, n
PSU
PSU

HCNT
b, A
PSU

b, A
C, A
A,5
B
B,A
PSU
B

3
NBR

LXI [1,LlN+26
INX H
MOV A, M
STAX D
INX
[.CR
JNZ CHAR
INX Ir
IrCR C
JNZ SPAC
LIrA MCNT
POP B
SUB B
JZ OUllIN
MOV B,A
INX H
MOV A, M
STAX [I
INX
[lCR
JNZ APNIr

LDA
nOV
LXI
LXI
LDAX
CALL
OCR
INX
INX
PUSH
lHLD
INX
SHLD
POP
JHZ

NBR
8,A
0, INS!
H,llN+6
D
CBH
B
o
H
H
AIrI.R
H
AIlOR
H
ANOIH
CRLF
H, UN
PDATA
MODE
SFf
AUTO
INCHR
'S'
MONIT
'A'"
AUTO

CALL
LXI
CALL
LDA
CPI
JNZ

CALL
CPI
JZ
en
JNZ
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jPNTR TO SCAN START
JGET 1 ST OPCODE BYTE

; INDEX snE TEST
; NOT I NIrEX SO LOOP

; PNTR TO OPCODE BYTE
jCOMPARE 1ST INSTRUCTION BYTE
JTO TABLE OPCODE BYTE.
; LOOK FOR NEXT OPCOVE BYTE

:GET INDEX BYTE FROn TABLE

; GET MNEIi BYTE COUNT
j SAVE IT HERE,
; ANI' HERE
;GET INSIR BYTE

JGET SPACE COUNT

;COMPliTE M BYTES IN
jMNEMONIC MAIN WORII.
jSAVE U"RI' COUNT IN B

jALL IIATA IN UN
jPREPARE TO OUTPUT IT.

j TEST MODE BYTE
;00 INDICATES AUTOMATIC
; YA IT FOR OPER CMND
JTEST fOR STOP COMND

;TEST FOR AUTO COMNII. AUTO
; MODE CAN BE EXITED ONLY BY

163
16~
165
166
167
168
169
17~
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
18e
181
182
163
184
185
186
187
188
189
199
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
2ge
291
292
293
284
295
2S6
297
298
299
218
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
229
221
222
223

68AF AF
68Be 32 3F 6F
6883 2A 42 6F AUTO
6886 C3 F4 67

XRA
STA
LHLD
JMP

'jHARDUARE RESET.
MODE
ADDR
CONT IN

• INSTR CODE ", BYTE IS CLASSIFIEI' TO
• DETERMINE WHICH PROCESSING ROUTINE
• WILL BE USEII TO GET MNEHONIC ANP PYlE
• COUNT. RETURN TO CALLING, PROGRAM.

6BB9 3E 01 DECODE MVI A ,I
6SBB 32 47 6F STA NBR
68BE 3A 44 6F LPA INST
68CI e7 RlC
68C2 97 RLC
68C3 E6 93 ANI 3
68C5 D6 92 SUI 2
68C7 CA 3A 69 JZ GR2
68CA F0 RP
68CB C6 91 ADI 1
68CD CA eo t,9 JZ GR1

6BI'9 3A 44 6F GR9
6803 E6 07
6805 FE 94
68117 C2 E3 68
6SPA II F9 6B
68DD CD 60 69
68E9 C3 7E 69

68E3 FE 95 TfrCR
68E5 C2 F1 68
68ES II F3 6B
68EB CD 6e 69
68EE C3 7E 69

68FI FE 96 THVI
68F3 C2 94 69
68F6 3E 02
68F8 32 47 6F
6BFS II F 6 6B
68FE CD 69 69
6991 C3 7E 69

6904 A7 GR90e
6905 C9

6906 3A 44 6F SRI
69M FE 76
6998 C2 16 69
69eE II FC 6B
6911 crr 60 69
691~ 37
6915 C9

6916 F5 ISnOV
6917 F5
6918 II F9 68
691B CD 60 69
691 E FI
691F E6 38
6921 9F
6922 0F
6923 eF
6924 CD 54 69
6927 32 67 6F
692A 3E 2C
692C 32 68 6F
692F FI
6939 E6 97
6932 CD 54 69
6935 32 69 6F
6938 37
6939 C9

• TAt:E MNEnONIC FROM LOOK-UP TABLE
• AND PUT IT INTO OUTPUT BUFFER IUN).
• INSERT ANY REQUIRED Sf'ACES.

• PUT INSTRUCTION CODE INTO OUTPUT
• BUFR AND PRINT CONTENTS OF BUFFER.

224
225
226
227
228
229
239
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
24e
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
256
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
2j~
26e
261
262
263
264

693A 3A 44 6F GR2
6930 F5
693E 11 09 6B
6941 E6 38
6943 eF
6944 8B
6945 5F
6946 CD 69 69
6949 FI
694A E6 e7
694C CD 54 69
694F 32 67 6F
6952 37
6953 C9

6954 11 00 68 GET I
6957 13
6958 13
6959 13
695A 97
695B 97
6~JC BB

695D 5F
695E I A
69SF C9

6960 06 13 GET3

LOA
ANI
CPI
JNZ
LXI
CALL
JHP

INST

j TEST FOR IHR
TDCR
D,IHR
GET3
ADDONE

CPI
JNZ
LXI
CALL
JliP

5
TMVI
D,IICR
GET3
ADDONE

CPI
JNZ
MVI
STA
LXI
CALL
JnP

6
GReee
A,2
NBR
D,HVI
GET3
ADDOHE

ANA
RET

; CLEAR CARRY

LDA
cpr
JNZ
LXI
CALL
STC
RET

INST
$76 ; TEST FOR HL T
ISHOV
D,HLT
GET3

PUSH
PUSH
LXI
CALL
POP
ANI
RRC
RRC
RRC
CALL
STA
liVI
STA
POP
ANI
CAll
STA
STC
RET

PSU
PSU
D ,HOV
GET3
PSY
138

GETI
LIN+31
A •. ', "
LIH+32
PSU

urA
PUSH
LXI
ANI
RRC
ADC
HOV
CALL
POP
ANI
CALL
STA
SIC
RET

INST
PSU
D,OPS2ee
H8

E,A
6ET3
PS~

GElI
UN+31

LXI
INX
INX
INX
RLC
RLC
ADC
MOV
LDAX
RET

0; OPS2ee
D
D
D

E ,A
D

MVI B,3



6962 21 62 6F LXI H,LIH+26
6965 1A GETHOR L[lAX D
6966 77 MOV .M,A
6967 13 IHX II
6968 23 IHX H
6969 05 DCR B
696A CA 7e 69 JZ DOHE
696D C3 65 69 JMP GETMOR
6970 C9 [lONE RET

265
266
267
268
269
2?B
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279

COHVERT BIHARY BYE IN REG A TO 2 HEX
• CHARS. SAVE IN ADDR POINTED TO BY H,L.

6971 F5 CBH
6972 C[I 55 6C
6975 77
6976 Fl
6977 23
6978 CD 59 6C
697B 77
697C 23
697D C9

698E 21 48 6F SPACES LXI
6991 06 27 MV!
6993 36 26 SP MVI
69,95 ~5 DCR
6996 23 INX
6997 C2 93 69 JHZ
699A 3E 64 HVI
699C 32 6F 6F STA
699F C9 RET

PUSH PS~
CALL HE XL
HOV M, A
POP PSU
!HX H
CALL HEXR
MOV H ,A
INX H
RET

LDA
AHI
RAR
RAR
RAR
CALL
STA
STC
RET

INST
138

355 6A14 20 B3 DB
356 6A16 2A 2A 2A DB
357 6A19 21 F4 DB
358 6Al B 4C 58 49 DB

6A 1 E 48
359 6Al F 22 EC DB
360 6A21 53 48 4C DB

$26,$83

286
281
282
283
'284
285
286
287
288
289
29iJ
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
366
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
316
311
312
313
3i4
315
316
317
318

697E 3A 44 6F ADDONE
6981 E6 38
6983 1 F
6984 1 F
6985 1F
6986 CD 54 69
6989 32 67 6F
698C 37
698[1 C9

GETI
LIN+31

, FILL OUTPUT BUFR UITH ASCII SPACE CHARS.

69A6

H, UN
.EI,$27
it, $2'
B
H
SP
A,4
LI N-t 39

; EHD OF LINE CHAR

OPS010

ORG 169AI

6A24 44
361 6A25 23 84 DB
362 6A27 49 4E 58 DB

6A2A 48
363 6A2B 27 B3 DB
364 6A2D 44 41 41 DB
365 6A36 28 B3 DB
366 6A32 2A 2A 2A DB
367 6A35 29 B4 DB
368 6A37 44 41 44 [lB

6A3A 48
369 6A3B 2A EC DB
370 6A3D 4C 48 4C DB

6A46 44
371 6A41 2B B4 DB
3'·' 6A43 44 43 58 [lB

6A46 48
373 6A47 2F B3 DB
374 6A49 2A 2A 2A DB
375 6A4C 31 F5 DB
376 6A4E 4C 58 49 DB

6A51 53 56
377 6A53 32 F3 DB
378 6AS5 53 54 41 DB
379 6A58 33 B5 DB
380 6A5A 49 4E 58 DB

6A5D 53 50
381 6A5F 37 B3 DB
382 6A61 53 54 43 DB
383 6A64 38 B3 DB
384 6A66 2A 2A 2A DB
385 6A69 39 B5 DB
386 6A6B 44 41 44 DB

6A6E 53 56
387 6A70 3A F3 DB
388 6A72 4C 44 41 DB
389 6A75 3B B5 DB
396 6All 44 43 58 DB

6A7A 53 50
391 6A7C 3F B3 DB
392 6A7E 43 4[1 43 DB
393 * OPS300
394 6A81 C0 B3 ns
395 6A83 52 4E 5A DB
396 6A86 Cl B4 DB
397 6A88 56 4F 56 DB

6A8B 42
398 bABC C2 F3 DB
399 6A8E 4A 4E 5A DB
460 6A91 C3 F3 DB
461 6A93 4A 4[1 50 DB
402 6A96 C4 F3 DB
40J 6A98 43 4E 5A DB
404 6A9B C5 AD [IB
405 6A9D 50 55 53 DB

6AA0 48 42
406 6AA2 C6 [13 DB
407 6AA4 41 44 49 DB
408 6AA7 C7 B4 DB
409 6AA9 52 53 54 [lB

6AAC 30
410· 6AAD C8 BA [lB
411 6AAF 52 5A DB
412 6ABI C9 B3 DB
413 6AB3 52 45 54 DB
414 6AB6 CA FA [lB
415 6AB8 4A 5A [lB
416 6ABA CB B3 DB
417 6ABC 2A 2A 2A [IB
418 6ABF CC FA [IB
419 6ACI 43 SA DB
426 6AC3 CD EC DB
421 6AC5 43 41 4C DB

6AC8 4C
422 6AC9 CE D3 DB
423 6ACB 41 43 49 DB
424 6ACE CF B4 [IB
425 6AD0 52 53 54 DB

6AD3 31
426 6AD4 D6 B3 DB
427 6AD6 52 4E 43 DB
428 6A[l9 [11 B4 DB
429 6ADB 56 4F 56 DB

6ADE 44
436 6ADF D2 F3 DB
431 6AEI 4A 4E 43 [lB
432 6AE4 D3 D3 DB
433 6AE6 4F 55 54 DB
434 6AE9 D4 F3 DB
435 6AEB 43 4E 43 DB
436 6AEE D5 AD DB
437 6AFI 50 55 53 [lB

6AF3 48 44
438 6AF5 D6 D3 DB
439 6AF7 53 55 49 DB

121, IF;
'UIH'

$22,HC
···SHLD'

'23,HI~
, [HXH···

$27,183
··IIAA·'
$28,$83
.'**;t:'-

$29,HI4
'IIA[lH'·

12A,$EC
'LHLD·'

12B,1B4
·DCXH'·

12F ,IF3

$31,IF5
LXISP'

132,IF3
'STA'
133,IB5
·INX5p··

$37, $}l3
·STC·
$38,183

139,IB5
···DA[lSp···

$3A,IF3
··L[lA··
$3B, $85
'[lCX5F"

13F ,1F3
CMC··

IC6,183
·'RNZ'
le1,IB4
. POPB'

IC2,IF3
•JNZ'
IC3,IF3
, JHF"
$C4,IF3
··CNZ·
$C5, $AD
··PUSHB··

IC6,ID3
··ADI'
$C7 ,1B4
··RST0·

IC8, IBA
'RZ··
$C9,HI3
··RET'
$CA, >FA
JZ'

ICB,IB3

ICC,IFA
·CZ···
$C[I,HC
·'CALL ...

ICE,I[l3
'ACI'
HF,1B4
··RST 1 '

ID0,1B3
'RNC'
IDI,IB4
·'f'Of'II·'

$[I2,H3
'·,INV
$[13, $D3
'OUT'
1D4,IF3
·'CHC'

ID5, lAD
.•PUSHD'
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1[16,$[13
'SUI'

, MNEMONIC LOOK-UP TABLES.

69A6 66 B3
69A2 4E 4F 56
69A5 01 F4
69A7 4C 58 49
69AA 42
69AB 62 AD
69A[I 53 54 41
69B6 58 42
6982 e3 B4
69B4 49 4E 58
69B7 42
69B8 67 B3
69BA 52 4C 43
69BD 08 B3
69BF 2A 2A 2A
69C2 09 B4
69C4 44 41 44
69(7 42
69C8 0A All
69CA 4G 44 41
69C1I 58 42
6geF 0B B4
69DI 44 43 58

319
326

321
322

323
324
325
326
327
328

329
330

331
332

69D4 42
333
334
335
336
337
338

69D5 gF B3
69[17 52 52 43
69DA 10 B3
69DC 2A 2A 2A
69DF II F4
69£1 4C 58 49
69£4 44
69E5 12 AD
69£7 53 54 41
69EA 58 44
69EC 13 B4
69EE 49 4E 58
69Fl 44
69F2 17 B3
69F4 52 41 4C
69F7 18 B3
69F9 2A 2A 2A
69FC 19 B4
69FE 44 41 44

339
340

341
342

343
344
345
346
347
348

6A01 44
349
350

6A02 IA AD
6A64 4C 44 41
6A07 58 44
6A69 IF B4
6AeB 44 43 58
6A6E 44
6A0F IF B3
6A 11 52 41 52

351
352

353
354

[IB
DB
DB
DB

0, $83
'·HOp···
1,IF4
'LXIB'

liB
DB

2, $A[I
···STAXB'

DB
DB

liB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

7, $113
·'RLC'
18, $B3
1***,'
19, $B4
·'DADS··

DB
DB

$A, lAD
'LDAXB'

DB
DB

DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

IF ,1B3
'RRC'
111,IB3

""***'
111,H4
···LXID'

DB
DB

111,IA[1
'STAXII'

OB
DB

113,>84
··[NXD·'

DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

117,183
'RAL'
IIB,1B3
-'***/
$19, 1B4
··DAO[l'

DB
[lB

11 A, lAD
···LDAX[I··

[lB
DB

11 B, IB4
··DCXO·'

DB
DB

$IF,183
·RAW



F

525 6BD0 41 44 44 OF'52B0 [IB
6BD3 42

440 6AFA D7 B4
441 6AFC 52 53 54

6AFF 32
442 6F00 DB BA
443 6B02 52 43
444 6B04 D9 B3
445 6B06 2A 2A 2A
446 6B09 [lA FA
447 6B0B 4A 43
448 6B0[1 [lB DA
449 6BeF 49 4E
450 6B11 DC FA
451 6F13 43 43
452 6B15 DD B3
453 6B17 2A 2A 2A
454 6B1A DE [13
455 6B1 C 53 42 49
456 6B1F DF B4
457 bIl21 52 53 54

6F24 33
458 6825 E0 83
459 66'27 52 50 4f
460 6B2A E 1 B4
461 682C 50 4F 50

462
463
464
465

6B2F 48
6830 E2 F3
6B32 4A 50 4F
6F35 E3 AC
6F37 58 54 48
683A 4C

, 683B E4 F3
6B3D 43 50 4F
6B40 E5 AD
6B41 50 55 53
6845 48 48
6B47 E6 D3
6F49 41 4E 49
6B4C E7 B4
6B4E 52 53 54
61151 34

466
467
468
469

4711
471
472
473

474 0852 EB 83
475 6B54 52 50 45
476 6B57 E9 AC
477 6B59 50 43 48

6B5C 4C
478 6B5D EA F3
4~9 6B5F 4A 50 45
48. 6F62 E8 AG
481 6864 58 43 48

bB67 ·47
482 6F68 EC F3
483 6B6A 43 5. 45
484 6F6D ED 83
485 6B6F 2A 2A 2A
486 6872 EE D3
487 6B74 58 52 49
4BB 6B77 EF 84
489 6((79 J£ 53 54

6B?C 35
490 6B1D F0 BA
491 6F7F 52 50
492 6F81 F1 F6
493 6F83 50 4F 50

6F86 50 53 57
494 6889 F2 FA
495 6B8B 4A 50
496 6F8D F3 BA
497 688F 44 49
498 6B91 F4 FA
499 6B93 43 50
5iil0 6B95 F5 AF
501 6B97 50 55 53

6F9A 48 50 53
6S9[1 57

582 6B9E F6 03
5~3 6SA0 4F 52 49
504 6SA3 F7 B4
595 6BA5 52 53 54

HAS 36
506 68A9 FB SA
50? 6FAS 52 4[1
508 6SAD F9 AC
599 6BAF 53 50 48

6B82 4C
510 6BB3 FA FA
511 6B85 4A 4['
512 6BB7 FB BA
513 68B9 45 49
514 6BSB FC FA
515 6BBD 43 4D
516 6BBF FD B3
517 6BC1 2A 2A 2A
518 6BC4 FE 03
519 6BC6 43 50 49
520 6BC9 FF 84
521 6BGS 52 53 54

6ffCE 37

522
523 6FGF
524
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STSCAH DS

DB
DB

$[17, $B4
,"Rsn'>

DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
I'B
DB

$D8, $FA
>RC~

IIi 9 ,IB3

IDA,IFA
JC

$DB, $DA
" [N>
IDC ,IFA
n'
$!D, $83
'-".:t:t,'

HIE, $[13
>5BI'
IIiF ,184
RSTj>

DB526 6BD4 41 44 43
6BD7 43

527 6BD8 53 55 42
6HF 44

528 bS[IC 53 42 42
6BIIF 45

529 6BE8 41 4E 41
6BE3 48

530 68E4 58 52 41
6BE7 4C

531 6BE8 4F 52 41
6SH 4D

532 6.f1EC 43 4D 5~
6BEF 41

533
534 6SF0 49 4E 52 IHR
535 6SF3 44 43 52 DCR
536 6H6 40 56 49 HVI
537
538 6H9 4D 4F 56 nOV
539 6FFC 48 4C 54 HL T
548
541

>SBBE'

DB 'ANAW

DB
['B
DB
DB

H0,$83
,"RPO
H1,>84
'F'OPH"

DB

DB

DS

DI
DB
DB

, IHR'
'DeR-'
"MVI'

DB
DB
DB
[IB

IE2,IF3
JPO'

H3,>AC
"XTHL'

'HOV
"'HLT"

EHII

DB
DB
DB
DB

IE4,IF3
"CPO'
IE5,IA[1
"PUSHH

SHSOL TABLE:

6F 42
6856
6970
6965
6C55
6SF0
6F3F
6F47
6823
6BGF

APND
eRLF
FOUNII
GR0fe
Hl T
ISMOV
MOV
OPS208
5PAC
THVI

686C
6C11
6833
6904
6BFC
6916
68F9
68D0
685E
68f 1

SE6, $113
"'AHI'
$[7, Hl4
'RST4 ,,'

$[8,$83
"RfE"
H9, He
"'PCHl"

DB
OF
DB
DB

lEA; IF]
'')PE'
$Eli, lAC
:XCHG'

ANOTH 687E
CONTIN 67F4
ENTER 67DF
GR0 68D0
HEXR 6C59
INST 6F44
HONIT 6EDB
OPER 6F45
SF' 6993
TDCR 68E3

ADDM 6F 41
AUTO 68B3
DeR 6BF3
GET1 6954
GR1 6906
IH4H 6C4C
UN 6F48
MS1 6DB4
OUTUN 6874
SPACES 698E
XSCAN 6822

ADDOHE 697E
CSH 6971
DECODE 68B9
GET3 6968
GR2 693A
INCHR 6C1 D
HCNT 6F3E
HVI 6BF6
PDATA 6ce3
STACK 6FB0

ADDR
CHAR
DONE
GETHOR
HE Xl
INR
HODE
NBR
SCAN
STSCAN

iEC,tF3
"C1'E'
SED,HI3

lEE ,11)3
~XRI "
HF, H4
"RST5

Note: CONOPS works only with the H8 console driver as originally supplied by Heath,
The new console driver, used in the H8-18software package (Heath's #890-3,3),is differ-
ent and I don't know how to use it yet.

DB
DB
DB
DB

SFt', SBfI
'RP'
H1,IS6
"POPP5W'

DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

H2,$FA
'JP'
IF],18A
"DI "
H4,HA
"cp'"
IF5,IAF
'f'USHPSW

DB
DB
DB
DB

.F6, $03
'ORI'
IF7,IB4
'RSl6'

lI8
DB
DB
DB

H8,HA
'RM'
.F9,.AC
'SPHl'

OB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

.FA, $FA
" JM"
HB,$BA
"EI'
IFe ,IFA
"CM'
HD, $83
.~.**"
HE, \113
'CPI'
IFF ,IB4
··-RSTl-'



PART NO. U.S. LIST PRICE

JW·1·B
JW·1·W
JW·1·Y
JW·1·R

$14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95

R·JW·B
R·JW·W
R·JW·Y
R·JW·R

2.98
2.98
2.98
2.98

"'" ""
r-, ~

I I



Richard R. Parry
38W255 Deerpath Rd.
Batavia IL 60510

Software Clock
for the 6800

With this routine, you have instant access to the correct date and time-in ASCII format.

0
0

AOOO IRO
8101 PUoOB
8109 PUoCB
ssoo cres
1301 Cleo

0
0800
0800 KTIME
OROI UOAVI
0802 TOAYI
0803 UMe~1
080" .8 82 '0 2n HR
OM8 2A
0809 .0 49 4[ 20 MIN
0800 2'080E 53 45 U ao SEe
0812 2A
0813 40 41'20 2n MB
0811 2•0818 •••41 89 20 DAY
081C 2A
0810 59 52 20 2n YR.
0821 2A

••0822 20 -20 or
082. 30 THRS
oaes 30 UHRS
0826 3.
08~7 30 TMIN
08~8 30 UMIN
0829 3A
0824 30 TUC
082B 30 USEC
082C 20 20 '0 20
0830 20
0831 30 TMeN
0832 30 UMBN
08]] 21'
083' 30 TOAY
083! 30 UOAY
0~36 21'
08]1 30 TYRS
0838 30 UYRS
0839 00 00 nA 2A

S8FTWARr CLeCK PR8GRAM
EQU
EOU
[QU
EOU
[CU

eAOOO
dl01
dlO'
.8300
CIes.\
.800
1
I
1
I
II1R */

Listing 1. Assignment of variables for the remainder of the pro-
gram. A terminal interfaced to an ACIA at $8300 is indicated, as
well as a PIA at $8101 through which the interrupts are serviced.
The ASCII time and date sentence is shown beginning at $0822.

PIA e peRT DATA REGISTER
PIA C&NTReL REGISTER B peRT
ACIA ceNTReL AND STATUS REGISTER
DATA REGISTER eF ACU

eRG
RMB
RMB
RMB
RMB
FCC

VARIA~LE T8 c~uNT 60 ~z INTERRUPT

I'CC
FCC

IMIN 01

IS&:C 0,

120VAC{~11
4.7K

FCC IMe 0'
FCC 10AY 0'
FCC IYR 0'

FCC I /
FCe .30
Fee no
FCC II/
FCB .30
FCB .30
Fec III
FeB .30
FeB .30
FCC I

FCB .30
FeB .30
FeB .21' SLASH
FeB .30
FeB .30
Fee .21' SLASH
FeB .30
FeB .30
Fee .OO,.OO,.OA,'.

5.IV

PIA

Fig. 1. The timebase for the software reel-time clock can be derived
from the commercial power line timebase of 60 Hz. Theprogram al-
lows virtually any other frequency to be used as well.
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Whenever a computer is in-
terfaced 'to the real world

via sensors or a controllable de-
vice, there is often a need for the
computer to know what time it
is. Controlling a particular de-
vice at a specific time is one
such use (for example, turning
home lights on or off).

Another use might be append-
ing the time to a particular
event. My need fell into this lat-
ter category. In my computer-
controlled security system, I am
able to append both the time
and the date to an event. For ex-
ample, if the telephone or door-
bell rings, the event will be noted
on a printer along with the time
and date.

My second need for a real-
time clock was for an amateur
radioteletype program. In this
case, I wanted the computer to
insert the time and date when I
typed a particular control char-
acter. This article is the result of
my labors and should prove use-
ful to others, for it is, in some
ways, a unique real-time clock
program.

ten on the subject. The salient
difference between this pro-
gram and many of the others
lies in the format in which the
time is stored. Most programs
store the time in packed BCD
form.

At first, you might think that
this is an efficient manner in
which to store the time, for it re-
quires very little memory. How-
ever, the disadvantage is that
several other routines are re-
quired to retrieve the time, and
print is in a form that can be
read on paper. For example, the
packed BCD digits must be sep-
arated, converted to ASCII, and
then colons, spaces, slashes
and perhaps a carriage return
and line feed must be added to
give the necessary readable out-
put format.

The format used in this pro-
gram has all the necessary char-
acters and commands, and all
you have to do is access the
string of continuous addresses
whenever the time and date are
required. In essence, this format
is a sentence that can be ap-
pended to virtually any event (for
example, 12:17:3606/21/79).

A second characteristic of
this program is that it contains
the month, day and year infor-
mation, which most other pro-
grams lack. This is a particularly
important feature for a security
system or any other continuous-
ly run system. Only during a leap
year or a new decade is there a
need for human intervention.
However, it's obvious that a lit-
tle extra programming could ob-

Program Description

Three characteristics of the
program make it unique from
many of the other articles writ-



viate this requirement.
The third difference is the way

in which the time is initialized.
Most other programs that I have
seen require the user to access
particular memory locations
and insert the time and date in
packed BCD form employing the
user's operating system.

The method used in this pro-
gram is far simpler and quicker.
All the necessary prompts are
given so that there is little
chance for error. For example,
the time indicated above could
have been initialized by the fol-
lowing:
HR 4612
MIN 517
SEC 36
MO 06
DAY 21
YR 7879

When the program begins, the
computer will respond by print-
ing the HR prompt on the termi-
nal, at which time the operator
inserts the hour desired. If you
make an error, merely continue
by inserting the correct hour.
The program has been written to
accept only the last two digits.
For example, in the above exam-
ple, 12 hours rather than 46 will
be the starting time. Likewise,
the number of minutes will be
17, and the year 79.

When the correct digits have
been inserted after a particular
prompt, a carriage return will
bring up the next prompt. The
program has been written so
that only valid ASCII numbers
will be accepted, in other words,
alpha or control characters will
not be inserted or echoed back
to the terminal. The carriage re-
turn after the YR prompt will
clear the interrupt mask bit,
which was set upon entrance in-
to the program, and the MPUwill
begin servicing interrupts.

Therefore, the time can be ini-
tialized, and when that moment
actually occurs, a carriage re-
turn command will synchronize
the program with the real time.
Since an IRQ interrupt, rather
than an NMI interrupt, is used,
there is no need to inhibit pulses
during the loading or initializa-
tion of the program.

Finally, the program does not
make any calls to the user's op-
erating system subroutines
such as MIKBUG's OUT2HS or
PDATA1. For this reason, the

program is independent of the
user's operating system, and,
therefore, it should be compati-
ble with virtually any system us-
ing the 6800.

With initialization complete,
the program branches to the
CHRIN subroutine, which waits
for a character from the termi-
nal. If the character is a T, the
time and date sentence is print-
ed. This is the clock demon-
stration routine and is included
for testing purposes. When the
user is satisfied with the opera-

tion of the program, control
should be transferred to the us-
er's main program rather than
the clock demonstration rou-
tine, which begins at $0869.

no hardware required, there is
essentially no cost involved. On
the other hand, a software clock
does require more memory than
a hardware clock, and it typical-
ly uses more of the computer's
time. This impediment is so
slight as to be nonexistent
(more on this later).

The hardware clock is more
advantageous whim the com-
puter is not run continuously,
since loading and initialization
are not required each time the
computer is turned on. Since my

Hardware

Before you implement a real-
time clock, you should first de-
termine whether it will be a hard-
ware or software clock. Each
has its advantages and disad-
vantages. Briefly, the salient ad-
vantage of the software clock is
the cost. Since there is virtually

r-------l
I DOES UNIT I
I DAY INDICATE ~--
JENDOFMO. I
L J

r-------,
I DOES TENS I
I DAY INDICATE ~--
I END OF MO. I
L ..J

Fig. 2. Flowchart for the main portion of the program shown in listing 3. This, together with the com-
ments in the listings, should allow non-6800 owners to design a similar program. Note that all variables
are in ASCII and that, basically, the program checks for an overflow condition of the variables. Forexam-
pIe, if units of seconds overflows from 9($39) to :($3A), there will then be a need to reset units of seconds
back to 0($30) and increment tens of seconds and check for an overflow of 6($36).
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security system computer is on
continuously, the advantages of
the software clock outweighed
the disadvantages.

After deciding on a software
clock, you must ask if the non-
maskable interrupt (NMI) or the

interrupt request (IRQ) line of
the 6800 should be used. Once
again, each method has advan-
tages and disadvantages.

The NMI interface method
does not require an additional
IC, such as a peripheral inter-

face adapter (PIA), since it inter-
faces directly to the 6800. How-
ever, this method can cause
problems in some applications.
For example, if an ongoing pro-
gram uses the MPU for timing
loops, the accuracy of the tim-

0850
0850 OF
0851 ~. 090n
085. FF Aoon
0857 4F
0858 9' 080n
0858 97 810q
085E B7 8101
08~1 A~ 05
0863 97 8109

08~. 8D OE
0868 o!:
08~9 gD 65
cs.•B gl S.
086D ~6 FA
08.F CE 0822
0872 8D 43
087. 20 ,3
0876 8D 6.
0878 CF 080.
087S 80 3'
087D CE 082.
01i80 ~D SA
0882 CE 080Q
0885 ~D 30
0.87 CF 0827
08M 8D SO
088C CE 080E
088F 80 26
0891 CF 082A
089. 8D •••
089. CE 0813
0899 80 IC
089S CE 0831
089E 80 3C
08AO CE 0818
08A3 8D 12
08AS CE 083.
ORA8 8D 32
DRAA ~E 0810
08AO 8D 08
08AF ~E 083,
0882 8D 28
088. 7E 09C.

a88? Ab 00
08B9 81 2A
08BB 27 OS
0880 8D o.
08BF 08
08CO ~o F5
08C2 39

08C3 16
08C4 86 8300
OBC' 85 O~
ORC9 n '9
08CB ~?
08CC 8' 8301
oscr 39

0800 B~ 8300
0803 .,
08D~ l»~ F'A
0806 86 8301
0809 80 7F
OADB 39
08DC 8D F2
08DE 81 00
08EO 2~ 09
08£2 8~ OA
08E4 8D DD
08E~ 86 OD
081:8 oD 09
08.A 39
08.S 36
oa;c 8_ ro
08H 88 30
08FO 27 03
08,2 J2
OBF3 20 E1

08F~ ,16 01
Dan ., 00
08F9 32
08FA ., 01
08,C 8D C5
08n: 20 DC

e~G
BEGIN S~I

LOX
STX
CLRA
5TH
STAA
SHA
LOAA
5TH

·"GAl N BSR
CMPA
BNE
LDX
8~R
BRA·INITIM BsR
LDX
SSR
LDX
BSR
LOX
SSR
LDX
BIR
LDX
SSR
LDX
SSR
LDX
SSR
LOX
BSR
LDX
SSR
Lnx
BIR
LOX
BSR
LDX
BSR
JMP

cex LD""
CMPA
BFQ
SSR
INX
B~A

END RTS·ce PIHA
ce i LOU

BITA
BrQ
PULA
STH
RTS·CHRIN LDAA
ARRA
SCC
LOU
ANDA
RTS·TIM.IN BSR
CMPA
BNE

CRLF LOH
BsR
LDAA
BSR
RTS

NUMBER PSHA
ANOA
EBRA
B.Q
PULA
BRA
LDH
STH
PULA
5TH
SSR
BRA

USO

.START
IRQ
KTIMF
PIAOCB
PIAODS.~
PIADCB
INITIM

CHRIN
.IT
AGAIN
.DT
cex
AGAIN
CRLF
.HR
C6X
.THRS
TIME IN
,MIN
C8X
nMIN
T IMEIN
.SEC
cex
.TSEC
TIMET"'!
,Me
cax
nMeN
TIMEIN
.DAY
cax
nDAY
TIMEIN
,YR
cex
OTYRS
TIMETN
MTEST
0, x.'.END
ce

cex

erec

CISS
CHRIN
CIBO
u,F

CHRIN
.tOO
NUMB;:R
••oA
~6
••00
ce

.tFo
U30
AHEAD
T!MEIN

I,X
C6
TIMEIN

IRQ INTERRUPT vECT6RED ADDRESS
INTIALIZE 60 HZ !NTER~UPT CBUNTER
GET DDR
B PBRT eF PIA ALL INPUTS

GA INITTALIZE TIME

3B WA IT FSR CHARACHR FRSM TTY
IS IT A REQuEST FeR TIME CHARACTER
BRANCH TF N~T A REQUEST FeR TIME
G,T R;:ADY TA PRINT TTME
GA PR I NT T1 ~E
ceNTINUl: 'd!TING ,e. C~MMAND TA PRTNT TI~E
PIHNT CR A\I:) \ ~
G<T PRESENT W~RD TB P.INT
PRINT C~R. TN INDEX REG. U'TI, •
STARTING LBCATTBN T6 PUT C"ARArTERS
Go GET CHARACTFRS
G,T PRESENT WRRD T8 PRINT
PRINT CHR. IN INDEX REG. U~TIL •
ST"RTING LACATTBN TB PUT C"ARACTERS
GA GET CHARACTERS
Gn PRESENT WARD re P,INT
PRINT CHR. TN INDEX REG. U'TTI. •
STARTING LACATIBN TB PUT C"ARACTERS
GA GET CHARACTERS
aFT PRESENT WSRD TB PR!NT
PRTNT C"R. TN INDn REG. UNTIL'
STARTING LACATTBN TB PUT CHARACTERS
GB GET CHARACTERS
GET PRESENT weRD T6 P.I NT
PRTNT CI-IR. IN INDEX REG. UNTTL *
STARTING LeCATTBN TB PUT CHARACTERS
GA GET cHARACT,RS
G,T PRESENT WARD TB P,!NT
F'IHNT C~R. TN 'ND~X REG. UNTJI_ *
START,NG LACATTBN TB PUT CHARACTERS
GA GET CHARACTERS
SET avER,LBW Te M8NTH
GfT CHARACHR re PRINT
r s IT END .••
T, ;:ND,RETURN
T, NeT ;:ND,PRINT CHARACTERS

all GET ANeTHER CHARACTER
RrTURN

RrTRI<VE DIGIT

ceNTINUE T' AcrA HAS NB CHARACTER
Gn CHARAeTrR FRBM AC IA (TrY I

GA GET A C~ARACTER ;ReM TTV
U IT CR
C8NTINU. I. NAT A CR
ReUTINE Te ~RINT Co AND LV
PRINT LV
PRINT CR
RETURN IF IT IS A SPA~E
SAV' CHARACTER
'eRCE Lew eRO •• NTBBLe: TS ZERe
!S ~IAH eRDER NISBLE 3
BRANCH TF C"ARACTER IS AN ASCII NUMBER
IT IS NeT AN ASCII NUMBER
CANTINUE WAITING FeR A NUMBER
G[T 6THER DTGIT
STeRE DIGIT AT NE~T LBCATIBN
R"TRIrv;: N,W OIGIT
STARE NEW DIGIT
PRINT NEW DIGIT

Listing 2. Initialization portion of the program ($0850) where the program begins. This routine gives
the operator the necessary prompts to insert the hours, seconds, minutes, etc. With the initialization
complete, interrupts are enabled and the program waits for a "T" from the keyboard, at which time
the time and date sentence is printed. This portion of the program may be removed.
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ing loop will be impaired due to
the overhead time of the clock
program.

A second deficiency of this
method lies in theJact that there
must be a means of disabling
the interrupts (i.e., a switch) until
the program is loaded. This can
be partially overcome by burn-
ing the program into ROM, but
then other problems arise since
the NMI vectored address must
also be in nonvolatile memory.
While this is certainly possible,
the flexibility of the computer
system would be slightly im-
paired. Finally, a typical system
has several IRQ inputs, but only
one NMI input. Therefore, the
NMI cannot be used for other
purposes.

For these reasons, I used a
"soft" interrupt (IRQ) via a PIA.
More specifically, as shown in
Fig. 1, the interrupts were inter-
faced via the CB1 control line of
the PIA. The data register of the
B port of this PIA is at $8101,and
the control register is at $8109.
Of course, any PIA can be used
with the necessary addresses
altered in the program. The pro-
gram assumes that the sys-
tem's terminal is interfaced to
the MPU via an ACIA with con-
trol and status register at $8300,
and the data register at $8301.

The timebase for the inter-
rupts is derived from conven-
tional 60 Hz commercial power.
While virtually any timebase can
be used, this timebase source
has the advantage that it is ac-
curate, reliable and readily avail-
able. Fig. 1 gives the details of
the timebase circuit. A 12 Vac
transformer is indicated, but a
standard 6.3 V ac filament trans-
former should prove equally ac-
ceptable. The 7414 is a Schmitt
trigger inverter, which provides
the necessary hysteresis to pre-
vent false interrupts due to
power-line fluctuations.

The output of the circuit is a
clean, TTL-compatible signal at
a 60 Hz repetition rate. The soft-
ware provides the necessary di-
viding to give a 1 Hz timebase
for seconds. Note that the com-
puter system will be more effi-
cient with a lower interrupt rate.
For example, assuming a 1 MHz
MPU clock frequency, each time
an interrupt occurs, approxi-
mately 100 microseconds are



used by the software clock rou-
tine. Thus, during a one-second
period, the computer is called
upon for 6 ms (.6 percent) to ser-
vice the clock program. If you
add an external hardware divid·
ing circuit, such as a divide by 60
(i.e., Motorola MC14566) to give
an interrupt only once a second,
the 6 ms of overhead time will be
reduced to 100 microseconds
(.01 percent).

You can decide for yourself if
the reduction in time is worth
the extra effort of adding addl-
tional hardware. Bear in mind
that the 100 microseconds of
overhead time discussed above
is an average. The worst case is
approximately 400 rnlcrosec-
onds, which occurs at the end of
the year when all the variables
roll over.

Software

The flowchart (Fig. 2) and the
comments in the listings should
be enough to give an explana-
tion of the workings of the pro-
gram. There are, however, a few
points worthy of further clarifi·
cation. When an interrupt oc-
curs, the current status of the
MPU is saved on the stack. The
MPU then jumps to the location
stored in location $FFF8 and
$FFF9. In most systems using
the 6800, this information is in
nonvolatile memory. Therefore,
the MPU is directed to another
address in volatile memory, usu-
ally $AOOOand $A001.

The second and third lnstruc-
tions in the program shown in
Listing 2 show how $AOOOand
$A001 are initialized. In a system
using multiple interrupts, the us-
er will wish to alter this address
to allow control to be trans-
ferred to an interrupt polling
subroutine, which determines
the origin of the interrupt.

As shown in Listing 1, the
time and date sentence starts at
location $0822 and ends at
$083C. The last character is an
asterisk (*), which is used as the
end of transmission character.
The subroutine COX prints the
characters until it detects the
asterisk and then returns. The
number of spaces between the
time and date, as well as the en-
tire format of the sentence, may
be altered, but this may require
that the program be reas-

Listing 3. Heart of the software clock (see Fig. 2). Each time an interrupt occurs, the MPU is vectored
to location START ($0900). If 60 interrupts have not occurred, the MPU will immediately return from
the interrupt. However, if 60 interrupts have been counted, execution will continue and the time and
date will be updated as necessary. If a timebase other than 60 Hz is used, merely change the operand
of the CMPA instruction at location $0909.

8~ 8101
1C 080n
36 080n
81 3C
21 01
3B
1~
C~
7C
86
88
27
~B
7C
~7
B6
8R
?7
~8
7C
r7

0900
0903
0906
0909
0908
0900
090E
0911
0913
091~
0919
091B
0910
091E
0921
092'+
0927
0929
092B
092C
09~F
0932 R6
0935 R8
0937 27
0939 1B
093A 7C
0930 "
09'0 %
09'3 R8
09'+5 27
09' 7 3B
09.8 7C
oq~B r:7
09.E B6
0951 81
0953 27
0955 81
0957 27
0959 ~B
095A 7C
0950 .,
0%0 3B
0961 B6
096" 81
0966 27
0968 3B
0969 7C
09<C .,
096' 117
0972 B~
0975 81
0978 27
097A 81
097C 27
097E 1B
09'; 7C
0982 F"7
0985 3B
09R6 B~
0989 81
098C 21
09RE 1B
098, 7C 0832
0992 ., 0835
0995 7C 0835
0998 F"7 0834
099B e~ 0832
099E 81 33
09AO 27 00
09A2 81 3A
09'" ?6 06
09A6 7C 0831

" 083'80 16
3B
M
RI
26
1C;7
7C.,
20

OQA9
09AC
09AE
09AF'
09B2
09B"
09B6
0989
09BC
098,
09C2
09C" B6 0831
09C7 06 083.
09CA C4 of
09CC ., 080.
09CF U
0900 '8
0901 U
0902 '8
0903 9A 080.
0906 81 02
0908 2" 02
090A 20 21
090C 81 O.
09DE 2" 02
09EO 20 26
09112 81 06
QI!IE'" '26 02
09E6 20 20
09E8 81 09
09.A 26 02
09EC 20 IA
OQEE ~I II
Og~O ~'16

•STA~T

0800
30
0828
0828
3A
01

CL8CK

LOU
INC
LOH
C~PA
BrQ
RTI
CLR
LOA8
INC
LOAA
EeRA
B~Q
RT!
INC
STAB
LO"
ESRA
B~Q
~T I
INC
STAB
Lo ••
EaRA
BiQ
RT I
INC
STAB
LO"
ESRA
BiG
RT I
INC
STAB
LOU
CMPA
BrG
CHPA
BEQ
RTI
INC
STAB
RTI
LOU
CMPA
BrG
RT I
INC
STAB
STAB
LO"CMPA
B.Q
CMPA
BrQ
RTI
INC
STAB
RTI
LO••
eMPA
B~Q
RT I
INC
ST'lS
INC
STAB
LOAA
CMPA
S~Q
CMPA
BNE
INC
STAS
BSR
RT I
LOU
CMP.
BNE
INC
STAB
INC
STAB
B~A
FeRM 2
LO"LOAS
.NOS
STAB
ASLA
Ail'
A8LA
ASLA
SRAA
CMPA
BNE
BRAeMF .•
eNE
BRA
eMPA
BNE
BRA
CMPA
8NE
BRA
CMPA
B,Q

PIAOOS
KT!M~
KTIM[
//60
CLSCK
KTIMG:
n30
unC
USEC
••3A
ITSEC
TS[C
USEC
TSEC
**36IUMIN
UHIN
TSE:C
UMIN
,,]A
!THIN
THIN
UHIN
TMIN
.0]6
IUHRs
U~RS
THIN
U~RS
10)'+
IS!T2
*,3'ITHRS
THRS
UHRS
T~RS
••32
IUDAV
UOAY
THRS
U~RS
UOAY
UDAYI
ISIT]
U3'ITDAV
TDAY
UOAY
TOAY
TOAY,
NEWM!
UHeN
UOAY
UOAV
TOAY
UHaN
1It33
ISIh
1t3A
CBNT!
THBN
UHBN
HTEST
THBN
OS31
ceNT I
UYRS
UMBN
UHBN
TMeN
CBNT,

PACKED 8~0
THSN
UHBN
••OF
UHaNI

02
APRIL
HB28
II'
JUNE
M830
//6
SEPT
Ha30
//9
NBV
MB30
0$11
Ha30

CL,AR INTr~~U~T ~RBM ~IA
ADD SNE Ta INT~RRUPT CBUNTr,R
WAIT ~BR ~n INTERRUPTS
I~ 60 INTr~RUPTS PASSED ae T8 CLBCK PRBGRAM

ADD BNE Ta JNIT SECeNOS
L8AD Ace A wITH UNIT sreeNOS
UNIT SECeNOS 6VER~Lew, GS INC T SEes
INCREMENT TENS BF SECBNOS

TEN& 8' SiCBNoS eVER,LBW, INC U MIN
INCREMENT UNIT MINUTES

UNITS MINUTES 8VER~Lew, INC T MIN
INCREMENT TtNR a, HINuns

TENS 'F MINUTrs ev~RFL8w, INC U ~RS
INCRE_ENT U'IT HBURS

UN TT ~auRs eV.RFLBW, INC T B~ ~RS
INCREMENT T[NS eF HSURS

T~NS .F ~eURS BVER,L6W, INC U DAY
INCREMENT UNIT a, DAYS

LeAD ACC A IIIT~ UNIT ,"V
DAES UNIT DAY INDICATE END SF MBNTH
BRANe~, UNITS 8F DAY INDICATES ENO BF MBNTH
TENS 6' DAYS 6VER~L8W

R~sET UOAV T8 0

LeAD ACC A WIT~ TOAY
De,s TEN eF DAY INDICATE END e~ MeNT~
Nrw M"NTH

RESET DAY T6 THE BEGINNING er _BNTH
RESET DAY T8 BEGINNING B, MaNT~
08[5 UNITS SF M8NTH I~DICATE END e, YEAR

W~AT IS TH~ NUMBER BF DAYS IN NEW MBNTH

INCREM(;:NTUNIT SF YEARS
RESET Ta ,'RST MBNTH BF NEW YEAR
REST T6 FIRST MeNT~ e. NEW VEAR

DIGITS 'ReH UNITS 6F Ma, AND TEN9 6F MB,

SET BITS '.5,6, AND 7 T6 ZERB

SET T. HeNTH WIT~ 28 DAVS

SET TA MaNT" WITH 3D DAYS
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082A
0828
082A
36
01

ITS~C

0828
082A
0828
3A
01

IUHTN

0827
082.
0827
36
01

ITMIN

OR25
0827
0825
3'
DC
3A
01
082,
082!

IUHRS

ITHRS

082.
32
01

ISIT2

0835
082.
0825
083s
0801
oc
3A
01

IUOO

083.oB3s !TOO

OR3.
0802
01

ISIT]

NEWMB

caNTI
0831
31
F"&

083.
0832
083.
0831
E8

ISIH

MTEST

FE.

APRIL

JUNE

SEPT

Nev



· tv THrRE IR Ne MATe~, IT MUST BE A MeNT~
• w rT~ ,1 OUI· M8NTHI THAT ~AvE 31 OAYS ARE
• JAN, ~AReH, MAY, JU"V, AUG, eeT, OEe

09,2 86 32 Me]1 "OAA ,.n
09,. 87 080, STAA UOAVI
09" 86 33 "OAA ,.33
09,9 87 0802 STAA TOAYI
09,e 39 RTS
09,0 86 39 M828 "OAA ,.39 ,£8RUARV
09,F 87 0801 STAA UOAYI
OA02 86 3l "ou ,.32
OAO" 87 0802 STH TOAV!
OA07 39 RTS

• M8NTHS THu HAVi 30 DAYS ARE
• APRI", JUNE, lEFT, N8V

OA08 86 31 Me30 "CAA ,.31
DADA 87 0801 5TAA UOAYI
OAOO 86 31 "0" ••33
OAOI" 87 0802 ST" TOAY,
OAI2 ]9 RTS
OAI3 END

sembled, depending on the na-
ture of the change.

As previously stated, the in-
terrupt frequency can be

changed to virtually any value.
For example, if the 60 Hz time-

S
T
E

s

base is reduced to 15 Hz, simply
change the operand value of the
CMP A instruction at $0909 from
60 ($3C) to 15 ($OF).

The program requires slightly
over 1/2K of memory, and execu-
tion starts at $0850. Reassem-
bling the program at $0000
would improve the efficiency,
since the 6800 could then use
direct addresslnq, This has an
advantage since it would de-
crease the program's overhead
time, as well as reduce the
amount of memory required_.

CUSTOM
ENCLOSURE

Call about our fantastic price on
4-drlve complete system.

4K $557.10
Level II16K $750.00
(w/o num. keypad)
Expansion Interface $269.00
Expansion Interface 16K $423.00
Expansion Interface 32K $524.00
16K Memory Kit for TRS-SO or Apple

$S9.95

TRS-BO & NORTH STAR ADD-ON DRIVES

CABLE
INCLUDED

BASF6106 40 track. drive only ...............•.................. S299.00
Shugart SA 400 S315.00
Seamon 8" drive S399.00
HAZELTINE !4OO. WHILE SUPPLYLASTS!(18 MONTH WAI\~ANTY) $649.95
Centronics PI printer (T~S-80 add-on) S398.95
Centronics 779·2 tractor (T~S·80 odd-on) S1049.95
TI printer SI599.00
Horizon 1 Klt SI339.00
Single tier walnut Formica enciosure for SA 400 or BASF drlve S27.00

Two tier walnut enclosure for SA 400 or BASF drive S45.50
Verbatim mini disks. 5·1/4". box of 10 S3.20 per disk
Box of 10. 8" dlsks .....................•..............•.• $3.95 per disk

* * MAIL ORDER ONL V * *
I

Shugart SA 400 or OASF6106 single drive system in custom enciosureS415.00
Double drive system in custom enclosure $825.00

INTE~TUBE TERMINAL
57B4_00

Soroc 120 ...... · $790 TRS-80 Level II
Soroc 140 ...... $1260 16K, expo I/O. $1199 Ph (219) 293-4316 Mon·Sat
Hazeltine 1400 ... · $685 32K, expo I/O . $1270 rnn ,E,BS T Itl~iGJUlHazeltine 1410' ... · $780
Hazeltine 1500 . . . · $999 Sorcer-Exidy

"M94Intertube .......... $764 16K system $1095 P.O. Box 621
Perkins-Elmer/Bantan .. $775 32K system .. $1270 Bristol, IN 46507

* WP6S02 *
word processing system for most 6502's

OSICI.&C2 available
now!

....... $279

....... $545
$1295
$3399
$4799
. $700 INDIANA RESIDENTS. add 4%

(Pet, Apple and OSI-C3 versions Jan 1)

OUTPERFORMSOSl's $200 SYSTEMYETWP-6502 SELLS
FORONLY $751 '

• Global editing with echo-checking and 200+ character
insertion.

• Fully menu-driven. You'll read the manual only once!
• Cursor-controlled screen edit with unlimited insertions.
• Conforms to standard AP and Thesis style.
• All in assembler.Usable in machinesfrom a 4K tape-based
C1 to full disk systems.(all in one version)

• Keyboard not restricted by OSI's shift·lock right/left shift
conventions. Just like a "real" keyboard.

• Use any printer and any I/O devices supported by your
machine.

• WP·2 files easily converted to full-power WP-6502!

Send $75 for same-dayshipment (specify tape or disk 5"
or 8") or send$2 (refundable) for the full operationsmanual.

HANDLING: Terminals add 3% for
shipping or [reigh t col/ect
Send certified check or
M.D. For personal or
business aI/ow 2 weeks

Dwo Quong Fok Lok SOW
371 Broome St.
NY, NY 10013 ,,067

Cromemco
ZPU(kit) .
Z-2(kit) ..
Z-2D(kit) .
System 2.
System 3 .
Multi-user basic.

Comprint 912 $529
Heath WH-14 $749
Centronics779 $995
Dec LA36 $1345
Nee 5510. . . . . . . $2455
Qume Sprints/45. . $2999
TI 810. . . . . . . . . $1650
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The Paper'Tigei

$950.00
With Graphics $1090.00

16K RAMS for
'APPLE II $65TRS-80

. INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
T199/4

VERBATIM$27DISKS
10 for16K $1099

TheComputerStop MON. - SAT_
16919 Hawthorne Blvd.
Lawndale, CA 90260 10 - 6
(213) 371-4010 v C147

BOOT·
STRAP

TURN ON YOUR TRS·80 DISK SYSTEM AND GO
RIGHT INTO YOUR BASIC PROGRAM-YOUR
TRS-80 WILL LOAD AND RUN PROGRAMS-BY
ITSELF! Yes, with this unbelievable program your
computer will take command of itself whenever
power-on or reset is pressed. Go from DOS all the
way into your Basic program, execute DOS or Basic
commands, load and execute any machine-language
programs or subroutines you need (such as printer
drivers, machine language sorts, etc.), set your file
buffers and memory size, then run any Basic pro-
gram you want, without lifting another finger!
BOOTSTRAP's custom files make turn-key end-user
applications simple! Requires disk system, works
with DOS 2.1, 2.2 and NEWDOS, completely docu-
mented for easy implementation. $15.95

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONSTM (415) 592·6633
1313 Laurel St., Suite 15, San Carlos, CA 94070
o Please send me TRS-80 BOOTSTRAP ",P76

($15.95 each enclosed. Calif. residents add tax).
o Send your catalogs.

Name _

Address _

City State Zip _
TRS,80 is a trademark 01 Tandy Corp K-180

t/ Reader Service-see page 227

Analog 1/0 For Microcomputers

ANALOG 1/0 802
The Analog 1/0802 card is a complete analog interface for your

microcomputer. It consists of an '8 channel AID and 2 channels of
D/A. Interesting features include:

* Bipolar analog inputs and outputs ±.5 volts full scale.
* 500 conversions per sec (AID), 2 micro-see settling time (D/A).
* Low power, 50 MA typical from ±. 12 volt supply.
* Requires only 2 110 ports to interface to your microcomputer.
* On 'board voltage regulators.
* Supplied with connector, sockets for tC's.
* Ready to use when you receive it.
* 10 Meg input impedance (AID), latched DI A converters.
• Packaged on 4.25"x3.75" PC card.
• 8 bit accuracy for AID and DI A.
• Gold plated PC board contacts.
• Address decode for AID,.
• Assembled and tested, price $115.00.

The ANALOG .J/O 802 is easily interfaced to microcomputer 1/0
ports including: the 6820, 6520, 6530, 6522, 3850, 3851, 8755, 8212,
etc.

Optimal Technology, Inc.
Blue Wood 127, Earlysville, VA 22936

Phone (804) 973-5482 v010

BASF
6106

5.25"
FLOPPY DISK
DRIVE;
•40 Track. single or double
density

• Smaller size. Fit 3, 6106
drives into the space of 2 •Track to track access
SA 400 drives time: 12 MSEC.

• Requires less power.
generates less heat

• Uses ball bearing friction-
free head positioner

• Uses industry standard
interface and power
plugs, and mounting
points.

ALL THEABOVE FEATURESAND MORE FORONLY

$299.00 ea.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

OTTO ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 3066. PRINCETON. NJ 08540

",09 or call 609-448-9165

Me, VISA, COD accepted. NJ residents add 5% sales tax. Shipping and insurance extra.
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FASTER-The OS120 prints at up to 165 cps and maintains true 1200 baud throughput. This translates into lower costs in
computer time as well as time savings for you. A 1000 character internal print buffer virtually eliminates the need for fill
characters.

SMARTER-Our microprocessor control "intelligently" optimizes carriage movement by printing bidirectionally and auto-
maticallyexecuting high speed tabs over any blank spaces in the text

MORE VERSATILE-We offer more standard features than any 1200 baud teleprinter currently available. A complete list of
forms control and formatting features are programmable from the keyboard or via the data stream. The OS120 is
equipped with both an EIA RS232-C interface and a 20 mA Current Loop interface. The unit communicates using the 128
character ASCII set al baud rates from 110to 4800. Full-duplex. half-duplex and ecno-pfex modes may be selected from
the keyboard. The controller supports half-duplex transmission using both coded-character turn-around and reverse
channel protocol.

EASY TO INSTALL, EASY TO USE- The OS 120 replaces your LA36 logic card in a matter of minutes and is fully compatible
with the existing electronics. A comprehensive user's Manual provides detailed instructions for installation and
operation.

RELIABLE-Dur performance and reliability have been field proven in over 2500 installations.
INEXPENSIVE - BUT NOT CHEAP-Although the OS 120 is just about the lowest cost way to print at 1200 baud, we don't

cut corners on quality. The DS120 is built for years of service using pretested, high reliability components from leading
manufacturers. Each unit undergoes a 48 hour test cycle before shipment and carries a 90 day warranty on materials and
workmanship

AVAILABLE - We can deliver typically within 30 days after receiving your order. Our stocking distributors are con-
veniently located in major cities throughout the U.S. for even better delivery

DATASOUTH COMPUTER CORPORATION V'D65
627·F Minuet LaneeCharlotte, North Carolina 28210e704/523-8500

DECWRlTER' is a registertKllrademari< of Digital Equipment Corporation Instattationof the DS 120 will void any DEC warranty or sevce contract

...•.•5

"Highest rated gamesare the Adventure games".
Robert Purser Edition 7 CCR

Deciared a true "Classic".
Computer Cassettes Review, Fall 79

"Adams' Adventure is exquisite. It is a true
tour-de-force

TRS·80® BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Why not buy THE GENUINE ARTICLE???

The Osborne £, Associates applications (Payroll with Cost Accounting, Accounts Pay-
able £, Accounts Receivable, and General Ledger) are on their way to becoming the
standard applications software in the microcomputer field.

The genuine O£,A software is written in CBASIC'" for the CP/M'" Operating System.
Any other combination of language and operating system represents a reprogramming
effort. . for the TRS·80, Model I, several organizations have done such a reproqram-
ming in Disk BASIC under TRSDOS. These packages have certain drawbacks such as
having some features of the application removed. In addition, the fact that they are writ-
ten in a source interpreter BASIC causes the comments in the source programs (if these
are distributed at all) to be removed in the interest of saving space and execution time.
Since CBASIC is a compiled language, comments cost nothing (in either space or execu-
tion time) in the executable version of the file-but such comments are invaluable in the
later program maintenance and modification that is always required on applications soft-
ware. Without having such comments, it is easy to spend many times the cost of the soft-
ware on just one modification/maintenance effort. A buyer should take this into con-
sideration when looking at the apparent cost of the package. The CBASIC source pro-
grams we sell are heavily commented to aid the programmer.

Our programs are THE GENUINE ARTICLE ... the CBASIC source code as de·
veloped by Osborne £, Associates. We furnish the buyer BOTH the TRS·80, Modell ver·
sion (requires a 48K Modell with two or more disks) AND the unmodified 8" version (for
later use on the TRS·80, Model II or other 8" CP/M system) ... at no extra charge. By
using our DOWNLOAD program, it is possible to start using the applications on the
Modell, and then when the Model II is up and running at a later date, download the data
files from the Model I to the Model II and keep running the same applications without
disrupting your operation.

The Osborne £, Associates books have been rewritten to reflect the CP/M, CBASIC
versions of the applications. These books can be purchased either from your local
computer store or from us directly. We can see no percentage in your buying other than
THE GENUINE ARTICLE ... which is what we sell ... the Osborne £, Associates
source programs in CP/M and CBASIC.

CP/M Operating System.
CBASIC Compiler.
O(,A Payroll w/Cost Accounting.
O('A Accts. Rec.lAccts. Payable ............•
OCA General Ledger w/Cash Journal
O(,A CBASIC books for above (each). . , ..
DOWNLOAD program.

SISO.OO
...... 9S.00

2S0.00
............ 2S0.00

2S0.00
.... IS.OO

.9S.00

G V'C129

l!'I..~I~I~IE/IT/1"Ic;.'li,
I~

IS
8041 NEWMAN AVENUE • SUITE 208 • HUNTINGTON BEACH. CALIFORNIA 92647 • (714) 848·1922

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy company
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research
CBASIC is a registered trademark of Software Systems
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Recreational Computing Sep/Oct 79

Out of 50 programs reviewed Adventure was
rated No. 11 "Highly Recommended".

80 Software Critique Issue No. 7

"I highly recommend these programs".
80-US Journal, Sept/Oct 79

Adventures by Scott Adams are available from
our many fine Dealers for TRS·80, Pet, Sorcerer
and by Christmas, the Apple III

Write for free flyer - Each Adventure $14.95

Adventure International

Box 3435
Longwood, Florida 32750

COD/Visa/Mastercharge - Call 1305) 862·6917

V' A102

C I=- COMPUTER
INFORMATION

V'C104 EXCHANGE

Box 158 San Luis Rey, CA 92068

TRS·80 COMPUTING
nonprofit newsletter

12 Issues For $15.00
and now (US)

PEOPLE'S SOFTWARE
at popular prices

oTape 1: 34 Level II or 24 Levell (indicate which you
want) business, home, educational. $7.50

-Tape 2: 77 Level II from "Common Basic Programs"
by Osborne Associates. $7.50

oTape 3: People's Pascal program development sys-
tem. $15

oTape 4: 21 misc. Level I programs. $7.50
oTape 5: 24 misc. Level II programs. $7.50
oTape 6: People's Pascal II. $23.00

Add 50~ P&H each tape, CA residents add tax.

TRS·80 SOFTWARE
MONITOR#3 .... ................... $39.95
Disassembler; ASCII and hex displays; memory move,

search, verify, and modify; read and write object tapes;
hex arithmetic; object code relocater; unload programs

from TRSDOS memory areas to disk; symbolic tape.
MONITOR #4 $49.95
Adds: save and read disk files; direct input and output of
disk sectors; send, receive or talk to another computer
via the RS-232-C Interface; symbolic disassembly on disk.
PACK/UNPACK. .. $24.95
~Increase disk file capacity by 33% with NO NEW HARD-

)WARE. Applies only to string data. Ideal for mailing lists,

[telephone files, etc.

'HOME BUDGET... . .... $49.95
jKeeps track of your checkbook, income, and monthly

bills. Computes monthly and year-to-date summaries.

.,(Requires 32K, disk.)

MAILING LIST... . $69.95
Over 1000 names on a single diskette! Add, change,

delete, find name, alphabetic or zip sort, print labels or

master list. (Requires 32K, disk.)

HOWE SOFTWARE
14 Lexington Road V'H47

New City, NY 10956



Buildyour own microcomputer
. as~u learn .

computer at home.
New from NRI!

The First Interdisciplinary
Home Study Course Ever Offered

As the microprocessor revolutionizes
the computer world and microcomputers appear
almost everywhere, NRI brings you a new, con-
venient, and effective way to keep up with this
expanding technology. It's NRI's courses in
Microcomputers and Microprocessors, created
and designed exclusively for learning at home
in your spare time.

Designed for the New Breed
of Computer Technician
It's no longer enough to be just a pro-

grammer or technician. With microcomputers
moving into the fabric of our lives as low-cost,
.easily available tools for business and home,
both the programmer and technician must
become total professionals. With practical
knowledge of hardware, the programmer can
design simpler, more effective programs. And
with advanced programming skills, the tech-
nician can test and debug systems quickly and
easily. The NRI course gives you simultaneous
training in both skills ... makes you one of this
rare new breed.

Build Microcomputer,
Test Instruments

NRI goes far beyond book learning to give
you practical, "hands-on" experience. As you
learn, you actually assemble NRI's designed-
for-learning microcomputer. It performs like
the finest of its kind, and features both assembly
and basic language capabilities.

Every assembly step's a learning step.
Using the NRI Discovery Lab® plus the NRI
transistorized volt-ohm meter and CMOSdigital
frequency counter you also build, you perform
meaningful experiments throughout your
course ... trace circuitry, interface components,

V' Reader Service-see page 227

introduce and correct problems, design your versed in digital electronics, concentrates on
own programs, and more. software and the world of the microprocessor

The Proven Way to Learn and microcomputer. In both courses, you build
at Home all instruments and your own computer.

You don't have to worry with travel, classes, Send for Free Catalog ...
or time lost from work when you learn the NRI No Salesman Will can
way. Asthey have for more than 60 years of teach- Get the details on these exciting new
ing technical subjects, NRI brings the material courses in NRI's free, 100-page catalog. Shows
to you. You study in your spare time, at your all kits and equipment, lesson outlines, and full
convenience, using "bite-size" lessons that information, including facts on other electronics
program material into logical segments for easier courses. Mail the coupon today and we'll rush
assimilation. Youperform experiments and build your catalog. No salesman will ever call. Keep up
equipment using kits we supply. And your per- with the latest technology as you learn on your
sonal NRI instructor is always available for con- own computer. If coupon has been removed,
sultation should you have questions or problems. write to NRI Schools, Computer Department,
Over a million students have already shown 3939 Wisconsin Ave.,Washington, D.C. 20016.
the effeaiveness ef Nkl r - - - - - - - - - - "'"":.7 - - - - _.
trairung. I,NIUSchools \1\1II<""·\r.",,II>'e

. .. • fh.,'lt'Oilll~ All career courses
Choice of McGraw-Hili Continuing ••.•.'. ... approved under GI Bill.Education Center .Courses , . 3939 Wisconsin Avenue .' 0 Check for details.
Several courses t.J J Washington, D.C. 20016 .

1'.1ne ,'- NO SALESMAN WlU CAUare available, depending • Please check for one free catalog only.
upon your needs and
background. NRI's
Master Course in Micro-
computers and Micro-
processors starts with
the fundamentals,
explores basic electronics
and digital theory, the
total computer world,
and the microcomputer.
The Advanced Course,
for students already

o Computer Electronics Including
Microcomputers

o TV/Audio/Video Systems Servicing
o Complete Communications Electronics

with CB • FCC licenses. Aircrafr,
Mobile, Marine Electronics

o CB Speciahsts Course
o Amateur Radio. Basic and Advanced

o Digital Electronics e Electronic
Thchnology· Basic Electronics

o Small Engine Repair
o Electrical Appliance Servicing
o Automotive Mechanics
o Auto Air Conditioning
o Air Conditioning, Refrigeration, & Heating

Including Solar Thchnology

Name (Please Print) Age

Street

City/State/Zip

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council 172·010
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The PET® Gazette
and PETUser Notes
are now a part of
. COMPUTE.

The Journal for Progressive Compufing'M

Continuing major sections on Business, Indus-
trial and Educational Applications and Re-
sources, PlusThe PET®Gazette, The ATARI®
Gazette, The APPLE®Gazette and The SBC
(Single Board Computer) Gazette. All in each
issue!

A Sampling of Our 104 page "Super" Fall
Issue:

Tokens in Microsoft BASIC: Harvey
Herman. ATARIComputers: The Ultimate
Teaching Machines?: John Victor. Carl
Moser Presents a Universal 6502 Memory
Test. Microcomputers in Nuclear Instru-
mentation: Joe Byrd. AIM 65 Review: Don
Clem. Mastering The Ohio Scientific Chal-
lenger 18A Learn-By-Doing Approach:
Keith Russell and Dave Shultz. CORVUS
llA Disk Drive for APPLE:A Review by
Michael Tulloch. Pierre Barrette on Micro-
computersin Education. Len Lindsay Re-
views Three Word Processors. PETin Trans-
ition/ROM Upgrade Map: Jim Butterfield.
Trace for the PET:Brett Butler. 32K PETPro-
grams Arrive: Len Lindsay. Using Direct
Access FilesWith the Commodore 2040
Dual Disk Drive: Chuck Stuart, plus Re-
views, Resources and Products.

New Features Coming in January include:
"Rambling" by Roy O'Brien and "The Tape
Exchange" by Gene Beals.

1980 Bimonthly Subscription (Six Issues)
"Super" Fall IssueWith 1980 Subscription

$ 9.00
1,00

$10,00

Make Check or Money Order Payable to COMPUTE.
Post Office Box 5119
Greensboro, North Carolina 27403 USA vC173

COMPUTE.,the new
6502 resource magazine for
PET,Apple, Atari, Kim,Sym, Aim

and OSIOwners.

COMPUTE. The Journal for Progressive Computing is pub-
lished by Small System Services, lnc, of Greensboro, North
Carolina, Robert Lock, Editor /Publsbsr.
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MAce MAGIC MIDDULE

89.95 89.95

TRS-80 USERS
Expand your TRS- 80 without the need for an
expensive expansion interface with these features:

o SELF-~TAINED POIIER SUPPLY

o AUD10 Orrarr FOR J'l!s I c. f'oN !TRO ING CASSETIE, IlNJl S IGNALING

o PEAL-TIME ClDCK DISPLAYED UPPER RIGHT SCREEN - HR:~IIN:SEC

o TI'Kl HIlNIl CoNTROLLERS

o SoFTWARE PACKAGE: (Q'1Pur-A-SKETCH

BRICKYARD

o INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE WITH BAsIc AND AsSEMBLY lANGUAGE

MICRa-ORGAN

PEAL-TIME CLOCK

MACOManufacturing
1383 Airways Boulevard .....M124

Memphis, TN 38114
OROCRING: MONEY ORoER OR CHECK - WE PAY FREIGHT

VISA, MASTER CHARGE, (,O,D, - FREIGHT WILL BE ADDED TO THE ORDER,

~ CHARGE 'CARDS INCLUDE ALL DATA ON CARDS AS WELL AS C(»1PLETE ADDRESS,

16K STATIC RAM

with

$275 450 ns

$300 250 ns
memory chips

Assembled, Tested and Guaranteed

Static TMS 4044 or equivalent - Fully Static 4Kx1 Memory Chips
for full DMA capability, no tricky timing problems.

Fully S-100 Bus Compatible - All lines fully buffered, Dip Switch
Addressable in two 8 K block, 4K increments. Write Protectable
in 2 blocks, Memory Disable using Phantom, Battery back up
capability.

Bank Select - Using· output port 40H (Cromemco software
compatible)-addressable to 512KB of Ram for time share or
Memory Overlap, also has alternate ports 80 H, COH,

Guaranteed - Parts and labor for one year. You may return the
undamaged board within 10 days for a full refund.

Orders - You may phone for Visa, MC, COD ($4 handling charges
for COD) orders. Personal checks must clear prior to shipping,
Shipping-Stock to 72 hours normally. Will notify expected
shipping date for delay beyond this. Illinois residents add 5%
tax, Please include phone number with order.

V 5129

S. C. GDigital P.O. Box 906 Phone:
Aurora, IL 60507 (312) B97-7749



Itadle IIIaeIl DULER

COMPUTER CENTER

--,,-..::-B r 1

~t'if 1 tjl

/ --
~ J"

SYSTEf:1S
V'M95

UpTo 15% Discount
on

TRS-BO/S
MICRO-COMPUTER SPECIALIST

LARRY OWENS
COMPUTER CENTER

MINIMALL-DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
115C Second Ave. S.w.
Cairo, Georgia 31728

912-377-7120

~)~()~()~()~()~()~()~()~(8

~TRS·80~
~ ~
~... ,/ Your TRS-80 II 16K ~••
U is the life of the party with U
~ PARTY PROGRAM ~••w

U PARTY PROGRAM is the perfect U
e excuse to show off your computer. ~
~ PARTY PROGRAM offers your fav- U
U orite drinks, fun, graphics & a barrel ••.
e of laughs. ~
~ - An excellent Christmas Gift - or U
U "Anytime Gift" for the computer nut •••
e in your world. ~
~ Only $14.95 for cassette ••.

~
e... ~w•••

For same day service call
( 715) 234-2680~ ur:v;'rr:.r' ~

~ ~S(alo Srpee~ ~ ~
~ V' N29 Rice~o:k;,3~iS~~~e6: ~
8'~('~('~('~()~()~(,~()~(8

APHIC-TREK "2000" - This full graphics, rea! time game Is full of fast, exciting action! Exploding
at on torpedoes and phasers fill the screen! You must actually navigate the enterprise to dock with the

giant space stations as well as to avoid klingon torpedoes! Has shields, galactic memory readout, damage
reports, long range sensors, etc! Has 3 levels for beginning, average, or expert players! • INVASION
WORG - Time: 3099, Place: Earth's Solar System Mission: As general of Earth's forces, your job is to
stop the Worg invasion and destroy their outposts on Mars, Venus, Saturn, Neptune, etc r Earth's Forces:
Androids - Space Fighters - Lazer Cannon - Neutrino Blasters! Worg Forces: Robots - Saucers -
Disintegrators - Proton Destroyers! Multi level game lets you advance to a more complicated game as you
get better! * STAR WARS - Manuever your space fighter deep Into the nucleus of the Death Star! Drop
your bomb, then escape via the only exit. This graphics game is really fun! May the Force be with
you! * SPACE TARGET - Shoot at enemy Ships with your missiles. if they eject in a parachute,
capture them - or if you're cruet. destroy them! Full graphics, real time game! * SAUCERS - This fast
action graphics game has a time limit! Can you be the commander to win the distinguished cross!
Requires split second timing to win! Watch out!

CHECKERS 2.1 - Finally! A checkers program that wlfl challenge everyone! Expert as well as amateur!
Uses 3·ply tree search to find best possible move. Picks randomly between equal moves to assureyou of
never having identical games.• POKER FACE - The computer uses psychology as well as logic to try
and beat you at poker. CardS are displayed using TRS·80's full graphics. Computer raises, calls, and
sometimes even folds! Great practice lor your Saturday night poker match! (Plays 5 card
draw). * PSYCHIC - Tell the computer a little about yourself and he'll predict things about you, you
won't believe! A real mind bender! Great amusement for parties. * TANGLE MANIA - Try and force
your opponent into an immobile position. But watch out, they're doing the same to you! This graphics
game is for 2 people and has been used to end stupid arguments. (And occasionally starts
them!) * WORD SCRAMBLE - This game Is for two or more people. One person inputs a word to the
computer while the others look away. The computer scrambles the word, then keeps track of wrong
guesses.

* • * * * * * * * * * * * PACKAGE THREE * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PO"ETRY - This program lets you choose the subject as well as the mood of the poem you want. You
give TRS'80 certain nouns or names, then- the mood, and It does the rest! It has a 1000-word + vocabulary
of nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs! * ELECTRIC ARTIST - Manual: draw, erase, move as well as,
Auto: draw, erase and move. Uses graphics bits not bytes. Savesdrawing on tape or disk! * GALACTIC
BATTLE - The swtneus enemy have long range cnesers but cannot travel at warp speed! You can, but
only have short range phasers! Can you blitzkrieg the enemy without getting destroyed! Full graphlcs-
real time! * WORD MANIA - Can you guess the computer's words using your human intuitive and
logical abilities? You'll need to, to beat the computer! * AIR COMMAND - Battle the Kamikaze pilots.
Requires split second timing. This is a FAST action arcade game.

LIFE - This Z-80 machine language program usesfull graphics! Over 100 generations per minute make It
truly animated! You make your starting pattern, the computer does the rest! Program can be stopped and
changes made! Watch it grow! *-SPACE LANDER - This full graphics simulator lets you pick what
planet, asteroid or moon you wish to land on! Has 3 Skill levels that make it fun for everyone. * GREED
II - Muttt-reve! game is fun and challenging! Beat the computer at this dice game using your knowledge of
Odds and luck! Computer keeps track of his winnings and yours. Quick fast action. This game Is not
easy! * THE PHARAOH - Rule the ancient city of Alexandria! Buy or sell land. Keep your people from
revolting! Stop the rampaging rats. Requires a true political personality to become good! * ROBOT
HUNTER - A group of renegade robots have escaped and are spotted in an old ghost town on Mars! Your
job as "Robot Hunter" is to destroy the pirate machines before they kill any more settlers! Exciting!
Challenging! Full graphics!

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * PACKAGE FIVE * * * • * * * * * * * * * *

SUPER HORSERACE - Make your bets just like at the real racetrack! 8 horses race in this spectacular
graphic display! Up to 9 people can play! Uses real odds bul has that element of chance you see In real
life! Keeps track of everyone's winnings and losses. This is one of the few computer simulations that can
actually get a room of people cheering! * MAZE MOUSE - The mouse with a mind! The computer
generates random mazes of whatever size YOUscecnv, then searchesfor a way out! The second time, he'll
always go fastest route! A true display at artificial intelligence! Full graphics, mazes &
mouses! * AMOEBA KILLER - You command a one man submarine that has been shrunken to the size
of bacteria in this exciting graphic adventure! Injected into the president's bloodstream, your mission Is to
destroy the deadly amoeba infection ravaging his body! * LOGIC - This popular game Is based on
Mastermind but utilizes tactics that make it more exciting and challenging - has 2 levels of play to make
It fun for everyone. * SUBMARINER - Shoot torpedoes at the enemy ships to get points. Fast action
graphics, arcade type game is exciting and fun for everybody!

* • * * * * * * * * * * * * PACKAGE SIX * * * * * * * * * * * * * •
20 HOME FINANCIAL PROGRAMS - Figures amortization, annuities, cecrectatton rates, Interest
tables, earned interest on savings and much, mucn more. These programs will get used again and again. A
must for the conscientious, inflation minded person.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * PACKAGE SEVEN * * * * * * * * * * * * *
BACKGAMMON 5.0 - 2 different skill levels make this game a challenge to averageor advanced players.
(Not recommended for beginners). Looks for best possible move to beat you! FANTASTIC GRAPHICS.
Plays doubles and uses international rules. * SPEED READING - Increases your reading speed. Also
cheeks for comprehension of material. Great for teenagersand adults to improve reading skills. * PT 109
- Drop depth charges on moving subs: Lower depths get higher points in this fast action graphics
game. * YAHTZEE - Play Yahtzee with the computer. This popular game is even more fun and
challenging against a TRS·80! * WALL STREET - Can you turn your $50,000 into a mitllon dollars?
That's the object of this great game. Simulates an actual stock market!~~~~~~~=====

ALL PROGRAMS GUARANTEED TO LOAD
CASSETTE PACKAGES REQUIRE 16K LEVEL II

PACKAGES ON DISKETTE (32K) $5.00 EXTRA

Sendcheck, Money Order or Bank Card #

TO: SIMUTEK, P.O_ BOX 35298
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85740



Converting a Bargain TV
to a Video Monitor

The Lancaster method really works!

Stephen E. Bach
Rte. 2, Box 50 A-1
Scottsville VA 24590

Itis common knowledge in the
microcomputer world that

television sets can be used for
video monitors, and many of us
are doing just that. I want to
share my experience in convert-
ing a relatively inexpensive,
12-inch black and white televi-
sion set to direct video entry.

I bought a Westport Model
RP-205BN television on sale at
Woolco for $69. It is all solid
state (except for the picture
tube, of course), operates from
12 V dc as well as 110 V ac and
has a power transformer that
isolates the whole unit electri-
cally from the ac line, consider-
ably reducing chance of shock.
There is also an earphone jack
that can be used as the entry
point for the video signal from
your video board/generator.

Last, and very important, is
that with the operating instruc-
tions comes a separate sheet
containing the complete sche-
matic diagram of the TV! This is
an unusual addition for a con-
sumer electronic item. It is a
deal hard to beat for the price,
especially in comparison with
the $149 monitors I see adver-
tised in the catalogs.

The Conversion Details

My guide for making the con-
version was Don Lancaster's
The Cheap Video Cookbook. It
just so happens that the video
amplifier circuitry shown by
Lancaster on page 149 of his
book corresponds exactly to
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the video amplifier circuitry in
the RP·205BN, including corn-
ponent numbers (e.g., 0201, the
video amplifier and R113). It is
as if Lancaster was looking at
the schematic of the Rp-205BN
when he wrote the book! For
those of us who are not used to
poking our way into TVs, it is reo
assuring to find such corre-
sponding information to use as
a guide.

The most important modifi·
cation-lifting 0201's base
lead from the pri nted circu it
board-could hardly be easier.
All the leads of the transistor
are labeled on the top side of
the PC board (the transistor it-
self is easily found because

soldering and simply cut

Q201 's base lead above the
board; however, that would
leave a short lead to which you
could connect the miniature
coaxial cable.)

Don Lancaster describes the
general procedure well enough.
I will concentrate on the specit-
ics for this set. Connecting the
coax (I used RG-174U) to the
video detector output is espe·
cially easy.on this set because
there is a test point prong,
TP12, so labeled both in Lan-
caster's book and on the TV's
schematic and located right
next to 0201 !

This test point in the original
set is connected directly to the

+5V

.1p.F
CERAMIC

Fig. 1. Video output level modification.

most of the components on the
board are clearly labeled). You
don't have to do lots of detec-
tive work on pin-outs and let
yourself be vulnerable to what I
call Murphy's mix-ups.

I used some Solder-Wick to
remove the solder from the
printed circuit pad to which the
base lead of 0201 was joined. I
then gently pulled the lead out
of its hole in the board with a
pair of lonq-nose pliers, bend-
ing the lead slightly at the same
time and pushing the transistor
away from the hole also to ease
the task. The most difficult part
was over! (If you are nimble-
fingered and have small hands,
you can dispense with the de-

base lead of 0201. It couldn't
have been more conveniently
situated either in the circuit or
on the PC board. It becomes for
us the terminal of the TV's vid-
eo detector output on the PC
board. It was simple, then, to
solder the center conductor of
the coax going to the video de·
tector output to this test point
prong and the shield of the

cable is to the nearby tin shield
of the TV's I.F. section.

The other cable going to the
ex-earphone jack is connected
to 0201. The center cond uctor
is soldered to the base lead of
0201, and the coax shield can
be soldered to the same tin
shield as was that of the other

piece of coax.

Actually, instead of using the
earphone jack for the video in·
put, I installed an extra jack
next to it toward the back of the
set; it was easier to do that than
to remove the wires and solder
from the earphone jack. They
are small themselves, and the
space is a bit cramped. This
completed the chief modifica-
tion.

Lancaster recommends reo
moving the 4.5 MHz sound trap
of the TV to improve the video
bandwidth and transient reo
sponse. On this Westport TV,
the 4.5 MHz trap is a series res-
onant circuit made up of C201
and L201. To disable the trap I
cut with an x-acto knife the PC
board foil connecting C201 and
L201. Across that cut I con-
nected a miniature SPST switch
by which I can reinsert the
sound trap if ever I want to use
the set again as a TV.I mounted
the switch on the bottom of the
TV between a couple of the ven-
tilation slots in the plastic
case.

After all' that, I have been
able to observe only a slight dif-
ference in display quality be-
tween the two switch positions.
You could probably do without
the modification.

I am using the Xitex SCT-100
video board for my display. Its
video output level is 1.5 V peak-
to-peak. This is not quite
enough to drive the TV's video
amplifier, so I had to change
this level to match that required
by the video amplifier. This
modification is simple with
Lancaster's book as a guide
(see p. 159 of The Cheap Video
Cookbook. For a slightly longer
treatment of the problem, see



Lancaster's TV Typewriter
Cookbook, pp. 189-190).

I used two 1N914 silicon di-
odes in series as shown in Fig.
1. Two were enough. I mounted
the diodes, capacitor and resis-
tor close to the Xitex board in
its enclosure. Finally, per Lan-
caster's recommendation (p.
150), I removed the lightning
protection resistor (in this set it
was 1 megohm) mounted near
the antenna terminals.

Final Adjustments

On completing these modifi-
cations I hooked up the Xitex
board to the TV via the new jack
I installed and filled the screen
with characters. The Xitex board
generates 16 lines of 64 charac-

ters each. This number of char-
acters pushes the screen's ca-
pacity to its limits. I found that
the whole display was off cen-
ter to the right and that the
characters were not exactly
vertical but leaning to the left
slightly.

I went to the horizontal hold
adjustment, a variable inductor
next to the vertical hold on the
back of the set. (I had the back
of the TV off since the holes in
the case were not well aligned
with the adjustments' slots.)
The horizontal hold adjustment
requires a square tuning tool to
fit the slug, which I did not
have.

With a small piece of printed
circuit fiberglass filed down to

? ? ?4t1F4f! ! ! ? ? ? fF4NF?11 ! ! !#4f#? ??
? DISK DRIVE WOES? MEMORY LOSS? ?

ERRATIC OPERATION?
DON'T BLAME THE SOFTWARE!

'Power Line Surges & Hash could be the culprit!
Floppies, memory & processor often interact!

# 'Curb damaging Surges & Hash with our ISOLA· #
J.' TORS and Suppressor/Filters. Eliminate Equip- J.
1r ment Interaction with our unique ISOLATORS. tt
# 'ISOLATOR (ISO·1A) 3 filter isolated a-prone #
? sockets; integral surge suppression; 1875 W total ?

load,1 KW any socket. :$54.95
? 'ISOLATOR (ISO·2) 2 filter isolated a-orono socket ?
? banks (6 sockets total); integral surge suppres- ?

sion; 1875 watt total load, 1 KW load either

If bank.. . ..... $54.95 #
If 'Suppressor/Filter (SFK·31) a-prone socket; 1 KW #

load $24.50
If 'Suppressor/Filter (SFK·33) Three 3- prong sock- #
, ets; 1250 watt load. . . $32.50 ,
• PHONE ORDERS 1·617·655·1532 •

!~ Electronic Specialists, lnc.
171 South Main Street, Natick, Mass. 01760·

•

. Dept.KB _

? ",E36 A?
? •?#/Nf! ! ! ? ? ?#lflF??? ! ! lffffff11 ?

FR E E Iup to S170 in merchandise
• with purchase of PET-CBM Item III

fA EA

"" Reader Service-see page 227

size at one end, I adjusted the
horizontal hold until the char-
acters were all oriented straight
up and down with no slant.
This, however, shifted the
whole body of characters over
to the right so much that sev-
eral columns were completely
off the screen. I remedied this
by moving one of the ring mag-
nets on the CRT's neck (Don
Lancaster shows them in Fig.
3-33., p. 152, and has a note
about them on page 153). I
moved the one whose tab is
toward the white flyback
transformer.

When I moved the tab initial-
ly, the other ring magnet moved
with it; they were lightly stuck
together. I held that one and

16 K UPGRADE
$6995

TRS 80
APPLE

SORCERER
FACTORY PRIME 16 K RAMS FOR
MEMORY UPGRADE. KIT INCLUDES
FULL INSTRUCTIONS AND COM-
PONENTS TO ALLOW EASY 16 K CON-
VERSION IN 15 MINUTES, WHY PAY
DOUBLE FOR THE SAME PARTS THE
MANUFACTURER USES?

ADD $2.00 POST AND PACKING; TEXAS
RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX. CHE-
QUE OR MONEY ORDER ACCEPTED.

IAN ELECTRONICS
P. O. BOX 14079 ",147

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78761

051 SOFTWARE 051
FOR

OHIO SCIENTIFIC
30 PIIOGIIAMS

ALL OIlIGINAL ALL IN BASIC ALL IIUN IN 4K
ALL ON TAPE ALL WELL DOCUMENTED

AVAILABLE Fall C1, C2, AND SUPEIIBOAIID

Our $1,00 catalog includes a free game listing, pro-
gramming hints, POKE locations, and other stuff OSI
forgot to mention.

*** SPECIALS *.**
CHESSFall OSI
(!!2! in BASIC·specify system)

TENTANK BLITZ ~9.95
A ~ concept in video board games for the wargamer
who wants reel time action.
LINE IIENUMBEIIEII ~4.95
P.••nurnbers IIn••s~ GOSUBs, GOlOs, (;, IFTHENs

",Ago AARDVARK
~ TECHNICAL/~~
~ SERVICES fe;

1690 BOLTON, WALLED LAKE
MI 48088313-624-6316

moved the first one. In this way,
I was able to shift the whole
body of characters back to the
center of the screen. The verti-
cal orientation of the charac-
ters was preserved. The display
looks OK.

These easy-to-make changes
and adjustments in a common-

Iy available, inexpensive televi-
sion set have given me a good
quality video monitor for my mi-
crocomputer. I would encour-
age anyone beginning in micro-
computing or anyone upgrad-
ing his or her system by adding
a video display to do it in this
way. I'll be happy to try to an-
swer any questions you might
have, but please include an
SASE .•

~19.95
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MAILROOM PLUS" ~

• THE PERIPHERALPEOPLE "P52

PO Box 524. Mercer Island. WA 98040

Frequency Counter
$89.95 KIT

Make Your TRS 80 Work Like A Mini-IBM!

Mailroom Plus was developed for the National Rifle Association membership mailings. It features
sorting by last name or member number in addition to zip code. The program will sort 500 names
in 30-40 minutes, kill duplicates, and close up the file. Mailroom Plus wi1l also search all records
for category, name, state, zip (or any other search code) and print these records on labels or in
tabular form. It separates large files into' smaller ones by state or zip or merges small files into one
large one, Mailroom Plus is available on 32-48K disk for $75,00 by first class mail. Order yours to-
day postpaid,

Master Charge and VISA cards welcomed

~<) ~<v VIDEO
~ 0

e;,'" ~v TERMINAL
Now, a completely self-con tam ad Video terminal card for less than $150.00.

Pequues only an ASCII Keyboard and TV set to become a complete Interactive
terminal for connection to your computers serial 10 port. Two units available.
common features are: Single 5V supply, crystal controlled sync and baud rates
(to 9600 baudl, computer and keyboard operated cursor control, parity error
and control. power on initialization. forward spaces, line feed, rev. line feeds.
home, return cursor, and clear to end of hne. Power requirements are SV at
900ma. output std. IV p-p video and sene! TTL level data

Features: TH3216 TH6416
Display 32 characters 64 cha racters

by 16 lines by 16 lines
2 pages scrotlinq

Characters Upper case ASCII Upper /Iower case
optional

Baud Rates 300-9600 110-9600

Controls Read to/from Scroll up or
memory down

Price (kit) $149.95 $189,95

Above prices include all IC sockets

OPTIONS:

Power supply (mounts on board) .. , , .. $14,95
Video/RF MOdulator, VD-1 " , , ,6.95
Lower case option (TH6416 only) ..• , , .14_95
Assembled, tested units, add, , , . 60.00

You've requested it, and now it's here! The CT-50Fre·
-quencv Counter Kit has more features than counters
seiling for twice the price. Measuring frequency is now
as easyas pushing a button. the CT-50will automatically
place the decimal point in all modes. giving you quick,
reliable readings. Want to use the CT-50 mobile? No
problem. it runs equally as well on 12 VOCas It does on
110 VAC. Want super accuracy? The CT·50 uses the
popular Tv color burst tree. of 3.79545 MHz for lime base.
Tap off a color TV with our adapter and get ultra ac-
ccracv-c.oot ppm! The CT-50 offers professional quality
at the unheard of price of $89.95. Order yours today!

SPECIFICATIONS
SenSlllvlly:lessthan25MY
Frequencyrange.5Hzto6O'JlHz.IYPlcally65MHz
Gate time' t second. 1/10 second. With automatic cecunat

pomt poSlhonrng on both direct and crescaie
Display: 8dlglt red LEO 4"helght
Accuracy: 2 PPlTl .. 001 ppm With TV time basel
Input, BNC. 1 meg ohm direct. 500hm with crescee option
Power: IIOVAC5waiisor 12VDC~.'+A.rnp
Size:Apprcx. 6'" x 4'"x2",highqualityalumrnumcase

"TH 6416 shown above"

MINI·KITS
FM WIRELESS MIKE KIT
Transmit up to 300' to any FM
radio. Sensrnve mike input reo
quires dynamic, crystal or ceram-
ic mike, Runs on 3 to 9 volts.

FM·'. . S2.95

A.C. POWER
CONTROL for ALL
COMPUTERS or
COMPLETE TURNKEY
SYSTEMS
Interface TO the Real World with GIMIX Relay
Driver Boards. Connects to any Computer
through a 20 rna. current loop (up to 4
Boards - 128 Relays per port),
Interface FROM the Real World with GIMIX
* OPTOBOARDS(up to 34 switch closures with one 8 bit

Parallel 1/0 Port)

* 16 BUTTONKEYPADS
* 35 BUTTONALPHANUMERICKEYPADS

A Broad Range of 6800 Systems
and Boards Compatible
with the SS50 Bus

MAINFRAME: Includes chassis, power
supply, switches, fan and mother board, ,$ 798_19
16K SYSTEMS: Mainframe, plus 6800 CPU,

16K Static Ram and choice of I/O, ,,$1344 _29
Other packages available,

16K Static RAM
Boards for the
SS-50 Bus

PRICES

CT·50, 60 MHz Counter Kit. " , ,$89,95
CT·50WT, 60 MHz counter, wired and tested"." $159,95
CT-600, 600 MHz prescaler option for CT-50, add" $29.95

VIDEO TO RF

MODULATOR

TONE DECODER KIT
A complete lOne decoder on a SIngle PC
Board. Featuttls. 400 to 5000 Hz adjustable
treQ~ncr,ang •. voltageregulallon 56IIC.
UMlul.lor t')<jch·~o"e ctocodl"" 1011" t><.'rst
dete<:lIon, F$Kdenood.slgnalinlll. and many
otheruMlS.Use7fort2buttontOl.lChtonede.
cod'"lII, Rl.ln!on 510 tz vcne.

Complete Kit. TO· 1 , $4.95

LED
SLINKY KIT

Agrea! allenllon gel.
ter .•••hlch alternately
flashel2JumooLEDs
Use lor name badllles,
buttons or warni'lg
lypepanellighlS

Complete Kit, BL·' , .. S2.95

SUPU·SIIOOP AMPLIFIER
A super-Mnsil'lve amplili •• wh.ch will pick
upa pin drop at t5leet!GreallOf<TlOnltorrng
baby" room or as a general puroosa test
amplilier. Full 2 wane ot outcut. run$on 610
12voUI.usel.nyt)'pflolmike, Requires8-4S
ohm spea~er

Complelt Kit: BN-9 , .. , $4.95

MUSIC liGHTS KIT
See music come elive' 3 dinerent lights
lIicm with muaic or voice. One Ilghl lor

~;~;.o~~~~r::;";ldi~~v~~u!7l~ ~~u~~~~e~
and drlval up to 3OOwatls.Great!orpanies.
band mUllc. ene clubs and more.

Complet.Klt, ML-l ...........• 7.96

SIREN KIT
PrOdUC •• upward anfl (lownwilrd wall ch •.
acteri.ticol oolice aifen.2(lI)nw audio cut-
put. run. on 3-9 voll'. UN. &.4S ohm
speaker.
ClUTll)le" Kit, SM-3 $2.96

7410p·AMP
MiNI DIP 10/$2.00

~
~

• Gold bus connectors
• 4 separate 4K Blocks
• Individual Addressing,
Write Protect, and Enablel
Disable for each
$29813

Convert any TV set to a
video monitor. Super stable
circuit ISqfitch-f tee, tunable
over channels 4-6. Runs on
S-lSV. Recommended by
many computer rnanu+ac tur.
er s. Std. video input. Corn-
crete kit, VD-1 ,.56.95

LINEAR REGS TRANSISTORS
555 ,50 309K .99 NPN 2N3904 Iype 101$1,00
556 ,75 340K·12 .99 PNP 2N3906 type 101$1,00
566 1.49 7805 ,99 NPN Power Tab 40W 31$1.00
567 1.49 7812 ,99 PNP Power Tab 40W 31$t,00 '
324 1.49 7815 .99 FEr MPF.l02 type 31$2.00
1458 .49 78MG 1.50 UJT 2N2646 type 31$2,00
380 1.49 723 .49 2N3055 NP~~ Power 75

rc SOCKETS

RS232/TTL 8 pin low profile 5/$1.00
TTLlRS232 14 pin low profile 5/51.00
Converter krt 16 pin low profile 5/51.00
Complete kit $7.95 40 pin low profile 2/51.00

14 pin wire wrap 3/51.00

r~rnsElIJelanmnlns
"R8

Box4072K ROCHESTERNY 14610 (716)2716487

POWER SUPPLY KIT
qampltte triple regulatltd power suppty pro·
Vldes variable ::t:15 volls at 200m. Ind +5
~ltl al I zwrop. 50mv load regutation. good
IrItering an"lmall size. Kit lelstranllormeos
Requirel6-8'/at t arTlland 18toJOVCT

Complet. Kit, PS·lL T , ..••.• Ii

MemorIes _

As above
with Sockets
and Software

control features

536816
All GIMIX memory boards are assembled,
Burnt·ln for 2 weeks, and tested at 2 MHz,

Add $32,00 for 250 ns parts

TI TMS 4044'5 - 10% SUPPLY
(Not an "equivalent", but the real thing!)

450 ns $5.90 each 250 ns $6.90 each
8KPROMBOARD. ,$ 98.34

198_35
7.90

198.71

4K PPDPROMBOARD,Burner and Duplicator,

2708's .""""each
64 or 32 x 16 VIDEOBOARD
80 x 24 SUPERVIDEOBOARDwith user programmable RAM
character generator, 458.76
Serial l/O's . 1 Port$ 88.41 4 Port 198.43
Paratlel l/D's . .. 2 Port $ 88.42 8 Port 198.45
Add $5, handling charge on orders under $200,

1337 WEST 37th PLACE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609
(312) 927-5510. TWX 910-221-4055
Quality Electronic products since 1975.



MicroMint introduces a new wireless
AC remote control interface for the
Sears and BSR X-10 home control
system. Use your present TRS-80
Level II, Apple II or S-lOO computer to
provide complete home security through
control of lights, appliances and motors
with a few simple Basic commands.
Buss compatible with virtually all
microcomputers. Completely assembled
- Just plug in and turn on!

MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE
(Floppy and hard disk systems)

• Medical Systems for Doctors
•Word Processil:'g for Attorneys
• Membership for Churches
• Inventory for Auto Dealers

• Client Accounting for CPA's
• Listings for Realtors
• Fund Raising for Agencies
• Financial Systems for all Companies

If you are planning or developing business and accounting applications in the above
areas for sale in the national marketplace. our company will reviewand evaluate your soft-
ware to determine its suitability to the small business environment. We will arrange
marketing channels for your firm, and establish acceptable royalty provisions for all of
your products sold to our customers. If interested in further information about our Na-
tional Microcomputer Software Marketing Plan, send a list of your applications with sam-
ple report and screen layouts, and hardware specifications to:

Software Review Staff

~ Microtel, Inc.
'I •....M108

BUSYBOXTM
Assembled and tested.
Busy Box
Cable and connector for TRS-80.
Cable and adapter for Apple II
Cable and adapter for S-100
Power Supply (necessary fOrTRS-80l

$79.95
14.95
29.95
34.95
9.95

Introductory Special:
Complete Busy Box System
For TRS-80 including cable

and power supply
For Apple \I

including cable and adapter
NY residents add 7% sates tax.

To order call (516) 374-6793
or write: The MicroMint Inc.

917 Midway
Woodmere, NY 11598
Dealer inquiries invited_

99.95

104.95

P.O. Box 1098
Gastonia, North Carolina 28052
704-866-7157

••••R8 FEATURES
• Fast; Runs up to 10 times as fast as PLM
• FORT/ /80 directives specify location of code in
memory at run-time

• Interrupt and interrupt control
• FORT/ /80 control of interrupts and interrupt
service lines

• All code runs on 8080. 8085 and Z80 (upward
compatibility)

• FORT/ /80 is a true resident compiler and
generates directly executable object code. No run
time package needed

• FORT/ /80 is very fast. It compiles quickly and
produces dense highly optimized code

• Single and double precision IBM format floating
point arithmetic

• FORT/ /80 directly addresses 8080 ports as
FORTRANvariables

• I/O drivers accessed via FORTRANread/write
statements

• FORT/ /80 accepts embedded in-line machine code
.8080 condition codes are available as FORTRAN
keywords and can be operated upon

• Multiple assignment operators accepted
• Interleaved listings and object code for quick
debugging

• Symbolic names up to 31 char long simplify
documentation

• Constants expressable to base 2, 8, 10, 16 or as
char strings

• Compact; Needsonly 25K for compiler and
minimum workspace---------------------PRICING -

FORT / /80 CPM version and manual on 8" diskette
FORT / /80 Language manual separately
FORT / /80 Implementation manual
Sample diskette validation program and data
Shipping charges to US and Canada postpaid, overseas add $5.00. Please add
appropriate state sales tax. Master Charge and Visa accepted.

1. FORT / /80 is supplied on a single use basis, subject to the signing of a non-disclo-
sure agreement.

2. FORT / /80 can be implemented with other disc operating systems using the
implementation manual or special versions available by quotation.
The purchase price of manuals and sample programs will be credited towards
subsequent purchase of FORT / /80 .
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Load Your SWTP at
4800 + Baud

The author tried JPC Products' cassette interface and found it reliable to 9600 baud.

Jerry L. Hunt
6709 Forsythia
Springfield VA 22150

While your Kansas Gity
Standard tape is loading,

do you:
A. Tap your fingers impatiently?
B. Yell at your kids and dog?
G. Rebuild your keyboard?
D. Take a correspondence
course in brain surgery?
If you would like to spend less
time fussin' and fumin' and
more time computin', read on.
Since I've had a computer,

I've spent several man-days
waiting for my KGtapes to load.
This has become limiting, as
well as irritating. After becom-
ing fed up, I started looking for a

medium with a bit more speed.
My search first took me to the
obvious devices such as digital
tape decks and floppy disks.
These gadgets have two com-
mon characteristics: quickness
and expense. The first char-
acteristic is very attractive, but
the second is not as appealing.

One evening, while waiting for
a tape to load and browsing
through a Microcomputing mag-
azine, I noticed an ad from JPG
Products Go., PO Box 5615,
Albuquerque NM 87185, for a
$49.95,4800 baud tape interface
bit that plugged into an SWTP
I/O port. I looked at the remain-
ing 10minutes of KG tape still to
be loaded and ordered the inter-
face!

About three weeks (and
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TC-3 Hi-Speed Cassette Interface.

several more hours of KG tape
loading) later, the package was
delivered. It consisted of the
hardware and a comprehensive
hardware/software manual. The
kit went together with ease.
Hookup was equally easy and
consisted of soldering two
shielded cables to the con-
nector and plugging them into a
suitable cassette device.

Building Up Speed

Due to the high speed of the
data flow-up to 9600
baud-two factors are impor-
tant. High-quality tape is essen-
tial, as is a high-quality cassette
machine. The manufacturer rec-
ommends only top of the line,
low-noise tapes and provides a
recommendation list of cas-
sette recorders and decks. Ba-
slcally, a good stereo tape deck
and tapes should be used.

My way of providing these
was to remove the stereo tape
deck and tapes from my com-
ponent stereo system. The deck
has two features that are useful
In this application: an accurate
tape counter and vu meters (out-
put meters). Also helpful were
the record level and output level
controls.

The software documentation
provided included two pro-
grams: one for high-speed read
and write and one for KG read.
This type of interface is versatile
as well as fast, since it functions
almost entirely through soft-
ware. Thus, it can be pro-
grammed for nearly any format,

current or future! The data
transfer rate is controlled by
software constants and the
computer's clock. A short pro-
gram is included to determine
your SWTP computer's clock
rate, and constants are fur-
nished so that the baud rate is
variable up to 9600!

The manufacturer recom-
mends the baud rate be set at
2400 for system setup, and once
any bugs are exterminated, the
rate is set to the advertised 4800
baud. After all the time I had sat
listening to the whirring of my
cassette recorder, this sounded
like the speed of light! However,
I also believed if 4800was good,
9600 would be great!

I inserted the proper con-
stants for 9600 baud in the pro-
gram and, much to my amaze-
ment, it worked! JPG Products
only guaranteed 4800 baud, but
mine has been playing great at
9600.

About one out of 20 loads re-
quires reloading, due to a
slipped byte somewhere, but
when the system indicates a
good load, I never find an error.
This system is much more re-
liable than my KG system.

The one factor I found some-
what uninspiring was the neces-
sity to boot in the read software
via our crawling friend, a KG
tape. It takes only about 30
seconds to load; however, I was
spoiled.

My SWTP system incorpo-
rates an MPA2 board, which will
accommodate 8K of EPROM,



0000
017 ED.AS. 032 IFFF 0100

Counter Program Counter Beginning Address Program
Start Name End Ending Address Entry

Address

Example 1.

and since the high-speed soft-
ware is relocatable, I burned a
2716 with it. Loading 8K now
takes only typing JG002 and
waiting only 12 seconds! It
takes only about 16 seconds at
4800 baud, probably due to soft-
ware overhead time, which is
not affected by the changeable
constants.

File Search Program

I now had a system almost as
fast as a disk, except for the file
search capabilities. I work
around this with a written list-
ing, the footage counter and the
output meters. My listing for a
program is shown in Example 1.

I first set the memory loca-
tions MA002 through MA005,

with the beginning and ending
addresses I wish the program
loaded into. You can put the pro-
gram anywhere, unlike KGStan-
dard tapes.

Next, I fast-forward or rewind
the tape to one count prior to the
start point (16for this program). I
then type JC002, press play on
the deck and monitor the output
meters for data output. At com-
pletion of a good load, the
system returns directly to
monitor control. If there is an er-
ror in the byte count read versus
the byte count set in A002-5, a
register dump will print prior to
return to monitor. Total time
from system start-up to opera-
tion in 8K is about 40 seconds.
Writing to tape is done in the

same manner with the write pro-
gram.

I also have the KG loader in
ROM, but I seldom use it since I
have left the AG-30and recorder
on-line to load commercially
purchased BASIC tapes. I'm
hoping the company will give us
some software to patch their
operating system into popular
BASICs. If that happens, would
anyone like a good deal on an
AC-30 and a very tired cassette
recorder?

I'm currently working up soft-
ware that will allow me to type in
addresses more conveniently,
use one-letter commands for
control and allow one-letter
load-run commands.

As I mentioned earlier, good
tapes are essential. I have been
using Radio-Shack-certified
data tapes with excellent suc-
cess. I have also used top-of-
the-line, high-quality tapes from
various manufacturers with
good success, but anything less
doesn't work! I like the Radio
Shack tapes also for their 20
minute length. That's about

300K bytes including inter-pro-
gram spaces! An additional fea-
ture of the interface (frosting on
the cake) is a fully buffered 8 bit
parallel output port.

Conclusion

I am immensely pleased with
this system. I recommend it
without reservation as the best
buy in town for fast, economical
off-line storage. My system cost
me only $49.95 for the interface.
If you need a good tape deck,
add about $80 to that. So for
less than $150 you can have a
4800 baud system capable of
storing one megabyte (60-
minute tape).

I have no association with
JPG Products, except for admir-
ing their product. I haven't even
communicated with them, since
the interface and software oper-
ate flawlessly.

I have' also just discovered
that JPG is offering software for
a cassette operating system,
file handling and basic patches.
My prayer is answered for about
$27 on cassette!.

~ WEB * ASSOCIATES •••••••

EICLUSIVE TI TIS-IITMUSEIS
TSHORrM- THE GREATEST SOFTWARE BUY OF THE YEAR! HAVE YOU BOUGHT YOURS YET?

SHORTHAND for LEVEL II and DISK BASIC
• TSHORTTM lets you type LEVEL" and/or DISK BASIC more
quickly and accurately than ever before. Save up to 90%
programming time and achieve 100% accuracy.

• 31 preprogrammed statement keys.
• KUSTOM™key, up to 64 characters - changeable anytime.
• 42 key decals (see picture). 10 are different for DISK users.
• A single, shifted-key entry types entire statement on screen.
• Fast, efficient machine language.
• Uses 580 bytes of LOW memory. i.e.: No MEM SIZE req'd ,
• Comes on cassette, one side LEVEL II, the other for DOS.
'Compatible with DOS 2.1, 2.2,2.3, NEWDOS, KBFIX, etc.
• DOS version loads to and executes from disk via TAPEDISK.
• Features self-entering commands: CONT; GOTOl 0; KUSTOM
(Self-enter optional)

• TSHORT W/4 page instruction manual $9.95

OTHER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES:

TBEEpTMFor LEVEL" and DISK USERS - A self-contained
beeper. Alerts you with a pager-like tone when YOUR program
commands it! Simply plug in-line with the "AUX" cable from
your CPU and program 'fn BASIC, i.e.: OUT 255, 1: FOR I ;
1 to 300: NEXT: OUT 255, O. (Req's 9V Batt.) $19.95

TBUFF™- For LEVEL II CASSETTE USERS. Prevent and elim-
inate forever, cassette relay sticking. TBUFF is no larger than an
ice cube and plugs in-line with the "REMote" cable to your
cassette recorder. (Specify cassette recorder ma ke and model)
............•.•........•.......•. $ 9.98

TPAK™_ C-l0 blank tape cassettes. AGFA 611 high quality
tape - the best money can buy! We use this tape exclusively
for TSHORT. Pack of 10 with box and blank labels .... $12.95

COMING SOON: (Write for further details.)

TBASE™_ A powerful DATA BASE MANAGER program sec.
ond to none! for under $50.00

TCHAIN™_ LEVEL II chaining utility - Preserve your variables
and arrays for multiple program use, or while EDITing, RUNing
or CLOADing .............•... Priced under $ 10.00

TSEl2M - We'll convert your IBM SELECTRIC to a high quality
printer - up control - 512 character buffer - special TRS-80
cable with control switches - complete and ready to LPRINT
(cleaning, minor service included) Priced under $800.00

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Send check or money order to:

WEB ASSOCIATES • P.O.BOX 60-KG • MONROVIA, CA 91016

TELEPHONE ORDERS: (714) 559-6249
",W20

• (Calif. residents add 6% tax)

SORRY, .~
NOC.O.D:S ~
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VERBATIM® ATHANA® BASF®

noppy DiskeHes for
ANY COMPUTER SYSTEM
8 " Floppies only $320

HUNDRED LOTS

10for $3.65 ea. • 50 for $3.40 ea.
We reserve the right to ship either of the name brands that we carry.

51/4 Mini-floppies only $260
HUNDRED LOTS

10for $3.10 ea. • 50 for $2.85 ea.
SPECIFY SIZE, TYPE, & COMPUTER

5'1." Soft Sector, 10 Sector, 16 Sector-a" IBM Compatible, Soft Sector

CALL TOLL-FREE 24 HRS. TO ORDER
800-824-7888
OPERATOR 814
CALIFORNIA 800-852-7777 or C.O.D.

DC SOFTWARE & COMPUTER PRODUCTS
POST OFFICE BOX 503
SAN BRUNO, CALIF. 94066 .--027

FOR INFORMATION.415-348-2387

~g .--C159

Business Software for TRS-80

Inventory Control-
1000 Items / disk, full reports

Moiling List/ Phone Directory-
1000 listings/ disk, instant recall,
machine language sort, prints labels

BusinessMoiling List-
1500 listings/ disk, multi-key search

32k 2 drive system
Generol Ledger-

200 occts., 1750 transact., full reports
Accounts Payable-

200 accts.,invoice linked, full reports
Accounts P.eceivable-

200 accts.,invoice linked, full reports
Payroll-

Computes all deductions, prints
checks, statements, W-2, 941-A

32k 1 drive system
Word Processor-

full feature editing, unlimited formatting
Appointment Calendar-

Great forthe Executive, prints calendar $99
Also Available - Full Series of Reol Estate Software

write for details
C.O.D. Orders-10% down
Data Sheets 5.50 with SASE

$299

$179
$199

$159
$159
$159

$249

$179

Check or Money Order
User Manuals 520/ refund. w. purchase

•• - ••• ;,1.-- •.•.

P.O. Box 1222
Imperial Beach, CA 92032 (714) 429-9123
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NOW!
A LIGHT PEN

FOR THE TRS-80
AND

SOFTWARE
THAT USES IT!

as LIGHT PEN. We have taken the excellent PhotoPoint light pen and packaged it with our
own custom software. You get the light pen, which plugs into your tape recorder, and an
instruction booklet that includes the software you need tu interface a light pen to your own
BASIC programs. Our software routines are in BASIC and a simple GOSUB puts the light
pen in action. Two program examples are included. The "menu select" mode lets you set up
selection squares anywhere you wish on the screen. The "screen location" mode searches for
the pen position and returns the screen address to the calling program. One 9V battery
required, not included. Light Pen - $19.95
SKETCH·80™ by Bob Christiansen. Use the OS light pen to draw figures on the TRS·80
screen. Figures are drawn at three times normal size. Then save your sketch in memory and
start another one. Your sketch can be displayed at normal size or at the enlarged size at
which they were drawn. Combine two or more sketches on the same screen. Save your
sketches to tape or disk. You can even ask the computer to print out the POKE values reo
quired to produce your sketch. This system program figures out how much memory your
TRS·80 has and allocates storage accordingly. Requires level II, 16K. On cassette - $14,95

THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS REGUIRE LEVEL II, 16K, AND CAN BE
PLA YED WITH OR WITHOUT A LIGHT PEN.

POKER PETETM by Dave Gubser. Play five
card draw poker one-on-one against an ani-
mated PETE. Watch PETE shuffle and deal
the cards. He will challenge you with bluffs,
raises, calls and folds in this winner-taka-all
showdown. And watch out -- PETE's got a
gun! Three levels of skill. Written in BASIC.

On cassette - $11.95
LOWBALL POKER by Danny Shea. How low can you go? It's you against Micro Molly and
the lowest hand wins. That's the rule in lowball poker. This version plays the popular
Gardena, California rules. Don't take her for granted -- Molly plays an excellent game.
Written in BASIC. On cassette -$11.95
RUMMY MASTER by Dave Gubser. Play rummy against the computer. Exceptional
graphics display your hand, the discards, and the cards that have been melded. You see your
opponent shuffle and deal out the cards. Tested in an arcade, this program was a big hit.
Written in BASIC. On cassette - $11.95
MATCH CARDS by Danny Shea; BANKSHOT by Bob Christiansen. Two programs on one
cassette. MATCH CARDS is a concentration-tvpe game where you match numbers, letters,
or graphic shapes. For 1 or 2 players. Automatic scoring rates your recall ability. Written in
BASIC. BANKSHOT is a billiard-like game for those who think they know all the angles.
Hit the ball into the pocket, but you must hit a wall first. Written in BASIC with machine
language subroutines. Just CLOAO and RUN. For lor 2 players. On cassette - $9.95

THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS REGUIRE LEVEL II, 16K, AND DO NOT
USE A LIGHT PEN.

FASTGAMMONTM by Bob Christiansen. Our popular machine language backgammon game
that started us in business. The computer plays against you and makes good moves instanta-
neously. Option to replay dice rolls from the previous game. An eiqht-paqe instruction
booklet is included. On cassette - $19.95

On diskette - $24.95
OEBUG by Bob Pierce. Debug machine language programs by stepping through one Z·80 in-
struction at a time. Relocatable. Several display options. Multiple break points. MOdify
memory and registers. On cassette - $14.95
Z·80 DISASSEMBLER by Vic Tolomei. Decode machine language programs, including
TRS·80 ROM with this Z·80 Disassembler written in BASIC. Instruction mode prints out
machine code and Zilog mnemonics in standard format. Or use the ASCII mode which con-
verts machine language code to ASCII. On cassette - $14.95

~ '!~~:~sui~~~~l~E .--Q12
~ Telephone 24 hours. seven days a week: (213) 344-6599

HOW TO ORDER: MasterCharge and Visa cardholders may telephone their orders and we
will deduct $1 from orders over $19 to compensate for phone charges. Or mail your order
to the address above. California residents add 6% sales tax. Orders outside North America
add $5 for registered airmail, pay in U.S. currency.

*"TRS·80" is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp.



WITH YOUR LEVEL II lRS-80*
TRcopy is a cassette tape copying system that lets
you SEE what your computer is reading.

COpy ANY CASSETTE TAPE"'
With the TRcopy system you can copy any TRS-

80 Level II cassette tape whether it is coded in
Basic or in machine language. You can also copy
data created by programs and you can copy assem-
bler listings.

YOU CAN SEE THE DATA
As the tape is being loaded. you can SEE the

actual data byte-for-byte from the beginning to the
end of the program. Up to 320 bytes are displayed
at one time. ASCn characters are displayed on the
first line and hexadecimal code is displayed on the
following two lines. Data is displayed exactly as it
is input including memory locations and check sums.

IDENTIFY PROGRAMS
With TReopy you can identify programs on cas-

sette tapes without written documentation because
you can SEE the fi lename. If you forget to label a
tape, you can use TRcopy to display the tape contents
and identify the cassette.

VERIFY CASSETTE TAPES
with TRcopy you can verify both the original tape

and the tape copies. You can make certain that your
machine reads the original tape correctly and that it
makes byte-for-byte copies. TRcopy also counts as
it reads giving you the exact length of the data.

MAKE BACKUPS FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
Now you can make backup copies of your valuable

programs. Many times a cassette that you make will
load better than one that is mass produced. The
original can then be kept as a backup in case the
copy is damaged.

MAKE COPIES OF YOUR SOFTWARE
If you are in the software business you can use

TRcopy to make tested copies of your programs for
sales distribution. TRcopy produces machine lan-
guage tapes that are more efficient than those pro-
duced by the assembler itself.

RECOVER FAUL TV DATA
With TRcopy you can experiment with the volume

and level controls and you can SEE what the computer
is reading--even if your computer will not read the
data through normal read instructions! In this way it
is possible to read and copy faulty tapes by adjusting
the volume control until you SEE that the data is
input properly.

SIMPLE - FASCINATING - FUN
TRcopy is not only a practical utility program. It

is also a fascinating graphics program that lets you
SEE, for the first time, cassette data as your com-
puter is reading it. And it's as simple as 1-2-3.
Just load, verify and copy. You will now be able to
use cassette tapes with confidence knowing that
'I'Rcopy is there when you need it.

The TRcopy system is a machine language program
with documentation explaining tape leaders, sync
bytes, check sums and other formatting conventions.
With the TRcopy system, you can SEE what you are
doing!

V' Reader Service-see page 227
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theULTIMATE in
CHEAP VIDEO

BOOK&KIT
ONLY $42.95

Don Lancaster 5 "Cheap Video concept allows almost
unlimited options, including:
* Scrolling· Full performance cursor.
'*' Line/Character formats of 16/32, 24/80, 32/64 ....

or almost anything.
* Graphics - up to 256 X 256 B&W; 96 X 128 COLOR

(requireslow-cost option modules)

'*' Works with 6502, 6800 and other micros.

SPECIAL OFFER: Buy the Kit (upper case alpha-
numeric option included) &get the Book at 1/2 price.

,••••P9 lIMA ELECTRONICS, DEPT.K, 1020 W. WILSHIRE BLVO" OKLAHOMA CITY. OK 73116

I'm Sold, PLEASE RUSH ..... ( ) SEND FREE CATALOG
( ) TVT-65;s Kit & Cheap Video Cookbook - $42.95
( ) TVT -65/8 Kit only (book required for assembly) -$39.95

name: _

address: _

city: state: zip: _

~_!':!!'__!L!c.!~0.!l~C~,Yi~~~~,_12~O_~I~S~~~!~~;.~K~~H2~~g!~.P~2~11~_

Designed for your

TRS-80 VISA

The Photopoint ~.~.ht Pen
"a whole new concept in computer applications"
• All you have to do is Point to Play!
• 6 programs included-3 on tape.
• Complete Info sheet on how to write your own

programs.
• Plugs directly into your lRS-80 system (Level II)
• Works with DOS too!
• Voids no Radio Shack warranties!!
• Over 500 sold ...
Imagine, direct interaction with the video display.
Now you can eliminate the often confusing
keyboard from your real time
programs.
Order Your Photopoint Today

Micro Matrix
P.O. Box 938
Pacifica, CA 94044

•...•Ml05

The only light pen approved by:
Qual ity Software/l nstant Soft/Softside Mfg.
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MAXI-DISK™ - FIRST FULL-SIZED
FLOPPY DISK FOR THE TRS-BO

• Runs TRS-DOS on 8" drives
• Runs Standard CP/M'" •
• Over three times the storage of Mini·Disk
• Compatible with TRS·80 Mini-Disk, mix and match on same cable
• Over a Megabyte on-line with four drives
• Easy plug-in installation, soldering, trace cutting, or extra wires
• Uses your expansion interface
• Styled to co-ordlnate with your existing system
• Only $995.

* With Shuffleboard option

SINGLE DRIVE,
INTERFACE AND
TRS·DOS PATCH ... $995

ADDITIONAL
DRIVES $845

We're #1! We've produced more TRS·80 8" floppy disk systems than any other manufacturer.

The Shuffleboard allows you to run
STANDARD CP1M. If s the perfect compliment
for your MAXI·DISK. Plugs right into (our Z·80
socket and releases the lower 16K 0 memory
for use as RAM.
Now and only now can you run STANDARD
CP/M in the TRS·80.
An on-board bootstrap phantom ROM allows
you to instantly boot-up CP1M from your MAXI·
DISK at will.
Shuffleboard and CP/M (on 8" diskette) with
complete documentation $249

MAXI-DISK SPECIFICATIONS:
Drive type: Siemens FD 100·8
Capacity: 290 Kilobytes
Transfer rate: 250 kilobits/ sec.
Latency (avg): 83 ms
Access track to track: 6 ms
Head load time: 25 ms
Rotational speed: 360 rpm/Tracks: 77
Encoding method: FM
Size: 9\4" high x 18" deep x 4%,' wide
Cabinent color: gray

Send your check or money 'order to Parasitic
Engineering, Box 6314, Albany, CA 94706. Or
call BACjV1SA and MC orders to (415) 527·
6133,10 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. PST.

The number one name in creative hardware design

PARASITIC ENGINEERING
TRS-OO is a trademark of Radio Shack and the Tandy Corp.
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research. SHUFFLEBOARD &
MAXI·DISK are trademarks of PARASITIC ENGINEERING.

....P63

DR. DALEY presents
Software for the PET and the APPLE

Dr. Daley's software is proud to announce
the release of a package of our best selling
programs.
These programs, regularly retailing for over

$400, have been assembled into a single

package for only $49.95. Included is our best
selling TREK3, CHECKBOOK,.and a mailing
list, tutorials, games and puzzles for every
member of the family. All attractively
packaged in an album.

50 PROGRAMS ONLY $49.95*
*After January 1, 1980 the price will be $69.95. Disk version $10 extra.

Your order will be shipped within four business days from receipt.

Charge your order to
MC/VISA

•.••043

DR. DALEY, 425 Grove Avenue, Berrien Springs, Michigan 49103
Phone (616) 471-5514 Sun. thru Thurs., noon to 9 p.m. eastern time .
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We are pleased to announce our entry into the
solar energy field. This industry is widely
recognized as being in a stage of development
similar to the microcomputing industry a few
years ago. As we develop new products in this
area, we will make them available through our
sales representatives. The EX50 (extender
board) and el50 (control interface) will continue
to be available from our dealers, and all corre-
spondence should be addressed to them.

In England:
Sirius Cybernetics, Ltd.
7 Euston Place
Leamington Spa
Warwickshire, England

In Switzerland:
Digicomp AG
Werdstrasse 36
8004 Zurich, Switzerland

$ 8
$25
$25
$35

$35

I
I
I
I

~~: :
I address: I
: city: state: zip: :
L~~~!R~~~S.:.~!t~·_K_!O~~~!i~~~:!I~~!~~i!!~~~~'!.J

•.•.•P9

In the US:
Disney's Electronics
6153 Fairmount Avenue
Suite 111
San Diego, CA 92120
Floppy Disks, printers & components

•••••T46

.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~'! PET PRODUCTS .~
r Program. - Workbook. •
• for Floppy DI.k - for Ca••eHe rE .

Iii.•.
•r·r·r·..r·Iii...·Iii...·~~=-------------~~~-----------------------r

~ sw.,. MAILlSm::~::::tem WB·1 O':n~AS':~~~tth Your PET $395;'
• 8W.2* CHECKBOOK record W8-2 PET Slrtng .nd Arr8)' Handling $395 W
~ 8W-3* ACCOUNTS keep track of wnc owes you how much W8-3 PETQrttphkl $4 95 G.r SW-4 ••EDIT create and maintain data flies WB-4 PET C••• Ht I/O 54.95 •
• 8W-5* CALENDARappointments, meetings at a glance wWBB-~!,I.cetI8neoul PET F••tur.. $3.95 ti
••• "'V ••ETCont~ and Logic $3.95A.
~ ·These programs are special p.urpoa. data base managemant sy'tema. They aU can: 8

• • Sort numeric or string fields ti
ti •Select basedon numeric or string t=) a.
G. • Select based on substring match
• • Select basedon range 01entry number ~r prices~~~:; ::~~ ~~:;~~8:~t~:i~~~~S:~:::~;:~::~;~::: ~
~ Add $2.00 for Shipping and h=;~U" 40 - 80 pege lnetruca::enual ':'

• Money back guarantee P.O. Box 121. Dept. KB ti
•••. Lot Aaamo., NY .7SoW G.

2 ~ _. On bank card orders. give all numbers •••••T41 i
~ PET II a trademark of Commodore Business Machines •

• PET. PET. PET" PET. PET. PET • PET • PET. PET. PET • PET. PET • PET. PET

·..••...·..••...·..••...·Iii...·..••...·..••...·..•• TI S.•.·
Put your PET to workl
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BASEX
MEANS SPEED!

BASEX is a fast, easy to learn
language for 8080, l80, or
8085 microcomputers. Its
commands resemble BASIC,
making translation easy. An
interactive compiler permits

you to enter, list, edit and run programs up to 10x faster than
similar BASIC programs and use half the memory(2K plus pro·
gram).
Powerful features include: .
* Array variables
* 16 Bit Arithmetic/Logic
* Variable name length
* Named subroutines with

multiple arguments

* Text strings
* Versatile I/O Functions
* Block memory searches/

transfers
* Custom commands easily

added
CHOOSE YOUR BASEX ..

* 97·Page BASEX manual (pub. by Byte Books)
* North Star Disk/Meca Alpha Tape/Paper Tape
* TRS·aO level II, 16K tape with graphics commands
* CPM 8" Disk, with disk handler commands
* Basex Tape & Disk Guide-provides complete handlers

for North Star Disk and/or Meca Tape
(includes manual with source)

* Add $ .75 shipping (special 4th class) or $1.50 special
handling on all orders.
See BASEX at your local dealer or order direct from

DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED

•m- Inter.cllv. Mlcrow.r., Inc.

• •

P.O. Box 771
•.•.•150 W SIIII. ColI.g., P. 111801

(814) 238·8284

,,; Reader Service-see page 227



CLAIT'IFIEDS
Classified advertisements are intended for use by persons desiring to buy, sell or

trade used computer equipment. No commercial ads are accepted.
Two sizes of ads are available. The $5 box allows up to 5 lines of about as cnarac-

ters per line, including spaces and punctuation. The $10 box allows up to 10 lines.
Minimize use of capital letters to save space. No special layouts allowed. Payment is
required in advance with ad copy. We cannot bill or accept credit.

Advertising text and payment must reach us 60 days in advance of publication
(l.e., copy for March issue, mailed in February, must be here by Jan. 1). The publisher
reserves the right to refuse questionable or inapplicable advertisements. Mail copy
with payment to: Classlfleds, Kilobaud Mlcrocomputing, Peterborough NH 03458.-
Do not include any other material with your ad as it may be delayed.

$$$$- WANTED- TRS·80s- WANTED-
$$$$ Any quantity, any condition, immedi-
ate cash available. Used TRS·80s and periph-
erals available. Write for firm cash offer.
Also used DEC PDP8, 11 CPUs, peripher-
als. Jirn Sirnpson, Box 632, W. Caldwell NJ
07006. Tel. eves. (201) 226·9185.

Dual N. Star mini-floppies with controller I

cables and $700 accounts-receivable and
gen'l ledger software-$HX>O. Terminet
300B KSR RS·232 30 cps, $700. Integrand
mainframe, fully socketed, $275. Cromemco
AIR, AlP, G/L, Payroll & Inventory, $350
ea. J. Kelly, 400 W. Madison sr., LaGrange
KY 40031. (502) 222-1)465evenings.

C1P, Superboard Il Owners. Complete,
accurate, professional circuit diagram of 600
board; 17" x 22" print; $5. Circuit diagram
for TrY interface; $2. Pete Hitt, Box 266,
La Luz NM 88337.

TRS-80 computers used in evening adult
class. Several memory sizes, disks, Cen-
tronics 779 printers, latest modifications.
Some software. Jerry Scott, 717 Villa,
Watonga OK (405) 623·5805.

For Sale: RCA VIP rnicro with 4K RAM,
sound board, rf modulator, p.s., games and
utility programs on tapes. Cost $377; asking
$225. Call (617) 481·8543 in PM.

OSI C·IP w/20K RAM & 610 bd, Includes
floppy intfc. & KC std. tape intfc. 3 I/O
ports. Like new. $695. L. Gabrielson, 1038
4th St., Rensselaer NY 12144.

For Sale: Diablo Hytype L Superb condi-
tion, includes full documentation, power
supply, stand, tractor and driving electronics
-$1500. Also Xybek "Prarnrner" 1702pro-
grammer , Has 256 bytes of RAM and sock-
ets for 7 1702s (4 incl. with programmer), In-
struction manual and software on EPROM
is included-$75. R. C. Akeson, 12714West
Harnpton Ave., Butler WI 53007. (414) 781·
8820, days.

Going out of business-rnust sell. OSI Chal
III, dual flop, 32K OS65U Act IVB Micro-
term CRT, all in excel condition, no reas of-
fer refused. Software-utility, games, word
proc. Taylor Dist Co., 7530 E. Kenyon Ave.,
Denver CO 80237. (303) 779·1632. Sell sepa-
rately or together.

CORRECTIONS
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The property gain/loss program associated with "Boy, Did I
Make a Killing!" (November 1979, p. 112) has three small omis-
sions. There are obvious blank spaces in lines 1340, 1450 and
1460.My smart printer should have put a "less than" sign in 1340
and an up arrow (raise to the power of) in 1450and 1460.-Frank
J. Derfler, Jr.

Fig. 2 of "Probos V" (October 1979,p. 78)should show pin 3 of
IC2 connected to pin 3 of IC1, and pin 6 of IC2connected to pin 4
of IC1.lt doesn't matter if the logic probe is built directly from the
published schematic, but the corrected version will match up
. more closely to the printed circuit pattern. In addition, the anode
of LED 3 (pulse indicator) should be shown connected to pin 8 of
IC1. Fig. 3 also contains an error; see the corrected figure here.

For Sale: Interact Model I computer, joy-
sticks, 15 games, Level I & II BASIC,
manuals, extra documentation; S400 (new).
Edgar Cormier, 1427·3 Rustic, Ocean NJ
07712.

Applel ALF rnusic users interested in trading
songs contact Gary M. LaPoten, 333 North
Palm Drive, Beverly Hills CA 90210.

For Sale: ASR·33 TTY with paper tape read-
er/punch, modem, stand. $500, you pick up.
All back issues of Byte; $2.50 each. National
Multiplex tape cartridge systern 3M3A for
S·l00, $175. Lenny Heath, 6618·D Lake Hill
Dr., Raleigh NC 27609. (919) 876-4168.

TEl Business Computer-48K-with dual
drive 8" floppy, CPM operating system.
Professional rnachine. Costs $8995, will sell
for $4995. Call (816) 531·1050 for details.

For Sale: Heathkit ETW ·3400 microproces-
sor trainer plus EE3401 program instruction
plus parts. $330 value for only $250 or best
offer. Great for beginners or children. John
Hansen, 314A Millett St., Wahiawa HI
96786. (808) 624·9690 or (808) 655·9721.

Heath H8, 8K RAM, ser I/O, keyboard,
video interface up and running, $600.
Charles Rapp, Jr., Rte I, Box51A, Minooka
IL 60447. (815) 467·5786.

Must Sell 1mrnediately! Ex condo IBM
Selecterrn MDt:: rnod 9710, 3mo. No reas of-
fer refused. (303) 779·1632. Taylor Dist Co.,
7530 E. Kenyon Ave., Denver CO 80237.

For Sale: Irnsai MIO board with rnods to
make it work, 2 parallel ports, serial port,
Tarbell cassette port, software drivers, serial
port untested. 2 Irnsai 4K RAM boards, I
Godbout 8K Econoram board, 62 key ASCII
keyboard in dress enclosure. Make offer on
any or all. Roy Turner, 14407 Broadgreen,
Houston TX 77079. (713) 497·5849.

Free! TV Typewriter w/keyboard when you
buy rny SWTP 6800cornputer systern w/12K
memory, AC-30cassette interface, 4K + 8K
BASIC for only $550. Chris, (305) 259-4328.

Elf II, Giant, 4K, pwr, rfmod, BASIC, Pitt·
man, RCA, Osborne. Best offer. L. G., 334
Riverside, Palrn Beach Gardens FL 33410.
(305) 622·6655.

Peripheral Dynamics 1555HT card reader.
'Unused-reads 150 cards/minute. With
rnanual, only $400. (603) 485·9131. Mike
Vitale, 135 Main St., Suncook NH 03275.

Printer, 110 cps, 132 columns, 5 x7 matrix,
up to 6 copies, adj. tractors, self test; like
new, just rebuilt by factory. This is a super
printer. With RS·232 interface, only $850.
PT factory assy. S·IOO bus 8K RAM, $85.
IBM 3740 cornpatible floppy-disk controller
for use with Shugart, Siemens, Pertec or like
drives; controls one to four drives. With
manual containing S·IOOand 6800 interface
instructions. Cost $850, only $250. H. H.
Hayden, POB 1275, Socorro NM 87801.

For Sale: PET 8K Model 2001; built-in
cassette, calculator keyboard. Mint condi-
tion! 6 mos. old, hardly used! With dust
cover, some programs. Asking $515.
Howard Braff, 34 Elk St., Hernpstead NY
11550. (516) 489·6746 after 5.

For Sale: Back issue set of Kilobaud, in-
cludes #1-#15, #20-#27, #30-#34, rnust sell
as set; original Mark 8 minicomputer with
4K RAM, in quality cabinet, with Scelbi
software, schematics, will send photo; lasis
microprocessor course. Best offer on any
itern. John Boyd, 6611 Burkett St., Houston
TX 77021. (713) 747·3977.

For Sale: OSI C IP 8K. Includes extended
monitor, editor/assembler and chess tapes.
Moving to C4P. $399 or best offer. Good
condition. Barry Beal, RFD #1 Box 160,
Machias ME 04654.

The -12 volt rail in Fig. 1of "An Inexpensive and Easy EPROM
Board" (December 1979, p. 62) should be a - 5 volt rail.

In my article, "The Apple Goes to Market" (November 1979,pp.
70-76), there is an error in line 5110, Listing 5. In order to properly
update the array, line 5110 should read:
5110 FOR I=Y TO X STEP -1: A(I)=A(I-1): NEXT: X=X -1: A(X)=B

In the article, X and Y were transposed, causing improper decre-
menting of the array. Sorry for any inconvenience this may have
caused. Thanks to George Culberson, W7CBU, who called from
Utah to point this out.-Leslie R. Schmeltz.

The address of Statewide Mortgage Corp. (November 1979, p.
8) should be PO Box 660, EI Cerrito CA 94530.

The following changes should be madeto the "Inventory" pro-
gram in the September 1979 issue. Also, the Sort subroutine
changes should be made to the version that uses the machine-
language sort routine.



· Hollywood CA
Largest selection of computer books in the
country. Software for the TRS-80,Apple, PET,
etc. Magazines. Open Monday-Saturday.
9:30-5:30. Opamp Technical Boo~., 1033 No.
Sycamore Ave., Los Anseles CA 90038,
464-4322.

Los Angeles CA
Featuring: PolyMorphic, North Star, Imsai,
Cromemco, Extensys, $peechlab products
and Poly-88 Users Group software exchange.
All products 10-20% off list We won't be
undersold! A-A-A-A Discount Computer
How's, 1477 Barrington, Suite 17, LosAngeles
CA 90025, 477-8478.

Mountain View CA
Systems for business, industry and hobbyist.
Five terminals, ten printers and five main-
frames on display. $uperbrain, Horizon
Quad, Compucolor II, Equibox and Altos
Computer System with hard disk. Much soft-
ware incl. CP/M. TRS-80 and PET. Disital Deli
Computer Store, 80 W. EI Camino Real, Mt.
View CA 94040, 961-2670.

San Francisco CA
Apple Specialists in business, personal and
custom applications. Full line of peripherals,
supplies and for leisure; sophisticated elec-
tronic games and video games. A.I.D.S., Inc.,
Artifical Intelligence Design Specialists, Inc.,
301 Balboa St., San Francisco CA, 221-8500.

Pompano Beach FL
Business systems, personal systems, whatever
the application, we can help. Consulting, pro-
gramming, education and maintenance. Ser-
vice, support and professionalism at afford-
able prices. Computer Axe tnc, 1308 N, Fed-
eral Hwy., Pompano Beach FL 33062, 946-
4999.

Venice FL
Discount prices & professional service: Cro-
memco, Northstar, Vector Graphic, DEC, II,
Thinker Toys, Intertube, Soroc, Centronics,
NEC, Selectric interfaces, Microdasys. Com-
plete business & medical billing software
available. MicroAge & Serendipity software
discounted. Sara-Tech Electronics, Inc., Com-
puter Division, PO Box 692, Venice FL 33595,
485·3559.

Aurora IL
Microcomputer systems for home or
business; peripherals, software, books &
magazines. Apple, North Star, Cromemco
systems. Also TI 910 and the 105-440 printer
w/Apple graphics. Farnsworth Computer
Center, 1891 N. Farnsworth Ave., Aurora 1L
60505, 851-3888.

Chicago IL
Computer Hardware/Software Specialists for
home and business. Largest selection of com-
puter books, magazines and copyrighted soft-
ware in Chicago Metro area. Experienced fac-
torv-tratned service department. Feature
Apple and Alpha Microsystems and ac-
cessories. Data Domain of Schaumburg, 1612
E. Algonquin Road., Schaumburg IL 60195,
397-8700.

Naperville IL
Computer systems design, programming and
consultation by computer experts. Dealer for
SSM, Integrand, Tarbell. Ithaca Intersystems,
Verbatim, Diablo and others. Discount prices
on many items. Wilcox Enterprises, 25W178-
39th St., Naperville IL 60540, 42()'8601.

Laurel MD
Exidy Sorcerer & accessories, Vista floppy-
disk systems, memory boards, software &
books. full line of ham & SWLequipment. The
Comm Center, Laurel Plaza, Rte. 198, Laurel
MD 20810, 792-0600.

Worcester MA
Computer products for personal and business
systems. Largest selection of software for
TRS-80, Apple. PET. Authorized Apple sales
and service. Computer Packages lJnlimited,
Centerwood Terrace, Route 12, West
Boylston MA 01583, 835-3428.

Garden City MI
Complete systems for business, professional
and personal applications. Custom program-
ming available. Apple II, North Star, Vector
Graphic and other lines of microcomputers,
software, books, components. Computer
Center, 28251 Ford Rd., Garden City MI
48135, 422-2570.

Here's what the Data Domain of Schaumburg IL says about the Dealer Directory:
"Yes! We want to continue with the Dealer Directory ad. The response this past year
has been good. We have had many people calling and visiting the store because they
have seen that ad. It is very cost effective, too!"

Grand Rapids MI
Full-line microcomputer store. Ohio Scien-
tific - Equinox- PolyMorphic Systems-
Digital Systems-Godbout-Oynabyte-
Thinker Toys-Meca-North Star. Micro
Computer World, 313 Michisan St., N.E.,
Grand Rapids MI 49503, 451-8972.

St. Louis MO
Experimenters' Paradise. Electronic and
mechanical components. Computer People,
Audio People, Hams, Robot Builders, Expert-
menters. Open six days a week. Gateway Elec-
tronics Corp., 8123-25 Page Blvd., St. Louis
MO 63130, 427-6116.

Lynbrook NY
Complete line of business computer hard-
ware, software & service. Design of special
software to suit your business. Specialists in
systems for truck routing & restaurants. Long
Island Computer General Store, Inc., 103
Atlantic Ave., Lynbrook NY11563, 887-1500.

New York NY
Ohio Scientific distributor. Full stock, service
and software. Software for PET, Apple,
TRS-80 and hobbyist accessories (J im Pack).
Aristo-Craft Computers, 314 Fifth Ave., Cor-
ner 3lnd Str., New York NY 10001, 349-9034.

Akron OH
We've got it all. Business systems. Personal
systems. Software packages. Custom pro-
gramming. Terminals. Printers. Service and
books. Easy freeway access. 10 AM to 6 PM
Monday-Saturday. The Basic Computer
Shop, fairlawn Plaza, 2671 West Market St.,
Akron OH 4431a, 867-0808.

Canton OH
Cromemco. Ohio Scientific. Centronics
printers. Hazeltine terminals (CRT). Two-
dimensional plotter software for Crornernco.
as well as three-dimensional plotter software
for Cromemco. Business software. Mon.-Sat.
10-7. The Micro-Shop, 5686 Dressler Rd.,
North Canton OH 44720,497-0847.

Kingston PA
We support Level II and Model II. Books,
magazines, programs, parts, accessories,
peripherals, free literature, free seminars,
cassettes, floppies, filters, transformers, caps,
chips, CRTs. Artco Electronics, 302 Wyoming
Ave., Kingston PA 18704, 287-1014.

Philadelphia/So. Jersey
Intertube II, immediate delivery. Free video
terminal comparison, 1ntertec's SuperBrain,
all Centronics printers, Omnitec data
modems/couplers, NCR portable modem ter-
minals, MFE digital cassette drives. L & S
Distributors, 44 So. Locust, Marlton NJ 08053,
983-7444.

.York PA
SS·50 Buss Stop. Business & personal systems:
Smoke, SWTP. Cimix, MSI. Exidy, TSC, Com-
.puterware, J im-Pak. ACP, etc. Sales & service.
Closed Sunday. G. Y. C. Co., 51 Hamilton
Avenue, York PA 17404, 854-0481.

Houston TX
Experimenters' Paradise! Electronic and me--
chanica I components for computer people,
audio people, hams, robot builders, experi-
menters. Open six days a week. Gateway Elec-
tronics, Inc., 8932 Clarkcrest, Houston TX
77063,978-6575.

Dealers: Listings are S15 per month in prepaid quarterly payments, or one yearly payment of $150, also prepaid. Ads include 25 words describing
your products and services plus your company name, address and phone. (No area codes or merchandise prices, please.) Call Marcia at
603-924-7138 or write Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTlNC, Ad Department, Peterborough NH 03458.

IP. EPLACE LINES 72e THRU 77e WITH THE FOLLOWINGI

F RO!'!I 1 2611 IIEAD ,e ICPCI)-J)*611+5,RS\I''',PCI),TAPCS),P.S\NEXT\CLOSE ,e
7 21'1 IIEAD ,e ICT- J)*611+S,A3S
7 3e WRITE ,e ICR-l)*611+5,A3S,NOENC!'!ARK
7 lie IIEAD ,e ICT-2)*611+5,A3S
75e WIIITE '1'1 ICT-2)*611+5,A3S I T 01 11!6e READ '1'1 ICf'CI)-J)*611+S,A3f",Q,HI),TABCS),A3S\NEXT\CLOSE 11'1

Main program changes,

Changes to "Inventory,"

Sort subroutine changes,

A DD THE FOLLOWING TWO LINES

1'01 II 3e P3-P3+1"P3\1F pc-e THEN 525 ELSE II' ASo"N" THEIil Il!e ELSE 61'11'1

5 1!5 OPEW ,e,"POINT"\FOII I-I TD Y\WRITE ,e,PCI,I)\NEXT
5 1!6 CLOSE ,e TO: I lie FOR I-B TO N+!l-I\K-(AI-IJ)\U-U+I\IF I>ETHEJlEXITi81l
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D. E. Price
1265 Pinewood Dr.
Melbourne FL 32935

Hex and ASCII

Do it with an ASCII keyboard.

S everal ~onths ago I set
out to Improve my ac-

quaintance (then very Iirn-
ited) with microprocessors
and to learn the mechanics of
CPU interface. Experience
being the best teacher, I
elected to build from
"scratch," designing and
building as needed, rather
than assembling any of the
multitude of CPU kits cur-
rently available. This article is
a natural evolution of that
process and was put together
in hopes that other fledglings
might benefit from my
experience.

An interface module
capable of accepting the
ASC II-coded outputs of a
low-priced keyboard was
needed (1) to convert certain
of those codes into hexa-
decimal codes; (2) to refor-
mat these codes to strobe out
two characters in parallel; (3)
to provide keyboard control
of a CPU.

There is a great tendency
in all of us (and I am equally
guilty as the rest) to approach
such a design problem from a
"new and exotic" viewpoint.
However, after the first pangs
of exoticism had passed and I
had returned to this earth, I
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was able to work out a solu-
tion using commonly avail-
able components without
waiting for the postman to
deliver that one critical item
six weeks hence ... post-
marked Tirnbuktu. This little
jewel will meet all the re-
quirements criteria at a price
that will astound you.

Overview
To begin with, examine

the keyboard output codes in
Table 1. Note that the four
lower-order bits for keys 0

Keyboard Code Formats
(Lower Four Bits Only)

KEY

o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F

HEX
0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

ASCII

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110

Table 1. Keyboard output codes.

and 1 through 9 are identical
for both ASCII and hex but
that ASCII recycles bits 1
through 4 starting at alpha
character "A." Since we wish
to use alpha characters A
through F in hexadecimal, we
must convert that to provide
the essential hexadecimal
codes in Table 1. Now
examine the required versus
available codes for alpha char-
acters A through F in Table 1
again and note that adding
the binary weight of 1001 to
each character should provide
the needed conversion to hex.

We have now established
design criteria for the primary
function of this interface -
"pass numeric lower-order
bits unaltered but modify
alpha character lower-order
bits by adding nine." Estab-
lishing this criteria brings out
one more requirement - the
ability to discriminate be-
tween alpha and numeric
characters. Examine the
codes in Table 2 and you will
see that this discrimination
can be accomplished by bits
24 through 26. All numerics
have a 011 code for these bits
while the alpha characters of
interest carry a 100 coding in
those same bits. Now, let's go

to Fig. 1 to apply what we
have found.

The Circuit
In Fig. 1, the two hex

inverters ICl and IC2 provide
active low outputs for ASCII
codes 20 through 26, an E
code and the keyboard
strobe. These inverters can be
eliminated if your particular
keyboard can provide both
true and false outputs for
each of the required codes.
Remember, saving two chips
here requires that the number
of conductors in the con-
necting cable be increased
and that some buffering be
lost at the conversion module
end of the cable - a false
economy!

IC3 examines bits 24
through 26. By using the false
levels for 24 and 25, we
establish coincidence for a
low output at pin 12 for
hexadecimal codes A through
F. This output is inverted and
fed as a mode control line to
1C4 and IC6. A high on this
line means CONVERT; a low
prohibits conversion.

The necessary conversion
is accomplished (as we deter-
mined earlier) by adding 9 to
the alpha characters. We
could utilize a four-bit adder
or a PROM. However, a very
low-priced chip (e.q., 7486
exclusive OR) can accomplish
the same conversion if aided
by a couple of AND gates and
inverters.

The first step in the con-
version is to invert 23 during
al pha characters. This is
readily accomplished by
feeding the mode control line
to pin 2 of the 7486. Look at
Fig. 1. You will see that any
level at XO R pin 12 will be
inverted only when pin 13 is
high. Thus, we add 8 only
during characters other than
numeric. Adding 1 to the
lower-order bit is more com-
p licated because "carries"
must be considered.

It is not the purpose of
this article to review the
basics of binary addition, so
please bear with me when I
say you must invert 21 if 20
goes to a low as a result of
addition. Assuming that we



do have a high mode line, pin
3 carries 20 inverted. This
signal is, in turn, inverted by
a segment of IC2 and fed to
an AND gate segment of IC6
where it is passed only during
alpha characters (Mode Con-
trol input to pin 9). The
output of this gate, pin 8, is
fed to the 21 segment of the
XOR, IC4, where it, in turn,
causes inversion of that

binary bit. This method of
addition and carry is rippled
up through bits 20, 21 and 22
to accomplish an add 1 for
these bits.

Th is ripple "add and
carry" method works great
until you get to alpha char-
acter D. At this point our
"cheapv" method blows up
and senses a false inversion on
bit 21 of the output causing

bit 22 to be inverted, with
the result of D showing an
output code of 1001 or the
equivalent of a numeric 9.

The first two segments of
IC1 and NOR gate IC5 are
utilized to inhibit AND gate
IC6-A on character D, thus
preserving our ripple and
carry approach. False inputs
of 20 and 21 are fed to IC5,
causing it to go low on the

output only during character
D (examine Table 1 once
again, only the D of alpha
characters A-F has lows in 20
and 21, simultaneously). This
low on IC5 is what inhibits
the conversion during char-
acter D. Pins 3, 6, 8 and 11 of
the XOR carry the hex code
outputs.

Our next step is to refor-
mat these hex codes to strobe

E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

26 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

25 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0

23 22 21 20 24 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

N B
0 0 0 0 U S 0 @ P R

L P K
s C

0 0 0 1 0 ! 1 A Q T
H L
S C

0 0 1 0 T " 2 B R L
X R
E H

0 0 1 1 T # 3 C S I
X S
E

0 1 0 0 0 $ 4 0 T L
T B
E

0 1 0 1 N % 5 E U R
Q B
A

0 1 1 0 C & 6 F V
K
B

0 1 1 1 E 7 G W
L

1 0 0 0 B ( 8 H X
S
T

1 0 0 1 A ) 9 I Y
B

1 0 1 0 L * : J Z
F

1 0 1 1 V + ; K [
T

1 1 0 0 F < L \
F

1 1 0 1 C - ~ M 1
R

E
1 1 1 0 S > N A s

0 c
0

1 1 1 1 5 / ? 0 E
I L

Table 2. ASCII codes for Archer keyboard.
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20

2'

22

23

24

25

26

rcz
7404

~-
E~E

two characters out in parallel,
meeting the 8-bit bus require-
ment of many of the popular
CPUs. Fig. 2 is a single func-
tion diagram of the "shape-up
and ship-out" reformatter.
The requirement is to rec-
ognize when the operator
wants to output a hex-
formatted code. Th is recog-
nition is accomplished by
IC1, an 8-bit NAND gate. By
feeding this gate appropriate
true and false (22 and 26)
ASCII outputs 20 through
26, a low is achieved from a
semicolon key.

IC4 is a 5-bit shift register.
The inverted output of the
recognition chip (pin 2, IC2)
is combined with the key-
board strobe in AND gate
IC3A to provide a load signal
for the shift register, loading
a 10000 sequence upon
receipt of a ; signal. The clock
for the shift register is pro-
vided at pin 6 of IC3B. This
clock is inhibited while the
keyboard is active with a
semicolon. A four-bit latch is
activated by the first parallel
output bit (7496-15) and,
therefore, loads the first hex
character appearing on lines
20 through 23 of the code
converter as shown in Fig. 1.

When the keyboard strobe
appears after keying in the
first hex character, the shift
register shifts to the right to
output a parallel code 01000.
This code latches the first hex
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XOR-

r-----~.I _~~--------------~----~:>-3

TO
CHARACTER
REFORMATTER
FIG.2

~---------------+~-----C>-6

)"--------t---------------c> -II

+5V

12

~ ~ '~ IC2 T
24 ~~~74042 .r+: "".L:;ttl'6,-",-5"".2~.;::j,3-,1':""4J.;;;6.,.1:...,7I
23 r"'> :_~ I CLR ~'I-V
22 ~ "l-- 2 a :3 8 LOAD PRESET ~~I~I;
2' e>--------7- IC4 7496 REGISTER
20 c:>------!- rC3 elK 00 Qc

7408 I' 15 112,91'3 9~
...JL 4r----. '7 ~ c e .r't, DMA
~~~gg~RO ~ L.. .....,51__ b./ 6 --"Cl )-"---------------..::::..:::.c> STROBE

_ +5V - LOAD(IC6,IC7)...JL DMA

~~ 15,6,12,13

MODE CONTROL

Fig. 1. ASCII/hex converter.

word in IC5 and holds same
as an interim memory. Out-
puts of the 4-bit latch are
routed through a four-
channel bilateral switch (IC6)
to the CPU data bus D4
through D7. The four lines 20
through 23 from the code
converter are also routed
through a four-channel bi-
lateral switch (IC7) to CPU
data bus bits DO through D3.

When the second hex
character is entered from the
keyboard, it is inhibited from
entering the 4-bit latch due to
the previous shifted pattern
of the sh ift register. The shift

XOR -
-Ii ~
-8 ~
-6

-3 ~

register, moving once more to
the right with the keyboard
strobe, enables AND gate
IC3-C via pin 9, allowing the
keyboard strobe to pass
through this AND gate and
enabling the CPU to strobe
the two characters held at the
bilateral gates (IC6, 7) onto
the CPU data bus in parallel.
These bilateral gates also
appear as Tri-state outputs to
the data bus, effectively pre-
venting the loading of the bus
except during the strobe
pulse from the CPU when
either 1 or 0 is presented to
each of the 8 CPU data lines.

So far we have met two of
our initial three objectives:
We have provided code con-
version, ASCII to hex, and
reformatted to strobe out
two hex characters in parallel
to the CPU. It should be
noted that while this process
is being followed, the key-
board simultaneously pro-
vides ASCII-coded output
one character at a time for
character presentation on a
TVT. The diagram for CPU
control is presented in Fig. 3.

External Keyboard Control
In Fig. 3, IC3 and IC4 are

each a control pair com-
pnsinq AN D gates cross-
connected to latch in com-
mands from a decoder, IC2.

The Archer keyboard used
in this project presents an E
bit on 27 output. This E bit
appears for six non-ASCI 1-
coded keys: BREAK, CTRL,
CLEAR, HERE IS and two
unmarked, uncommitted
keys. The 7442 decoder (IC2)
in Fig. 3 functions as a rec-
ognition circuit for these keys
when presented with true
signals from 20 t~ough 22
plus a strobed Es input.
NAND gate IC1 provides the
strobed E signal and also
serves as an inverter to pro-
vide the necessary active low
input to IC2. The six decoded

ICI,283: PIN 14:Vcc, PIN 7:GNO

ACK

7
40 40 9 1 2 D7

6
3D 30

10 4 IC6 3 D6
IC5 4016

3
20

7475
20

15 8 QUAD 9 D5 ~
SWITCH

2
10 10

16 " 10 D4

+SV
~

4- BIT

~j7 1~.6.'2.13
LATCH CPU

DATA

~2
¢ 14 7 5,6,12,13 8US

1 2 D3 ~

4
IC7

3 D2

8
4016

9 DI ~QUAD
SWITCH

" 10 DO ~

Fig. 2. Single function diagram of the character reformatter.



outputs appear as active low
signals for BREAK, CTRL,
CLEAR, HERE IS, LEFT
BLANK and RIGHT BLANK.

When directed to the
appropriate inputs of IC3 and
IC4 as shown in Fig. 3, four
keys have the ability to force
latched outputs at output

pins lA, 1B. BREAK will
cause a low at pin 1A and a
high at pin 1B. This is WAIT
logic for an R CA COSMAC
CPU withwhich this interface
module is now working.
CLEAR causes a Iowan pin 1
of IC4 and a high at pin 1 of
IC3. This is CLEAR logic for
the same CPU. RUN provides
highs at both output ter-
minals, while HERE IS pro-
vides a LOAD function of
two lows at the same ter-
minals.

Summary

This concludes the descrip-
tion of the interface module
and its functions. Again, it is
not exotic in form, but it
does provide in a reliable
manner three essential tunc-

+5V +5V

re

e RUN
7400 WAIT

s Eo 12 • HERE IS

, CLEAR
IC2
7442 , BREAK

rs,.
15

KB
STROBE

expect for less than $5? Plans
are currently underway to
add back-spacing capabil ity
for program correction and
rapid program. step through
for entry verification. The
latter is considerably more
useful to limited systems
without CRT display than to
those lucky people with TVT
connections. -

2' C>--------------------4
2' C>--------------------~
20 C)--------------------4

ICI.384: PIN 14:Vcc, PIN 7=GND

tions of code conversion, re-
formatting and CPU control.
It can be constructed without
real concern for critical lay-
out of lead dress (the original
was wire-wrapped on a Radio
Shack prototype board) and
all components are low cost
and possibly available in your
junk box.

In any event, the total

We bought 350,000 LED's_
And you get the savings.

Reds, greens, yellows, orange, small,
medium, large. Bags of 25 - mixed $2.75.
That'sonly 11~each.Comparethis bargainup to
twice our price.

LED BARGRAPHAND ANALOG METERDRIVER
New from National Semi. #LM3914. Drives 10 LED
directly for making bar graphs, audio power meters,
analog meters, LED oscilloscopes, etc. Units can be
stacked for more LED's. A super versatile and truly
remarkable IC. Just out'
SPECIAL PRICE: $3.99 INCLUDES12PageSpec. Sheet

Fig. 3. CPUcontrol.

chip complement costs under
$5 at any of the several
houses advertising in this
magazine. The design is not
without shortcomings. It does
not provide for back-stepping
in the case of erroneous
entry, nor can it obviate
illegal entry such as the
keying in of shifted char-
acters ... but what can you

Sound ActivatedSwitch not a
kit. Already assembled.Clap
your handsand turn on lights,
music boxes, coffee pots, etc.
Full spec.sheetwith eachunit.
69¢ ea. 10 for $5.50

SONY 23 WATT AUDIO AMP MODULE
#STK-054. 23WATTS SUPERCLEAN AUDIO. 20HZto
100 KHZ ± 2 DB. HYBRID, SILICON, SELF-
CONTAINED MODULE. ONLY 1% x 2V, IN. WITH
DATA.
COMPARE AT UPTO TWICEOUR PRICE! $6.50each

"FAIRCHILDPNP
"SUPERTRANSISTOR"

2N4402.TO-92Plastic.SiliconPNP
Driver. High Current. VCEO-40 HFE-
50to 150at150MA.FT-150MHZ.A

.-----------------------------------'--------------1 super"BEEFED-UP"Versionof the
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 2N3906. All prime. 1st line.
"COLOSSUS JR." JUMBO CLOCK MODULE 8 FOR $1.19 50 for $1.59 500 for $12.95

CLOCK MODULE OPTIONS
MA1008A and 0 MA1013

Switches and pot for all options.
Includes:
5 push buttons
1 toggle

FACTORY PRIME 110Kpot $2.50
581 - Polar LED 59¢ ea. or 10 for $5. Alarm Parts (includinghigh impedence

----=-=--=---...:...:::..:..::.:.:.....:=:=--..=..::...:..=:..::::.:......::.:::....:..::..:-"-=4 transducer). Much more efficient than a1----------------.,.----.,--------.
LAB-BENCH VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY KIT speaker $1.50 60 HzCRYSTALTIME BASE MICRO MINI
5 to 20VDCat l,AMP.Short circuit protectedbycurrent Transduceronly(unbelievablyloud') $1.10 $4.95(CompleteKit) TOGGLE SWITCHES
limit. Uses IC regulator and 10AMPPowerDarlington. I- ~ UsesMM5369CMOSdivider IC 1__ 6__fo_r_$:..5_W__il_h_h_a_rd_w_ar_e_._.
Very good regulation and low ripple. Kit includes PC with high accuracy 3.579545
Board, all parts, large heatsink and Shielded 16K DYNAMIC RAM CHIP MHZCrystal. Usewith all MOS
transformer. 50 MV.TYP. Regulation. $15.99 KIT WORKSIN TRS-80ORAPPLEII ClockChipsor Modules.Draws

16Kx 1 Bits.16PinPackage.Sameas only 1.5MA.All parts,dataand
Mostek4116-4.250NS access.410NS PC Board included. 100 Hz,
~r~~eet~~tR~~r.~~~~~~e6~~t~o~:~os~;~: same as above, except $5.95.
using this chip are readily available. These
are new fully guaranteed devices by a
major mfg.

VERYLIMITED STOCK!
"MAGAZINE SPECIAL" - 8/$79.50

','''''-IUFACTURER 5 CLOSEOUT'

Digital Research: Parts
(OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 401247 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271-2461

JUMBO IC ASSORTMENT
All new not rejects. BIG'
computer mfg. Surplus. Some
standard marked, many house
numbered.TTL, DTL, LINEAR.

TOSHIBA POWER AUDIO AMP
5.8 WATTS RMS Typical Output. 50 to 30,000 HZ
~3 DB. For CB's, tape decks, PA's, etc. Works off
of a single supply voltage from 10.5 to 18 VDC. 10
Pin plastic DIP with special built in heat sink tab.
Perfect for use on 12VDC. $399
With Data. each

TERMS:Add 50¢postage,wepay balance.Ordersunder$15add
75¢ handling. No C.O.D. We accept Visa, MasterCharge and
American Express cards. Tex. Res.add 5%Tax. Foreign orders
(exceptCanada)add20%P&H.90DayMoneyBackGuaranteeon
all items.
Writefor our free catalogfull of manyusefulbargains.
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SECURITY for TRS-80 DISC DRIVE OWNERS
• BUSINESSMEN • Ensure the privacy of your Corporate Files

• PROGRAMMERS • Protect Pr09rams/Data Files

• RS232 USERS • F~il wiretaps with Super Cipher

• AMATEUR RADIO • Baffle eavesdroppers with Super Cipher

CIPHER for security at the Confidential level. Cipher is a sophisticated ~rypt09raphic system
which is impervious to all Master DOS passwords. Codes of up to 11 alphanumeric

$39.95 characters accepted. Cipher is supplied with its own self·chainin9 disk operatin9
system, but will accept DOS 2.1, 2.2 or 2.3 files.

SUPER CIPHER for security at the Top Secret level. Super Cipher accepts codes of up to
256 alphanumeric characters. This is the code for special business or military applica.

$99.95 tions.

We will customize your pr09ram so that it will execute, but can not be examined re9ardless of any effort to disable the protection.
Our technique is impervious to both Master DOS passwords and alien DOS systems. Send us your pr09ram t0gether with a $40 encipher.
ment fee. If we consider the crypt09raphic problem acceptable, we will encipher your pr09ram and return the encrypted version to
you. Otherwise your $40 fee will be promptly refunded. Examine and test our diskette • complete with its own copyri9hted DOS system
• to see if the level of encipherment is adequate. If you are satisfied we will then supply duplicates in lots of fifty at a fixed charge per

diskette.

AUTHORS DISTRIBUTORS - SYSTEM HOUSES
• DOUBLE AND TRIPLE YOUR SALES
• CURTAIL COPYRIGHT VIOLATIONS
• PREVENT ILLEGAL DISC DUPLICATION
• THWART PROGRAM EXAMINATION DURING EXECUTION

P.O. Box 516 • Troy, Idaho 83871 • SOLARIS PRESS. Specify 32K or 48K • (208) 835·5391 •...•S123

TRS MOD I and MOD II PROGRAMS FROM ~RACET COMPUTES 1
00 BASIC for level II and Disk Systems $49.95
Full MATRIX Functions- 30 BASIC commands!!
Mathematical and common matrix functions. Change arrays in
mld-proqram. Complete array handling. Tape array read and write
including strings. Common subroutine calls.. '
Over 50 more STRING Functions as BASIC commands!! String
manipulation, translation, compression, copying, search, screen
control, pointer manipulation and utility functions. Includes
multikey multivariable machine language sorts. Load only machine
language functions that you want! Where you want in memory!
Relocating linking loader! More than you ever expected!!

00 BUSINESS(Requires Infinite BASIC) $29.95
20 Business oriented functions including:
Printer Automatic Pagination with headers and footers!
Packed Decimal Arithmetic (+, -, ., I) 127 digits!
Binary array searched and hash code generator!

COMPROC Command Processor for Disk Systems $19.95
Auto your dis.k to perform any sequence of DOS commands,
machine language loads, BASIC, memory size, run program,
respond to input statements, etc. Single BASIC command file
defines execution! Includes auto key-debounce, screen print and
lower case software driver.
New Products Jan/Feb! We answer reader response inquiries!!
ATTNI System Houses- We license usage of our routines!

TRS Add-On OEM's· Direct BASIC commands tailored
for your hardware.

REMODEL + PROlOAD Specify 16, 32,or 48K Memory $34.95
RENUMBER any portion or all of BASIC program. Line references
adjusted.
MOVE any portion of a BASIC program from one location to
another.
DELETE lines or ranges of lines while using the utility.
MERGE all or any portion of a program from tape. (Load lines
300-500 from your tape to existing program at line 1000 with
renumbering on the way in!)
SAVE combined/merged programs, or any portion to tape with
VERIFY.

COPSYSCopy Systems Tapes (EditorlAssembler Format) $14.95

GSF (16, 32, or 48K) $24.95
18 Machine language routines using 'USR' calls. Includes RACET
sorts, array handling, and fast lines and scrolls.

DOSORT (Specify 32 or 48K· 2 disk minimum) $34.95
Sort/Merge multi·diskette sequential files. Multiple keys and
variables. lncludes GSF . machine language sorts, comparators
and string handling.

MOD II SUPPORT
RACET is supporting the MOD II!!
Call or write for current information! We have a MOD II Superzap
and other assembly language tools!
Ask your dealer if he carries our products!
DEALERS! We will work with you directly or through our
distributors.

CHECK, VISA, MfC, C.O.D. • Calif. Residents add 6% • Telephone Orders Accepted (714) 637·5016
WHEN ORDERING PLEASE ADVISE PUBLICATION SOURCE

~ RACET C~~~TES ~
702 Palmdale, Orange CA 92665



New
from DIABLO

DIABLO 1640 S 2.690.00
Receive-only $ 2.331.00
High-quality daisywheel printing at
45 cps.

T.I. 810 printer $1.695.00
• Includes upper/lower case
• 150 characters per second
• RS 232C serial interface
• Adjustable forms tractor

DATA TERMINAL EQUIPMENT - FROM MICROMAIL

SOROC 10 120 $795.00
• RS 232C, upper/lower case, full

ASCII
• Numeric keypad, protected fields
• Cursor keys plus addressable cur-

sor
• Auxiliary extension port

LA34 DECwriter IV

$1,199.00
• Upper/lower case, 9x7 dot matrix
• 10, 12, 13.2, 16.5 characters/inch
• 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 or 12 lines/inch
• 22"W x 7"H x 15'h"D, 25 Ibs.
• 110 or 300 baud, RS 232C serial

ASCII
• Friction feed, paper width to 15"

SOROC 10 140 $1.250.00
• RS 232C and 20mA current loop
• Extensiveediting features
• 25th line terminal status display
• 16 function keys (32 with shift)

DIABLO 1650 $ 2.779.00
Receive-only $ 2.419.00
Metaldaisywheelprinting at 40 cps.

NEe Spinwriter
Call or write for prices

To Order: Send certified check (personal or company checks require
two weeks to clear) including handling' and 6% sales tax if delivered
within California.
'Handling: Lessthan $2,000, add 2%;over $2,000, add 1%.Everything
shipped freight collect in factory cartons with manufacturer'swarranty.

MICROMAIL • BOX 3297 • SANTA ANA, CA 92703
(714) 731-4338 vM73

Want to
REALLY UNDERSTAND
The BASIC Language?
From the author of the highly acclaimed TRS-80 Usersl
Learners Manual camas the book you've been asking for! The
BASIC Handbook is THE definitive reference and "idea" book,
explaining in detail the BASIC languqa as used in over 50
favorite micros, minis and mainframes.
It's not a dictionary, and not a textbook, but a virtual ENCYCLOPEDIA of the
BASIC language. In it is everything you need to know about the most _,,~ ~
important BASIC statements, functions, operators and commands, explained ~ ~~:~O<..~
in a way that you can put them right to work. 3D-Day money back '_.I- if

. _ _ Guarantee ~., B ~
ThiS HANOBOOK IS written to be used! ~~ J>'
With the BASIC Handbook you can finally maKe those programs found in i ''# f.JX' :-,,0/%
magazines run on your computer - or know t~e reason why they can't. , ~ , 't-Cj 0~v
If there is an alternate way to write a program ~sing other BASIC words, the i ~__t#l" ",,(:-0<C-i-~
Handbook shows you how. If there is a functioh needed but your machine ,_~ , ~ ~ ~
doesn't have It, the Handbook gives you a subroutine that accomplishes the ~~' '~0~t::Jb
same thing. About the only thing It won't help you With ISan additional 16K of " ~(lI, 6J~~". / /
memory I ' ~ / x / /
Is TAS-80 Level II covered - YES! ~. ~ LitfJ, b/ 0~0'~ // /
Is PET covered - YES! t.....,. , -4V..Ii 4'~~~'#' /
Is Apple covered - YES! ..ttOV .•..i '.n#' "b<' r&\o 21 0"" //
Sorcerer, Altair, 1m•• , Etc. ,. ~, <I ~'0tl\o<"~ ~oo~1t~ ~o~~ ~0 ~
YES .... and over 50 more! ~tli.i V" ~ V
COMPuson'.PUBLISHING A,( , I understand my handbook Will be shipped promptly and there
A Division of CompuSoft. Inc 'lv ISa so-cav money back guarantee
8643 Navaio Road v cios
San Diego California 92119 K --------------
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THE PERFECT
CHRISTMAS GIFT

GROW WITH US AS
COMPUCOVER EXPANDS
TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

IN THE 1980's
Dealer Inquires Invited

Club Discounts Available

TRS-80
Keyboard $7.95
Cassette :.3.95
Video Display 9.95
Set......... ..19.95

ORDER NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS

TO ORDER:
Include $1.00 for

Postage & Handling
Send Check or Money Order To

CompuCover
P.O. Box 324 Dept. A
Mary Esther, FL 32569
Phone (904)243-5793

•Cloth Backed Naugalhyde Vinyl
• Waterproof & Dustproof
• Longer Life
• Improved Reliability
• Three Decorator Colors
Saddle Tan • Electra Blue • Black

Sorcerer $9.95
TRS-80 Disk 4.95
Double Disk 6.95
Percom Disk.. . .. 4.95
Lobo Disk 6.95
Matchless Disk 6.95

CENTRONICS
779 $17.95
730 9.95
P-I 9.95

DECWRITER
36 - $19.95
120 19.95

Wang Terminal .$18.95
Wang w/disk 22.95
Trendcom 100 9.95
Soroe IQ 120 18.95
Pet 19.95

APPLE II
Keyboard $9.95
Disk. . . . . . . . .. 3.95
Set 11.95

* EXCITING MAILORDER DISCOUNTS *
NOVATION CAT

ACOUSTIC MODEM
• ANSWER, ORIGINATE

" ..•...;J(lO BAU.O
• BEll 103
• LOw PROPILE DESIGN

$179(10

MetaFloppy DRIVES

PORTABLE MINISCOPES
LOW POWER CONSUMPTION

MS-1 5 SINGLE TRACE 15 MHz $289
MS-215 DUAL TRACE 15 MHz $389
MS-230 DUAL TRACE 30 MHz $519

SOROCIQ 120
1043 (Single) 31 5Kb $99500

1053 (Dual) 630Kb $1 695~

oQUAD DENSITY DESIGN
oCOST EFFECTIVE STORAGE
04 TIMES STANDARD CAPACITY
EVEN AFTER FORMATTING!

o SERIAL RS232C
- • FULL ASC II UPPER/LOWER CASE
• NUMERIC. KEYPAD CURSER KEYS
• SCREEN CONTROL &

PROTECTED FIELDS

ltlappla"! D16k
OR APPLE IT PLUS
,$97500

- COLO'R - GRAPHICS - SOUND
APPLE DISK IT $49500

INCLUDES CONTROLLER

12" BLACK & WHITE MONITOR
.VIDEO BANDWIDTH 12MHz±3db
.COMPOSITE VIDEO INPUT

SD EXPANDORAM
-64K $·100 DYNAMIC RAM BOARD
-WORKS WITH Z-80. 8080 s 8085
-POWER CONSUMPTION 5 WAITS
-SANK SELECT -PHANTOM REFRESH
-NO WAIT STATES REQUIRED
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• TO ORDER.
WITHOUT MEMORY __ $149.00
16K KIT 215.00
32K K1T 269.00
48K KIT 349.00
64K KIT 409.00
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Z-80/TRS-80 ™ Users
BOOK YOU'VE WANTED NOW CAN BE YOURS

THE Z-80: HOW IT WORKS
(THE PROGRAMMERS PERSPECTIVE)

By Monte Corum
Best Most Complete Reference Yet

cpu Operation Explained
Addressing Modes Demystified
Register Functions Described

Instructions Defined
Interrupts Diagrammed

Cycles Outlined Formats Described
Execution Described in Text,

Notation and Diagrams
Meaningful Analysis of 698 Commands

in Formatted, Usable Tables
Simple, Consistent Notation and Formats

A Programmer's Book, Beginner or Experienced
Ideal Text for Class Instruction

Pricse: $17.95 Plus Tax and Shipping
VISA & MSTRCHRG-NUMBER AND EXP. DATE

PREPAID WE SHIP
MICROWARE ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED

9301 N. 58th St. OPT. AAA
SCOTTSDALE, AZ. 85253

•.•.•M127

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
,. TRS-80 IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP.

11111

TRS-lia
OWNERS

Right now is the perfect time to

give the gift of knowledge to your-

self and your family.

·100 Favorite House Plant.·

CAN BE THAT GIFTI

Discover how to determine the amlOUl,tl'"

of light your house plant. are·gettlng

hand. Discover a one finger

for deciding when to water your

plants and how much. Discover a unique

way to shoW how practical your home COllI-

it for friend.. Why wait? Know you are

giving your house plants everything they

*100 FAVORITE HOUSEPLA
FOR TRS- 80 4K LI •••..••12.50

4K LlI •.••••12.50

(Idaho Residents Add 3% Sales Tax)
MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO:

CECDATlnc. P.O.Box1863 Moscow. Icillho 83843

A PROFESSIONAL DATA BASE
MANAGER FOR NORTH STAR

OPERATING SYSTEMS.
If you've been struggling with random access pointers, churning out

pages of BASIC code every time your program needs a new file, then DBMS-1
is for you!

This data base management system allows you to dynamically cre~te
files with up to ten named, variable length fields. Alpha, numeric and space-
saving table lookup fields are supported. Your data is stored linked sequential
and automatically arranged binary tree fashion for fast. keyed searches.
Records can be amended, deleted, listed alphabetically or summed on

multiple keys.
Sophisticated "Wild Card" search procedures allow nearly limitless

sorting possibilities. There are extensive "help" routines [fur instance, you
can recall your field names, parameters and record numbers at any time),

But best of all, DBMS·1 performs ALL searching and sorting IN PLACE.
That means your files don't have to be in RAM. Access to files by other
programs is easy - DBMSwl provides header and record sizes and other
information on request.

The DBMSwl system is a series of linking modules which run under
NORTH STAR BASIC, Release 4.0 or 5.0 with a minimum of 12K of RAM.

Price of the Diskette is $125. (US), which includes a fully commented
version of DBMS-1 and a condensed "Go:' file. A sample data file is included
for experimentation. The extensive user's manual may be ordered separately
for $15 .. refundable on purchase of the DBMS·1. One year's FREE update

service is also yours.

Order Post Paid From:
THE SOFTWARE DIVISION
LAKE CITY TECHNICAL PRODUCTS
No.5· 1952 SPALL ROAD
KELOWNA, BRITISH COLUMBIA •.•.•L21
CANADA V1Y 4R1

8111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.

~ • TRS·80 PERIPHERALS • ~
i DISK DRIVES'. 16K MEMORY KIT \" • 5= 40 tracks, 300 NS $70.00 I PRINTERS from' =
- with power supply & case 250 NS $76.00 . CENTRONICS, INTEGRAL·' 5

VERBATIM DISKETIES $3.00 200 NS $85.00 DATA, NEC SPINWRITER, =

DYSAN DISKETIeS $4.60 w/complete Instructions I TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. 5
4 DRIVE CABLE $45.00 Jumpers add $2'~/.:' I iALL AT GREAT SAVINGS!! i

, -

r/ Reader Service-see page 227

We also carry APPLE. SORCERER, PET, SO SALES products. WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.

GAMES TRS·Bo SOFTWARE , TR5-aO comput.rs in stock!!

ANDROID NIM.. . $14.00
Nim robots that wink and
respond. Excellent graph-
ics and sound.
STAR TREK III. . $14.00
Travel through the galaxy
.on the Enterprise and de-
stroy kunqcns. New up-
dated version.
AIR RAID $14.00
Real time shooting gal·
lery.
SARGON:CHESS. $19.00
Best chess for TRS-80
LIBRARY 100. . $49.00
100 games, utilities, and
business programs in one
package. Great value!
SPACE BATTLE

UTILITIES '_----'B:..;Uc::.SI"'N::.:ES:.;:S__
GL, AR, AP, PAYROLL
INTERACTIVE. $350.00
. Reports include unbilled
invoices, openfclosed ac-
counts, ageing. Trial bet-
ance, income statement,
balance sheet. Handles

. 200 accounts, 1750 trens-:
I actions. Stand alone on

I~:~~N:~Y II .... $99.00
activity tisting, complete
'listing, selected listing,
minimum quantity search,
1000 items per disk.
ALL ABOVE PROGRAMS
BY SBSG
ELECTRIC PENCIL $99.00
by Michael Shrayer '

disk $150.00
BEST word processor for
the TRS-80

'NEWDOS+ . $99.00
Enhanced DOS. Contains
many improvements over
TRSDOS. 7 useful utilities
built in. For 40 track use
also.
NEWDOS $49.00
Same as above without i
utilities.
SYSTEM INTEGRATION
TEST. . . $29.00
tests memory, disk drives,
and printer. I

MICROSOFT FORTRAN

CPM......... $~~~I
1RENUMBER. $14.00

disk... $17.00
G2LEVEL III $49.00
FOUTH by MSS $35.00
IGSF by Racet Computers

..... $24.95

i·=§
~

1

==_===_

The above Jist is just a brief summary of some of our most popular software. We have a large selection of other
software for many uses and for many computers_ Documentation for any of our programs is availableonre-
quest. If you ~.v •• ny qu.stions, pi••••call. W. would lik. to hear from you.
~T~O~O~R::':D~£~~~C=A~L~L~O~R~~~R~/~~E~;~~~~~~~~~-------Ii
~ MIDWESTC~~.P:~~~:rERIP~~~~~~_~':':~O~1 ii
1Iiii~.IWILMETTE IL. 60091 I X.MASSPECIAL I i

\ I 10% Discount on I =,e 0 D /1 a/l Software orders I 55
~ ..., TRS·80© TANDYCORP. t over $100 I 55
= ,Prices Subject to ChaRge without Notice ------------- =
illlllllllllOllllUlllllIIllllllllIIllllllllllllllllllIIllIIlllll11IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIi

by Lv4.
Disk ..
ADVENTURE

. $14.95
... $19.95

by Scott Adams ... $14.95
(ea) for Sorcerer or TAS-80
TRS-80 32K Version$24.95
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Interrupting BASIC
With this article and a source listing, you can do it.

D. H. Willits
E. H. Wiser
NC State University
Box 5906
Raleigh NC 27650

We have been devel-
oping an BOBO-based

microprocessor system for data
acquisition and environmental
control in greenhouses used for
energy research. The data ac-
quisition function requires as
many as 15 data points to be
read periodically (some as often
as once per minute) and the data
processed for output at half-
hour intervals. The control func-
tion requires certain points to be
read and the information pro-
cessed on 15 second cycles so

CONTROL BASIC
PROGRAMMING

ASSE Mal Y LANGUAGEI-- ~E~~ INTERRUPT HANDLER

INTERRUPTTRANSFER----
PROGRAM TRANSFER ----_

that heaters, vent fans and cool-
ing pads can be properly con-
trolled. A further requirement is
that the system be capable of re-
sponding to commands entered
from the keyboard at any time.

Data acquisition and control
functions can easily be handled
with polling loops, but in this
application the requirement for
random access to the control
and data acquisition program
made polling cumbersome.
Utilizing interrupts to initiate ac-
tion seemed to provide the
answer, but it also presented us
with a problem. We want to pro-
gram mostly in BASIC, rather
than assembly language, but
the BASIC interpreters available
have no provisions for servicing
interrupts.

This article discusses three
approaches developed to over-

INTERRUPT

Fig. 1. Activity flow for handling interrupts in assembly language.

CONTROL BASIC ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

INITIALIZATION PROGRAMMING

(MEMORY PAGE 4) TO INITIATE
INITIAL INTERRUPT INTERRUPT HANDLER

:~
CONTROL BASIC
INTERRUPT HANDLER
(MEMORY PAGE 6)

INTERRUPTTRANSFERS_ I
PROGRAM TRANSFERS - - - - ....•.

IDLE LOOP INTERRUPT
(MEMORY PAGE 6)
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Fig. 2a. Activity flow for limited handling of interrupts in BASIC, Version I.

come this problem: (1) handling
the interrupt in assembly lan-
guage with a return to the point
of interrupt in the BASIC pro-
gram; (2) handling the interrupt
in BASIC with no return to the
point of interrupt; (3) handling
the interrupt in BASIC with a re-
turn to the point of interrupt in
the BASIC program. Each ap-
proach has advantages and dis-
advantages that depend on the
particular application.

The BASIC interpreter we
used is Cromemco's 3K Control
BASIC (CB), but all the tech-
nlques used should apply to
other interpreters, provided you
have access to the source list-
ing for the interpreter. A fully
commented source listing is
easier to work with, but it can be
done with just a listing from a
disassembler if you're
dedicated enough and are pro-
ficient at reading assembly lan-
guage.

interrupts is to process them in
an assernbly-lanquaqe subrou-
tine with a return to the BASIC
program that was executing at
the time of interrupt. Table
1 shows the assembly language
required, and Fig. 1 shows the
activity flow between the CB
programming and the interrupt
handler. Our system has vec-
tored interrupt capability so that
eight separate interrupt signals
can be handled, each causing
transfer to one of eight different
memory locations between
%0000 and %003F. (The % sym-
bol is used to designate hexa-
decimal numbers throughout
the text. The exception is in the
assembly listings, where hex
numbers are suffixed with an H
according to standard practice.)

An EI (enable interrupt) com-
mand must be executed before
the microprocessor will recog-
nize an interrupt, and a mask
word is required to disable un-
wanted interrupts. These steps
are included in the initialization
routine'INIT'.

We chose the interrupt that

CONTROL BASIC ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

INITIALIZATION INITIAL PROGRAMM I NG INTERRUPT

(MEMORY PAGE 4) INTERRUPT TO INITIATE
INTERRUPT HANDLER

I ,,,,,,,

I
CONTROL BASIC
PROGRAMMING CONTROL BASIC
TO HALT INTERRUPT HANDLER -- IDLE LOOP
INTERRUPTS (MEMORY PAGE 6)
(MEMORY PAGE 8)

T

L . ..__.__._..j

Fig. 2b. Activity flow for limited handling of interrupts in BASIC, Version II.

Handling Interrupts in
Assembly Language

The simplest way to handle

INTERRUPT TRANSFERS ---_
PROGRAM TRANSFERS ----- ----_
MANUAL TRANSFERS - -- ---_



transfers control to location
%0008 and masks the rest. The
JMP instruction at %0008 trans-
fers control to %0040 where the
interrupt service (which can be
any assembly-language routine)
is executed. Control is then
returned to the BASIC program
at the point of interrupt.

Note that the status word and
registers must be saved in order
.to reenter the interrupted pro-
gram. Note also that the inter-
rupt service includes an EI corn-
mand because the micropro-
cessor disables interrupts as
soon as an interrupt is received.
Initiation of interrupt service is
done by typing a CALL %0060.

This approach is simple and
effective, provided that the task
to be performed during interrupt
service does not require math-
ematical computation or exten-
sive manipulation. It requires lit-
tle knowledge of the interpreter
itself, beyond knowing where
the interrupt handler can be
stored. CB does not use the first
two pages of memory, so loca-
tions up to %01FF are available.

A way to use BASIC to man-
ipulate data read during the in-
terrupt is available when
variables are stored at fixed lo-
cations. CB stores 52 variables
denoted by letters A through Z
and AO through ZO in the first
104 bytes of memory page 3
(%0200-%0267). The interrupt
handler can be used to store
data at these locations. A
BASIC program could be used
to test the contents to deter-
.mine whether an interrupt had
occurred. This is the procedure
recommended by Mits for use
with the Altair real-time clock.

Limited Interrupt Handling
in BASIC

Handling interrupts in assem-
bly language is fairly difficult if
calculation or output is rs-.
quired. There are obvious advan-
tages of programming in BASIC
to handle these situations, but
this necessarily requires more
knowledge of the programming
of the interpreter. This approach
is a relatively limited one that
has some practical applica-
tions.

Suppose the main program
does essentially nothing until
an interrupt occurs. The inter-

0008 C3 40 00 JMP INTR
0040 F5 INTR PUSH PSW /SAVE STATUS WORD AND REGISTER
0041 E5 PUSH H /CONTENTS ON CB STACK.
0042 D5 PUSH D
0043 C5 PUSH B

/PROCESS INTERRUPT: ANY ASSEMBLY
Interrupt Processing /LANGUAGE PROGRAM CAN BE PLACED

/HERE. THE SPACE NEED NOT BEgoes here /RESTRICTIVE IF SUBROUTINES AND
/JUMPS ARE USED.

005A Cl POP B /RESTORE REGISTER CONTENTS AND
005B Dl POP D /STATUS WORD.
005C El POP H
005D Fl POP PSW
005E FB EI /ENABLE INTERRUPTS AND RETURN.
005F C9 RET
0060 3E FD INIT MVI A,OFDH /THIS SUBROUTINE INITIALIZES THE
0062 D3 OA OUT 10 /INTERRUPTS: A MASK WORD IS OUTPUT
0064 FB EI /TO ELIMINATE UNWANTED INTERRUPTS
0065 C9 RET /(NOTE: THE ACTUAL MASK WORD AND

PSW EQU 6 /OUTPUT PORT ARE SYSTEM DEPENDENT.
/CHECK YOUR SYSTEM MANUAL FOR
/DETAILS) • ENABLE INTERRUPTS AND
/RETURN.

Table 1. Assembly-language programming and machine code for handling interrupts.

(Memory Page 4)

10 REM INITIALIZATION
20 REM LOAD MACHINE CODE FOR INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE, 'LOAD' (FIGURE 3)
30 PUT(%0040) = %06, %07, %11, %69, %02, %21, %59, r~o
40 PUT(%0048) = %7E, %12, %13, %23, r~5, %C2, rA8, %00
50 PUT (%0050) = %IB, %IB, %21, %00, %00, %FB, %C3, %42
60 PUT(%0058) = %E4, %52, %55, %4E, %20, %36, %OD, %FF
70 REM LOAD MACHINE CODE FOR INITIALIZATION ROUTcNE, 'INIT'
80 PUT(%0060) = %3E, %FD, %D3, %OA, %FB, %C9
90 REM SET JUMP AT %0008

100 PUT(%0008) = %C3, %40, %00
llO REM OTHER INITIALIZATION GOES HERE, IF ANY
120 REM ENABLE INTERRUPTS BY CALLING 'INIT'
130 CALL %0060
140 STOP

(Memory Page 6)

10 REM INTERRUPT HANDLER
20 REM ANY PROCESSING GOES HERE
30 REM ENTER IDLE LOOP TO WAIT FOR NEXT INTERRUPT
40 GOTO 40
50 STOP

Table 2a. BASIC programming for limited interrupts, Version I.

(Memory Page 4)

10 REM INITIALIZATION
20 REM LOAD MACHINE CODE FOR INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE ('LOAD') HERE
30 REM LOAD MACHINE CODE FOR INITIALIZATION ROUTINE ('INIT') HERE
40 REM SET JUMP AT r~008
50 REM OTHER INITIALIZATION GOES HERE, IF ANY
60 REM ENABLE INTERRUPTS BY CALLING 'INIT'
70 STOP

(Memory Page 6)

10 REM INTERRUPT HANDLER
20 REM ANY PROCESSING GOES HERE
30 REM INTERPRETER RETURNS TO ITS OWN IDLE LOOP (NOT SHOWN) TO AWAIT INPUT

FROM KEYBOARD

(Memory Page 8)

10 REM INTERRUPT HALT
20 REM LOAD ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE TO PERFORM HALT
30 PUT(%0100) = %F3, %C9
40 ·REM CALL HALT ROUTINE
50. CALL %0100
60 STOP

Table 2b. BASIC programming tor limited interrupts, Version II.
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0008 C3 40 00 JMP LOAD
0040 06 07 LOAD MVI B,7
0042 11 69 02 LXI D,0269H
0045 21 59 00 LXI H,STR
0048 7E LP MOV A,M
0049 12 STAX D
004A 13 INX D
004B 23 INX H
004C 05 DCR B
004D C2 48 00 JNZ LP
0050 IB DCX D
0051 IB DCX D
0052 21 00 00 LXI H,OOOO
0055 FB EI
0056 C3 42 E4 JMP OE442H
0059 52 55 4E STR ASC 'RUN 6'
005C 20 36
005E OD FF DW OFFODH
0060 3E FD INIT MVI A,OFDH
0062 D3 OA OUT 10
0064 FB EI
0065 C9 RET

/LOAD 'RUN 6' INTO INTERPRETER AND
/JUMP TO BASIC: PUT LENGTH OF STRING
/(INCLUDING SPACES, CR, AND TRAILING
/FFH) INTO B, PUT COMMAND STRING
/LOCATION INTO DE, GET ASCII STRING
/'RUN 6' AND STORE IN COMMAND STRING
/LOCATION, ENABLE INTERRUPTS AND JUMP
/TO THE INTERPRETER AT LOCATION E442H.

/THIS IS THE ASCII STRING, 'RUN 6',
/FOLLOWED BY A CR AND AN FFH.

/THIS SUBROUTINE INITIALIZES THE
/INTERRUPTS: OUTPUT MASK WORD TO
/ELIMINATE UNWANTED INTERRUPTS.
/ENABLE INTERRUPTS AND RETURN.

Table 3. Assembty-tenqueqe programming and machine code tor limited interrupt service.

(Memory Page 4)

10 REM INITIALIZATION
20 REM LOAD MACHINE CODE FOR INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINES HERE IF DESIRED
30 REM LOAD MACHINE CODE FOR INITIALIZATION ROUTINE ('INIT') HERE
40 REM SET JUMP AT r~008
50 REM OTHER INITIALIZATION GOES HERE, IF ANY
60 REM ENABLE INTERRUPTS BY CALLING 'INIT'

(Memory Page 6)

10 REM INTERRUPT HANDLER
20 REM ANY PROCESSING GOES HERE, RETURN WHEN FINISHED BY CALLING 'REPL'
30 CALL r~096

Table 4. BASIC programming for full interrupt service.

rupt is serviced and then the pro-
gram waits for the next inter-
rupt. Provided that any interrupt
can be completely serviced
before the next one occurs, the
main program will always be in
an idle state at the time of inter-
rupt, and it is not necessary to
return to this point. This would
be true, for example, for inter-
rupts occurring on a regular
schedule, such as clock pulses,
but not true for random inter-
rupts coming from the keyboard
or from another device.

The BASIC program required
is shown in Table 2a and the
accompanying Fig. 2a. It con-
sists of three main parts: (1) an
initialization routine starting on
memory page 4; (2) the interrupt
handler starting on memory
page 6; (3)the idle loop following
the interrupt handler. The initial-
ization routine is executed first
by typing the command RUN.
This stores the machine code
for the assembly-language rou-
tines and performs any other ini-
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tialization written in by the user.
The last step is to execute the
CALL %0060 command, which
will enable the interrupts.

Since there is usually an inter-
rupt request present when clock
signals are being used for inter-
rupting, execution of the EIcom-
mand will initiate the interrupt
service, which in turn transfers
control to memory page 6. The
idle loop is entered when the in-
terrupt processing is finished.

A more sophisticated version
of the same program can be
written if we realize that the
interpreter provides a 10.oPof its
own (while checking tor key-
board input) that can take the
place of the idle loop. Return to
the interpreter 10.oPis accorn-
plished by omitting the STOP
command from the routine
stored .onmemory page 6.When
Control BASIC encounters an
end-of-file before a STOP is
reached, the interpreter types
an OK and a > and enters the
10.oPwaiting tor input. This pro-

vides visual feedback to signify
the end ot interrupt processlnq
and allows a short routine to be
executed from the keyboard if
desired (perhaps to disable in-
terrupts).

Table 2b shows this version of
the program with the idle 10.oPat
the end of the interrupt handler

being eliminated and a routine,
added on memory page 8, which
loads a DI (disable interrupt)
command and a RET at %0100
and then executes a CALL
%0100 t.o stop the interrupts.
The routine is executed by typ-
ing RUN 8 while the keyboard is
active. This provides time to cor-
rect programming (during pro-
gram development), execute a
longer routine (say a memory
dump) or pertorrn any function
desired by the user. The inter-
rupt service is restored by typing
a CALL %0060 command, which
reenables the interrupts and
starts the process again. The
interactlon arnonq the various
routines is shown in Figure 2b.
The execution of the routine

on memory page 6 is made pos-
sible by a feature of Control
BASIC that allows separate rou-
tines to be stored in different
pages ot memory, and a RUN
command (followed by a page
number) transfers control to the
routine stored on that page. In
this case, the interrupt service
must create a RUN 6 and force
the interpreter to execute the
command as if it had been en-
tered trorn the keyboard. In
order to do that we had to deter-
mine how the interpreter han-
dled those commands.

When a command is entered
from the keyboard it is stored as
a character string in memory
locations starting at %0269. A
trailing carriage return (CR)and
%FF are added to denote the
end of the string, and the inter-
preter jumps to location %E442
with the contents of the DE reg-

___ ~N_t!.t~1:.~~~~R_N_I

I,,,
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_ ~OT~~I~~~~E HANDLER

CONTROL BASIC
INITIALIZATION
(MEMORY PAGE 4)

INTERRUPT I
RETURN--- -- ----- - --- ---- - ----

CONTROL BASIC
PROGRAMMING
(ANY PAGE)

I

INTERRUPT TRANSFERS ---_

PROGRAM TRANSFERS-------_

,
IL _

CONTROL BASIC
INTERRUPT HANDLER
(MEMORY PAGE I)

NOTE
POINT OF INTERRUPT CAN BE INTERRUPT HANDLER ALSO.

Fig. 3. Activity flow for full interrupts service in BASIC.



ister pointing to the CR and the
HL register set to zero. The corn-
mand is then executed by the
interpreter. Table 3 shows an
assembly-language simulation
of this. Note that the character
string RUN 6 is stored, and then
a jump is executed to %E442.

This approach has the advan-
tage of being able to process in-
terrupts in BASIC with only a
limited requirement for assem-
bly-language programming. The
disadvantage is that a program
executing at the time of inter-
rupt cannot be continued. This
can severely limit what can be
accomplished if the time be-
tween interrupts is short. Since
our situation demanded a 15
second cycle, we had to keep
trying.

Full Interrupt Handling
in BASIC

Our final approach permits
full interrupt processing in
BASIC. A BASIC routine may be
interrupted at any point (in-
cluding within FORINEXT
loops), and the interrupt is ser-
viced in a BASIC subroutine.
When the service is finished, ex-
ecution continues at the point of
interrupt. Furthermore, the
basic interrupt service itself
may be interrupted, which pro-
vides a great deal of flexibility in
programming.
This is the most practical ap-

proach for our application, but it
requires a more extensive
knowledge of the interpreter
and requires the most memory
to execute. If we wish to inter-
rupt a BASIC program, execute
another BASIC program and
then return to the point of inter-
rupt, we must save the contents
of all of the registers as in the
previous example (eight bytes).
We must also save all of the per-
tinent interpreter control
variables (30bytes) and that por-
tion of the command string
stored at %0269 that will be
written over by the RUN 6 com-
mand and the trailing CR and
%FF (eight bytes). Note that on-
ly seven bytes of the command
string actually need to be saved
if only a single dlqlt-paqe
number is used in the RUN com-
mand. However, it is recom-
mended that the program be
written to save eight bytes of the

0008
006E
006F
0070
0071
0072
0074
0077
007A
007C
007F
0082
0085
0086
0089
008A
008B
008C
008D
008E
008F
0092
0093
0096
0099
009A
009B
009C
009D
OOAO
OOAI
00A2
00A5
00A7
OOM
OOAD
OOAF
00B2
00B3
00B4
00B5
00B6
00B7
00B8
00B9
OOBA
OOBB
OOBC
OOBD
OOBE
OOCI
00C2

JMP SAVE
/SAVE STATUS WORD AND REGISTERS
ION STACK.

/SAVE CONTROL VARIABLES:
/LOAD NO. OF BYTE PAIRS INTO A; PUT
/DESTINATION INTO HL AND CALL STORE.
/SAVE PORTION OF COMMAND STRING:
/LOAD NO. OF BYTE PAIRS REQUIRED BY
/RUN 6 (INCLUDING CR AND FFH) INTO A.
/SAVE STACK POINTER ADDRESS: PUT
/MEMORY POINTER IN DE; PUT OLD STACK
/POINTER ADDRESS INTO HL, MOVE TO DE
/AND RETURN MEMORY POINTER TO HL.
/STORE LOW BYTE OF OLD SP INTO
/MEMORY LOCATION ADDRESSED BY HL,
/STORE HIGH BYTE IN HL + 1; INCREMENT
/HL TO POINT TO NEXT AVAILABLE
/MEMORY LOCATION AND STORE AT 0100H.

/ENABLE INTERRUPTS AND JUMP.

/RETRIEVE STACK POINTER ADDRESS:
/LOAD MEMORY POINTER FROM LOCATION
/0100H; MOVE HIGH BYTE TO D; MOVE
/LOW BYTE TO E; STORE NEW MEMORY
/POINTER; MOVE OLD SP ADDRESS
/(IN DE) TO HL; MOVE CURRENT SP
/TO OLD POSITION TO RECLAIM STORED
/INFORMA TION .
/RESTORE OLD COMMAND: LOAD COMMAND
/STRING LOCATION INTO HL, NO. OF BYTE
/PAIRS INTO A, CALL RETRV.
/RESTORE OLD CONTROL VARIABLES: LOAD
/ENDING LOCATION INTO HL; LOAD NO. OF
/BYTE PAIRS INTO A, CALL RETRV.
/RESTORE REGISTERS AND STATUS WORD.

/THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES INFORMATION
/FROM MEMORY AND PUSHES IT ONTO THE
ICB STACK IN TWO-BYTE WORDS. THE NO.
/OF BYTE PAIRS PUSHED IS DETERMINED
/BY A: POP THE RETURN ADDRESS AND
/SAVE IT IN BC, MOVE BYTE ADDRESSED
/BY HL INTO E, INCREMENT HL AND PUT
/SECOND BYTE INTO D; PUSH DE, INCREMENT
/HL, DECREMENT A AND CHECK FOR ZERO;
/IF ZERO PUSH RETURN ADDRESS AND
/RETURN.
/THIS SUBROUTINE POPS TWO-BYTE WORDS
/FROM CB STACK AND RETURNS THEM TO MEMORY.
/NO. OF BYTE PAIRS IS DETERMINED BY A:
/SAVE RETURN ADDRESS IN BC, THEN POP
/FIRST BYTE PAIR INTO DE; MOVE BYTE IN D
/TO MEMORY LOCATION ADDRESSED BY HL, DE-
/CREMENT HL AND MOVE BYTE IN E TO MEMORY;
/DECREMENT HL AND A; IF A IS ZERO, PUSH
/RETURN ADDRESS AND RETURN.

/THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS INITIALIZATION:
/OUTPUT MASK WORD TO DISABLE UNWANTED
/INTERRUPTS (NOTE: THE ACTUAL MASK WORD
/AND OUTPUT PORT ARE SYSTEM DEPENDENT.
/CHECK YOUR SYSTEM MANUAL FOR DETAILS).
/INITIALIZE MEMORY POINTER AT LOCATION
/0100H, LOAD MEMORY POINTER, LOW BYTE
/FIRST, THEN ENABLE INTERRUPTS AND
/RETURN.

Table 5. Assembly·language programming and machine code for full interrupt service

C3 6E 00
F5·
E5
D5
C5

SAVE PUSH PSW
PUSH H
PUSH D
PUSH B
MVI A,OFH
LXI H,03DEH
CALL STORE
MVI A,04H
LXI H,0269H
CALL STORE
LHLD 0100H
XCHG
LXI H,OOOOH
DAD SP
XCHG
MOV M,E
INX H
MOV M,D
INX H

3E OF
21 DE 03
CD B7 00
3E 04
21 69 02
CD B7 00
2A 00 01
EB
21 00 00
39
EB
73
23
72
23
22 00 01
FB
C3 40 00
2A 00 01
2B
56
2B
5E

SHLD 0100H
EI
JMP LOAD

REPL LHLD 0100H
DCX H
MOV D,M
DCX H
MOV E,M
SHLD 0100H

string since that will cover the
highly probable situation where
a double-digit page number
might be used.

The most convenient way to
store the information to be
saved is to use the CB stack
pointer and push the informa-
tion onto the stack. This wililim-
it the number of times that an in-

terrupt service can itself be in-
terrupted, since 46 bytes of in-
formation must be saved, yet
only 200 bytes of stack space
are provided by CB. However, if
the interrupt service does not in-
clude a lot of nested CALLs or
GOSUBs, the limitation is not a
problem.

The BASIC programming

necessary to service interrupts
is shown in Table 4.The diagram
in Fig. 3 shows the relationship
between the BASIC program-
ming and the assembly-lan-
guage programming shown in
Table 5. The program on
memory page 4 can be anything,
including a routine to load the
machine code as in the previous

22 00 01
EB
F9
21 70 02
3E 04
CD C3 00
21 FB 03

XCHG
SPHL
LXI H,0270H
MVI A,04H
CALL RETRV
LXI H,03FBH
MVI A,OFH
CALL RETRV
POP B
POP D
POP H

3E OF
CD C3 00
Cl
Dl
El
Fl
C9
Cl
5E
23
56
D5
23
3D
C2 B8 00
C5
C9

POP PSW
RET

STORE POP B
LOOPI MOV E,M

INX H
MOV D,M
PUSH D
INX H
DCR A
JNZ LOOPI
PUSH B
RET

00C3 Cl RETRV POP B
00C4 Dl LOOP3 POP D
00C5 72 MOV M,D
00C6 2B DCX H
00C7 73 MOV M,E
00C8 2B DCX H
00C9 3D DCR A
OOCA C2 C4 00 JNZ LOOP3
OOCD C5 PUSH B
OOCE C9 RET
0060 3E FD INIT MVI A,OFDH
0062 D3 OA OUT 10
0064 21 00 01 LXI H,0100H
0067 36 02 MVI M,02H
0069 23 INX H
006A 36 01 MVI M,OlH
006C FB EI
006D C9 RET

PSW EQU 6
SP EQU 6
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example. The sequence is
started by executing a call to the
subroutine 'INIT', shown in
Table 5, which enables the inter-
rupts and initializes the memory
pointer, which is discussed in
the next paragraph (in this case,
'INIT' is located at %0060). The
interrupt handler on memory
page 6 must end with a call to
the subroutine 'REPL', also
shown in Table 5, which in this
example is located at %0096.
Anything after the CALL %0096
will not be executed since the
subroutine 'REPL' moves the
stack pointer and loses (on pur-
pose) the return address.

The assernbly-lanquaqe sub-
routine 'LOAD' and the string
'STR' are the same as in Table 3

and therefore not shown, but the
subroutines 'SAVE' and 'REPL'
have been added, and the sub-
routine 'INIT' has been extend-
ed. The address of the jump
command at %0008 has been
changed so that interrupt ser-
vice will start with the SAVE rou-
tine, which pushes the register
contents, program variables and
part of the existing command
onto the stack. It then uses a
memory pointer, initialized by
'INIT', to determine where to
store the stack-pointer address.
The memory pointer allows the
program to keep track of more
than one stack pointer address
in case the interrupt service is
interrupted before it is finished.
It always points to the location

recording studio

CENTURI is offering
professional duplicating
services. We serve in small
or large quantities starting
as low as $1.75 each.

Fast Dependable Service.

V'C170

Call (305) 753·7440 or write to Centuri
Recording Studios at 11460 West Sample
Road, Coral Springs, Florida 33065.

There an

APPLE

APPLE!
APPLE!

AND GET A LOAD OF
THIS DEAL!

V'C64

MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED

COMPUTER CORNER OF NEW JERSEY
439 Rt. 23. PomPton Plains. N.J. 07444

CALL TODAY (201) 835-7080
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in memory where the next stack-
pointer address is going to be
stored.

The 'REPL' routine performs
the reverse of the 'SAVE' rou-
tine. It recovers the last stack-
pointer address stored and
moves the CB stack pointer to
begin retrieving the necessary
information. When the RET is
executed, the program that was
executing at the time of inter-
rupt is reentered.

The location of the assembly-
language interrupt service is en·
tirely arbitrary with the excep-
tion that the JMP SAVE corn-
mand must be located at the
point to which control is trans-
ferred when an interrupt is reo
ceived (in our case, location
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%0008). The interrupt service
can be stored in PROM, pro-
vided that the memory pointer,
which is changed during each
service, is stored in RAM.

Give It a Try

All of the methods of handling
interrupts outlined in this article
have been tested and proved
satisfactory. Any of the three
can provide a new dimension to
your real-time programming if
you are willing to take the time
to understand your interpreter.
So if you think your application
requires it, give it a try. All you
need is a source listing for your
interpreter and the information
in this article. It is well worth the
effort..
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WE SELL a complete package of
programs, detailed instructions,
custom forms and program manu-
als.

YOU SELL computer billing and
record keeping to organizations
conducting "Jog-a-thons." Your
competition sells at 20% to 25% of
gross receipts. You can do a better
job for less and make excellent
profits.

THE JOG-A- THON 8018 SYSTEM

• Disk programs, manuals,
forms $229.00

• Manual (cost deductible on
system purchase) $ 29.00

• Write or call for full details

SYSTEM REQUIREMENT,S - A
TRS-80 (32K/Dual Drives) or the
H-8 (40KIDual Drives) plus a 132
column printer.

FOR THE STAMP
COLLECTOR

• The ideal tool for philatelists with medium
to large collections.

• One thousand stamps per Data disk with
Multi-disk processing for the large collec-
tion. Summary data on totals per country,
value. or special categories included in
Multi-disk capabilities.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS - A
TRS-80 (32K/Dual Disks), or H-8 (40K/Du-
al Disks-MBasic) and printer (64 or more
characters/line)

STAMPS 80/8 $34.95I.,,061

V Reader Service-see page 227

Introducing ..• MAYDAY'·
The Uninterruptable Power Supply

Mr. Bytes lost his program due to power failure.
Don't lose yours - Protect your time and investment.

For price list and detailed specifications, contact your nearest Sun-Technology

distributor or call direct to:

/fan - f7~~ #nc.
Box 210
New Durham. New Hampshire 03855

(Manufacturing high technology products since 1970)

,,5126

(603) 859-7110
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rJP[~
l..PRODUCTS j

SUPPORTING6800
COMPUTERS

HighPerformanceC-ette Interface
• FAST - 4800 Baud Loads 4K in 8 Seconds!
• REUABLE - Error Rate Less Than 1 in 10· Bytes.
• CONVENIENT - Plugs Directly Into The SWTPC.
• PLUS - A Fully Buffered 8 Bit Output Port Provided.
• LOW COST - $49.95 For' Complete Kit.

• OPTIONAL - CFM/3 File Manager.
Manual & Listing $19.95
(For Cassette Add) $ 6.95

TERMS: CASH. MC or VISA; Shipping & Handling $2.00

JPC PRODUCTS CO. v-J12

P.o. Box 5615, Albuquerque, N. M. 87185
Order Phone (505) 294-4623

,,-: Kilobaud Microcomputing
O~~ Subscribers
~ •.•0 From time to time Kilobaud Microcomputing makes its

subscriber lists available to carefully-screened companies and
organizations whose products, services or information may be of ln-

terest to you. In every case, we mustapprove all organizations wishing to .
mall to our subscribers. 'In every case they receive a list of names and ad-

dresses only-no other information we may ha~e is divulged. Each orqaniza-
tion may use the list only once and agrees never to 'make any personal or

telephone solicitations from it.
The overwhelming majority of our subscribers appreciate this controlled

use of our mailing lists-it helps them shop conveniently by mail for products and
services they need, often at substantial savings. A few people prefer their names not
be used. It is to them we address this message.

If you do not wish to be a part of this service, please complete the form
below ... your name will not be used in this manner for any reason.

(If you asked us in the past to remove your name from our lists, there is no
need to repeat the request.) Please allow about six weeks for your request to take ef·
fect.

o I wish to have my name removed from the list of subscribers receiving mail other'
than the regular subscription to Kilobau9 Mlcrocomputtnq.

;.

Mr.
Mrs.

Send to: Ms. --- -----------
Please Print

Address _

City _____________ 'State' Zip _

Mail this form with your mailing label from the latest issue (or fill out the information
: as it appears on the label) to:·

Kilobaud Mlcrocomputlng
.Subscription Services Dept.

P.O. lox 997
Farmingdale NY 11737 •••••
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,
MD-690 b Single Board Computer ,..~

$299 Assembled.' i~""
• 10K PROM space $239"
• Parallel keyboard input Kit,• PJ.·'o\)c.,~
• Memory-mapped v.ideo firmware .• .••.:...~ @/:)
• Fully s-i 00 compatible ,,~Ov~

(including 8080 type I/O) , .fc.~ <t?~ ~e'S-
• MONBUG II monitor included • ~ ') jwY -, 'lJ~'Q

• 2400 baud cassette interface , ~ cY~ 9.<i'" \..~c,C)

• 20 I/O lines ,. Jl\~ Y «-+ ~,o,.. b'" C},
• RS-232 level shifters • ~ ",@ ~v
• Real time clock .' ~ ~+ Ov
• DMA ~ ~9'." .~• 6809 ,,~,~"' ~. ~~oQ#~C?,o

, _~6 ~v. ~':I) v ~.' <> ~«- #'?"~~~ ,<,4-
, ~?'(p ,?"Q '"•If.Ij

• 1K RAM

,
e

v- 047

AnENTION TRS-SO· OWNERS
At last! An attractive home for all of the parts of
your system-keyboard, video display, power
supply, and, last but not least, the cassette. The
TRS-80* performs as a computer-Now it can
look like one.

Classic black and silver color scheme to match
your TRS-80*. Now your system can be portable
without dismantling. The cassette recorder can
easily be used along side the case and then con-
veniently stored in the side opening without dis-
connecting.
Send check or money order for $69.56 plus $5.00
for shipping to: ::J).
Michigan residents add 4% sales I e:Jt.gnco
tax.} Visa .and Me accepted with Dept. 1A
signature, expodate, and number. ;P.O. Box 307

Union MI49130
1616-641-5956*TRS·80 is a Product of Radio Shack



OHIO
SCIENTIFIC

just released. . .

Problem Solver: Makes complex decisions based
on your criteria. You can't be
without it.

Cash Flo: Every item can have a six-point
growth curve-All other cash flow
packages are now obsolete.

Numerology: At last. SPD makes this accurate
tool of the occult available to you.
(Source book $10)

The Tool Box: Modules in a series of tools for
specific business problems ...

Real Pak 1: Real estate investment property anal-
ysis. Built for pros. Gives you the
"hammer" in any deal.

Baccus 1:MDMS compatible or stand alone invoic-
ing and order entry module. We can't be
without it.

$30Disk $15 Tape (limited versions)
Specify 8" or 5", Cl or C2. Or, Send $2 for full-line
documentation package

STRUCTURED PROGRAM DESIGNERS
371 Broome St., NY, NY 10013

••••.5128

-Projess;onal-

Real Estate Programs

Price Per Module 520.00
Add 55.00 for Programs

on Diskette

available on cassette or diskette

for Apple & TRS-80 II
Property Management System
• Rental Income Tracking
• Complete Expense Analysis

System w/Manual 5125.00
Manual 510.00,

Program Modules:
I) Home Purchase Analysis
2) Income Property Cashflow / Leverage
3) Construction Cost/ Profit
4) Tax Deferred Exchange
5) APR Loan Analysis

2045 Manhattan Ave., Hermosa Beach, CA 90254

'------SAVE $ ----1

Pre-Holiday Special
Dual Disk Drives!.Quad Disk Drives!

IN ONE CASE!
One switch, one cord .• Over 400 K* in one (QUAD)Cabinet.

*Dual Drives $698.00 Includes Cable & TRS D.D.S.
*Quad Drives $1359.00 Includes Cable & TRS D.D.S.

- you would pay $1,000.00 or $2,000.00 at Radio Shacks Prices •••••

90 Day EXCHANGE GUARANTEE
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED "All drives will access 40 tracks when
Send for our NEW FALL/WINTER CATA- I with
LOG. Ask about our LOW PRICES on 77 NEWDOS or rNEWDOS+(EXTRA)
Track Drives. v'L19 LEVELIV PRODUCTS, INC OUT51~~~~~~~~~:~CALL:

=--32238 Schoolcraft,SuiteF4 Livonia,Michigan 48154 (313)525-6200~-=
~------11 AM.to7P.M.Tuesday- Saturda

V' Reader Service-see page 227 Microdomputing January 1980 187



NEW SOFTWARE
TRS-80 Utility Package

MLUP-l (Machine-Language
Utility Package No.1) is a single
cassette containing six new ma-
chine-language routines for'
TRS-SOsthat use TRSDOS 2.1 or
2.2, Apparat's NEWDOS or a
cassette recorder. Three identical
versions of the package-16K,
32K and 4SK-are contained on
one cassette. It is programmed
for both TRS-SO Level II and
Disk BASIC. Hardware require- I

ments include at least 16K of I
RAM. i

MLUP-l eliminates keybounce, ~
performs a formatted input rou- ,
tine, permits upward and down- I
ward scrolling and provides con- :
venient insert and delete options.
The keyboard debounce/repeat
gives the user an auto-repeat op- I
tion and lets him ignore the
BREAK key, if he wants to. The
input routine establishes a pro-
tected input field on the video

screen and lets the user specify'
field length and location, numer- :
ic or string input mode and re-:'
duces GIGO because the numeric:
mode ignores everything except:
valid numeric characters. Price is
$25.

Disco-Tech, PO Box 11129,
Santa Rosa CA 95406. Reader.
Service number D69.

Edited by Dennis Brisson

The SOFTRAN translator program.

Translation of mini FLEX and
SSB DOS minidiskettes results in
more than 10 percent additional
storage space becoming available
than required for the soft-sec-
tored version. Price is $24.95.
Reader Service number P83.

Translator Program

SOFTRAN, a translator pro-
gram from Percom Data Com-
pany, 211 N. Kirby, Garland TX
75042, converts files on soft-sec-
tored minidiskettes for use with
Percom LFD-400 hard-sectored
minidisk drive systems. The pro-
gram is available for mini FLEX,
FLEX 2.0 and SSB DOS.

SOFTRAN makes the LFD-400
a universal minidisk storage sys-
tem; minidiskette programs from
all of the principal 6S00 software

From
The Bottom Shelf

AtlantaGA

This program provides the TRS-SOuser with the necessary functions'
to interact with today's sometimes frustrating banking system. '
CHECKBOOK II loads using the SYSTEM command into a 16K or
32K tape-based system or 32K or greater disk-based system. The 16K
tape system allows up to 75 transactions in memory at once; the 32K al-
lows 350; while the 32K disk allows 150with DOS. The user is initially I

prompted with the program's ten-option main menu:
1. Keyboard Input
2. List and Edit
3. Print with Balance
4. Search and Total
5. Reconcile
6. Sort
7. Input from Tape (or Disk)
S. Output to Tape (or Disk)
9. Check File Length
10. Clear (and Kill on Disk)
The first option is used for entry of check data. Each entry has five

fields: five digits for check numbers, six digits for the date, sixteen
characters for a description, seven digits for amount and four addi-
tional characters to code each transaction by type. Input of checks does
not have to be in order by check number; checks are automatically
sorted by check number upon completion of keyboard input.
Listing the data gives the user a chance to review the figures from any

point in the file as well as edit out any mistakes. Edit mode allows
modification of individual fields or deletion of entire records.
Once the user is satisfied that the information is correct, he may

select the Print with Balance option. The user is prompted for the
number of the first check to be displayed and the balance of the ac-
count. This balance need only be entered the first time the program is
used; the balance is automatically updated and recalled during subse-

suppliers may be used with the
LFD-400. It copies soft-sectored
minidiskettes track for track onto
hard-sectored minidiskettes. If
the minidiskette includes a FLEX
or SSB'DOS, the DOS ismodified
to function with the LFD-400.

CHECKBOOK II
Personal Checking
Account Manager

quent sessions. The screen listing given by this module provides the
balance as a result of each withdrawal and deposit beginning with the
check number specified. Thus, the user can clearly see just where the
account went into the negatives.
Option 4 gives the user the ability to locate all checks with common

fields, for example, to total all the checks made out to the same person
or recall all checks for the same commodity (indicated by the four
character type code). My only complaint is the inability to search by a
given amount. For instance, to recall the purpose of that $48 check you
wrote last July, you would have to scan the records manually for checks
written in that time period and for that amount.

Options 7, Sand 9 are the file-manipulation options for either disk-
or cassette-based systems. Files are stored with titles indicating the
check numbers contained in that particular file. CHECK FILE
LENGTH tells the user how many more transactions can be added to
the current file.

RECONCILE is the final operation during a session with the
CHECKBOOK. In this module the user is prompted to indicate cleared
checks; the program then checks the balance against the bank's
monthly statement, lists outstanding checks and permanently removes'
cleared checks from the active file. SORT will be used if the entries are
out of order.

Finally, at any point in the program that the user is being prompted
for an alphanumeric input,. pressing P will send whatever is on the
screen to the user's printer. Make sure that the printer is connected
before you try this, as all will be lost if nothing is on the printer port.

CHECKBOOK II has more than its versatile features going for it; the
program flow during an operating session is logically structured, and
errors are correctable before the user gets too deeply in trouble. The
graphics listings are very readable, using a column format perfect for
permanent records. Instead of restricting the user to one particular se-
quence, this program allows the user to act freely, making CHECK-
BOOK II the best of its kind so far and a valuable tool for use in per-
sonal banking.

Kevin Cohan
Micro Lab, ISI
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Heath CP/M

The basic CP 1M package for
the Heathkit HI7 and H89 disk
system includes text editor, as-
sembler, debugger and other sys-
tem utilities plus six users' man-
uals. It operates directly with sys-
tems configured for HDOS. Most
programs designed to run under
CP 1M will be available to operate
with this system, including Mi-
crosoft BASIC, FORTRAN and
COBOL. Price is $145.

Lifeboat Associates, 2248
Broadway, New York NY 10024.

Software

Math Library I: This 22-pro-
gram package, written in Level II

BASIC (TRS-80) and Release 4
BASIC (North Star), contains
elementary methods for solving
scientific problems. Suitable for
educators, engineers, consultants
and other professionals who want
to apply microcomputers in solv-
ing real-world problems. TRS-80
disk (DOS 2.1) is $35; North Star
disk (single density) is $45. Dr.
Lee, 5819 Thomas Ave., Phila-
delphia PA 19143. Reader Ser-
vice number L3.

Textwriter: Text-formatting
program to print personalized
form letters, reports and man-
uals, contracts and specifications
or books and articles. Available
for $125 on all commonly used
floppy disk media in versions for
use with CP 1M and other similar
systems. Organic Software, 1492
Windsor Way, Livermore CA
94550. Reader Service number
014.

Individual Study Center: Self-
teaching educational course with
subject matter for grade-school
or high-school students (Puzzler,
House on Fire, Around the Ball
Park), as well as for adults who
want to review history, French,
spelling or novice ham license,
etc. The four-cassette packette
for the TRS-80 Level II or Apple
II costs $39.94, plus $1.50 post-
age and handling. TYCSoftware,
40 Stuyvesant Manor, Geneseo
NY 14454. Reader Service num-
ber T69.

Tax-Deferred Exchange Model:
Shows the total financial im-
pact-considering appreciation,
depreciation, legal fees, im-
provements, mortgages, etc.-of
a tax-deferred or partially tax-
deferred property exchange.
Cassette is $20 and diskette is $25
for the Apple II and .TRS-80
Level II. Realty Software Com-

Some Dos and Don'ts
for writers and wirers.

pany, 2045 Manhattan Ave.,
Hermosa Beach CA 90254.
Reader Service number R33.

TIS Software: Three new soft-
ware packages for the Commo-
dore PET/CBM:
Checkbook program-assists in
balancing a checkbook, selects
and displays checks by person,
purpose or date and sums checks
by category or person.
Accounts program-creates a
data base for company names,
addresses, invoice and purchase
order numbers and amounts of
purchase.
Calendar program-enables you
to keep .track of appointments in
the office, schedule social en-
gagements, etc.
Each cassette costs $9.90; floppy
disk is $12.95. Total Information
Services, PO Box 921, Los
Alamos NM 87544. Reader Ser-
vice number TIS.

Don't solder in the bathtub.

Do keep figures and text separate.
Put all drawings on separate will be helpful in getting the "big

sheets of paper-never in the text. picture," then by all means include
We have excellent draftsmen who one. Label all drawings as Fig. 1,
redraw all diagrams and schemat- Fig. 2 and so on. Be sure to sequen-.
ics, so be sure that your sketches tially reference figures in the text.
are complete, neat and readable. Write a caption for each and in-
Put parts values on the schematic elude this with the article text so
rather than in a separate parts list. our typesetters will be able to set
Use terms "ICl,""Rl" and "C2," the type. Put your name and page
etc., only if you are referring to number on every sheet oj paper
them in the text. If a block diagram you submit.

Don't submit programs scrawled in crayon on grocery
bags.

Important: All programs submitted to Kilobaud Microcomputing
must be in a camera-ready condition. This means that programs
should be a printout (single-spaced) and not typed. If you don't
have a printer, borrow one. Programs may be typed as a last resort,
but they must be single-spaced and legible. (Type carefully to
avoid having to make corrections; use a carbon, rather than a fab-
ric, ribbon.) Don't print programs on newsprint, colored paper or
lined paper. Use white paper only.

Do write about business and educational applications.
. We'd like to see more articles on

the use of microcomputers in busi-
ness applications. If you have a use-
ful piece of business software, by
all means write it up for Kilobaud
Microcomputing. There's also a
need for reviews of business sys-
tems. Businessmen want to know
which hardware items work well

together-with a minimum of has-
sle-and what a computer can do
for them.

Educational programs are going
to be BIG. If your kids are happily
learning math, spelling or any other
subject with the aid of your micro,
please share your programs with
the rest of us.

Do write in English-not
computerese.

One thing: Please try hard to use
as few buzzwords as possible. Re-
member that Kilobaud Microcom-
puting is trying to bootstrap new-
comers into this field, not scare
them away. If you understand your
subject, you shouldn't have to be
obscure.

Do stick to the point;
don't throw in extrane-
ous, irrelevant material.

Generating an outline of your
proposed article is perhaps one of
the most important steps you can
take (as well as, of course, sticking
to it and not getting sidetracked).

Use active rather than
passive voice. "I fastened the nut"
is better than "the nut was fas-
tened." Write in short, concise sen-
tences, starting a new paragraph
with each new thought.

Avoid unneccesary abbrevia-
tions and capitalizations. Use sub-
headings for each new section to
provide signposts for the readers.

Don't make it look like a
PhD thesis.

Avoid footnotes, if possible, and
just put your references in the text
(it's easier to read that way). And
don't forget to give credit when
you borrow an idea from someone
else. This is important both ethi-
cally and legally.
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Do send a manuscript-
not an illegible printout.

Use regular typing paper (not
the erasable type) and double-space
your manuscript, leaving wide
margins. Number the pages when
you put your name on each page.
Do not type titles, subtitles or text
in all capitals. Manuscripts that are
single-spaced and/or typed in all
caps will automatically be returned
for revision. Underlining a word
indicates that it is to be in italics.
Keep a carbon copy ... just in
case. Send us the original. Each
page of typed copy will be equal to
about one-sixth of a page in Kilo-
baud Microcomputing.

V' ReaderService-see page 227



WE WILL NOT BE
UNDERSOLD!!!

Find the best price you can in this
magazine on a box of 10,5'/." Verbatim
diskettes and

Subtract
50¢

(Low discount price - $26.50)

THAT'S OUR PRICE

[!]fllJlrlrl
IllJifl

•.•••A101

Sillm~fI
4636 Park Grana... 159
Calabasas California
91302 '213J992-1970

'Offer good 'liII December 31, 1979, as
long as supply lasts. Price includes
shipping in the US except for Alaska &
Hewett.

Ves!
You Can Have
Your PET'" And
Counter ree.
o & R 2nd-Cassette System
FEATURES:
• Sanyo Recorder M2545A.
• Digital Counter.
• Audio Location of Programs.

CUlI1g feature allows you 10 Audibly toe ate programs at fast forward

speeds
• Includes Interface Module and all Plugs & Cables.

• $83.00 Check or Money Order
Add $3.00 For Shipping And Handling. Canada (U.S. Funds)

$6.00 S & H. Mictuqan 4% Tax
DEALERSWRITE

Personal Computer System
"ATARI800 $895,00ATARI Disc Drive & Printer Available

Write for more mforuiauon nrtd prices

CREATIVE SYSTEMS
P,O, BOX 402K •....071

ST. CLAIR SHORES. MI
48080

Considering a computerized
Christmas?

Then go for OSI!

I:OPO\lIB
tHE C4PMF
December Deals

Buy a Challenger IP at $349
or a Challenger 4P at S698

and receive 4ft static RAM free!!
(S70 value)

Similar savings on other 081 productsS .....C171VI.. 51591 US 31111
South Bend IN 46637
(219)277-4655
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'-.appk!·computc!r
OR

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
99/4 HOME COMPUTER

FOR

INTEGRAL DATA
IP·440Paper Tiger, List $995.. , .. ~895
Apple Disk II w/controller $520
DC Hayes Modem $335

~
YOUAown LompUTEA

lrn
10678 CAMPUS WAY SOUTH

LARGO, MD 20870 - (301) 350-6680

22 MHz MONITORS!

201/267-1117

Datapoint CRT Terminals

Fully-Assembled - Guaranteed

#3360 $649.50
refurbished• Add $15 packing

• Shipped FOB Washington, D.C. Terms check, M.a.
or charge.
• 90-day guarantee • Scrollinq version $695.00
Model 3360 speeds from 300-4800 Baud, numeric
keypad, cursor controls, Edit. ~jock- Transmit, search
modes. ASCII Keyboard With codeable options.
Green phosphor, 24 80 ch lines, addressable cursor;
RS-232C serial interface; other speeds available.
Manual $10; cable kit $9.95. Datashare/lBM-2260
compatible version $1,100.00 .• Model 3000 $495.00.
M-33 ASR Teletype $895, KSR $725; All M-28, 35
components available, also Modems, readers.
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE. Leasing, ser-
vice at low prices

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES CO,
Box 4117, Alexandria, Va. 22303 •.•••T26

703-683-4019 I TLX 89-623

12 INCH
GRAPHICS
QUALITY

•

NEW

$99
SOLID STATE MHz MONITORS: OEM tabletop style,
B&W P4 CRT, Accepts separate video and TTL level horiz. &
vert. syncs. Any sweep 10-20 KHz. 110 VAC. Simple TRS-80
hookup. Supurb resolution. bandwidth 10 Hz-22 MHz. With full
maint. manual, timing, schematics. TRS-80 hookup. parts lists.
Used. fully checked. very clean. no burns $77. New, checked . $99

TOUCHTONE DECODERS: Telaris/Collins 7640-01, single
12V DIP contains complete analog filtering. Collins digital counter
type 16 tone decoder. Hook up to 12V & 3.58 MHz color burst xtal,
run audio in. get 2 of 8 or 4-bit hex out. Current OEM list price is
$125. Brand new w/crystal & full manual. $66

5-100 CORE SALE: Brand new, tested Ampex core. See
article "IT'S TIME FOR CORE" (9179 Kilobaud p 34) which
describes a simple interface between this core and an S-100
machine. But ignore the prices in the article! Sale priced, including
documentation pkg. and schematics 16K $230 . . .8K $99

AMPEX 29 MEGABYTE DISK DRIVES: Brand new
commercial 20 surface disk drives at a fraction of their OEM cost.
Model DM312, full size console type units. 2.5 MHz data rate with
the best written technical manual we've ever seen. If you enjoy
interface design this is the bargain you've been waiting for $1600

TERMS: UPS included except DM312s. SASEorcali for full spec
sheets on any item. UPS COD welcome, add $1,25. VISA & MC
.,.4%. NJ add sales tax. Everything guaranteed. Immediate
shipment or immediate refund. Phone orders and questions are
welcome

ELECTRAVALUE I DUSTRIAL
P,O. BOX 157-K ~.
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950 '

,j

Phone orders
are welcome

MICROPHASE SYSTEMS
Announces

WORDMASTEB for TRS-80's
Let WOROMASTERtransform your Model I or Model II
TRS-80 into a high quality word processing system.

WOROMASTER features include: full screen
editing, margin justification, line insertion,
line deletion, block move, block copy, find,
change and much much more.

Model II , , $149.95
req. 1 disk, 64k memo

Model I disk version ..•..•...... $ 99.95
req. 1 disk, 48k memo

Documentation only .•..••..•.•... $ 9.95
(can be applied to later purchase)

STOCKMARKETDATA TAPES for TRS-SO Model I !!
Each tape cassette conte ins one months data for
the NYSE or AMEX stock of your choice. Data
includes daily high, low, close, and volume
information. Can be read by any Level II Basic
program with Simple input statements. Available
for Jan, 1979 to present. Please specify month
and stock name.

one months data ...............•. $ 5.95
charting program ""'''' ....•... $49.95

(plots high, low, close and 2 moving avgs.)
MicroPhase Systems

11223 E. 45 St. So. #314
Tulsa, Ok, 74145

•.•••M125

~A[I.[I. llillJ~~f;lIl~" Cl:CD~IPIlJU'Il[9~~[9I1~Cl:1l

Weoffer for the Mlcropolls Mod II
AccountsReceivable $ t 50.00
AccountsPayable t 50.00
GeneralLedger t 50.00
InvestmentPackage 35.00
AssemblyLanguageCourse 35.00
FamilyPackage 30.00
TinyPascal 45.00

We offer for the TRS·80Level II on tape
TinyPascal 45.00
AssemblyLanguageCourse 35.00
FamilyPackage 30.00
(illinois Residentsadd 5% salesTax)

~\JJ.il~~
JJIY~Q~[f~~
~Q,)~j)IY'l~lH
~lflH'Y~c!::f

•.•••S95

8 t 3 MacArthur Drive
Urbana, II. 6 t 80 t
2 t 1-361-1806•

TRS-80 has a HOME

INTRODUCI NG:
Custom furniture for the
TRS-SOoffice or home decor.

Featuring
• Custom all wood, hand rubbed, walnut finish.

• Sui Ids-in complete TRS-80 business system.

• Provides copy shelf, drawer, and cushion arm rest.

- FOR 24 HOUR INFORMATION-
PHONE 408-9"6-1265

AVS AUDIO -VIDEO
SYSTEMS

2••.•5 AUTUMNVAU AVE',

SAN JOSE', CA. 9S132

•.•••A115



.NEECO PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE NEWEST
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR YOUR PET!

The PET is now a truly sophisticated
Business System with the announcement

of these peripherals and software packages.
Microcomputer Systems Division

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PRICE

$ 795
$ 795
$ 995
$1295
$ 850
$ 995
$ 90
$1295
$ 100

AVAILABILITY

IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE
IMMEDIATE

PET 2001-8KN(Large Keys) 8K RAM
PET 2001-8K 8K RAM
PET 2001-16KN'(Large Keys)16KRAM*
PET 2001-32KN (LargeKeys)32KRAM
PET 2023 PRINTER ROLL FEED
PET 2022 PRINTER TRACTOR/ROLL
ROMRETRO KIT UPDATED O/S
PET 2040 DUAL FLOPPY*
PET C2N 2nd Cassette• 'The16K132K(largekeyboard)unitsdonotincludeacassettedrive.OrderC2NCassette.
2040FloppyDriverequiresa16Kor32Kunit.BKRAMRetrofitavailableJuly.

ALL PETS ARE FULLY TESTED BY NEECO BEFORE SHIPMENT. NEECO IS A
FULL CUSTOMER-ORIENTED BUSINESS. CALL FOR OUR FREE CATALOG.
SEND US A COpy OF THIS AD WITH AN ORDER AND WE WILL WARRANTEE
YOUR COMMODORE PET FOR ONE FULL YEAR!

PET-DISK BASED BUSINESS SOFTWARE
SOFTWARE/APPLICA TlON REQUIRI:;S AUTHOR AVAILABILITY PRICE

WORDPRO II / WORD PROCESSING 2040 + 16K PET PRO/MICRO IMMEDIATE $100
WORDPRO III / WORD PROCESSING 2040 + 32K PET PRO/MICRO DECEMBER $200

GENERAL LEDGER 2040 + 32K PET CMS SOFTWARE IMMEDIATE $295*
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 2040 + 32K PET CMS SOFTWARE DECEMBER $295'

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 2040 + 32K PET CMS SOFTWARE DECEMBER $295*
MAILING LIST 2040 + 32K PET CMS SOFTWARE IMMEDIATE $100
NEECOLEDGER COMPUTHINK .4 NEECO IMMEDIATE $795

M DRIVE + 32K PET
NEECOMAILER COMPUTHINK .4 NEECO IMMEDIATE $150

M DRIVE + 32K PET

"The CMS Software (G/L, A/R, A/P) are based on Osborne & Associates trial tested business basic software.
Software is complete with full documentation and user instructions. All packages require a printer for output.
Commodore recommends the NEC Spinwriter (available from NEECO as the output printer for WORDPRO.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED ON SOFTWARE & NEC (PET) SPINWRITER

FOR WORD PROCESSING
NEC IS BEST!

* 55 characters per second output speed
* Changeable thimble for different typestyles
* Less than 1% warranty malfunction rate
* IBM quality letter output
* Dealer inquiries invited

$2995 *Price includes IEEE interface
to PET. IEEE Port is available
for use with 2040 Dual Disk.THE NEC SPINWRITER

MODEL 5530 P (CentroniCsI/O )
. - modifiedforPET

*The NEC 5530-P is the output printer recommended by Commodore for their Word Processing System.

~~ vN12

rBNEECO
NEW ENGLAND ELECTRONICS CO••INC.

679 HIGHLAND AVE., NEEDHAM, MASS. 02194
SHOWROOM HRS.: MON. - FRI. 9:30 - 5:30, EST.

(617) 449·1760
MASTERCHARGE OR VISA ACCEPTED
TELEX NUMBER 951021, NEECO

.Microcomputer Systems Division
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Complete on two 8-100 boards,
CAT-100 is the original 16-color
imaging system with high
resolution video frame grabber.
FREE CATALOG Stock.
request yours today 72 HR.SHIPMENT

TRS·80 NEEDS
FILLED

™ TRS-80 is a trademark of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corp.

•Disk drives-plug and run
Shugart 35 or MPI 40 track @ $319 II. Micropolis 77
track @ $570 4-drive cable @ $34 P.P.-S" (bx of 10)
disks@ $27.50 P.P.-in hrd. case $31 P.P.

.•Printers-Harris Selectric typewriter (refurbished) &..
cables &.. TRS232 @ S790-new Centronics-779
tractor @$950 II. CENT.730 @$SZO-cable for $34
P.P.

-Protesstona! business software-mail list &.. Library
100 @ $75-letter secretary or job cost @ $240
ea.-interact inventory control with B.O.M. @ $299
Osborne interact AIR. AlP. II. G/L @ $350-P/R @
s IZ5-AII P.P.

•.Power drops &.. outages? System boot out? Lose data?
-Get Mayday UPS (uninterruptible power supply)
from $195-write

*MA. residents, add 5% tax·" p.p. means postpaid
cent. U.S.A., All else F.O.B. Tewksbury*" Mlc' VISA,
or check.

OMNITEK SYSTEMS
•..••018

24 Marcia Jean Dr.•Dept. M
Tewksbury MA 01876.•••• .Tel. 617-851-3156 ~

MICROPOLIS
Generalized Accounting Software

The GENERAL LEDGER pro-
vides multiple chart of ac-
counts capability, user de-
fined reporting, multi-level
summarization and many
large mainframe features.
For additional information
on the GENERAL LEDGER
or other accounting soft-
ware, write to:

Management Information Specialists
4823 South 25th Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53221

•..••M121
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ll¥IUctln1(Q) lDU~~I£)IW~lJ'0.J~lru\'1U~~
198 General Lyon Rd., Eastford, CT 06242

203-974-1214 . .....M116

1145.

1295.

1445.

$29.95
$29.95
$20.00

Z80 Processor
Full-sizeASCIIKeyboard
Calculator Style Numeric Pad
8K RAM (upto 48K RAMI
Resident 4K Monitor ROM
Interchangeable ROM Pacs

Dual Cassette I/O
Serial and Parallel liD
30 x 64 Character Display
240 x 512 Graphics Resolution
64 User Defineable Characters
S-lOOCompatable

~etst Price
$ 995.

HOW TO START YOUR
OWN SYSTEMS HOUSE

A practical guide for the small EDP entre-
preneur. 213-page manual covers all aspects of
starting and successfully operating a Small
Business Computer company. 5th revised edi-
tion June 1979. From the contents:

• The Systems House Industry • Hardware,
Software or Both? Market Selection &
Evaluation • Industry Application Opportunities
•Equipment Selection· Becoming a Distributor
• Product Pricing • Getting Your Advertising
Dollars Worth. The Selling Cycle. Financing
For The Customer· Questions You Will Have To
Answer Before The Customer Buys • Solving
The Service Problem· Protecting Your Product
•How To Write A Good Business Plan· Raising
Capital

Send $36.00 (check. VISA or Mastercharge) to:

Essex Publishing CO., Dept 1
285 Bloomfield Avenue
Caldwell, N.J.' 07006 •..••E56

Credit card orders: Send card #. date exp. Add
$2.00 for rush. air mail shipping. N.J. residents
add 5% sales tax. For faster shipment on credit
card orders. phone (201) 783-6940.

with 8K RAM
Receive FREECassette Recorder Value 567

with 16K RAM
Receive FREE 12" Video Monitor Value 1149

with 32K RAM
Receive FREEMonitor and Recorder Value 5216

with 48K RAM
Receive FREEMonitor and Recorder

PLUS Extended BASIC Value $265
WE PAY ALL SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES.

Shipment stock to 30 days. Connecticut residents please add 7% sales tax.

12" BLACK sWHITE
LOW COST VIDEO
TERMINAL
Easily interfaced with Radio Shack TRS80

$149.00 LIST
Will sell 6 feet coaxial cable $5.00

Add $5 for shipping and handling in Continental U.S.A.

One year
limited warranty
• Ideal for home. personal and business computer systems;
surveillance monitors· 12" diagonal video monitor. Com.
posite video input • Compatible with many computer
systems • Solid-state circuitry for a stable & sharp pic-
ture • Video bandwidth-12 MHz l:t 3 DB. Input lm-
pedance-75 Ohms • Resolution-650 lines Minimum IN
Central 80% of CRT; 550 Lines Minimum beyond central 80%
of CRT refEIA RS-375 • Dimensions-l1.375" high; 16.250"
wide; 11.250" deep (exclude video input
nectar) • Weight-6.5 KG (14.3Ibs) net

Use MasterCharge/Visa or send money order.
Micro Products Unlimited

P.O. Box 1525, Arlington, TX 76010
817/461-8043

Dealer inquiries welcome •..••M81

CI·68A CONTROL INTERFACE
•8 opto-isolated inputs
•8 reed relay outputs
•Relay status register
- jlRQ and jNMI jumper
selectable

-Complete
documentation

• $79.95 kit
• $95.00 assembled
and tested

nr.:'_Trl_nlr-IT&1 CONVERTER

• 8 Analog inputs
(0-2.5v)
Single ramp. software
driven conversion

• 8bit: 9.6 ms maximum
•Complete
documentation

•$39.95 assembled
and tested

510 Oxford Park· Garland. TX 75043 • (214)270-8393

DATA-BASE
MANAGEMENT
• INITIALIZATION: of any data base by no. of
records. no. of fields, name of fields. no. of
characters per field.

• SELECTIVE LISTING: on any field.

• MENU DRIVEN: for easy. operation. addition.
lookup, change, delete. list.

• HASHING: for fast operation on large files.

• FREE! APPLICATION: mailing list generator
with multi-key selective listing.

NORTHSTAR:DISK
TRS-SO:DISKORCASSETTE
LISTINGS:FORABOVE

Computer Data serVlces~ •....C175
~

POBox 1626, Melbourne FL32935

~ANNOUNCING-
i,COMPUPRlSM?
CHECK THIS LITTLE
MUTANT OUT I I I
Single board color graphics interface

for s·100 bus sv s t e m s .
16K on board memory!!

16 colors always available!
27648 individual picture elemenh !
Every eJemer.t programmable in any

color at any time 1

Sequential memory mapping makes
programmi ng easy!

KIT $240.00 ASS eM BLeD $280.00

4 MHz MOD FOR S. D. SYSTEMS
EXPANDORAM $10
16 CHANNEL A-D, 8 CHANNEL D-A
FOR 5-100 BUS, BARE BOARD WITH
DOCUME NTATION $ 25

J.E.S. GRAPHICS
P.O. BOX 2752

TULSA, OK. 74101
___ (9181742-7104



RONDURE COMPANY DAt5~i:'~~~~~;~235tt1e computer room
214-630·4621

vR7

SPECIAL GE TERMINET
Printer for your Microcomputer 300 PRI NTER

Pin feed-9" paper

e 80 Print positions
e Receiveonly
eASCl1 code
e RS·232interface
e30 CPS
e Upper & lowercase
e Shipping wI. 75#

Shipping containers $15.00.
(used)

(good working condition)

Will run on serial RS232 port of most
micros including TRS·80.

$450.00

ASCII Keyboard
(used)

with enclosure

SALE $25.00

New
RS232 Connectors

WE HAVE FLAT·PACK
ACOUSTIC

Male-3.50
Female - 4.50
Covers - 1.75

MICRO SWITCH KEYBOARD

USED BUT LOOKS VERY NICE

NEW
CAT
MODEM
195.00

DATEL SELECTRIC
.(IBM Selectric Mechanism)

ASCII' SELECTRIC

Printer Mechanism: Heavy duty
input/output, Series 745.
Weight: 120Ibs. Dimensions: 29"
H x 35" W x 33" D.
Print Speed (10 characters per
second)
Platen: 15" wide, pin feedor form
feed device optional (132 print I

positions). I

Paralleloutput only 10characters :
per second accepts 7 bit ASCII I

parallel w/strobe & prints on I

Selectric. Theunit still works asa
typewriter in oft-line mode.

TESTED WITH
NEW
ASCII

ELECTRONICS

ASCII Selectric with ASCII parallel electronics.

Modem pickup

$1950

$40.00
(WITH PRINT)

USED OMNITEK
USED MI2

ANS./ORIG.
149.00

ORDERfNG INFOHMATION:
we Ship the same day we receive a certified check or money order.
Texas residents add 5% sales tax. Please call if you have a question.
Write for our CATALOG of many parts, terminals, printers, etc.
All items subject to availability. Your money returned if we are out
of stock.

$995.00

USED FANS Muffi n - 8.00
Sprite - 4.00

V5,16.5,6,-3
A 12',6, 2,1

NEW
POWER
SUPPLY
25.00

USED
POWER SUPPLY

$15.00

SHIPPING INFORMATION:
Modems: $2.00 each; 2 for $4.00 UPS.
Large Items & Parts: Specify Freight or Air Freight Collect
Foreign Orders: Add appropriate freight or postage.
We now take Master Charge and Visa orders. Specify full number,
bank number and expiration date.

- .
(. " .....
, /

, ./
, . , '.r '

V 5,12, ·12
A3, 6, 3
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SUPER "SELECTRIC" ONE.A
Same as the "Selectric One" but also has X-V Plottercapabilily, 1/60 of an inch in-
crements, atrx-ectronetCarrier & Platen, PloUing Applications 15" wide by
approx. 50 pages long. Nothing else like it in the world '1300.00

.' CENTRONICS 102A
BiOi'reclional Line Printer featuring: 9x7 Dot MatriX,'Auto Shutoff, 330 characters
per second, 132 columns, Standard Centronics Parallel Input, ~
~, Dual Print Heads, 125 lines/Minute & mucn more
Tested and Functional.. . ...•.. '805.00

I/O "SELECTRIC"
~~~~~~(~~,!~~~~r~a~~~~~~w7t~~~~FuJYo~~d:~7aX~y~~::;~tl::e{~h~f~~~~d/~de~
solenoids need +26 VDC). HI-QUALITY pRINT. Removed from WORD PRO·
CESSORS, takes standard IBM type elements, upper & lower housings included,
110 VAC operation. Gooo.condltlon, includes 1/0 data & info ... Only '395.00

RECEIV£·ONLY"SELECTRIC"
Bargain-priced IBM Model 19BO RO. "Selectric" Printers. Upper case, 11" Car-
riage. PIN FEED PLATEN (takes teletype paper). Standard Till & Rotate Encoding--
Standard Solenoid Configuration. NO Keyboard (Receive-qnly). Takes most
SELECTRIC type elements. Used, as-is. from Airline Reservation Systems. Ideal
for use with TRS-BO level t. .. '119.00 e ••
Buy :1and SAVE!!.. 2/'219.95

"TWIX" SELECTRIC
KSR Machine with "telex-type'tkeyboard, telephone line compatible, 1 I" Carriage,
Pinleed Platen. IBM Model 731 Heavy-Duty Printer. Also includes 1/0
"Black Box" with RS-23:1 Circuitry and Internal MODEM. Ready to connect to the
'phone line (includes 4-pr'ong phone plug 1/0). As used with "TELEX"or'TWIX"lo
transmit & receive typed messages over phone wires. As-is. removed from Airline
Reservation svetems. Made by ICOT. SPECIAL PRICE Only 1495.00

"~RINTER SOUND HOOO
Built by Gales, the Sound People. 24" wide, 21" long and 12" high. Fits over Sel-
ectric "IN-THE-DESK" type printers like 2741, MT/ST, our 110 SELECTRICS and
others. Quiets printer operation by as much as 30 ce. Features hinged Plexiglass
Iront cover and keyboard door, foam lined, holes for platen knobs. Only slightly
used. Orig. cost over $200.00. Now Only ................•..••..•• 12e.50 .a.

THE FINE PRINT:
-lnadditiontoPrintercost.there·sa$17.S0charg.e{$30.00fortheCentronics)fartheship-

ing crate (the RD. Selectric Madel 1980and sound hoods require nocrates.) Weship all
printers by TRUCK, FOB our warehouse. except Sound Hood & MOdel 1980which are
shipped via UPS. whenever possible

-Payment must be received and collected before wecan Ship. When your Printer arrives,
you must pay lor the delivery "C.O.D.".

e Untess otherwise specified. all Printers are sold on an "as-is, first come. first serve"
basis. though we lake great care to insure that each machine is shipped clean.
whole and usable .

_Mastercharge &/or VISA accepted -Telephone orders welcome!
'IBM Tradamark

.f J ~so~te~nc.
~ Newton, N H 03B58

(603)362·5179 "",C160
Write or Call for our Special PRINTER FLYER

BELTRBNIKS
1. EMM 4200A, 4K Static RAMs, Ceramic
A local memory boards manufacturer
closed. We bought the new memory
boards and took these 4200A static RAMs
out. They are tested and 90·day
guaranteed 100% good..
Prime testecl4200A 4K RAMs $5.50 ea.,
321$160,00, 300 pieces or more $4,50
ea.
2. Static RAMs MI<4104 41<X1 (350 nS)
Ltd. Qty , , , , , , , , .. $4.00 ea,
3. Power SCR's(GEC50A) 100 volt @ 110
amps.. , , , ,. , , .. ,. ,$6,95 ea.
4. Squirrel Cage Fans(Howard), $7,00 ea.
5. Power Diode 1N1202A, 200 volt @ 12
amp, .. , , ,. , , , , 4 for $1.00
6. LM 323 5 Volt 3 amps, voltage regu-
lator 4.95 each or 10(45.00.
7. Super Saver, Micro PD411, Ceramic 4K
x 1dynamic RAMs 8 for $10.00.,-
BELTRBNIKS

PO BOX 29363"",028
ATLANTA, GA 30359
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NORTH·STAR··INTERTUBE
THINKER TOYS.·MICROTEK
The Imarte.t computer~ at the Imarte.t price.

HORIZON QUAD & DOUBLE DENSITY

LIST ONLY
HORIZON-I-32K-D KIT $1999 $1585
HORIZON-2-32K-D KIT $2399 $1905

ASSEMBLED & TESTED $2765 $2195
HORIZON-2-32K KIT QUAD $2799 $2225

ASSEMBLED & TESTED $3215 $2555
PASCAL FOR NORTH STAR ON DISK 49
POWERFUL NORTH STAR BASIC FREE
TEl PT 212 COMPUTER 5 MHz 8000 6250
THINKER TOYS DISCUS/2D A&T 1149 949
DISCUS/2+21.2 MEGABYTES A&T 1549 1299
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM MEMORY A& T 4 MHz 64K 640
GODBOUT MEMORY CALL FOR PRICE

INTERTUBE II SMART TERMINAL $995 $745

P
R
I,
E
~ ~PRINTER OFFER!!!
.~" DIABLO "HVtvpe" DaisV Wheel
: KSR TERMINALS
• Featuring:

oASCIl RS-232C 1/0
0110,115 & 300 Baud
010,15, & 30 CPS
oDual 10 & 12 Pitch
o Plotter Capability
•Many more exciting
features

MICROTEK PRINTER
ANADEX PRINTER

750
995

••~ ~so~te~nc.
~ Newton,N H,03858

A MILESTONE

P
R
I
N
T
E
R
S

These used, cleaned and refurbished Daisy Wheel
Terminals feature the FAMED DIABLO "HYTYPE"
Daisy Wheel Printer with its multitude of capabili-
ties. Includes 1/60" horiz. & 1/48" vertical spacing
in the "PLOT" mode.

Limited OFFe,. - Special p,.ice
Only $1750.00

WHILE THEY LAST!!!

FLORIDA DATA PRINTER 600 CPS 45410 CALL FOR PRICE

Super Software at Reasonable Prices

MARYELLEN WORD PROCESSOR YOUR BEST BUY $38
TEXTWRITER III $125
EZ-.80TUTORIAL-LEARN MACHINE LANGUAGE 525
PDS FOR NORTH STAR- BETTER THAN CPIM $99
COMPILER FOR HORIZON-SECRET SUPERFAST CODE

$100

10% Off Software Prices with Computers

VERBATIM THE BEST DISKETTES BOXOF10

•••••

WHICH COMPUTERS ARE BEST? BROCHURE. _ .. FREE
NORTH STAR DOCUMENTATION, REFUNDABLE WITH
COMPUTER

KIVETT DR
JAMESTOWN NC

27282
(919) 883-1105

We Also Offer Many
P Types of "SELECTRIC"*
R Printers: ASR, ROand More.
I ~----- For Example:

N Receive only. BCD Coded "Selectric" with Pinfeed Platen

T
and Data. As-is, used. Model 1980

Only $109.00 each!!
EL-='T,-ade~ma='k=ofl~nte=cna=tiOn=al~Bus=ine=ss~Ma~chi-nes~

R Write or Call for our Special
PRINTER FLYER

S (603)382·5179 "",C160

AMERICAN
SOUARE

COMpUTERS
••• ~""'A66

oMastercharge and VISA accepted
o Phone Orders Are Welcome

«Prices may not include shipping & handling
•••
: PRINTERS ••••• PRINTERS ••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
: T-BUc;mUSER: ~

•..
Super TLEGS: Onboard relocator for T·BUG, moves T·BUG to any
desired RAM location. Now examine, modify, # P punch backup
copies of formerly coincident program material, experiment with
parallel kustom T·BUGs. Also will relocate TSTEP.
16K Level II SuperTLEGS NO.LL·O 9.95

675
875

TSTEP: Single-stepper for T·BUG. Displays all CPU aspects
related to instruction set as you SPACE through ROM or RAM.
Indispensible for debugging, analyzing alien program material or
learning Z·80.

a) CPU registers in beforelaffer # R·like format, user accessible,
independent of T·BUG registers.
b) Testable flag status in beforelafter format.
c) Top stack elements in before/after format.
d) 8 key Implicit Keypad. Backspace, CLEAR, more.

Subroutines can be sinqle-stepped or run directly, control
remaining with TSTEP. Also, Super TLEGS will relocate TSTEP,
making monitor and Single-stepper into an independently
relocatable unit. Confirm any code by seeing what you are
imagining.
16K Level II TSTEPNo. LL·1 .11.95

EMU 02: Software emulation of the 6502 microprocessor.
T·BUG displays byte, EMU takes it from there. Now you can
write, debug, execute 6502 programs on your lRS·80!

a) Disassembler posts standard 6502 Assembly mnemonic
next to T·BUG displayed byte, in scrolling field.
b) Single· stepper displays 6502 Processor Model in
beforelafter form, expanded flag and stack elements, all up- •
dated after each instruction is SPACE·ed.
c) 4·speed TRACE mode animates 6502 Models, activates
keyboard scan port accessible to 6502 instructions.
d) Fast interpretive RUN mode for realistic execution.
e) 13 key Implicit Keypad, Backspace, Relspace, more.

How to have a 6502 without having a 6502' Compare and
contrast, work in a powertul programming language that is
distinct from BASIC, Z·80. Read Apple, PET code.
16K Level II EMU 02 No. BL·1 $24.95

$29

.75 mailing each program, CA add 6%
ALLEN GELDER
Box 11721 Main Post Office
San FranCiSCO, CA 94101

••••• T·BUG, TRS·80 tm Radio ShacklTandy Corp.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"",G34 •
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S $ TRS 80 'D... d ~- Send for FREEaye . on · ra-O U~.., Catalog

". TREMENDOUS#- SAVINGSON
~ TRS·80 SYSTEMS
Complete system includes:
TRS-80 Level II, w/our48K RAM, Dual MPI
Disk Drives, and the APPARAT DOS+ soft-
ware ($2500 value), only $2049. Line printer
and desk options available.

SUPERDISK
TF-70 Micropolis Largest capacity

mini floppy, up to 195 Kbytes
on 77 tracks with 77TK OOS+ $699

TF-1 Pertec FD200, 5V.', 40 track use both sides $379
TF-3 Shugart SA400, 5'14", 35 tracks same as tandy $389
TF-5 MPI 5%" 40 track door lock and auto diskette $379

ejection
TDH-1 Pertec Dual Head mini-floppy 35 track same $499

capacity as 2 drives

All disk drive systems come complete with power supply and
chassis
• Two drive cable= $25 • Four drive cable= $35

A Complete Famlly
Of Disk Drives
To Choose
From ...

In Stock

PRINTERS PRINTERS PRINTERS PRINTERS
LP779 Centronics 779
w/tractors

LP700 Centronics 700
LP701 Centronics 701
NEC Spinwriter

$1099
LP702 Centronics 702
LP703 Centronics
LP1 Centronics P1
Centronics cables

$1899
$2540
$ 399
$ 39

NEW PRODUCTSAdd-on Disk Drives
DOES NOT INCLUDE POWER SUPPLY OR CHASSIS

• Pertec FD200 or MPI 8-52
• Shugart SA400 (unused)
• Pertec Dual Head

$272.00
$282.00
$399.00

• Small System RS232 Interface
• Expansion Interface w/32K
• AC Line Interference Eliminator
• AC Isolator (6 connectors)
• Telephone Interface
• Verbatum5" soft sector Diskettes

$ 49.00
$499.00
$ 18.95
$ 45.95
$179.95
$ 3.39

Memory
16KM 16K RAM Kit
Computer $74
Expansion Interface $78

Software
• Accounts Receivable $39
• Inventory Control $39
•Job Entry/Status $75
•General Ledger $79
•Game Diskette $19
• AJA Word Processor $75

IMPROVE TRS·80
PERFORMANCEWITH

NEWDOS+

Over 200 modifications,
corrections and enhance-
ments to TRS DOS.
Includes utilities. Available in
two versions:
35 Track version $99
40 Track version $110

vM82
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Low-Power
Schottky ICs

'1:: 49¢
·100% Prime
•Guaranteed Specs
Improved 5-volt logic devices use
Schottky diode technology lor
minimum propagation delay and
high speed at minimum power.

Type Cat. No. ONLY
74LSOO 276·1900 .49
74LS02 276·1902 .59
74LS04 276·1904 .59
74LS08 276·1908 .49
74LS10 276·1910 .59
74LS13 276·1911 .99
74LS20 276-1912 .59
74LS27 276-1913 .69
74LS30 276-1914 .59
74LS32 276-1915 .69
74LS47 276-1916 1.29
74LS51 276-1917 .59
74LS73 276-1918 .69
74LS74 276-1919 .69
74LS75 276·1920 .99
74LS76 276·1921 .79
74LS85 276·1922 1.29
74LS90 276·1923 .99
74LS92 276·1924 .99
74LS93 276-1925 .99
74LS123 276-1926 1.19
74LS132 276-1927 .99
74LS151 276·1929 .99
74LS157 276·1930 1.19
74LS161 276·1931 1.49
74LS164 .276·1932 1.49
74LS175· 276·1934 1.19
74LS192 276·1935 1.49
74LS193 276·1936 1.49
74LS194 276·1937 1.49
74LS196 276·1938 1.59
74LS367 276·1835 1.19
74LS368 276·1836 1.19
74LS373 276·1943 2.39
74LS374 276·1944 2.39

4000-Series CMOS ICs
Type Cat. No. EACH
4001 276·2401 .69
4011 276·2411 .69
4012 276·2412 .79
4013 276·2413 .99
4017 276·2417 1.69
4020 276-2420 1.69
4021 276·2421 1.69
4023 276·2423 .69
4027 276·2427 .99
,4028 276·2428 1.29
4046 276·2446 1.89
4511 276-2447 1.69
4049 276·2449 .79
4050 276-2450 .79
4051 276·2451 1.49
4066 276-2466 1.39
4070 276-2470 .79
4518 276-2490 1.49
4543 276·2491 1.99

All Prime from Major Semi-
conductor Manufacturers.
Specs and Pin Out Diagram
Included with Each Device.

MC14553 3-Digit
BCD Counter IC

Low As

599
,

~ Submlni Push Switches. One red,
one black. SPST momentary contacts
rated 0.5A, 125VAC. Normally open.
275-1571 Pkg. 2/1.69
lID Compact Lever Switches. 6A at
125VAC. SPST. 275-257 2.49
DPDT. 275-259. 2.99

Creates almost any type of sound! High
level op amp output. Includes 2 VCOs,
low frequency osc., noise generator. fil-
ter, 2 mixers, timing logic. 2B-pin DIP.
With data. 276-1765. 2.99

Convert light to electrical power. All deliver
0.45V at rated current. Use several in series/
parallelfor higher voltages or current.
276-122.\-23" cell. Rated500 mA .. 5.99
276-123. FUll3" cell. Rated1 amp. 8.99

Hall-Effect Sensors

198Pkg.
of 3

BIFET Op Amps SN-76477 "Music
Synthesizer" IC

Open-Collector Output
Detectsma9netic fields electronically. 750
gauss "on' threshold. Constantamplitude
independentof frequency. Similar to type
ULN3006. Ideal for tachs, position sensing,
pulse counting. 5 to 16V supply. TO-92
case. With data.
276-1646 Pkg. of 3/1.98

~ Type 1094 Female 8NC. Mounts in sin-
gle0/16"hole 278-105. . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.49
lID Type UG-88Male BNC.No soldering!
Screwsonto standard coax cable. Plated
finish.
ForRG-58/U Gable. 278-103.... 2.19
ForRG-59/U Gable. 278·104.. 2.19

CMOS chip replaces over B separate ICs in
a digital display circuit. Input pulse shaping.
Master reset pin. 16-pin DIP.
276-2498 . 2.99

RAM Memory I~s 249
Low As

21021024 x 1 Array. Low-cost static memory chip.
te-em DIP. Buy 8 and save!
276-2501 2.49Ea.or 8/14.95
2114L 1024 x 4 Array. NMOS static RAM. l8-pin
DIP.276-2504. . 10.99

~~ @
Low 189
As

Featurevery high input impedance, low
noise. Fast13V.,.Sslew rate is ideal for low
TIM distortion audio amplifiers. Internally
compensated.Up to ± lBV supply.
~ LF 353N. Dual BIFETOp amp. a-pin DIP.
276-1715 . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.89
lID TL 084C. QuadBIFETOpamp. 14-pin
DIP. 276·1714. 2.99

~~-Uniform light output of 0.6 mcd. Forward
voltage: 2.2VDC. Max. current: 25mA. Tl-;;'
casestyle.
276·035. 1.39
lID Red Flasher. Operatesdirectly from
5VDCpower source. Pulse rate: 3 Hz. Max.
current: 20 mA at 5VDC.
276-036 .

Unique LEOs

1.29

Manufacturer's Data Books 4" Cooling Fan

LED Bar/Dot Display
Driver

LM3914N. Features10 adjustableanalog
steps, bar or dot display mode. Current-
regulatedLEDouputs. a to 25VDCsupply.
18-pin DIP. 276-1707 3.49
LM3915N. As abovebut with 3 dB log steps.
276-1708. 3.49

~ SPSTSolid State ACRelay. Handles24
to 280VACat up to 1.5A. TTL compatible
5VDCcontrol input. 1500VRMSisolation.
275-236 . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 1.99
lID 12VOCSPOT.Silver-platedcontacts: 1A
at 125VAC.275-231 2.49

Super
Quiet
Operation

Ideal lor cooling power supplies, microcomputers, hi-Ii
and Ham gear. Delivers up to 70 CFM. Diecast ven-
turi. U.L. recognized motor. For 120VAC, 60 Hz.
273-241 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.95

WHY WAIT FOR MAIL ORDER DELIVERY?
IN STOCK NOW AT OUR STORE NEAR YOU!

Low As

295
Need Info? - Find it
at Radio Shack!

~ Motorola RF Data Manual. Power and small·signal RF transis-
tors, hybrid amplifier modules, more. 62-1380 .. . ..... 4.95
lID Motorola Low-Power Schottky TIL. Data and diagrams plus
selection guide for choosing best device. 62-1381 . .3.95
19 Linear Applications. Vol. 2. Latest data, diagrams, applica-
tions briefs and articles. Indexed. 62-1374.. . .. .. . 2.95
[QJ CMOS Integrated Circuits. Covers 74C. CD4000-series with
complete data, diagrams. Cross referenced. 62-1375 .... 3.95
lID Memory Data Book. Complete info on MOS and bipolar mem-
ory components, support circurts, 62-1376. . ..... 3.95

24-Hour Alarm
Shows Time/Day/Date Actual Size
Complete ciock module - just add switches and battery! 0.25"
LCD display has built-in backlight, alarm set, PM and snooze
indicators. Operates up to a year on single 1.5V battery. Accu-
racy: ± 13 seconds per month. 277-1005. . 19.95

ladlo IhaeK
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION· FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102

OVER 7000 LOCATIONS IN 40 COUNTRIES



OPTO-ISOLATED
PARALLEL INPUT

BOARD FOR
APPLE II

There are 8 in-
puts that can be dri-
ven from TTL logic or
any 5 volt source, The
circuit board can be
plugged into any of
the 8 sockets of your
Apple II. It has a 16 pin
socket for standard
dip ribbon cable con-
nection,
Board only $15,00,
Part No, 120. with
parts $69,95, Part
No, 120A,

ASCII KEYBOARD
TTL & DTL compatible' Full 67 key array
•Full 128 character ASCII output> Positive
logic with outputs resting low' Data Strobe
•Five user-definable spare keys' Standard
22 pin dual card edge connector' Requires
+5VDC. 325 mA, Assembled & Tested,
Cherry Pro Part No, P70-05AB, $119,95,

RS-232/20mA
INTERFACE

This board has two
passive. opto-isola-
ted circuits, One con-
verts RS-232 to
20mA. the other con-
verts 20mA to RS-
232, All connections
go to a 10 pin edge
connector, Requires
+12 and -12 volts,
Board only $9,95.
part no, 7901. with
parts $14,95 Part
No, 7901A,

COMPUCRUISE
Put a computer in
your car. which gives
you the most effec-
tive and functional
cruise control ever
designed. plus com-
plete trip computing.
fuel management sys-
tems. and a remark-
able accurate quartz
crystal time system,
So simple a child can
operate. the new
CompuCruise com-
bines latest computer
technology with
state-of-the-art re-
liability in a package
which will not likely be
available on new cars
for years to come »
Cruise Control. Time. ASCII KEYBOARD
E,T,. Lap Timer. Alarm 53 Keys popular ASR-33 format. Rugged
•Time. Distance. Fuel G-10 p,C, Board' Tri-mode MDS encoding
to Arrival • Time. Dis- •Two-Key Rollover' MOSIDTlITTL Compat-
tance. Fuel to Empty s ible •Upper Case lockout· Data and Strobe
Time. Distance and inversion option • Three User Definable
Fuel on Trip « Current Keys' Low contact bounce' Selectable Par-
or Average MPG. I_~;:::::;::::::"Iity· Custom Keycaps •George Risk Model
GPH •Fuel Used. Dis- 753, Requires +5. -12 volts, $59,95 Kit,
tance since Fillup· TIDMA •._ ...•• •••
Current and Aver-
age-Vehicle Speed·
Inside. Outside or
Coolant Temperature
• Battery Voltage·
English or Metric
Display, $199,95 .
without cruise con-
trol $159,95,

REMOVES RECORD-
INGS IN ONE SEC-
OND! The process
eliminates static pos-
itive I negative ions
and maintains original
tone quality with min-
imal tape hiss' To im-
prove tone quality· To
reduce hissing· For
quick and easy to
erase' No battery or
liquid required· Pow-
erful and effective ac-••• -1 tion- Unconditional 2
~ear guarantee,
ERASER-8 $19,95,COMPUCOLOR II

Model 3. 8K $1395 .••• ••••
Model 4. 16K $15 95.
Model 5. 32K $18 95,
Prices include color
monitor. computer.
and one disk drive,

16K RAMS
For the Apple.
TRS-80 or Pet $8
each Part No, 4116/
2117,

FLOPPY DISK
STORAGE BINDER

This black vinyl
three-ring binder
comes with ten
transparent plastic
sleeves which ac-
commodate either
twenty. five-inch or
ten. eight-inch floppy
disks, The plastic
sleeves may be or-
dered separately and
added as needed, A
contents file is in-I 01
cluded with each
sleeve for easy iden-
tification and organiz-
ing, Binder & 10 hol-
ders $14,95 Part No,
B800; Extra holders
95" each, Part No,
800

SYSTEM
MONITOR

8080. 8085, or Z-80
System monitor for use
with the llDMA board,
There is no need for the
front panel. Complete
with documentation

16K EPROM
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PARALLEL TRIAC
OUTPUT BO'~RD
FORAPPLE II

This board has 8 triacs capable of
switching 110 volt 6 amp loads (660 watts
per channell or a total of 5280 watts, Board
only $15,00 Part No, 210. with parts
$119,95 Part No, 210A,

vE21



TRS-SOE.S.

SERIAL lID
• Can input into basic
• Can use lLi ST and
lPRI NT to output, or
output continuously.
RS-232 compatible.
Can be used with or
without the expansion
bus. On board switch
selectable baud rates
of 110, 150,300,600,
1200, 2400, parity or
no parity odd or even,
5 to 8 data bits, and 1
or 2 stop bits. D.T.R.
line. Requires +5,
-12 VDC • Board only
$19.95 Part No. 8010,
with parts $59.95 Part
No. 801 OA, assembled
$79.95 Part No. 8010
C. No connectors pro-
vided, see

ElA/RS-232 con-
nector Part No .
DB25P $6.00, with
9', 8 conductor
cable $10.95 Pert
No.DB25P9. •3' ribbon cable

wnoeeeecnec cco-
neese-s to fit TRS-

BO and our serial
bOard $19.95 Part
No.3CAB40.

MODEM
• Type 103 • Full or
half duplex. Works up
to 300 baud • Origi-
nate or Answer. No
coils, only low cost
components. TTl in-
put and output-serial
• Connect 8 n speak-
er and crystal mic.
directly to board •
Uses XR FSK demod-
ulator • Requires +5
volts • Board only
$7.60 Part No. 109,
with parts $27.50 Part
NO.109A

Box of 10, 5" $29.95,
8" $39.95.
Plastic box, holds 10
diskettes, 5" - $4.50,
8" - $6.50.

T.V.
TYPEWRITER
• Stand alone TVT
• 32 char/line, 16
lines, modifications for
64 char /Iine included
• Parallel ASCII [TTU
input. Video output
• 1K on board memory
• Output for computer
controlled curser.
Auto scroll • Non-
destructive curser •
Curser inputs: up,down,
left, right, home, EOL
EOS • Scroll up, down
• Requires +5 volts
at 1.5 amps, and -12
volts at 30 mA • All
7400, TTL chips.
Char. gen. 2513 ••..-----------------1 Upper case only •Board only $39.00
Part No. 106, with
parts $145.00 Part
No. 106A

APPLE II·::·
SERIAL I/O
INTERFACE

Baud rate is continuously adjustable from 0
to 30,000 • Plugs into any peripheral
connector. low current drain. RS-232 input
and output. On board switch selectable 5 to
8 data bits, 1 or 2 stop bits, and parity or no
parity either odd or even. Jumper selectable
address. SOFTWARE. Input and Output
routine from monitor or BASIC to teletype or
other serial printer. Program for using an
Apple II for a video or an intelligent terminal.
Also can output in correspondence code to
interface with some selectrics .• Also
watches DTR • Board only $15.00 Part No.
2, with parts $42.00 Part No. 2A, assembled
$62.00 Part No. 2C

UART&
BAUD RATE
GENERATOR

SK EPROM PIICEON

Saves programs on PROM permanently[until
erased via UV light) up to 8K bytes. Programs
may be directly run from the program saver
such as fixed routines or assemblers .• S-
100 bus compatible. Room for 8K bytes of
EPROM non-volatile memory [2708's) .• On-
board PROM programming • Address
relocation of each 4K of memory to any 4K
boundary within 64K • Power on jump and
reset jump option for "turnkey" systems and
computers without a front panel. Program
saver software available. Solder mask both
sides • Full silkscreen for easy assembly.
Program saver software in 1 2708 EPROM
$25. Bare board $35 including custom coil,
board with parts but no EPROMS $139, with
4 EPROMS $179, with 8 EPROMS $219.

RS-232! TTL
INTERFACE

• Converts TTl to RS-
232, and converts RS-
232 to TTl. Two sep-
arate circuits • Re-
q~res -12 and +12
volts. All connections
go to a 10 pin gold
plated edge connector,
kit $ 9.95 Part No:
232A 10 Pin edge
connector $3.00 Part
No.10P,

TAPE
INTERFACE

• Play and record Kan-
sas City Standard tapes
• Converts a low cost
tape recorder to a
digital recorder. Wr:rl.s
up to 1200 baud. Dig-
ital in and out are TTl-
serial • Output of
board connects to mic.
in of recorder • Ear-
phone of recorder con-
nects to input on board
• No coils. Requires
+5 volts, low power
drain • Board only
$7.60 Part No. 111,
with parts $27.50 Part
No. 111A

S-100 BUS
ACTIVE TERMINATOR

V' Reader Service-see page 227

HEX ENCODED
KEYBOARD

E.S.
This HEX keyboard
has 19 keys, 16 encod-
ed with 3 user defin-
able. The encoded TTL
outputs, 8-4-2-1 and
STROBE are debounced
and available in true
and complement form.
Four onboard LEOs
indicate the HEX code
generated for each
key depression. The
board requires a single
+5 volt supply. Board
only $15.00 Part No.
HEX-3, with parts
$49.95 Part No. HEX-
3A. 44 pin edge con-
nector $4.00 Part No.
44P.

DC POWER SUPPLY
• Board supplies a regulated +5
volts at 3 amps., +12, -12, and -5
volts at 1 amp .• Power required is
8 volts AC at 3 amps., and 24 volts
AC C.T. at 1.5 amps .• Board only
$12.50 Part No. 6085, with parts
excluding transformers $42.50
Part No. 6085A
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SAVE '100" 1iIiiII-::~=~~~==:~~
DM2700S DISK &
CABINET with

POWER SUPPLY

The Vista V80:
widen the ability of your
TRS·80 $395.00

,
The Vista vao Mini Disk System is the perfect way to widen the capabilities of

your TRS-eO· Micro-computer. Quickly an~ inexpensively: Our .$39~ price t~g is
about $100 less than the Radio Shack equivalent. Our delivery time IS Immediate.
And our system is fully interchangeable. That's just the start.

It will give you 23% more storage capacity by increasing useable storage from
55 000 to 65 000 bytes per drive with our new software patch.

It can work 8 times faster than the TRS-SOMini·Disk system, because track-to-
track access is 5ms versus 40ms for the TRS-SO.You can realize this added speed
once the new double disk expansion interface Is available without expensive
modification of the existing unit.

It has a better warranty than any comparable unit warranty available - a full 120
days on all parts and service. When you consider how much more goes into the
Vista V80, that shows a lot of faith in our product.
A full 3 amp power supply means you have 2% times the power necessary to

operate the V80, and full ventttauontneures that there will be no problems due to
ov.erheating.

The Vista V80 Mini Disk System requires Levell! Basic with 16 K RAM Expansion
Interface (it operates from the Radio Shack interface system. It comes complete
with a dependable MPI Minifloppy disk drive, power supply, regulator board an~
vented case. It's shipped to you ready to run-stmpty take It o~t of the ~ox and plug It
in. You're in business. From the company that means bustneas - Vista Computer
Company.
DATA CABLES, VC80·2 (2 drive) '29.95
DATA CABLES, VC80·4 (4 drive) '39:95

SPECIAL: Box of 10 diskettes· $20.00 with Purchase of VISTA 80

M·XVI
Thetrue16K StaticRammodule IE SHOP & COMPARE

for S~100bus systems. I!!
ASSEMBLED. TESTED·· 100,"0 BURN IN

The M·XVI gives you unbelievable expanstcn --
capablilly for your S-I00 bus system-even beyond _
6-4K. Manufactured to the high~st industry stan- CaliforniaComputerSYSlems
dards documented and deSigned to make

~~~~7~·6ar~S'~. :~~u::~~~f;:;r~~n.Vot I~;a;>eri~~:
hobbyist and use in practical business or ln-
dUSlflelapplications.
FEATURES:
oFultystatic
-uses popular 21 I. static RAMS
o+$volt opefationonly
oSank $elect availabte by bank port
and bank byte

oPhantom linecapabifily
°Ad!;!f8Ssable;n 4Kblocks
o4K blocks can be addressee any
where within 64K in 4k Increments

°Msets IEEE proposed 5·100 signal
Siandar!;!s

oLEO indicators for board selection
and bank selection

oFA·4 epoxy PC boards
°Soldermasked on both sides
oSilk screen of part number
andpar!deslgn.tor

SPECIAL

THE MICROBYTE M32KSS
32K STATIC MEMORY BOARD

ASSEMBLED & TESTED

SALE PRICED
M32 KSS·L (2 MHz)

List $650
SALE $530.00

M32 KSS·H (4 MHz)
List $680

SALE $560.00

• Fully S100 Bus Compatible, IMSAI, SOL, ALTAIR, ALPHA MICRO.• Uses
National's Low Power 5257 4K x 1 Static Rams. ·2 MHz or 4MHz operation .• Gold
contacts for higher reliability .• On board single 5 amp regulator .• On board Single
5 amp regulator. •Thermally designed heat sink (board operating temperature 0'-
70'C).• Commercially designed power bus, 7 ground bus bars, 0.1 uf decoupling
capacitors .• Fully tri-state buffered .• Inputs fully low power Shottky Schmitt. Trig·
ger buffered on all address and data lines .• Phantom is jumper selectable to pin 67.
• Each 4K hardware or software selectable .• One on board S·bit output port
enables or disables the 32K in 4K blocks .• Selectable port address .• 4K banks can
be selected or disabled on power on clear or reset.• Will operate with or without
front panel. •Compatible with ALPHA MICRO,with extended memory management
for selection beyond 64K.'· No DMA restriction .• Low power consumption 2.3·2.5

ps.• Fully warranted for 120 from date of

X·MAS SPECIAL
NOVATION CAT

ACOUSTIC MODEM

-If '_~ "

i- ~ " II

--~----.-~-
$15900 • 0·300 Baud

• Bell 103
• Answer, OriginateRegular $198.00

~ PRIORrry ONE ELECTRONICS",
~"m,1v~?~c3B~C. ~hS~.~?n~0~~Y~6DS~9~~f~~8·"St;,?oJ~.~~e,,,,'

Minimum order $10.00 Prepaid U.S. orders less than $75.00 Include 5% shipping and handling,
MINIMUM $2.50. Excess retvnoeo. Just in case . please include your phone no.

Prices subject 10 change without notice.
We will do our best to maintain prices Ihru Dec. 1979
orders

OM2700S includes Siemans FOt20·S"
Disk Drive with the following features:

-Single or Double Density
-Hard or Soft Sector
«Ocor Interlock
-wrtte Protect
-Haro Sector Detection
-500 KBIS Transfer
-aeo KB unformated
-en density 6536 BP1
-Shuqart SOOSeries Compatable
Cabinet includes:
-r tov to 125V 60 Hzpower supply
«Data Cable
-ean
-Accecrs per SCI, Shugart,
Siemans 8" Drives

EXCEPT
CA.AK.HI.

(213) 894-8171
-Built in Cut olf
«Easy Loading 01 Wire
-Avanabre Wire Colors:
Blue, White, Red
& Yellow



4 MHZ EXPANDORAM II KIT
The 5·100 Memory Board for the 80's

SD SYSTEMS' ExpandoRAM II is a state-of-the-art • S-100 Bus Compatible
dynamic RAM board with capacities from 16K bytes • Up to 4Mhz Operation
(4116) to 256K bytes (4164)_lt operates on the industry· Expandable Memory from 16K to 256K
S-100 Bus. The ExpandoRAM II's design allows eight • DIP Switch Selectable Boundaries
boards to operate from the same S-100 Bus, Page· Uses 16K (4115) or 64K (4164) Memory Devices
mode operation provides the system with the capabil- Page Mode Operation Allows up to 8 Memory
ity of servicing multiple users without RAM in- Boards on Bus
terterence. Invisible refresh and synchronization with· 'Operates with Z80 CPU's
wait states provide greater reliability, and processing • Phantom Output Disable
speeds up to 4 Mhz. ,. Invisible Refresh (Synchronized with

. Wait States)~.The ExpandoRAM II is compatible with most S-100 ,
CPU's based on the Z80 microprocessor. When other 'ItJ
SO SYSTEMS 200 series boards are combined with the ?- 'ltJO ~
ExpandoRAM II, they create a microcomputer with ex- _ 0A iM" ,'<"'"
ceptiona! capabilities and features. -f'Vv - t\l~

Sale
Price

50S· EXPANOORAM II KIT (4116)
$280,00 48K
$365,00 64K

16K
32K

SO EXPANOORAM The Ultimate 5·100 Memory
The EXPANDORAM is available in versions from 16K
up to 64K, $0 for a minimum investment you can have
a memory system that will grow with your needs. This
is a dynamic memory with the invisable on-board
refresh, and IT WORKS!

• Interfaces with Altair, IMSAI, SOL-8, Cromenco,
SBC-100, and others,

EXPAN DO 64 KIT (4116):. ~~~~t~~ectable
Power 8VDC, ± 16VDC, 5 Watts

• Lowest Cost Per Bit

: ~CesB~~~~I~~ 4~~6u~I:~Ssolder masked and
silk-screen parts layout.

• Extensive documentation clearly written
• Complete Kit includes all Sockets for 64K
• Memory access time: 375n5, Cycle time: 500n5.
• No wait states required.
• 16K boundries and Protection via Dip Switches
• Designed to work with Z-80, 8080, 8050 CPU's

Reg. Sale
Price Price

16K $249 $219
32K $324 $285
48K $399 $355
64K $474 $415

Z80
• S·100 Bus Compatible
• 2 Mhz or 4 Mhz Operation
• Power-On Jump to any 4K Boundary
• On-Board Socket for up to 2K PROM
• Front Panel Usage Optionat e Optional Wait States

The MPB·100 can upgrade an existing S·100 8080
System with little or no necessary modifications, The
MPB-100 is additionally suited for some control ap-
plications. The PROM socket will accomodate a 1K or
2K PROM plus the single voltage 4K PROM, Sale
SDS·MPB·100 KIT $199.00
DS·MPB·100 A&T $289.00

PROM·100

Programming Board

for PROM Development

NEW

With on- board Z80 Microprocessor

• S·100 bus Compatible
• Full 80 Characters by 24 Lines Display
• Characters Displayed by High Resolution 7 x 10

Matrix
• Composite or TTL Video Output
• Keyboard Power and Interface
• Forward and Reverse Scrolling Capability
• Blinking, Underlining, Field Reverse,

Field Protect and Combinations
• Full Cursor Control
• 96 Upper and Lower Case Characters
• 32 Special Character Set
• 128 Additional User Programmable Characters

(Optional)
• On-Board Z8D Microprocessor
• 2K Bytes Independent On-Board RAM Memory
• Glitch-Free Display
SDS·VDB·8024 KIT., $315.00

A& T , . ,$469.00

SO SYSTEMS' PROM·100 is a versatile PROM pro-
gramming board offering complete EPROM program-
ming capability. The board operates on the industry
standard 5-100 Bus. Support software verifies the
erasure of EP<10M and verifies the loaded program.
SO SYSTEMS' PROM·100 offers a support-software
listing with its operations manual.
• S-100 Bus Compatible
• Programs the Following EPROM s: 2708, Intel

2758, 2716, 2732 and Texas Instruments 2516
• Dip Switch Selection of EPROM type
• 25 VDC Programming Pulse Generated On Board
• Maximum Programming time: 16,384 Bits in

100 Seconds
• Power Requirement: + 8VDC at 300 ma.;

+ 16 VDC atr 100 rna.; -16 VDC at 60 rna.
• TTL compatible
• Software Provides for Reading of Object File

from SDOS, CP/M or PROM and Programming
into EPROM

• Program Verification • Verification of
• Zero Insertion Force Socket
SDS·PROM·100 KIT. , . , . , $149.00
SDS·PROM·100 A&T. , , , ,$219.00

With On- Board RAM, PROM, CTC
• S-100 Bus Compatible
• Z80 Central Processing Unit
• 1024,Bytes of Random Access Memory
• 8K Bytes of PROM using 2716
• Parallel Input and Output Ports
• Four Channel Counter/Timer (Z80-CTC) ..0

Software Programmable Baud Rate Generator ~
• No Front Panel Required for Operation "9
SDS·SBC·100 2MHZ KIT. , $219.00
SDS·SBC·100 2MHZ A&T $349.00
SDS·SBC·200 4M HZ KIT $259.00

SBC·200 4MHZ A&T .

Z80 STARTER KIT
A Complete Microcomputer On A Board
• Z80 CPU with 158 Instructions
• On- Board Keyboard and Display
• On- Board PROM Programmer for Single

Voltage PROMS (2716,2758, T12516)
• Kansas City Standard Cassette Interface
• Simple Key Controlled Audio Cassette Load

and Dump
• Expansion Provision for Mounting Two

S·100 Connectors (Sockets Not Included)
• Wire Wrap Area for Custom Circuitry
• Single Step through RAM or PROM
• Memory Examine and Change
• Port Examine and Change
• Z80 CPU Register and Change
• 2K Byte ZBUG Monitor in ROM
• 1K Bytes of RAM (Expandable to 2K Bytes)
• A 4 Channel Hardware CounterlTimer (Z80·CTC)
• Two Bi·Directional 8-Bit I/O Ports (Z80-P10)

Up to 5 Programmable Breakpoints
• Switch Selectable PROM or Monitor Restart

Vectored Interrupts provided by Z80·CTC and

SDS·Z80 STARTER KIT. , $219.00
SDS·Z80 STARTER A&T $369.00



DESCRIPTION
9 Pin Male
9 Pin Female
,g Pin Cover
15 Pin .Male
15 Pin Female
'15 Pin Cover
25. Pin Male
25 Pin Female
1 pc. Grey Hoo~
2 pc. B.lack Hood

. 2 pc. Grey Hood

~i~:~~:~a'e Et':'::::':':':::''037 Pin Cover o. 0
50 Pin Male' • FEMALE .
50 Pin Female,.
50 Pin Cover' .
Hardware sertz pa·ir)·. . •

Connector lor CENTRONICS 700 SERIES:
Amonenot 57·30360 for back of Centronics 700 Series print~rs

Sockets purchased in multiples of 50 per type may be combined for best price.
1-9 10-24 25-99 100-249 250-999
_40 _36 _34 _31 _27
_44 _43 _41_ _39 _37
_55 '.47 ..45 _41 _39

_ .70 .60 .55 .50 .45
..90 ·.80 ,75 ..65' .62
.95 .85 .80 .70 .65
.95 .85 - .80 .70 .. 65

1.25 1:15 1.00 .95 .90
1.65 1.45 ·1.35 1.20 '1.10

,8 pin
14 pin
16 pin
18 pin
20 pin
22 pin
24 pin
28 pin
40 pin

. .5%,3'12 digit 19
Range DVM. '12' LCD displays

runs 200 hrs on 1 battery. 10 Meg
Ohm Input. 1 yr. guarantee, made in
U.S.A., test leads included.

Available Accessories
RC·3 115V AC Adapter... . .. $7.50
CC·3 Deluxe Padded Vinyl

Carrying Case $7.50
VP·10 X10 DCV Probe Adapterl

Protector 10Kv $14.95
VP·40 40Kv DC Probe $35.00
CS·110 Amp Current Shunt $14.95

*FREE
Just for Asking.

FREE BATTERY with your meter.

SlOOSE 501100 Cant .125 ctrs. PIERCED
SOLDER EYELET Tails GOLD

1-4 5·9

$5.00 $4.50

SlOOAl T 50/100 Cont 125 ctrs. DIP
SOLDER TAIL on 140 spaced rows for

10.24 ALTAIR motherboards, GOLD plated.

$4.00 1-4 5·9 10·24
$4.50 $4.25 $4.00

Other Popular Edge Connectors

tantansn capacr-
tors lor +5, +12
-12 buses and insu
latedmountmgspacers

• Wiring ~rdeshown. Com-
ponent Side oare epo~y
glass with while markmgs for
compcneoticcauons

• Gl0epoxv glass board with 2ounc~
copper.SOlderplaledand,038drame·
terholeslorleads

• Solder mask wrlh SOlder w,ndows on
etcnedcecuusic avom acccentarshort
Circuits

• Mounts It receptacles wilh 100contacts (2
rows)on 125cenlersw,lh.250rowsplc,ng.
Veclorpannumtll!rRfi8t'2:ormountstOre!:ep'
tacles plus interconnections to smaller mother board
for expanSion

• Includes etched orcurts and msnucnons lor opllOn of Price:
• ~~:r;:.~~'!~UP~O~~':~~n~~~7;~a~~n:s1. ± 12V or 16V (7 •

AMPSICurrenlralrngsareperMIL·STO·275w.lhlO"C

8803

Sloo·WWG 501100 Cont .125 ctrs. 3 LEVEL
WIRE WRAP 025" SQ. posts on .250 spac-
ed rows. GOLD PLATED

1·4 5·9 11)-24
$4.75 $4.00 $3.75

Sl()().STO 501100 Cont .125 -ctre. DIP
SOLDER 'TAIL on 250 spaced rows lor
VECTOR. IMSAI, CROMENCO mother
boards GOLO plated

1-4 5·9

$4.10 $:UO

02244·5WW 22144 Cont .156 ens.wme
WRAP tails GOLD

1-4 5·9 10·24
$3.95 $3.70 $3.40

02244·5SE 22144 Cont .156 Ctrs.PIERCED
SQLDER EYelET tails GOLD plated.

1-4 5·9 10·24
$3.00 $2.60 $2.20

. MOTHER
BOARD FOR
S100 BUS
MICRO·
COMPUTERS

Microcomputer/processor
plugboard, use with S'100 bus, Com-
plete with heat sink & hardware. 5.3" x
10" x 1/16
1·4

$19.95
5·9

$17.95
8801·1

10·24
$15.96

3682·2 6.5" X 4.5"
$9.81

Hi-Density Dual-ln-Line
Plugboard tor Wire Wrap
with Power & Grd. Bus'
Epoxy Glass 1/16" 44
pin con. spaced .156

$10.90
3677·26.5" x 4.5"

$9.74
D IP

3662 6.5" x 4.5"
$'8.19,5

3662·2 9.6" x 4.5"
$11.45.

P pattern plugboards tor
tc:s Epoxy Glass 1/16"
44plncon. spaced .156

CARD "v·r".m"Ei
Card Extender has 100 con-
tacts 50 per side on .125
centers·Attached connec-
tor-is compatible with
S·100 Bus Systems. $25.83
3690 6.5" 22144 pin .156
ctrs. Extenders .... $13.17

1116 t/relot BOARD
.042 dia holes on

0.1 spacing for rc's
PRICE

1·9 10·19
$1.56 $1.40
$3.69 $3.32

$39.95
$75.00
$39.95
$75.00
$59.00

$51.00~
$51.00'
$51.00'

14 & 16 PIN

SIZE
4.5x6.5"
4.5x17"

PartNo. Sides/ Sectoring
Density

_\8"
lIsingle SofHBM
21single Soft·IBM

740·32P 1/single 32

~:~:6·32P l~'J~~~II~ §~ft
10 5"

744·0K lIsingle Solt·(TRS·BO)
744·10K lIsingle Sottll0
744·16K lIsingle Soltl16

Price
Box 0110 OLD 3 LEVEL

WIRE WRAP
SOCKES*

14· G3 100 for
$36.00

16· G3 100 for
$37.00

50 of each for $38.00
•Price includes xes-euenc Storage Box

a $5.00 Value (TRS·aO)
"DON'T SETTLE FOR ANYTHING

LESS THAN SCOTCH"



ATIENTION ELF OWNERS: QUEST SUPER BASIC
versions coming soon with exchange privilege
allowing some credit for cassette version.
Super Basic on Cassette $40.00
Tom Pittman's 1802 Tiny Basic Source IIsling
now available. Find out how Tom Pittman wrote
Tiny Basic and how to get the most out of it.
Never offered before. $19.00
S·100 Slot Expansion $9.95
Coming Soon: Assembler and Editor; Elf II
Adapter Board. High resolution alpha/numerics
with color graphics expandable up to 256 x 192
resolution for less than $100.
16KDynam. RAMbd. expand.32K; lessthan $150.

RCA Cosmac Super Elf Computer $106.95
Compare features before you decide to buy any A 24 key HEX keyboard includes 16 HEX keys
other computer. There is no other computer on plus load, reset, run, wait, input, memolY pro-
the market today that has all the desirable bene- teet, monitor select and single step. Large, on
fits of the Super Elf for so little money. The Super board displays provide output and optional high
Elf is a small single board computer that does and low address. There is a 44 pin standard
many big things. It is an excellent computer for connector slot for PCcards and a 50 pin connec-
training and for learning programming with its tor slot for the Quest Super Expansion Board.
machine language and yet ITis easily expanded Power supply and sockets for all IC's are ln-
with additional memorr, Full BaSiC, ASCII cluded inthe price plus adetailed 127 pg. lnstruc-
Keyboards, video character generation, etc. tion manual which now includes over 40 pgs. of
Before you buy another small computer, see if it software info. including a series of lessons to
includes the following features: ROM monitor; help get you started and a music program and
State and ~ode displays; Single step; Optional graphics target game.
address displays; Power Supply; Audio Amplifier Many schools and universities are using the
and Speaker; Fully socketed foraIlIC's; Real cost Super Elf as a course of study. OEM's use it for
of in warranty repairs; Full documentation. training and research and development. .
The Super Elf includes a ROM monitor for pro- Remember, other computers only offer Super Elf
gram loading, editing and execution with SINGLE features at additional cost or not at all. Compare
STEP for program debugging which is not ln- before you buy. Super Elf Kit $106.95, High
cluded in others at the same price. With SINGLE address option $8.95, Low address option
STEPyou can seethe microprocessor chip opera- $9.95. Custom Cabinet with drilled and labelled
ting with the unique Quest address and data bus plexiglass front panel $24.95. Expansion Cabinet
displays before, during and after executing in- with room for 4 S·100 boards $41.00. NICad
structions. Also, CPUmode and instruction cycle BattelY MemolY Saver Kit $6.95. All kits and
are decoded and displayed on 8 LED indicators. options also completely assembled and tested.
An RCA 1861 video graphics chip allows you to Questdata, a 12 page monthly software publica-
connectto your own TV with an inexpensivevideo tion for 1802 computer users is available by sub-
modulator to do graphics and games. There is a scription for $12.00 per year.
speaker system included for writing your own Tiny Basic Cassette $10.00, on ROM $38.00,
music or using many music programs already original Elf kit board $14.95. 1802 sottware;
written. The speaker amplifier may also be used Moews Video Graphics $3.50. Gamesand Music
to drive relays for control purposes. $3.00, Chip 8 Interpreter $5.50.

Super Expansion Board with Cassette Interface $89.95

Quest, the leader in inexpensive 1802 systems
announces another first. Quest is the first corn-
pany worldwide to ship a full size Basic for 1802
systems. A complete function Super Basic by
Ron Cenker including floating point capability
with scientific notation (numberrange ± .17E"),
32 bit integer ±2 billion, Multi dim arrays, String
arrays, String manipulation, Cassette I/O, Save
and load, Basic, Dataand machine language pro-
grams and over 75 Statements, Functions and
Operators.
Easily adaptable on most 1802 systems. Re·
quires 12K RAM minimum for Basic and user
programs. Cassette version in stock now. ROM

This is truly an astounding value! This board has
been designed to allow you to declce how you
want it optioned. The Super Expansion Board
comes with 4K of low power !lAM fully address-
able anywhere in 64K with built-ln memory pro-
tect and a cassette interface. Provisions have
been made for all other options on the same
board and it fits neatly into the hardwood cabinet
alongside the Super Elf. The board includes slots
for up to 6K of EPROM(2708, 2758, 2716 or TI
2716) and is fully socketed. EPROMcan be used
forthe monitor andTiny Basicor other purposes.
A IK Super ROM Monitor $19.95 is available as
an on board option in 2708 EPROM which has
been preprogrammed with a program loader/
editor and error checking multi file cassette
read/write software, (relocatible cassette file)
another exclusive from Quest. It includes register
save and readout, block move capability and
video graphics driver with blinking cursor. Break
paints can be used with the register save feature
to isolate program bugs quickly, then follow with
single step. The Super Monitor is wrITten with

subroutines allowing users to take advantage of
monitor functions simply by calling them up.
Improvements and revisions are easily done with
the monitor. If you have the Super Expansion
Board and Super Monitor the monitor is up and
running at the push of a button.
Other on board options include Parallel Input
and Output Ports with full handshake. They
allow easyconnection of anASCII keyboard tothe
input port. RS 232 and 20 ma Current Loop for
teletype or other device are on board and if you
need more memory there are two S·100 slots for
static RAM or video boards. Also a 1K Super
Monitor version 2 with video driver for full capa-
bility display with Tiny Basic and a video interlace
board. Parall.II/O Porfs $9.85, RS 232 $4.50,
TTY 20 ma I/F $1.95, S·100 $4.50. A 50 pin
connector set with ribbon cable is available at
$12.50 for easy connection between' the Super
Elf and the Super Expansion Boan!.
Power Supply Kit for the complete system (see
Multi'volt Power Supply. below),

Multi-volt Computer Power Supply
8v 5 amp, ±18v .5 amp, 5v 1.5 amp, -5v
.5 amp, 12v.5 amp, -12 option. ±5v, ±12v
are regulated. Kit $29.95. Kit with punched frame
$37.45, $4.00 shipping. Woodgrain case
$10.00, $1.50.shipping.

60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4,40
Converts digital clocks from AC line frequency
to crystal time base. Outstanding accuracy. Kit
includes: PCboard, IC, crystal, resistors, ca-
pacitors and trimmer.

P.O. Box 4430S Santa Clara, CA 95054

Same day shipment. First line parts only. will call only:(408) 988-1640
Factory tested. Guaranteedmoney back. I Ave.
Quality IC's and other components at tac-
tory prices.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

740DTlL· 1.50 CD4021 '1.25

741){lN 17 5.95 CD4022 ,1.10

7402N 18 1,50 CD4023 28
21l02·' 1.18 RESISTORS v. watt 5%

7404N 19 1.50 CD4024 75
7409N 23 1.60 C040ZS .28 21F02 1.25 IOpertype.03 1000perlype.012

741DN 18 LM320H 1.60 CD4026 2.00 2104A-4 4.95 3.50 25pertype.025 350 piece pack

7414N .70 lM320T-12 I.SO CD4027 66 2107B-4 3.75 3.75 100 per type ,015 5 per type 6.75

7420N 18 LM320T-15 1.50 CD4028 85 ,2111-1 3.75 3.75 'Ii watt 5% per type .05

7422N .39 LM324N 1.15 CD4029 1.02 2112·2 3.95 3.75 KEYBOARDS

7430N 20 LM339N 1.55 GD4030 45 2114L-l 7.40 8.75 56 key ASCII keyboard kit $67.50
7442N .50 LM34QK·5 1,35 CD4035 1.02 2114L·3 7.90 8,75 Fully assembled 77.50

7445N 69 LM340K-B 1.35 CD4040 1.02 4116 10.95 2.90 53 key ASCII keyboard kit 60.00

7447N .60 lM340K·12 1.35 CD4042 85 2513B 6.30 2.90 Full~ assembled 70.00 Enclosure 14.95

7448N 69 LM340K·15 1.35 CD4043 85 MM5262 40

7450N 18 LM340K-24 1.35 CD4044 85 MM5280 3.00 CONNECTORS LEOS

7474N 35 LM340T-5 1.25 CD4046 1.67 MM5320 9.95 30 pin edge 2.50 Red T018 15

7475N .49 LM340T-8 1.25 CD4049 .45 MM5330 5.94 44 pin edge 2.75 Green. Yellow T018 20

7485N .88 LM340T-12 1.25 CD4050 49 P0411D·3 4.00 100 pin edge 4.50 Jumbo Red 20

7489N 1.85 lM3i10T-15 1.25 C04051· 1.13 PD411D·4 5.00 100 pin edge WW 5.25 Green. Orange. Yellow Jumbo 25

7490N 43 LM340T-18 1.25 C04060 1.42 P5101l 13.95 Cllplite LED Mounting Clips 81S1.25

7492N 43 lM340T-24 1.25 C04066 71 4200A 9.95 (specify red. amber. green. yellow, clear)

7493N .43 LM343H 4.50 CD4068 40 82S25, 2.90 IC SOCKETS

7495N .69 LM350 7.50 CD4069 .40 91L02A 1.50 Solder Tin low Prolile CONTINENTAL SPECtALTIES In slock

741GON .90 lM370 1.15 CD4070 .50 HOO165·5 6.95 PIN lUP PIN lUP
~oA~~~~~ l~n~l~fltb~~:~~oi:r~ te~le2~f5

74107N 35 lM377 3.00 CD4071 .28 MM57100 4.50 8 15 22 30
74121N 34 LM379 5.00 C04072 28 GIAY38500-1 9,95 14 .14 24 35
74123N 59 LM380N 1.00 C04073 28 ~£~65.71A 9.95 16 16 28 42 OK WIRE WRAP TOOLS In stock

74125N 45 LM381 1.60 CD4Q75 28 3.50 18 27 36 .58 Portable Multlmeter S18,00

74145N 69 lM382 1.50 C04076 t.45 4100 10.00 20 29 40 57
74150N 95 LM703H .40 CD4078 40 416 16.00 2 leYei 14 pinww' ,20 SPECIAL PRODUCTS

74151N 69 lM709H .28 C04081 28
CLOCKS WIRE WRAP LEVEL 3

MM5865 Stopwatch Timer 9.00

74154N 1.00 LM723H/N 50 CD4082 28 PC board 7.50

74157N .69 lM733N 67 CD4116 .47 MM5314 3.90 PIN PIN Swllclles Mom. Pushbutton .27
74161N .87 LM741CH 35 C04490 5.50

~~~~~ <

4,00 '4 .32 24 86 3po$.slide 25
74162N 87 LM741N .32 C04507 1,00 2,10 16 33 28 1.00 Encoder HOO165·5 6.95

74163N .87 LM747H/N 75 CD4508 4,25 MM5841 14.45 18 .57 40 1.23 3 OlgltUnlvmal

74174N .96 lM748N 35 CD4510 1.02 MM5865 7.95 Counter Boarll KII

74175N 90 lM1303N 1.75 CD4511 94 (;T7oo1 5.80
CRYSTALS

Operates 5-18 Volt DC to 5 MHz

74190N 1.15 LM1304 1.10 C04515 2.52 CT7010 8.95 typ,,12S"lEOdisplay 10.50

74192N .87 LM1305 1.27 CD4516 1.10 7.25 1 MHz 4,50 Paratronlcsl00ALogic

74193N .85 LM1307 2.00 C04518 1.02 N3,90 2 MHz 4.50 Analyzer Kit $224.00

74221N 200 LM131() 2.75 como 1.02 GIN 4.90 4 MHz 4.25

74298N 1,65 LM1458 47 CD4527 1.51 16.50 5 MHz 4,25 Madel 10 Trigger
$229,00

7.50 10 MHz 4.25
Expander Kit

74365N 66 LM1800 1,75 C04528 79 Model 150 Bus
74366N .66 LM1812 7.50 C04553 3,50 15.95 18 MHz 3.90 Grabber Kit S369,00

74367N 66 lM1889 3,00 C04566 2.25 4.95 20 MHz 3.90 Slnclair3'hDlglt
LM2111 1.75 C04583 4.50 3.75 32 MHz 3,90

Muilimeter $59.95
74lS00TTl LM2902 1.50 C04585 1,10 3.75 32768 MHz 4,00

Clock Calendar KII $23.95

74LSooN .35 lM3900N 60 C040192 3.00 MM53104 2.50 1.8432 MHz 4,50 2.5 MHz Frequency Counler

74LS02N 35 LM3905 1.75 74COO 28
MICROPROCESSOR

3.5795 MHz 1,20

'" $37.50

74LS04N 35 lM3909N .89 74C04 40 2.0100 MHz 1,95
6800 17.50 2,097152 MHz 4.50 30MHz Frequency Counter

74lS05N 35 MC1458V .50 74Cl0 28 Kit S47.75

74LS08N 35 NE550N 1.00 74C14 2.10 6802 18.75 2,4576 MHz 4,50

74lS10N .35 NE555V 39 74C20 28 B080A 8.95 3.2768 MHz 4.50 TRANSFORMERS

74lS13N 55 NE556A 85 74C30 28 8085 27.00 5,0688 MHz 4.50 6V300ma 3.25

74lS14N 1.10 NE565A 1.00 74C48 US Z80 14,75 5.185 MHz 4.50 12 Volt 300 ma transformer 1.25

74LS20N 35 NE566V 1.50 74C74 .75 zeOA 19,75 5.7143 MHz 4,50 12.6V CT 600 ma 3.75

74lS22N .35 NE567V 1,00 74C76 1.40 8212 2.90 6.5536 MHz 4.50 12V 250 ma wall plug 2.95

74LS28N .41 NE570B 5.00 74C90 1.15 8214 8,00 14.31818 MHz 4.25 12V C7250 ma wall plug 3.50

74LS30N .35 78L05 .60 74C93 1.40 8216 2.90 18.432 MHz 4.50 24V CT400 ma 3.95

74lS33N .75 78L08 60 74C154 3.00 8224 2.90 22.1184 MHz 4.50 10V 1.2 amp wall plug 4.85

74LS38N .55 78M05 .85 74C160 1.44 8228 5.35 12V6amp 12,95

74LS74N 1.25 75108 1.75 74C175 1.35 8251 8.50 12V 500 rna wall plug 4.75

74LS75N 100 75491CN .50 74C192 1,65 8253 15.00 KEYBOAROENCOOERS 12V 1 amp wall plug 6,50

74L590N 85 75492CN 55 74C221 2.00 8255 9.25 AY5-2376 S12.50 12V 3ampwall plug 8,50

74LS93N 70 75494CN .89 74C905 6.00 8257 19.50 AY5-3600 17.95
DISPLAYlEDS

74LS95N 1,10 74C906 75 8259 19.50 74C922 5.50

74LS107N 45 AtoOCONVERTER74C914 1.95 1802CP 74C923 5.50 MANl CA.2702.90

74L5112N 45 80386 4.50 74C922 5.50 eras 13,95 HD0165-S 6.95 MAN3 CC.125 39

74LS113N 35 8700CJ 13,95 74C923 5.50 18020P MAN72174 CNCA .300 1.00

74LS132N 89 8701CN 22,00 74C925 6.95 pia, 17,95 OL704 CC.3001.25

74lS136N 45 8750CJ 13.95 74C926 6.95 IS61P 11.50 o Connectors RS232 OL707/DL707R CA.3001.00

74LS151N .85 L0130 9.95 74C927 6.95 CDP1B02CO 19.95 D625P 2.95 DL7271728 CNCC .500 1.90

74LS155N .85 9400CJV/F 7.40 CDP1B02D 25,00 OB255 3.95 DL747/750 CNCC ,600 1,95

74LS157N .85 ICL7103 9.50 INTERFACE CDP1861 12,95 Cover 1.50 OL750 CC ,600 1,95

74LS162N 1.15 ICL7107 14.25 8095 65 6820 9.95 RS232 Complete Set 6,50 FN0359 CC,357 70

74lS163N 1.15 8096 65 6850 12.95 DE9S 1.95 FND5001507 CCICA.5001.35

74LS174N 2.00 CMOS 8097 65 6502 12,50 DA15? 2.10 FN05031510 CC;CA.500 90

74LS190N 1.06 CD340D1Falr .. 50 809B 65 6504 16.50 DA15S 3.10 FNDBOOIB07 CCICA.8002.20

74LS221N 1.95 CD4Q(10 16 8T09 1.25 6522 13.60 3 digit Bubble 60
4 digit Bubble 80

74lS25BN 67 C040Ql .28 8T10 4.50 TRANSISTORS OG9fluorescent 1.75
74LS367N 1.35 C04OO2 28 9T13 3.00 UARTIFJFO 2N1893 40 natu ruorescem 1.75

CD4006 1.10 8T20 5,50 AY5-1013 5.50 2N222A .27 5 digit 14 pin display 1,00
CD4oo7 28 8T23 3.10 AY5·1014 7.50 2N2369 .30

.90 CD4008 28 8T24 3,50 3341 6.95 2N2904A 20 N5N699 digit display 60

1.10 CD4oo9 45 8T25 3.20 2N2907A 25 7520 Clairex photocells 39

1.80 C04010 45 8T26 1.69 PROM 2N3053 40 TIL311 Hex 9.50

1.90 C04011 28 ST28 2.75 1702A 3.95 2N3638 25 MAN3640 CC.30 1.10
MAN4610 CA.40 1.20

.95 C04012 .28 8T9? 1.69 2708 10.50 2N3643 25 MAN4640 CC.40 1.20
.35 C04013 39 8T98 1.69 2716T1 29.50 2N3904 18 MAN4710 CA.40 95
87 C04014 1.00 2716 Intel 48.00 2N3906 18 MAN4740 CC.40 1.20
35 C04015 1.00 MOS/MEMORY 2732 115.00 2N3055 .69 MAN6640 CC.56 2.95
89 C04016 45 RAM 2758 22.50 2N4400 25 MAN6710 CA,60 1:35
su CD4017 LOS 2101-1 3.95 87~1A 85.00 2N4401 .75

MANS740 CeliU U~
C04018 .94 2102-1 .95 8748 75,00 2N4402 20
C04019 45 ~102AL·4 1.25 8748-8 60,00 TIP31 60 MA1002A 8.95

C04020 102 2102AN-2l1.60 8755A 65.00 TIP33A 1,00 MA1012A 8.95

21L02-1 1.18 N82S23 2,95 102P3translormer 2.25

Rockwell AIM 65 Computer Auto Clock Kit $17.95
6502 basedsingle board with full ASCII keyboard DC clock with 4-.50" displays. Uses National
and 20 column thermal printer. 20 char. at- MA·1012 module with alarm option. Includes
phanumeric display, ROMmonitor, fully expand- light dimmer, crystal timebase PCboards. Fully
able. $375.00. 4K version $450.00. 4K Assern- regulated,camp. instructs. Add $3.95 for beau-
bier $85.00, BK Basic Interpreter $100.00. l~t~ifuiil.diiiiariik~~~.;8e;;;st.;v,;;;al,;;;ue;.;;,~;.;;~_ ••
Power supply assy, in case $60.00. AIM 65 in
thin briefcase with $485.00. Stopwatch Kit

Full six digit battery operated. 2-5 volts.
3.2768 MHz crystal accuracy. Times to 59
min .. 59 sec., 991/100 sec. Times std., split
and Taylor. 7205 chip. all components minus
case. Full instructions.

Not a Cheap Clock Kit $14.95
Includes everything except case. 2· PCboards.
6·.50" LED Displays. 5314 clock cnip, trans-
former, all components and full instructions.
Orange displays also avail. Same kit w/.ao"
displays. Red only. $21.95 Case $11.75 NiCad 8attery Fixer/Charger Kit

Opens shorted cells that won't hold a charge
and then charges them up, all in one kit w/full
parts and instructions. $7.25

Video Modulator Kit $8.
Convert your TV set into a high quality monitor
without affecting normal usage. Complete kit
i I instructions. PROM Eraser

Will erase 25 PROMs in 15 minutes.
, assembledS-1 DO Computer 80ards

8K Static RAM Kit Godbout $135.00
16K Static RAM Kit 265.00
24K Static RAM Kit 423.00
32K Dynamic RAM Kit 310.00
32K Static RAM Kit $475.00
64K Dynamic RAM Kit 470.00
8KJ16K Eprom Kit (less PROMS) $89.00
Video Interlace Kit $139.00
Motherboard $39. Extender Board $8.99 Digital Temp. Meter Kit $34.00

Indoor and outdoor. Switches back and forth.
Beautiful. 50" LED readouts. Nothing like it
available. Needs no additional parts for corn-
plete, full operation. Will measure -100' to
+200'F, tenths of a degree, air or liquid.
Beautiful woodgrain case w/bezel $11.75

79 IC Update Master Manual $35.00
Complete ICdata selector, 2500 pg. master refer-
ence guide. Over 50,000 cross references. Free
update service through 1979. Domestic postage
$3.50. No foreign orders.

i
FREE: Send for your copy of our NEW 1979
QUEST CATALOG. Include 28¢ stamp.
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North Star Horizon
1.4 megabyte computer system
Now double density or quad density (double headed, double sided

minifloppy disk drive)

ANADEX
DOT MATRIX /
PRINTER
List $995
ONLY
$895

- -
---- -~.- - ~"""" ~~ ,..--=

The NORTH STAR HORIZON® is a price-performance
leader in S-100 systems. It features a 4 MHz CPU board
and double-densitv-disk controller board. All Horizons*
now come with two serial RS232C ports, a parallel port,
all 12 edge connectors, and an interface cable for
connection to an external drive. Horizons are available as
single-drive units (Horizon 1) or dual-drive units (Horizon
2). Drives can be double density or double-sided (quad
density). A Horizon 2 with two external quad drives gives
the user 1.4 megabytes of on-line storage. The Horizon
comes with a DOS and North Star Extended Disk BASIC.
A CPIM operating system is only $129.
Just add a terminal and you have a complete and
extremely flexible computer system. For example, either
the INTERTUBE II or Perkin-Elmer BANTAM 550 video
terminals are only $799 additional from MiniMicroMart.

T.I. 810 PRINTER (basic unit)
with RS232 serial interface, List $1895 $1695
with RS232 serial and parallel interfaces 1735

, ,

. , i
,

•• 1 I ••

* A few 16K Horizons stifl available
as low as $13491
HORIZON 1 - now fully configured (all
options)
32K double-density, Kit, List $1999 . $1684

Assembled and Tested, List $2315 .. $1959
32K, quad-density, Kit, List $2199. 1869

Assembled and Tested, List $2565. 2174

HORIZON 2 - now fully configured - all
options
32K, double-density, Kit, List $2399 . $2034

Assembled and Tested, List $2765. 2339
32K, quad-density, Kit, List $2779 . 2359

Assem bled and Tested, List $3215 .. 2719

Additional 16K RAM with parity
Kit (RAM-16A), List $399 . . . . $329
Assembled and Tested, List $459 . . . 389

Additional 32K RAM with parity
Kit (RAM-32), List $599 . $499
Assembled and Tested, List $659. 549

Intertec INTERTUBE " List $995.. $799
$499

NOTE: Horizons maybe ordered for future delivery with only 10%deposit.
SHIPPlivG, HANDLING and INSURANCE: Add $15 for Horizons, $10 for terminals or Anadex printer. T.I. printer shipped freight collect.
All prices are subject to changeand offers are subject to withdrawal without notice. Credit card purchasesare 2% higher.

- WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG-

MiniMicroMart, Inc. vM61

1618 James Street, Syracuse, NY 13203 (315) 422-4467 TWX 710541-0431



Terminals and Printers
for every application .. ·

Complete
Computer!

SUPERBRAIN® by lntertec
• Totally self-contained in a single box
• 32K, 48K, or 64K Version
• Uses two Z-80 CPU's
• Commercial-type terminal with

12" monitor (like the Intertube)
• Dual double-density minifloppies

w/360 Kilobytes of storage capacity
• I/O ports included
• Expandable (if needed) with an

external S-100 bus interface
• Comes with CP/M™ operating

system
• Extensive software support

Sells for well under $3,0001
Call for price and delivery.

IP-440 PAPER TIGER
IP-440 Basic Unit, List $995. $895
IP-440 w/Graphics Option, incl. Buffer

List $1194 $1069
IP-125 w/121O Option *, List $838 754
TRSc80Cable 45
• 1210 Option is expanded and compressed print

BANTAM 550
from PERKIN ELMER

Small in size, light in weight, and low in
price - but on top of the list in features
and performance
• Upper and lower case
• Full 24 x 80 format
• Sharp 7 x 10 dot matrix
Get everything you want without paying for
things you don't need - List $996

NOW FROM
US AT

$799
Add $20 for
anti-glare

CRT

ANADEX 80-COLUMN
DOT MATRIX PRINTER

Complete upper and lower case ASC II char.
set, bi-directional at 84 lines/min. Features
RS232 20/60 mil current loop and Centronix
parallel interface. Ideal for use with TRS-80,
Sorcerer, Cromemco, and North Star systems.

OUR PRICE ONLY $895

T.I. 810 "',
Bi-directional~' •...;~." :--" .
150 cps, \
Logic- \... ,.;
Seeking _ .

Adjustable
Tractor Calf for our low, low prices

DECwriter II
Teletype 43 Printers
Lear Siegler ADM3A

$1490
starting at$880

$849

INTERTUBE II by Intertec
• 12" Display
• 24 x 80 format
• 18·key numeric keypad
• 128 upper/lower case ASCII characters
• Reverse video, bl ink i ng
• Complete cursor addressing and control
• Special user-defined control function keys
• Protected and unprotected fields
• Line insert/delete and character insert/

delete editing
• Eleven special line drawing symbols

OUR PRICE $799

sunuunter ™NEe

The Fantastic Letter-Quality
Printer at 55 cps

- CALL FOR PRICES-

CENTRONICS PRINTERS
730 New, friction, & tractor $ 895
779 (60 cps) - same as TRS·80 printer $ 979

with Tractor $1049
702-1 (120 cps. bi-directional) $1995
703 (185 cps, bi-directional) $2395

SHIPPING, HANDLING, & INSURANCE: Intertube, Bantam 550, Anadex, IP-125/225, Teletype
43's, Hazeltine 1500, and ADM3A can be shipped by UPS. Heavier printers shipped air or truck,
freight collect.
Prices quoted reflect cash discounts, Credit cards only 2% higher. All prices subject to changeand
all offers subject to withdrawal without notice.

- WRITE FOR FREE CA TALOG -

MiniMicroMart, Inc.
1618 James Street, Syracuse NY 13203 (315)422-4467 TWX 710-541-0431



~E{E(}TR()NI(}~
Does It again •••• high quality Sylvania monitors at the lowest prices ever. These
monitors have been thoroughly checked and guaranteed.

MONITORS
12" black & white monitor. Wide band, will display
80 x 24 char. 10K or 75Q input impedance, com-
posite video input. Transformer power supply.
Shpt. Wt. 30#
Price: $45.00 ea.
Used with all computers such as: TRS-80, Apple,
and many others.
Complete manual $3.00

CABLES
5' RG/59U cable with PL259 connector on one end.
Price: $1.00 ea. 6/$5.00

24" RG/59U cable with PL 259 connector on one
end, BNC on other end.
Price: $1.00 ea. 6/$5.00

SPECIAL
Microprocessor Chips #6502
Price: $6.00 ea. or 2/$10.00

DIGITAL DISPLAY BOARDS
6 digit numeric display boards with 6 FND 507.
Common anode displays and 10 red LED's. With
drivers & logic for multiplexed operation.
Price: $5.00 ea. or 6/$25.00

KEYBOARDS
51 key typewriter style keyboard, with case, not en-
coded. Single contact keys
Shpt. Wt. 10#
Price: $10.00 ea.

CENTRONICS tOt A
• Mode1101A, 60 to 200 lines/minute
• 165 characters/second
• 132 characters/line
• 9 x 7 dot matrix pattern

All models feature fixed vertical/horizontal registration; remote
select/deselect; elongate bold face characters (line by line); ver-
tical format unit; two channel VFU; prints originals plus four
copies; 8 bit ASCII parallel data input; paper runaway inhibit;
'audio alarm; printing methods include impact character by char-
acter one line at a time.

Excellent condition guaranteed $550.00
Stand for above $25.00

REGULA TED DC POWER SUPPLIES
MFGS_ LAMBDA s, NORTH

VOLTS -AMPS WT_ PRICE
5 74 62# $40.00
5 31 40 35.00
5 16 18 30.00
5 10 18 25.00
5 4 7 20.00
5 13 20 30.00
5 20 30 35.00

ALL ITEMS ARE REMOVED FROM EQUIPMENT

• Test Equipment

• Power Supplies

TELEPHONES:
Area Code 215
HOward 8-4645
HOward 8-7891

• Power Supply Components ~E{E()TR()NI()~• Communication Equipment
• Pulse Equipment

1206 S. Napa Street. Philadelphia PA 19146
WAREHOUSE
1206,18 S. Napa Street
1201-49 S. Patton Street
1207-25 S. Napa Street

Penna. resident please add 6% sales tax. ALL PRICESARE F.O.B. our warehouse, Phila. PA. AltOmerchandiseaccurate as to
description to the best of our knowledge. Your purchase money refunded if not satisfied. Min. order $10.00.
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THE FIRST TO OFFER PRIME PRODUCTS TO THE HOBBYIST
AT FAIR PRICES NOW LOWERS PRICES EVEN FURTHER!

~1. Proven Quality Factory tested products only, no re-tests
OO~" or fallouts. Guaranteed money back. We stand behind our products.

~~~,.<¢'~•.~~. !n'$1'0~t~!!~t"=2~om~PcYYog !~~!r~!!h~t"
~ v r ~ for the senous computer user.

MICROPROCESSORS STATIC RAM HEADQUARTERS SOCKETS
Z8000 .. .. S CALL
Z·80 .,. 14.85
Z-80A 16.95
F-6\38S01 16.95
2650 18.95
CD1802 17.95
8060A 995
6080A-4MHz.. 19.95
SALE SOB5 10 ••5
8008-' 14,95
2901 12.95
2901A 19.95
TMS 9900JL 49.95
CPl600 39.95
6502 11.50
5502A 19.95
IM6100 29.95
6800 .. 13.95
6802P 24.95
8035 19.95
8755... . .... 49.95
8748... 69.95
6809. . .. SCALL
8086.. ..S CALL

SUPPORT DEVICES

1.

* 23% More Storage
Capacity- 40 Tracks* 40 track patch now* Faster Drive -
Up to 8 Times Faster

2 Drive Cable Add $29:95
4 Drive Cable Add $39.95
2. VISTA V-200 MINI-FLOPPY SYSTEM* 204K Byte Capacity *w/CPM, Basic "E"* Double Density Drive @* One Double Density Y-200

Controller w/Case & r'.S. 699.00

Add to your EXIDY, HORIZON,
and other 5-100 computers.
3. VISTA V-lOOO FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM* (2) Shugart 8" Floppy Disks* g~~~~I~rscard, Cable, V.l000* CPM & Basic "E", 1699,00

Instructions & Manual
4. MPI B51·5 y." 40 tracks,
5. '
6.
7.
8.

* Uses 4115 or 4116
200 ne.* Write Protect * Power 8VDC, ±16VDC* Phantom * Lowest Cost/Bit

Expando 32 Kit (4115 Expando 64 Kit (4116)
8K $158.00 16K

16K $199.00 32K
24K $299.00 48K
32K $349.00 64K

* Memory Mapping * Low Power* Phantom * Assembled & tested
Recommended by Alphamicrosystems

250 ns. 450 ns.
$209.00 $189.00
$449.00 $399.00
$799.00 $699.00

8K Static
16K Static
32K Static

. NOW $52.95

PROBLEM SOLVER SYSTEM USERS
We recently purchased all finished
goods, work in process and product de-
signs from P.S.S. Send for more details.

ANADEX PRINTER
Model DP'8000 compact, impact, parallel or

serial. Sprocket feed, 80 cols,
84 Hnes/min., bi-directional.
New only. .$895.00--- ACOUSTIC MODEM~

~_~~~T~~~dCAT'· s:a
~~~~~r~ Originate $=

ACOUSTIC COUPLER SPECIAL
AJ MODEL A30
SPECIAL PURCHASE
OF SURPLUS UNITS
AVAILABILITY LIMITED $29.95

DATA BOOKS • COMPUTER
19191C Master 49.95 Intel MCS 80 Manual. 1.95
NSC TTL. nete.. . .. 3.95 Intel MCS 40 Manual. 4.95
NSC lInear 4.95 AMD 8080A Manual 5.95
NSC linear App Noles 11.3.95 AMD Schottky Datebook .4.95
NSCCMOS 3.95 AMI MOS/LSI Data.. ...3.95
NSC Memory.... ••. 3.95 GI MOS/LSI Data 4.95
Intel Databook ........••. 4.95 Harris Analog Datebook •. 4.95
Intel MCS 85 Mil.nual. .... 1.50 n linear Conlrol Data ... 3.95

SALE • OSBORNE BOOKS. SALE
R.g. 5.1.

~~~~!~~~~•..•••••••....•.••....••••..~.~.~.•~.:0 ,!.:,L5!
l80 Programming............................. 0.""1"
Vol. II Some Real Miuoprocessors w/8inder... ~ 21.50
Vol. III Some Real Support Devices w/Blnder. .2&:QQ. 18.50
Intro 10 Micros Vol. III.. . "2"O:EIQ. 18.50

SALE • DILITHIUM COMPUTER BOOKS. SALE

9600 MPU Module w/6802 CPU. . . .. $495.00
9601 16 Slot Mother Board 175.00

~~g~~as?o9~~t~:rn ~g!~da.~.~~~.~.~:~.t~.: 1~:gg
9604SwilchmodeSystem PowerSupply 250.00
~~~gg~~X~ko~~rg~~~~~f~.. ::::: 36.00
9620 16 Channel Parallet I/O Module 295.00
9622 Serial/Parallel 110 Combo ..
9626 8K Static RAM Module. . 295.00
9627 16K Static 450ns.. . 495.00
9630 Card Extender. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . 68.00
9640 Multiple Programmable Timer
(24 Timers) 395.00

96508 Channel Duplex Serial I/O 395.00
9610332/32 I/O Module 275.00
96702 32 Point Reed Relay Module 350.00
11800BARE BOARDS
9620-0 $45.00 9603-0..
9626·0 45.00 9600 .
9650·0 45.00 96103 .
9601·0.. .. 50.00 96702.
Also AMI EVKSystem in Stock

AM951 I Aolh.Processor .519500

AM951H 300n$ 245.00 ':=~~=:=~~::::~~::::::::::::;::',
AM9517 DMAControlle' 7195 r
AM9519Un.ve.sallnle"upl 2495 CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES
~::~ ,~Z~40:~~11 . 1~:~; 16K CCO· Fnsr lime offered Fa"chlld 460 ceo
38821Z.80 eTGI 9.95 16K Memory reow you can e~~ml'lel'l! WitI'!eeo
3882.414MHz) 14.95 recbnotcqy at a reasonable crce. 17pa(,jeAppllCa·
3883 510 .. .. 29.95 loon note suppj,edw,lh each order.Quantily lImitedl

~~~~~t,'j8'Oe~Ode;'".. 4~ ..:; $18.95 each (reg. 43.00)
82128b,I co 2.50
8214 Pnontytnr 4.50 CRYSTALS
8216 Bus Drover 2.50
8224 Clock Gen. 2.95
8224'414MH1) 9.15
8226 flus Oflve. 3.95
8T26 Bus Driver 2.39
8228 Sys. corn-or 5.95
8238 Sys.COnl 6.25
8251 Prog.I/O 6.95
82531nt.Tlmer 19.50
8255 Prog. I/O 5.95
8257 Prog OMA 17.95
8259 Prog. Int. .• 17.95
8275 CRT Ccououer 49.95
8279 Prog. Keyboard 16.95
6810·1 128 ~ 8 RAM 4.15
6820 PIA 5.95
6821 PIA... .. 6.50
S828 Pnontv Int. .8.95
6834'1512x8Enrom 12.95
6850 ACIA... . •. 5.95
6852 Senat Adapter. . ... 5.95
6845/H046505CRTC""tr 39.95
6860 Modem.. 8.95
6862 Modulator... 11.95
S87tA 1.0MHz OSC 25.95
6875 8.25
6880 Bus Drover 2.39
MC68488............ .. .... 19.95
1821 SCD IK RAM .. ... 25.00
1822 SCD 256 x 4 RAM 16.95
1824 CO 32 x 8 RAM 9.95
1852 co e er I{O 10.95
1854 Uart... .. .. 10.95
1856 CD 1/0 8.95
1857 CO I/O 8.95
6520 PIA.. 1.50
6522 Mult. 9.25
6530{)()2 15.5V
6530{)()3 15.50
6530·004 15.50
6530·005 15.50

DYNAMIC RAMS
416/411616K(16Pin).. 9.95
Set 018 416's. . 74.9["
41158K{16Pin) 6.,:>
40504K:<.1 (18 Pin).... .4.25
40604K:<.1 (22 Pm).. 4.95
40964Kx 1 (16 Pin)..... 3.95
2104 4K x 1 (16 Pin)... 4.75
4021 4K x 1 (16 Pin) 4.95
5261. ..... 1.95 1103 1.95
5262 .. 1.95 4008L 4.95
5270 .. 4.95 6605. 1.95
5280 .. 4.95 6604 ... 4.95
5290 12.45 6002, 1.50

PROMS
2108. 990
2108'6 1.50
17Q2A 3.95
2132.. . 99.00
2716·5V.... 44.95
2716·5V.12V 29.95
21585V 29.95
52OJAO I 1.95
5204AO 995
6834'1 1295
1M 5610 290
SALE 8223 32 •.8 •••••••••••2.95
82S115512x8(TS).. . .• 16.95
82S12332:<.8 2.50
82S126256:<.4 3.5O
82S 129 256 )( 4 (TS) 3:50
82S130 512 x 4 (OC) 6.50
NSC DM7578 32)( 8 ••........ 2.95

CHARACTER GEN
2513-001 (5V)Upper.. . .. 9.50
2513-005 (5V) Lower.. .10.95
2513·ADM3 (5V) Lower ..... 14.95
MCM6511 .. .. .. 10.75
MCM6571A 10.15
MCM6514 . 14.50
MCM6575 . 14.50

UARTS/USRTS
TRI602B15V.12V) 3.95
AY51013 {5V. 12V) .... 4.95
AY51014A/1612(5·14VJ 6.95
AY51015A/1863t5V) 695
TM$6011 15V. 12V) 5.50
IM6402 7.95
IM6403 ... 8.95
2350USRT 995
1611BAstros... 24.95
SALE TR1472B •.••.••.•.•••• ee
BAUD RATE GEN
MC14411
4102
WD1941

KEYBOARD ENCODERS
AY5·2376 1315
AY5·3600 13.75
HD0165.. .. 9.95
14C922.... .. 9.95
14C923.. .. 9.95

AID CONVERTERS
8700 8 bol 8<nary .....
8101 10 bit Binary ..
87038biITS .
9400 Volt to Freq. ccov
8750 3'1/2 D'g,l BCD ..

;:g:t~~~::·:·.
DACOI AID

8 Pin W/W 32 8P,n SIT 17

1·24 25·99 100 14 PmWNI 37 14 P''l SIT 20

21L02450ns 1.30 1.25 1.15 16 P,nW/W J8 16 PloSIT 22

21L02250flS 1.59 1.55 1.45 18PmWrw '0 18 P,nSIT 31

2102 1.25 1.15 1.10 2CPmWNI/ 90 20 P,nSfT 34

2111 3.75 3.65 3.55 22PmWNI/ 93 22 Pm SIT 35

2112·\ 2.95 2.85 2.65 24P,nW.'IN 85 24 Pin SIT 41

2101-1 2.90 2.10 2.55 28PmW/W 115 28 Pm SIT 49

21 14L·250ns 12.95 10.95 9.95 40 Pin W/W 1 49 40 P",SIT 63

2114L'300ns 8.95 7.95 6.45
2114L04!50n •• 7.50 6.15 4.7s
4044/4041 300ns 9.95 8.15 7.95 TEXTOOL ZERO
4044/4041 4110n •• 7.50 6.15 4.711 INSERTION FORCE
EMM4200A 9.15 8.75 7.95 SOCKETSEMM4402 7.95 7.25 6.25
EMM4804 12.50 11.50 9.95 16 Pin s 5.50 24 Pin $7.~0
5IQ1C·E "5 "5 725 40 Pin $10.25
upd410142001 1095 1025 925
AM09140f41 1095 1025 >25
AM09130/31 1295 1195 1025 CONNECTORS
Fse 460;464161< CCD Only SI895 Each

DB25P (RS232) .. ......... 3.251101 195 • 1 75 125
P2125f9342514!:o ns1 795 735 725 DB25SFemaie .......... 3.15

6508 1~ ~ I CMOS "5 795 725 Hood ... 1.25

6518 IK, I CMOS 7.95 7.95 7.25
Set w/H~d.·Sali;.· .... $6.50

74518964 bI1 Ram 395 3.25 2.50 22/44 WNI. SIT, KIM 2.95

81551fOwfRam 21.95
43/86 W/W, SIT. MOT ....... '.50

2147LOHPower4KSIatic 14.95ea. 50/100 8-100 Connec\or w/w ... 4.25
501100 8-100 Connec\or s/I .... 3.25

CTS DIPSWITCHES
CTS20&4 5(15 CTS206·8 $1.95
CTS20&5 $1.15 CTS2O&9 51.95
CTS20&6 51.75 CTS2Q6·IO SI.95
CTS20&7 $1.15

Mio;roproc ••• or Tim.b •••• TV G.m. NAKED PC BOARDSALE
Z-80 CPU (Ithaca) $34.95
8OBOA CPU 34.95
8KStaticRAM{Logos) 21.95
16K stenc RAM (21 14) 2f1.95
32K stane RAM (2114) 49.95
Floppy 110 {Tartell) 39.95
CassetleI/O{Tarbell).. .29.95
8K Eprom (2108).... 21.95
1102 Eprom Board..... .30.OC
2108f2718 Eprom (tthaca) .34.95
2108/2116Eprom(WMCI- .30.00
Heattene Clock ... 34.95
ACPPrOlo8d.(3MConn.) 27.95
Vector 8800 Proto 19.95
vector 8803 I 1 5101MB.. 29.95
ACPExlenderw/Conn ... 15.9$

DISPLAYS/OPTO/LED'S Video Inter1ace (SSM).. 21.9$

* 7 SEGMENT * CALC * CLOCKS * ~~r~I~I~~~~~~7;~MCi ~~:;;
OL 104 (ce), OL 101 (CA) .300" Red 99 9S1o\MotherBoard\"NMCi .. 29.95
FNO 357 (CC) .35r Red....... . 99 8S1oIMother{expandable). 34.95

~~g;~~;~g!g~1:~gg:;:J .. . :.~~..,W"'A--V""E""F"'O""R"'M----..1
FND 800{803 (CC) .800' Red ..............• 1.75
FND 801/810 (CA) .800" Red 1.15 GENERATORS
XAN 3062 .500" Green......... . 1.15
HP5082.7131 (CA) .300" Red 99 8038 Funcncn Gen 3.95
9 Digit Bubble Mini Calc. Display 99 MC4024 vco 2.45
9 D~!I Panaptex Display .400" 99 LM566 VCO .. .. 1.75
9 OI9,t.Fluorescenl .300" 99 )(R?206 Funcl'on Generator 5.25
MAl003 12V Auto Clock Module Is.GS
Bezel for MA1003 wIRed Filter . 4.95
MAlOO2A LEO 12 hr. Clock Module 10.95

* HEX DISPLAYS * ENCOD.D DISPLAYS *
HP 5082·7340 Red Hexidecimal •.......•. 15.95
HP 5082,1300 Red Nymeric... .. 14.95
TIL 306 Numeric w/logic..... . 6.95
TIL 308 Number w/Logic... . 8.95
TIL 309 Number w/Logic 8.95
TIL 311 Helladecimal................. .12.95
MAN 2A .320" Red A1pha·NumeriC.... .5.95
MAN lOA 270' Red Alpha-Numeric 895

Frequency
10MHI
18432
20MH,
20lMHI
2097152Mt11
24",76MH~
3 ~,79545MHl
4CMHl
4194304MHl
491520Mlil
50MHI
S0688
:'7143MHI

Prlc.
S495

4.95
4.95
4.95
"5"5
4.95
5.95
4.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95

1295

Price
5585
095
S85
295
585
585
"0
4.95
5.95
595
095
095
595

Frequency
60MHI
6144
65536
100MHz
130MHz
1431818
180MHz
18432MHz
200MHz
221t84MHI
270MHl
360MHl
480MHz
100KC

FLOPPY DISK 110
1771'01 8" a, M,n,floppy 21.95
uPd372Nec FIOOPY 49.95
1181 Dual FIOOpy .. 29.95
1191 Dual stcccv ..... 39.95

TV INTERFACES
Plxle-verter.. .. 8.50
TV-.I Video Inter1ace.. .. 8.95
Microvel'ler . .3500
M&R Modulator as 00

SPECIAL PURCHASE
(while supply lasts)

2t L02-4 (450 ns) 100 @ 99¢ ea.
2tL02-2 (250 ns) 100 @ $1.15 ea.
TMS4060 NL 4K Dynamic RAMs
(pullouts) $1.95 ea_(prim~:$3.75 ea.
1488 Line Receiver 100 @ 75¢ ea.
1489 Line Driver tOO @ 75¢ ea.
1489 House Marked 100 @ 50¢ ea.
1496 L Demodulator 25 @ 75¢ ea.
LM 3900 Quad Op Amp 3/$t.99
2716 5 Volts EPROM 3/$99.00

COMPUTER SPECIALS
LIST SALE

Apple II Plusw/16K 1195. 990.
PET20Ql·16N 995. 895.
ExidySorcererw/8K 895. 795.
CompucolorII w/8K 1495_ 1395.
CromemcoSys III 5990. 4990.
Horizon Iw/16K 1599. 1349.
TEl PI208w/32K
dual floppy & CRT
(1 avail.) 4995 2995

PascalMicroengine 2995 2395

IPSI 1620 DtableRO3295. 2695.
AnadexDP8000 995. 895.
CentronicsMicro P-l 595. 395.
CentronicsMicro S-l 595. 525.
SoroclQI20 995. 850.
TeletypeModel 43 1349. 1150.
HiPlo! Plotter 1085. 899.
HiPlol Digitizer 795. 735.
lntertube II 895. 784.
Proc.Tech. SOl·20 $1095.

11.95
1495
995

TV CHIPS/SOUND
AY385Q(}I 6 Games B!W $4.95
AY36515 Color COnverter 2,.95
AY38603-1 Roadrace Game 8.95
AY38605'I wenare Game 9.50
AY3860&1 Wipeoul Game 9.50
AY38607·1 Shoollng Gallery 8.95

MONTHLY Ie SPECIALS AY38910 Gimini Crickel Sound

LFI3508JFET Anloo Mutli 8bit 8.95 ~~~:~a~~I·~·~·Gene;ai~.·.~~·.;~
ICM1208 Seven Decade Counter 11.95 MM5320/21 TV Synch Gen. 9.95
ICM7207 oscnercr Controller "",. . 6.95 MM5369 Prescaler 3.95
ICM1045 Precision StoM'atch Tlmer 22.95 LM1889 RF Modulator 3.95
ICL1101 31'1 Digit AID (LED) 14.95 MM571000 NSC Color TV
ICL8211 Voltage Reference 1.95 Game 6.95
LM390 Battery OP. Audio Amp .. . 3/1.00 MMS1104 Clock Gen. . ......• 3.75
LMI850 GrOtJnd Fault IC. . 3/1.60 RF ModuialOt w/Alldio 8.95

t~~~=~a~~~t~~~.~~~.~~ S.t~r~~.:::: ~~~:ggAll Shipmenls FCM or UPS. Orders

083625 Dual Mos Sense Amp 2.50 . :~~g~~og~~r:~v;~ ~~~~~::

2.5% handling & postage. Master-
charge/ B 01 A/American ElIpresS/
COD accepted w!25'1b depgsil.Cali·
!omia Residenls add 6% tax, FOteion
Orders add 8% handling: All parts
prime factory tested guaranteed.
Add.35 cents lor Data.

* LED'. * OPTOISOLATER8 *
LEOS Red. Yellow. Green .185 .... . 5/1.00

~rJJ52~~~~OX~~~R H~~E2~\~~.·· .. ; .~:
4N33 Pbctc Darllnqtcn 1.75
FPT 11OBPhotoXSTR Flat Lense SALE 4/1.00

14D8L8. . 4/19.95 10141 ECL Ram ... 9.95
1488/1489 2/1.99 LF356HBiFet .. 311.99
22 Pin S{f Sockel 10/1.00 MCM1450S 8.95
8223 Prom... .. 2.95 74889 3/1.99
MK5014 Calc. ...2/1.99 14101N 6/1.99
14141N.. ..3/1.99 15452N 8/1.99
8T26f8T28.. .. .. 2.39 141N·14 10/1.99
9SHSO.. .. 0.9:; 5650N ::;/1.1,9
8281.. .. so 5.!56CN 3/1.99
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Interfaces with most popular S-100 boards
Bank selectable; PHANTOM provision
Draws only 5 watts fully populated
Desiqned to work with Z-80, 8080,and 8085 systems
No wait states required
16K boundaries & protect via dip switches
Kits come with sockets for full 64K
Invisible refresh
MEM-16130K (16K KIT) $199.00
MEM-16130A (16K A& T) $249.00
MEM-32131K (32K KIT) $265.00
MEM-32131A (32K A& T) $315.00
MEM-48132K (48K KIT) $339.00
MEM-48132A (48K A& T) $389.00
MEM-64133K (64K KIT) .. .. $394.00
MEM-64133A (64K A& T) .... . .... $444.00

S D SYSTEMS

PROM-100
VERSA TILE EPROM PROGRAMMER

S-100 bus compatible (note: board height 7")
Dip switch selects 2708, 2716, 2732,2758, or2516's
25 VDC programming pulse generated on board
Programming time only 100 seconds for 16K bits
Support-software listing provided in manual
Program and erasure verification
Software provides for reading of object file from
CP/M and programming into EPROM
MEM-99520K (KIT) $145.00
MEM-99520A (A& T). . . . . . . . .. $215.00

S D SY EMS

EXPANDOPROM

GET THE INSID TRACK

JADE DOUBLE-D
DOUBLE DENSITY DISK CONTROLLER

Read/write single or double density, 8"or 5%"dri
On board Z-80 insures reliable operation
CP/M compatible in either single or double density
Density is software selectable
Up to 4 single or double sided, single or double
density drives may be mixed on the same system
EIA level serial printer interface on board-up to 9600
baud (perfect for despooling operations)
All the hard work of disk access is done by the on
board Z-80A and 2K memory, leaving your host
CPU free for its normal duties
Uses IBM standard formats for proven reliability
THIS BOARD REALL Y WORKS I!!!!!
100-1200K (DOUBLE-D KIT) $285.00
100-1200A (DOUBLE-D A&T) $349.00
100-12000 (MANUAL ONLY) $15.00

S D SYSTEMS

VERSAFLOPPY II

Single or double density floppy disk controller
985600 bytes on 8" double sided diskettes
259840 bytes on double sided 5%" diskettes
S-100 bus (I EEE) standard compatible
IBM 3740 format in single density
8" and 5'/.' drives controlled simultaneously
Operates with Z-80, 8080, and 8085 CPU's
Controls up to 4 drives
Vectored interrupt operation optional
100-1160K (KIT) $305.00
100-1169A (A& T) $399.00

S D SY EMS

VERSAFLOPPY
VERSATILE FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER

IBM 3740 soft sectored format
S-100 Z-80 or 8080 compatible
Controls up to 4 single or double sided drives
Compatible with all popular disk drives
CP/M compatible
Listings for control software included
100-1150K (KIT) $139.00
100-1150A (A&T) .

NEW 2 OR 4 MHz REV. C BOARD

THE JADE BIG Z
Z-80 CPU BOARD WITH SERIAL I/O PORT
2 or 4 MHz switchable, on-board 2708, 2716, or 2732
EPROM useable in SHADOW mode (full 64K RAM)
Automatic MWRITE generation if no front panel
On-board USART for sync or async RS232
CPU-30201K (KIT) $159.00

•••••••••••• CPU-30201A ....•..........•.... $209.00

S D SYSTEMS

EXPANDORAM
4 MHz RAM BOARD EXPANDABLE TO 256K

S-100 bus compatible, up to 4 MHz operation
Expandable memory from 16K to 256K
Dip switch selectable boundaries
Page-mode allows up to 8 boards on the same bus
Invisible refresh; PHANTOM output disable
Designed to operate in Z-80 based systems
MEM-16631K (16K KIT) ... $275.00
MEM-16631A (16K A&T) .....•... ..... $325.00
MEM-32632K (32K KIT) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $359.00
MEM-32632A (32K A& T) .. $410.00
MEM-48632K (48K KIT) ......•.......... $445.00
MEM-48632A (48K A& T) $495.00
MEM-64632K (64K KIT) $529.00
MEM-64632A (64K A& T) $579.00

S D SYSTEMS

VDB-8024

80 character by 24 line display, 7 X 10 dot matrix
Composite or seperate TTL video outputs
On-board keyboard interface with power
On-board Z-80 and 2K RAM
Blink, underline, reverse, protect, up/down scroll
Upper/lower case characters, 32 special characters
Optional 128 user-programmable characters
IOV-1020K (KIT)..... . $295.00
IOV-1020A (A&T) $459.00

S D SYSTEMS

SBC-100/200

S-100 bus com i
1K of on-board RAM
4 EPROM sockets accomodates 2708, 2716, or 2732
One parallel and one serial I/O port
4-channel counter timer chip (Z-80 CTC)
Software programmable serial baud rates
CPC-30100K (2 MHz KIT) $215.00
CPC-30100A (2 MHz A&T) $345.00
CPC-30200K (4 MHz KIT) $255.00
CPC-30200A (4 MHz A&T) $365.00



PRICES SLASHED FOR JANUARY!!!!
CALL TOLL-FREE AND SAVE

800-421-5809 CONTINENTAL U.S. 800-262-1710 INSIDE CALIFORNIA

On-board keyboard, display, EPROM programmer,
and cassette interface
On-board S-1 QO interface
Wire-wrap area and room for 2 S-100 connectors
Two 8-bit parallel I/O ports, 4-channel CTC, 5
programmable breakpoints
Examine and change memory, I/O ports, or register MICROPROCESSORS
CPS-30010K (K IT) . . . . $219.00 F8, , . , ,. $16.95
CPS-30010A (A& T) $365.00 Z80 (2MHz). .. ... $10.95

---~----------------4 ~~:;~6~~~)••••••••~~:.~~
6502 . $11.95
6800 $12.50
6802 ., .. $20.00
8008-1 ."., $15.95
8035 , , , " $24.00
8035-8 , ... ,', ... ,'" $24.00
8080-A . $10.00
8085 ., $23.00
TMS9900TL . $49.95

8080A SUPPORT DEVICES
8212 , $5.00
8214 , .. $4.65
8216 . . , , . " $2.95
8224 (2MHz) , " $4.30
8226 $2.75
8228 . $6.40

--:-::c-=--=:-::--::-:-=c:--::-::------------!8238 . , $6.40

JADE'S NEW MOTHERBOARDS ~~~~ :~.~g
THE ISO BUS 8253 ., $20.00

- 8255 . , . .. 56.40

WE'RE PROUD OF OUR MOTHER ! ~;~~. ." ,.,,~~~'.~~
6-SLOT 8275 , $69.95

BARE BOARD $24.95 8279 .LisRT·'" $17.70
KIT... . .................•....... $49.95
ASSEMBLED & TESTED $59.95

12-SLOT

S D SYSTEMS

Z-80 STARTER KIT
COMPLETE Z-80 MICROCOMPUTER

CP/M 2.0
Digital Research has done it again! This new release of their
industry standard disk operating system is bound to be an
even bigger hit than the original version, All of the
fundamental file-size restrictions 01 release 1 have been
eliminated, while maintaining full compatibility with the
earlier versions. This new release can be field-configured by
the user for a single mini-disk up through a multiple drive
hard-disk system with 128 megabyte capacity, Field
configuration can be accomplished easily through use of the
Macro Library (DISKDEF) provided with CP/M 2,0.

A powerful operating system for only ... $150.00

BARE BOARD .
KIT .
ASSEMBLED & TESTED .

18-SLOT

$39.95
$89.95

.. $99.95

BARE BOARD .
KIT .
ASSEMBLED & TESTED

$59.95
. $129.95

.......... $149.95

SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE

ROCKWELL AIM-65

JADE
MEMORY EXPANSION KITS

FOR

TRS-80 APPLE EX/DY Up to 198 CPS
1.75 to 9,5 inch adjustable
tractor and friction feed,
Parallel and serial
interface.
98 character ASCII set.
80 to 132 columns,
6 or 8 lines per inch.
Eight software selectable //
character sizes. "-,,,~,'-- .t....:...--J

110, 300, 600, or 1200 baud.
PRM-33440. . . .. $995.00
PRM-33441 (with graphics & 2K buffer) .. $1195.00

Everything you need to add 16K of memory to your
computer. Your kit comes neatly packaged with
easy to follow instructions. In just minutes your
computer is ready to tackle more advanced

software. $75.00

AVAILABLE IN FEBRUARY

NEW JADE PIS I/O
PARALLELISERIAL/INTERRUPT BOARD

2.-80 SIO/PIO, 2 CTCs, expands to 2 SIOs, 4 CTCs
4 serial ports (async, sync, bisync, SDLC/HDLC)
2 parallel ports with full handshake
Software baud rate generators, interval timers,
counters, and generates 32 vectored interrupts
Designed especially for MP/M multi-user multi-
tasking, operating systems, For use with Z-80 only
101-1045B (BARE BOARD) $45.00
101-1045K (KIT) $169.95
101-1045A (A & T) .. .. $224.95

DISKETTE SPECIAL
5.25" SOFT, 10, OR 16 SECTOR

10 for $29.95
8" SOFT SECTOR IBM COMPATIBLE

10 for $34.95

S-100 CONNECTOR SALE

100 PIN IMSAI TYPE SOLDER-TAIL CONNECTOR

S2350 ., 510.95

0',2 4678910

~••"f'.ff

NUMBER OF SWITCHES

UARTS
AYS-1013A . .. S5.25
AY5-1014A . $8.25
TR1602B , $5.25
TMS6011 $5.95
IM6403 $9.00
BAUD.JlATE GENERATORS
MC14411 ... $10.00

~ •....
16 PIN ZIP' DIP II $5.50
24 PIN ZIp· DIP II $7.50
40 PIN ZIP' DIP II . 10.25

• ZERO INSERTION PRESSURE

SPECIAL HOLIDAY PRICE!

NOVATION CAT



EXPANDORAM is available in versions
16K up to 64K, so for a minimum invest-

ment you can have a memory system that will
grow with your needs. This is a dynamic mem-
ory with the invisible on-board refresh, and IT
WORKS!
• Bank Selectable
• Phantom
• Power 8VDC, + 16VDC, 5 Watts
• Lowest Cost Per Bit
• Uses Major Brand 16K RAMS
• PC Board is doubled solder masked arid has

silk-screened parts layout .
• Extensive documentation clearly written

SO'S PROM 100 PROM Programmer Board
The PROM-l00 Programmer is a development tool for
S-100 Bus computer systems. The Zero Insertion
Force Programming Socket extends above the card
cage height for easy access to PROM devices. Soft-
ware verifies PROM erasure, verifies program loading
and provides for reading of object file from Disk or
PROM and programming into PROM/EPROM. Fea-
tures include: On-board generated 25vdc Program-
ming pulse, TTL compatible, maximum programming
time for 16,389 bits is 100 seconds. Programs: 2708,
Intel 2758, 2716, 2732 and TI 2516. DIP Selectable
EPROM type.
PROM-l00 Board Kit $1

SO'S VOB-8024
VIDEO DISPLAY
BOARD

The VDB-8024 features
its own on-board Z80

microprocessor. This gives the capability of using soft-
ware (included in ROM) to control functions and en-
hancements without interference with the computer's
CPU. Included in the special features: 80 characters
by 24 lines display, keyboard power and interface,
composite and separate video output, 2K on-board
RAM, a total of 256 available characters, full cursor
control, forward and reverse scrolling, underlining,
field reverse, field protect enhancements, program-
mable characters. VDB-8024 KIT $289.00

PLEASE WRITE FOR CATALOG OR
WHILE IN DALLAS, VISIT OUR RETAIL
STORE AT 201 LOCHWOOD MALL,

DALLAS, TEXAS 75218
(G'ARLAND ROAD AT JUPITER).

SO EXPANDORAM
• Complete kit includes all Sockets for
• Memory access time: 375ns, Cycle

500ns.
• No wait states required
• 16K boundartes. and Protection,

Switches
• De~i~ned to work With Z-80, 8080, 8085

CPUs
EXPANOORAM 64K Kit (16K Ram)

WITHOUT MEMORY ••••......•••• $139.00
16K , ••••.•..••••••..•••••...•.•.. LU>'_ULII_

32K ••••••••...•.••....•••.••....•
48K ••••••••...•••••.•.•.•••••••.• ~••~,.uu'_-

.64K ......••••.•..•••••....•...••••• u~,.uu'_.:...
so's VERSAFLOPPY II

• IBM 3740 Compatible Soft Sectored Format for Single Den-
sity Drives • Operates with Singte and Dual Sided Drives,
Single or Double Density Drives and 5" & 8" Drives - in any
combination of four simultaneously' • Drive Select and Side
Select Circuitry. 8-100 Bus Compatible. Vectored Interrupt
Operation Optional. Phase Locked Loop Data RecoveryCir-
cuit • Operates with l80 CPU's • Uses FD1791-1 Controller
Chip. Ther Versafloppy II incorporates all the possible fea-
tures of a flexible disk drive controller into one board. Capable
of handling four drives simultaneously, combinations of any
variety are possible, such as 5" single sided, 8" dual density
dual sided, 5" dual density single sided. Most popular drives
are controlled directly with the Versafloppy II. The operating
system' for the Versafloppy II is the extremely powerfurSDOS
available for SO Systems.' and control software
avanaoie to complete your

The SBC-100 provides a
complete micro-computer

on a single board! The zao microprocessor is used as the heart
of the SBC-100. The SBC-100 meets all the requirements of a
l80 CPU board with the added features of I/O ports, counter/
Jimer channels, on board RAM, provisions for PROM/ROM
and a software proqramrnable baud rategenerator: S-100 Bus
compatible, the SBC-100 features are: 8K bytes of-available
PROM, 1024 bytes on-board RAM, Serial I/O with both syn-
chronous and asynchronous operation, Parallel I/O ports,
Operational Vectored Interrupts, and four Counter/Timer
Channels. SO Monitor available for RS-232 and Video Ter-
minals. Disk based system software also available.

. SeC-l00 KIT $209.00

TARBELL FLOPPY DISK INTERFACE
Compatible with Z80 & 8080. S-1 00 Bus. Uses
CPM operating system. Plugs directly into your
IMSAI or ALTAIR. Fastest transfer rate

T.'1 K_IT-'-$_19_0_._0_0__ A_s_se_m_b_led_&....,...T_e_st_e_d_$_2_6_0_'0_0-1~~6io(l~ons). ......' ~~.~~.
TARBELL CASSETTE ACE 2708 _ $7.99

Plugs.. directly into your.IMSAI or ALTAIR • ~~~~ '. ~~~~6~g
Fastest transfer rate • Extremely reliable • DISC CONTROLLER
Phase encoded. 4.extra status & controi llnes 1771 ,. . .r. .. $29.95

. KIT 1791 : $37.95

SO'S MPB-l00
Z80CPU
BOARD KIT
The MPB-l00 provides.
a Z80 microprocessor
based CPU for S-100 Bus systems. Front panel us-
age is optional, making the MPB-l00 suitable for
upgrading existing systems to Z80 level. A PROM
socket is provided on-board which makes the MPB-
100 adaptable to process control applications. Fea-
tures include: Power-on Jump.to 4K boundaries, 2
Megahertz or 4 Megahertz operation, optional wait
states, on-board PROM socket.
MPB-100 KIT ,., ~, $199.00

SO'S
"VERSAFLOPPY I"

KIT

FEATURES: IBM 3740 soft sectored
compatible, S-100 BNS Compatible for Z-80
or 8080. Controls up to 4 drives (single or
double sided). Directly controls the following
drives: Sugart SA400/450 Mini Floppy. snu-
gart SA800/850 Standard Floppy. PERSCI
70 and 277 • MFE 7001750. CDC 9404/9406

$135.00

COMPUTER CORNER
CPU'S

Z80
RELATED CHIPS

... $10.99

Kit: $219.95 Assembled & TestE!d.$369.95
so System's Z80 Starter Kit enables the novice to build a
complete microcomputer on a single board. Featuring the
powerful l80 microproces-
sor, the l80 Starter Kit fea-
tures • KeybOard and Dis-
play • Audia Interface'.
PROM' Programmer. Ex-
pansion and Wire Wrap
Area • On Board RAM • 4

, .
• S-100 Bus Compatible
• Up to 4Mhz Operation' "
• Expandable Memory trorn 1'6K to 256K
• DIP Switch Selectable Boundaries
• Uses 16K (4116) or 64K (4164) Memory"

Devices '.
• Page Mode Operation Allows up to 8 Memory .

Boards on Bus . .
• Operates with Z80 CPU's
• Phantom Output Disable
• Invisible Refresh (Synchronized with Wait

States)

. DIP

SWITCHES

ICSOCKETS

SOLDER TIN . LOW PROFI,LE
. PIN PIN

8 12 16 .17
14 .15 .. 18· .24
24. .32 40 .54
28 .39 20 .26

S-100CONNECTORS
High-Quality Gold Pins

$2.99 EACH
FLOP DISK SPECIAL

. 3Pos.
4Pos.
5Pos.

$1.10
$1.12

$1.16
$1.20 .
$1.22
$1.26
$1:36
$1.30

Jumbo Red LED's 8/1.00
Jumbo Green LED's 4/.95
Jumbo Yellow LED's 4/.95
Jumbo Amber LED's 4/.95
MV Red 10/1.00
FND70CC .50
DL 707 .95
DL 747CA .65
DL 728CC 1.19
FND 800CC 1.50
Red Filter 4" Bezel ·2.50
Green Filter 4" Bezel 2.50
Amber Filler 4" Bezel 2.50
4N25 1.60
4N26 1.25
4N2~ 1.10
'4N28 .95
4N3r 1.20

, 5.25" SOFT, 10 OR 16 SECTOR
10 FOR $29.9~ .

8" SOFT SECTORED'IBM COMPATIBLE

10 FOR $34.95.

. ~D'S ANDORAM II SD Systems' ExpandoRAM Ilis a dynamic RAM
The Randem Access Memory board with capacities from 16K bytes (4116) to

256K bytes (4164). It operates on the Industry
.' S-100 8us. The design allows 8 boards to

eratefrom the same S-1 00 Bus. :rhe CJlIW"'UlJ-

RAM II is compatible with 'most S-1oo
based on the Z80 microprocessor.

EXPANOORAM II KIT
W/O , : : $195
.16K •....•...•...••.•...... : .•.•..
32K ., •• , ....•..••...•.•.....•.•..•
48K •••••...•...••..•.•.....•....•
64K



.Power Supplies! Power Supplies! Power Supplies! SOLID STATE!! (5)
We gol 'em! Take your pick •••

These units are idealfor micro computers. They have been removed from equipment, checked out
and guaranteed.'
1-5. volts @ 8 amps + 1.2volts @ 2 amps + 6 volts @ 75 MA.Power supply has a 3·wire line cord and fused. Dimensions:

1()%" x 5%" x4 %".Sllipping weight: 161bs 37.50ea. 2/70.00
2":"Model818,5volts at 15amps + 12volts at 4 amps-12 volts at 2 amps. (with line cord) 35.00ea. 2/65.00
3- + 5volts at 5amps ± 12volts at 500ma. + 6volts at 25ma. (linecord included) 32.95ea. 2/60.00

4-Elexon, multi output. Input: 120/240 AC, +10%, 47-63 hz; output: 1) 12V, 1.5A, DC, OVP; 2) 12V, 1.5A, D.C.,
OVP. New, in box with operating instructio~s ..............•..•.................................. 31.50

5--Power Design, Model 1210, constant voltage, DC. P.S. input: 105-125. A.C., 55 to 440 hz. Output: 1-12 volts,
0-10 amps, DC. continuously adjustable output voltage and current limiting 139.00

COMPUTER GRADE CAPACITORS •••
18,000 mfd 10 VDC 1.25 11,000 mfd 25 VDC 1.50 4,000 mfd 75 VDC 1.75
4,400 mfd 20 VDC 1.00 35,000 mfd 35 VDC 3.50 1,000 mfd 100 VDC 1.00

46,000 mfd 20 VDC 2.50 10,000 mfd 50 VDC 2.50 6,800 mfd 100 VDC 3.50
3,000 mfd 25 VDC 1.00 22,000 mfd 60 VDC 3.75 4,700 mfd 150 VDC 3.75

WIRE WRAP BOARDS
These. boards nave been removed from equipment. They're prewired, and very
easy to unwrap for setting up your own boards. Contains mostly 14-pin IC
sockets with individu.aLconnections. Each board has VCC and ground planes.

Smaller'board measures 6~"x6" and has 40 to 50 sockets. Reduced Price-... $7.50 ea. 2/$14.00
, Larger board measures 13~"x6" and has 75 to 100 sockets. Reduced Price ..• $12.50 ea. 2/$23.00

HEWLETT-PACKARD MODEL 175A
OSCILLOSCOPESDIABLO System Disc Drive

SERIES 40, MODEL 43
THESE SCOPESHAVEA50 MHZ BANDWIDTH AND '0···· 0. ~•.

. HAVE 2 PLUG·INS, A 1781B DELAY GENERATOR •. •••

AND A MODEL '1755A DUAL TRACE VERTICAL • • •
AMPLIFIER. DIMENSIONS: 13" x 17" x 25", :., . ~ :: ••.
WEIGHT 71 LBS, SHIPPED FREIGHT ?OL,~ECT. sit .:.'

100 trackS per inch, total capacity of 50 mega·
bits, w/Model 429 power supply, sector counter,
24 seeton, 1 fix,ed disc, 1 removablll disc, aver·
age access time 38 ms, PPM:2IOO, dimensions:
105/16" high, fits in standard rack, eQIJlPIJ8a.I,._
with full extension slides, excellent used
condition. Shipped freight collect.

CRT..USED. CHECKED OUT AND OPERATING.

ROTRON
WHISPER FANS

$8.95

Clock Crystal Osciliators ..TTL, v.4j!ctron,
type CO·231T. Crystal freq. 4.9152 mhz. ln-
'put voltage 1; VDC± .outpu]: Drives 10TTL

. Loads Logic "0": 0.4V rnax., sink 16ma.
Logic "1" 2.4Vmin source 2 ma. (above 50
mhz drives 2 Schottky TTL loads). Tuning

, adjust. with nominal range of ±.30 ppm
below 25 mhz and 15 ppm above 25 mhz.
R.F.E. 1'Iz"x1 y, "xV," $13'.95

TRANSFORMERS
ISOLATION STEP·DOWN TYPE

Primary: 2301115V, 50/60

CPS,Secondary: 115yol'18 $13.95
oulpuI250VA.. EACH

Unused, Model Rotron
MU 3A1, 230V, AC; 14
watts, 50/60 hz, guar·
anteed, 4~"x4~"x1~"

TRENDUNE PHONES '
Manufactured by I.T.T.

These units have rotary dials. Colon are: white, black, red,
and green. They are packaged and nave 6-foot cord arid
installation instrructions •.Used, 34' 50
but in good ope~ting condition. • WALL TYPE

SG-132 SWEEP SIGNAL GENERATOR
FREQ: 15 TO 400 MHZ, VHF·UHF

Output: AM & FM: CWoFMdeviation: ::':1% to::': 20% at any frequency.
Crystal marken every 200Khz, 1mhz, 5mhz or * 10B. Frequency accur·
acy ::,:1%.Built·in oscilloScope for observing "$329
waveforms.

Minimum order $25.00. Items offered subject to prior sale. FOB, Brockton, Ma•• Money order or check w/order. Shipments
and handling add 5%. Shipments by parcel post or UPS. NoCQDs. Mass. residents add 5% sales tax.

---- --- ._-

WALLEN ELE~RONIC COMPONENTS:
TEST EQUIPMENT

CONNECTORS .. WIRE

ELECTRONICS CO. INC. Tel: (617) 588-6440-6441
108 SAWTELL AVE., BROCKTON, MA. 02402
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$100 FREE ACCESSORIES
WITH 16K or 32K PET

8K-Keyboard N.
16K-Keyboard B
16K-Keyboard N
32K-Keyboard C
32K-Keyboard B
32K-Keyboard N

When you buy a 16K Or 32K PET, apply 5100 toward PET
accessories, FREE. Just indicate on your order that you have
reduced the cost of your accessories by $100.

fOEE Terminal Package with 8K PETs
{\ See Special Below

tma· commod~;~a~~p:yED~~~V~IESu-. Computhink BOOKDisk Drive .
Commodore Printer (tractor feed)

. $795 Commodore Printer (friction feed)
$995 Second Cassette-from Commodore.

. $995 Commodore PET Service Kit
Beeper- Tells when tape is loaded
Petunia- Play music from PET
Video Butter-Attach another CRT
Combo-Petunia and Video Buffer
New Serial Printer Interface for PET
KIM 1 (A Single Board Computer
from Commodore)

Lear Siegler's ADM-3A
Again at Our Lowest Price Ever

Hazelline 1510 - $1195
Hazelline 1520 - $1499

C-calculator keyboard (only version with tape deck)
B -large keyboard (graphics not on keys)
N-Iarge keyboard with graphics symbols

some very smart reasons
• 12 in, diagonal screen
• Full or half duplex operation at 11 selectable data

rates
• 1920 easy-to-read characters in 24 rows of 80 letters
• Typewriter-style keyboard
• RS-232 C interface extension port

SJ\'J~ COMMODORE
$19 DISK DRIVES ZENITH COLOR

VIDEO MONITOR
apple II

pIllS
FREE RCCESSORIES

Zenith's first color video display
designed specifically for computers.

This ra-men monitor is Zenith's first color video display
designed specifically for computers. Features include
automatic color level. color processing and degaussing

The new Apple II with Applesoft BASIC built-in! Elimi-
nates the need for a $200 Firmware Card and includes
new Autostart ROM for easy operation. This combined
with the FREE accessories from NeE could save you up
to $400 on a 48K Apple II system!

16K Apple II Plus - $1195 (take $100 in free accessories)
32K Apple II Plus - $1345 (take $150 in free accessories)
48K Apple II Plus -$1495 (take $200 in free accessories)

Apple II Accessories
General Business
PASCAL.

$499.00

The AII-In-One Computer

Compumart's New
Fall/Winter 1979 Catalog.l'c'tJ from Heath Data Systems We've just published our catalog and its packed with

new products and money saving specials, Our
illustrated 32-page book features microcomputers and
microcomputer systems from Apple, Commodore PET,
Heath, and Exidy Sorcerer. Also covered are the
Commodore's KIM and Rockwell's AIM. A broad
selection of terminals. books, software and peripherals
are presented in detail. The text is thorough and
provides a wealth of technical information. To get your
FREE copy write to our address below Please include
the dept. number to speed handling.

Dual Z-80 Processors' Buill-in 102K Floppy Disk· 16K
10 48K RAM· 25 x 80 Characler Display' Upper/Lower
Case and Line Graphics· 80 Character Keyboard with
Keypad' 8 User-definable Keys' Two BASIC's and
Auto-Scribe Word Processing available. Can support
CP/M

PAPER TIGER 440SPE

Heath's third generation of computers is a compact,I--~~~~~::'~~~~~;"l~m~i!'I!!'I!r--
hi-style desktop unit which includes a complete termi-
nal, a computer and a disk AII-In-One! System includes
Bootstrap in ROM, other programs available separately,
HOOS operating system includes Heath's BASIC, an as- • Parallel interface
sembler and text editor along with important disk • Continuous variable
utilities. Microsoft language requires HDOS. printing density 80-132

characters per line
• 5x7 dot matrix

TRACTOR FEED SALE PRICE $1095
• Form thickness control
• Horizontal and vertical

The Graphics Printer
for Apple II

WH89 with 16K RAM
WH89 with 32K RAM
WH89 with 48K RAM
WH17 Second Disk Drive.
Dual-port Serial Interface

~?c~~s~fte~~~78 System.

Word Processing , . , .

Now you can print illustrations, block letters, charts,
graphs, and more-all under software control And
with the expanded buffer, the Paper Tiger can hold the
text from an entire 24-line-by-80-column CRT screen

$1194.00

IMPORTANT ORDERING INFORMATION
All orders ·must include 4% shipping and handling. Mass, residents add 5% sales tax; Mich.
residents 4%, for sales tax,

v' ReaderService-see page 227 Microcompufing January 1980 213



"", Continuity Tester and Flashlight

II;

Part No.
DB25P-4-P
DB25P-4-S
DB25S-4-S

DJ14-1
DJ16-1
DJ24-1
DJ14-1-14
DJ16-1-16
DJ24-1-24

PART NO.

OB25P
OB25S
OB51226-1
OB25P-831
DB258-831

MICROPROCESSOR
---8080A{80aOA SUPPORTDEVICES---
808M CPO S7.95 M-Z80 UserMaoual
8212 B-Billnput/Oulput 3.25 M-CDP1802 User Manual
8214 Priority Interrupt Control 5.95 M-2650 User Manual
8216 Bi·Directional Bus Driver 3.49
8224 Clockaeaeratormrwer 3.95 ROM'S
8226 Bus Driver 3.49

2513{2140) Character Generator{upper case) $9.95
8228 System Controller/BusDriver 4.95

2513{3021) Character Generator(lower case) 9.95
8238 svstem ccmrouer 5.95 2516 cnaracter seneretcr 10.95
B251 Prog. Comrn. 110 (USART) 7.95 MM5230N 2048·811Read OnlyMemory 1.95
8253 Prog.lntervalTImer 14.95
825S Proo.Periph. I/O (PPI) 9.95 RAM'S
8257 Prog.OMAConlrol 19.95 1101 256Xt Static $1.49
8259 Proo·lnterruptControl 19.95 1103 1024Xl Dynamic .99
---6800/6ll00SUPPORTOEVICES--- 2101(8101) 256X4 Static 3.95
M"'DO MPU 514.95 2102 1024Xl Static 1.75
MC6802CP MPU with Clockand Ram 24.95 21L02 1024Xl Static 1.95
MC6810API 128X8StaticRam 5.95 2111(8111) 256X4 Static 3.95
MC5821 Periph.Inter. Adapt(MC6820) 7.49 2112 256X4 StaticMOS 4.95
MC6828 Priority InterruplController 12.95 2114 1024X4 Static450ns 7.95
MC6830L8 1024X8Bil.ROM(MC68A30-8) 14.95 2114L 1024X4 Static450nslow power 10.95
MC6B50 Asyn~hronousComm.Adapter 7.95 2114-3 1024X4 Static300ns 10.95
""'52 SynchronousSerialDataAdapl. 9.95 2114L-3 1024X4 sranc amns low power 11.95""'SO 0-600bps DigitalMODEM 12.95 5101 256X4 Static 7.95
MC6662 2400bpsModulator 14.95 5280/2107 4096Xt Oynamic 4.95
MC6880A Ouad3-StateBus. Trans.(MC8T26) 2.25 7489 16X4 Static 1.75
-MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS-MISCElLAHEOUS- 74S200 256Xl Sialic rnsme 4.95
Z80(780C) CPU Sl4.95 93421 256Xl Static 2.95
Z80A(760·1) CPU 16.95 UPD414 4K Dynamic16pin 4.95
COPIS02 CPU 19.95 (MK4027)
2650 MPU 19.95 UPD415 16K Dynamic16pin 250ns 9.95
5502 CPU 11.95 (MK4115)
8035 8-Bil MPUw/clock, RAM, I/O lines 19.95 TMS4044- 4K Static 14.95
P8085 CPU 19.95 45NL
TMS9900JL 15-BitMPUw/hardware,multiply TMS4045 1024X4 Static 14.95

& divide 49.95 2117 15,384Xl Dynamic350ns 9.95
SHIFTREGISTERS (Ilousemarked)

Dual25 Bil Oynamic $.50 MM5262 2KX' Dynamic 4/1.00
Dual50 BitDynamic .50 PROM'SDual16 Bit Static .50
Dual100 Bit Static .50 1702A 2048 FAMOS S5.95
Dual64 8itAccumuiator .50 27161NTEL 16K' EPROM 59.95
500/512 Bil Dynamic .69 TMS2516 16K' EPROM 49.95
1024Dynamic 3.95 (2716) 'Requiressingle+5V powersupply
Hex32 Bit Static 4.95 TMS2532 4KX8 EPROM 69.95
Dual132Bit Static 2.95 2708 BK EPROM 10.95
512 Static .99 2716T.1 16K" EPROM 29.95
1024Dynamic 2.95 "Requires 3 voltages,-5V, +5V, +12V
Dual2568il Static 2.95 5203 2048 FAMOS 14.95
Dual250 Static 4.00 6301-1(7611)1024 TristateBipolar 3.49
Oual240Bit Static 4.00 6330-1(7602)256 OpenCBipolar 2.95
Quad80 Sit Static 2.95 82523 32X8 OpenColleGlor 3,95

6.95 82S115 4096 8ipolar 19.95
2.49 825123 32X8 Tristate 3.95

74186 512 TTl OpenCollector 9.95
UART'S 74188 256 TTlOpenColiector 3.95

5.95 74S287 1024 Static 2.95

DIGITAL
THERMOMETER KIT

Convenient versatile tool for quickly
checking continuity of dead circuits,
switches, appliances, cords, fuses,
motors, control equipment, coils
and panel boards, Also tests cir-
cuits for low-resistance shorts and
helps identify wires in multi-wire
cables, Dozens of other uses, Plus
the added convenience of a handy,
durable flashlight. Uses two AA size
penlight batteries (not furnished).
Insulated clip prevents accidental
shorting to case. Alligator clip has

48" lead with plug ..... __ $7.95

DB 25 Series Cables
Cable Length Connectors Price

4 Ft. 2-DP25P $15.95 ea.
4 Ft 1-DP25P/1-25S $16.95 ea
4 It. 2-DP25S $17.95 ea.

Dip Jumpers
1 ft. 1-14 Pin
1 ft. 1-16 Pin
1 ft. 1-24 Pin
1 ft. 2-14 Pin
1 ft. 2-16 Pin
1 ft. 2-24 Pin

$1.59 ea.
1.79 ea.
2.79 ea.
2.79 ea
3.19 ea.
4.95 ea.

(Meets RS232)

DESCRIPTION
PLUG (as pictured) .
SOCKET .....
CA8LE COVER for DB25P or OB25S...
PLUG - RighJ Angle - P.C. Mount ..
SOCKET - Right Angle - P.C. Mount.

~ Printed____ Circuit
Connectors

fEATURES:,-_-;::;;-;:;;;--,. ~~~~S:o~~a;~ed oulput lor micro-

.3 UserDelinekeyswith onebeingbi-
stableoperation

.156 Spacing-Tin-Double Head-Ilut _ Debounce circuit providedlor all 19
Bifurcated Contacts keys

Fits .054 to .070 P.C. Boards - LED readoutto verilyentries
_ Easyinterfacingwith standard16 pin

DESCRIPTION ic connector
15/30 Contacts ~ solder eyelet _ Only +5VOCrecuuee for oceranone
18/36 Contacts ~ solder eyelet. FULL 8 BIT LATCHED OUTPUT-19 KEYBOARD
22144 Contacts - solder eyelet . TileJE600EncoderKeyboardprovidestwo separatehexadecimal
22144 Contacts - wire wrap. digits producedIrom sequentialkeyentriesto allowdirect proq-

50/100 Contacts - wire wrap (R681-1) . (;)a~~~~~~!I~:~~~r~~~~~:~~~ :e
8
r~~7a~~~iw~~C~~!·Il:~~~:

1- ...;.t...;12..;5.;.;.....;.;;... ~~~~~ !:~st~:~ ~e~~~~!~a~~s~ei~~~u~~~tfsu~s::~ ~~r~e:t:~~~onitored

JE600 $59.95
Hexadecimal Keypad only, , .. $14.95

PART NO.
15/3D SE
18/368E
22/44 8E
22/44 WW
5DI1DDWW

-----------------

----------

The Pennywhislle103 Is capableof
criticalspeedrequirementslor the reccrce r a"d nts abreto ccmmunlcate d;re,Uy ,,;,h I
anothermodemand terminal lor tetephnne "
addition,itisfreeolcriticaladjustmentsandisbuillwitll
carts.
DataTransmissionMeillod ..... Frequency·ShiftKeying, full-duplex (Ilall-duplex

selectable).
Maximumnata Rate.. .3OO8aud
DataFormal. . AsynchronousSerial(returnto marklevelrequired

betweeneachcharacter).
ReceiveChannelFrequencies .. 2025Hz for space: 2225Hzlor mark
TransmitChannelFrequencies.. Switch selectable:Low (normal) = 1070space.

1270mark:High" 025space,2225man.
ReceiveSensitivity .-46 dbmaccousticallycoupled.
Transmillevel -15 dbrn nominal. Adjustable from -6 com

10 -20dbm
ReceiveFrequencyTolerance... Frequency reference automatically adjusts to

allowfor coeranonbetween 1800Hzand2400Hz
Oigilal DataInter1acl EIARS-232Cor 20 mA current loop uecever is

optoisolatedandnon-polar).
PowerRequiremenls .12DVAC,singlepllase, 10Walts.
Physical AII components mount on a single 5H by s"

circuit board.All componentsincluded.
ReQuiresaYOM,Audio Counterand/orOscilloscopeto align

Expand your 4K TRS-BO System to 16K.
Kit comes complete with:
.•.Beach UPD416·1 (16K Dynamic Rams I250NS
* Documentation for conversion

TRS-16K .. _._ $75.00

- .025" square posts
- Bu ilt- in cut off
-lncludes50 ft. wire

or slitting required-

JW-1-B
JW-l-W
JW-l-Y
JW-1-R

Wir_
Color Price
Blue si4.95
White 14.95
Yellow 14.95
Red 14.95

Replacement Wire
. 50 ft. roll .

_Dual sensors-switching control for in·
door/outdoor or dual monitoring
-Continuous LED .8" ht. display
:~~~~~;c:;OBJ~~;'T':11 ·40OC to 1000C •.••• =_-:-~::-___:::-I
«set for Fahrenheit or Celsius readln9
:~:~·:3~~?4,t,~aXs~_-5~8~,w~~~:i'/~~ginCI. j-:-..;;.:;...;.. •••.....:.... ..:... ..:....__ -I

JE300 $39.95
* Four ,630"ht. and two .300"ht.

common anocc displays
.,..Uses MM5314 clock chip
.,..Switches for hours, minutes and hold functions
.,..Hours easily vtewenre to 30 feet
.•.Simulated walnut case
.,..115VAC operation
.,..12or 24 hour operation
* Includes all components, case and wall transformer
* Size: 6¥4 x 3l1aX H'4

62-Key ASCII Encoder Keyboard Kit

JE747 " $29.95

~ -
r- ' i ; 1 ~ •• $ , , • ~! , - c. "i:
1- Q W E If T Y U lOP l • It: ,,;;;:.

I..••:::t .•. 8 00 '" e k J K L f • ~ _ t

••( I - Z Jt e V 8 n M ,. > r __ )oZ., €"'

_ Uses 4 clock chip
e Swi tcbes for hours, minutes
and hold modes

_ Hrs. easily viewable to 20 ft.
_Simulated walnut case
_115 VAC operation
-12 or 24 hr. operation
etncl. all components, case &
wall transformer

e Sfze : 6W' x 3-1/8" x 1%"

The JE610 62-Key ASCII Encoder Keyboard
Kit can be interfaced into most any com-
puter system, The JE610 Kit comes com-
plete with· an indusfrial grade keyboard
switch assembly (62 keys), IC's, sockets,
connector, electronic components and a
double-sided printed wiring board. The
keyboard assembly requires +5V @ 150mA
and -12V @ 10mA for operation.

JE701

FEATURES,
.60 Keys generate the full 1 2B char-

acters, upper and lower case ASCII
set

- Fully buffered
- 2 user-define keys provided for
custom applications

• Caps lock for upper case only
alpha characters

- Utilizes a 2376 (40 pin) encoder
read only memory chip

- Outputs directly compatible with
TTUDTL or MOS logic arrays

- Easy interfacing with a 16-pin dip
or 1B·pin edge connector

HICKOK

JE610 ..... $79.95
62-Key Keyboard only .. $34.95

6-Digit Clock Kit $19.95
Regulated Power Supply

Uses LM309K. Heat sink
provided, PC board con- -~.
struction, Provides a solid ~-
1 amp @ 5 volts. Can supply up
to ,5V, 19V and 112V with
JE205 Adapter. Includes compo-
nents, hardware and instructions.
Size: 3Y2" x 5" x 2"H

-Erases 2708, 2716, 1702A, 52030, 52040, etc.
• Erases up to 4 chips within 20 minutes.

PRICE -Maintains constant exposure distance of one inch
115V AC ADAPTER. 7.50 e Special conductive foam liner eliminates static build-up
PAOOEOCARRYING CASE. . . . . . . .. . . . 7.50 _ Built-in safety lock to prevent UV exposure
:~~vo~.;~~g:t.DAPTER (Upto 10K) . j;:~~e Corepact _ only 7-5/8" x 2-7/8" x 2"
10Amp DCCurrent Shunt. 14.95 e Complete with holding tray for 4 chipst-------------------- ...•UVS-11E $69.95

Micro- re
Joystick

- 2 each lOOK pots (Linear
Taper)

- Printed Circuit Board
Mount

e Stze: 1"xl-3/16"xl·3/16"

Micro-Miniature Joystick ... $4.95

LX303

JE200 $14.95

ADAPTER BOARD
-Adapts to JE200-
±5V, ±9V and ±12V

Digital Multimeter $74.95

DC/DC converter with +5V input, Toriodal hi-
speed switching XMFR. Short circuit protection.
PC board construction. Piggy-back to J E 200
board, Size: 3!4" x 2" x 9/16"H

J V'J1 PHONEameco ORDERS
WELCOME

. (415) 592-8097

MAlL ORDER ELECTRONICS - WORLDWIDE
1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002

ADVERTISED PRICES GOOD THRU JANUARYJE205 $12.95

\
n

JUST U/RAP'- Kit _50 ft. ea.: blue, white, red,
yellow wire

_Unwrapping Tool_JUST WRAP Tool

95

~
Vacuum Vise

Vacuum-based light-duty
vise for smalt components
and assembties. ASS con-
struction. 1)1;" jaws, 1)1.."
travel.Can be permanently
installed.

214 Microcomputing January 1980



- 7400 TTl ·*1ffinvSIl7470N .29
SN7472N .29

SN1400N 16 SN7473N .35 SN74160N 89
SN7401N .18 SN7474N .35 SN74161N .89
SN7402N .18 StJ7475N .49 SN74162N 1.95
SN7403N .18 St17476N .35 SN741S3N .89
SN7404N .18 SN7479N 5.00 SN74164N 89
SN740SN .20 SN7480N .50 SN74155N .89
SN7406N 29 SN7482N 99 SN74166N 1.25
SN7407N .29 SN7483N 59 SN74161N 1.95
SN7408N .20 SN7485N .79 SN74170N 1.59
SN7409N .20 SN7486N .35 SN74172N 6.00
SN7410N .18 SN7489N 1.75 SN74173N 1.25
SN7411N .25 SN7490N .45 SN74174N .89
SN7412N .25 SN7491N .59 SN74175N .79
SN7413N 40 SN7492N 43 SN74176N .79
SN74,4N .70 SN7493N 43 SN74177N .79
SN7416r~ .25 SN7494N .65 SN74179N 1.95
SN7417N 25 SN7495N .65 SN74180N .79
SN7420N .20 SN7496N .65 SN74181N 1.95
SN1421II .29 SN7497N 3.00 SN74182N .79
SN7422N .39 SN74100N .89 SN74164N 1.95
SN7423N .25 SN74107N .35 SN74185N 1.95
SN7425fl .29 SN74109N .59 SN74186N 9.95
SN7426f1 .29 SN74116N 1.95 SN74,B8N 3.95
SN7427N .25 SN74,21N .35 SN7419DN 1.25
SN7429tJ .39 5N74122N .39 5N74191N 1.25
5N143DN 20 5N74123N .49 SN74192N .79
SN7432N .25 5N74125N .4' SN74193N 79
5N7437N .25 SN74126N .49 5N74194N .89
5N7438N .25 SN74132N .75 SN74195N .69
SN7439N .25 SN74136N 75 5N74196N .89
5N7440N 20 5N74141N .79 5N74197N 89
5N7441N .89 5N74142N 2.95 5N74198N 1.49
SN7442N 49 5N74143N 2.95 5N74199N 1.49
5N7443N .75 SN74144N 2.95 SN745200 4.95
5N7444N 75 SN74145N .79 SN74251N .99
5N7445N 75 SN74147N 1.95 5N74279N 79
SN7446N .69 SN74148N 1.29 5N74283N 2.25
5N7447N .59 5N74150N .89 SN74284N 3.95
5N7448N .79 5N74151N .59 5N74285N 3.95
5N7450N .20 5N74152N .59 5N74365N 69
5N7451N .20 5N74153N 59 5N74366N .69
5N7453N 20 5N74154N 99 SN74367N 69
5N7454N .20 SN74155N .79 SN74368N .69
SN7459A .25 SN7415SN 79 SN74390N 1.95
SN7460N 20 5N74157N .65 SN74393N 1.95

C04000 .23 C/MOS C04070 .55
CD4001 .23 CD4071 .23
C04002 23 CD4028 .89 CD4072 .49
C04006 1.19 CD4029 1.19 CD407S 1.39
CD4007 .25 CD4030 49 CD4081 .23
CD4009 49 CD4035 .99 CD4082 23
CD4010 .49 CD4040 1.19 CD4093 .99
CD4011 .23 CD4041 1.25 CD4098 2.49
CD4012 25 CD4042 .99 MC14409 14.95
CD4013 .39 C04043 .69 MC14410 14.95
C04014 1.39 CD4044 .89 MC1Hll 14.95
CD4015 I.HI G04046 1.79 MCI4419 4.95
C04016 .49 CD4D47 2.50 MC14433 19.95
C04017 1.19 CD4048 1.35 MC145D6 .75
CD4018 .99 CD4049 .49 MC14507 99
C04DI9 49 CD4050 .49 MC14562 14.50
CD4020 1.19 CD4051 1.19 MC14583 3.50
C04021 1.39 C04053 1.19 C04508 3.95
C04022 1.19 CD4056 2.95 CD4510 1.39
CD4023 .23 CD4059 9.95 CD4511 1.29
CD4024 79 CD4Q60 1.49 CD4515 2.95
CD4025 23 CD4056 .79 CD4518 1.29
C04026 2.25 CD4068 39 CD4520 1.29
CD4027 69 CD4059 .45 CD4565 2.25

74COO .39 74COO 74CI63 2.49
74C02 .39 74Cl64 2.49
"CO< .39 74C85 2.49 74CI73 2.60
74C08 .49 "COO 1.95 74CI92 2.49
74CIO .39 NC93 1.95 NCI93 2.49
74C14 1.95 74C95 1.95 74CI95 2.49
74C20 .39 74Cl07 1.25 74C922 7.95
74C30 .39 74C151 2.90 74C923 6.25
74C42 1.95 74t154 3.00 74C925 8.95
74C48 2A9 74C157 2.15 74C926 8.95
74C73 .69 74C160 2.49 80095 1.50
4C74 .69 74CI61 2.49 8OC97 1.50
76MG 1.15 LINEAR LM710N .19
lMI06H .99 lM711N .39
LM300H .80 LM340K~IB 1.35 LM723N/H .55
LM30lCNIH 35 LM340K-24 1.35 lM733N 1.00
LM302H .75 lM340T-5 1.25 LM739N 1.19
LM304H 1.00 LM340T-6 1.25 LM741CN/H 35
lM305H .60 lM340T-8 1.25 LM741-14N .39
lM307CN/H .35 LM340T-12 1.25 LM747N/H .79
LM308CN/H 1.00 lM340T-15 1.25 LM748NjH 39
lM309ti 1.10 lM340T-16 1.25 LM1310N 1.95
lM309K 1.25 lM340T-24 1.25 lMI45BCN/H 59
LM310CN 1.15 LM358N 1.00 MC1488N 1.95
LM31IN/H 90 LM370N 1.95 MCI489N 1.95
LM312H 1.95 lM373N 3.25 LM1496N .95
lM317K 6.50 LM377N 4.00 LMI556V 1.75
LM3ISCN/H 1.50 lM380N 1.25 MC174ISCP 3.00
lM319N 1.30 lM360CN .99 LM211IN 1.95
lM32QK-5 1.35 lM38IN 1.79 lM2901N 2.95
lM320K-5.2 1.35 LM382N 1.79 LM3053N 1.50
LM320K-12 1.35 NE501N 8.00 LM3065N 1.49
lM320K-15 1.35 NE510A 6.00 lM3900N(340I}.59
LM320K-18 1.35 NE529A 4.95 LM3905N 1.49
LM320K-24 1.35 NE531H/V 3.95 lM3909N 1.25
lM320T-5 1.25 NE536T 6.00 MC5558V .59
LM320T-5.2 1.25 NEMOL 6.00 80388 4.95
LM320f.8 1.25 NE544N 4.95 LM75450N .49
LM320T-12 1.25 NE550N 1.30 75451CN .39
LM320T-15 1.25 NE555V .39 75452CN .39
LM320T-18 1.25 NE556N .99 75453CN .39
lM320T-24 1.25 NE560B 5.00 75454CN .39
lM323K-5 5.95 NE561B 5.00 75491CN .79
LM324N 1.49 NE562B 5.00 75492CN .89
lM339N .99 NE565N/H 1.25 75493N .89
lM340K-5 1.35 NE5S6CN 1.75 75494CN .89
lM340K-6 1.35 NE567VtH .99 RC4136 1.25
lM3401<-8 1.35 NE570N 4.95 RC4151 3.95
LM340K-12 1.35 lM7Q3CN/H .69 RC4194 4.95
LM340K-15 1.35 lM709NfH .29 RC4195 4.49

741500 .29 74LSOOTIL 74LS138 89
74LSOI .29 74LSI39 89
74lS02 .29 74L547 89 74L5151 .89
74lS03 .29 74LS51 .29 74L5155 .89
74lS04 .35 74LS54 .29 74lS157 .89
74lS05 .35 74L555 .29 74LSI60 1.15
74L508 29 74lS73 .45 74lS161 1.15
74lS09 .35 74lS74 .45 74lS162 1.25
74LSIO .29 74LS75 .59 74lS163 1.15
74LSll .75 74LS76 45 7415164 1.25
74lS13 .59 74LS78 49 74LS175 99
74LSI4 1.25 74lS83 .89 7415181 2.49
74lS15 .35 74LS85 1.25 74LSI90 1.15
74lS20 .29 74L586 .45 74LS191 1.15
74lS21 .35 74L590 .59 74LSI92 1.15
74LS22 35 74lS92 .75 74LSl93 1.15
74lS26 35 74lS93 .75 74LSI94 1.15
74LS27 35 74LS95 .99 74LS195 1.15
74LS28 .35 74LS96 1.15 74lS253 99
74LS30 .29 74LS107 .45 74LS257 .89
74lS32 .35 74lS109 .45 74LS258 1.75
74lS37 .45 74LSI12 45 74LS260 .69
74LS40 .35 74lS123 1.25 74lS279 .75
74lS42 .89 74LSI25 .89 74L5367 .75

74lS132 .99 74LS366 .75
7415136 49 74LS670 2A9

" Reader Service-see page 227

Cromemeo
Ine porated

TU-ART ~[9~~fl~~~~trc~-~$R~
Digital ~g~~e~+et~~mii~:I~~fl~~:

f
printers, modems, and

Inter ace ~:~;f11(/~c;r5t's, ~:_Sbi~
parallel I/O ports, and 10 Independent pro-
grammable interval timers. aauc rates are
software-selectable from 110-76,600 baud.
Has vectored prioritized interrupts so it is
able to support the powerful vectored In-
terrupt structure of a z-scrmcrocrccessor.
10 interval timers w/reer-ume caoanuttv.

.35

.36

.43

.58

.61

30 2N3055
5/1.00 MJE30SS
6/1.00 2N3392
6/1.00 2N3396

1.75 PN3567
1.75 PN3566
1.75 PN3559

4/1.00 MPS3638A
211.00 MPS3702
4/1.00 2N3704
5f1.00 MPS37Q4
7/1.00 2N3705
4/1.00 MPS3705
5f1.00 2N3706
4/1.00 MP53705
4/1.00 2N3707
5/1.00 2N3711
7/1.00 2N3724A
5/1.00 2N3725A

1.25 2N3772
2fl.DO 2N3823

2N303

SftilllfOPoru: IntINaITime,,· Gonet.llnlormation:
6"I:S·l00No. of parts: 2 No. of timers: 10 UAATTypo,: 5501

I/OI.v.I.:RS·232or20mAcu,r.looll Timer range: o-re.aauuee Powcr.eQvlramenlS: +aV~1.0A
Low baud ""'9.: 1 10·9600 baud Ischwa'"sel""lablcl +lBV~80mA -18V@40",A
Isohwa, ••• I""t"bl~) Tim., re50lutior>: 64 mi~rOI«OfId. °ncrUlit1genvoron"",,,,;O·55'C
H,yh mud range: 880·76.800l»ud V'Cl0,"d Inlo"upl"
(•••ltwar" •••lecl~ble) No. re·Uart localionl18080 "",,101:8
P•••IIIoIIIOPo"" No. ''''t~r' locs.IZ·80nlOdel: 65.536

TRT-WI~~;:~t~:::~28 b,,:npul por,s: 8 bits P"".;,iU"O<1 01 TU·ART po,ts:
,nlernalivp,iofililed ...... $295.00Inpulload:o"eTTLequ,valent PTjo",jutiO<1 lormullOple TU·ART" (Assembled)

OutpulOtive: 2QTTLloarl$ da,w<h.ining

DISCRETE LEOS --- TIMEX T1001
.200"dla. LlQUIO CRYSTAL DISPLAY

XC556A red 5/$1 .125~ dia. CLASS II
XC556G green 4/$1 XC209R red 5/$1 FIELD EFFECT
XC556Y yellow 4/$1 XC209G green 4/$1
XC556C clear 4/$1 XC20'Y yellow 4/$1 ~.. • In

.200" dia. .185"dla . Be+ogXC22R red 5/$1
XC22G green 4/$1 XC526R red 5/$1 _, _'+@..f_f

XC526G green 4/$1XC22Y yellow 4/$1 XC526Y yellow 4/$1
.110" dia. XC526C clear 41$1 4 DIGIT _ .5" CHARACTERS

MV10B red 41$1
.190"dl a.

THnee ENUNCIATORS
.085" dla. 2.00" x 1.20" PACKAGE

MV50 red 6/$1 XClllR red 51$1 INCLUDES CONNECTOR

INFRA-RED LED
XC111G green 41$1

T1001·Transmissive $7.95XClllY yellow 4/$1
lWx1Wxl/16" flat XC111C clear 4/$1 T100l A·Refiective 8.25

5/$1

DISPLAY LEOS
TYPE POLARm HT PRICE TYPE POLARITY HT PRICE
MAN1 Common Anode-re1J .270 2:95 MAN 6730 Common Anode-re1J :!: I .560 .99
MAN 2 5x 7 Dot Matrix-led .300 4.95 MAN 6740 Common Cathode-red-D.D. .560 99
MAN3 Common cameoe-reo 125 .25 MAN 6750 common Cathode-red a 1 .560 .99
MAN4 Common Cathode-red .187 1.95 MAN 6760 Common Anode-red .560 .99
MAN 7G Common Anode-qreen 300 1.25 MAN 6780 Common Cathode-red .560 .99
MAN 7Y Common Anode-yellow .300 .99 Ol701 common Anode-red ± 1 .300 .99
MAN 72 CammanAnode-red .300 .75 OL704 Common Cathode-red .300 .99
MAN 74 common cemcce.rec .300 1.25 OL707 ccrnmcn snoue-red .300 .99
MAN 82 Common Anode-yellaw .300 49 Dl728 Common cathode-red .500 1.49
MAN 64 Common Dathode-yellcw .300 .99 OL741 Common Anode·red .600 1.25
MAN 3620 Common Anode-orange .300 49 Dl746 Common Anode-red ± I .630 1.49
MAN 3630 Common Amlde-orange :!: I 300 .99 DL747 Common Anode-red .600 1.49
MAN 3640 Common Cathode-orange 300 99 DL749 Cornman Cathode-red :!: I .S30 1.49
MAN 4610 Common Anode-orange .300 .99 Dl750 ccnmcn caurcoe-rec .600 1.49
MAN 4640 Common Cathode-orange 400 .99 Ol33B Common Cathode-red .110 .35
MAN 4710 Common Anode-red 400 .99 FND70 Common Cathode .250 .69
MAN 4730 CammanAnode-red:!: I .40G .99 FN0358 ccmmcn cauiooe e 1 .357 .99
MAN 4740 Common Cathode-red .400 .99 FND359 Common Cathode .357 .75
MAN 4610 Common Anode-yellow 400 .99 FND503 Common Calhode(FND500} .500 .99
MAN 4640 Common Cathode-yellow 400 .99 FN0507 Common Anode (FND510) .500 .99
MAN 6610 Common Ancxle-orange-D.O 560 .99 5082-7730 Common Anode-red 300 99
MAN 6630 Common Anode-orange :!: I .560 .99 HDSP-3400 Common Anode-red .BOO 1.50
MAN 6640 Common Catnode-orange·O.o. 560 .99 HDSP-3403 ccmmcn camcoe red .800 1.50
MAN 6650 Common eaeooe-orance e 1 560 .99 5082-7300 4x7sgl.Dlgit-RHOP .600 19.95
MAN 6660 Cammon Anode-orange .560 .99 5082-7302 4x7Sgl.Digit-lHOP .600 19.95
MAN 6680 Common Cathade-orange '" .99 5082-7304 Overrnge Character,(±I) .600 15.00
MAN 6710 common Anode-red-D.O. 560 .99 5082-7340 4 x 7Sgl. Digit-Hexadecimal .600 22.50

RCA LINEAR
$4.95 MCI408L7
4.95 MC1406L6
4.95 MCH39L
4.95 MC3022P
6.95 MC306IP
9.95 MC4016(74416)
2.95 MC4024P
4.95 MC4040P
5.95 MC4044P

MOTOROLA $:~;~:::::::':'~S~C':;R':":A::::N~D-F';':W~BR~'--D:::'G~E:::"R"':EC::::T~'F::':'E:;'R:::S::-'....!.~
2.95
2.95
3.50
7.50
3.95
6.95
4.50

1.95
.50

1.95

CLOCK CHIPS
CA3013T
CA2023T
CA3035T
CA3039T
CA3046N
CA3059N
CA3060N
CAl080T
CA308IN

CALCULATOR
2.15 eA3082N 2.00 CHIPS/ORIVERS
2.56 CA3083N 1.60 MM5725
2.48 CA3086N 85 MM5738
1.35 CA3089N 3.75 DM8864
1.30 CA3130T 1.39 OM8865
3.25 CAlHOT 1.25 DM8887
3.25 OO160T 1.25 DMB889
.85 CAJ401N 59 Y3/4 1 seg

2.00 CA3600N 3.50 C.A.LEO driver 1.50

MM5309
MM5311
MM5312
MM5314
MM5316
MM5318
MM5369
MM5387/1998A
CT7001

TELEPHONE/KEYBOARD CHIPS
AY-S-9100 Push Button Telephone Olaller $14.95
AY-S-9200 Repertory Dtauer 14.95
AY-5-9500 CMOS Clock Generator 4.95
AY-S-2376 xeveoarc Encode, !" kCY'! 14.95
HD0165 Keyboard Encoder 16 keys 7.95
74C9Z2 Keyboard Encoder 16 keys 7.95
74C923 Keyboard Encoder (20 keys '.25

ICM CHIPS
ICM7045 CMOS Precision Timer 24.95
ICM7205 CMOS LED StopwatchfTimer 19.95
ICM7207

~:~~rit8~~~~tc~~~ter
7.50

ICM720B 19.95
ICM720' Clock Generator 6.95

NMOS READ ONLY MEMORIES
MCM6571 128 X 9 X 7 ASCII Shifted with Greek 13.50
MCM6574 128 X 9 X 7 Malh Svmbol & Pictures 13.50
MCM6575 128 X 9 X 7 Alpha Control char.aen 13.50

MISCelLANEOUS
TL074CN Quad Low Noise bi-fet Op Amp 2.49
TL494CN Switching Regulator 4.49
TL496CP

gii~~J: ~~J~~hW~5~e~lator
1.75

llC90 19.95
95H90 Hi-Speed Divide 10/11 Prescaler 11.95
4N33

~otg~?:~:n~~oQ~ g~~~-r~t~litor
3.95

MK50240 17.50
OSOO26CH 5~hz2-PhaseMOSclockdriver 3.75
TIL308 .27"red num. displayw/integ.logicchip 10.95
MM5320 TV Camera Sync. Generator 14.'5
MM5330 41h Digit DPM Logic Block (Special) 3.95
L0110/111 31h Digit AID Converter Set 25.00/se·t
MCI443JP 3Y2 Digit AID Converter 13.'5

LlTRONIX ISO·LlT 1 SN 76477
PhOlO Transistor Opto-lsclator SOUNO GENERATOR

(Same as MCT 2 or 4N25) Generales Complex Sounds
Low Power - Programmable

49~ each $3.95 each

S2.95
2.95
2.00
1.00
.75
.75

$1.95

TV GAME CHIP AND CRYSTAL

~~j~ci:~~~ea~~p~~~~ ~~:m~?~~~ ~~:~ ~nC~~~a!~c. 7.95 set
XR205 $8.40 EXAR XR2242CP 1.50
XR210 4.40 XR2264 4.25
XR215 4.40 XR2556 3.20
XR320 1.55 XR2567 2.99
XR·L555 1.50 JE2206KB 19.95 XR3403 1.25
XR555 .39 XR1BOO 3.20 XR4136 1.25
XR556 .99 XR2206 4.40 XR4151 3.95
XR567CP .99 XR2207 3.85 XR4194 4.95
XR567CT 1.25 XR2208 5.20 XR4202 3.60
XR1310P U5 XR2209 1.75 XR4212 2.05
XR1468CN 3.85 XR2211 5.25 XR4558 .75
XR1488 1.95 XR2212 4.35 XR4739 1.15
XR1489 1.95 XR2240 3.45 XR4741 1.47

DIODES TYPE VOLTS W PRICE
lN4002 100 PIVI AMP 12/1.00TYPE VOLTS W PRICE IN4oo3 200PIVI AMP 1211.00

IN746 3.3 400m 4/1.00 IN4004 400PNI AMP 12/1.00
lN751 5.1 400m 4/1.00 IN4005 SQOPIVI AMP 10/1.00
1N752 5.6 400m 4/1.00 1N4006 800 P!V1 AMP 10/1.00
IN753 6.2 400m 411.00 lN4007 1000 PIV I AMP 10/1.00
lN754 6.8 400m 4/1.00 lN3600 50 200m 6/1.00
IN757 1·0 400m 4/1.00 lN4146 75 10m 15/1.00
lN759 12.0 400m 4/1.00 IN4154 35 10m 12/1.00
lN959 8.2 400m 4/1.00 lN4733 5.1 1. "lN965 15 400m 4/1.00 lN4734 5.6 1. "IN5232 5.6 500m " lN4735 6.2 1. "lN5234 6.2 500m 28 lN4736 6.8 1. "IN5235 6.8 500m zs IN4736 8.2 1. 28
IN523S 7.5 500m " IN4742 12 1. za
IN5242 " 500m 28 lN4744 15 1. "IN5245 15 500m 28 lNIl63 50 PIV35 AMP 1.60
IN456 25 40m 6/1.00 lNlI64 100 PIV35 AMP 1.10
IN458 150 7m 6/1.00 lNI165 150PIV35 AMP 1.70
lN465A 180 10m 5/1.00 INI166 200 PN 35 AMP 1.8<)
lN4001 50 PIV1 AMP 12/1.00 1N1188 400 PIV 35 AMP 3.00

C360
C36M

15A@400V
35A@t600V
I.SA@3OOV
12A@t50V
12A@.200V

.50 TR

SCR(2NI849)
SeR
SCR
FW BRIDGE REC.
fW 8HIUGE REC.

2N2326
MOA980-1
MDA 960-3 1.95

IC SOLOERTAIL - LOW PROFILE [TIN) SOCKETS
1·24 25-49 50-100 1-24

8PinlP.$17.16.15 ••••• 22PinLP$.37
14 pin LP .20 .19 18 24 pin lP .38
16 pin lP .22 .21 .20 26 pin lP .45
16pinlP .29 .28 27 36plnlP .60
20 pi, lP .34 .32 .30 SOLOERTAIL STANOARO (TIN) 40 '" lP .63
14PinST$.27.25.24 __ 26PinST$.99
16 pin ST .30 27 .25 .. 36 pin ST 1.39
18pinST .35 32 30 < 40pinST 1.59
24 pi, ST .49 .45 .42 SOLOERTAIL STANDARO (GOLO)
6pinSG$.30 .27 .24 __ 24Pin5G$.70
14 pin SG .35 .32 .29 2apin SG 1.10
16 pin SG .36 .35 .32 ,!, 36 pin 5G 1.65
18 pin SG .52 47 .43 40 pin SG 1.75

8 pi, WW S.39 38 .31 WIRE WRAP SOCKETS
:~~:~~ .~~ ~~ :;~ (GOLD) LEVEL #3 ~~~:~=$1:~
16pinWW 43 .42 .41 •• _ 28plnWW 1.40
!6pinWW .75 sa 62 36pinWW 1.59
20pinWW .85 .79 .72 40pinWW 1.75

25·49
.36
.37
.44
.59
.82
.90

1.26
1.45

.63
1.00
1.40
1.59

.85

.95
1.25
1.45
1.55

STORS
.89

1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00
3/1.00
4/1.00
4/1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00

.65
1.00
2.25
1.00

51.00

50-100

CI06BI
MPSA05
MPSA06
TIS97
T1598
40409
40410
40673
2N916
2N2219A
2N2221A
2N2222A
PN2222 Plastic
2N2369A
MP52369
2N2464
2N2906
2N2907

2N3904
2N3905
2N3906
2N4013
2N4123
PN4249
PN4250
2N4400
2N4401
2N4402
2N4403
2N4409
2NS086
2N5087
2NS068
2N5089
2N5t29
PN5134
PN5138
2N5139
2N5210
2N5449
2N5951

4/1.00
4/1.00
4/1.00
3/1.00
6/1.00
4/1.00
4/1.00
4/1.00
4/1.00
4/1.00
4/1.00
5/1.00
4/1.00
4/1.00
4/1.00
4/1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00
5/1.00
3/1.00
31.

.81
1.15
1.30

.57

.90
1.26
1.45

.75

.85
1.10
1.30
1.40

PN29D7 Plastic
2N2925
MJE2955
2N3053

1/4 WATT RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS - 5% CAPACI!Ol! !l€~P~~~::~;cg~.~~
10 OHM 12 OHM 15 OHM 18 OHM 22 OHM 10 pi .05 .04 .03 .00I;.1F 05 1i4 .035

5 ea 27 OHM ~3 OHM 39 OHM 47 OHM 56 OHM 50 pes $1. 75 ~~~: :~~:~ :~~ ~~rF .~~ :~1.~~~
5 ea. I:~ ~~~ 2~~ ~~~ ;~ ~~~ ;~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~ 50 pes 1. 75 i~~~: :~~:~:~ :~~~~ :~:~ :~

470DI .05.04 .035 .11-'F .12.09 .075
100 VOLTMYLARAlM CAPACITORS

.12 .10 .07 .022ml .13 II .06

.12 .10 .07 .047mf .21.17 .13

.12 .10 .07 .lm! .27 .23 17

.12 .10 .07 .22m! .33 .27 .22
+211'Y. DIPPED TANTAlUMS (SDlIDl CAPACITORS

:~::~~:~~i:~:~~ :fs:~ :~~
.28 .23 .17 3.3/25V .35 _31 .27
.26 .23 17 4.7!25V .33.28 .23
.26 .23 .17 6.8125V .49.45.35
.28 .23 .17 t5!25V .75 .68 .59
.26 .23 .17 22j6V .75 .60 .50

MINIATUREALUMINUM ELECTROLYTICCAPACITORS
Axial Lead Rldlallead

.15 13 .10 A7/25V .15 .13 .10

.16 .14 .11 .47/50V .16 .14 .11

.14 .12 .09 1.0/16V .15 13 .10

.15 .13 .10 1.0!25V .16 .14 .11
15 .13 .10 1.0/SOV .16 .14 .11
.16 .14 .12 4.7116V .15 .13 .10
17 IS .12 4.7(25V .15 .13 10
.24 .20 .18 4.7/50V .16 .14 .11
.19 .17 .15 10116V 14 .12 09
.25 .21 .19 10125V .15 .13 .10
.24 20 .18 10/50V 16 .14 .12
.35 .30 .28 47!5GV .24 .21 .19
.32 .28 25 IOO/l6V .19 .15 .1-4
.45 .41 .38 l00/25V .24 .20 .16
.33 .29 .27 100/SOV .35 .30 .26
55 .50 .45 220/16V .23.17 .16
.70 .62 .55 470/2!N .31 .28 .2

ASST. 1

ASST. 2

ASST. 3
470 OHM 560 OHM 680 OHM 620 OHM
1.2K I.5K 1.8K 2.2K

J.3K 3.9K 4.7K 5.6K
1.75

1.75

OOlml
.0022
.0047mf
.0Im!

.1/35V

.15/35V

.22/35V

.33/35V

.47/35V
68!35V

1.0/35V

47/50V
1.0/SOV
3.3/50V
4.7J25V
10/25V
10/SOV
22/25V
22/50V
47/25V
41/50V
100/25V
IOG/SOV
220/25V
220/5OV
470/25V
l000/16V
2200/16V

IK
1.75
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s •• 2JK 50 PCS
6.8K

ASST. 4 5ea. 8.2K 10K 18K 50 PCS12K

33>
15K

ASST. 5
12K

ji ea. 5lJK 82K
27K
68K

39>
lOOK

"K
120K 50 PCS

150K 180K 220K 270K
680K

330K
1.75ASST. 6 Sea . 390' 470K 820K 50 PeS560'

1M 1.2M 1.5M 1.6M 2.2M
ASST. 7 5 ea 2.7M 3.3M 3.9M OM S.6M

ASST. 8R lncludes Resistor Assortments 1·7 (350 rcs.:
50PCS 1.75

$9.95 ea.
$10.00 Min. Order - U.S. Funds Only Spec Sheets - 25t
Calif. Residents Add 6% Sales Tax 1980 Catalog Available -Send 41istamp
Postage-Add 5%plus$1Insurance [it desired l

J·a"mllJlllellc·o·
ELECTRON ICS

PHONE
ORDERS

WELCOME
(415) 592·8097

MAlL ORDER ELECTRONICS - WORLDWIDE
1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002

ADVERTISED PRICES GOOD THRU JANUARY



THERE'SNO NEED TO COMPROMISE
WITH COMPUPRO TM.

We don't compromise on our designs so you don't have to compromise on
performance. Our expanded S·100 line is the answer to the needs of professional
computer users - just ask the dealers who specify our components when making up
systems for scientific, commercial, and industrial applications. Speaking of dealers,
Godbout products (under the Cornpuf'ro'" name) are now available from more dealers
than ever before. . which makes it even easier for you to experience Godbout quality
in person. Shop around, compare prices, and compare specs: we think we know whose
products will earn a space in your computer.

MORE NEWS FROM THE MEMORY LEADER.
This month, we spotlight Econoram XIliA - an 5·100 bank select board that's

completely compatible with Alpha Micro, Cromemco, and similar systems (all 8
bits of the data word are available for bank select). Addressable on 4K bound-
aries. Available in 16K, 24K, or 32K configurations; see list below (which in-
cludes our other popular memories) for prices.

All Econoram' memories are fully static, run with 5 MHz (or slower) systems,
include a 1 year limited warranty, and generally come in three different con'
figurations to suit your needs - unkit, assembled and tested, or qualified under
our high·reliability Certified System Component program (200 hour burn-in, lrn-
mediate replacement in event of failure within 1 year of invoice date).

Buss & Notes Unkit Assm CSCName

8K Econoram IIA S-100 $149 $179 $239
16K Econoram IV S-100 $269 $329 $429
16K Econoram VIIA-16 S-100 $279 $339 $439
24K Econoram VIIA-24 S-100 $398 $485 $605
16K Econoram IX-16 Dig Grp $319 $379 n/a
32K Econoram IX-32 Dig Grp $559 $639 n/a
32K Econoram X S-100 $529 $649 $789
32K Econoram XI SBC/BLC n/a n/a $1050
16K Econoram XIIIA-16 S-100 (1) $329 $419 $519
24K Econoram XIIIA-24 S-100 (1) $429 $539 $649
32K Econoram XIIIA-32 S-100 (1) $559 $699 $849
16K Econoram XIV S-100 (2) $299 $359 $459
16K Econoram XV-16 H8 (3) $329 $395 n/a
32K Econoram XV-32 H8 (3) $599 $729 n/a
16K X 16 or 32K x 8 Econoram XVI - coming soon!

THE GODBOUT COMPUTER BOX:
$259 desk top, $299 rack mount [introductory price)

The ideal home for your computer. Includes dual AC outlets and fuse holder on
rear, power switch, heavy-duty line filter, black anodized front panel (with tex-
tured vinyl painted cover for desk top version); pre-drillec base accepts our
high-performance 5·100 motherboards or types by Vector, California Digital,
and others. Rack mount version includes slides for easy pull-out from rack for
maintenance or board changing. You can even cut a hole in the front panel and
put in a mini-floppy ... all in all, this is a functional, versatile, and handsome
enclosure that does justice to the finest computer systems.

(1) Bank select board addressable on 4K boundaries.
(2) Extended addressing (24 address lines). Single block addressable on 4K boundaries.
(3) Bank select option for implementing memory systems greater than 64K.___________________ Econoram is a trademark of Godbout Electronics. _

.....................................................................
LIMITED QUANTITY SPECIAL:

PASCAL/M™ MEMORY!
PASCAL can give a microcomputer with CP/M more power than many minis!

And for a limited time only, you can buy an assembled 32K Econoram X, plus our
totally standard Wirth PASCAL/M" 8" diskette, for $799 (regular combined price,
$999). Includes manual, plus Wirth's definitive book on PASCAL; specify Z80 or
8080/8085 version. Hurry - this Is an introductory special. Diskette only without
memory board: $350......... ........... . .

DO YOU SPEAKTRS·80* *?
We've been expanding the memory of Model I TRS·80" machines for over a

year now with our low power, high speed memory expansion chip set ($87.20).
Now you can use the same chip to expand memory in Apple, newer PET, Exidy
Sorcerer, and Heath H89 machines - as well as expand a 32K Model II
TRS-80·' to 48K or even 64K. And if that isn't enough memory for you, watch
this space for news on our hiqh-density, Model II compatible 64K board with
bank select! **TRS-80 Is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE MOTHERBOARDS
195101: $174 unkit, $214 assm
12 slot: $129 unkit, $169 assm
6 slot: $ 89 unkit, $129 assm

Unkits have edge connectors and termination resistors pre-soldered in place
for easy assembly. These boards exceed the latest 5·100 specs and will work
with 5 to 10 MHz CPUs. Includes true active termination, grounded Faraday
shield between all buss signal lines, and edge connectors for all slots.

TERMS: Allow 5% for shipping
excess refunded. Cal res add
tax. VISA®/Mastercharge® : call
our 24 nr. oraer cesx at
(415) 562-0636. COO OK with
street address for UPS. Prices
good through cover month of
magazine.

2708 EROM BOARD $85 unkit
4 independently addressable 4K blocks, with dipswitch selectable jump start

built right into the board. Includes all support chips and manual, but does not
include EROMs.

ACTIVE TERMINATOR BOARD $34.50 kit
Plugs into any 5·100 motherboard (although ours don't need it) to reduce rinq-

ing, crosstalk, noise, and other buss-related problems .

• 5·100 MEMORY MANAGER BOARD
$59 kit, $85 assm, $100 CSC

Now you can add bank select and extended addressing to older 5·100
machines like the Altair, IMSAI, Sol, Polymorphic, etc. Either use this board
with our new extended addressing boards, or retrofit our high density
Econorams (the ones with phantom or extra qualifier lines) for use with the
Memory Manager to get up to V, a megabyte of memory space for your corn-
puter .

25 "Interfacer" S·100 1/0 Board
$189 unkit, $249 assm, $324 CSC

Dual RS·232 ports with full handshake; EIA232C line drivers and receivers
(1488, 1489) along with current loop (20 mAl and TTL signals on both ports. On-
board crystal controlled timebase with independently selectable Baud rate
generators for each port (up to 19.2 KBaud). Hardware UARTs.

3P PLUSS "Interfacer II" S-100 1/0 Board
$189 unkit, $249 assm, $324 CSC

Incorporates 1 channel of serial I/O (with all the features of a port from the 25
"Interfacer"), along with 3 full duplex parallel ports. The parallel section uses
LSTTL octal latches for latched input and output data with 24 mA drive current,
attention/enable/and strobe bits for each parallel port (with selectable polarity),
interrupts for each input port, and separate 25 pin connectors with power for
each channel along with a status port for interrupt mask and port status.

GmpuProTM from

725 Wright St., Oakland Airport, CA 94614 415-562.-0636
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WAMECO
THE COMPLETE PC BOARD HOUSE
EVERYTHING FOR THE 5-100 BUSS

* FPB-1 FRONT PANEL BOARD. Hex Displays,
IMSAI Replaceable. PCBD $54.95

* FDC-1 FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER BOARD
Controls up to 8 Discs. PCBD $45.00

* MEM-1A 8K BYTE 2102 RAM BOARD
PCBD $31.95
KIT 450 NSEC $141.95

*MEM-2 16K BYTE 2114 RAM BOARD
PCBO $31.95
KIT 450 NSEC $299.95

* CPU-1 8080A CPU BOARD with Vector Interrupt.
PCBD $31.95
KIT .$124.95

* EPM-1 4K BYTE 1702A EPROM
PCBO $29.95
KIT LESS PROMS $59.95

* EPM-2 16K or32K BYTE EPROM 2708 or 2176
Interchangeable.
PCBD , $30.00
KIT LESS PROMS $74.95

* QMB-9 9 SLOT MOTHER BOARD
Terminated. PCBD $35.00
KIT $89.95

* QMB-12 12 SLOT MOTHER BOARD
Terminated. PCBO $45.00
KIT $115.95

* RTC-1 REALTIME CLOCK
Programmable Interrups $27.95
KIT $79.95

* PTB-1 POWER SUPPLY BOARD
PCBD : $30.95
KIT LESS REGULATORS $55.95

FUTURE PRODUCTS: 80 CHARACTER VIDEO BOARD,
10 BOARD WITH CASSETTE INTERFACE.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED, UNIVERSITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER

v'W22 /wmt:/;nc. WAMECO INC. 111 GLENN WAY #8, BELMONT. CA 94002 (415) 592-6141

15=:I CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS

16K RAM BOARD. FUlly buffered addressable in 4K
blocks. IEEE standard for bank addressing 2t 14's
PCBD ... $26.95
Kit 450 NSEC ..$259.95
PT-l PROTO BOARD. Over 2.600 holes 4" regu-
lators. All 5·100 buss functions labeled. gold fingers.
PCBD .. $25.95
PT-2 PROTO BOARD. Similar to PT·l except set-
up to handle solder tail sockets
PCBD $25.95

SSliJ
FORMERLY C'(BEACOM/SOLID STATE MUSIC.

PB-l 2708 & 2716 Programming Board with provisions
for 4K or 8K EPROM. No external supplies require
te xtool sockets. Kit ..$124.95
CB-1A 8080 Processor Board. 2K of PROM 256 BYTE
RAM power on/rest Vector Jump Parallel port with
status. Kit... .. TBD PCBD $30.95
MB-5B BaSIC 8KX8 ram uses 2102 type rams. 5-100
buss. Kit 450 NSEC $139.95 PCBD $26.95
MB-7 16KX8. Static RAM uses I.LP410 Protection.
fully buffered. Kit ... $299.95
MB-SA 2708 EROM Board. 5-100. 8K8X or 16Kx8
kit without PROMS $75.00 PCBD 528.95
VB-3 80x55 VIDEO BOARD
Graphic included TBD
10-25·1008 bit parallel /10 port. 'IJ of boards is for
kludging. Kit $46.00 PCSD $26.95
10-4 Two serial I/O ports with full handshaking
20/60 ma current loop: Two parallel I/O ports.
Kit $130.00 PCBD.. $26.95
VB-1B 64 x 16 video board. upper lower case Greek.
composite and parallel video with software. S-100 ..
Kit $125.00 PCSD... ...$26.95
Altair Compatible Mother Soard. 11 x 11 'Il x V. ".
Soard only . $39.95. With 15 connectors ..... $94.95
Extended Board full size. Soard only. ....$ 9.49
With connector . ..... $13.45
S8-1 Synthesizer Board S-100
PCSD.. $42.95 KIT $135.95

WAMECO INC. JAN. SPECIAL SALE
ON PREPAID ORDERS
(Charge cards not included on this otter)

FPB-1 with MIKOS #14
Front Panel Kit $119.95
8Kx8 Ram 450 NSEC fully buffered, 2.5
amps typical $99.99

MIKOS PARTS ASSORTMENT
WITH WAMECO AND CYBERCOM PCBOS
MEM-2 with MIKOS #7 16K ram
with L2114 450 NSEC ,...... .. $249.95
MEM-2 with MIKOS "13 16K ram
with L2114 250 NSEC . .. $279.95
MEM-l with MIKOS #1 450 NSEC 8K
RAM $119.95
CPU-l wilh MIKOS #2 8080A CPU $94.95
MEM-l with MIKOS #3 250 NSEC 8K
RAM $144.95
QM-12 with MIKOS #4 13 slot mother
board $89.95
RTC-l ••••.ith MIKOS #5 rea! time clock $54.95

EMP·l with MIKOS #10 4K 1702 less
EPROMS $49.95
EPM-2 wilh MIKOS #11 16-32K EPROMS
less EPROMS $59.95
QM-9 with MIKOS #129 slot mol her
board $79.95
FPB-l with MIKOS '14 all parts
for front panel $134.95

MIKOS PARTS ASSORTMENTS ARE ALL FACTORY PRIME
PARTS. KITS INCLUDE ALL PARTS LISTED AS REQUIRED
FOR THE COMPLETE KIT LESS PARTS LISTED. ALL SOCKETS
INCLUDED.

VISA or MASTERCHAAGE. Send account number. interbank
number, expiration dale and sign your order. Approx. postage
will be added. Check or money order will be sent post paid in
U.S. If you are not a regular customer, please use charge,
cashier's check or postal money order. Otherwise there will
be a two-week delay lor checks 10 clear. Calil. residents add
6% lax. Money back 30 day guarantee. We cannot accept re-
turned IC's that have been soldered to. Prices subjecl to
change without notice. $10 minimum order. $1.50 service charte
on orders less thin $10.00.

V Reader Service-see page 227

FOC·l FLOPPY CONTROLLER BOARD will drive
shugart. pertek. remic 5" & 8" drives up to 8 drives,
on board PROM WIth power boot up. will operate
With CPM'· (not included).
PCBD 542.95

FPB-l Front Panel. IMSAI size. hex displays. Byte.
or instruction single step
PCBD .. $47.50
MEM-1A 8KX8 fully buffered. S-100. uses 2102 type
rams. PCBD $25.95

QM·12 MOTHER BOARD. 13 slot. terminated. S-100
board only $38.75
CPU-l 8080A Proce ssor board 5,100 with 8 level
vector interrupt peso $26.95
RTC-l Realtime clock board. Two Independent in-
terrupts. Software programmable. PCBD $23.95
EPM-l 1702A 4K Eprom card PCSD ... $25.95
EPM-2 2708/2716 16K/32K
EPROM CARD PCBD $25.95
QM-9 MOTHER BOARD. Short Version of QM-12.
9 Slots PCBD .$30.95
MEM-2 16K x 8 Fully Buffered
2114 Board PCBD $26.95
PTB-1 POWER SUPPLY AND TERMINATOR BOARD
PCBD $25.95

8080A. . $9.95
8212 2.49
8214 .4.49
8224 3.49

2708 $8.99
2114 (450 NS) low.pwr.. 5.99
2114 (250 NS) low pwr .. 6.99
2102A-4L ... 1.20

(415) 592-1800
P. O. Box 424 • San Carlos, California 94070

Please send for IC, Xis tor
and Computer parts list v'M39
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AI M 65 BY ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL

AIM 65 is fully assembled, tested and warranted. With the
addition of a low cost, readily available power supply, it's
ready to start working for you. .

AIM 65 features on-board thermal printer and
alphanumeric display, and a terminal-style keyboard. It
has an addressing capability up to 65K bytes, and comes
with a user-dedicated 1K or 4K RAM. Two installed 4K
ROMS hold a powerful Advanced Interface Monitor
program, and three spare sockets are included to expand
on-board ROM or PROM up to 20K bytes.

An Application Connector provides for attaching a TTY
and one or two audio cassette recorders, and gives exter-
nal access to the user-dedicated general purpose I/O lines.

Also included as standard are a comprehensive AIM 65
User's Manual, a handy pocket reference card, an R6500
Hardware Manual, an R6500 Programming Manual and an
AIM 65 schematic.

AIM 65 is packaged on two compact modules. The
circuit.module is 12 inches wide and 10 inches long, the
keyboard module is 12 inches wide and 4 inches long.
They are connected by a detachable cable.

THERMAL PRINTER
Most desired feature on low-cost microcomputer systems ...
• Wide 20-column printout
• Versatile 5 x 7 dot matrix format
• Complete 64-character ASCII alphanumeric format
• Fast 120 lines per minute
• Quite thermal operation
• Proven reliability

FULL-SIZE ALPHANUMERIC KEYBOARD
Provides compatibility with system terminals ...
• Standard 54 key, terminal-style layout
• 26 alphabetic characters
• 10 numeric characters
• 22 special characters
• 9 control functions
• 3 user-defined functions

TRUE ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY
Provides legible and lengthy display ...
• 20 characters wide
• 16-segment characters
• High contrast monolithic characters
• Complete 64-character ASCII alphanumeric format

PROVEN R6500 MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM DEVICES
Reliable, high performance NMOS technology ...
• R6502 Central Processing Unit (CPU), operating at 1
.MHz. Has 65K address capability, 13 addressing modes
and true index capability. Simple but powerful 56
instructions.

• Read/Write Memory, using R2114 Static RAM devices.
Available in 1K byte and 4K byte versions.

• 8K Monitor Program Memory, using R2332 Static ROM
devices. Has sockets to accept additional 2332 ROM or
2532 PROM devices, to expand on-board Program
memory up to 20K bytes.

• R6532 RAM-Input/Output-Timer (RIOT) combination
device. Multipurpose circuit for AIM 65 Monitor functions.

• Two R6522 Versatile Interface Adapter (VIA) devices,
which support AIM 65 and user functions. Each VIA has
two parallel and one serial 8-bit, bidirectional I/O ports,
two 2-bit peripheral handshake control lines and two
fully-programmable 16-bit interval timer/event counters.

BUlLT·IN EXPANSION CAPABILITY
• 44-Pin Application Connector for peripheral add-ens
• 44-Pin Expansion Connector has full system bus
• Both connectors are KIM-1 compatible

TTY AND AUDIO CASSETTE INTERFACES
Standard interface to low-cost peripherals ...
• 20 ma. current loop TTY interface
• Interface for two audio cassette recorders
• Two audio cassette formats: ASCII KIM-1 compatible
· and binary, blocked file assembler compatible

ROM RESIDENT ADVANCED INTERACTIVE MONITOR
Advanced features found only on larger systems ...
• Monitor-generated prompts
• Single keystroke commands
• Address independent data entry
• Debug aids
• Error messages
• Option and user interface linkage

ADVANCED INTERACTIVE MONITOR COMMANDS
• Major Function Entry
• Instruction Entry and Disassembly
• Display/Alter Registers and Memory
• Manipulate Breakpoints
• Control Instruction/Trace
• Control Peripheral Devices
• Call User-Defined Functions
• Comprehensive Text Editor

LOW COST PLUG·IN ROM OPTIONS
• 4K Assembler-symbolic, two-pass ,A6S·010 $79.00
• 8K BASIC Interpreter A6S·020 $99.00

POWER SUPPLY SPECIFICATIONS
• + 5 VDC ± 5% regulated @ 2.0 amps (max) .
• + 24 VDC ± 15% unregulated @ 2.5 amps (peak)

0.5 amps average

PRICE: $369.00 (1K RAM) $419.00 (4K RAM)
Plus $4.00 UPS (shipped in U.S. must give street address),
$10 parcel post to APO's, FPO's, Alaska, Hawaii, Canada,
$25 air mail to all other countries
AIM 65 USER.MANUAL $5.00 plus $1.50 shipping & handling.
We manufacture a complete line of high quality expansion
boards. Use reader service card to be added to our mailing
list, or U.S. residents send $1.00 (International send $3.00
U.S.) for airmail delivery of our complete catalog.

2967 W. Fairmount Avenue I
PhoenixAZ. 85017

(602)265-7564



No matter what your future computing plans may
be, Level "A "-at $129. 95-is your starting point.
Starting at just $129.95 for a Level "A" operating system,

you can now build the exact computer you want. Explorer/8S
can be your beginner's system, OEM controller, or IBM-
formatted 811 disk small business system ... yet you're never
forced to spend a penny for a component or feature you don't
want and you can expand in small, affordable steps!

Now, for just $129.95, you can own the first level of a fully
expandable computer with professional capabilities-a com-
puter which features the advanced Intel 8085 cpu, thereby
giving you immediate access to all software and development
tools that exist for both the 8085 and its 8080A predecessor
(they are 100% software compatible)-a computer which
features onboard S-IOO bus expansion-plus instant conver-
sion to mass storage disk memory with either 5-1/4" diskettes
or standard IBM-formatted 8" disks.

For just $129.95 (plus the cost of a power supply, keyboard/
terminal and RF modulator, if you don't have them already),
Explorer/85 lets you begin computing on a significant level. ..
applying the principles discussed in leading computer maga-
zines ... developing "state of the art" computer solutions for
both the industrial and leisure environment.
Level "A" Specifications
Explorer/85's Level "A" system features the advanced Intel
8085 cpu, an 8355 ROM with 2k deluxe monitor/operating
system, and an 8155 ROM-I/O-all on a single motherboard
with room for RAM/ROM/PROM/EPROM and S-IOO ex-
pansion, plus generous prototyping space.

(Level "A" makes a perfect OEM controller for industrial
applications and is available in a special Hex Version which

can be programmed using
the Netronics Hex Keypad/
Display.)

PC Board: glass epoxy, plated
through holes with solder mask
• I/O: provisions for 25-pin
(DB25) connector for terminal

Level HA" at $129.95 is a serial I/O, which can also sup-
complete operating system, port a paper tape reader
perject jor beginners, hob- ... provision for 24-pin DIP
biests, or industrial con- socket for hex keyboard/die-
troller use. play. . cassette tape recorder in-
put. .. cassette tape recorder output. .. cassette tape control
output. . speaker output. LED output indicator on SOD
(serial output) line ... printer interface (less drivers) ... total of
four 8-bit plus one 6-bit I/O ports «Crystal Frequency: 6.144
MHz • Control Switches: reset and user (RST 7.5)
interrupt. .. additional provisions for RST 5.5,6.5 and TRAP
interrupts onboard • Counter/Timer: programmable, 14-bit
binary e System RAM: 256 bytes located at F800, ideal for
smaller systems and for use as an isolated stack area in
expanded systems ... RAM expandable to 64k via S-1 00 bus or
4K on motherboard.

System Monitor (Terminal Version): 2k bytes of deluxe
system monitor ROM located at F000leaving 0000 free for user
RAM/ROM. Features include tape load with labeling ... tape
dump with labeling ... examine/change contents of memory
... insert data ... warm start ... examine and change all
registers. . single step with register display at each break point,
a debugging/training feature ... go to execution address ...
move blocks of memory from one location to another ... fill
blocks of memory with a constant .. .display blocks of memory
... automatic baud rate selection .. , variable display line length
control (1-255 characters/line) ... channelized lIO monitor
routine with 8-bit parallel output for high speed printer ...
serial console in and console out channel so that monitor can
communicate with I/O ports.

System Monitor (Hex Version): Tape load with labeling ...
tape dump with labeling ... examine/change contents of mem- CALL TOLL FREE800-243-7428
ory ... Insert data ... warm start ... examine and change all T 0 d F C· .r-------------- 0 r er rom onnecticut Or Fnr Tschnical

I
Netronics R&D Lta., uept. K-l· . ~ ASSistance, Etc. Call (203) 354·9375 -,
333 Litchfield Road. New Milford, CT 06776 .~ sonalized disk operating system-just

•
Please send the Items checked below- plus $2 p&il. .~ plug it in and you're up and runningl} •
o Explorer/85 Level "A" Kit (ASCII 0 Deluxe Steel Cabinet for ASCII 5699.95 plus $5 p&h. '
VerslOn),5129.95plus$3p&h. Keyboard/Terminal, S19.95 plus $2.50 OPower Supply Kit for North Star.
o Explorer/85 Level "A" Kit (Hex p&h. Disk Drive, $39.95 plus $2 p&h.
Version), 5129.95 plus $3 p&h. 0 Power Supply Kit (± 8V @ 5 amps) 0 Deluxe Case for North Star DiskI
o 8k Microsoft BASIC on cassette in deluxe steel cabinet, $39.95 plus $2 Drive, $39.95 plus $2 p&h. . •
tape, 564';95 postpaid.. . p&h. 0 Experimenter's Pak (see above),
o 8k Mlcrosof~, B~,S,I,CI,~ RO~ ~t 0 Gold Plated S-I00 Bus Connectors, $199.90 postpaid.
~:~~esl Le$~ls&:' D, and E), $4.85 each, postpaid. 0 Student Pak (see above), $319.85.

• p ~~ "P.. 0 RF Modulator Kit (allows you to postpaid.g r:~el B (S-I00) Kit, 549.95 plus use yo~r TV set as a monitor), $8.95 0 Engineering Pak (see above) I
o PL . I" " postpaid. $514.75 postpaid. '
Kit ;;; 95CI (~i1p&00:",ard expander) 0 16k RAM Kit (S-IOOBoard expands 0 Business Pak (see above), $1599.40.

, • pus. to 64k), $199.95 plus $2 p&h. postpaid
o Level "D" (4k RAM) Kit, 569.95 0 32k RAM Kit 5329.95 plus $2 p&h· •plus $2 p&h. . ' . Total Enclosed $
o Level "E" (EPROM/ROM) Kit 0 48K RAM K.Jt,5459.95 plus $2 p&h. (Conn. res. add sales tax) By- I
55.95 plus 50¢ p&h. ' 0 64k RAM Kit, $589.95 plus $2 p&h. 0 Personal Check 0 M.O.lCashier's
o Deluxe Steel Cabinet for Ex lorer / 0 16k RAM Expansion Kit (to expand Check 0 Visa 0 Master Charge.
85 $49.95 plus $3 p&h P any of the above up to 64k), $139.95 (B k # ), . plus $2 p&h each an ----
o ASCII Keyboard/Computer Ter- 0 I t I 8085·' Acct # I
minal Kit (features a full 128 character n e cpu User s Manual, 57.50 .
set, upper & lower case, full cursor con- postpal~. Signature xp. Date --I
trol, 75 ohm video output convertible 0 Special Computer Grade Cassette Print
to baudot output s_electable baud rate Tapes, 51.90 each or 3 for 55, postpaid. Name I
RS232-C or 20 m~. 110, 32 or 64 char: ~ 12" Video Monitor (10 MHz band-
acter by 16 line formats, and can be Width), 5139.95 plus $5 p&h. Address _
used with either a CRT monitor or a TV 0 North Star Double Density Floppy I
set (if you have an RF modulator), Dis~ Kit (One Drive) for Explorer/ City _

I f149.95 plus $2.50 p&h. 85 (includes 3 drive S-IOO controller, I
••0 Hex Keypad/Display Kit, 569.95 DOS, and extended BASIC with per- State Zip,-, _

-------------- 0 Send Me Information _;.I

Start Computing For Just $129.95 With An
8085-Based Professional Computer Kit-

Explorerl85
100% compatible with all 8080A and
8085 software & development tools!

V Reader Service-see page 227

registers ... single step with register display at each break point
... go to execution address. Level "A" in the Hex Version
makes a perfect controller for industrial applications and can
be programmed using the Netronics Hex Keypad/Display.

Hex Keypad/Display
Specifications
Calculator type keypad with 24
system defined and 16 user
defined keys. 6 digit calculator
type display which displays full
address plus data as well as

Hex Keypad/Display. register and status information.

Level "8" SpeCifications
Level"B" provides the S-IOO signals plus buffers/drivers to
support up to six S-I00 bus boards and includes: address
decoding for onboard 4k RAM expansion select-able in
4k blocks ... address decoding for onboard 8k EPROM expan-
sion selectable in 8k blocks ... address and data bus drivers for
on board expansion ... wait state generator (jumper selectable),
to allow the use of slower memories ... two separate 5 volt
regulators.

Level "C" Specifications
Level "C" expands Explorer's
motherboard with a card cage,
allowing you to plug up to six
S-IOO cards directly into the
motherboard. Both cage and

Explorer/85 with level cards are neatly contained inside
"C"card cage. Explorer's deluxe steel cabinet.
Level "C" includes a sheet metal superstructure, a 5-card gold
plated S-IOO extension PC board which plugs into the mother-
board. Just add required number of S-IOO connectors
Level "0" Specifications
Level "D" provides 4k or RAM, power supply regulation,
filtering decoupling components and sockets to expand your
Explorer/85 memory to 4k (plus the original 256 bytes located
in the 8155A). The static RAM can be located anywhere from
0000 to EFFF in 4k blocks.
Level "E" Specifications
Level "E" adds sockets for 8k of EPROM to use the popular
Intel 2716 or the T12516. It includes all sockets, power supply
regulator, heat sink, filtering and decoupling components.
Sockets may also be used for soon to be available RAM Ie's
(allowing for up to 12k of on board RAM).

Order A Coordinated
Explorer/85 Applications Pak!
Experimenter's Pak (SAVE 512.50)-Buy Level "A" and Hex
Keypad/Display for 5199.90 and get FREE Intel 8085 user's
manual plus FREE postage & handling!
Student Pak (SAVE S24.45)-Buy Level "A," ASCII Key-
board/Computer Terminal, and Power Supply for 5319.85 and
get FREE RF Modulator plus FREE Intel 8085 user's manual
plus FREE postage & handling!
Engineering Pak (SAVE $41.00)-Buy Levels "A," "B,"
"C," "D," and "E" with Power Supply, ASCII Keyboard/
Computer Terminal, and six S-I00 Bus Connectors for 5514.75
and get JO FREE computer grade cassette tapes plus FREE
8085 user's manual plus FREE postage & handling!
Business Pak (SAVE S89.95)-Buy Explorer/85 Levels "A,"
"B," and "C" (with cabinet), Power Supply, ASCII Key-
board/Computer Terminal (with cabinet), 16k RAM, 12"
VIdeo MOnitor, North Star 5-1/4" Disk Drive (includes North
Star BASIC) with power supply and cabinet, all for just
51599.40 and get JOFREE 5-1/4" minidiskettes ($49.95 value)
plus FREE 8085 user's manual plus FREE postage & handling!

ContinentalU.S.A. CreditCardBuyersOutsideConnecticut

By Netronics

ASCII/BAUDOT,
STANDALONE

C t COMPLETEompu er FORONLY ...

Terminal $14995
The Netronics ASCII/BAUDOT Computer Terminal Kit is a

microprocessor-controlled, stand alone keyboard/terminal
requring no computer memory or software. It allows the use of
either a 64. or 32 character by 16 line professional display for-
mat with selectable baud rate, RS232-C or 20 ma. output, full
cursor control and 75 ohm composite video output.

The keyboard follows the standard typewriter configuration
and generates the entire 128 character ASCII upper/lower case
set with 96 printable characters. Features include on board
regulators, selectable parity, shift lock key, alpha lock jumper,
a drive capability of one TTY load, and the ability to mate
directly with almost any computer, including the new Ex-
plorer/85 and ELF products by Netronics.
. The Computer Terminal requires no I/O mapping and
Includes 1k of memory, character generator, 2 key rollover,
processor controlled cursor control, parallel ASCII/BAUDOT
to serial conversion and serial to video processing-fully
crystal controlled for superb accuracy. PC boards are the
highest Quality glass epoxy for the ultimate in reliability and
long life.

VIDEO DISPLAY SPECIFICATIONS
The heart of the Netronics Computer Terminal is the micro-

processor-controlled Netronics Video Display Board (VID)
which allows the terminal to utilize either a parallel ASCII or
BAUDOT signal source. The VID converts the parallel data to
serial data which is then formatted to either RS232-C or 20 ma.
current loop output, which can be connected to the serial lIO
on your computer or other interface, i.e., Modem.

When connected to a computer, the computer must echo the
character received. This data is received by the VID which
processes the information, converting to data to video suitable
to be displayed on a TV se't '(using an RF modulator) or on a
video monitor. The VID generates the cursor, horizontal and
vertical sync pulses and performs the housekeeping relative to
which character and where it is to be displayed on the screen,
Video Output: 1.5 PIP into 75 ohm (EIA RS-170j' Baud Rate:
110 and 300 ASCII' Outputs: RS232-C or 20 ma. current loop
• ASCII Character Set: 128printable characters- .

.JT'E8~~VVlI++eRolt,02!+tlSI++t+
!81$t&'()*+,-./Ol23456789:;<=)?
MlCDEFQil~[\)A _
'abcdff9hijklftnop\rst VWX~{:~
BAUDOT Character Set: A [) CDE FG HI J K LM NOPQ
R S T U V W X Y Z - ?: •3 $ # () . , 9014 !57 •.2 /68'
Cursor Modes: Home, Backspace, Horizontal Tab, Line Feed'
Vertical Tab, Carriage Return. Two special cursor sequence~
are provided jor absolute and relative X- Y cursor addressing.
Cursor Control: Erase, End oj Line, Erase of Screen, Form
~~~~iat::,lete • Monitor Operation: 50 or 60Hz (jumper

ConlinentalU.S.A. CredilCardBuyersOutsideConnecticut

CALL TOLL FREE800-243-7428
__ To Order From Connecticut Or For Technical _ .,'
• ASSistance, Etc. Call (203) 354-9375
• Netronics R&D Ltd., Dept. x-i •

•
333 L.itchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776
Please send the items checked below- •

•
0 Netro.nics ~tand Alone ASCII Keyboard/Computer I

Terminal Kit, $149.95 plus $3.00 postage & handling.

•
0 Deluxe Steel Cabinet for Netronics Keyboard/Terrni- •.

nal In Blue/Black Finish, 519.95 plus $2.50 postage

•
and handling.

o Video Display Board Kit alone (less keyboard). $89.95 •

I plus $3 postage & handling.
, 0 12"Video Monitor (10 MHz bandwidth) fully assem- I
•

bled and tested, 5139.95 plus $5 postage and handling.
o RF Modulator Kit (to use your TV set for a monitor) •

I $8.95 postpaid. '
o 5 amp Power Supply Kit In Deluxe Steel Cabinet I
I (± 8VDC @ 5 amps, plus 6-8 VAC), $39.95 plus $2

postage & handling. I
•
Total Enclosed (Conn. res. add sales tax) $, _
By- •

I0 Personal Check 0 Cashiers Check/Money Order
o Visa 0 Master Charge (Bank # -) I

• Acct. # •

•
Signature Exp. Date •

Print
• Name _

IAddress I
I~ I
• State Zip I
•••_ _ 0 Send Me More Information __ •••
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4,600
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That's the size of the world's most comprehensive guide to mlcrocompuflng. Over 2
years of Kilobaud Microcomputing ... a virtual expanding encyclopedia of com-
puting.

Back issues of Kilobaud Microcomputing are a gold mine of interesting articles.
There's little to go stale in mlcrocomputlng •.. software, applications, great
editorials. Start your encyclopedia today by sending for our FREE KB Microcom-
putlng Back Issues Catalog. You'll see every issue available with descriptions of each
issue. Pick your favorites or get them all.

D YES! Rush me Microcomputing's FREE Back Issues Catalog!
Name ~ _
Address _
City State Zip _

kilobaud

MICROCOMPUTING T.M.

Peterborough NH 03458 Dept. KB
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M0 VING? i;j /fYOUho;;';o!;bdh;;ndy,p,;ntOLDodd""bal
~ Name Call I
~ Address ",

~ City State Zip I
I

Name Call 1
Address 1

Let us know 8 weeks in advance so that you won't
miss a single issue of Kilobaud Microcomputing.
Attach old label where indicated and print new address
in space provided. Also include your mailing label
whenever you write concerning your subscription. It
helps us serve you promptly.

o Address change only
o Extend subscription
o Enter new subscription
o 1 year $18.00

o Payment enclosed

print NEW address here:

o Bill me later

is HfiitD COpy STOitfiGE Q problem?
KILOBAUD MICROCOMPUTING. as
thick as it is, is more like a floppy
when it comes to standing on the
bookshelf. Try the KILOBAUD
MICROCOMPUTING Library Shelf
Boxes ... sturdy corrugated white
dirt-resistant cardboard boxes
which will keep them from flopping
around. We have self-sticking labels
for the boxes, too, not only for
KILOBAUD MICROCOMPUTING. but
also for 73 Magazine. 80 MICRO-
COMPUT.lNG... and for CQ, QST.
Ham Radio. Personal Computing. Radio Electronics. Inter-
face Age. and Byte. Ask for whatever stickers you want
with your box order. They hold a full year of KILOBAUD
MICROCOMPUTING. 80 MICROCOMPUTING ... or 73
Magazine. Your magazine library is your prime reference;
keep it handy and keep it neat with these strong library
shelf boxes. One box (BX-tOOO) is $2.00,2-7 boxes (BX-
tOOt) are $ t .50 each, and eight or more boxes (BX-t 002)
are $ t .25 each. Be sure to specify which labels we should
send. Have your credit card handy and call our toll-free
order number 800-258-5473, or use the order card in the
back of the magazine and mail to:

kilobaud TM

MICROCOMPUTING
peterborough nh 03458

~<8It1DERS
Keep your library of Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING from loss or
damage in these handsomely appointed binders with rich blue
covers and gold lettering. Each binder holds 12 issues, making
an EXCELLENTREFERENCEHANDBOOK. Several binders form a
quality library you can be proud of.

Order yours today ...

only $6.50 each (8N1011) ... 2 for $12.00 (8N1012)
Use the order card in the back 01 this magazine or itemize your
erder on a separate piece of paper and mail to:

MICROCOMPUTING BINDERS • PETERBOROUGH NH 03458
Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.
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kb microcomputing book nook
e HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HERE!-BK7322-lf you want to
come up to speed on how computers work ... hardware and soft-
ware ... this is an excellent book. It starts with the fundamentals
and explains the circuits, the basics of programming, along with a
couple of TVT construction projects, ASCII-Baudot, etc. This book
has the highest recommendations as a teaching aid for
newcomers. $4.95.*
e THE NEW HOBBY COMPUTERS-BK7340- This book takes it
from where Hobby Computers Are Here! leaves off, with chapters
on Large Scale Integration, how to choose a microprocessor chip,
an introduction to programming, low cost I/O for a computer, com-
puter arithmetic, checking memory boards, a Baudot monitor/edi-
tor system, an audible logic probe for finding those tough prob-
lems, a ham's computer, a computer QSO machine ... and much,
much more! $4.95*
elNTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS-BK1032-by
Charles Rockwell of MICROLOG, is an ideal reference for the indi-
vidual desiring to understand the hardware aspects of micropro-
cessor systems. Describes the hardware details of computer de-
vices in terms the beginner can understand, instead of treating the
micro chip as a "black box." Specific systems are not described
and programming is only briefly discussed. $17.50 U.S. and
Canada; $20 elsewhere. *

e BASIC NEW 2ND EDITION-BK1081-by Bob Albrecht. Self-teaching guide to the computer language you will need to know
for use with your microcomputer. This is one of the easiest ways to learn computer programming. $5.95.*
eSCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTRUMENT'S BASIC SOFTWARE LIBRARY is a complete do-it-yourself kit, written in everybody's
BASIC, immediately executable in ANY computer with 8K; no other peripherals needed. Volume I contains business and recrea-
tional programs and is 300 pages. Volume II is 260 pages and contains math, engineering, statistics and plotting programs.
Volume III contains money managing, advanced business programs such as billing, A/R, inventory, payroll, etc. Volume IV con-
tains general purpose programs such as loans, rates, retirement, plus games: Poker, Enterprise (take charge while Capt. Kirk is
away), Football and more! Volume V is filled with experimenters' programs, including games, pictures and misc. problems such
as "logic." Volume VI is a miniature business system; and Volume VII contains professional programs. Volume 1- LB1002 - &
Volume 11- LB1003 -$24.95* each, Volume 111- LB1004 -$39.95*, Volume IV - LB1005- & Volume V - LB1006-$9.95* each,
Volume VI- LB1005-$49.95*, Volume VII- LB1008-39.95. *
e MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING TECHNIQUES-BK1037-by Austin Lesea & Rodnay Zaks will teach you how to inter-
connect a complete system and interface it to all the usual peripherals. It covers hardware and software skills and techniques,
including the use and design of model buses such as the IEEE 488 or S100. $13.95.*
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e TTL COOKBOOK - BK1063 - by Donald Lancaster. Explains
what TTL is, how it works, and how to use it. Discusses practical
applications, such as a digital counter and display system, events
counter, electronic stopwatch, digital voltmeter and a digital tach-
ometer. $9.50.
eCMOS COOKBOOK-BK1011-by Don Lancaster. Details the
application of CMOS, the low power logic family suitable for most
applications presently dominated by TTL. Required reading for
every serious digital experimenter! $10.50. *
eTVT COOKBOOK-BK1064-by Don Lancaster. Describes the
use of a standard television receiver as a microprocessor CRT ter-
minal. Explains and describes character generation, cursor con-
trol and interface information in typical, easy-to-understand Lan-
caster style. $9.95.*
eTHE "COMPULATOR" BOOK-BUILDING SUPER
CALCULATORS & MINICOMPUTER HARDWARE WITH
"CALCULATOR CHIPS-BK1012-by R.P. Haviland, provides
ideas, design info and/or printed circuit boards for calculator chip
projects such as tape control of calculator electronic lock, dial-a-
telephone, etc. $7.95.*

e BASIC COMPUTER GAMES-BK1074-0kay, so once you get your computer and are running in BASIC, then what? Then you
need some programs in BASIC, that's what. This book has 101 games for you from very simple to real buggers. You get the
games, a description of the games, the listing to put in your computer and a sample run to show you how they work. Fun. Any
one game will be worth more than the price of the book for the fun you and your family will have with it. $7.50.*
e WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN~BK1071-PCC's first book of computer games ... 48 different computer games
you can play in BASIC ... programs, descriptions, many illustrations. Lunar Landing, Hammurabi, King, Civel 2, Qubic 5, Tax-
man, Star Trek, Crash, Market, etc. $10.95.'
e M/CROCOMPUTING CODING SHEETS Microcomputing's dozen or so programmers wouldn't try to work without these
handy scratch pads, which help prevent the little errors that can cost hours and hours of programming time. Available for pro-
gramming Is Assembly/Machlne Language (PD1001),which has columns for address, instruction (3 bytes), source code (label
op code, operand) and comments; and for BASIC (PD1002) which is 72 columns wide. 50 sheets to a pad. $2.39.' '

"Use the order card in the back of this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to:
Kilobaud Mlcrocomputlng Book Department. Peterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

All orders, add $1.00 handling.
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• PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL-BK1140-by Peter Grogono. The
computer programming language PASCALwas the first language
to embody in a coherent way the concepts of structured program-
ming, which has been defined by Edsger Dijkstra and CAR.
Hoare. As such, it is a landmark in the development of program-
ming languages. PASCAL was developed by Niklaus Wirth in
Zurich; it is derived from the language ALGOL 60 but is more
powerful and easier to use. PASCAL is now widely accepted as a
useful language that can be efficiently implemented, and as an ex-
cellent teaching tool. It does not assume knowledge of any other
programming language; it is therefore suitable for an introductory
course. $9.95.*
• MICROPROCESSOR LEXICON - ACRONYMS AND DEFINI-
TIONS - BK1137- compiled by the staff of SYBEX,is a convenient
reference in pocket-size format. Sections include acronyms and
definitions, part numbers and their definitions, S·100 signals;
RS232 signals, IEEE 499 signals, microcomputers and micropro-
cessors, JETDS summary (military) and a code conversion table.
$2.95.*
.INSTANT BASIC-BK1131-by Jerald R. Brown. For the per-
sonal computer enthusiast or the user of DEC's BASIC PLUS lan-
guage, here is a new book to teach you BASIC. It teaches BASIC to
beginners using interesting programming ideas and applications
that will be easily understood by the home computer programmer.
BASIC PLUS users know that the two languages are very similar,
so this book can be used by them as well. This is an "active par-
ticipation" workbook, designed to be used with your home com-
puter so you can learn by doing! Ideas are slowly introduced in a
nonmathematical context so the beginner can quickly learn good
programming techniques. $6.00.*

• MYCOMPUTER LIKES ME _. _WHEN I SPEAK BASIC-BK1039-An introduction to BASIC ... simple enough for kids. If you
want to teach BASIC to anyone quickly, this is the way to go. $2.00.*
• COMPUTER PROGRAMMING HANDBOOK-BK1014-by Peter Stark. A complete guide to computer programming and data
processing. Includes many worked-out examples and history of computers. $9.95.*
• MICROCOMPUTER DICTIONARY-BK1034- This microcomputer dictionary fills the need to become quickly acquainted
with the terminology and nomenclature of the revolution in computers. There is also a comprehensive electronics/computer
abbreviations and acronyms section. $15.95.*

.YOUR HOME COMPUTER-BK1172-by James White, is an in-
troduction to the world of personal microcomputing. This book
tells you everything you want to know about home computing and
gives the computer novice a painless introduction to microcom-
puter technology and terminology, beginning with what com-
puters are and how they work. This basic book requires no prior
knowledge or experience in electronics or computing. It provides
information about home computer kits; guidelines for selecting
and building your own microcomputer, how to use your home com-
puter and what you can do with it; lists of computer stores, clubs,
periodicals; and answers to many more of your questions about
microcomputers and the jargon surrounding the personal comput-
ing scene today. $6.00.'
• HOW TO BUILD A MICROCOMPUTER-AND REALLY UNDER-
STAND IT-BK7325-by Sam Creason. The electronics hobbyist
who wants to build his own microcomputer system now has aprac-
tical "How-To" guidebook. This book is a combination technical
manual and programming guide that takes the hobbyist step-by-
step through the design, construction, testing and debugging of a
complete microcomputer system. Must reading for anyone desir-
ing a true understanding of small computer systems. $9.95.'
THE BASIC HANDBOOK-BK1174-by David Lien. This book is
unique. It is a virtual ENCYCLOPEDIAof BASIC.While not favoring
one computer over another, it explains over 250BASICwords, how
to use them and alternate strategies. If a computer does not
possess the capabilities of a needed or specified word, there are
often ways to accomplish the same function by using another
word or combination of words. That's where the HANDBOOK
comes in. It helps you get the most from your computer, be it a
"bottom-of-the-line" micro or an oversized monster. $14.95.*

• MICROCOMPUTER PRIMER-BK1035-by M.Waite and M. Pardee. Describes basic computer theory, explains numbering
systems and introduces the reader to the world of programming. Describes the world of microcomputing in "real world" termi-
nology. $7.95.'

• THE STORY OF COMPUTERS-BK1056-by Donald D. Spencer, is to computer books what Dick and Jane is to novels ...
elementary, gives the non-computerist a fair idea of what the hobbyist is talking about when he speaks computer lingo. At-
tempts to explain what computers are and can do to a spouse, child or any non-electronics-minded friend. $4.95.*
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ePROGRAMMING THE 6502-BK1005-Rodnay Zaks has de-
signed a self-contained text to learn programming, using the
6502. It can be used by a person who has never programmed
before, and should be of value to anyone using the 6502. The
many exercises will allow you to test yourself and practice the
concepts presented. $11.95*
e 6502 APPLICATIONS BOOK-BK1006-Rodnay Zaks pre-
sents practical-application techniques for the 6502
microprocessor, assuming an elementary knowledge of micro-
processor programming. You will build and design your own
domestic-use systems and peripherals. Self-test exercises in-
cluded. $12.95*

e HOWTOSELL ANYTHING TOANYBODY-BK7306-According to The Guiness Book of World Records, the author, Joe Girard,
is "the world's greatest salesman." This book reveals how he made a fortune-and how you can, too. $2.25.*
e PIMS: PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM-BK1009-Learn how to unleash the power of a personal com-
puter for your own benefit in this ready-to-use data-base management program. $9.95.*

eHOW TO MAKE MONEYWITH COMPUTERS-BK1003-ln 10
information-packed chapters, Jerry Felsen describes more than
30 computer-related, money-making, high profit, low capital in-
vestment opportunities. $15.00.*
e ADD 'N STAC-BX1003-lf you've got programs lying around
and want them organized in easy-to-Iocate fashion Add'N Stac is
the answer.' Each unit stores eight cassettes. Each module locks
together with the next and grows with your collection. Build
yourself a software library with Add 'N Stac by ordering from the
Book Nook. As your library grows you'll need more of these
handy units so order more than one today. Several colors are
available and you can mount them to your wall, desk, table or
keep them loose for taking with you. Colors and prices are:
Smoke $3.00*; Black, Dark Blue, Orange, Brown, White, Red
$2.50.*

e LOW-COST, PERSONAL COMPUTER-BASED INVESTMENT
DECISION SYSTEMS-BK1101-Use this guidebook by Man-
Computer Systems, Inc.'s president, Jerry Felsen, to develop in-
expensive personal computer systems that can help you make
better investment decisions. $15.00.·
e 6800 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE AND COOKBOOK-
BK1075-Like its culinary cousin, The 8080 Gourmet Guide, this
new book by Scelbi Computing and Robert Findley describes
sorting, searching and other routines-this time for the 6800
user. $10.95.*
e8080 SOFTWARE GOURMET GUIDE AND COOKBOOK-
BK1102-If you have been spending too much time developing
simple routines for your 8080, try this new book by Scelbi Com-
puting and Robert Findley. Describes sorting, searching, and
many other routines for the 8080 user. $10.95.*
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e AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOM-
PUTERS, VOL. O-BK1130- The Begin-
ner's Book-Written for readers who know
nothing about computers-for thosewho
have an interest in how to use computers
-and for everyone else who must livewith
computers and should know a little about
them. The first in a series of 4volumes, this
book will explain how computers work and
what they can do. Computers have be-
come an integral part of life and society.
During any given day you are affected by
computers, so start learning more about
them with Volume O.$7.95.*
eVOL. I-BK1030-Dedicated to the
basic concepts of microcomputers and
hardware theory. The purpose of Volume I
is to give you a thorough understanding of
what microcomputers are. From basic
concepts (which are covered in detail),
Volume I builds the necessary compo-
nents of a microcomputer system. This
book highlights the difference between
minicomputers and microcomputers.
$8.50.*
e VOL. II-BK1031 (loose leaf)-'-$25.00*;
BK1040 (with binder)-$30.00* -Contains
descriptions of individual microproces-
sors and support devices used only with
the parent microprocessor. Volume "
describes all available chips.
eVOL. III-BK1132 (loose leaf)-$15.00*;
BK1133 (with binder)-$20.00. * Contains
descriptions of all support devices that
can be used with any microprocessor.
e FUNWITH COMPUTERSAND BASIC- ,_~.~L~." .•~. --.:.::.:.:,.,-----

BK1021-by Donald D. Spencer, contains
an easy-to-understand explanation of the
BASIC Programming Language and is in-
tended for persons who have had no pre-
vious exposure to computer programming.
Over half the book is devoted to problems
using games, puzzles, and mathematical
recreations. A superior book for self-
teaching and learning computer program-
ming. $6.95.*
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eADVANCED BASIC- BK1000-Applica-
tions and problems by James Coan is for
those who want to extend their expertise
with BASIC. Offers advanced techniques
and applications. $15.00.*
ePAYROLL WITH COSTACCOUNTlNG-
IN BASIC-BK1001-by L. Poole & M.
Borchers, includes program listings with
remarks, descriptions, discussions of the
principle behind each program, file
layouts, and a complete user's manual
with step-by-step instructions, flowcharts,
and simple reports and CRT displays.
Payroll and cost accounting features in-
clude separate payrolls for up to 10 com-
panies, time-tested interactive data entry,
easy correction of data entry errors, job
costing (labor distribution), check printing
with full deduction and pay detail, and 16
different printed reports, including W-2
and 941. $15.00.*
e SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS-
BK1053-published by Adam Osborne &
Associates, Inc. Perfect for non-technical
computerists requiring ready-to-use pro-
grams. Business programs, plus miscel-
laneous programs. Invaluable' for the user
who is not an experienced programmer. All
will operate in.the stand-alone mode. $9.50
paperback. *
e THE SECRET GUIDE TO COMPUTERS
Parts 1, 2 and 3 by Russ Walter. Part One
describes computers in general, and after
reading for ten minutes you will be writing
simple BASIC programs! Part Two dis-
cusses computer applications. It's one
thing to master the syntax of the language
such as BASIC and another to solve prob-
lems using the new tool. Part Three
describes programming languages. Ever
heard of APL and QLlSP? BASIC is not the
only language used to program comput-
ers. 7th Edition. Part I-BK1050-$2.75*;
Part II-BK1051-$2.50*; Part III-BK1052
-$3.50.*
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Solve your personal energy crisis.
Let VisiCalc™Power do the work.

With a calculator; pencil and paper you can spend hours plan-
ning, projecting, writing, estimating, calculating, revising, erasing
and recalculating as you work toward a decision.

Or with VisiCalc and your Apple" II you can explore many
more options with a fraction of the time and effort you've spent
before.

VisiCalc is a new breed of problem-solving software. Unlike
prepackaged software that forces you into a computerized
straight jacket, VisiCalc adapts itself to any numerical problem
you have. You enter numbers, alphabetic titles and formulas on
your keyboard. VisiCalc organizes and displays this infor-
mation on the screen. You don't have to spend your time
programming.

Your energy is better spent using the results than get-
ting them.

Say you're a business manager and want to project
your annual sales. Using the calculator; pencil and paper
method, you'd layout 12 months across a sheet
and fill in lines and columns of figures on
products, outlets, salespeople, etc. You'd cal-
culate by hand the subtotals and summary
figures. Then you'd start revising, erasing
and recalculating. With VisiCalc, you simply
fill in the same figures on an electronic
"sheet of paper" and let the computer do
the work.

Once your first projection is complete,
you're ready to use VisiCalc's unique,
powerful recalculation feature. It lets you
ask "What if?;' examining new options
and planning for contingencies. "What if"
sales drop 20 percent in March? Just type in
the sales figure. VisiCalc instantly updates
all other figures affected by March sales.

Or say you're an engineer working on a design problem and are
wondering "What if that oscillation were damped by another 10
percent?" Or you're working on your family'S expenses and
wonder "What will happen to our entertainment budget if the
heating bill goes up 15 percent this winter?" VisiCalc responds
instantly to show you all the consequences of any change.

Once you see VisiCalc in action, you'll think of many more
uses for its power. Ask your dealer for a demonstration and dis-
cover how VisiCalc can help you in your professional work and
personal life.

You might find that VisiCalc alone is reason enough to
own a personal computer.

VisiCalc is available now for Apple II computers with
versions for other personal computers coming soon. The
Apple II version costs just $99.50 and requires a 32k disk
system.

For the name and address of your nearest VisiCalc
dealer, call (408) 745-7841 or write to Personal

Software, Inc., Oept. K, 592 Weddell Dr.,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086. If your favorite
dealer doesn't already carry Personal

Software products, ask him to
give us a call.

VisiCaJc was developed exclusively for
Personal Software by Software Arts, Inc.,
Cambridge, Mass.

TM-VisiCalc is a trademark of
Personal Software, lne.

"Apple is a registered trademark



Inventory Problems?
Are you having trouble keeping the right nuts

and bolts in stock?Sinceeven a simple mistake can
cost you time and money, a good inventory system
should do more than just count parts. It should tell
you exactly what you need, when you need it,
where to get it, and how much it will cost.

The MSI Inventory System Seven enables you to
maintain a versatile data base for controlling
inventory. It lists part number, description, quantity
on hand, vendor, cost, selling price, optionql
pricing, usage levels for previous month, present
month, and year-to-date, and much more.

When quantity on hand items reach minimum
levels, the System Seven compiles an automatic
reorder list. This list can be generated by spe-
cific vendor as well as a complete listing of
all materials to be ordered.

In addition to the item listing, the In-
ventory System Seven "bill of materials"
provides you with a complete inventory
of items used in the manufacture of subassemblies
and complete products. It also contains other cost
items such as labor costs, total raw materials costs,
and miscellaneous costs.

The MSI Inventory System Seven is built around
the versatile MSI 6800A Computer with 56K of
RAM. An integral dual mini-floppy memory gives
you an additional 630K of memory and makes

inventory control fast and efficient. The System
Seven will interface with any industry standard CRT,
and you have the ..option of both a "daisy wheel"
word processor for nigh quality document prepa-
ration and a dot r\:tatrix printer for high speed
production.

The System Seven can be expanded to handle
all your data proce~ 'ng,needs or you, can select
one of nine other MSI systems now available
for business, industrial. scientific, educational. and
personal applications.

If you need more than just a nuts and bolts
inventory system, we have more informa-

tion about how the Inventory
System Seven can solve your pro
blems economically.

220 W.Cedar, Olathe; Kansas 66061, (913) 764-3273
TWX91 0 749 6403 (MSIOLAT),TELEX42525 (MSIA OLAT)
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